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FOREWORD
The concept of this WMO Technical Conference on Meteorological and Environmental
Instruments and Methods of Observation (TECO-2000) arose from a proposal of the twelfth
session of the Commission for Instruments and Methods of Observation (CIMO-XII). The fiftyfirst session of the WMO Executive Council gave approval in May 1999 and the China
Meteorological Administration kindly offered to host the Conference in Beijing from the 23 to
27 of October 2000.
TECO-2000 was held between sessions of CIMO, two years after its twelfth session. An
Exhibition on Meteorological Instruments, Equipment and Services (METEOREX-2000) was
also organized to coincide with TECO-2000 to provide participants with an additional opportunity
to view the latest developments in instrumentation by manufacturers from many countries.
An International Programme Committee for TECO-2000, composed of R.P. Canterford
(Australia), Scientific Director of TECO-2000, Baoxiang Xu (China), J. Kruus (Canada),
A. Belhouji (Morocco), J. Nash (UK), and A. Gusev (Russian Federation), was responsible for
specifying the themes and contents of sessions as well as for selecting the papers.
With the rapid developments in the technology of meteorological and environmental
instruments and sensors, this Conference is ideally timed as we move into the next decade.
It has given authors and participants the opportunity to present and discuss the critical changes
that are taking place in their work with instruments and methods of observation.
The Conference topics have been designed to reflect these changes and the diversity of
the main areas of CIMO activities, as stated in the WMO Instruments and Methods of
Observation Programme (IMOP). These fields include surface observation systems, automatic
weather stations, intercomparisons, instrument design, solar radiation observations, quality of
observations, upper-air observation systems (in-situ and remote), weather radars and lightning
detection systems, measurement of atmospheric composition, operation of instruments in harsh
conditions, urban meteorology, management of networks and, most importantly, capacity
building and technology transfer.
The large range of papers presented under the conference theme and these topics in
particular display innovations to improve the quality and homogeneity of observations. These
developments are essential to meet the requirements of WMO Programmes and "National
Meteorological and Hydrological Services.
I wish to express my deep gratitude to the Government of China and to the China
Meteorological Administration, to authors of papers, to members of the International Programme
Committee, to the Local Organizing Committee, and to the Secretary-General of WMO for their
efforts and the resources devoted to planning and holding TECO-2000.

(Or Ray P. Canterford)
Vice-president of CIMO
Scientific Director of TECO-2000
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0 INTRODUCTORY KEYNOTE PAPER

MAJOR CHALLENGES FACING WMO MEMBER COUNTRIES IN OPERATING
AND MAINTAINING METEOROLOGICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL INSTRUMENT
NETWORKS AND THE ROLE OF CIMO
R.P. Canterford
(Vice President of CIMO)
Australian Bureau of Meteorology
PO Box 1289K Melbourne, Vie. AUSTRALIA
Tel (+613) 96694225, Fax (+613) 96694168
Email: R.Canterford(iv.bom.gov.au

Abstract
Increasing demands on instrument specialists and network managers is leading to critical change in
the way National Meteorological and Hydrological Services (NMHS) are operating meteorological and
environmental measurement networks. An analysis is given of the types of changes, including new
technologies for instruments, sensors and observing systems, and the demands for cost effective network
operations within limited resources. The role of manufacturers and the World Meteorological Organization
(WMO) Commission for Instruments and Methods of Observation (CIMO) in supporting NMHS is
discussed. A model of increased collaboration between manufacturers and NMHS, supported by various
CIMO groups and activities, is presented as the best way to draw on the strengths of all stakeholders in
facing the critical change of the next decade. Both the common and contrasting requirements of developed
and developing countries in this model are discussed

1. Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to provide an overview of the changing activities and resultant issues
facing National Meteorological or Hydrological Services (NMHS) as we move into the next decade. The
paper will highlight the role of WMO and CIMO in particular, through the Instruments and Methods of
Observation Programme (IMOP).
The theme of this Conference is "Operational Measurement Technologies for the Next Decade Critical Change or Business as Usual?" This keYnote paper will attempt to outline the types of challenges
that are facing NMHS. Within this context it will be proposed that "business as usual", which allows for
some dYnamic change, is not sufficient if networks of modem instruments are to provide accurate
homogeneous data for operations and research. A model of increased cooperation between manufacturers
and NMHS, assisted through the activities of CIMO, is proposed as the vehicle for critical change.
Instrument specialists and managers of meteorological and environmental observing networks are
facing increasing demands in the operation of these networks. These demands can include, but are not
restricted to:
1.

ii.
Ill.

IV.

v.
VI.

Vll.
VIll.

IX.

sustained performance to meet operational requirements for the Global Observing System
(GOS);
increased performance to meet WMO programme requirements, such as that required for the
Global Climate Observing System (GCOS);
increased pressure to operate efficient networks within limited resources, which can lead to
reductions in personnel to operate, inspect and maintain equipment;
increased emphasis on costed network outputs, including performance measures and equipment
lifecycles;
increased automation of some observations and resulting calibration and quality assurance
requirements;
increased sophistication of equipment and inability of some NMHS to operate this without
manufacturers' support;
the need to replace obsolete systems which can no longer be maintained;
reliance on long term support of manufacturers and the impact on developing countries;
opportunities presented by new technologies, including increased technical performance for
improved observations frequency and homogeneity; and
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x.

widening technological gap between developed and developing countries.

Many of the above demands and influences occur in most NMHS. CIMO experts, participating in its
Working Groups and Expert Meetings from a broad representation of NMHS, have found these are common
issues of concern.
This paper will try to address these issues and point out that "business as usual" is not sufficient.
NMHS must change in line with new technology and often reducing or limited resources. Furthermore,
CIMO should have an increasing role in assisting NMHS adapt to these changes.

2. The Role of Instrument Specialists and Managers in Determining Changes
The fundamental problem with any change of instrumentation is the change in the characteristics of
the measurement itself. This can have a marked impact on the homogeneity of the historical record and
consequently diminish the value of climate studies based on these records. As technology changes
significantly over shorter time periods, this is a major concern to climate researchers and operational data
users. However, the changing technology to automated observations can have a positive impact on
homogeneity, if good metadata records are maintained.
By the time mandatory overlap periods as recommended by WMO are achieved, further advanced
technology can be available. This makes it quite difficult for developed countries - whether to adopt the new
technology or sensors; and developing countries - at what stage should they consider the new technology
economical and will it be supported for reasonable periods in the future.
Therefore the role of the instrument specialist is changing from one of deep understanding of the
characteristics of long established instruments to one of demands to evaluate new sensors and instruments
over shorter periods of time. At the same time the technology is becoming more complex and manufacturers
often do not release sufficient information for commercial reasons. Furthermore, many NMHS are having
difficulty maintaining sufficient qualified and trained instrument specialists and are relying on manufacturers
to provide the necessary expertise.
This reduction of instrument specialists in NMHS and increased reliance on manufacturers may
appear to be a satisfactory solution, especially for developed countries. However, the relationship between
manufacturers and NMHS will have difficulties if a good balance is not achieved. Manufacturers and
instrument designers have often relied on NMHS and WMO instrument intercomparisons, initiated and
conducted by CIMO, to assist with the development, testing and implementation of equipment into a field
environment. NMHS have employed instrument specialists with many years experience and manufacturers
have relied on this experience to a great extent. Manufacturers have played a key role in the development of
sensors and instruments by keeping pace with changing technology. Obvious examples are automatic
weather stations (AWS) and radiosondes using GPS navigation. The close relationship between WMO
Members and manufacturers needs to be enhanced for both developing and developed countries. CIMO
should continue to play a key role in this cooperation. This will be explored further later in the paper against
this background.
Instrument specialists and network managers should be fully aware of this relationship with
manufacturers and the benefits and possible pitfalls. They should be aware of the initiatives of CIMO in
fostering closer cooperation, and with the increasing access to the Internet making the availability of
WMO/CIMO reports much easier. Many of these reports describe detailed instrument intercomparisons
involving WMO Member experts and manufacturers.
In addition to the above performance driven changes, instrument specialists and network managers
can benefit from changes in technology to achieve cost effective solutions for networks. Indeed, this can
often be the most compelling argument for critical change.

3. The Role of CIMO in Facilitating Ongoing Operations and Changes to Instrument Networks
CIMO essentially operates with two key Working Groups, one for surface measurements and one for
upper air measurements, plus several Rapporteurs on other observing systems and areas of concern, such as
capacity building. These experts are supported by a small Secretariat at WMO headquarters in Geneva.
CIMO is responsible for the WMO Instruments and Methods of Observation Programme (IMOP), which it
manages through a series of activities as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: CIMO activities in support of WMO Members maintaining environmental instrument networks and
the shaded areas where manufacturer collaboration is important.

Manufacturers are now being encouraged to be involved in most of the CIMO activities shown in
Figure 1 to enhance cooperation. CIMO needs to play an increasing role in assisting WMO Members to
operate and adopt new observing systems, instruments and sensors. As mentioned earlier, instrumentation
technology is changing rapidly and homogeneity of records must be maintained. This involves, as well as
instrument overlap periods, greater demands on calibration and maintenance of equipment. In particular, if
the equipment is automated, sound quality management procedures must be firmly established. A lack of
on-site staff to quality control the data from instruments means there is a shift to reliance on field inspections
by staff, often every six months, depending on sensor performance.
Again the demand for accurate metadata records increases as sensors change. An associated
problem is the increasing use of algorithms to determine standard atmospheric variables from sensors. Some
manufacturers (and sometimes NMHS) are reluctant to publish this information. This can lead to great
difficulty for NMHS introducing and maintaining new instruments. Therefore CIMO encourages
manufacturers and Members to publish this information.
Further, manufacturers often raise the problem of varying instrument requirements amongst NMHS
as a cause of high costs, as they need to accommodate many slightly, or sometimes significantly, different
systems. CIMO has an important role in this respect and reports in the WMO "Instruments and Observing
Methods" "green stripe"-IOM series assist in providing some uniformity, through expert determination of
performance in particular applications. Recent examples include the "Guidance on Automatic Weather
Systems and their Implementation" (lOM Report No. 65) and "WMO Wind Instrument Intercomparison"
(lOM Report No 62). With increasing developments in electronics and computing technology, the skills of
instrument specialist, especially those involved in field inspections or calibration of equipment, are changing
rapidly, along with the equipment necessary to perform the instrument maintenance. Van der Meulen (1998)
has published several "Instrument Develop Inquiry" studies through CIMO and discusses future
requirements for Surface Observations (Van der Meulen, TECO 2000). CIMO, through its efforts to
promote global homogeneity of data, along with high quality, sponsors Regional Workshops to train
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instrument specialists. CIMO is also enhancing the number and role of Regional Instrument Centres (RICs),
which will be discussed later.
Developing countries have additional concerns and problems with the ever-increasing technology of
environmental monitoring instruments. As well as the issues of maintaining the homogeneity of data and the
increasing dependence on the expertise of manufacturers suffered by developed countries, developing
countries will be even more dependent on manufacturers for support. A recent WMO Instruments and
Observing Methods Report No. 68 "Guidance Material on the Choice of Meteorological Instruments for
Surface Observations Suitable for use in Developing Countries" (Odero, 1998) outlines many of these
problems. Often manufacturers provide the support in the early stages of equipment purchases and
implementation, but this support can decrease over time. This is critical as we commence the next decade,
since sensors and technology change rapidly and manufacturers are keen to keep pace and maintain a
competitive edge. Developing countries and developed countries have great difficulty supporting the "older
technology" if a manufacturer decides to discontinue a particular sensor or instrument and spare parts and
support is withdrawn. This is a question of "what is the economic life cycle of a system?" While keeping
pace with technology is good (if it supports the real needs of the NMHS), manufacturers may not be fully
aware of the implications for NMHS, who often do not have funds to "upgrade".
Additionally, manufacturers may not be fully aware of the major impact their instrument changes
have on the climate record. A good example is the large range of temperature screens produced by
manufacturers, especially for new AWS. This has a marked impact on the climate record and creates
problems for NMHS. CIMO, though IOM Report No 66, outlines the range, the standards and the
requirements of NMHS to maintain their national benchmarks. Of course manufacturers are not entirely to
blame in this regard. They are market driven. If the developed countries always go for the latest hitechnology (perhaps to reduce operating costs), then less developed countries suffer from equipment
obsolescence as the market distorts. On the other hand, NMHS who are not well advised (by CIMO reports
and experts) may buy cheaper but poorly performing systems, perhaps designed for the non-professional
consumer market.
The impact on climate studies is obvious in this single item of temperature screens, let alone changes
to sensors and their particular calibration and performance. If a global intercomparison is not achievable due
to different climatological requirements of screens, IOM Rep No. 66 recommends at least a national or
regional intercomparison, temporal overlaps at sites and national intercomparisons of new screens (which
may in fact have superior characteristics) with traditional screens. These tests are essential, especially if data
are to be normalised across international boundaries.
The above is just one aspect ofNMHS meeting the demands listed in Section 1. Manufacturers also
have a role in standardising their designs for reasons of production economics, and publishing performance
characteristics.
Another recent example of the role of CIMO in addressing the demands placed on NMHS is the
"Expert Meeting on Operational Issues for Radiosonde Applications in the Tropics and Sub-tropics" in Oct
1999. It should be highlighted that WMO, through CIMO, has organised several intercomparisons of
radiosondes in the last 15 years to determine their performance characteristics; and new GPS based
radiosondes require testing, which is planned by CIMO for later this year. Several Member countries have
undertaken national trials and provided valuable feedback to the manufacturers. In particular, manufacturers
are to be congratulated on meeting the demand for the new GPS radiosondes after the demise of the Omega
navigation system. Close cooperation between CIMO experts and manufacturers remains a high priority.
The Oct 1999 Expert Meeting highlighted some deficiencies in GPS radiosondes for wind finding and
relative humidity measurements. The findings and recommendations of this CIMO Expert Meeting were
reported to the full session of the CIMO Working Group on Ground Based Upper Air Observing Systems in
New Delhi, India last December. At that particular meeting several manufacturers were represented.

4. New Technologies for Observing Systems
CIMO experts in Member countries are becoming involved in an ever-increasing range of new
technologies and observing systems. The role of these systems in the Future Composite Global Observing
System (FCGOS) is essential for well-balanced cost effective observing networks. However the same
fundamental concepts of data uncertainty, maintainability, calibration and intercomparisons used by
instrument specialist over the years must be applied to these new technologies, otherwise homogeneity will
not be achievable. The Commission for Basic Systems (CBS) has a fundamental interest in these new
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systems and must rely heavily on CIMO experts to ensure the credibility of the environmental data. It is
encouraging to note that CBS is taking full account of climate requirements through GCOS, and CIMO can
assist greatly in achieving the aims of this important WMO activity. In particular, uniform and routine
calibration of instruments against National Standards linked to Regional Standards is fundamental for the
integrity of climate data. CIMO's initiative in establishing guidelines (Guide to Meteorological Instruments
and Methods of Observation, termed the CIMO Guide, WMO No 8) and frameworks for Regional
Instrument Centres is therefore important.
As can be seen from the programme of technical papers for this conference, some of the new or updated
technologies for observing systems that are being established and maintained by NMHS include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

AMDAR (Aircraft Meteorological Data Relay) or more specifically the rapidly expanding ACARS
(Aircraft Communication Addressing and Reporting System).
ASAP (Automated Shipboard Aerological Programme)
Advanced Automatic Weather Stations (AWS), which include sensors for visual parameters etc such
as the "Present Weather" variables.
Advanced radar systems involving Doppler and Dual Polarisation capabilities
GPS signal monitoring for water vapour and virtual temperature measurements
New generation radiosondes
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) ego Glidersonde and Aerosonde
Satellite based systems such as new sounders, lidars etc
Atmospheric Profilers
Lightning Detection networks (especially new networks based on "time of arrival")
Advanced marine observing platforms beyond drifting buoys to sub-surface floats
Updated shipboard systems such as AWS.

Many of these systems are being considered for the future composite Global Observing System (CBS
OPAG Expert Team, Third Session June 2000) and the upper air component are discussed in a later keYnote
address (Nash, TECO 2000). CIMO is aware of these changing technologies and its members are often at
the forefront of developments in the technology. They are being required to benchmark or calibrate the data
from these systems against more conventional data. For example, quality control and assurance measures
have been developed for AMDAR data against conventional radiosonde data as well as other aircraft and
Numerical Weather Prediction Models.
As another example, advanced AWS sensors such as ceilometers and visibility meters are providing new
types of information for both weather forecasting and climate studies. In order to fully utilise these new and
more frequent observations, CIMO has encouraged CBS to develop enhanced codes. CIMO organised, in
collaboration with CBS, an Expert Meeting on the Requirements and Representation of Data from AWS
(Netherlands, 1999) on this important issue. It was attended by experts from all WMO Technical
Commissions for the benefit all data users.
It must be emphasised that all current and future observing equipment, procedures and systems must
comply with rigorous calibration and traceability against appropriate standards. CIMO and its instrument
specialists are endeavouring to achieve this and must have the full support of NMHS - any new observing
system will have to include these underlying costs in its operation if it is to provide sustainable reliable
homogeneous data. It should be noted that some of these systems (eg. lightning location networks) might be
supplied and operated by private firms. This leads to some complications in ensuring appropriate accuracy
of data and again close cooperation of WMO experts with manufacturers and suppliers is essential, since the
user requirements for the data may conflict.

5. The Role of Manufacturers in supporting Change
The previous Section highlights the increasing diversity and complexity of observing instruments
and procedures. Coupled with often reducing resources, NMHS instrument specialists are becoming more
dependent on manufacturers/suppliers support. TECO-2000 has adopted an approach of encouraging
participation by manufacturers in both the Technical Papers and Panel Sessions. This is in addition to the
associated METEOREX display. Manufacturers have welcomed previous cooperative approaches, which is
predominantly a feature of CIMO within WMO. This TECOIMETEOREX is a further example of
adaptation to the critical change facing NMHS. By using this forum to discuss these changes with a wide
range of manufacturers, it will hopefully jointly enhance understanding of each other's aims and problems.
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It may also be able to allay the concerns of some manufacturers of conventional observing systems and
instruments - these will be required for many years to come as a method of benchmarking or anchoring new
technologies as they arise, as well as for economic reasons. The need for long-term high quality climate data
cannot be overemphasised. Additionally, manufacturers must appreciate the special needs of developing
countries in their long-term support. Equipment should not be supplied and then not supported over long
time periods. Systems cannot be continually upgraded without support and backward compatibility to earlier
systems. It is not responsible, and a waste of resources, to install equipment without adequate provision for
support of the system for the duration of its economic life.
Manufacturers must be aware of the continuing decline of "instrument budgets" of NMHS in
designing new equipment. NMHS are often faced with dilemmas on whether to upgrade at great cost cooperation is needed before manufacturers make unilateral decisions to upgrade systems or consumables.
Radiosondes are an impressive example of this, since they can have significant implications in annual
budgets ofNMHS.
Other issues that face instrument specialists when determining future instrument purchases or upgrades
include:
• reliability of manufacturers' performance information or specifications,
• compatibility with current systems and
• long term support for spare parts and possible maintenance, training and calibration facilities.
Some manufacturers supply training in their factories prior to purchase and this can highlight potential problems.
However, there appears to be a widespread belief that manufacturers could assist NMHS further by providing more
reliable and detailed performance specifications and evidence of field trials (possibly conducted in conjunction with a
particular NMHS). It is recognised that this already occurs for some instruments by some manufacturers, but it should
become more widespread, especially as more complex instruments are released. (Indeed, some system calibration, ego
radiosondes, remote sensing systems, is often beyond the resources of NMHS, and must depend on manufacturers field
trials, hopefully in collaboration with CIMO.) Manufacturers should also ensure NMHS are automatically supplied
with upgrades of software for the life of the system.CIMO has recently established a CIMO Newsletter, which is
delivered to all CIMO members, observers and some 400 manufacturers to improve the flow of information. Indeed,
the CIMO president Dr Srivastava recently convened a special meeting with manufacturers of Upper Air Observing
Systems to foster cooperation, which was welcomed by the manufacturers (CIMO Newsletter Edition: March 2000).

6. The Role of NMHS and Manufacturers in Capacity Building
A major challenge for the next decade facing WMO Member countries is capacity building for
developing countries. WMO activities are highly dependent on the ability of all Member countries to
contribute to global programmes, operations and research activities. This inter-reliance of all Member
countries is very clear in the area of meteorological and environmental observations. Examples are the
Global Observing System for meteorological operations and numerical weather prediction and the Global
Climate Observing System. If developing countries are limited in the provision of accurate routine
observations, then all these activities are compromised. CIMO is very much aware of this interdependence
and has historically supported developing countries with respect to instrument development. The CIMO
Guide (WMO No 8) plus the IOM "green stripe" series are aimed at providing consistency across national
boundaries. The dependence on high quality accurate data from developing countries must not be
overlooked in the developments of the Future Composite Global Observing System.
CIMO convened an Expert Meeting on Capacity Building last year (Beijing, China, 1999) and
several additional initiatives resulted from that meeting. Some of these have already been mentioned, but it
is worth noting that the meeting strongly endorsed increased collaboration with manufacturers for more cost
effective equipment for developing countries, and involvement by manufacturers in field training prior to
installation of equipment. In this regard, 400 manufacturers are circulated letters and newsletters of CIMO
activities and requirements. Attendance of manufacturers at workshops and technical conferences, such as
METEOREX 98 and 2000 are very important for technology transfer to developing countries. The proposed
Instrument Catalogue (CIMO XII, para 4.3.6, 1998) was aimed at assisting developing countries in choosing
the correct instrumentation for their environmental and financial conditions.
Regional Instrument Centres are another area in which CIMO is preparing to enhance support for
critical change. Additional RICs have recently been established; and there are now 13 available within all
WMO Regions. Although these centres get no direct financial support from WMO, they do act as a focal
point for calibration of national standards and training of instrument specialists. Recent meetings of CIMO
Capacity Building experts (Beijing, China, Sep 1999) recommended manufacturers view these RICs as
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special focal points for provision of discontinued equipment, instrument standards and information, and for
attendance at training events. As all NMHS should be in contact with their respective RICs, this is an
efficient way of spreading technical information and cooperation between WMO Members and
manufacturers. Of course, manufacturers are often invited, when feasible, as observers to various Working
Group and Expert Meetings as observers.
A recent letter to manufacturers of instruments and equipment by the Secretary-General of WMO
sought views from them on the enhanced collaboration mechanisms. As pointed out in that letter, WMO
Congress endorsed the continued capacity building efforts of CIMO and this conference, TECO-2000, and
the conjointly organised METEOREX 2000, should assist. The letter floated the concept of an Association
of Manufacturers of Instruments and Equipment.
CIMO has developed further its own Web site as part of the WMO site. Links to CIMO documents
and the IMOP are contained in the page along with the Terms of Reference of CIMO, officials and Working
Group Members, Rapporteurs and their TORs. These official positions are elected at Commission Meetings
every four years. Currently there are 280 instrument experts nominated by some 140 Member countries and
registered as members of CIMO. Of these, 46 experts representing all WMO Regions and other technical
commissions are involved in the Working Groups or are Rapporteurs actively supporting CIMO activities.
CIMO also has strong links to WMO Regional Associations through the RICs and Rapporteurs on the
"Regional Aspects of Instrument Development, Related Training and Capacity Building".

7. Conclusion
This paper has highlighted the joint roles of CIMO, instrument specialists of NMHS and
manufacturers, in facing the critical changes of the next decade. Clearly "business as usual", which can
allow for some dynamic or pro actively created change, is not sufficient. CIMO in particular, through its
NMHS specialists, has certainly adapted to technical change in recent years and will continue to enhance its
activities. This is most evident in its contributions to the move to GPS radiosonde technology, Radio
Frequency Coordination, GCOS, the revised CIMO Guide, increasing links to manufacturers, extensive
intercomparisons of instruments, facilitation of Regional Instrument Centres, its Web site,
TECOIMETEOREX 1998 and 2000 and valuable technical publications through the IOM Series. These
activities are only possible through the active role of instrument specialists. Additional experts are very
welcome to contribute to any of these activities.
As discussed in the paper, all instrument specialists are facing major challenges and greater
collaboration with manufacturers has been emphasised as one way forward. The advantages and
disadvantages of this approach have been highlighted and must be kept in mind by all speciali::::ts and
network managers.
The role of manufacturers in working with NMHS and CIMO as we move into the next decade, has
been highlighted. Through this paper, the TECO-2000 papers that follow, the joint manufacturer/instrument
specialist panels and METEOREX-2000, avenues of further cooperation can hopefully be developed.
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Introduction
Automatic Weather Stations (AWS) are becoming more and more popular. Quality and reliability of
measurements are improved and the need for maintenance is reduced the last decade. As a
consequence observations received from these automatic observing locations can meet the operational
accuracy limits, stated by WMO. Not only new and improved sensor technologies have stimulated this
development, but also the introduction of data acquisition systems, computers and data transmission
systems.
Today, developments in the methods of observation are focussed on the technology of optics. Such
developments are important for the introduction of new techniques for use as an alternative for visual
observations (e.g. the very promising Present Weather Systems). Another important development is the
introduction of microelectronics in measuring devices. Moreover, the integration of micro-sensors and
microprocessors, providing a fully computer controlled digital measuring system has become a major
development during the last years.
As a consequence of these developments, the new measuring devices have become a part of a primary
measuring system of a weather station. This configuration, however, differs significantly from the
traditional observing stations, where the measuring instruments are used as a helping tool for the
observer, who was responsible in the first place for the quality of the measurement. This development
implies a shift in responsibility as well. Quality control of the performance of an AWS has become more
and more a task for the data managers of the stations. Moreover, inspection and maintenance are
essential parts of good management of any AWS and will become increasingly important in future.

Instrument development
Within the framework of the Instruments and Methods of Observation Programme, two Instrument
Development Inquiries were published by WMO during the last years (IDI-S, IDI-6) [ref. 1,2]. For both
inquiries most entries were received for the item automatic meteorological station, and it is clearly
demonstrated that most effort is put into this special kind of development. Nevertheless the
development of new systems to measure the traditional meteorological variables should not be
underestimated. Interesting developments are going on to design new devices to measure air
temperature, humidity, wind, precipitation, radiation, etc. for both surface as upper air measurements.
Some developments are less popular, but still very significant: Both new in-situ sensors (for radiosondes) and modern remote sensing technology are introduced to improve the measurement of wind,
temperature and pressure and the observation of clouds. Of interest is the use of optics in a wide range
of methods of observation (e.g. visibility, radiation, and precipitation identification by so-called Present
Weather Sensors). Although the use of optics requires intensive maintenance due to pollution, optics are
becoming increasingly popular for the automation of visual observations.
An interesting issue concerning any development is the motivation behind it. Both IDI- sand IDI-6
show that "Improved reliability or accuracy" is the leading motive for development. Nevertheless both
"Cost effectiveness" and "Automation of manual observations" are given as major motives as well.
Typically, the motive "New type of observation" holds only for a small number of new developed
instruments. Consequently, few instruments are developed to measure meteorological parameters
using a pure alternative technology.
Regarding the popular development of the AWS it is found that such development is in many cases a
combination of a data-acquisition and data-dissemination system and also a set of appropriate sensors
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suitable for such a system. Then design of such an AWS always fulfils the concept of one processing
system, uniquely coupled to a sensor measuring one meteorological variables, i.e. most AWS are not
really designed to perform intelligent calculations using data from a set of sensors to present alternative
variables. It is worthwhile mentioning this point since it is found to be rather relevant within the
framework of automation of visual observations, where the use of complex algorithms is found to be
necessary.

Changing needs
In conjunction with the CBS-ext(98) session a technical conference was organised on integrated upperair observing. Although many papers covered different topics, the integration of observing systems or
networks in combination with NWP was indicated as a necessary constraint for further developments in
terms of observations. In other words, the integral use of synoptical surface measurements, space borne
measurements, radar measurements and in-situ upper-air measurements should be organised.
Although such statements seem to be rather obvious, the impact on the need for appropriate
observations will change. For example, if satellites, like ERS will monitor globally the wind at sea
surface, the need for observations of the wind from VOS ships shall reduce. Or, if with the help of
satellites cloud coverage is determined, such observation at a ground station may be stopped as well.
And also the modern remote sensing technologies (ground or space based) will provide information as
input for numerical weather prediction models (NWP) reducing the need for data determined on the
classical way. On the other hand the increasing use of improved NWP models will require alternative
meteorological parameters in future. In any case, it may be expected that the current classical set of
observation parameters, well known from SYNOP and SHIP and well described in the CIMO Guide
(WM0-No. 8) will alter into a much more complex configuration of observational parameters.
Today, modern weather forecasting is based in the first place on the results of operational NWP
calculations. Not only global models or medium range prediction models will provide information but
also limited area NWP models with high resolution in space (5 km) and time (I H) are becoming very
accurate, reliable and therefore popular for the meteorologists. For this purpose new types of
information, like geological information is required and observations should be performed more
frequently as well (e.g. every 10 min or continuously).
Using these high-resolution models, running almost continuously the actual state of the atmosphere is
described on a three dimensional manner. By using this source of information a now-casting system is
available to provide any user any actual meteorological information. From this point of view the need for
the direct deliverance to a user of actual measured data from a weather station will reduce in future
because any user may retrieve the more appropriate data from such now-casting system.
With respect to the growing impact of NWP, a significant move in terms of observation requirements
can be expected. Today all types of observational data are assimilated into models and the impact of
these data depends on appropriate weighting functions. In practice many data is over-redundant, i.e.
data is available from different types of sources (e.g. surface measurements, radar). Moreover the impact
of some parameters on NWP is rather limited and used for NWP analyses purposes only. In the near
future with now-casting systems, were observations and NWP are highly integrated, a significant shift
in the functional requirements for the variables is to be expected. For instance, wind speed may not be
measured any more or only at some locations for specific purposes since the integrated system will
provide such information by using other data sources.
From this point of view the traditional continuous improvement of instrument" will not be a leading
force in instrument development, but the search for the most appropriate observational parameters for
input in a now-casting system.
11

Automatic observations
As stated already, the push behind instrument development is cost effectiveness and automation of visual
observations. The latter motive can also be interpreted as a goal to reduce costs. In many countries
automation of manned stations is going on and it can be expected that primary synoptical stations will
become 100% unmanned within the next ten years. Control for maintenance and quality will be
performed remotely from a central facility. And also locations where observations for aeronautical
purposes are done will be automised and staff will be reduced to a minimum level, due to financial
constraints.
For instance, in the Netherlands such a financial constraint was reason to decide to completely automise
all synoptical observing stations and to reduce the number of observers at the aeronautical stations. This
decision is based on the assumption that with the help of the currently observation technology enough
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information can be generated to guarantee that the quality of the forecasting and warning systems shall
not reduce noticeably. RSBN station WMO-06260 "De Bilf' will be the first station to be a 100%
automatic (unmanned) station presenting the complete 7WaWaWaIWa2 in the SYNOP code. This action
was already taken end of May 1999, but after a month this station was reconfigured to be a 100%
manned station again. Although a discussion is going on concerning the actual need for 100%
automation, the arguments are valid that an adequate forecast system can be operational using
automatic observations only. A number of lessons learned from this typical case are:
1. The increased complexity of the use of observational data to compile a SYNOP requires a very
reliable and stable computer and data infrastructure. Very small shortcomings, simple errors and
short time delays cause a significant degradation of the performance of such a station.
2. Parameters, previously observed by visual means, are measured and calculated using an integral
data set from present weather observing systems, radar and lightning networks and ceilometers. On
average, these determined data demonstrate a high degree of reliability. However, taking the
requirements for severe weather warning systems into account, there are specific circumstances for
which these data will have dangerous, misleading impacts. Especially light precipitation and
temperatures around o°C can be such a situation. Slipperiness or iciness caused by light snowfall or
undercooled drizzle may result in many injured during the first hour of this phenomenon. Early
and adequate warnings are one of the major and important tasks for meteorological services, even if
such a situation seldom occurs.
3. The assumption that one-to-one automation of any single observational variable is enough is
incorrect. Although the observational parameters are to be presented in the FM- 12 SYNOP code, it
was found that fulfilling this requirement only is far too simple. Note that many conclusions drawn
by the WMO Expert Meeting on Requirements and Representation of Data from AWS (de Bilt,
Netherlands, 1999) are in line with this statement. It is recommended to use the BUFR/CREX code
world wide in the near future to disseminate more appropriate observation information.

Future Developments
All various methods of observations with in-situ sensor technology or by remote sensing, surface, space
and airborne measurements provide the meteorological community with a gigantic amount of
information. Taking this situation into account the need for human observations will reduce more and
more and with no remarkable degradation of the weather forecast.
However, the design of the data flow diagram, the structure of the weather information generator and
the data acquisition and dissemination infrastructure will be modified significantly. To understand this,
see as an example the diagram below:
i,

i

Classical concept: One-to-one observations
precipitation gauge

local precipitation amount/intensity

precipitation detector

local precipitation detection

thermometer

air temperature (e.g. non freezing)

anemometer

local wind speed

observer

determination type of precipitation (e.g.
undercooled drizzle from time to time)
cloud types
cloud amount
other weather phenomena (for 7WWWIW2)

In future a more complex structure with integral use of observational data and dedicated algorithms:
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Future: Complex structures
[simple subset to show the determination ofsome parameters, usually visually observed)
precipitation gauge

~

precipitation identifier

~

thermometer

~

anemometer

~

radar network

~

lightning network

~

satellites

~

type of precipitation, e.g. undercooled drizzle or
blowing snow

not the typical cloud information, i.e. type of
cloud or cloud coverage but more relevant
information on the status of the atmosphere

ceilometer
NWP now-casting
radiation sensors

In summary, the information flow can be expressed in the following simple diagram:

Actual:

•
•
•
•
•

~
~
~
~
~

•
••
•
•

Future:

•
•
•
•
•

•
~ •
~

•
•

~

L•
1
•

•

Please note that it is very obvious that such a structure requires a very high degree of reliability and
performance of all components. Within the classical concept, the brake down of one single component
will not affect the others. Within the new, integral concept simple shortcomings (e.g. short time delays)
will reduce the performance of the complete system. To moderate this problem the used algorithms
should be developed in such a way that brake downs of instruments or systems can be tackled as far as
possible but requires a lot of experience for realisation.

Finally
One of the major goals ofWMO is the standardisation of observations by taking into account the users'
requirements. Within this context the standardisation of integrated observing methods and appropriate
algorithms will be a complex and difficult task.
Nevertheless it is an interesting challenge as well.
References:
Van der Meulen, I.P., Instruments Development Inquiry (fifth edition), Instruments and Observing
Methods Reports No. 54, WMOjTD-No. 578 (WMO, Geneva, 1993)
[2]
Van der Meulen, I.P., Instruments Development Inquiry (sixth edition), Instruments and Observing
Methods Reports No. .54, WMOjTD-No. 878 (WMO, Geneva, 1998)

[I]
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1 MEASUREMENT TECHNOLOGY, PERFORMANCE,
AND QUALITY ASSURANCE
1.1 Surface Observation Systems
1.1.1 Automatic Weather Stations

New Measurements Technologies - A Critical Change to Climate?
Ernest Rudel
Central Institute of Meteorology and Geodynamics, A-1190 Vienna, Hohe Warte 38, Austria
Tel.: +43 1 36026 2201, Fax: +43 1 36026 72, E-mail: ernest.rudel@zamg.ac.at

There was a lot of progress in recent times on measuring and observing meteorological
variables by the application of direct and remote surface and space based techniques.
Various types of instruments and equipment applied for these observations are already
operated in automatic networks either on national or regional levels. The net of AWSs is
increasing worldwide.
The demand for automation is increasing with the interlink of economy with weather. In
the 1960ies and 70ies the considerable progress of micro processing techniques caused the
development of low-cost automatic systems for the recording of meteorological and
climatological data. Without going into details we have to distinguish four generations and the
real step forward was that most of the tasks of these systems are executed by the software
and not only by the hardware. The trend to automation of surface data acquisition systems
has started already in the seventies of this century, has risen in the eighties and nineties and
can be expected to continue in the next decades worldwide. In about thirty years automated
surface weather systems stations will replace conventional weather observing systems at
most sites. The future surface observational networks will consist largely of unmanned
stations with a temporal resolution of as little as 10 Minutes and a spatial resolution of less
than 50 km. There are big advantages to the new systems: Automation of surface weather
observations reduces costs, increases area coverage and provides data continuously at
frequent intervals and for any observation time. On top of it these systems eliminate the
subjectivity inherent in manual observations such as visibility, cloudiness and estimates of the
winds. This reflects the requirements of all users of near real time synoptic data. It also
reflects the trends to reducing model grid scale and the need for more observations to be
available in shorter timescales. But also the users of climatological, hydrological, and
agrometeorological applications have a growing advantage of the ongoing installation of
AWSs. The digital evaluation of different meteorological elements needed for the different
applications in climatology was never as easy as with the outputs of autostations. The initial
motivation for the use of AWSs in climatology or agrometeorology was to get more evaluated
meteorological information and especially data in hourly frequency. The motivation for a move
to automated observations in climatology is primarily financial, because evaluation of
analogous registration is expensive. In the past climatologists have estimated daily mean
temperature from a range of methods (e.g. averaging maximum and minimum temperatures
or averaging all three-hourly temperatures for a day) and nowadays an autostation can
provide exact values in a very easy and cheap way. (2)
But the new generation of weather stations cause many changes in sensor design, in
observation techniques, in the interrogation time and data processing algorithms and this will
inevitably introduce inhomogeneities into the climatic record of sites with a long history of
conventional observations. Data measured on the same place and with the same
environmental conditions but by different systems usually show slight discrepancies. Due to
one of the most important questions of today "Changing Climate?" there should be brought
special emphasis on the homogeneity of the meteorological data series. Different guidelines
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and standards for archiving data of AWS are used on national levels and in some of the
results of time series one can see quite clearly the influence of the changes of measuring and
averaging techniques. (3)
Climatic records, at least those which are readily available, are normally mixtures of both
apparent and real variations. Factors causing long-term climatic changes which may be
influenced by changing the system from a conventional to an automated are the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Changes in observing times
Changes in averaging methods
Stations relocation
Change in design (e.g. screen, aspiration)
Changes in location height
Changes in calibration method

The deviations can be divided into systematic and stochastic ones. If the systematic
differences are not corrected, inhomogeneities in the climatological series are the
consequence. lntercomparisons of different systems over a long period of time(e.g. one or
two years) on some representative locations covering different weather conditions are
necessary to test the compatibility and to find out correction algorithms.
Several statistical methods are available, which can show whether any bias is included in
the data records. Some methods provide also an indication of its location, but the causes
cannot be revealed by any statistical methods.
Therefore nearly all the NMHSs which introduced Automated Surface Weather Observing
Systems undertake increased efforts to test and evaluate new algorithms for auto-stations
which ensure a kind of Climate Data Continuity.
Climatologists should have more than a passive interest in the future development of
AWSs. As well as making clear what "historical" observations are required to maintain
continuity and homogeneity of the climate record, climatologists should look for opportunities
for obtaining more relevant data to their needs. Finally, although it is acknowledged that the
needs of climate are generally more stringent than the demands of other stakeholder groups,
they are also generally less complex given that the priority surface climate data needs have
changed little over the century. Following the ten principles for long-term climate monitoring
will undoubtedly have benefits for the broader organization in the long-run. (1, 2)
The AWSs must be developed in close connection with all users of the meteorological
community (forecast meteorologists, climatologists, agrometeorologists, environmental
meteorologists) .
To reach these aims it is clear that responsibility for providing and using data has to be
shared between the data collector and the data user.
Recommendations for the data collector:

We must distinguish if an AWS replaces a standard ordinary staffed meteorological
station or if it is installed on a new site. But in any case there is a strong demand for
• The total system of the AWS, its accuracy and resolution should be in accordance
with WMO requirements
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•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

There must be established standard procedures for collecting overlapping
measurements for all significant changes made in instrumentation and observing
practices.
There must exist detailed documentations of the construction of the data set from the
measurements.
The list of variables for AWS measurements has to be continually reviewed and
updated based on the developments in new technology and new software.
The configuration of the AWS must be in this way that the accuracy of the output data
set must be nearly identical to the accuracy to the output of an ordinary staffed
meteorological station.
If the sensor performance of the AWS' allows only a less accuracy the ordinary
measurement should still be carried out as long as possible.
Influences on the climate record of changes in ordinary staffed stations to AWS must
be known prior to implementing such changes.
Comparison observations and measurements should be carried out and there should
be no compromising of the homogeneity of time series.
AWS should be fully tested in the field for a carefully selected number of stations. This
should span at least one year with comparison data collected for two stations, and
possibly even longer for climate parameters with high interannual variability.
Document all the procedures and comparisons in a technical or research report.

Recommendations for the data user:

The users of meteorological data have to look after the metadata , because only the
knowledge about the description of the instruments, the calibration methods, the observation
reporting practices, the sites and the changes of sites and the data archiving policy can give
full information about their continuity and homogeneity. If a site was changed from an ordinary
staffed meteorological station to an AWS the user should look after:
•
•
•
•

The documentation of the construction of the data sets.
The documentation of the comparison of the observations and measurements.
Implement continuity and homogeneity tests on the data series.
Work close together and have feedback with instrument engineers, station network
operators and climate data managers.

CONCLUSIONS

In view of the proliferation of automatic weather stations (AWSs),there must be given
adequate attention to the archiving and future use of such data for climate change detection
and climate variability studies on global and regional scales.
The measurements produced by automated surface stations necessitate a change of
climate data. In the period 1961-1990 these inhomogeneities might have played still no large
role. For the Standard Normals of the next period 1991 - 2020 the majority of climate data will
be produced by AWS and therefore the homogeneity of the time series has to be carefully
handled. There is needed a concerted effort to address the climate observation/data problems
and opportunities associated with the planning, implementation and operation of these
networks. Following the successful example of the joint CBS/CCI/GCOS efforts to establish
the GCOS Surface Network, a similar joint approach through CCI (Working Group on Climate
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Data), CBS (Expert Team on Requirements and Representation of Data from Automatic
Weather Stations), CIMO (Working Group on Surface Observations) and GCOS (Atmosphere
Observation Panel on Climate) should be started.
The next generation of automatic meteorological measurements will not introduce a critical
change to climate if the following ten rules are esteemed:
1.

In cases where an AWS replaces a manual observing system that has been in
operation for a long time, a sufficient overlap in observation systems to facilitate
maintaining the homogeneity of the historical record must be assured:

2.

Maintain accurate metadata for AWS installations:

3.

Maintain the homogeneity of climate data sets that include AWS data;

4.

Standardize procedures for quality assurance and processing of data from AWSs;

5.

Define more precisely the existing and future requirements of users of climate data
and give them consideration in developing statements of requirement for observations
to be done automatically by AWSs;

6.

Train climate users in the most effective use of AWS data and engage them in future
AWS developments;

7.

As users of data from AWSs, climatologists are urged to be more proactive in future
AWS developments, including incorporation of AWSs into composite observing
systems;

8.

Develop specifications for a standardized climate AWS, which would record a basic
set of climate parameters such as temperature, precipitation, pressure and wind.
Particular attention should be paid to ensure extreme values are accurately and
consistently recorded in a way that can be accurately related to older, manuallyobserved, data;

9.

Automated and standardized water vapour measurements should be included in AWS
parameters due to the significance of this parameter in climate change studies;

10.

There should be close collaboration with the CCI, CIMO and GCOS in the
development of climate specifications for AWSs;

REFERENCES
1. Karl T. R., Derr, V. E., Easterling, D. R., Folland, C. K., Hofmann, D. J., Levitus, S.,
Nicholls, N., Parker, D. E. and Withee, G.W.1995: Critical issues for long-term climate
monitoring. Climate Change, 31.185-221
2. Plummer, N., Collins, D., Trewin, B. and Della-Marta, P. 1999: Automatic weather Stations
in Australia - A Climate Perspective. Proceedings of the ICEAWS99, in Vienna, 27-29
September 99, Austria
3. Rudel, E.1997: Report and review about data processing and quality control procedures
involved in the conversion of manually operated stations to automatically operated
stations. World Climate Programme: Data and Monitoring No.31, WMO-TD NO.833
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RADOME NETWORK

P.Gregoire
Meteo-France, Direction des Systemes d'Observation, BP202 78195 Trappes, France
Pierre.gregoire@meteo.fr
The old network of Meteo-France
Few years ago, the surface observation network of Meteo-France was composed of different networks:
• The national synoptic network (RSBR and RSNC) with Meteo-France staff.
• Regional networks of Automatic Weather Stations (AWS) by the 7 Regional centres of Meteo-France,
with the particularity that few stations belong to Meteo-France, the networks being paid by regional
authorities.
• The" climatologic " network.
Meteo-France has developed forecast and climatological products based on the synoptic and regional
networks. The perenity and quality of the regional networks being not controlled by Meteo-France, the
situation had to be clarified. Recently Meteo-France decided to gather them in a new network.

The new surface observation network of Meteo-France : RADOME
Radome is the new surface observation network that is created, fully supported and managed by MeteoFrance. Today this network is composed of (mother country and overseas) :
43 + 34 (mother country) (overseas) stations RSBR,
118 + 8 stations RSNC,
364 + 25 automatic weather stations.
The main goals of this network is forecast and climatology

A new approach for the observation network
In view of improving the quality and availability of data, a new approach for the whole network was
reinforced. Many actions were taken like :
• The choice of the different sites was optimised in order to guarantee the quality of measurements.
• A new generation of AWS was developed with new functionality and different supports of
communication. A standardisation of sensor and data processing was achieved.
• A new circulation of data was carried out: it integrates a new quality control of data and the delay of
disposal for all customers is guaranteed below 10 minutes.
• Operations of preventive maintenance, supervision in real time of the AWS will allow to improve the
data quality control.

The new automatic weather station
This automatic weather station was specially developed for uninhabited sites. Today it measures:
• In the basic version: wind speed and direction, air temperature and humidity, precipitation.
• In the extended version: all the parameters mentioned above plus global radiation and two additional
temperatures (soil) defined by the user.
• In the next future, it will also be able to measure pressure, visibility and clouds height.
Compared to the old automatic weather stations, it offers new possibilities :
• It stores data in UTC (one, six minutes and one-hour steps) or True Solar Time (one hour) files.
• It supervises instantaneous and mean wind speed, the amount of precipitation and trigger warnings when
values overstep the bounds. The user define many kind of related actions : writes the data in a file, sends
a message to the network supervisor or modifies the periodicity of message transmissions.
• It gives to the user the possibility to choose which data to transmit and when.
• It creates a new file which contain hours (one second resolution) of each impulse of the rain gage tipping
bucket.
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•

It processes information about the status of the sensors, the acquisition system and the transmission
network. They are important indicators that allow managing maintenance actions.

Concerning the technology, the structure of the AWS was modified:

The acquisition system
A CAN field bus (Controller Area Network) is used because it is easy to deploy, to use and very reliable.
Each sensor is connected to the bus by an interface, which integrate acquisition and processing resources.
This structure improve the quality of measurements :
· The acquisition system is installed closer to the sensor: it's important for very low signals like radiation
measurements.
· Each data is checked by different filters implemented in the interface: only reliable values are transmitted
to the user.
· Using the measurements and the results of the different filters, the microprocessor can give information
related to the different parts of the measuring system.
· Finally, it is easy to test in the field the data acquisition system.
Information are sent on the field bus by using a documented code (named BUFS : quite identical to BUFR).
This code is developed by Meteo-France but all specifications will be public and published. The main goal is
to encourage manufacturers to develop sensors or interfaces using these specifications.

Communications
Several communication supports can be used: the Public Telephone Network, GSM data and Inmarsat mini
M. This allows to communicate for all the sites in our mother country and overseas.
The communication protocol, also developed by Meteo-France, allows communications with bi-directional
but not necessary interactive supports (like Inmarsat C). This protocol is public.
The AWS can be powered by :
• Solar panels
• By main power. In this case one power module supplies heating energy for the wind sensors and the rain
gauge and for ventilating the glass of the pyranometer.
Actually, an experimental network of25 stations of this new AWS, with different acquisition configurations,
power supply and communication modems are under test at the main quarters of the Observation Service
(DSO) in Trappes. In the next future about 200 stations will be installed.

The concentrator
It carries out the following actions:
• It programs the working of the AWS by the means of different profiles:
The station profile contents the area code, the geographic information, etc. of AWS.
The acquisition profile indicates the different sensors used with their acquisition parameters.
The exploitation profile gives the kind of data and the hours of periodic transmissions.
The warning profile allows to define the alert thresholds for the different parameters and the corresponding
actions.
All this profiles are stored in a database.
• It supervises all the dialogs between the AWS and the modem pool. Row data are stored and different
processes analyse data in order to extract quality information.
• It distributes coded data (using BUFR code) :
To different services of Meteo-France by means of satellite broadcast. The delay of disposal is about
10 minutes after the measurements.
To other users by modems (FTP protocol)
• It supervises the network. Configurations and daily quality controls of AWS are available to the

•

Meteo-France staff by the mean of the Intramet network. All person using a navigator can
access the information.
It displays the results of the different messages sent by the AWS.
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Automatic Weather System In Korea Meteorological Administration
Chun-Woo Lee, Chee-Young Choi, long-Seo Park
Korea Meteorological Administration
460-18 Shindaebang-dong, Dongjak-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea
Tel. 82-2-841-5106, Fax. 82-2-836-6753
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1. Introduction
Two kinds of Automated Weather System (AWS) had been installed in Korea. The one is Local
Weather Monitoring System which is a network of densely distributed unmanned automated weather
stations. The purpose of the system is early detection of severe weather phenomena such as heavy
rainfall and local storms.
The other is the Automated Surface Observation System (ASOS) which had been installed at
manned stations to reduce routine work of staffs.
The implementation project of the Local Weather Monitoring System was started from 1990 and
completed in 1996. And the ASOS system was started from 1995 and completed in 1999. At present
times both of them are successfully operated.

2. Local Weather Monitoring System
1) History
At the beginning 15 AWS was installed in 1988 for the purpose of weather support for the Seoul
Olympic Game. After that KMA made a plan to implemente dense AWS network national widely
for nowcasting, and then the first 80 AWS was installed in 1990. From the time KMA has
increased the number of AWS year by year. Finally, the network came to have 400 AWSs in 1994.
In the first phase, the data transmission was made using dial-up technology. Normally, AWS
data was acquired hourly, but when severe weather expected, forecasters could call data more
frequently, i.e. every 10 minutes for a limited area under examination.
There are something inadequate in the dial-up calling system for nowcasting, especially when
severe weather is appeared, collection rate is notably decreased. So, in 1996 KMA changed the
method of data acquisition from dial up calling to continuous connected leased line.
In last year KMA added 20 AWS for the area of islands and mountains. The present total
number of AWS is 420, which provides average spacing of 15 - 20 km interval.
2) Sensors
The AWS is composed of sensors, datalogger. power supply, LED display and tower. The
sensors are wind direction, wind speed, air temperature, precipitation amounts, and precipitation
detection. Vane type sensor is used to measure wind. Wind direction and wind speed are convert
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into 8bit gray code signal by a photo-encoder and optical pulses through a slit, respectively.
A 4-wire platinum resistance probe(pt-100) is used to measure air temperature. To reduce the
time constant, thin metal tube is used to protect platinum sensor and the tube is housed in a
shelter ventilated at 5 m/s.
Precipitation Amount is measured in the unit of 0.5mm with a tipping bucket type rain gauge
with a collection funnel 200mm in diameter. Presence of a precipitation phenomenon is determined
by a droplet detector that detects resistance changes caused by rain drops.
The software of data logger is designed to do the function of sampling, signal conditioning,
averaging, accumulating, data generating, data transmission and status checking.
3) Local Acquisition Unit
In order to collect AWS data, KMA introduced the Local Acquisition Unit(LAU) at 68
meteorological offices nation-widely. The LAU receives data from neighboring AWSs (average 6,
actually 1 to 30) every 1 minute. The data are transmitted to a main computer system for data
processing and presentation.
LAU consists of Main Processing Module(MPM) for data quality control and time synchronizing,
Memory Module for buffering the data,
Processing

Module(RCM),

Key

Pad

Communication Processing Module(CPM), Remote Control
and

multi

communication

modem

ports.

The

multi

communication modem ports can be extended up to 64 ports. Weather information and sensor status
data from each of the sensors is collected by LAU and transmitted to the main computer system.
The data communication mode between AWS and LAU is free run and the speed is 2400 bps on
a dedicated line. And from LAU to the main computer, TCP/IP protocol is used through
communication trunk line.

The telecommunication trunk line is T1 0.544 Mbps) and El (2.048

Mbps) grade high speed lines which can cover all communication needs in KMA, such as data, fax,
picture/ voice for remote conference, telephone.
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Fig. 1 Time senes of collection rate. As time goes by, collection rate is increased.

Data collection rate is automatically checked in real time basis. Average of daily collection rate is
recorded more than 96%. The figure 1 shows collection rate changes year by year. After 1997
collection rate is raised significantly. This is caused by replacement public communication line with
dedicated line.
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4) Application
There are workstations at each meteorological office to display the products of AWS observation.
From the workstations, forecasters and observers can obtain not only numeric data but also
graphical presentation, such as colored map of; temperature, rainfall and wind vector.
for selectable interval, with zooming and animation capability.

Fig. 2 This is shown 6 hour(Ieft) and 15 hour(right) precipitation
distributions in lun 30 2000.

3. Automated Surface Observation System
1) History
The second phase of AWS implementation project for manned station was started

In

1995. The

new ASOS was installed at 8 sites in test mode. During the test mode, many of examinations
including field test of sensors, meteorological message transmitting to host computer had been
carried on each sites in real time basis. These system has the sensor such as visibility & present
sesor(WIVIS) manufactured by SCTI. Considering the cost effectiveness, the WIVIS sensor was
excluded from the ASOS system since 1998. Now 39 new ASOS systems were installed in manned
synoptic stations.
2) Sensors
observation elements of ASOS system are air temperature, pressure, precipitation, humidity, wind
speed and direction, global radiation, sunshine duration, precipitation detection, grass temperature,
surface temperature. All sensors conform to the sixth edition of Guide to Meteorological Instruments
and Methods of Observation(WMO-No.8).
Rainfall amount is measured with two tipping bucket type rain guage (O.lmm and 0.5mm) at the
same time. Specification is similar to that of Local Weather Monitoring System. RM- Ypong
windvane Model 0516 is used for measuring wind speed and direction, and a three cup anemometer
is for measuring wind run. Temperature sensor is just equal to that of Local Weather Monitoring
System. Humidity sensor is Vaisala instrument Model HMP45D. The accuracy is ± 2% in the range
from 0.8 % to 100%. Solar radiation sensor is Kipp & Zonen instrument Model CM21 secondary
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standard pyranometer. The sensitivity is 7 ~ 17pV/W m -2. Sunshine duration sensor is a EKO, Inc.
Model MS-091 sunshine duration meter. When the direct solar radiation is exeeded 0.12 kW/m 2 , the
sunshine duration is calculated by accumulator. There are some platinum temperature sensors to
measure grass minimum temperature and soil surface temperature.
3) Automation for Observational Work of Human Observer
ASOS system consists of two distinct subsystem, an indoor equipment group comprised of the
data logging and processing unit with its displays and 2 personal computer, and an outdoor
equipment group consisting of sensors and their signal processing unit (Fig. 3). Observing elements
are air temperature, pressure, precipitation, humidity, wind speed and direction, global radiation,
sunshine duration, precipitation detection, grass minimum temperature, soil surface temperature. The
dewpoint temperature and vapor pressure, are obtained by processing the basic values over the
required time period.
The following design concept and feature apply to ASOS system;

o The system automatically make "observation" previously only available from humans.
o The extreme and averaging value and their observing time made by algorithm and software.
o Sensor selection has been performed through an analytical approach that took performance,
specification compliance, acquisition cost, reliability. and maintainability into account.
o Software allow the observer to view the measurements on screen in the form of alphanumeric
type and simple graph.
o After the quality control has been done, the PC for observers archives the data into ASOS
database and CD-ROM.
o Automation of routine work such as making daily and monthly summaries is possible.

-to------,
PC-based System for Observer

Sampling
IOsec
O.25sec
(wind only)

Signal
Coverting
CD-rome

1 minute
averaging

L..;=;..I ...·".'III···~ii·~wIMTtO<~';;' ,.

III

Local Acquisition Unit
Host-corn puter

Fig. 3. Configuration of Automated Surface Observation System and
it's data flow

The ASOSs are making continuous measurement of atmosphere and reporting the result. Two
types of reporting are made. The synoptic reports are made each hour with 10 minutes average
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and also current status is presented with 1 minute average. All elements except wind is measured
every 10 second. Sampling rate of wind is 0.25 second because wind-gust based on 0.25 second
readings. Raw data obtained by ASOS is collected by data logger and transmitted to main
processing PC for observer. Main processing PC checks raw data to assure data quality, make
WMO message, and composite display of all element for comprehensive understanding the rapidly
changing weather (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Composite display of various meteorological valuables such
as pressure, temperature, precipitation, and sunshine duration.

4. Conclusion and Future Plan
The AWS network of KMA has been found very useful for nowcasting and severe weather
warning.

Especially Local Weather Monitoring System information is well utilized in KMA as well

as related organization such as National Institute for Disaster Prevention, Ministry of Government
Administration and Home Affairs.
The ASOS system are being deployed all manned station, and the system removes most
observational burden for observers. Therefore it is able to reduce personnels creating observation, so
more trained personnels can be better used to assist the forecast and warning program and provide
more effective services to the public. And KMA also has a plan to increase the number of ASOS
for automation of small weather offices hiring only a few personnels.
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SIMEPAR HYDROMETEOROLOGICAL DATA COLLECTION NETWORK
Luis Tarciso de Moraes
Sistema Meteorol6gico do Parana - SIMEPAR, Brasil
Parana State Meteorological System
Caixa Postal 19100 - CEP 81531-990, CURITIBA - PR, Brazil
Tel: (+5541) 366 2020 Fax: (+5541) 3662122 E-mail: luis@simepar.br

1. Introduction
The Parana State Meteorological System - SIMEPAR, established in 1994 to supply the
increasing demands for meteorological and hydrological information, has defined its subsystems after an extensive research involving potential users and is now operating a
Doppler S-band Radar, a Lightning Location and Detection System, a Satellite Imagery
and a Hydrometeorological Data Collection Network.
Designed and implemented aiming to explore the benefits that a reliable meteorological
and hydrological data collection and information system can bring, the SIMEPAR
Hydrometeorological Data Collection Network has completed three operational years
achieving and exceeding the expected results specially considering those related to end
users new applications, interaction and feedback.
The paper describes the gathered experience while operating and maintaining the
network, associated with the calibration lab implementation, data quality control and
software development conducted mainly to improve the system reliability. The network
was planned to reach 170 stations, being composed now of 35 met and 34 hydro stations
transmitting through the GOES satellite to a Central Station consisting of a Satellite
Receiver, an Oracle Database and associated in house developed UNIX based ingestion,
visualization and supervision software.
2. Strategy
By submitting the system pre-specs for the potential users and suppliers and promoting
an open discussion the final specification incorporated the constructive criticisms and
suggestions from both sides.
Previous reports of some isolated and non-successful telemetry attempts, specially in
hydrology, and the necessity of monitoring remote areas where telephone and radio
communication were considered technically unfeasible and/or very expensive along with
satellite telemetry features and possibilities played an important role while choosing which
telemetry would be most suitable for the network. Availability and performance versus
maintenance costs experience has proved satellite to be the best choice so far.
The network density will gradually increase starting with an average distance of 75 km
between stations up to 40 km upon system completion. After an international competition
Sutron Co. has integrated and supplied the complete system, providing also the factory
and on-site training considered very important to enable SIMEPAR staff to conduct
installation, operation and maintenance.
Because self-support was considered strategic, opposed to the idea of externally contract
the network operation and maintenance, SIMEPAR has decided to develop technician
skills and take full control over the system and the plans started with a extensive training
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program and implementation of a repair facility, going up to electronic board repair and
component replacement.

SIMEPAR
Rede de Esta~oes
Meteorol6glcas e Hldrologlcas

Fig 1. SIMEPAR Hydrometeorological Data Collection Network

3. Installation, Operation and Maintenance
For the initial installation phase the chosen sites were, in the majority, located in the same
area of existing conventional stations allowing regular data comparison used for
preliminary sensor validation. Data discrepancies were monitored and evaluated to find
out if related to measurement techniques or exposure.
The meteorological stations incorporate sensors of air temperature, relative humidity,
atmospheric pressure, wind speed and direction, solar radiation and rainfall while the
hydrological water level and rainfall. The data collection modules process and log hourly
values including average, maximum, minimum and accumulation, preparing the messages
for transmissions that occurs every three hours, the hydrological stations have also the
alarm transmission capability trigged when a predefined sensor value is exceeded.
For preventing data losses, a total of 128 Kbytes of memory is present in each station and
discards oldest values when full, assuring at least 6 months of data storage. Data is
downloaded systematically in every maintenance visit through faster PCMCIA card or
notebook, serving for a database consistency program while reaching the Central Station.
Preventive maintenance aim to carry out a periodic revision on the station equipment,
consisting basically of a check-list revision guidance items to be verified and activities
conducted by the responsible technician that includes site conditions overview, equipment
and sensors outlook, time expired consumables replacement and sensor values
comparison against portable test field equipment. Preventive maintenance are generally
carried out every 6 months, although learning from the experience, some sites were
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selected according to the local conditions to be visited in a shorter interval that can be as
frequent as 3 months.
Corrective Maintenance is executed based on the transmission failures or data
incoherence and are normally alerted by the quality control and system supervision
program that are fully integrated to the database. Some system follow-up parameters are
also transmitted being quite useful in defining the need for site travels like battery voltage
and charging status.
4. Central Station

Based on the operational characteristics of the network and special requisites of
funcionalities and robustness not available commercially, SIMEPAR conducted a research
program and implemented a UNIX based software responsible for the data ingestion,
decoding, processing and the interactions among the database, visualization and
supervision modules.
Central Station Data Ingestion and Storage is a group of programs designed to
complement each other and perform the tasks of receive, process and insert data from the
telemetric station. The programs normally work in a sequence but they can be used apart
allowing complete control of each task whenever it is necessary.
Data Ingestion is the front-end acquisition program responsible for collecting data entering
from the different sources and is flexible enough to collect data from satellite, Internet,
leased or public telephone lines coming on fixed schedules or randomly, one of its basic
functions will be prepare the message for decoding, identifying the station code, the
message type and data included.
Station setups are defined according to principal types and stored as templates that can
be used while adding new stations with the same sensors and procedures or work saving
in case of editing existing stations are necessary. Station set-up stored in CS should
match the existing at the stations, confrontation is made through the Supervision Console
To compose the CS database Oracle8i was used not only because of the large proved
worldwide acceptance being the mostly used Client/Server and Web development
architecture but also due to important features other than robustness like:
• Relational and object oriented
• On-line back-up and recovery
• Multimedia (text, sound, video and image) Support
• Binary objects and binary indexes
Database have the main function of storing incoming meteorological and hydrological data
originated from the telemetric stations and events generated but is not restricted to any
type of data, as a matter of fact Database can accept data from a wide variety of sources,
customize and process specific data groups delivering for the visualization subsystem or
network distribution.
The database structure is composed of tables assigned and sized to the different data,
tables may be assigned according to pre-defined parameters for entering data. Data
ingestion in the database can be fully controlled also and defined by parameters value
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limits, type and source allowing the manager to specify exactly which type of data can be
discarded.
Retrieving data can be done either by customized displays behind virtual tables where
regular data and events are stored and presented according to the user definition or
through SQl commands that provides easy and fast access to the full content of the
database considering events, parameters and data.

5. Supervision and Visualization
Subsystem responsible for the data presentation and all user-friendly interaction, alarms,
reports and events generated.
Totally based on graphical interfaces with
network/database events error handling attributes implemented, allow interactive use to
emit commands and parameters configuration. Data presentation program access all
information stored in the database and can display simultaneously all data and events
from a given station, make graphs, plots and includes statistical computation such as
maxlmin, average and standard deviation.
By implementing a Data Quality Control Program that checks every single data acquired
giving flags according to climatological limits, rate of change, persistency or
neighbourhood regions, it was possible to monitor and knowledge the database reliability.
Quality control requires continuos follow-up and fine-tuning adjustments are made every
time suspicious or non-valid flag is considered valid.
6. Calibration Laboratory
Complementing the system and aiming to assure data quality, a Calibration lab was also
implemented as part of a cooperation program with INMET (Instituto Nacional de
Meteorologia), consisting of a complete infrastructure capable of evaluate, compare and
calibrate meteorological and hydrological sensors like temperature, relative humidity,
atmospheric pressure, water level and rain gauges.
Automation was the key word for the Calibration lab design, in such a way that a signal
condition module coupled with data acquisition software allows simultaneous calibration of
up to 15 sensors with report generation. Sensors are returned, repaired and calibrated
based on the certificate expiration or drifts.

Reference:
WMO N°B Guide to Meteorological Instruments and Methods of Observation

**********
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L'AUTOMATISATION DE L'OBSERVATION
METEOROLOGIQUE DU MAROC
Brahim LOUAKED
Direction de la Meteorologie Nationale Marocaine
Aeroport-Anfa Casablanca Maroc
Tel2122 91111 37 FAX 90 85 93 E.mail: louaked @ hot mail.com
INTRODUCTION
Les premieres observations automatiques datent de plus de 30 ans. En effet, la premiere station
meteorologique automatique a ete installee a I'aeroport de CASABLANCA-AN FA en 1964. Cette
generation de station tres encombrante, consommatrice de courant, tot abondannee apres 5 ans
d'exploitation car peu fiable et tres coQteuse a I'entretien.
La deuxieme tentative d'automatisation fut consacree a la mesure de la visibilite et du plafond
nuageux. Quatre stations meteorologiques d'aeroports furent equipees de visibilimetres et telemetres de
nuages. Apres une periode d'essai, les resultats furent validites. Les visibilimetres et les telemetres de
nuages ont ete mis en exploitation mais comme equipements d'appoint, la reference reste cependant
I'observation humaine.
PRESENTATION DU RESEAU NATIONAL D'OBSERVATION DE BASE
Quatre regions meteorologiques pilotes exploitent actuellement le reseau national d'observation
de base, voir tableau recapitulatif.
Ce reseau constitue de quarante cinq stations synoptiques de surface, 700 stations
climatologiques et 558 postes pluviometriques, est appele a se developper pour pouvoir satisfaire les
besoins exprimes par les divers secteurs socio-economiques sensibles a I'assistance meteorologique.
TABLEAU RECAPITULATIF DU RESEAU D'OBSERVATION
Regions
MeteorologiQues
NORD
NORD-EST
CENTRE
SUO

Stations Synoptiques

Stations Climatologiques

8 dont 2 automatiques
11
14 dont 2 automatiques
12 dont 1 automatique

120 dont 8 automatiques
214 dont 5 automatiques
277 dont 8 automatiques
95 dont 7 automatiQues

Postes
PluviometriQues
88
180
213
77

A- RESEAU DE STATIONS CLlMATOLOGIQUES AUTOMATIQUES (SCA)
Le reseau de SCA couvre une partie non negligeable du ROYAUME, mais la maille reste assez large.
Pour avoir une representativite globale de la c1imatologie du pays, la strateglp' adoptee consiste a
equiper I'ensemble du territoire ne serait-ce que par quatre ou cinq points de mesures automatiques par
region.
Les donnees des parametres pression, humidite, temperature, precipitation, rayonnement, vent,
collectees par les SCA sont exploitees in-situ et acheminees automatiquement via une liaison commutee
vers un calculateur concentrateur installe a CASABLANCA.
B- STATIONS METEOROLOGIQUES AUTOMATIQUES D'AEROPORT (SMAA)
(fig. 1 et 2)
Les principaux aeroports du Royaume du Maroc sont equipes de SMAA ou sont sur le point de l'eHre.
Les SMAA equipant ces principaux aeroports, sont architecturees autour d'une unite d'acquisition
integrant un microprocesseur faible consommation et se composent de :
-

un calculateur d'observation central installe a la tour d'observation meteorologique,
des postes de visualisation installes a la salle de previsions et a la tour de contr6le,
d'enregistreurs et d'indicateurs installes a la salie d'observation et tour de contr6le,
une unite de pretraitement installee pres de la piste,
de differents capteurs installes pres du seuil de piste.

B-1.- Le calculateur central d'observation gere un environnement comprenant :
- Un reseau de collecte de donnees
- Un reseau de distribution de donnees sous forme numerique vers les postes de visualisation
- Un reseau de telecommunications, liaison RTC/LS
- Une ou deux imprimantes pour I'edition des documents papier
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B.2.- Le logiciel assure les fonctions suivantes :
- Acquisition des donnees, visualisation de I'image site rafraichie par les donnees minute et 6
minutes
- Supervision des donnees capteur
- Aide a la saisie du tour d'horizon
- Codage des messages METAR, SYNOP, SPECI, CLlMAT avec detection des conditions de
codage SPECI
- Transmissions des messages
- Configuration des capteurs raccordes a la SMAA avec possibilite de selection/substitution.
B.3.- Postes de visualisation:
La visualisation des donnees collectees par les SMAA est realisee a partir d'ordinateurs c1assiques
(PC)
Les PC sont installes a la salle de previsions et a la tour de controle. Les utilisateurs ont ainsi a
leur disposition plusieurs pages. La page principale renseigne les donnees:
- QNH, QFE et tendance.
La direction et force du vent
La temperature de I'air et du point de rosee
- La hauteur de la base des nuages
La portee visuelle de piste
Les autres pages sont reservees a la supervision, la configuration des capteurs et au
parametrage.
B.4.- Enregistreurs indicateurs
Les enregistreurs indicateurs re<;oivent les donnees
parametres representatifs du vecteur vent.
C- CARACTERISTIQUES TECHNIQUES DES SMAA

via

la voie secours et

visualisent les

C.1.- Calculateurs : Pour s'assurer un fonctionnement permanent, la DMN a organise les SMAA
autour d'une configuration de calculateurs normal/secours destines a gerer les differents
capteurs du systeme.
Les calculateurs sont structures autour d'un processeur central du type Pentium III 500 MHz,
fonctionnant sous environnement WINDOWS NT, disque dur de 8,4 Go ext, lecteur de
disquettes 3" %, CD ROM 48X, Carte reseau 10/100 Mbs.
C.2.- Postes de visualisation: Les postes de visualisation sont des ordinateurs de bureau ayant les
memes performances que celles des calculateurs d'observation.
Chaque ordinateur est equipe d'un modem multipoints avec sa connectique, ainsi qu'unecarte
multifonction avec microprocesseur 32 bits assurant un fonctionnement en mode automate
programme avec REPROM pour programme et systeme d'exploitation.
C.3.- Capteurs : Les capteurs mis en reuvre sont les suivants: capteur pression, capteur temperature
de I'air , capteur temperature point de rosee, capteur humidite relative, capteur anemometrique,
capteur girouette, capteur pluviometrique, capteur pour la mesure du rayonnement global, un
telemetre de nuage et un transmissometre .
C.4.- Voies secours : Les donnees des capteurs anemometre et girouette sont acheminees vers la
station pour diffusion et archivage sur une voie de secours independante vers les indicateurs
de tableau. Cette solution permet ainsi une disponibilite en cas de probleme sur la voie
automatique.
C.5.- Parametres de sorties: En conformite avec les recommandations de I'OMM, les parametres de
sorties delivres par la SMAA sont les donnees aeronautiques , synoptiques et climatologiques
C.6.- Observations manuelles : Donnees representatives de la visibilite, des nuages, du temps
present et passe, des sequences pluvieuses, de I'etat du
sol, de I'evaporation, des
phenomenes speciaux et des phenomenes aeronautiques.
D.-ALARMES
Le systeme est muni d'un dispositif de verification permanent de I'ensemble des capteurs
aboutissant directement a I'unite centrale. Ce systeme a pour role essentiel de declencher une alarme
sonore eUou visuelle lorsqu'une aggravation d'une ou plusieurs conditions meteorologiques se produit et
notamment:
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a) lorsqu'il ya une variation du vent
b) Lorsque la visibilite atteint des seuils predetermines.
c) lorsque la base des nuages atteint une hauteur critique predeterminee.
d) lorsque les precipitations sont accompagnees de neige, de grele, pluie melees etlou orage.
Une donnee est declaree en alerte lorsque sa valeur depasse un seuil fixe par I'operateur.
E.-INSTALLATION:

Quelque soit le type de station automatique une etude du site d'implantation est realisee par I'equipe
d'installation et maintenance.
Pour les sites devant accueillir les stations climatologiques, I'etude prend en compte la representative
du site, son etat et son voisinage immediat (securite), I'accessibilite, la disponibilite du reseau electrique et
des moyens de telecommunications.
Pour les SMAA, I'etude se concentre sur les normes de securite pres des pistes d'envol et les
problemes que pose la cohabitation entre les equipements meteorologiques avec ceux de I'aeronautique.

F.- MAINTENANCE
La maintenance des systemes automatises est assuree par les techniciens de maintenance de la
DMN selon un programme de maintenance preventive.
Ce programme defini les actions de maintenance hebdomadaire, mensuel et trimestriel.
Ainsi les techniciens de maintenance affectes aux regions meteorologiques sont charges de la
maintenance preventive et des deux premiers degres d'intervention en ce qui concerne la maintenance
corrective.
La maintenance centrale est responsable du troisieme degre et de la remise a neuf des equipements.
Un programme de telemaintenance est en cours d'essai.
11 y a lieu de signaler que pendant les deux premieres annees qui suivent I'acquisition des
equipements, la maintenance preventive et curative (s'il ya lieu) est assuree par le fournisseur assiste par
les techniciens de la DMN. Lors des missions de maintenance preventive, le fournisseur procede a une
formation complementaire au profit des techniciens de maintenance.
G.- PERSPECTIVES O'AVENIR
L'action prioritaire du plan 2000-2004 est I'automatisation de la mesure meteorologique des
reseaux d'observations meteorologiques et climatologiques afin de repondre a une demande croissante en
donnees fiables et de haute qualite a I'execution des taches operationnelles et a la realisation
d'applications meteorologiques repondant a des preoccupations nationales dans les domaines
strategiques pour le pays a savoir :
les ressources en eau (optimisation et rationalisation)
L'agriculture (rendement des cultures, programme de lutte contre la secheresse)
Programme de lutte contre la desertification
Les systemes d'alerte precoce et de surveillance des phenomenes extremes.
Ce plan 2000-2004 vise d'une part a renforcer le reseau d'observation de surface en le dotant de
stations meteorologiques automatiques en mesure de fournir des donnees de qualite et d'autre part a
mettre I'accent sur une politique de formation du personnel d'exploitation et de maintenance.
H.- CONCLUSION

Les stations automatiques installees dans les aeroports representent un moyen d'observation
moderne qui a ete bien apprecie par les controleurs aeriens, les protectionnistes et les observateurs. Les
premiers resultats obtenus sont satisfaisants, le taux de disponibilite de donnees avoisine les 98%.
L'automatisation de I'observation permet d'obtenir des reieves de donnees meteorologiques de
qualite, a intervalles reguliers ne necessitant plus d'interventions humaines. L'observateur peut alors se
consacrer exclusivement a I'analyse des donnees qui lui sont presentees sur les differents postes de
visualisation et "etude des phenomenes meteorologiques.
REFERENCES
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Hong Kong Automatic Weather Station Network in 2000
Y.K. Chan
Hong Kong Observatory
134A, Nathan Road, Kowloon, Hong Kong, China
Tel.: (852) 2926 8343 Fax: (852) 2311 9448
Email: ykchan@mail.gcn.gov.hk

1.

Introduction
The Hong Kong Observatory (HKO) started in 1983 the development of a network of

automatic weather stations (AWS) to acquire timely surface observations for use in meteorological
applications.
Over the years, the HKO has made use of the latest technology to enhance the AWS.

At the

same time, the coverage of the network has expanded steadily to provide comprehensive
meteorological information on regional variations over Hong Kong in real time.

The information

would help to improve the accuracy of weather forecasts and to ensure the issuance of timely
warnings to minimize the loss of life and damage to property due to severe weather.
2.

The Hong Kong Automatic Weather Station (AWS) Network

2.1 The Network
The Hong Kong Automatic Weather Station Network consists of groups of field stations
linked to their corresponding central stations.

At present, a total of 69 field stations are in

operation within Hong Kong Special Administrative Region and four over the Pearl River Estuary
(established in collaboration with the Guangdong Meteorological Bureau).
field stations over Hong Kong are shown in Figure 1.

The locations of the

The network expanded from the first

generation installed in 1984, with one central and three field stations.
The four Pearl River Estuary stations and 27 of the local stations measure wind, aIr
temperature, humidity, pressure and rainfall, while the remaining 42 local ones collect data on either
wind or rainfall. Among the latter, two stations measure the wind at different heights in the lower
atmosphere by a wind profiler.

Among the former, one station (at Waglan, a small island due

south to Hong Kong) provides information on the weather conditions and visibility by means of a
remote controlled video camera, while the other (at King's Park) measures total global solar
radiation.

The data from field stations are transmitted in real time to their respective central

station via telephone lines or UHF radio links.
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The dense AWS network is indispensable in monitoring severe weather systems such as
tropical cyclones and rainstorms in the vicinity of Hong Kong.

Without these stations, it would

have been much more difficult to identify the formation of a tropical cyclone on 18 June 2000 at a
close distance of 35 km south-southwest of HKO Headquarters.

The tropical cyclone was the first

one in 2000 passing over Hong Kong and necessitated the hoisting of warning signal.

Throughout

its passage, the dense AWS network enables the precise location of its centre and the accurate
estimation of its maximum winds.
The two wind profiler stations and a group of anemometer stations around the Hong Kong
International Airport and in exposed areas provide the necessary wind data for the Windshear and
Turbulence Warning System. The System detects terrain-induced low-level windshear and
turbulence for the generation of windshear and turbulence alerts. These warnings are relayed to
pilots of approaching and departing aircraft so that they are able to respond appropriately during
landings and take-offs by having a better grasp of the weather situation around the Airport.
2.2 System Design
The first AWS network was designed to run on city power with data transmitted from the
field stations to the central station via dedicated telephone lines.

Without city power on remote

sites, the second generation AWS network was designed to have very low power rating, enabling
the field station to operate on solar power alone.

The solar power supply system installed is

capable of charging up batteries for at least 15 day's continuous operation under overcast sky.
Records of continuous operation exist for a period of three months under mostly overcast sky.

The

re-designed circuit also included a radio transmitter for data transmission.
A schematic diagram of the AWS design is shown in Figure 2.

The field unit is designed to

use low power, high speed CMOS components to minimize power consumption.
sensor suite, an analog to digital circuit, a CPU, and a serial input/output circuit.
can be connected to the data processing unit at each station.
a voltage from 0 to 5 V.

It consists of a

Up to 12 sensors

The analog output from the sensor is

The CPU, base on a 80C320 microprocessor, controls the sampling of

these analog signals at a rate of 1 sample/channel/second.
bit binary data by an analog to digital converter.

The analog signals are digitized into 12-

The data are then serialized and transmitted with

station name and date/time information through a serial input/output circuit to the central station at
HKO Headquarters. The serial input/output component consists of four RS-232C serial ports and
a single chip modem that can interface with either a telephone line or a UHF transmitter.
The central station consists of a PC and a modem for communication over telephone data
lines.

With software written in C, the central station polls each field station in turn at least once in

a minute to collect real time minute-by-minute data.
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Every report from the field stations will be

quality checked once received at the central station.

The field reports are then re-compiled into a

composite report which is sent to the main computer at HKO Headquarters.

The composite report

is also sent to the Central Forecasting Office at HKO Headquarters for display on a video terminal.
On the OOth and 30th minutes of every hour, the data are dumped onto a line printer for temporary
archive.

When the communication between the field unit and the central station fails such as

malfunction of telephone line, the unsent data reports will be stored in the memory of the field unit.
These unsent reports are re-transmitted automatically to the central station in the form of backlog
data when communications resume normal. The system clock of each field station is synchronized
with the central station clock to within one minute every day. This ensures that all time critical
elements such as daily maximum/minimum temperatures are correctly registered and the backlog
data are written into the correct memory location in the main computer.
2.3 Sustainable development

The world is becoming more and more environmentally conSCIOUS.

To ensure that the

expansion of the AWS network is a sustainable development, the HKO has introduced
environmental-friendly power supply for its field stations.
Pearl Estuary stations) are powered by solar panels.

To date, ten stations (including the four

The solar power supply systems are more

reliable than city power at some locations, and are thus used even at locations with city power.
The HKO has also turned to wind power as an alternative source of energy.

The wind

power supply system generates electricity by a turbine with three rotating blades each about one
metre long.

It is capable of producing sufficient power under moderate winds to meet the needs of

the stations.

To date, two stations using wind power have been introduced and a few more are

being planned on remote islands and hilltops.

Apart from being environmental friendly, the wind

power supply system only requires minor civil work for its installation.

It is reliable as the wind

turbine has built-in self-protection mechanism and is designed to withstand high winds.

Its low

failure rate substantially reduces the number of maintenance visits.
3.

Future development
The HKO is planning to develop a new generation of AWS network with the concept of

remote diagnosis and limited-scope automatic rectification in mind.

The maintenance staff will be

able to interrogate with the field stations and conduct remote diagnosis of the system when
problems arise. The cause of the failure will then be identified remotely and the efforts spent
during the on-site maintenance will thus be minimized.

The new generation of AWS network will

also have ruggedized design to minimize maintenance with the target of needing only one or two
routine maintenance services annually.
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Field-Calibrated Method for Automatic Meteorological Station
Lu Wmhua Zbu l..ekunandWang J'mgye

ChineleAcademyofMeteoroIogkalScimres.

461JaimIiao Road, BeijkJg town, China
TeVFax: 86-t().684()6866 E-maiI:L~.m

1. Introduction
Automatic meteorological station belon~ to automatic observing instrument with many
parameters. It is different from conventional meteorological instrument In order to ensure nonnal
operation and the accuracy ... smbility for measuring results, it is should be calibrated periodicaDy.
The field calibration for automatic meteorological station is that standard instrument and
related device were transportfd to site, compared with automatic meteorological station. According
to comparison result, deride to adjust b~ pointvalue ofvarious sensors or not.

2. Standard Instrument and Device
2.1 Pressure
Standard digital p~ gauge (measuring range: 4OO'-1100hPa; uncertainty: O.02%FS~

Pressure regulator (p~ adjusting range 0.1-o.4MPa).
2.2 Temperature
Digital platinum thennometer (meagning range - 60
-t8(rC; uncertainty: o.o(rc~
Portable temperature calibration chamber ( operating range: -30
+20°C; homogeneity of
control temperature: ±O.05°C).
2.3 Humidity
Secondary standard digital ~chrometer (measuring range: 100/0
950/oRH; uncertainty:
better than 2O/oRH).
Humidity calibrator with saturated salt solution (humidity point generated: 33o/oRH, 7SO/oRH
9?O/oRH; uncertainty calibrated: better than 2O/ORH ~
2.4 Precipitation
10 mm standard measuring gbm (uncertainty: O.1mm ~
2.5 Wmd Direction
Standard measuring plate (0
J6OO), calibrating device for starting speed
I".J

I".J

I".J

I".J

2.6 Wmd Speed

Wind speed calibrator(measuring range: 0.4~s) ;calibrating device for starting speed.
2.7 Radiation and Sunshine
Standard radiometer ( pytbeliometer: uncertainty 1%; pyranometer: uncertainty 2%; net
pyrradiometer: uncertainty 100/0) and automatic solar tracker.
2.8 Evaporation
Standard pattern plate(lOmm, 2Omm, 5Omm, lOOmm).
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3. Calibration Method
The following is field calibration medtod for automatic meteorological sbltion
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station
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Field calibration diagram for automatic meteorological station
3.1 Pnssure
At first , by mean of pressure regulator, link up standard Digital pressure gauge and sensor
calibrated, check up airtight ( not more than O.3hPa/lOmin) .
According to average pressure value ofusing place ofautomatic meteorological station, select
calibrating pressure point, which is three p~ure point (average pressure point; more than and less
than 50 hPa for average pressure point~
On per setting point, cany out two circle test, indication value of sensor calibrated minus
indication value of standard instrument is measuring error. Finally , Calwlate total average value of
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measuring error value of three p~ point H total average value exceed allowable error value,
the b~ pointvalue ofsensor is adjusted.
3.2 Temperature
Calibration temperature point is at +20 °C; O°C; -20°C, caJibration ofO°CTemperature point
was carried out in the freezing point device. Odter temperature point's caJibration (+20°C; -20°C)
was carried out in the portable temperature caJibration chamber. At first, insert the sensor of
standard instrument and sensor caJibrated into the freezing point device, after stabililing, read out
indication value of standard instmment and sensor caJibrated. At per temperature point, read out
indication value of standard instmment and temperature sensor, four times temperature value is
read out continuously in one minute, the average value for four times measuring value of standard
instrument plus correction value is equal to standard value (relative truth value~ The average value
of four times measuring value minus standard value is equal to measuring error on this
temperature point Meamring error ofvarious temperature point is calculated, H average value of
measuring error exceed pemmdlle error value, its basic point value must be adjusted into within
allowing range.
3.3 Humidity
By means ofsaturated salt solution (MgC1 2 ; NaCl; KzS(2), three humidity point (33%RH;
7SO/oRH; 97OtlaRH) are gmerated. Before caJibration, put sensors of standard instrument and
calibrated sensor into humidity caJibrator with saturated salt solution. After ten minutes, start to
calibrated it The measuring value of sensor calibrated subtract measuring value for standard
hygrometer is measuring error(once),calculate measuring error of various humidity point and
average value of measuring error of difference humidity point H average value of aD measuring
error for difference humidity point exceed pennitting value, the basic point of sensor is adjusted.
within allowing range.
3.4 Wmd direction
Using standard measuring plate as standard instrument, the ~ ofwind direction sensor
is calibrated in accordance with aD direction (3600)
3.5 Wmd speed

Using wind speed calibrator as field calibration standard instmment, before calibration, wind
speed calibrator must be compared in the wind tunnel Through comparing, get the relationship
between wind speed and rotation speed. Under field environmental condition, the wind speed
calibrator is compared with wind speed sensor for automatic meteorological station (caJibration
point: 5, 10, 20,30,40, 50, 6OmIs~ Calculate linear ~n equation ( V= a + bv' )and error for
linear regression equation (fJ.V = a + (lr-l)v') of the sensor calibrated. When wind speed error
exceed allowable value, wind speed sensor must be washed or replaced.
3.6 Radiation and Sunshine
Under a sunny day, standard radiation instrument compare with radiation sensor calibrated
for three to four hours. It takes two minutes for collectingone data.
Using pyrbeliometer with automatic solar tracker as a standard instrument, by connecting
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with an appropriate indicator of reconler, sunshine sensor is calibrated According to calibration
results, adjust it's threshold value or not

3.7Evaporation
Put standard pattern plate into evaporation barrel, simulate altitude ofwater level, (calibration
point is at Omm; lOmm; 2Omm; 5Omm; lOOmm).We use this method to calibrate the evaporation
sensor.
3.8 Precipitation
Using standard ~g ~ pour water into tipping - bucket rain gauge. Reconl three
times ~g value of tipping-bucket rain gauge, using the average value of three times
measuring value minus average value of three times output value of standard ~g glass is
~g error. Using maximum value ofmeasuring error is as evaluation.

REFERENCES
WMO. Guide to Meteorologicallnstmments and Methods ofObservation. Six Edition.WMO

N0.8.1996.
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AIRPORT METEOROLOGICAL MEASURING SYSTEMS
AUTOMATION IN SLOVENIA
Silvo Zlebir
Hydrometeorological Institute of Slovenia
Vojkova llb, 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia
Tel.: +386 I 4784306, E-mail: silvo.zlebir@rzs-hm.si

Introduction
Accurate and reliable determination of meteorological conditions on airports is very important for
safety of the air traffic. Airplanes can take-otT and land only when these operations are completely
safe, having in mind respective degree of equipping of the airport, also meteorological.
Consequently, also the quantity of the traffic and economics of the airport is weather dependent.
During last few years, meteorological measuring systems for international airports in Slovenia were
automated and renewed. In 1999, Ljubljana Brnik airport started to operate according to the ICAO
category CAT III rules, which is the highest ICAO category, enabling functioning of the airport in
worst meteorological conditions. For the case of Ljubljana Brnik airport, the decision height is not
lower than 15m and RVR is over 200m. Other two Slovenian international airports, Maribor and
Porotoroz, operate under CAT I rules. Automatic meteorological measurement systems were
implemented on these airports. Visibility meters, anemometers, ceilometers, automatic weather
stations and software for acquisition, archiving and visualization of the measured data are the most
important elements of each system. Automatic generation of meteorological messages and reports
is also implemented. When projecting the systems, quality assurance and reliability of the systems
were very important items. Systems on the three Slovenian international airports ditTer by elements
of the equipment which are required for ditTerent ICAO airport categories. Configuration of the
measuring systems is otherwise similar.
Project of modernization of the meteorological equipment on airports was led by the
Hydrometeorological Institute of Slovenia. Two main equipment producers were involved in
project, Finnish Vaisala Oy and Slovenian AMES d.o.o.
Configuration of the Slovenian meteorological airport systems
Automatic measuring systems are composed of meteorological instruments, communication
computer and central computer for evaluation, presentation, local archiving of measured data and
automatic generation of meteorological reports. PC's with appropriate software, which serve as online data presentation display in Airport tower control and in Airport approach, are also treated as
part of the systems. Basic guidance, when projecting automatic measuring systems at the
Hydrometeorolofcal Institute of Slovenia, were recommendations and requirements of the ICAO
and the WM0 1, ,3. All these requirements are fulfilled, including measurement uncertainties,
sampling rates and presentation of measured data. CAT ITI on Ljubljana airport is enabled by
double base RVR system. Automatic systems mitigate the work of meteorologist and observers on
airports.
Configuration of the meteorological system on Ljubljana airport is schematically shown on Picture
1. DitTerent measuring instruments and subsystems, computers and display terminals and their
linkage to the whole system is shown. System is the largest among the three, differences being in
some types and number of instruments and sensors included.
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Picture I
Sensors and measuring instruments are located on adequate sites near the airport runway.
Ceilometer, which measures cloud height with the aid of back scattering of laser beam, is in the line
of runway, at the very end of the airport. In CAT III system, two ceilometers are used on both
runway ends, while in CAT I systems of Maribor and Portoroz, only one ceilometer is used. Two
independent wind measuring systems are also used on Ljubljana airport, while one on Portoroz and
Maribor airports, respectively. Basic differences among the three systems are in visibility meters.
On Ljubljana airport, three double-base (I5m and 75m) transmisometers are used, while one single
base transmisometer is used on Maribor airport and forward-scatter visibility meter is used on
Portoroz coastal airport. Shorter measuring base, used on Ljubljana airport, enables accurate and
reliable measuring of visibility in worst visibility conditions. All three airport systems include
automatic meteorological station with a set of sensors for measurement of air and soil temPerature,
humidity, global and diffused solar radiation and precipitation quantity. All field instruments are
linked to corresponding display units or, in the case of transmisometers, to RVR computer, which
are located in the airport met office. On one airport, optical lines are used for linking. Precision
electronic barometer is installed in met office of each airport. All instantly measured data from
instruments or corresponding display units are collected continuously via front-end communication
computer on the central PC unit of each system. Program applications on central PC serves for
instant and average data control, data archiving and data presentation. Different data presentation
modes are possible. The basic one is so-called QAM presentation mode, which shows instant
measured and calculated data of wind, MOR, RVR, cloud base height, air-temperature, dew
temperature, QNH and QFE. Special application was developed, which enables automatic
generation of SYNOP (hourly) and METAR (half-hourly) reports, using the data from measuring
systems. Observer can add his own meteorological observations to these data to complete the
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report: actual weather, cloud types, special warnings etc. As central PC of the system is virtually
connected to the local network of the Hydrometeorological Institute, reports are distributed and sent
into international exchange. On the other hand, instant QAM data are continuously distributed to
display terminals, which are actually PCs, located in airport air traffic control tower and in approach
control. Data shown on these terminals are used in operational work of airport navigation services
and control.
Reliability and quality assurance of measured data
When designing automatic measuring systems on Slovenian airports, special care was devoted to
the reliability. Also software application programs include some reliability tasks. Systems are
powered by uninterrupted power supplies. In case of cutout of central PC of the system or some
communication lines, each measuring unit functions as a completely autonomous instrument with
its own display unit.
As measured data are directly employed in air-traffic, its quality is very important. Working
procedures in case of bad weather conditions (low visibility and low cloud base) are defined in
special manual. Measurement uncertainties for all instruments and sensors are analysed to comply
the recommendations of the ICAO and WMO. Maintenance of the equipment is performed by the
qualified group from Hydrometeorological Institute of Slovenia. Instrumentation and its
maintenance is a subject of inspection and control from the side of air-traffic supervision body.
Measuring instruments are regularly calibrated by the calibration laboratory of the
Hydrometeorological nstitute of Slovenia, which is accredited according to the international
standard IS0170251EN45001. Calibration intervals, defined according to the recommendations of
WMO, are regulated in special document and strictly followed

Conclusions
Among the three airport meteorological measuring systems in Slovenia, the one on Ljubljana airport
is now in use for the longest time. It was partly installed in 1994 and then finished in 1997.
Operators of the system have got enough experiences and some statistical analyses have already
been done for this system's working period. Detailed statistical analysis about visibility and cloud
base height conditions on this airport has also been done4 . Results of this analysis, among others,
were used in justifying the upgrading ofthe airport into CAT III category.
Some results of the statistical analysis of visibility and cloud base conditions on Ljubljana airport
are shown in Table 1, where number of days of low visibility during years 1994-1997 for conditions
of different corresponding ICAO categories are given. Low visibility and cloud base height
(decision height) conditions are subdivided into four categories according to the ICAO.
Year
1994
1995
1996
1997
Average

CAT I
44
54

77
75
62

CAT 11
65
81
84
88
79

CAT ilIA
67
80
80
85
78

CATllffi
14
29
64

38
36

Table 1
Table gives good picture of visibility conditions on Ljubljana airport. Number of days with
visibility according to CAT 11 and CAT IlIA is higher than that of CAT 11. Generally speaking,
when there is a fog on the airport, it is relatively dense.
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On the base of further statistical analysis of low visibility conditions on Ljubljana Airport,
following conclusions can be given:
• Low visibility conditions appear on average in about 100 days per year, with a total duration of
approximately 600 hours per year
• Duration of each low visibility occurrence is on average 6 hours; conditions for CAT III (A or
B) operations last on average approximately 2.5 hours
• Conditions for CAT ill occur in wintertime over the whole day, in summertime mainly during
the second half ofthe night.
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AUTOMATIC MEASURING SYSTEM
FOR PROVISION OF THE METEOROLOGICAL DATA
FOR DOJRAN LAKE RESEARCHING

Suzana Alcinova Monevska
Republic Hydrometeorological Institute-Skopje
Skupi.bb, 91 000 Skopje, Republic of Macedonia
smonevska@meteo.gov.mk

INTRODUCTION
The intensive progress of science and technology during the last decades enabled a
beginning of a process of automatization of the conventional meteorological measurements in
the Republic of Macedonia basic meteorological network. Automatic measuring systems (AMS)
with various working programs, configurations of sensors and manufacturers have been installed
at measuring sites in Skopje-Zajcev Rid, Kavadarci and Star Dojran and they operate jointly
with conventional meteorological measurements.
Basic reason for installation of the AMS in Star Dojran was the first phase realization of
the Research Project for Dojran Lake protection, approved and financed by the UNESCO,
which comprised provision of the main meteorological parameters necessary for water balance
estimation. The Project Leader- Faculty for civil engineering, jointly with the Republic
Hydrometeorological Institute committed themselves to carry out measurements and evaluation
of meteorological parameters and creation of data base that will be used for further research.
The supplied AMS from a German manufacturer of meteorological and hydrological
equipment was installed on a representative site, and starting from 1996 until today has
registered a huge amount of meteorological data.
Dojran Lake is one of the three natural lakes in Macedonia, which is notable by its
specific biodiversity and climate conditions. It is situated on the south border line of Republic of
2
Macedonia and Greece, with a surface area of 41 km (63% belongs to Macedonia and 37% to
Greece). The lake has elliptic form with total accumulated water amount of 262 mil m 3 and
average depth of 10 m. It is very popular tourist resort and fishery region, unique by the method
of fishing with birds' assistance.
During the last period of prolonged dryness and intensive and uncontrolled antropogenic
influence, the lake suffered enormous decrease of the water level. The Hydrological Department
at the Republic Hydrometeorological Institute, responsible for operational monitoring of the
hydrological parameters had been recording the oscillation of the water level since 1951.
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Fig.l - Water level decrease started in 1987
CONFIGURATION AND AMS OPERATION
The entire automatic measuring system is design to provide simple, quality and exact
measurements of the necessary meteorological data. The system is modem; universal and
economical type of a meteorological equipment with a possibility for future upgrade in order to
register the hydrological parameters, as well.
The internal memory capacity (ring memory) is 128 to 512 kB, which respond to 60000
- 250 000 registered values. Each channel (possible 16 channels) has an option for time-interval
set up from 1 second up to 1 month. The standard program at S.Dojran AMS records and stores
hourly average and extreme values, so the needed storage per sensor per day is 600 bytes.
Depending of the measurement time and values there are various modes of measurements
and the system has a possibility for automatic sensor calibration, as well.
Wind speed

Fig. 2,3 - Installed sensors and the system for automatic meteorological measurements
There are several options for configuration of measurement parameters and transfer of
the already recorded values from the central data-logging unit. The settings of sensors and
readings of the data can be done with a mobile personal computer (laptop) or with replaceable
memory cards. The stored data later are transferred with a reading unit and evaluated with a PC
software. A remote communication using a modem is planned for near future, together with the
upgrade of the AMS with a transmission system.
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The present AMS is consisted of: data logging unit, sensors (air pressure, temperature,
humidity, wind speed and direction, precipitation and radiation), operation software and software
for multy parameter valorization, reading unit and memory cards.
Registrations from the installed sensors are memorized in a way and time intervals set up
from the central unit with the operative software. In the beginning reading of the 'stored data was
carried out once in 40-50 days with a mobile computer, and recently the registrations are stored
on a memory card, which are later evaluated at the Republic Hydrometeorological Institute.
EXAMPLES OF MEASUREMENTS AND OPTIONS FOR DISPLAY
The data of the air temperature and humidity are set to be memorized in every full hour,
wind speed and direction in an interval of 10 minutes, and the sensor for the precipitation
registration records every 0.1 mm rain. The measurements have begun in June 1996 and until
now a solid data base has been created.

Fig.4 - Graphical display of registration of all sensors
The validation of the stored data is carried out with the multy parameter software
package, which provide many options for tabular and graphic presentation of the measured
values.

Fig. 5 - Graphical display of the air temperature Fig. 6 - Graphical and tabular display of the
and humidity for a three month period
hourly measurements of the precipitation sum
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Beside the tabular and graphic presentation of all data, the analyze of each
meteorological parameter can be done individually as well. There is also a possibility for
complex analyze of two or more meteorological parameters. Also, the evaluation period can be
enhanced from minute intervals to daily, monthly or annual period.
CONCLUSION
The automatic measuring system installed in Star Dojran with its five years of operation
has created the necessary data base of relevant meteorological data for water balance
components research, primary of the surface water evaporation estimation using complex
empirical methods (Penman or other).
The installed system has a possibility for simple and economical upgrade, not only
regarding the installation of additional sensors for automatic measurements of water level and
temperature, but the improvement of the communication method and establishment of a realtime meteorological monitoring, as well.
Also, comparison of the AMS measurements with the classic method of meteorological
measurement from the existing conventional meteorological instrumentarium on the nearby site
will provide contribution toward the research of the compatibility of different methods of
observation in the Macedonian meteorological network.
We look forward that the activities in the future period (including establishment of
additional pluviometric sites along the coast line of the Dojran Lake, improvement and
continuance of the AMS operation, etc.) will provide valuable information for time and space
distribution of the meteorological parameters relevant for Dojran Lake ecological problem
solution.
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AUTOMATIC WEATHER STATIONS IN INDIA - RECENT TRENDS
R.D. Vashistha and S.K. Dikshit
India Meteorological Department, Pune - 411 005, India

Introduction:

New developments in sensing, logging and communication technology have given new
opportunity to a weatherman in using automated system with more confidence and reliability. In
India the concept of automation in collection of meteorological data was evolved in early eighties
and since then there has been a continuous progress, though slow, in this field. At present
Meteorological Department has been operating 100 Automatic Weather Station in remote and
inaccessible places, spread all over India. India's Geostationary Satellite INSAT is utilized for up
linking AWS field site at a frequency of 402.75 MHz. The satellite's transponder (DRT) retransmits
the data to a Central Receiving Station at a downlink frequency of 4038.1 MHz (extended C-band).
The AWS data is processed, quality checked and disseminated to the user agencies over GTS
(Global Telecommunication Service). Operation of these systems in India has passed through
several critical phases with a number of problems, both in design limitations, field maintenance
problems as well as infrastructure. Nevertheless, the field experience has given invaluable
experience.
The Automatic Weather Stations presently installed in some of the sites in Indian network
have the following salient features:
• The systems are compact, portable and operate on a single 12V maintenance free battery
put on float charge using a solar panel.
• System has a synthesized UHF transmitter and could be adjusted to any required
frequency in the band 402.65 to 402.85 MHz.
• It has RS-232 Port for retrieving the data on PC. The system setup and Basic programs
could also be adjusted through a notebook PC in remote field sites.
• System has facility for averaging any meteorological parameter like wind speed and
direction for a required duration of 3 minutes, 10 minutes etc.
• The AWS can log the data at predefined intervals of different parameters for a duration of
six to eight months and could be retrieved using a Laptop or a PCMCIA card.
• The system has a multipurpose crossed Vagi antenna which could be used for LHCP (Left
Hand Circular Polarisation) or RHCP (Right Hand Circular Polarisation).
• The AWS could be hooked up through Telephone Modem for retrieving the data from a
Central station. Fig 1 and adjoinging table gives the schematic of A.W.S and the list of
sensors utilized
•

. Data Comparison between AWS and Manual Observatories:

A few AWS stations have been deployed for monitoring the quality of their data vis-a-vis
co-located manual observatories. Table 1-3 gives a statistical analysis of AWS data vis-a-vis.
observatory data. From Table-1 and Table-2 it is noted that the main sampling characteristics of
temperature and pressure obtained with AWS and manual observatory have similar statistical
behavior at Pune (India). From table-3 it is noted that the instrument bias is about 0.33°C for
temperature at 3UTC and -0.37°C at 12UTC. The instrument bias is -0.52hPa for 3UTC and 0.25hPa at 12UTC for atmospheric pressure at Pune site. The WMO specified accuracy limits for
automatic weather systems are ±0.5°C for temperature and ±0.5hPa for pressure (WMO 1996CIMO guide). The observed differences in the present analysis are within the WMO specified
accuracy limits. While comparing the data from an automatic weather station with the manual
observatory data, two important factors are very vital. Firstly the observations from a manual
observatory do not correspond to full hour UTC, the observations are recorded by an observer at
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least 10-15 minutes earlier. This time difference could lead to a significant difference in
temperature values as compared to automated observations which are sampled exactly at full hour
UTC. Secondly the observer records the temperature observations by opening the thermometer
screen which could lead to significant difference in temperature values as compared to automated
observations where thermometer screen is not opened and the whole process of sampling of
values is automatic.
Conclusion:

The introduction of state-of-the-art AWS system at a few locations in India has given a
new confidence to the weatherman in collecting reliable and uninterrupted meteorological data in
real time for disaster warning and mitigation. With the availability of sophisticated sensors and
improved communication facilities, the AWS systems will provide accurate and timely surface
meteorological data for coming years. While the process of automation has the advantages
highlighted in the preceeding paragraphs, there is a need to create confidence among the users for
accepting the end products of an automatic observing system. The technological complexities of
automation has created reluctance among the users to introduce these systems in their network
very rapidly. The experts who work in the field of automation have greater responsibility to ensure
that the process of automation is made simpler so that the available manpower in meteorological
services world over could be effectively utilized for using and maintaining the Automatic Weather
Station.
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Fig. 1 INSAT DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM

Parameter

Sensor Used

Range

Temperature

Thermistor

Wind speed
Wind direction
Pressure

Cup Generator Anemometer
Potentiometric Windvane
Aneroid

Relative Humidity
Rainfall

Humicap
Tipping Bucket Raingauge

0-50°C
(or-20 to +30°C)
0-100 knots
0-360°
0-100 hPa
above a fixed datum
0-100%
0- 1023 mm

Sensor
accuracy
0.20°C

Overall
accuracy
1.0°C

1 knot
1°
0.3 hPa

2 knots
10°
1 hPa

5%
1 mm

10%
10%

TABLE 1: SAMPLING CHARACTERISTICS OF 3 GMT DATA AT PUNE ( INDIA) NOV 98 TO
JUN 1999
SERIES PARAMETER 08S.
SYS
PUNE
DB TEM.
AWS
(OC)
PUNE
S.L.P
AWS
(hPa)

ass
ass

MEAN MEDIAN
22.4
22.1
947.2
947.8

24.0
23.6
947.3
947.6

MIN

MAX

PC25

PC75

11.0
10.1
937.8
939.8

19.8
28.9
29.1
19.2
954.2 944.5
954.8 945.0

25.9
25.8
950.6
950.9
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S.D.
4.48
4.65
3.8
3.68

KURT SKEW
-0.14
-0.08
-0.83
-0.97

-0.95
-0.95
-0.14
-0.1

TABLE 2: SAMPLING CHARACTERISTICS OF 12 GMT DATA AT, PUNE( INDIA) PERIOD NOV 98 TO
JUN 1999
SERIES PARAMETER
PUNE
PUNE

DB TEM.
(OC)
S.L.P
(hPa)

OBS
SYS
AWS
OB.
AWS
OBS

MEAN MEDIAN
29.4
29.7
944.5
944.8

28.6
28.8
943.9
944.0

MIN
20.2
23.0
937.5
938.2

MAX

PC25

37.8
37.8
952.0
951.9

26.0
26.4
941.8
942.4

PC75

S.D.

32.7 4.03
33.4 4.11
947.8 3.59
947.8 3.32

KURT SKEW
-1.05
-1.12
-0.09
-0.96

0.30
0.31
0.22
0.28

TABLE-3 SAMPLING CHARACTERISTICS OF AWS - OBS. DIFFERENCE SERIES AT PUNE( INDIA)
SERIES
PUNE -(AWS -OBS)
PUNE (AWS -OBS)

PARAMETER
DB TEM.
(OC)
S.L.P.
(hPa)

TIME
03
12
03
12

**********
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MEAN
0.33
-0.37
-0.52
-0.25

MEDIAN MODE S.D
0.2
0.2
0.63
-0.4
-0.5
0.57
-0.7
-0.6
0.33
-0.2
-0.4
0.46

1 MEASUREMENT TECHNOLOGY, PERFORMANCE,
AND QUALITY ASSURANCE

1.1 Surface Observation Systems
1.1.2 Intercomparisons

A comparison of air temperature radiation screens by field
experiments and Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
simulations
Aril Spetalen 1 , Cecilie Lofseik2 and Per 0yvind Nordli 1
INorwegian Meteorological Institute (DNMI), Observation Division, PO Box 43 Blindem, N-0313 OSLO, Norway.
Tel: +4722963000, Fax: +4722963050, email: ari1.spetalen@dnmi.no
2)Aker Engineering, Oslo, Norway

Introduction
For the purpose of climatological research, it is necessary to use measurements generated by different observing
systems. Climate changes caused by anthropogenic effects may be of a magnitude of some tenths of a degree
centigrade, i.e. of the same magnitude as effects on temperature caused by different screening of the thermometers or
sensors. It is therefore crucial to be able to distinguish between real climate changes and the virtual ones caused by the
changes of observation techniques and thermometer screening. The major changes that have taken place in the network
of the Norwegian Meteorological Institute (DNMI) is about to be examined in a test field of fairly unobstructed grass
just outside the DNMI head centre. The project runs from 1 February 2000 to 31. March 2001.
Among the new screening principles is the use of a fan for artificially controlled ventilation, but this principle has not
yet come to use in the Norwegian station network. However, Platinum Resistance Thermometers (PRT) in small
circular thermometer screens were introduced at automatic stations as early as in the 1970s. Another major change in
the network occurred some 60 years ago, when wall mounted "cages" were replaced by free standing screens. The
effects of this change are among the poorest documented changes in the history of the Norwegian network, and are the
main motivation for this test [Nordli], [Langlo]. Mr. Nordli is the leader of this comparison project.
The results will hopefully increase the value of the oldest measurement series. The use of modem sensor technology
enables us to investigate the properties of historical thermometer screens easier and more accurately.

Experimental setup A: Field test setup
Screens investigated
There are 4 principally different types of screens represented in the experiment.
The 1st type is the single louvered screen mounted on a wall or window. These dominated the Norwegian station
network from 1866 until the 1930s. The wall screen model "Dombas" is made of steel, with a louvered front door and
yellow painting. The oldest screen tested, a window screen model "Bergen", is made of wood and has no door, because
it's mounted in front of a window, designed for reading through the window glass.
The 2nd type is the classical free standing screen. This type came into widely use throughout the 1930s, and have been
designed in different models. The currently used model is the "MI-46", a screen that resembles the double louvered
Stevenson type. This MI-46 model is still the dominating screen in the DNMI station network.
The 3rd type is the small cylindrical screen designed for Platinum Resistance Thermometers (PRT), of which 3 models
are represented. These are the "MI-74" (with or without hygrometer), a model manufactured by "Young"®, and a
model manufactured by "Vaisala"®. The MI-74 differs from the others by its double rings inspirited by the double
louvers of the Stevenson screen.
One artificially ventilated screen is tested, the Paroscientific® "Met 3A". This screen is a combined pressure, humidity
and temperature sensor. The radiation screen is rather small, made of aluminium and ventilated by an electrical fan.
In order to investigate the differences of the response times of mercury thermometers and PRTs, we have built a
mercury dewar surrounding one PRT placed in the Dombas screen.

Choice of Reference
As reference, we have chosen the model, which is the dominating screen at DNMI - the MI-46. This screen is a
classical wooden, Stevenson type, double louvered screen.
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The main advantage using this screen as reference is the fact, that it is represented in two historical screen changes at
DNMI. It was the new model when introduced in 1946, and it is the one being replaced by MI-74 now. The screen has
also been thoroughly tested [Langlo].

System Overview
The measurement system consists of an ordinary PC collecting data from 3 different units. These units are
• A data logger (Vaisala® QLC 50) collecting the non-temperature parameters
• A Met 3A aspirated thermometer screen (Paroscientific®), that also reports pressure and humidity
•
A switch & Digital MultiMeter (DMM) (Hewlett Packard® 34970A) measuring all Pt 100 PRTs 12 times
per minute.
The calculation and storing of data is done by a CVI ® program in the Pc. The complete system is outlined in figure 1.
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Figure 1: System Overview

Temperature measurement
All radiation screens are equipped with Pt 100 elements of IEC-751 Class A. They have been calibrated in our (DNMI)
temperature laboratory, and the uncertainty is better than ± 0.1 0 C in the actual measurement range. An exception is the
Met 3A, which has a specially designed Pt 1000 element, which cannot be removed from the housing, and therefore not
calibrated separately. The Pt 100 elements are connected directly to the switch by 4 wires and measured 12 times per
minute. One minute mean values (n=12) for all temperature measurements are stored as well as the hourly extremes.
Regarding thermometers, WMO suggests a "...time constant, defmed by the time required by the thermometer to
register 63.2 % of a step change in air temperature, should be between 30 and 60 seconds in a wind speed of 5 m/s. The
time constant is roughly inversely proportional to the square root of the wind speed" [WMO]. The wind readings
recorded at the radiation screen level (2 m above ground), have not so far exceeded 3 m/s, not even at times when the
wind force recorded by the Oslo AWS was far higher. Although this will give a slower response, the exposure area is
not in conflict with the WMO suggestions. Also, any occasions of the well-known problem with overheating on quiet
sunny days will be easily detected.

Exposure and additional Parameters
The exposure area is planned according to the suggestions made for a preliminar ISO screen comparison test method.
Some screens are represented by 2 equivalent units. The relative humidity, wind force and direction at 2 m level, and
total radiation is measured. The screens are placed in a grass covered area with individual distances of about 2 m.
Additional Parameters (wind, humidity, radiation, pressure) are measured and stored in the data logger. The logger
calculates the mean values internally, and these are transferred and written by the computer program once per minute.
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The Met 3A data are read synchronously with the others; that is, temperature 12 times per minute, pressure and
humidity once per minute.

Experimental setup B: Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations
The CFD program Fluent™ has been used for simulating some of the scenarios observed in the field test. Fluent is a
commercially available computer program for modelling fluid flow, heat transfer and chemical reactions.
Geometrical models of MI 74 and Met 3A have been made based on the technical drawings and measures of the
screens, see figure 2. For the mechanically ventilated screen, MET 3A, two different ventilation rates have been tested.
A fixed overheating has been set as a boundary condition on part of the outer wall and a fixed ambient wind profile with
reference speed 2 m/s. Steady state simulations have been run; hence the development in time has not been
investigated. The ventilation in the MI 74 screen has been calculated for two ambient wind speeds.

Figure 2: The models ofMI 74 and Met 3A used in the simulations

Data Preview - Discussion
The objective of the experiment is to collect measurement data for two years, then perform the statistical work, and
make procedures for handling the historical measurement data. However, some tendencies can be seen already at this
stage. Figure 3 shows temperature readings and the differences from the Reference on a summer day (1. July 2000). The
lower diagram shows that the historical wall and window cages give the highest values. This is typical on summer days.
We especially note, that the temperature reading of the mercury "insulated" sensor shows a higher difference from the
non-insulated sensor in the same screen when the sensors are exposed to reflected and spread short wave radiation.
These screens are without a floor, so that reflected radiation from the ground can easily penetrate into the cage.
Temperature Differences and Radiation
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Figure 3: Read Values and Differences from Reference, 1. July 2000
A series of similar field tests has been performed, that may be used as guide line for comparison [Anderson],
[Lefebvre], [van der Meulen].
The CFD simulations confIrm the measurement dependency of good ventilation. The sensor temperature in the MET 3A
screen was observed for a test case were the ambient temperature was set to 8 ° C and the outer wall overheating was 19
° C. With a ventilation rate corresponding to a velocity of 4.5 m/s past the fan, the sensor temperature is 8.7 ° C. When
the velocity was reduced to 2.8 m/s, the sensor temperature estimated was 9.1 0c. Figure 4 shows the path lines that the
air is following through the device for these two cases.

Figure 4: Path lines through Met 3Afor the two test cases.
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Effects of Different Screen Designs on Temperature:
Field Experiment
Abebe Yeshanew, Senior Meteorologist
National Meteorological Services Agency, P.O. Box 1090, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
Tel.: 251 1 61 57 79, Fax: 251 1 51 70 66, E-mail: a_yeshanew@hotmail.com

1 Introduction
Introduction of different screen designs in national meteorological observing network is a
paramount concern in the meteorological community and the World Meteorological
Organization. The concern arises from the change that could influence the homogeneity of
temperature record and that could lead to false signal of climate change or other signals.
Prior to introducing of different screen in the national meteorological observing network, it
is imperative to conduct intercomparison experiment to eliminate any heterogeneity in the
data base. The purpose of undertaking this type of experiment is to correct the changes
introduced in the observation due to the new screen. Besides, to establish the quantitative
relationship between the observation taking from the new screen and the old screen to
maintain the uniform data set.
The drive for changes in meteorological measurements is based primarily on economical
and sustainability.
The objective of this experiment is to find out the quantitative influence of introducing
galvanized metal on a wooden screen on temperature.
The experiments to be done will identify influence of galvanized screens on the
temperature under calm and windy conditions over different climatic conditions, namely,
cold climate, hot climate and mild climate.

2 Motivation of the Experiment
Since some years ago, the National Meteorological Services Agency has modified the
wood screen by using on the top a 0.20 mm galvanized sheet metal. One week survey
has been done in the Agency (Addis Ababa) to find the effect of the modified screen on
temperature prior to the introduction of this screen in the network. However, neither a
documented study nor data is available in any form. As a result, it is very difficult to
distinguish the effect of new screen on temperature from the old one. Presently, the
observed temperature under the new screen is archived in the same file as the old one.
This aspect and practice triggered the author of this paper to conduct a comprehensive
experiment not only over Addis Ababa Bole but also over Metehar and Debre Brihan
Stations.

3 Experiment Sites
To investigate the effect of the modified screen on temperature, three experimental sites
with different temperature regimes are selected. The general characteristics of these sites
are:
•

Addis Ababa Bole is located at latitude of 9.033°N, longitude of 38.75°E and altitude
of 2354 metres. On the average, the daily temperature of Addis Ababa Bole ranges
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from 14.0°C to 17.6 cC. The average minimum temperatures range 5.5 C to 10.7°C
whereas the maximum temperature varies between 20.8°C and 24.7°C.
•

Debre Birhan meteorological station is located at latitude of 9.633°N, longitude of
39.50 o E and altitude of 2754 metres. The average daily temperature over this station
ranges from 11.9°C to 15.1°C. The average minimum temperatures range 4.6°C to
9.8°C whereas the maximum temperature varies between 18.6°C and 21.3°C.

•

Metehara meteorological station is located at latitude of 8.867°N, longitude of
39.90 o E and altitude of 930 metres. On the average, the daily temperature of
Metehara ranges from 21.8°C to 28.5 QC. The average minimum temperatures range
13.3 C to 21.5°C whereas the maximum temperature varies between 24.4°C and
35.6°C.

4 Method
To find out the effect of the modified screen on temperature with respect to the wooden
screen, verification methods will be used. The techniques that will be used are the
probability of detection (POD), the false alarm ratio (FAR), the per cent error (f), the
critical-successindex, the loss function (Fi), bias, mean absolute error (MAE) and root
mean square error (Tsonis, 1988;Stanski et ai, 1989 and Cheng etal, 1993).
If the temperature measurement difference between the modified screen and the wooden
screen is not within the operational accuracy of WMO Commission for Instruments and
Methods of Observation(CIMO), then attempt will be done to figure out the quantitative
relationship between the two temperature measurements using a coefficient of correlation
and regression equation.
5 Results
The experiment will commence in August 2000. The temperature (average temperature,
minimum temperature and maximum temperature) measurements will be taken on
standard time (00, 03, 06,09, ...).
The results of the experiment will be presented at the WMO Technical Conference on
Meteorological and Environmental Instruments and Method of Observation (TECO-2000).
6. References
Cheng, M., R. Brown, and C.G. Collier, 1993: Delineation of precipitation areas using
meteosat infrared and visibile data in the region of the United Kingdom.
J. Appl. Meteor., 32, 884-898.
Stanski, H.R., L.J. Wilson and W.R. Burrows, 1989: Survey of common verification
methods in meteorology. World Weather Watch Technical Report No. 8,
WMOITD No. 358.
Tsonis, A.A., 1988: Single thresholding and rain area delineation from satellite imagery.
J. Appl. Meteor., 27,1302-306.
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Temperature measurements:
some considerations for the intercomparison of radiation screens
Jitze P. van der Meulen
Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute
Postbus 201,3730 AE De Bilt, the Netherlands
tel +31 30 2206432, tax +31 30 2210407, e-mail meulenvd@knmi.nJ

Introduction
In a previous paper [I] a brief overview is presented of the thermometer screen intercomparison, carried
out for six years at KNMI, De Bilt, Netherlands. Different designs of screens were investigated for this
intercomparison. After analysis it was found that most screen agree to a reference on average within
approximately O.2 C (e.g. see fig. I). However daily minimum and maximum temperatures differed
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from screen tot screen for about 0.5 to I.OQC. Even worse, under particular circumstances large
deviations (I QC or more) were found. Although temperature measurements performed in the different
screens resulted in agreeable results, it is a serious point for understanding the larger differences, which
were found occasionally.

Analysis precautions
As a result of a more detailed analysis it was found that many larger differences are caused by short
term fluctuations in and around the shelter, i.e. by micro-climatological effects and not caused by the
particular design of the screen. Even when the screens were placed very close together, e.g. for an
intercomparison, such effects may have a serious impact on the analyses. Off course, impacts of
radiation, wind, rain, dew-deposition or artificial ventilation should be considered in the first place for
any design of a screen. Nevertheless micro-climatological or micro-meteorological effects, mainly small
turbulences and other fluctuations have to be taken into consideration when analysing the data set. This
statement holds for both the reference screen and the screen to be compared with.
Apart from micro-climatological impacts on the analysis, the daily cycle of the air temperatures
measured inside each screen have to be analysed first. Typical effects should be taken apart, e.g. at
sunrise and sunset the sun may illuminate on a horizontal way the east or west side of a Stevenson
screen causing an significant temperature increase. Another example to be noticed on forehand is when
there is almost no wind, but with much moisture or condensation. The temperature of the screen will
drop below the temperature of the surrounding air (typically at night before sunrise). If such effects are
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not taken apart and statistical analysis is performed on e.g. daily averages, then any results may be rather
disputable.

Typical examples of micro or short term effects.
In the figures 2 to 6 some typical examples are shown. For this purpose a conventional Stevenson
screen is used and a "round shaped multi-plate screen (20cm x 20cm). From the data set of
temperature measurements, containing point samples with a time resolution of I 5", the mutual
difference, i.e.
~t = t(round shaped screen) - t(Stevenson screen),
is calculated. Note that the any difference can be caused by one of both screens. Only with the help of
sets of screens, with a different design, the particular screen causing such difference can be determined.
Figure. 2 shows two daily cycles for air temperature, wind speed and radiation, indicated by day 307
and 0304. Both days are with sunshine but no rain. Day 0304 is a day with temperatures below ooe
before sunrise and an increase of the wind speed in the morning. Day 307 is a day with only small
temperature variations and a rather stable wind.
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Values for ~t as a function of time are shown in fig 3. Obviously the low temperatures after midnight
on day 304 and the lower wind speed may have caused these strong fluctuating differences (~t refresh
interval: 15"). In any case, such night-time behaviour, which is also demonstrated on day ° 307, when
temperature and wind speed are stable, is quite typical. Especially for day 304 deposition of moisture
may have affected the measurements.
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Another way to show the relation of air temperature and the measured temperature difference is by
presenting a plot of dt versus air temperature (see fig.4).
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Fig. 4, dt as a function of temperature for both days (digits are timestamps in H UTC). Notice the typical
mutual differences for both days, especially the differences in fluctuation behaviour.
Plotting dt versus wind speed, we get results as shown by fig. 5. To avoid a very noisy figure wind speed
data is averaged first over 10' intervals. Considering day 0307 no significant impact of the wind is
observed although it is a sunny day. For day 304 however strong fluctuations in dt are observed
during night-time.
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After all, temperature screens are used mainly to reduce the impact of radiation to the thermometer (or
temperature sensor). Therefore to study the impact of the radiation on dt will be the most interesting
topic for an intercomparison. For both days we found results, shown in fig. 6 (10' average value of the
global radiation are used). When comparing both figures however, no clear correspondence is found.
Obviously differences dt are not typically caused by radiation impacts only. Considering figs. 5 and 6
for day 304 a typical combination of radiation with low wind speeds may have caused the larger dt
during the morning hours.
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Conclusion
For the analysis of temperature measurements micro and short term effects should be considered first.
Comparing different types of screens using statistical analyses of the mutual temperature differences,
averaged over a day, month or year, the results will only be meaningful if micro and short-term effects
(I min or less) are taken into account.
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Report on the International Pyrheliometer Comparisons
-The Maintenance and Dissemination of the World
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Abstract. We report on the perfonnance of the World Standard Group (WSG) which realizes the World
Radiometric Reference (WRR). It is the basis for meteorological radiation measurements and to guarantee their
worldwide homogeneity. It is the duty ofthe World Radiation Center to maintain the WSG in order to ensure the
stability ofthe WRR. The periodic International Pyrheliometer Comparisons taking place at the World Radiation
Center ofthe Physikalisch-Meteorologisches Observatorium Davos have for purpose the worldwide dissemination
ofthe WRR.

1. Introduction
In the past a variety of radiometric scales were used
based on the measurement of standard instruments[I]. They
did not agree between each other and were sensitive to
malfunction of their reference instrument. Actually, the
concept of "scale" was wrong because a scale, in SI units
[Wm-2], is already defined on the basis of the standard
physical unity system.
The development of modern absolute radiometers in the
late sixties yielded more reliable measurements. They are
electrically-calibrated cavity receivers and consequently need
no calibration by comparison with a standard as also
suggested by their name. Much better agreements were
obtained between different types of absolute radiometers as
between traditional instruments. It was consequently possible
to realize a new reference for meteorological radiation
measurements: the World Radiometric Reference (WRR)
which was based on the perfonnance of a group of absolute
radiometers[2]. Its uncertainty was estimated to be less than
0.3%. Later, comparisons with cryogenic radiometers
showed that the WRR lies within 0.03% of the basic SI Wm-2
[3, 4]. The mandatory use of the WRR for reporting
meteorological irradiance measurements was introduced by
the World Meteorological Organization in 1979 [5].
In order to guarantee the long-term stability of the WRR,
a group of absolute radiometers of different types was
defined: the World Standard Group (WSG) which is a
realization of the WRR. It is the duty ofthe World Radiation

t The IPC-IX will take place just before the TEC0-20oo meeting,
namely from 25 September 2000 to 13 October 2000 at Davos.
Therefore, preliminary results from the IPC-IX will be included in
the oral presentation at the TEC0-2000.

Center (WRC) to maintain the WSG and thus to ensure the
stability of the WRR. The pwpose of the International
Pyrheliometer Comparisons (!PCs) is its dissemination to
ensure worldwide homogeneity ofmeteorological irradiance
measurements.
The World Standard Group comprises at the moment 7
instruments: PMO-2, PMO-5, CROM-2L and CROM-3R,
PAC3, MK67814, and HF18748. They are periodically
evaluated and compared in order to check their stability and
proper fimctioning.
In this article, we discuss the results of previous
International Pyrheliometer Comparisons and report on the
perfonnance ofthe WSG over the last 10 years.

2. TheIPC
International Pyrheliometer Comparisons were held for the
ftrst time in 1959, then in 1964 and from 1970 on every 5
years at the Physikalisch-Meteorologisches Observatorium/
World Radiation Center (PMODIWRC) in Davos,
Switzerland [6]. The last comparisons took place in
September/October 1995 and the next comparisons, IPC-IX,
will be in September/October 2000. The IPCs are intended
for dissemination of the WRR to the Regional Centers which
are responsible to further disseminate it to the National
Centers. The IPC VII was combined with Regional
Pyrheliometer Comparisons of 4 regions.
At the IPC-VIII 62 participants from 15 Regional and
28 National Centers and from 8 Institutions not directly
linked to the WMO structW"es took part in the comparisons.
They operated a total of77 pyrheliometers, 44 ofwhich were
already present at the IPC- vn and 33 instruments were
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compared to the WRR for the first time.
Measurements were taken on 10 days of which 8 days
provided very good to excellent measurement conditions and
were used for the fmal evaluation. Time on the other days
was used for technical preparation, training of the
participants and for a symposium on meteorological
radiometry.
The measurements are taken in nms lasting 21 minutes
with a basic cadence of 90 seconds. Each instrument is
operated with its standard equipment which avoids electrical
interface problems and mutual interferences. For each
instrument the irradiance is obtained with the corresponding
evaluation procedure. As during all the IPCs since 1975, the
PMO-2 instrument is used as the local reference instrument
because it can be operated fast enough to provide an
irradiance value every 90 seconds. At the end of its open
phase, 8 readings are taken in rapid succession The standard
deviation of these 8 readings is used during the fmal
evaluation as a quality parameter to judge the stability of the
radiation during each measurement.
Several criteria are used to select the data for final
evaluation. A ftrst criterion eliminates the influence of the
local horizon entering the view limiting angle of the
instruments, specially for the Angstrom-pyrheliometers. A
second criterion rejects sequences when the standard
deviation of the 8 rapid PMO-2 readings is larger than 0.3
Wm-2 . The final criterion applies on each individual
instrument: a illter rejects measurements as outliers with a
deviation of more than 1% from the mean ratio to WRR of
that instrument.

3. Determination of the WRR
The main objective of the periodic Pyrheliometer
Comparisons is the dissemination of the World Radiometric
Reference (WRR). For the traceability of the WRR from
IPC-VII to IPC-VIII four instruments ofthe WSG were used:
PMO-2, PMO-5, CROM-2L and CROM-3R. The remaining
three instruments, PAC3, MK67814 and HF18748, had
various instrumental problems (flies had entered the cavity of
2 instruments and the electronic control box of the third
instrument was deftciant). Therefore, these instruments were
not included for the transfer of the WRR but have been
recalibrated during the IPC-VIII and thus are again valid
members of the WSG.
For the evaluation of the results, the WRR is detennined
as follows: In a fust step the irradiances of all the WSG
radiometers are scaled to WRR by their WRR factors l either
from the IPC-VII (PMO-2, PMO-5, CROM-2L and CROM3R) or estimated from the results of interim comparisons
(PAC3, MK67814 and HFI8748). They are listed in the
second column of Table 1. For the 255 sequences where all

4 instruments had valid irradiance values their average is
used as reference to calculate the ratio of each measured
irradiance to that reference. In a second step the mean and
standard deviation of these ratios are calculated for all WSG
pyrheliometers. They are listed in column 3 and 4 of Table I.
The mean of the ratios for the 4 radiometers tracing the WRR
from IPC-VII amounts to 0.999998 with a standard deviation
of 0.000222. The mean being very close to one demonstrates
the stability of the 4 WSG instruments and the careful
maintenance of the WRR.
For the final evaluation of the participants' instruments
the ratios ofcolumn 3 are used to calculate for each sequence
the WRR as the mean irradiance of all WSG pyrheliometers
that are available at a given sequence. This means that the
final ratios of the WSG instruments as listed in column 5 of
Table 1 are slightly different from the ones in column 3.
Moreover, to remove outliers from the WSG the following
criterion is used: if the standard deviation of the reference
irradiance is greater than 5 Wm-2 the individual WSG value
which causes this deviation is rejected.
Table 1: WRR-factors ofthe WSG instruments. The first column
gives the instrument names, the second their WRR-factors as
detennined during IPC-VII. The third column gives the ratio to
WRR obtained at IPC-VIII using the WRR-factors ofIPC-Vll and
column 4 gives their standard deviation. The last column gives the
WRR factors obtained at the IPC-VIII.
Instrument

WRR
factor
IPC-VII

Ratio to
WRR
IPC-VIII

Standard
deviation

WRR
factor
IPC-VIII

PMO-2
PMO-5
CROM-2L
CROM-3R
PAC3
MK67814
HFI8748

0.99944
1.00063
1.00294
0.99890
1.00027
1.00094
0.99576

1.00058
0.99909
0.99706
1.00137
0.99818
0.99936
1.00402

0.0015
0.0014
0.0018
0.0033
0.0014
0.0015
0.0015

0.99936
1.00091
1.00290
0.99897
1.00186
1.00068
0.99595

The stability of the WRR can be further checked by
calculating the average ratio over all pyrheliometers that have
also participated in the previous IPc. Taking all instruments
(39, including the WSG instruments) the average amounts to
0.999658 with a standard deviation of 0.001334. If
instruments with a ratio deviating by more than 0.3% (0.2%)
are rejected, the average is 0.999710 (0.999832) with 37
(35) instruments remaining. These results certainly confinn
the conclusion from the result~ of the WSG alone that the
WSG instruments have been very stable.
Finally the ratio and its standard deviation to the WRR is
detennined for each instrument that participated at the IPC
and a recommended WRR- or calibration-factor is derived.

1 The WRR factor is the value by which the instrument's
readings (referred to its calibration factor) have to be
multiplied in order to obtain the WRR irradiance values.
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4. Approval and Dissemination of the Results
Since 1990 the WMO decided to nominate an ad-hoc
Working Group from among the participants of the IPC to
discuss the WRR factors of the WSG instruments to be used
for the final evaluation. The official approval is documented
in a CIMO-Recommendation.

5. Stability of the WRR over the years
Figure 1 shows a summary of the WRR-factors for the WSG
instruments as obtained during the last 4 IPCs. It shows that
in general the instruments are very stable. A few exceptions
are observed and can be traced back to some specific
problems having occurred to the instruments. The very large
jump observed for MK67814 (crosses) between IPC-VI and
VII is due to a damage inflicted to the instrument: the
aperture was damaged during an attempt to measure it in
order to better characterize the instrument!
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newly developped electronics had some problems when it
operated first in fall 1999. As the most recent measurements
show this has been fixed and the results demonstrates that the
instrument did not change.
The decaying performance of PAC3, the oldest
instrument in the group, is also worrying. Its reason is
unfortunately not yet known.
Finally, the large scatter exhibited by CROM-3R is
believed to be due to a bad adjustment of its control
electronics.
This graphical representation demonstrates the
importance of periodically verifying the WSG members in
order to insure the stability of the WRR and to detect
malfunctions early enough to investigate possible causes.
Information on the performance of the WSG members
traceable over time is essential, because at the time of the
next IPC (25 September to 13 October 2000), only those
instrument that have functioned perfectly over the whole
period since the previous comparisons may be used to
establish the WRR and consequently, the ratio to the WRR
for all instruments participating in the comparisons. So, for
IPC-IX the following instruments will be used: PMO-2,
PMO-5, CROM-2L and HF 18748.

1985

References
-

*

x

x
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1995

2000

Year

Figure 1: WRR-factors of the WSG instruments obtained during
the last 4 IPCs. The plus signs refer to PM0-2,. the diamonds to
PM0-5, the squares filled with plus signs to CROM-2L, the stars to
CROM-3R, the empty squares to PAC3, the triangles to MK67814
and finally, the crosses denote HF18747.
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6. From IPC-VD to IPC-IX
Figure 2 shows an overview of the WSG instruments'
performances over the last 10 years. For each day on which
the WSG instruments were operated, the average deviation
of each instrument's reading relative to the WRR is plotted.
In each instrument's plot, the horizontal dashed line
represents the WRR, defmed as explained in Sect. 3. The
points plotted light gray on the figure were not taken into
account for the determination of the WRR.
This figure shows that at least 4 (pMO-2, PMO-5,
CROM-2L and HF18748) of the 7 instruments are
performing very well over the whole period.
The lack of points for MK67814 from 1996 to 1999, is
due to incorrect operation of the instrument due to a change
in the control electronics and a change of personnel. The
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Figure 2: Deviation from the WRR in % for the WSG instruments
for the period between 1990 and present. The dark gray points
represent the IPCs. For the whole period the WRR was determined
using the WRR factors of IPC-VIII. The points plotted light gray
were not used for the determination of the WRR. For each day of
comparison, the daily average value is plotted.
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Evaluation of the latest Laser Cloud Base Recorders
1998 -1999
C.S. Muller, D.B. Ratton, D.W. lones
The Met. Office, Beaufort Park, Easthampstead, Wokingham, RG40 3DN. United Kingdom
Tel. +44 (0)1344 855828, Fax. +44 (0)1344 855897, Email. csmuller@meto.gov.uk

Introduction
Laser Cloud Base Recorders (LCBRs), or ceilometers, are now a standard instrument for measuring cloud height both
as an aid to observers and as part of the suit of instrument sensors deployed on automatic weather stations. Advances in
computing, electronics and optical technologies have resulted in significant developments in capability over what was
the norm less than ten years ago such that instruments with a claimed range of 20,000ft or more and 25ft resolution are
now readily available from a number of manufacturers.
The Met. Office's standard instrument for cloud height detection is the Belfort 7013 ceilometer. The instrument has the
capability of reporting cloud height in excess of 20,000ft, but like all of those that were available 10 years ago, it has
deficiencies during some precipitation events. This was resolved at manned observing stations as the detailed
backscatter profile could be viewed, and had subtle information that the instruments computer processing was unable to
reliably interpret and report. LCBR technology has advanced in the last 10 years. This trial was undertaken between
December 1998 to June 1999 to determine the suitability of modem instruments, especially for use at fully automated
observing sites.

1.

location established for the WMO ceilometer
intercomparison in 1986 1• Each instrument was
positioned around the circumference of a circle,
separated by at least 20m from its nearest neighbour in
order to avoid optical interference.

Description of instruments and Experimental
Site.

An investigation into the quality of measurements
made by the LCBRs currently available on the market
was undertaken between December 1998 to June 1999.
Seven LCBRs including the Belfort 7013C, Vaisala
CT25K, Handar 450C, Impulsphysik LD-25 and LD40, were deployed in conjunction with a Vaisala
Present Weather Sensor (model: FDI2P). All of the
ceilometers claimed to be able to detect cloud at
altitudes in excess of20,000ft.

2.

Experienced Weather

Beaufort Park is not an operational manned observing
site. Only a limited number of observations were made,
and only during specific meteorological phenomena.
To categorise the performance under different weather
conditions the data set was subdivided into different
weather types according to the observations recorded
using an onsite Vaisala FD12P present weather sensor
(PWx). It is recognised that such sensors may differ
from a 'clinical observation' made by a local observer2
but was considered suitable for this analysis.
Table 1 illustrates the breakdown of the weather
reports during the trial.
Fog
Mist
Snow It
Drizzle It
Drizzle mod
Driz hvy
Rain It
Rain mod
Rain hvy
Dry/clear

Hours
37.9
711.2
4.9
77.4
58.7
2.5
118.6
35.8
10.3
1942

%

1.3
23.7
0.2
2.6
1.9
0.1
4.0
1.2
0.3
64.7

Figure 1: LCBR Deployment Site Plan at Beaufort Park
Table1: Present Weather reported during the trial period

The location chosen for the intercomparison was The
Met. Office's experimental site, Beaufort Park, 4km
SW of Bracknell, 80m above mean sea level, using the
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3.

Data Analysis
etlI2

From the 1 minute logged PWx data, ceilometer
observations were divided into the dominant weather
conditions, sorted in time order.

N:34263
MIN:«JO
MAlt24ll5O

eiil/l
N::aJ799
MtN:«JO
MAX:24ll5O

As there were few manual cloud height observations
made during the study the median LCBR height was
used as a basis for the sensor inter-comparison. The
median cloud height was calculated when four or more
of the LCBRs reported a cloud height for a single
measurement period.
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Even small differences in the spatial separation of the
ceilometers or in the times of measurement, can result
in significant variations in cloud base such that direct
comparison of minute resolution heights, for example
in a scatter plot, would yield unmeaningful results. To
overcome this problem a number of analysis
techniques were used. One such method is Empirical
Quantile-Quantile plotting3 (EQQ), previously used in
the WMO ceilometer intercomparison in 1986 1, (see
figure 2).
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Other analyses were made when a relatively unifonn
layer of cloud (e.g. stratocumulus) was in the field of
view of the ceilometers. These included assessment of
the variation in cloud height reports derived from the
root mean square of the differences between LCBR
observations. Coefficients of variation were also
calculated for the individual sensors.
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Median Height (11)
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Figure 2: EQQ Plot of level 1 heights from each LCBR, observed in
precipitation free conditions between the 19th February - 31 st March
1999.
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Lack of space precludes an exhaustive description of
all the analysis methods used in this paper, and their
results. A detailed report is being produced4 and some
of the important fmdings are presented below.
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4.1 Consistency of Measurement
0.25

In fine, dry conditions with visibility in excess .of
1000m all of the ceilometers were able to detect cloud
with equal capability up to an altitude of ,..,6,000ft as
seen by how close the reports are to the median lines
in the EQQ plots of figure 2. Significant deviations
occur above ,..,6,000ft for some ceilometers.
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Figure 3 demonstrates the relative ability of a selection
of instruments to report cloud in different height
ranges. The Impulsphysik LD-40 is clearly able to
detect a greater proportion of cloud at higher altitudes
than either the Belfort 7013C or Vaisala CT25K. This
may be a result of this instruments claimed upper range
of 43,000ft.
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Figure 4 demonstrates that when monitoring the same
cloud layer, different makes of instrument can exhibit
clear systematic differences in the reported heights. In
this example, under clear dry conditions, differences of
the order of 150ft were observed for cloud heights
between 1,200 and 2,000ft. It is not known whether
this difference is maintained over the whole operating
range.
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Figure 3: Example histograms of cloud base reports generated by
three of the evaluated LCBRs observed in precipitation free
conditions between the 19th February - 31 st March 1999. The lef'thand axis relates to the histogram bar chart, the right to the plotted
frequency line.
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2500

4.3 Precipitation

Only the Belfort 7013C and ImpulsphySik LD-40 have been
plotted for ease of identification. The Vaisala CT25K generally
lay between the two.

Some form of precipitation (drizzle, rain or snow)
occurred for approximately 10.3% of the deployment
period. Accurate cloud reports from ceilometers under
these conditions are particularly important both when
used as an aid to an observer and when part of a fully
automatic observation.
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Impulsphysik LD-40

Droplet size and precipitation intensity had a
significant effect on the detection characteristics of the
LCBRs on trial. Figure 5 illustrates the percentage of
reports, which failed to identify a cloud layer under
each precipitation category. The correct identification
of cloud under these conditions is not uniform. One of
the main difficulties with any LCBR trial is to
substantiate whether the cloud base height reported is
true.
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Figure 4: Real Time plot of cloud detected by two of the ceilometers
during dry conditions.
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No degradation in the quality and accuracy of
measurement was observed by any of the instruments
over the 6-month period.

30

4.2 Solar Radiation Effects
To see if solar radiation had any effect upon the
LCBRs performance, data was segregated into day and
nightime observations. During daylight hours the
instruments were sometimes found to have difficulties
in reporting cloud at altitudes above 6,000ft. No such
limitation was found during nightime hours. Solar
radiation may therefore be causing an increase in the
signal to noise ratio of the return pulses, limiting cloud
detection.
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Figure 5: Percentage of reports generated by the ceilometers failing
to identify a cloud layer with increasing precipitation intensity
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Figure 6: Real Time plot
of cloud height reports
by three of the studied
LCBRs in light drizzle,
between 17:45 - 20:10,
11 th March 1999
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19:45

20:15

6.

Figure 6 illustrates cloud base observations reported by
a Belfort 7013C, Impulsphysik LD-25 and a Vaisala
CT25K during a period of light drizzle. The Belfort
and Impulsphysik, and on occasion the Vaisala,
identified a cloud layer between 7,000-8,000ft.
Another cloud layer was identified by the
Impulsphysik and Vaisala between 10,000-12,000ft,
but was generally missed by the Belfort. However a
further cloud layer between 2,000-6,000ft was
identified by both the Impulsphysik and Belfort, with
the Vaisala tending to report either a vertical visibility
value comparable to the Belfort and Impulsphysik's
cloud height reports, or sky obscured.

With today's need to provide more frequent cheaper
observations automatically, meteorological sensors
need to be accurate, reliable, and provide high quality
data in all conditions.
The current state of the art ceilometers have improved
since the introduction of the Belfort 7013C into The
Met. Office's observing network. However, it is clear
that there remain considerable differences between
instrument types, and as yet none perform perfectly.
It is also apparent that while manufacturers quote an

instrument range for example "0 to 25000ft", there are
many occasions when conditions preclude accurate
measurement over the whole of this range.

4.4 Visibility
During fog conditions only the Vaisala CT25K
correctly identified its presence, reporting a visibility
value rather than a cloud height. All of the others
reported cloud at an altitude of between 25-300ft.
However in general the Vaisala CT25K produced more
vertical visibility and sky obscured reports than any of
the other ceilometers.

Precipitation and other meteorological phenomena still
affect cloud base determination, even those made by
the current 'state of the art' LCBRs.

The Belfort 7013C and Vaisala CT25K reported more
cloud with increasing horizontal visibility when
compared to the other ceilometers, suggesting that the
detection capabilities of these instruments are linked to
atmospheric clarity.
5.

Conclusions

7.
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Discussion

Cloud base height is inherently difficult to measure;
together with the human observer, ceilometers are the
primary instrument for measuring cloud base height.
Consistency of measurement is vital in providing
accurate observations, particularly for aviation safety.
This trial has identified that the heights of the clouds
reported by LCBRs differ between the make and
model. Differences in the order of 150ft (as reported in
paragraph 4.1), whilst not important for high cloud,
may be significant for very low clouds.
It is clear from comparison with previous studies I that

the use of advanced signal and data processing
techniques has resulted in some improvements in the
ability of LCBRs to detect cloud during periods of
precipitation. However, this report shows that
deficiencies still exist, and the ability of ceilometers to
detect a cloud layer can be severely diminished in
periods of precipitation.
The investigation was made more difficult by the lack
of human observations, relying instead on an automatic
instrument known to have certain limitations. Future
studies may benefit from the use of ground based cloud
images and a combination of meteorological observing
sources (human and automatic). However it must be
recognised that creating the ideal data set can be
expensive in terms of trial set-up and subsequent
analysis.
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Wind measurements:
potential wind speed derived from wind speed fluctuations measurements,
and the representativety of wind stations
Jitze P. van der Meulen
Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute
Postbus 201,3730 AE De Bilt, the Netherlands
tel +31 30 2206432, tax +31 30 2210407, e-mail meulenvd@knmi.nl

Introduction
In a previous paper [I] the use of the measured standard deviation of the wind speed to determine and
reduce artificial wind gusts is presented. With the help of both the calculated average wind speed U and
its standard deviation a u and by taking an averaging interval of 10 minutes, the actual wind speed U can
be transformed into the normalised wind speed Un'
Un

= (u - U)/au

(au > 0).

(I)

In the figs. I and 2 it is clearly demonstrated that Un is independent of u: Significant changes in the
wind speed have no remarkable impact on the structure of Un' In fact Un is mainly affected by the wind
speed fluctuations.
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Determined Un as afunction oftime

For the appropriate use of wind speed in meteorology the determination of the potential wind is
important [4]. Stated in the CIMO Guide [2] and explained by Wieringa [3] and Beljaars [4], the
potential wind speed Up can be calculated by taking into account he terrain roughness length or with a
multiplication factor F, called the exposure correction factor (or shelter factor). This reduction factor varies
from about 0.9 for a very open terrain to 1.2 for very rough terrain. A method to derive such a factor is
described by Benschop [5]. Notice that Benschop demonstrates that F is wind direction dependent,
especially for locations close to forests and buildings. As a consequence the potential wind has to be
determined as a function of the wind direction as well.
The method to derive this factor is traditionally based on statistical analysis of wind speeds averaged
over one hour and the maximum wind speed (gust) observed during that hour (see [5]). In fact,
however, this method itself is derived from a relation of Up with U and a u . Therefore, direct
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measurements of 10' average values of the wind speed (U) and its 10' standard deviation (au ) should
produce such a factor as well.

Exposure correction factor F
For the determination of the exposure correction factor F a logarithmic wind profile is assumed [2, 3,
4], i.e.

UII U = In(zI/zo) Iln(z2/zo)'

(2)
where Ux represents the wind speed at height Zx and where Zo is the roughness length of the terrain (see
Wieringa [6] for an overview of the use of zo). From this relation a linear relation between the wind
speed U and the potential wind speed Up, Up can be derived, i.e.
2

Up = F . U

(3)

Assuming a blending height zb=60m and taking the defined standard for a WMO wind station (cf
CIMO Guide [2]), where Z=Iom and Zo=0.03m ("0 pen terrain") as reference for Up, it can be
demonstrated by using (2) that:
F = 0.76427 (In(6 0 Iz o) I In(zxlzo) )

(4)

Beljaars [4] has indicated the relation between zx/zo and aul U, which can be derived from
measurements of the turbulence of the wind speed, i.e.:

aul U = I I In(zxlzo)
(5)
Note that both relations (3) and (5) should only be used for 20Z o<Zx<Ioom and with averaging intervals
of 10 min. Moreover, these relations will only have any physical significance for wind speeds of about
5 m/s or above. From the mathematical point of view it is rather obvious that both U and a u should be
far from zero. By taking relation (5), the exposure correction factor F can be derived in terms of aul U
from eq. (4), i.e.
F = 0.76427 ( I + I.79176·auIU)

(6)

Measurements of au/U and the determination of F
In the national meteorological network in the Netherlands use is made of a standard automatic wind
measuring system. With this system wind speed and direction are measured continuously and apart
from the actual values, also the 10' averages and standard deviations are presented every 12". Values of
both a u and U are calculated from sequential 3" samples of u, the actual wind speed. Figure 2 is an
example for which use is made of u, U and a u to show Uno
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In fig. 3, F is presented as a function of time and for the same period as in figs. 1 and 2. Note the rather
bizarre behaviour of F after approx. 1 5:00 UTC. This behaviour can easily be explained since the
constraint with U> sm/s is not fulfilled at that time. In this figure the interval for which U> sm/s, is
05:00 to 14: 30 UTC, when F is stable. By plotting F versus U this statement can easily be understood
since F is rather constant with wind speeds above 5 m/s (see fig. 4). Using the data set of F for
U> sm/s, statistical analysis will provide an average value of F and its uncertainty, shown as a bar graph
in fig. S. From this set it follows that F = 0.96±0.oS (data measured on 07-June-1997 at WMO 02240
- Amsterdam Airport Schiphol, EHAM-RWY19R).
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Representativity and the exposure correction factor
Wieringa [6, 7] has stated that potential wind data are excellent material for interpolation with distant
wind stations or for large-scale mapping of wind. This statement can be illustrated by comparing two
nearby wind stations, but with a rather different siting: 1) WMO 06248 (Wijdenes), S2°38'N,
oS010'E, and 2) WMO 06249 (Berkhout), S2°39'N, 04°S9'E. Both stations have a mutual distance of
1 3km. The first station is situated on a shoreline besides a dike with flat open water in the SE and a
rather rough terrain in the NW. For this purpose a wind data set of May 2000 is used consisting of 10'
average values and the associated standard deviations. Wind speed values with U> sm/s are selected for
data analysis. Data of U and Ou where used for the determination of Fr=F[06248] and F2=F[06249].
Since F will be dependent of the wind direction (see Benschop [5]), Frand F2are derived for the various
wind sectors. In fig. 6, Frand F2 are presented as a polar diagram giving a bright impression of both F
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for the various wind directions. In fig. 7, F I and F2 are presented as a function of the wind direction, but
averaged over intervals of 20°. By taking into account these factors the values of U for both stations can
be converted into their potential wind speeds Up for further comparison. A measure for representativety
of a station for a specific area can be determined after calculating the correlation coefficient R of a wind
speed data set of two nearby stations. To determine this coefficient, data of U from both stations are
used, i.e. R = R( UI' U2 ). It is found that:
R(measured 10' averaged wind speed) =
R(potential 10' wind speed) =

R(UI' U2 ) =
R( Up, I' Up,2)

=

0.795
0.9 I 7

The result, R( Up, I' Up,2) » R( UI' U2) demonstrates the usefulness of exposure correction.

exposure correction factor
1.3 . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

Fig. 7, F and F calculated
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wind direction sectors of
20 0 wide (see also fig. 6)
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Conclusion
Turbulence measurements as part of operational meteorological observations for synoptical purposes
provide direct information of terrain roughness. The method using standard deviations is a simple tool
for the calculation of the potential wind speed providing a higher degree of representativity.
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COMPARAISON ENTRE UNE STATION METEO TRADITIONNELLE ET
UNE STATION METEO AUTOMATIQUE
Beltrano Maria Carmen, Perini Luigi
Ufficio Centrale di EcologiaAgraria (UCE4), Via del Caravita 7/A 00186Rome -Italy
Tel. 0039066793376 -06 6793804 - fax 0039 0669941564
E-mail: cbeltrano@politicheagricole.it;l.perini@politicheagricole.it

Premisse
Depuis sa creation en 1879 le siege de l'Ufficio Centrale di Ecologia Agraria (UCEA), organe scientifique et
technique du Ministere des Politiques Agricoles et Forestieres (MIP AF) qui opere dans le domaine de
I' agrometeorologie, se trouve en plein centre de Rome dans les locaux du College Romain. Dans ces memes locaux se
trouve le plus ancien observatoire de Rome connu sous le nom de "Roma - Collegio Romano Sa creation, due aux
Jesuites qui a l'epoque occupaient les locaux du College, remonte a la moitie du 16e siecle. L'observatoire etait deja a
I' epoque repute en Europe pour sa valeur scientifique. A partir de 1782, des observations meteorologiques regulieres
commencerent a etre faites et en 1787, la Tour Calandrelli (haute de 66,4 m s.l.m) qui domine la place du College
Romain au cceur de Rome, fut construite a des fins de pur Observatoire.
Jusqu'a present les observations ont toujours ete faites au meme endroit, et ce en utilisant des instruments de
plus en plus modemes mais dont les mesures se sont toujours averees etre comparables aux precedentes, permettant
ainsi d'etablir en 200 ans d'observations une serie de donnees homogenes. L'importance scientifique de l'Observatoire
de Rome - College Romain repose sur cette longue serie de donnees congruentes qui constitue une base efficace pour
I' etude du climat de Rome et de ses variations climatiques liees aux effets de I 'urbanisation.
1/.

Introduction
Depuis Aout 1998, une station automatique Campbell CRI0, appartenant au Reseau Agrometeorologique
National du Ministere des Politiques Agricoles et Forestieres, a ete placee aux cotes de la station traditionnelle. Pendant
un an et demi les deux stations meteo ont fonctionne en meme temps l'une a cote de l'autre. Les mesures provenant de
l' instrumentation traditionnelle et de celle automatique ont ete comparees et analysees de fa~on a evaluer si I'on pouvait
encore considerer les donnees meteorologiques du College comme elant homogenes. Dans le tableau 1, les
caracteristiques techniques et fonctionnelles des instruments employes par les deux stations sont reportees.
Taheall 1 -

ROMA COLLEGIO ROMANO CARACTERISTIQUES TECHNIQUES DES DEUX STATIONS DE MESURE

INSTRUMENTS
Abri meteorologique
Thermo hygrographe
Thermometre a minimum
Thermometre a maximum
Psychrometre d'August
Pluviographe
Barometre Fortin
Barographe
Heliographe
Anemometre enregistreur

CAPTEUR
Temperature

CARACTERISTIQUES

STATION TRADITIONNELLE
UNITE
ETENDUE
DE L'ECHELLE
DEMESURE

SENSIBILITE

Bois de larix

A lame bimetallique
A cheveux

QC
%

Q
-15+45 C
0-100 %

±1 %
±3%

0,5 Qc
5%

Aalcool
A mercure
A ventilation artificielle
6 m/s
Collecteur 10 dm 2
A mercure
Aneroi'de
Campbell - Stokes
Girouette
Moulinet il coupes

QC
QC

-30 + 50 QC
- 30 + 50 QC

± 0.2 QC
± 0.2 QC

0.2 QC
0.2 QC

%

- 30 + 50 QC

± 0.2 QC

0.2 QC

mm
mmHg
mmHg
heures et decimaux
degres Q
kmlh

10 mm
80mmHg

±2%
±0,5%
±0,5 %

0,2 mm
0,1 mmHg
0,5mmHg

Q
0- 360
0-100 kmlh

Q
±5
0,5 - 1,5 m/s

0,5 m/s

STATION AUTOMATIQUE mod • CRI 0 C amplbell
ETENDUE
UNITE
DEMESURE
DE L'ECHELLE
Resistance PTIOO a
QC
- 40 + 60 QC
ventilation .

CARACTERISTIQUES

Humidite

Resistance a ventilation

%

Precipitation
Pression atmospheriQue
Duree d'insolation
Direction du vent

Relais
Potentiometre
Cellule photoelectrique
Potentiometre

mm
hPa
minutes
degres

Magnetometre

m/s

Vitesse du vent

PRECISION

0- 100 %
0- 690 bar
0,4 - 1,1 f.lm
o -360 Q

PRECISION

SENSIBILITE

±0,3 K

0.2 QC

± 1 0/0(5 - 95%)
±2%
±0,2 mm
±0,3%
±3%
±2%
±1% 10-5 m/s)
±2% (>55m/s)

0,5%
0,2 mm
10uV/W/m2
0,6 m/s
0,2 m/s

Les senseurs de temperature et d'humidite de la station automatique ont tout d'abord ete installes a l'interieur
de l'abri meteo sur la fa~ade Nord de la Tour a cote des instnlments de type traditionnel. Ainsi, pour s'assurer que les
deux types d'instruments repondent toujours aux standards de construction, des controles sur la fonctionalite et le
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calibrage des deux systemes de mesure ont ete effectues pendant quelques temps. Les donnees relevees par les deux
stations ont ete analysees et confrontees quotidiennement, et apres une periode de tests, le 21 mai 1999, les senseurs de
temperature et d"humidite ont ete deplaces a l"exterieur de l'abri meMo. Sur la terrasse de la Tour, se trouvent, l'un a
cote de l'autre, apeu pres ala meme hauteur, le collecteur du pluviographe traditionnel et le senseur d'insolation, qui se
trouve a environ 8 metres au dessus de l'heliographe Campbell-Stokes place, quant a lui, sur le parapet de la terrasse au
sud de l'observatoire.
Au conrs de la periode d'essai, pendant la saison estivale de 1998, il s'est avere que souvent, en principe durant
les premieres heures du matin, le senseur des precipitations indiquait quelques millimetres de pluie tandis que le
pluviographe traditionnel n'en indiquait pas et en efIet il faisait beau temps. Situations inexplicables d'autant plus qu'en
presence de precipitations, les deux systemes de mesure relevaient des donnees de valeurs tres legerement differentes.
Par ailleurs il arrivait parfois d' obtenir des valeurs de rayonnement global horaire qui ne correspondaient pas a celles
attendues pour des valeurs correspondantes d'insolation et trop variables au cours de journees belles et chaudes. De
meme le phenomene ne s'expliquait pas pour les valeurs de rayonnement etant donne que les differences pouvaient se
verifier indifIeremment a des moments divers de lajournee et donc ne pouvaient etre attribuees au calibrage du senseur.
Apres un certain temps, grace a des controles continus le mystere a ete devoiIe: il s'agissait d'une mouette qui parfois se
posait sur le collecteur du pluviographe provoquant au moment de son decollage des oscillations du mecanisme
d' enregistrement du pluviometre ou parfois se perchait sur le pyranometre couvrant le senseur et provoquant ainsi des
alterations dans les mesures. Ainsi le probleme a ete resolu en placant une protection autour du collecteur du
pluviographe et autour du pyranometre.
Instruments et Methodes

Entre les mois d'aofit 1998 et decembre 1999, les deux stations ont fonctionne sans discontinuite et les valeurs
relevees ont ete analysees et comparees selon plusieurs criteres, et ce pour evaluer 1'homogeneite des deux series. Les
donnees examinees dans ce document sont: temperature minimum, temperature maximum, humidite entre 8heures et
14heures, insolation, precipitations.
Sur la feuille electronique Excel, les donnees relevees par chacune des stations ont ete ordonnees: les series ont
ete etablies tenant compte uniquement des donnees auxquelles etait associe le code flag zero, equivalent a "donnee
valable". Les donnes ont ete comparees seulement quand les couples etaient complets et valables. La comparaison entre
les deux series de donnees s'est faite adeux niveaux: tout d'abord des graphiques ont ete elabore avec les couples de
series de donnees, ensuite des controles d'homogeneite ont ete faits utilisant le logiciel de statistique SPSS.
Controle graphique
Ce test montre le cours des deux series et leur eventuelle superposition. Dne ligne d'interposition a ete rajoutee
afin de mettre en evidence les differences non accidentelles mais stables en utilisant, selon le parametre, les regressions
polynomiales (comme dans le cas de la temperature), ou celles lineaires (comme dans le cas de l'humidite).
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Pour les temperatures, le graphique relatif aux temperatures minimales montre une legere sous-estimation des
valeurs relevees par la station automatique~ cette caracteristique est plus evidente pendant la periode estivale. Le
grafique relatif aux temperatures maximales montre une meilleure superposition des deux series de donnees.
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Pour l'humidite de I'air, les gra:Qques relatifs aux observations de 7:00 h et de 13:00 h, (T.M.E.C.) mettent en
evidence une constante sur-estimation de la station automatique pendant toute la periode de l'annee. Pour l'insolation, le
graphique montre une Iegere superposition entre les deux series. Toutefois, les lignes de regression mettent en evidence
une sur-estimation de la station automatique pendant la periode printemps - ete.
Difference entre le mesures de precipitation de la
station automatique et celles de la station traditionnelle
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Pour les precipitations, on a pris en consideration seulement les cas de pluie remarques par au moins une des
apres on a calcuIe les differences entre les mesures de la station automatique et celles de la station
traditionnelle. Ansi, il a ete possible de mettre en evidence que, souvent, la station automatique sur-estime les
precipitations et surtout de reperer les differences importantes. L'analyse et le contrOle de ces donnees et des annotations
rapportees dans les bulletins d'observation de la station traditionnelle ont permis d'expliquer les cas de grande surestimation: la cause a ete recherchee, dans tous les cas, dans de fortes chutes de grele qui ont provoque l'ebranlement du
pluviographe, en causant un certain nombre de basculements qui ne corrispondaient pas it des reelles precipitations.
stations~

Tests statistiques
Pour les deux series de donnees on a calcuIe des statistiques descriptives. En particulier, on notera une tres
forte correlation entre les couples de donnees de temperature et insolation, comme le montre le tableau 2.
Pour evaluer les eventuelles differences entre les donnees, un test sur 1'homogeneite des deux series a ete
applique. Il a ete realise en employant le test de statistique de Kolmogorov - Smimov. Ce test a permis d'evaluer
objectivement la congruence entre les donnees relevees par les deux stations. Un test it deux cueux a ete effectue, avec
significativite du 0,99. Les resultats ont ete inseres dans le tableau 3 et confirment une dishomogeneite des mesures
d'humidite et de precipitations reIevees par la station automatique.

Tableau 2 - Correlation
Parametres
Temperature minimum
Temperature maximum
Insolation
Humidite a 7:00 h
Humidite a 13 :00 h
Precipitation

Station traditiOlUlelle
d.s.
moyenne
6,8
13,6
7,6
21,0
3,8
6,9
12,4
66
16,2
49
3,2*
-

I

I
I

Station automatique
d.s.
moyenne
12,9
6,5
21,2
7,5
7,4
4,2
73
12,1
54
15,8
3,2*
-

I

I
I

Correlation
0,99
1,00
0,95
0,93
0,96
0,92

* mediane
Tableau 3 - Test de Kolmogorov-Smimov
Parametres
Temperature minimum
Temperature maximum
Humidite a 7.00 h
Humidite a 13.00 h
Insolation
Precipitation

n° cas station
traditionnelle

nO cas station
automatique

difference abso1u

464
465
487
425
418
169

464
465
487
425
418
169

0.075
0.026
0.207
0.155
0.100
0.195

Z maxde
KolmogorovSmimov
0.107015
0.106900
0.104457
0.111817
0.112749
0.177321

Conclusion
La sostitution d'unestation traditionnelle par une station automatique pose une serie de problemes lies it la
continuite de la serie historique des donnees relevees au meme lieu. L'experience conduite a l'Observatoire de Rome
College Romain temoigne que si pour certaines mesures et certains parametres it est possible de mettre en evidence un
rapport satisfaisant entre les series de donnees provenant de la station traditionnelle et celles de la station automatique,
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(;omme dans le cas de la temperature et de l'insolation. Pour d'autres parametres, comme l'humidite et les precipitations,
les differences peuvent etre si importantes qu'il est impossible de considerer les deux series comme homogenes et
continues. Sans doute, on doit rechercher la cause de ces differences soit dans la position differente des senseurs, soit
dans les caracteristiques teclmiques des instruments.

Les senseurs de temperature et humidite, dehors de
l'abri.

La Tour Calandrelli, siege de l'Observatoire

Les pluviographes et en second plan le radiometre et le
senseur d'insolation

L'abri meteorologique Oll sont situes les thennometres,
le Thermo - hygrographe, le psycrometre, le senseur de
pression.
Le radiometre et l'heliographe au dessous de la terrasse
de couverture de la Tour
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1 MEASUREMENT TECHNOLOGY, PERFORMANCE,
AND QUALITY ASSURANCE

1.1 Surface Observation Systems
1.1.3 Instrument Design

Meteorological sensors for fully automated surface observation systems
Jochen Dibbern, Deutscher Wetterdienst, Postfach 100465,63004 Offenbach, Gennany
Karl-Heinz Klapheck, Deutscher Wetterdienst, Postfach 6501 50, 22361Hamburg, Gennany
Imre Szab6, Deutscher Wetterdienst, Postfach 6501 50,22361 Hamburg, Gennany

Introduction
The Gennan Meteorological Service (DWD) is currently modernising its ground based observing network (Messnetz 2000). Economical constraints make him to replace parts of the visual observations of
the human observer by automatic devices and software algorithms. In addition the data acquisition systems will be improved and changed by more compact or cheaper ones.
New sensors have been tested in co-operation with research institutes and industry. Among others systems for the detennination of the precipitation type have been tested and a contract for feasibility studies
on the improvement of forward scatter instruments had been placed.

Comparison of Present Weather Sensors (PWS)
The automatic acquisition of many weather elements as for example air temperature, pressure etc. has already taken place because a physical quantity could be simply converted to an electrical quantity suitable
for processing, but it is not easy to take a machine and imitate the view of the human eye and its interpretation in the brain, when complex weather phenomena like the present weather are observed. If you
have a good camera with remote coupling you can partially replace the human eye and acquire cloudiness, perhaps precipitation. But at the remote station again an observer has to look on a screen. Fortunately devices have been developed that automatically convert the present weather - that means precipitation y/n, type and intensity of precipitation - into an appropriate code number. Will the observer and
the devices get the same results? This question made DWD to compare four different Present Weather
Sensors with each other and with the corresponding observers messages.
Three of the Present Weather Sensors use optical scattering: type VPF-730 from HSS company, type
FUMOSENS from Impulsphysik company and FD12P from Vaisala company, the forth one, type POSS
from Andrew company, uses microwave radiation. The optical sensors were installed at Braunlage in the
Gennan low mountain range where you have a high frequency of events of liquid precipitation and of
solid precipitation in the winter season. The station was permanently occupied by observers during the
testing period from July 1995 to May 1997. The POSS was available only at later times and it was installed at Hamburg and the messages from Hamburg airport were taken for comparison in this case [1].
In a first step the discrimination of precipitation y/n and the type were evaluated. The observer always
records the present weather observation with the highest ww-code number acc. to WMO Table no. 4677
in the time interval from 20 to 7 minutes before the hour, the sensors send telegrams in one minute or 15
seconds time intervals. The sensor data set was evaluated in the following way to get a representative
sensor code number output for the 13 minutes interval: a class number was adjoined to the different
code numbers found in the 13 minutes interval, the lowest ww-code is class 1, the next higher code is
class 2, etc. The product of class number and the frequency of each ww-code was computed. If there was
precipitation, the ww-code with the highest product number was representative provided it was messaged
at least two times. If there was no precipitation seen by the observer and the PWS has sent at least two
times ww 00-03 (no significant weather) the representative PWS code was set to 00. In the other cases
the highest PWS code was taken as representative in the 13 minutes interval, mostly fog or haze event
numbers. In this way the percentual correspondences between the human observer and the PWS were
calculated and are given in the upper part of Figure 1 for precipitation y/n, drizzle, rain, snow, liquid and
solid precipitation. Though the liquid precipitation events are the sum of drizzle and rain events, the percent number is larger than the averaged drizzle and rain percentages, because in the case drizzle the PWS
could have found either drizzle or rain or something else. The events of solid precipitation include graupel and hail. The best result for finding a right type of precipitation is 69 % with an optical sensor and 81
% with the POSS sensor. Because the POSS output code was not ww-code confonn a matching table
had to be built before.
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In a second step an investigation was done to see whether PWS code numbers did exactly match the observer's one. This means a comparison with reference to the intensity of the precipitation events. Besides
the exact matching a tolerable correspondence was defined: the number differs by one step within the
precipitation group, light rain is like strong drizzle and vice versa, the PWS messages the main term (40,
41, 42, 50, 60, 70, 80), the observer messages an interrupted event but the PWS messages an uninterrupted event. As seen in the lower part of Figure 1, the percentage numbers get distinctly lower compared with the numbers of the upper part of Figure 1.
Though the POSS generally shows the best results it is not reliable in discriminating rain and snow in the
-1 ° to 5°C range, a frequent situation in German winter season. Up till now the results did not encourage
DWD to put any of the sensors into network operation.

Improvement of visibility measurement with the scattering method
A transmissometer was compared with a scatterometer for possibly replacing the double spaced type by
a single spaced compact type at airports. At moderate and heavy rainfall distinct differences between the
two types were noticed ranging from 2000 m to about 500 m in the worst case. This fact was the reason
for placing a contract for a feasibility study to find improvements for the scattering method. The Impulsphysik company was instructed to do and to formulate conclusions from the physical analysis and
computations done by the Meteorological Institute of the University of Kiel and the DLR Institute of
Oberpfaffenhofen .
While the transmissometer will fake a slightly high visibility in the case of rain caused by increased forward scatter the scatterometer will overestimate the extinction due to a small scattering volume and incorrect signal processing.
In the scope of the study the scattering characteristics of different fog-, haze - and precipitation models
were analysed and possible changes in the instrumental arrangement were shown. The wavelength of the
light source had no significant influence on the scattering phase functions. With haze- and fog models
the phase functions had the smallest deviations from each other at 32° scattering angle but the estimated
measurement uncertainty is still »10%. At 143° the deviation of the model groups is rather wide and
the quotient of 32° and 143° could determine the model group, estimating an uncertainty of<10%.
Different rain drop models will also have small deviations at 32°, but that doesn't hold for solid precipitation models. The latter differ distinctly from the liquid models in the range from 70° to 120°. The quotient of measurements at 32° and 90° should be about 135 for rain drops, 0.84 to 9.9 for snow and 0.28 to
0.84 for graupel.
In a small scattering volume often only one precipitation particle is in the volume at a time. It makes a
strong signal so that precipitation could be realised and therefore be processed separately or be eliminated (single particle processing). In the case of rain 32° scattering and separate determination of the
'big' particles extinction part would be a solution. With solid precipitation particles should have a second
receiver at 90° to realise them. The extinction component of these particles is to be measured in a separate sensor for instance at 0° in the same device as a transmission. The low particle number in the scattering volume might request an average over several minutes.
Alternatively an external device may be used to yield the extinction component of the hydrometeors. A
disdrometer is a suitable device [2]. It measures falling speed and size of the particles and determines the
particle size distribution and extinction. Limiting characteristics of disdrometers are a threshold radius
for detection and the uncertainty at the falling speed of solid particles with different forms and orientation. Generally with two devices you have two separate measuring volumes and the delicate task to couple the devices.
So there are six possible modifications of the scatterometer as seen in Figure 2 (solid lines: basic equipment) and listed in Table 1.

Disdrometer test
A disdrometer type 'PARSNEL' from PMTech company is under test at DWD as a candidate for providing present weather information resp. additional data for visibility determination. Short period operational test locations were Hamburg and a the mountain station 'Zugspitze' (2960 m). Preliminary results
are:
liquid and solid precipitation is recognised with different intensity steps.
drizzle is hardly discriminated from rain, because the threshold diameter is 0.3 mm.
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graupel isn't discriminated from snow because the velocity is often in the same range.
the amount of precipitation is generally given too low at small rates (drizzle !) whereas it is given too
high at high precipitation rates. As reference a raingauge was used.
on sunny days it tends to message' drizzle': scintillation seems to produce increased signal noise.
vertical winds apparently influence the velocity measurements at mountain locations.
Further tests are intended to get more present weather data esp. at hail and to find reliable size distributions to deduct the extinction value of precipitation.

References
[1] Szab6, I. et aI., 2000: Present weather Sensoren. Final report, DWD Hamburg, Germany.
[2] Loffler-Mang, M. et aI., 2000: An Optical Disdrometer for Measuring Size and Velocity of Hydrometeors. J. Atmos. Oceanic TechnoI. 17, 130-139
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Figure 2: Basic configuration (solid lines) and modifications (dashed lines); S: lightsource, R: Receiver
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Infra Red Thermal Imaging Cameras as an Observing Tool.
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1. Introduction.

2. The camera systems.

As the need for further automation grows it is
becoming more important to evaluate new ways of
making measurements that are usually performed
subjectively by humans. Observations of cloud type
and cloud cover are usually performed by humans.
This paper describes the work done by The Met.
Office in exploring the potential of infra red (IR)
camera systems that may in future provide 24 hour
observations. These measurements are performed
using visible (Hatton et al, 1998, Rowbottom et al,
1988) and IR images, which are now distributed over
The Met. Office intranet system.

2.1 Initial trials.
Several IR cameras have been evaluated at The Met.
Office experimental site at Beaufort Park over the past
18 months. Two cameras were initially tested which
were manufactured by Inframetrics (now taken over
by FLIR systems) and Raytheon (Dewey, 1999).
2.1.1 Inframetrics thermacam PM 295.
This camera has three fixed calibrated temperature
ranges and we used the -40 to +90 oC range. However,
the camera was modified by the manufacturers to give
lower ‘uncalibrated’ readings down to –60 oC. This
can be important for discriminating between cirrus and
clear sky. The signal in the camera is digitised over
32768 radiance levels. The camera has two forms of
image output - PAL and tgram (tgram requires a
special PC card). The images are also analysed in the
Thermogram software provided by the manufacturers.
The camera has 320x240 pixels.

Several types of imaging systems can be employed to
record information about clouds. Visible cameras and
image intensifiers can be used but these require the
scene to be illuminated either by the sun or by a light
source. A near IR image intensifier can have an IR
lamp to illuminate the scene at night but will not
produce images of cloud as this would require an
enormous amount of energy from the lamp to
illuminate the cloud base. Image intensifiers also
exhibit ‘flare’ when a bright object is in the image
frame and can be permanently damaged if the light is
bright enough to saturate the sensor.

2.1.2 Raytheon Palm IR 250.
This portable IR camera produces B/W images in
NTSC format only. It allows for contrast adjustment in
the scene but is not capable of radiometry. The camera
has 320x240 pixels.

Thermal cameras however work on the principle of the
thermal IR radiation emitted from the source. IR
thermography is a passive sensing technique that
requires no illumination of the scene. Thermal IR
cameras therefore work just as well at night as they do
in daylight.

2.1.3 Initial camera intercomparison.
The two IR cameras were mounted on a pan and tilt
unit along with a visible colour camera, which would
enable the observer to verify the cloud type estimates
in the IR with a visible camera estimate. The IR
camera housings were fitted with germanium
windows.

The thermal IR technology utilised in our studies
exploits the 8-14 micron region of the electromagnetic
spectrum. Some thermal IR cameras exploit the 3-5
micron region of the spectrum but these tend to be
used for high temperature applications because the
peak in the thermal emission spectrum shifts to shorter
wavelengths at higher temperatures. In the past
thermal camera systems used cryogenic or Stirling
cycle coolers to reduce the sensor noise but now many
thermal cameras use thermoelectric coolers to stabilise
the sensor at a low temperature. Some manufacturers
refer to these systems as ‘uncooled’ but this simply
implies that no external means of cooling is required.
This is mainly for economic reasons as external
methods such as cryogenics and Stirling cycle coolers
are very expensive to run operationally.

2.1.4 Results – Palm IR.
The Raytheon Palm IR 250 was not capable of
reporting the temperature of the objects in view
because it is not designed for radiometry. However, it
was quite adequate for the purposes of imaging cloud
and determining cloud cover, although clouds at
different temperatures in different parts of the image
would appear to be at the same temperature due to the
way that the images were scaled. This meant that
inferring cloud height information from the images
was not possible. There was also some ‘fringing’
where there were strong temperature gradients in the
images because of the way the images were processed
by the camera. This is a problem with many camera
systems. An example image from the Raytheon Palm
IR is image 5 in Annex 1.
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automatically reported e.g. from an automatic weather
station.

2.1.5 Results – Inframetrics PM295.
The Inframetrics PM295 camera produced some
interesting images of cloud structures. Some of these
are shown in images 1-4 in Annex 1. The camera was
also able to produce some quantitative measurements
of scene temperature, although because of radiance
errors arising from the germanium window and
atmospheric attenuation the absolute temperature
estimates from the camera are not reliable.

3. Cloud identification.
Fractional cloud type identification can be difficult for
the observer, especially when there are several cloud
layers. This is because the amount of visible radiation
being scattered within the clouds makes it difficult to
detect cloud edges with the human eye. However,
thermal IR cameras view thermal IR radiance. Clouds
at different heights will radiate according to their
temperature. This makes it easier to determine the
location of cloud edges on the thermal IR images than
on visible images. IR cameras are also capable of
seeing cloud structure through haze when an observer
may not be able to see clouds at all.

2.2 The current camera arrangement.
The camera currently being evaluated is a
Thermovision Alert MT (a later version of the
PM295), distributed by FLIR systems. This camera
has a sensor array of 320x240 pixels. It produces an
interpolated PAL output image as well as digital data
via an S-video link. The gain and temperature
measurement range can be adjusted via camera control
software.

Several examples of cloud types as viewed in the
thermal IR are shown in images 1-5 (Annex 1) and
described in table 1.

The IR camera is mounted next to a visible camera.
This arrangement is shown in figure 1, both the visible
and IR cameras being mounted on a pan and tilt unit.
A PC controls the pan and tilt unit whilst
simultaneously capturing PAL video images from the
cameras using a PC based framegrabber. The PC
produces a suite of IR and visible images that make up
a complete panoramic mosaic of the sky.

Table 1. Image descriptions.
Example cloud type(s).
Cumulus.
Altocumulus
Stratocumulus/Cirrus
Cumulonimbus

Image number(s)
2
3,4
5
1

Cloud cover estimates are an important element of
aviation reports as well as being used by forecasters.
They may also be used to verify the performance of
forecast models. Visual estimates of cloud cover are
error prone because although the observer can report a
cloud cover of 8 octas it can be the case that the IR
camera sees holes in the stratus layer(s). In this
situation the IR camera would provide a more accurate
estimate of fractional cloud cover for different cloud
types and layers. However, it is debatable as to
whether an accuracy of better than 1 octa is useful.
4. Other potential uses for thermal IR cameras.
4.1 Ground temperatures.
Conventional ground temperature measurements are
made using a glass sheathed platinum resistance
thermometer (HMSO – Observers Handbook). These
thermometers are unreliable for measuring ground
minimum temperatures because they are in poor
thermal contact with the ground – particularly in the
case of a grass surface. Thermal cameras offer a noncontact means of determining the surface temperature.
However, the emissivity of the surface must be known
before the surface temperature can be determined.
Several laboratory studies of ground surface
emissivity exist (e.g. Wilber et al, 1999), which are
mainly for satellite remote sensing applications but are
transferable to surface observations (Keogh et al,
2000).
Absolute temperature determination from IR cameras
is difficult because the cameras’ protective window

Figure 1. Visible and IR camera set-up (arrow).
2.3 Image distribution.
The resulting panorama gives the observer a full
hemispherical view of the sky. The camera images are
then available to observers on The Met. Office
intranet. The images can be transmitted from the
remote site by conventional telephone line, ISDN or
using direct TCP/IP communications.
The camera views can then be accessed easily and
used either as a diagnostic tool to aid forecasters or for
the quality control of observations being remotely and
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find other applications for thermal IR cameras that are
not mentioned here.

and the intervening atmosphere modify the radiance
received by the sensing element. Compensating for
these effects is not a trivial process and therefore
ground temperature estimates to an accuracy of better
than 1oC are not practical operationally at this time.
Image 6 shows a scene taken when the ground was
thawing after a frost. Various buildings and
instruments are visible in addition to some cumulus
cloud on the horizon (the grey scale imposed used
here may mean that these features are not meaningful
in this black and white paper).

5.3 Operational considerations.
Currently ‘off the shelf’ thermal IR cameras are too
expensive to be an observing tool for widespread use.
However, informed opinion is that it would be
possible to develop an IR camera to a specification
that meets the meteorological requirements for about
1/3 of the current market cost.

4.2 Present weather determination.
Rain has the effect of reducing the contrast in IR
images such that the image appears to have a reduced
level of surface detail. An experienced observer
should be able to notice the lack of surface detail in
the images and attribute it to rain or fog. This could be
particularly effective when the IR camera is used to
add confidence to readings from present weather
sensors and visibility meters.

The arrangement of the cameras needs to be
considered very carefully. The cameras must be placed
in a waterproof housing to protect them. In addition
the housing must have an IR window with very high
transmission in the 8-14 micron wavelength range e.g.
anti-reflection coated germanium has ~96%
transmission. These housings were not commercially
available from manufacturers during the evaluation
period and so they had to be specially constructed by
The Met. Office for the purposes of these trials.

5. Discussion.

6. Future work.

5.1 Limitations of IR camera systems.
IR camera systems cost a large amount of money
because the technology is not supplied in large
quantities. As the potential of IR cameras is realised
the price will inevitably come down due to the
increase in demand for these systems. However the
market is changing very rapidly such that any current
model of IR camera may be superseded in less than
one year. This will make it difficult to produce
consistent systems for the observational network as
the specification of the cameras change.

The discussion above relates to the use of cameras as
an aid to the manual observing process whether used
locally or remotely. The next stage in the process of
observation automation is to develop techniques for
automatic analysis of such images, both to identify
cloud types and amount, and as a qualifier to other
observation data.
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ANNEX 1. Selected images.
Note. These are colour images and may not reproduce well in black and white. More information is available from the
authors.

Image 1 Cumulonimbus anvil.
Inframetrics thermacam PM 295.

Image 2 Cumulus cloud.
Inframetrics thermacam PM 295.

Image 3 High altocumulus.
Inframetrics thermacam PM 295.

Image 4 Altocumulus.
Inframetrics thermacam PM 295.

Image 5 Cirrus, cumulus and stratocumulus.
Raytheon Palm IR 250.

Image 6 Defrosting ground, cumulus.
Thermovision Alert MT.
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DETERMINATION AUTOMATIQUE DE L'EPAISSEUR DE NEIGE
SUR LES AEROPORTS AU MOYEN D'UN SYSTEME
EMBARQUE SUR VEHICULE.
J. L.GAUMET, M. ZEPHORIS, F. ZANGHI,
Meteo-France, Direction des Systemes d'Observation
7 Rue Teisserenc de Bort
78195 TRAPPES France

1. INTRODUCTION.
La formation brutale d'une couche de neige, meme relativement peu importante, est un phenomene
meteorologique redoute par les gestionnaires des grandes plate-formes aeroportuaires. lIs doivent rapidement
en communiquer I' epaisseur aux pilotes apres avoir effectue des releves representatifs en differents points de
la piste, et ensuite, prendre des decisions de fermeture provisoire si la couche est trop epaisse ou le plus
souvent envisager le deblaiement. Pour arriver a de telles situations, il suffit de quelques centimetres de
neige, epaisseur a partir duquelles principaux avions ne sont plus certifies pour atterrir.
Actuellement, apres une precipitation neigeuse et quelle qu'en soit 1'importance, des releves manuels
sont effectues en certains points seulement de la piste pour eviter une trop longue fermeture des pistes
concemees, operation toujours tres couteuse pour les compagnies et I' aeroport. De plus, ces releves manuels
n'ont pas toujours la representativite necessaire, pour bien connaitre 1'ampleur du phenomene.
Pour remedier aces inconvenients, Aeroport De Paris (ADP) a decide de faire appel aux conseils de
Meteo-France pour definir un systeme de mesure de 1'epaisseur de neige au moyen d'un dispositif
metrologique embarque sur un vehicule de piste, donnant en temps reel le profil de contaminant tout au long
du parcours avec une precision minimale de I' ordre de 0,3 cm et ceci pour des epaisseurs allant de quelques
millimetres a quelques dizaines de centimetres.

2. DEFINITION DES BESOINS.
L'equipement de mesures automatiques installe sur un vehicule de piste devra repondre aux besoins
operationnels definis par A.D.P, au depart du projet, suivants :
• Precisions des mesures conformes aux recommandations de l'annexe 14 de 1'Organisation de l' Aviation
Civile Intemationale OACI :
- 2 cm pour la neige seche.
- 1 cm pour la neige humide.
- 0,3 cm pour la neige fondante.
• Mesures effectuees en deplacement a des vitesses de I' ordre de 50km/h.
• Prise en compte des problemes lies au vehicule : insensibilite aux projections de neige, aux oscillations du
vehicule et a la sureIevation du mobile due a la presence de neige ecrasee sous les pneumatiques.
• Fonctionnement du systeme par conditions meteorologiques difficiles (temperature negative, brouillard) et
de nuit comme de jour.
• Transmission et utilisation en temps reel des mesures de hauteur de neige dans le centre de decision de
I' aeroport.
• Systeme simple a mettre en reuvre sans qualification specifique et avec securite maximale des personnels.

3. METHODE DE MESURE.
3.1. PRlNCIPE.
Pour atteindre la precision de mesure demandee, une mesure optique sans contact a ete retenue afin de
determiner la distance du capteur a la surface de la neige. Un faisceau laser cylindrique de faible diametre est
dirige verticalement vers le sol. L'energie lumineuse diffusee est alors utilisee pour observer le spot
lumineux sur le sol. Sur un montage solidaire du laser, une camera CCD est placee pour recevoir le spot
lumineux et former une image de celui-ci. C'est la position du pic correspondant qui donne la mesure de
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distance par l'intermediaire d'une loi de transformation. Ce principe est connu sous le nom de triangulation
laser (Figure 1).

t~>

Pixel

Epaisseur
de neige

Position sur l'axe des X
(pixels) de la camera

Neige

Figure 1 : Schema de principe du dispositif

3.2 DESCRIPTION DE LA METHODE.
Pour l'obtention d'une mesure realiste et fiable de la hauteur de contaminant, il est necessaire de se
donner deux references:

• Une reference de deplacement horizontal.
Elle est realisee par l'intermediaire d'une roue de reference, solidaire de l'ensemble camera/laser. Elle
doit etre absolument maintenue en contact permanent avec la piste.
• Une reference de mesure verticale.
Elle est realisee au depart de l'experience en effectuant une interpolation entre plusieurs mesures de
reference (reference 0 pour un sol non recouvert, references 50mm et 100mm realisees avec des cales). 11 est
alors facile de deduire l'epaisseur de neige par difference entre d'une part la hauteur mesuree et d'autre part
la hauteur fixe separant le montage optique et le sol non recouvert de neige.

4. DESCRIPTION DU PROTOTYPE.
Le systeme est constitue d'un laser a securite oculaire absolue (classe 1) et d'une camera CCD.Le
reglage de l'axe optique du laser dans le plan de vision de la camera est une necessite absolue. Pour eviter
tout dereglage a bord du vehicule, l'ensemble est protege des vibrations par des « silent-blocs ».
Le signal video extrait de la camera, est traite a l'aide d'une electronique tres rapide qui le convertit en
valeur numerique transmise via liaison RS 232 a un PC portable. Un logiciel traduit cette valeur en hauteur
connaissant la loi d'etalonnage.
Avec le type de roue choisi, le systeme est capable de traduire une valeur de hauteur de neige tous les 55 cm
puis de faire la moyenne de ces valeurs tous les 100 m de piste.
L' ensemble du systeme de mesure est integre sur une remorque a 2 roues. Des roues de velo fines ont ete
choisies afin d'avoir une bonne penetration de celles-ci dans la neige assurant ainsi la meme reference de
hauteur du systeme par rapport au sol qu'il y ait ou non de la neige (Brevet Meteo-France).

5. RESULTATS D'ESSAIS DU PROTOTYPE.
Pour valider le systeme, des essais ont ete faits d'une part sur les pistes de I'aeroport d'Orly en l'absence
de neige et d' autre part en montagne , dans les Alpes, en presence de neige.
5.1. ESSAIS SUR PISTE EN L 'ABSENCE DE NEIGE.

Ces essais avaient pour but de demontrer que le systeme fonctionnait bien tout en mettant en evidence
qu'il suivait au millimetre pres les moindres irregularites de la piste en meilleur etat d'Orly. Cet objectif a ete
atteint ; la figure 2 montrant une faible dispersion des mesures avec un ecart-type inferieur au millimetre.
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Mesure sur sol sec: Profil de la plste 08126 d'Orly
moyenne : ·0,5 mm et 'cart type: 0,74 mm
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Figure 2 : Profil de la piste d'Orly 08/26 sans neige

5.2. ESSAIS EN MONTAGNE EN PRESENCE DE NEIGE.
Les tests en montagne ont ete effectues en mars 2000 pendant trois episodes significatifs de chute de
neige sur une boucle de circuit routier de 1200 metres peu frequentee (soit 2200 mesures environ). La courbe
de profil (figure 3) fait apparaitre une grande similitude entre les differents passages sur le circuit. Le nombre
de points de mesure reste equivalent d'un passage a l'autre, ce qui prouve que l'appareil reste bien constant.
On remarque que les zones plus ou moins enneigees sont dues a la presence d'arbres. La moyenne des ecarts
entre le premier et le second passage est de -o,7mm avec un ecart-type de 4,9mm. La figure 4 decrit une
chute de neige importante avec une montee de l'epaisseur de celle-ci d'un passage a l'autre (34,8mm entre le
deuxieme et le troisieme passage, soit une chute de neige de 200mmlheure). Les releves manuels effectues
simultanement avec un reglet montrent un bon accord entre les 2 types d'observation.
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Figure 3 : Hauteur de neige en fonction de la distance parcourue : superposition de 3 passages successifs
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Col de porte ·26/03/2000 (nult sous averse de nelge)· flltrage 10 points
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Figure 4 : Evolution temporelle de la hauteur de neige en fonction de la distance parcourue
(4 passages successifs sur un meme parcours)

5. CONCLUSION.
Le systeme presente ici a subi de nombreux essais qui ont demontre qu' il repondait tres bien aux
specifications techniques et operationnelles initiales. En particulier, pour toutes les neiges fralches et
blanches, la precision de la mesure est de I' ordre de 2mm. La neige fondante translucide d' epaisseur de
quelques millimetres, de meme couleur que le bitume, est plus difficilement mesuree (2 a 5mm). Le
positionnement du systeme de mesure a l'arriere du vehicule ne modifie pas la qualite des mesures. Le
probleme des oscillations du vehicule est resolu par un filtrage efficace des donnees sans perte d'information
utile. Enfin, la visualisation de la couche de neige peut etre effectuee en temps reel. Aeroport De Paris,
satisfait de ces essais, va aborder la prochaine saison hivernale en mode operationnel a Orly avec ce nouveau
capteur d'epaisseur de neige.
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Calibration and Control Methods for Tipping-Bucket raingauges
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Tipping bucket raingauges are not recent and high technology instruments but are widely used over the world.
The quantity of precipitation is a basic climatologic measurement and probably the most important to human
activities. The largest instrumental networks are set for this measurement. Both for economic and technical
reasons, the measurements are increasingly automated and raingauges with a transducer are used. This allows
the knowledge of precipitation quantities at low time steps along with daily values. Several types oftransducer
may be used. Tipping bucket raingauges are an old technique. Newer technology is now available, especially
weighing one. The purpose of this paper is not to compare the different techniques or instruments but to focus
on tipping bucket problems as they are still widely used.

1. Advantages and problems related to tipping bucket raingauges
The main advantages oftipping buckets are
• The simplicity ofthe system, easy to understand and therefore to maintain.
• A nearly non electronic sensor.
• A low cost system, due to the 2 upper points.
The main disadvantages are
• The difficuhy of adjustment ofthe tipping buckets
• The need for a cone necessary to guide water into the bucket. This cone is therefore sensible to clogging.
• The loss of water (underestimation) at high rainfall intensity.
• The need to heat at a negative temperature.
The simplicity and low cost of a tipping-bucket raingauge often surpass the disadvantages and explain the very
wide use of this type of sensor. The low cost is the main reason why tipping-buckets are used by MeteoFrance.
These past years, Meteo-France has conducted several tests and studies on raingauges, in particular to
optimise their heating (see M. Zephoris & aI., TECO-98). Characteristics oftipping buckets problematic have
been deeply analysed.
Many designs of tipping-bucket raingauges exist on the market with various collecting surfaces and tipping
masses. The examples in this paper are based on a 400 cm2 sensor using tipping buckets adjusted for 8 g. This
leads to a 0.2 mm resolution. The techniques described are also applicable to different designs.

2. Underestimation at high intensity
The bucket tip is not instantaneous. Water falling during the tip may be lost. For example, for a rainfall rate of
120 mm/h, we have a tip every 6 s (with a 0.2 mm resolution). Ifthe tip has a duration of300 ms, the loss will
be 5% (0.3/6). The duration of the tip is depending on the inertia of the system (the inertia momentum related
to the swing axe) and the momentum generated by water inside the bucket. All this is design dependent. The
smaller is the inertia; the faster is the tip. The measurement resolution is also a factor. A bucket adjusted for
0.1 mm will tip 2 times more than for 0.2 mm and the loss of water may be doubled. The loss increases with
intensity as the period between 2 tips decreases. The loss should be proportional to the intensity; but at high
intensity, the dynamic of water falling into the bucket helps the tip. Therefore, the loss is reduced.
Underestimation with intensity is seldom documented by manufacturers. As some adjustment procedures are
made at high intensity (50 to 100 mm/h for example), the associated underestimation has to be taken into
account in the procedure. This is also seldom done. For a high intensity of 200 mm/h, typical underestimation
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errors are -10%. But we have tested a raingauge design (widely sold) exhibiting underestimation errors as
large as -40% ! This design was sold to us with an error curve with intensity, which is uncommon, but this
curve was completely wrong, being established for another bucket capacity than the model that we bought.
Underestimation with intensity may be no longer a disadvantage oftipping-bucket technique. Corrections may
be applied by the acquisition systems, taking in account the time between two successive tips and a correction
curve.
All this leads to a need to clearly document the error curve with intensity. To establish this error curve, several
systems may be used. We will describe the system used by Meteo-France.

3. Calibration bench
We use a bench composed of an electronic weighing machine, a peristahic pump, both connected to a standard
PC with dedicated software. The electronic weighing machine has a 0 .01 g resolution, a 5 kg range and
outputs the measurements on an RS232 line to the PC, 10 times per second. A water container is weighed. A
tube injects water into the buckets through a peristaltic pump. This pump is also controlled by the PC, both for
its speed and start and stop. With (8 g, 0.2mm) buckets, this bench allows the generation of 3 mmIh to 250
mmIh intensity range. The range may be adjusted by the selection of different tubes. The tip detector (such as
a contact closure) is connected to a junction signal of an RS232 line of the PC. The dedicated software
controls the pump, sets a given intensity, counts a selected number oftips, gets the mass variation ofthe water
container. It outputs the measured precipitation quantity (n*8g), compared to the decrease in mass on the
balance, and calculates the difference expressed in %. A succession of tests at various intensities may be
programmed, leading to an automatic establishment of an error curve with intensity. A typical duration for a
test series is 90 minutes. An example of an error curve is given.

The
uncertainty
with
the
associated
calibration bench is about
1%.
The repeatability of test
series is depending on the
tipping-bucket
design,
especially on the water
retention of buckets. The
repeatability is typically
better than 2%, both from
successive tests with the
same sensor than with
sensors of the same
design (after setting).

4. Checking a raingauge adjustment in the field
A calibration bench is a laboratory tool. In the field, besides a visual inspection and manual cleaning, it is
advisable to check the tipping-bucket settings. The easiest way to do it, is to pour a known quantity of water
inside the cone. This method is recommended by several manufacturers, some of them selling specific
accessories for that. Two accessories are needed :
• A water container to set a given water quantity. This container must allow knowing the water quantity with
a high level of confidence, say with an uncertainty lower than 1%. A drum (such as some sold by some
manufacturers ...) is not well fitted as the uncertainty on the water level leads to a non negligible
uncertainty on the volume. It is better to use a flask with a narrow neck, the water level being adjusted in
the narrow neck. Such flasks are common on laboratory equipment catalogues. MetOO-France is using a 1
litre flask. 3 mm in the neck corresponds to 1 ml of water. Taking in account the flask tolerance, the flask
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and water dilatation with temperature, an uncertainty lower than 0.5% may be easily reached on the water
volume with this flask. The cost of a flask is less than 50 Euros.
• A system to limit the flow to the buckets. This system may be a calibrated cap with a hole, the water
container being inverted in the cone. Metro-France is using a shutter with a trench, set in the cone's
bottom.
To take in account the normal loss of water with intensity, the intensity generated by the method must be
known. The mean intensity is known by dividing the quantity by time. The intensity varies during the test as
the water pressure decreases with the water level in the cone. Metro-France has developed a piece of software
to record the tips during the test. The measurement oftime during two successive tips allows the evaluation of
the bucket imbalance.
This curve shows the
intensity variation during a
control. Considering that the
time variation of intensity is
roughly linear such as the
error curve with intensity on
the intensity range covered,
the normal deficit due to the
loss with intensity may be
directly inferred from the
error curve and the mean
intensity during the control.
The mean intensity during
this control was 144 mrn/h.
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With the curves shown in this paper, the normal loss is 8 % for 150 mrn/h. 115tips should be recorded with a
well-adjusted gauge. 112 and 118 limits are used during a field check. If the control duration is within given
limits (to check the applied intensity) and the number of tips is within the limits, the control is successful.
Otherwise, an adjustment is necessary.
To limit the uncertainty of the applied correction about intensity losses, it could be better to use a system
designed to limit the flow to low values (say 50 mrn/h). A 1 litre control will last 30 minutes. With a 150
mrn/h intensity, the control duration is reduced to 10 minutes. Though the uncertainty of the intensity
corrections is slightly increased, it is preferable to reduce the control time to increase the probability that the
control will be regularly done in the field. The longer is the control, the higher is the risk that the control will
not be properly done (human factors exist when a working day in the field is getting long).
5. Bucket imbalance
A bucket imbalance is not dramatic as an under adjustment of one will compensate an over adjustment of the
other. For low quantities and odd numbers of tips, the compensation will not completely occur, but will be
hidden by the resolution associated with the gauge. There will always stay an uncertainty of about 0.2 mm (the
bucket resolution) because a bucket could be nearly full before or after a precipitation event. A large
imbalance will slightly change the error curve with intensity. Experience shows that an imbalance of up to
10% between the buckets may be accepted. The accepted imbalance tolerance must be set to avoid a long
process of the individual adjustment of each bucket. Some sensor designs avoid this problem with a system
allowing the setting ofthe two buckets with only just one screw.
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6. Tipping bucket adjustment
The adjustment may depend on the intensity. It is much better to adjust the buckets for a low intensity (say 8 g
for intensities below 10 mmIh). Underestimation at high intensity may then be corrected during field
measurements, by using the known intensity error curve. Several techniques may be used to make the setting.
A knowledge ofthe raingauge model used allows knowing the correspondence between a one turn ofthe setting
screw and the mass setting offthe tip.

6.1

Using a pipette

It can be a manual or electronic pipette. Many designs are available. The uncertainty of the water quantity
3
injected into a bucket with a pipette may be lower than 0,1 cm (1.25% with 8 g buckets). It is very difficult to
3
adjust the setting to an exact quantity of 8 cm which would be at the exact (unstable) equilibrium. Making
the setting with lower and upper limits, for example 7.8 g and 8.2 g, is much better and repetitive. The buckets
must not tip over for 7.8g. They must for 8.2g. This method is objective (Yes or no). The limits used depends
on the accepted tolerance (and on the repeatability of the tips, which may be related on the water retention of
the buckets which may vary with time, and on the way to pour the water into the bucket). This method allows
the setting of each bucket. It can be long (up to 60 minutes).

6.2

Using a calibration bench

A calibration bench as described above may be used for the buckets setting. Two methods may be used.
• By setting a low intensity « 10 mmIh) and turning the setting screws after the tips, noting the water mass
injected. Several tips are necessary to compensate the measurement variability. The advantage of using a
low intensity is a direct setting for 8 g. The disadvantage is the time needed. Waiting at least 72 seconds (if
intensity is < 10 mmIh) between two tips is long.
• By setting a higher intensity, taking in account in the setting the loss due to intensity. Ifthe intensity used is
60 mmIh, there is a tip all the 12 seconds. Using the error curve presented above, the loss is 3%. The
setting must be done for 7.75 g 12 seconds are enough to adjust the setting screws. The setting of the 2
buckets may be done in less than 5 minutes.

6.3

Using a checking with 1 litre

The loss with intensity and the intensity during the control must be known and taken in account. As mentioned
above, the imbalance between the buckets may be also evaluated by recording and using the time between
successive tips. The control results after pouring 1 litre allow knowing the mean adjustment of each bucket.
The setting screws can then be turned to adjust the buckets, if knowing the correspondence between one turn of
the screw and the mass setting offthe tip. After adjustment, a second control is needed for a (final) check.

6.3
Dry setting
Another solution is to adjust the setting by replacing water with a dry mass (fitted to the bucket shape) into the
bucket. Such as the pipette method, it is not practicable to adjust the tipping to an exact mass. It is better to
make the setting with 2 limits, one giving a tip, the other not. This can be done by adding a light washer. The
advantage of this method is that it is very fast and is not disturbed by water retention in the buckets. A
disadvantage is that it is not done in realistic conditions, with no water retention en the buckets. A good
solution is to check the setting with 1 litre or a calibration bench. The advantage of using a calibration bench is
to supply a calibration curve (as a proof) with the sensor.
7. Conclusion
Though based on old principles, the tipping-bucket raingauges adjustment and quality control may still be
improved. Besides the definition and selection of a new tipping-bucket raingauge model, Meteo-France is
setting and formalising the procedures for calibration and control.
The instrument's aspects must not be neglected but it must not be forgotten that the major causes of errors for
precipitation measurements are the wind effects and the influence of siting and exposure.
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A PROCEDURE TO IMPROVE MEASUREMENTS OF DEW POINT BY
AUTOMATIC WEATHER STATIONS
W.R. Sparks, D.W. Jones and D.B.Hatton
The Met. Office, Beaufort Park, Easthampstead, Wokingham, Berkshire, RG40 3DN, United Kingdom
Tel: 44 (0)1344855603 Fax: 44 (0)1344855897

ABSTRACT
The psychrometer is the traditional instrument for measuring ambient humidity for meteorological observations. This may be a wet
and dry bulb thermometer exposed in a naturally or artificially ventilated Stevenson style screen, or a more precise instrument such as
an Assmann psychrometer. However, for reliable results these instruments require regular maintenance, including the exchange of the
wet bulb wicks and refilling of the water reservoir; they are also difficult to operate when the wet bulb temperatures are below
freezing. These problems are aggravated when the psychrometer is used on an automatic weather station and consequently many
AWS designs use an electronic hygrometer for measuring ambient relative humidity. Many of these, however, are less accurate than a
well maintained psychrometer, particularly at high values of RH and they may also exhibit changes in calibration with time and with
temperature.
This paper describes an algorithm developed for operational use on AWSs equipped with both an electronic RH probe and a
psychrometer. The electronic probe provides the operational measurement of RH and hence the reported dew point, but when
conditions are suitable for accurate measurements from the psychrometer the latter is used to update the calibration correction to the
electronic humidity probe and to check that the probe remains responsive to rapid changes in relative humidity. The procedure allows
improved accuracy in the reported dew points, and the period between laboratory calibrations of the probe to be extended.

INTRODUCTION
Most automatic weather stations operated by the United Kingdom Meteorological Office are equipped with
both an electronic relative humidity probe (referred to below as the probe) and two platinum resistance
thermometers configured as dry-bulb and wet-bulb (referred to collectively as the psychrometer). These three
sensors are exposed in a naturally ventilated thermometer (Stevenson) screen.
At present the probe and the psychrometer are treated as independent instruments. The reported dew point is
taken from the psychrometer unless the wet-bulb temperature is GoC or less. This practice can produce large
errors when the wet-bulb dries or the relative humidity is low and the wind is very light. Also, unacceptable
jumps in reported dew point can occur when the probe is brought into use, especially if the probe has been in
the field for some time and its calibration has changed.
The proposed procedure uses the strengths of one type of sensor to compensate for the weaknesses of the other.
The strengths of the psychrometer are:
(a)
(b)
(a)
(b)

good long-term stability of the platinum resistance thermometers,
sensors can be checked in the field,
accuracy can be restored by replacing the wick,
it is most accurate at high relative humidity.

Weaknesses of the naturally ventilated psychrometer are:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

the wet-bulb may become dry,
it is not accurate at low humidity,
it is not accurate at low wind speeds,
it is not accurate when the wet-bulb temperature is below GoC.

Strengths of the probe are:
(a)
(b)

it can be calibrated to give required accuracy over a wide range of relative humidities and
ambient temperatures,
the accuracy is largely unaffected by wind speed.

Weaknesses of the probe are:
(a)
(b)

errors of several percent relative humidity may develop between calibrations which are
normally at intervals of six months,
sensors may become less responsive to rapid changes in relative humidity after a few
months in the field
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PROCEDURE CARRIED OUT BY THE AUTOMATIC WEATHER STATION
The following procedure is carried out automatically each minute
Read dry-bulb temperature
Read wet-bulb temperature
Read probe relative humidity
Read wind speed (I-minute mean at 10 metres)
Apply correction to obtain corrected probe relative humidity (RH) [Note 1 ]
Apply lag to dry-bulb temperature to estimate probe temperature [Note 2]
Calculate probe dew point using corrected probe RH and estimated probe temperature
Ifwind speed < 5 knots OR wet-bulb temperature < 0.5°C then END else [Note 3 ]
Calculate psychrometer relative humidity
Calculate psychrometer dew point
Ifwet-bulb is dry then END else [Note 4 ]
Update correction to probe [Note 5 ]
Update variance of probe dew point [Note 6 ]
Update variance of psychrometer dew point [ Note 6 ]

1

A different correction is allowed for each 5% range of relative humidity.

2

The temperature of the probe lags the dry-bulb temperature by about 90 seconds and the
probe's internal temperature sensor is not stable enough to ensure long-term accuracy of dewpoint measurements. The additional lag of the probe temperature is not a major problem when
the sensors are exposed in a conventional thermometer screen but can cause large errors when
a rapid response temperature sensor is used (Richardson et all).

3

The naturally ventilated psychrometer does not provide accurate measurements of relative
humidity and dew point when the wet-bulb temperature is below 0.5°C or the wind speed is
too low.

4

The difference [psychrometer dew point - probe dew point] is smoothed by an exponentially
filter with a time constant 5 minutes.

If this smoothed value is > 0.5 + (dry-bulb temperature - probe dew point)
the wick is assumed to be dry.
5

* 0.15 then

The probe correction, for the appropriate relative humidity pentad, is updated using the
relationship
new correction = old correction*(1-k) + (psychrometer RH - probe RH)*k
where k = 0.0006942.
This is equivalent to a time constant of 24 hours if the same correction is updated each minute
but in practice the time constant will usually be longer.

6

The variance of minute-to-minute changes in the probe dew-point and the psychrometer dew
point are updated using a relationships of the type
new variance = old variance *(1-k) + k*(this value -last value)2
where k = 0.0006942 which gives a lag of about 24 hours.
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PERFORMANCE OF THE AUTOMATIC WEATHER STATION
PROCEDURE IN THE FIELD
Figure 1 Identification of a drying wet-bulb
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A key element in the above procedure is detection of a dry wick and Figurel shows how it performed in the
field. The figure shows values of dry-bulb temperature, psychrometer dew point and probe dew point over a
period of seven hours during which the wet-bulb was allowed to dry. Until about 1810 the psychrometer and
probe are in good agreement but after that the psychrometer dew point increases while the probe dew point
falls slightly. At about 2035 the procedure recognised that the wet-bulb was dry. This is shown by the by the
probe dew point plot changing from solid triangles to open triangles.
Another feature of the above procedure is comparison of the sensitivity of the probe and the psychrometer.
Although there is a considerable diurnal variation in the magnitude of minute to minute changes in dew point it
was found that the ratio of the probe response to the psychrometer response remained relatively constant
throughout the day. This makes it easy to monitor the sensitivity of the probe and withdraw it from service if it
becomes sluggish.
When conditions allow the psychrometer to provide accurate measurements the procedure adjusts the
corrections to the probe to keep it in agreement with the psychrometer. Figure 2 shows how corrections
determined by reference to the psychrometer compare with those found in the laboratory at the end of the field
trial.
The points labelled 5degC, 10degC & 25degC show the corrections determined in the laboratory at those
temperatures. The points labelled Psychrometer show the corrections produced in the field by reference to the
psychrometer at an average temperature of 14°C. When the probe was installed in the field all corrections were
set to zero and were allowed to develop over a period of a month. The corrections produced by reference to the
psychrometer at high relative humidity are about 1%RH lower than those found in the laboratory and this
difference increases to about 1.5%RH at 55% RH. No corrections with reference to the psychrometer are
plotted for relative humidity less than 40% because there were too few periods with relative humidity below
40% during the field trial for the corrections to be changed form the initial value of zero.
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Fi ure 2

Humidity Probe Corrections
Laboratory and Field 1999
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DISCUSSION
The procedures outlined above offers the possibility of maintaining accurate measurements of relative humidity
and dew point from an automatic weather station in a temperate climate. It reduces errors due to the slow
calibration drift of an electronic humidity probe and eliminates the gross errors that can occur when a wet-bulb
dries. It allows humidity probes to be kept in the field longer between laboratory calibrations, which could have
considerable economic benefit.
These advantages do not come without effort. Good caretaker maintenance of the wet-bulb is essential to
ensure that the wick is clean and is supplied with pure water. The automatic weather station manager must
monitor the sensitivity of the probe and the corrections that are developing. Loss of sensitivity, excessive
sensitivity or rapid change of corrections indicate the need to change the probe.
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New Automatic Observation Method of Evaporation
- Class "A" Evaporation Pan Lee, Bu-Yong, Park, Byoung-Yoon, Woo, Hyung-Taek
Department of Environmental Science, Catholic University of Taegu
Kyongbuk 712-702, Republic of Korea
bylee@cuth.cataegu.ac.kr
1. Introduction
The measurement of evaporation from the surface of land and water has been
one of important meteorological elements in the study of atmospheric science. The
currently used methods of measuring evaporation volume are experimental method,
numerical interpretation method, and the use of Class "A" Evaporation Pan. Of
these methods, the use of Class "A" Evaporation Pan estimates evaporation by
measuring changes in water depth in the pan that are obtained from hook gauge
and vernier scale by observer. This method measures water level by O.lmm. Up to
present, several instruments for automatic water level recording have been
produced. However, they have not been used in weather station since their
measurement accuracy has not reached to the level of O.lmm recommended by
WMO. This study was, thus, conducted to develop water level measurement sensor
for the use of Class "A" Evaporation pan and examine its validity by observing
water level in Pan.
2. Comparison of Methods of Automatic Evaporation Measurement
2.1 Current Method of Automatic Evaporation Measurement
The current method measures the distance to water surface from the fixed
position. This measurement method records water level changes by electric signal
resulting from rotation angle changes of rotating equipment that is turning round in
accordance with water level changes and is connected to buoyant equipment with a
wire. This method has, however, the problem of measurement accuracy having
more than + 0.5mm error due to the effect of frictional force.
2.2 New Method of Automatic Evaporation Measurement
Our new method converts changed volumes of water level to those of buoyant
force and then transforms buoyant changes into electric signal by using straingauge
loadcell. This method has the advantage of increasing measurement accuracy by
eliminating moving part causing error.
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3. Results
3.1 Experimental Verification of Newly Developed Instrument
Tabel 1 shows both values of true depth obtained from calculation and values of
depth measured by water level measurement sensor devised by us according to
every 1mm change of water level in experimental water tank.
Table 1. The values measured by new instrument
i
I
I

No

True Depth(mm)

Measured Depth(mm)

1

0.00

0.00 ( 0.00)

2

1.00

1.02 (+0.02)

3

2.00

2.00 ( 0.(0)

4

3.00

3.03 (+0.03)

5

4.00

4.00 ( 0.00)

6

5.00

4.99 (-0.01)

7

6.00

5.97 (-0.03)

8

7.00

6.97 (-0.03)

9

8.00

7.97 (-0.03)

10

9.00

8.97 (-0.03)

As shown in table 1, the new instrument measured changes in water level up to
O.Olmm level and the errors of measured values against true depth were within the
range of ± 0.03mm at 9mm full scale.
3.2 Comparison of Observed Data and Measured Values in Field Station
The validity of new instrument was examined by comparing its measured values
with values recorded by observer obtained from August 21 to September 3, 1997.
The data measured and observed during 9 days from August 21 to 29 were shown
in table 2.
The recorder used in observation was 21X datalogger made by Campbell
Scientific, Incorporated. In table 2, Observer is observed values, measured by
observer, in Class "A" Evaporation Pan installed at Suwon Meteorological Station
located in Gyeonggi Province. New method is values measured by new instrument.
Precip. is the amount of rainfall during the observation period, and WIS is wind
speed. The values in parenthesis are the differences between observer and new
method.
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Table 2. Comparison data of new method during 21 to 29 August 1997 at Suwon
I

I

i

I
I

W/S(m!s)

Date

Observer

New
Method(mm)

8. 21

2.4

2.8 (+0.4)

3.3

8.22

4.7

4.9 (+0.2)

0.5

8.23

3.7

3.1 (-0.6)

1.5

8.24

3.2

3.7 (+0.5)

1.0

8.25

4.4

3.5 (-0.9)

7.1

4.0

8.26

2.4

2.4 ( 0.0)

0.7

3.0

8.27

3.9

4.5 (+0.6)

1.7

8.28

3.6

3.8 (+0.2)

0.5

8.29

3.0

2.1 (-0.9)

1.4

Total

31.3

30.8 (-0.5)

9.2

Precip.

9AM

2.0

i

I

As shown in table 2, the maxunum difference between observed and measured
values was 0.9mm for 2 days and other recorded data were revealed below than
that value. There were rainfalls during August 25, 26 and 29. In a case of August
26, observed value was equal to that measured by new instrument. While the total
evaporation measured by observer during the observed period was 31.3mm, new
method showed 30.8mm. The difference in the total amount of evaporation between
two methods was 0.5mm.
We also attempted to show the possibility of hourly measurement of evaporation
by new instrument. Fig. 1 shows the evaporation rate per hour during April 24 to
26, 2000. Maximum evaporation rate was 0.6mm around 3PM and markedly
decreased during the night on 24 April.
The new instrument developed by this research can record water level changes
less than O.lmm. The very small error was found in the total evaporation values
between observed method and new one. These results clearly prove that new
instrument follows up and records water level changes accurately.
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Fig. 1. Example of evaporation measurement by new instrument during 24 to 26
April, 2000 at NIAST study field at Suwon.
4. Conclusion
The following results were obtained from the experiment and field test of
evaporation recorder
1) New method accurately measures water level less than O.lmm
2) Automatic measurement of evaporation per hour is possible
3) Automatic evaporation recorder with the level of O.1mm can be made for the
use of evaporation observation.
Reference
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The Application of the RARR in the Surveillance of Urban Rainfall Distribution

Fang Guoliang
(Shanghai Meteorological Research Institute. Shanghai 200030)
Shao Lingling
(Shanghai Central Meterological Observatary.Shanghai 200030)

Abstract
Remote automatic rainfall recorder is an intelligent measuring apparatus. It can offer us real
time rainfall data of different periods according to various requirements and provide forecast the
urban rainfall distribution in order to modify short range forecast in time. Its intelligent
synthetically statistical function can also offer the overall and correct rainfall measurement for
the plan of urban draining works and display rainfall in real time the apparatus can be a rainfall
observation of the network. The observation of weather radar can be modified by comparing with
the observation of the network so that the rainfall development process can be revealed correctly
and the first hand data for scientific research of the short-range rainfall can be provided.
Keywords:

Remote automatic rainfall recorder, weather radar
Preface

As stonn rainfall is a kind of the catastrophic weather in the cities of our COWltry, basing upon the status of
Shanghai area and the demands of production of the industry and the agriculture, we developed an intelligent
measuring apparatus -- Remote Automatic Rainfall Recorder(RARR), which can collect, store and display data
automatically, offer real-time and different periods infonnation of cumulate rainfall to help forecasters know the
case about the urban rainfall distribution and amend short range forecast in time. The intelligent and synthetically
statistical function of RARR can also provide the overall and accurate rainfall measurement for the programming
of urban drainage system and the design of agricultural irrigation project. In addition to its characteristics
mentioned above, RARRs can be set up to fonn a rainfall observation network, which contrasts with the weather
radar so as to revise its observation result of rainfall, reveal the developmental and evolutive process of rainfall
system timelier and more precisely and provide the fIrst-hand infonnation for the research of short-tenn
precipitation forecast.
Performance and Technique Indexes of RARR
RARR is specially used in the automatic collection, disposal and storage of rainfall data, which is composed
of the mainframe, the precipitation rainfall sensor and so on. Equipped ~with sixteen soft buttons, DC/DC board
with highly bright LEDs, the mainframe consists of CPU, RAM, CU(CoWlting Unit), etc. The sensor, flexible and
accurate, is like a tipping bucket, showing original design and high reliability, and still has a set of real-time
control software. There are two standard RS-232C interfaces in RARR( fig.! ), one connected to the remote
modem and another to the computer. When it rains, the sensor convert the rainfall infonnation into the pulse
signals, and simultaneously, CU takes COWlt automatically and CPU reads data once per minute, which will be
stored in RAM and displayed on the LED board. The rainfall data of different periods can be shown by touching
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the soft buttons mentioned earlier to help the observers grasp the rainfall status in the observation area at any
moment. Furthermore, for the convenience of forecasters, RARR is equipped with calendar and timer.
The technique indexes of RARR are as follows.
The range of rainfall measured

I ~200mm/h

Resolution

O.lmm

Precision

<IOmm, (±)OAmm
>IOmm, (± )4mm

Near 40 RARRs can be distributed throughout the different parts of Shanghai area such as organs, villages
and towns, streets, parks and so on to form a network of remote observation spots (seen in fig.2). At each spot, the
precipitation can be displayed by the RARR as it reaches O.lmm, and the rainfall info can be transmitted to the
control center in time in the case of online to the local network.

The Observation of Rainfall
Thecon~ntofobservation

To get the intensity and distribution of rainfall of the city in time, RARR may work from 8 p.m.(Beijing time,
same as follows) of the previous day to 8 p.m. of the current day with a sampling time of one minute, and save
data automatically. If time passes 8 p.m., the new rainfall data will be stored as another day. RARR can preserve
the data of the latest two days. Besides the instantaneous rainfall, precipitation within one hour, as well as two and
three, can be shown on the LED board by pushing the relevant buttons at any moment to represent clearly the
evolution of rainfall system. If the rainfall runs over the given value, which can be set manually, RARR will give
an alarm. Connected to the computer with a printer, RARR can also print the maximal intensity values of rainfall
within ten minutes and one hour and the time when they emerge in table.

The actual records ofrainfall data
There generally appeared a rainstorm, even heavy, in Shanghai area at 4 p.m. on Jun 24, 1996 affected by the
southward movement of the intense JiangHuai rain band. Up to 4 p.m. on 25th, there were 12 of near 40 remote
observation spots in the urban area whose measuring precipitation reached about 100mm/24h(shown in table I).
The statistics of the rainfall shows that its distribution in the city was spatio-temporally nonuniform and there are
three time pieces with the concentrated rainfall like 4 p.m. to 5 p.m. on Jun 24 and 7 a.m. to 9 a.m. on Jun 25. In
Nanshi District, the precipitation rainfall that is IlIA mm in the Xiao Dongmen Street spot is about one time as
mush as that which is 56.7 mm in the government spot. The same thing happens in another two spots, Nanxiang
and Loutang in Jiading District. However, the maximal rainfall intensity in one hour appears in Loutang, which is
35.6 mm, and that in ten minutes in the government of Nanshi District, which is 24.7 mm. The concentrated
rainfall in this spot would cause seeper most readily, though its precipitation is not too much. In the course of this
rainstorm, due to the real-time rainfall information provided by RARRs continually, each related department of
the city made a good preparation so that there were no streets with seeper except some district without drainage
systems. Compared with the rainstorms in the last several years, which led to the seeper in hundreds of streets and
thousands of dwelling houses, such situation improves more nowadays.

The Comparison between the Data of the Weather Radar and those of the RARR
The weather radar can display the planar distribution of the rainfall area, detect its echo intensity and quickly
figure out the rainfall intensity and precipitation in a diameter of 2 to 200 kilometers area. However, this is only an
indirect way to get the results, and it's a rather complex process to work out the rainfall intensity through the echo
signal value of the weather radar. Now in our country, the density of the distribution of rainfall station is so sparse
that it's difficult to acquire the exact rainfall intensity and precipitation in a certain area. In contrast to the weather
radar, the RARR can make a good complement. The high density distribution of the RARR makes it possible to
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provide many kinds of accurate and timely rainfall data of different periods of time in urban area. The weather
radar can estimate the rainfall intensity, rainfall distribution and the total precipitation on each spot in its scanning
area and get the rainfall information in large area. Therefore, RARR and the weather radar can be used
cooperatively to improve the rainfall surveillance and prediction by the meteorological departments.
There are several methods, such as Z-I relation, (flF

ffE

§ ~~ rt )standard targets,

(ft! ~ ~ ~ ~

rt)electromagnetic wave attenuation, (iE3t1MU*rt)orthogonality polarization and so on, for the quantitative
rainfall measurement of the weather radar. At present in the daily work, Z-I relation is in the most common use.
With the measured echo power, the radar reflectivity factor Z can be numerated by the radar meteorological
formula and then get the rainfall intensity I via Z-I relation. Usually, the precipitation is obtained by the rainfall
intensity multiplying its duration, so the precipitation in a certain area can be achieved by the time integral on it.
To make a comparison, Table 2 shows these two kinds of data obtained in a torrential rain process from 16 p.m. to
18 p.m. on lun 24, 1996. It can be seen that these two kinds of data show the same tendency of variation of
rainfall, and also that there in the real cases exists a certain deviation deriving from Z-I relation of the weather
radar. In Z-I relation formula, the parameter A and b are not constant for frrstly, the variability of actual rainfall
may cause their deviations, secondly, the variation of the falling speed of rain drops by that of the vertical velocity
of air may do the same job and thirdly, the measure error of echo signals and the change of the refraction
coefficients of radio wave along with its attenuation functions the same way in its travel process. Therefore, in the
course of the quantitative rainfall measurement of the weather radar, the measured drop-size distribution data and
the statistic of A and bin Z-I relation formula should be used to increase its veracity in terms of the temporal and
local situation.
The error revision of the rainfall estimation of the weather radar with the measured records of the
RARR

The research suggests that for the middle latitude areas and the radar the wavelength of which be from 5 cm
to 10 cm, Z=2001 is the typical formula to estimate the rainfall. But, in fact, Z-I relation is not unique in the
rainfall estimation. It changes with different places, seasons and rainfall types, and its A and b also change even in
the same rainfall course mainly due to the spectrum variety of drop-size distribution. Consequently, the error of
the rainfall estimation of the weather radar results primarily from the change of Z-I relation. It's impossible,
however, to measure raindrop size distribution every time in the practical work to calculate A and b, so the data of
the RARR may be employed to calibrate the rainfall estimation of the weather radar.
To begin with, the data from N RARRs acquired in time are compared with the data from the weather radar at the
corresponding observation points to ascertain the divergence between the actual value by the RARR and that by
Z-I relation. Next, the latter at each point is multiplied by a revision factor to get the regional rainfall distribution.
The concretely adopted formula is as follows:
N

(G/I)

(I/N):E (G/I)
i=l

In which ( (G/I) )is the revision factor,(Gj)the hourly precipitation by the RARR and (IJ the rainfall by the

weather radar.
The data by the RARR are used to adjust those by the weather radar, which can not only have the advantages
of high-resolution and large-scale rainfall distribution, but also improve the accuracy of rainfall measurement.
Conclusion

1.The application of the RARR makes better the disadvantageous situations that there are only several
rainfall observation spots, and provides the related branches a better understanding of the real-time rainfall
conditions;
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2. As an intelligent measuring device, the RARR can gather data automatically, display the actual rainfall of
different periods oftime and offer integral and accurate rainfall data;
3. Due to different kinds of factors that give birth to divergence, there exists a defmite error in measuring the
rainfall intensity at an observation point by the weather radar and also a deviation between the rainfall data of the
RARR and those of the weather radar.
4. By employing both the data of the RARR and those of the weather radar, the deviation in the rainfall
measurement through the weather radar can be reduced by a simple revision.
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1.1 Surface Observation Systems
1.1.4 Solar Radiation Observations

ABSOLUTE CALIBRATION OF PYRGEOMETERS: A PROPOSAL FOR
A WORLD RADIOMETRIC REFERENCE
FOR LONGWAVE IRRADIANCE MEASUREMENTS
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ABSTRACT
The World Standard Group (WSG), a group of seven
absolute pyrheliometers located at the World Radiation
Center in Davos, manifests the World Radiometric
Reference (WRR) for shortwave irradiance measurements
and is in WMO regulations since 1981. For upward and
downward longwave irradiance measurements however, no
such standard nor reference is available at present. Due to
the importance of longwave radiation in relation to
radiation budget, cloud forcing, greenhouse effect and
climate change research this shortcoming needs to be
addressed and a WRR for longwave irradiance measurements need to be established. This in particular, since
instrument calibration and measurement techniques were
drastically improved in recent years, making accurate and
reliable long-term measurements a perfect tool for climate
change observation.
1. INTRODUCTION

Atmospheric longwave irradiance is usually measured
with hemispherical (21t) receivers on flat horizontal
surfaces. Pyrgeometers are the most prominent instruments
to measure longwave irradiance in climatological networks.
The most widely used Eppley Precision Infrared
Pyrgeometer (PIR) was improved over the last 25 years.
New instruments like the CG4 pyrgeometer from
Kipp&Zonen show very promising advantages with respect
to dome heating and spectral transmission. Investigations
on calibration methods, instrument characterization and
measurement techniques at PMODIWRC (Philipona et aI.,
1995) let to a deeper understanding and drastic improvements of pyrgeometer calibration and measurements. The
Baseline Surface Radiation Network (BSRN) round-robin
calibration experiment (Philipona et al. 1998), demonstrated that PIRs are stable and that calibration results of
individual black-body calibration sources used worldwide
are within 1 to 2 percent to each other. Field measurements
at the BSRN initiated first International Pyrgeometer and
Absolute Scanning Radiometer Comparison (IPASRC-I)
demonstrated the limits of pyrgeometer measurement
precision if one is using individual black-body calibration
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factors. Improvements of precision, or intercomparability
between instruments, were demonstrated on the basis of
a final field calibration, comparing pyrgeometers with an
absolute reference standard instrument. As reference
standard a sky-scanning absolute instrument was used,
which was build at PMODIWRC based on a commercial
pyroelectric detector and a reference black-body source.
Sky radiance at a narrow viewing angle is compared to
radiance measurements in the well characterized
reference black-body source. The absolute value of hemispherical downward longwave irradiance is determined
by Gaussian quadrature integration over 32 sky radiance
measurements at predetermined directions.
Improvements on pyrgeometers, calibration apparatuses and measurement techniques up to the level
adequate for a world radiometric reference for longwave
irradiance measurements will be presented. Results of the
BSRN round-robin and IPASRC-I experiments will be
presented, showing drastic improvements of pyrgeometer
measurements achieved with field calibrations.
2. PYRGEOMETERS
Pyrgeometers and pyrradiometers are instruments
used to measure atmospheric and terrestrial longwave
irradiance. In meteorological and climatological
networks, pyrgeometers are preferred over pyrradiometers primarily because of their long-term stability due
to their very stable silicon domes compared to
polyethylene domes of pyrradiometers. Pyrgeometer
silicon domes, and their interference filter deposited on
the inside wall, blocking shortwave radiation below 4
microns, provide the additional advantage to directly
measure the longwave component, whereas pyrradiometers measure shortwave and longwave irradiance from
which the shortwave component, separately measured
with pyranometers, has to be subtracted.
In climate research as well as for meteorological
longwave radiation measurements, the Eppley PIR
pyrgeometer is the most used instrument (Drummond et
al. 1970). Mayor improvements over the last 25 years,

like the change from a KRS-5 to a silicon dome, the dome
temperature measurement and its appropriate evaluation
formula (Albrecht et aI., 1974), as well as the improved
dome temperature measurement and extended pyrgeometer
formula (Philipona et aI., 1995), made the PIR, if correctly
deployed, a stable and reliable instrument. Thermal dome
effects, which were the largest source of errors, have well
been taken care of with the new three thermistors dome
temperature measurement.
The CG4 pyrgeometer from Kipp&Zonen has been
brought on the market very recently and is a new version of
their CG1 pyrgeometer. The CG1 with its flat window had
a full view angle of only 160 degrees, whereas the new
CG4 has a meniscus shaped dome providing 21t
hemispherical view. To achieve optimal thermal
conductivity between dome and body the meniscus shaped
dome is clamped with an aluminum ring onto the
pyrgeometer body. This sandwich construction and high
thermal conductivity of silicon, makes the dome an almost
integral part of the alurninum body and temperature
differences between dome and body, and hence thermal
dome effects, are almost non existent in the CG4.
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Fig. 1: Planck calibration curves compared to a MODTRAN calculated
spectra of mid latitude summer longwave irradiance at Davos
(1580m a.s.!.), and dome transmission of a PIR pyrgeometer.

Hence, errors due to thermal effects of silicon domes
have been minimized on state of the art pyrgeometers, but
spectral transmission effects of the silicon domes, and their
shortwave blocking interference filters, is another concern
making spectral sensitivity of pyrgeometers very
wavelength dependent. Uncertainties with respect to
absolute measurements arise in particular with pyrgeometer
calibration made in black-body radiation sources. As
shown in figure 1, Planck spectral curves from black-body
sources are very different from spectral curves of
atmospheric longwave radiation. If the spectral sensitivity
of a detector measuring atmospheric radiation would be flat
over the entire spectrum, say from about 2 to 100 microns,
there would be no harm to calibrate the detector with
Planck curves, since all wavelength would be treated
equally. But PIR dome transmission is low, transmission
curves are not at all flat as shown in figure 1 and
transmission goes up only between 3 and 5 microns, which
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means that PIRs do not treat all wavelength with equal
sensitivity. These curves can actually be quite different,
and although the CG4 dome transmission is higher and
improved, it is still not spectrally flat and hence subject to
the same problem. Depending on calibration temperature
and atmospheric longwave spectrum, which can strongly
vary for different temperatures and water vapor amount,
certain wavelength may be over- or underestimated
during measurements and hence create considerable
uncertainties. Further uncertainties are due to possible
inhomogenity of the interference filter deposited on the
inside wall of the spherical PIR dome. Deposition of the
interference filter is easier on the flat meniscus shaped
dome of the CG4 and therefore more uniform. Additional
errors are due to the cosine effect even though longwave
radiation from large zenith angles is small.

2. BLACK-BODY CALIBRATION
Pyrgeometers have always been calibrated with
black-body radiation sources. Thermal radiation at
intensity levels close to atmospheric radiation is easily
generated in black-body cavity radiation sources, working
in the range from ambient temperature to about 30 Kelvin
below, and emitting Planck spectral radiation at
emissivities of almost unity. In contrast to atmospheric
longwave radiation, which has a maximum at the zenith
and is zero at the horizon, black-body radiation sources
show a different radiation pattern emitting uniform
longwave radiance over all zenith angles.
With the aim of improving the consistency of
longwave radiation measurements within their network,
the BSRN community started in 1994 a pyrgeometer
calibration round-robin experiment, to test individual
black-body calibrations made worldwide. A set of five
PIRs was sent around and was individually calibrated by
eleven laboratories in seven different countries.
Participants were supposed to use their own methods
and calibration devices whereas the five standard
pyrgeometers and a data acquisition system with a nonintrudable computer program was provided. The roundrobin experiment was conducted in a "blind" sense in that
the participants would have no knowledge of the results
of others until the experiment was completed.
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Fig. 2: BSRN Pyrgeometer calibration round-robin comparison results.

The responsivities C [/-lVlWm- 2 ] determined by six of
the eleven institutes were within about 2% of the median
for all the five PIR pyrgeometers (see Fig. 2). Among the
six laboratories, the absolute deviation around the median
for each instrument is less than one percent. This small
scatter suggests that PIR pyrgeometer were stable during
the two years of the experiment and that six different
calibration devices reproduce the responsivity C of PIRs
consistently.

3. REFERENCE SKY RADIOMETER
With thermal effects of pyrgeometer domes being
minimized and black-body radiation sources reproducing
calibration factors, or responsivity values C, consistently,
uncertainties due to spectral and directional response,
connected to dubious pyrgeometer dome transmission and
cosine effects, have still to be addressed in particular with
respect to correctly measuring absolute values of atmospheric longwave irradiance. Since these uncertainties are
all directly related to black-body pyrgeometer calibration,
a new approach comparing pyrgeometer measurements to
an absolute reference longwave instrument was taken.
Sky Radiance Measurement

Traveling standard pyrgeometers

horizontal axis and one for rotating the entire detector
head azimuthally, allow to point the probe beam to any
direction into the sky and also vertically down into the
reference black-body source for calibration. With 32 sky
radiance measurements, taken during a scan, a Gaussian
quadrature integration is used to calculate the
hemisphericallongwave irradiance. Since no window nor
any filter is installed in the beam path, sky scans can only
be made during night time to prevent shortwave radiation
disturb longwave radiance measurements. Also, for high
quality measurements, scans should be made during
rather homogeneous clear sky situations.
The Planck calibrated sky radiometer (Philipona,
2000) is designed as an absolute reference standard
instrument. In contrast to solar shortwave irradiance
which in absolute cavity radiometers is substituted with
electrical power and hence traced to an absolute standard
of electrical power, the PCSR longwave sky radiance
measurement is compared to radiance, measured in a
reference black-body source. The emittance of this blackbody source is accurately known and its temperature is
traced to the absolute temperature standard of the Swiss
federal office of metrology. Calibration procedure and
sky radiance measurements are interleaved and are
referred to the chopper temperature which is also traced
to the temperature standard and hence allows to determine the absolute value of longwave irradiance.

PIR TS2

4. FIELD INTERCOMPARISON

Circulator Unit

wm

mm]

Fig. 3: PCSR absolute reference to field calibrate pyrgeometers.

The Planck Calibrated Sky Radiometer (PCSR) shown
in figure 3 serves as absolute reference instrument and is
based on a completely different design and measurement
principle. In order to prevent errors related to spectral
sensitivity, a cavity-design pyroelectric detector has been
chosen and no window or optical component except of an
high reflecting gold mirror positioned at 45 degrees is in
the beam path from the detector to the sky. Thus, the
relative spectral response of the PCSR is almost flat
decreasing by only 4 percent from 2 to 15 microns, which
is the most important spectral part for atmospheric
longwave radiation measurements. It further decreases by
another 6 percent out to 30 microns. Also, the PCSR does
not measure hemispherical as pyrgeometers do, but scans
the sky with a narrow full view angle of 6 degrees. Two
rotation stages, one for rotating the gold mirror around its
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In fall 1999 the BSRN community, in collaboration
with scientists of the Atmospheric Radiation Measurements (ARM) program, conducted the first international
pyrgeometer and absolute sky-scanning radiometer
comparison (IPASRC-I). 15 pyrgeometers of which 8
standard Eppley PIR, 6 PMODIWRC modified PIRs and
1 Kipp&Zonen CG4 pyrgeometer were compared to the
PCSR sky-scanning radiometer and to transfer model
calculations at the U.S. Southern Great Plains (SGP)
Cloud and Radiation Testbed (CART) site. The aim of
IPASRC-I was to evaluate present precision levels of
pyrgeometer field measurements relative to each other
and with respect to absolute measurements of downward
longwave radiation.
The 15 participating pyrgeometers were chosen from
a broad international community. To their USER or
PMOD black-body calibration factors a common blackbody calibration was performed at NOAAfCMDL preceding the intercomparison. All pyrgeometers were
equipped with ventilation systems and tracking shade
discs, and 1 minute integrated readings were recorded.
During 8 consecutive days of measurements, pyrgeometers were compared to each other and to nighttime
PCSR absolute measurements. Using balloon sounding
and ancillary measurements, 4 clear sky morning time
slots could be compared to transfer model calculations.

5. DISCUSSION

260

25

22

26

27

Day in September, (Morning hour 5 - 6)

Fig. 4:

IPASRC-I nighttime (AM 5-6) intercomparison of all 15 pyrgeometers using FIELD calibration factors.

The 15 pyrgeometers were intercompared with USER
and CMDL black-body calibration factors using the
standard Albrecht et al. pyrgeometer formula, and for the
7 modified pyrgeometers (6 mod. PIRs and 1 CG4) PMOD
calibration factors and the new Philipona et al. formula was
used. Additionally all pyrgeometers were field calibrated
using the sky-scan result on 24 Sep. at UT 11 :36 as target
value to which all pyrgeometer measurements were
adjusted by changing their calibration factors C and k2 .
With the new FIELD calibration factors longwave
downward irradiance was then recalculated for all the 8
days and compared.
Calibration
Factors

Pyrgeometer formula
and Cal. Factors used

Number of
Pyrgeometers
involved

Nighttime
Max-Min ± Stdev
[Wm· 2 ]

USER

Albrecht et al. with C. K

All

[15]

CMDL

Albrecht et al. with C, K

All

[IS]

8.4 ± 1.3

PMOD

Philipona et al. C. kl. k2. k3

Moditied [7]

3.4 ± 0.5

FIELD

Albrecht et al. with C, k2, K

All

[15]

2.4 ± 0.9

FIELD

Philipona et al. C. kl. k2, k3

Modified [7]

1.2 ± 0.4

11.9 ±3.0

Dome effects due to inhomogeneous and inadequate
spectral and directional transmission produce errors and
hence uncertainties on pyrgeometer field measurements.
Errors are mainly related to calibration factors determined
with radiation sources different from atmospheric
longwave radiation, such as black-body sources. A
sophisticated analysis of individual domes which would
allow adequate spectral and directional corrections is very
expensive and still not satisfying. IPASRC-I demonstrates, that modified and new pyrgeometers in
combination with the extended pyrgeometer formula
showed much better results over original PIRs. However,
a final field calibration, comparing pyrgeometer measurements to a reference standard improves intercomparability
of pyrgeometers again by a factor of three. Hence,
pyrgeometer black-body calibration is a first step to
determine the dome correction factor and approximate
values of the calibration factors. The final calibration
factors C and k 2 are much more accurately determined by
field comparison to an absolute reference standard.

6. WRR FOR LONGWAVE IRRADIANCE
The WorId Radiometric Reference for shortwave
radiation is inadequate for longwave radiation due to the
large difference of intensity. Reference standard instruments traced to absolute temperature standards, like the
PCSR, will have to be used as absolute reference for
longwave irradiance measurements, and in particular for
final field calibration of pyrgeometers. The low level of
uncertainty now reached with pyrgeometer measurements
make longwave irradiance one of the most promising
element for greenhouse related climate change research.

Table I: Average Max-Min values over 8 days with different Cal. Factors.
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Abstract
The improvement of the radiation measurements concerning the zero offsets is one of the main
goals of pyranometrical research. In a first part the results are discussed of special investigations
of the zero offsets in dependence on different ventilation of the domes of CM21 pyranometers as
well as of comparisons of CM21, CM22 and a STAR-pyranometer. It is shown, that the night-time
zero offsets are mainly influenced by the combination of atmospheric long-wave radiation and fan
ventilation power. Furthermore, the results are presented of a long-term investigation (about five
years) of night-time zero offsets from routine measurements of pyranometers at the BSRN station
at Lindenberg (Germany).
Introduction

The zero offset is defined as the output of the short-wave radiometer device if no short-wave radiation is received.
Principally, both the radiometer and the connected data acquisition device contribute to the zero
offset, but the latter - measured simply by a short circuit - should be at modern systems of lower
orders of magnitude.
All effects which influence the temperature difference To between the receiver surface and the
body of the heat sink belong to the physical sources of zero offsets at thermal receivers - as used
in broadband radiometers like pyranometers and pyrheliometers. In the case of a thermopile receiver having n junctions with an EMF of k IJV/K and of a radiometer responsivity of R IJVIWm-2 the
offset irradiance Eo corresponding to an offset effect of To is given by Eo = n k To I R. If n=1 00
and k = 30 IJV/K and R = 10 IJVIWm-2 ("Iow temperature thermopile") a To of ± 0,01 K generates
already an offset error Eo of ± 3 Wm-2 . Such To values could be produced first of all by:
a) Long-wave radiation, received through the domes
b) Different heat transfer to the receiver surface and the heat sink body caused by
- front passage or gusts etc.
- daily course of air temperature.
To reduce the zero offset in the case of pyranometers different measures have been applied:
a) Exposure of the active receiver body and the heat sink body in an equivalent position below the dome, realized in the STAR-pyranometer (receiver surface with black & white
segments) for instance.
b) Use of two glass domes (realized in nearby all pyranometers having black receiver surfaces).
Recent improvement: Use of two 4 mm thick quartz domes (more mass and heat conductivity) as
realized in the CM22.
c) Ventilation of the outer dome, or more consequently: ventilation of the pyranometer casing
(containing the heat sink) and the outer dome successively with the same air stream. The
number of such ventilated pyranometers has been increased in the last decade.
The aim of this paper is to demonstrate the reduction of zero offsets by the above mentioned
measures for the relatively simply detectable zero offset at night-time. The results of examples
measured in the field may be supplemented at the end by long-term values of the German BSRNStation in Lindenberg.
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Performance of night-time offset measurements

The measurements of night time offsets of pyranometers were performed mainly during March
2000 and June 2000 at the National and Regional Radiation Centre in Potsdam (q> = 52,37°, A. =
13,08°, h = 89 m).
The measurement in March should show first of all the reduction of night-time offset by ventilation
of typical black surface pyranometers. Three Kipp & Zonen pyranometers of type CM21 ventilated
by a 5 W-fan of Eigenbrodt (Konigsmoor 1 Germany) were used. The pyranometers are encapsulated in a cylindrical table-casing at which the fan is flanged to blow the air around the pyranometer body.
The air leaves the casing between the radiation shield of the pyranometer and the foot of the outer
dome and streams against the dome from all sides. For the standard operation the fan needs only
(5 W, 24 V); the air is not pre-heated, the speed of the air is about 1,5 m/s.
To demonstrate the ventilation effect the three simultaneously operated pyranometers are ventilated with the standard power, with the half power and without any power, respectively.
The measurement in June 2000 were performed after the procurement of one of the new "thick
quartz dome"-pyranometers of the Kipp & Zonen type CM22, announced as "Iow offset device". It
has been compared with the classical low offset pyranometer type "STAR" (Ph. Schenk, Wien)
and the "thin dome" pyranometer CM21. Both CM-pyranometers are ventilated (5 W power) while
the STAR-pyranometer was unventilated. Later on the CM22 was also operated without any ventilation as the STAR-pyranometer.
The pyranometer output was recorded by data loggers "COMBILOG" of Friedrichs (Hamburg,
Germany). During the experiment a short circuit together with the highest resolution of the logger
was used to test the influence of the acquisition device. The registered voltage of the short circuit
fluctuated within 0 and -0.7 tJV. At a typical responsivity of 10 tJVlWm-2 the contribution of the logger is about -0,07 Wm-2.
Results

The investigations of the night-time zero offset were done by analyzing the pyranometer output if
the sun was more than 5° be1.00 - r - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - r 350
low the horizon and no shortwave radiation disturbed the
measurements.
Figure 1 shows a typical picture
of the course of the long-wave
downward
radiation A at
changing cloudiness together
with the courses of the nighttime zero offset of the three (by
different
power
ventilated)
CM21 pyranometers. The three
offset curves follow more or
18:25 UTC
less the changes of the long-4.00 + - - - - r - - , - - - , - - r - - - - - - r - _ - - - , - - , - - r - - - - - , - - - , - - - - - ' - 250
1105 1165 1225 1285 1345 1405 25
85 145 205 265 325
wave downward radiation. The
LT [Min]
curves of the full power (z21f)
and of the half power (z21 h)
Fig. 1: Night-time zero offset of three different ventilated
ventilated devices are relatively
CM21 (z21f: full power; z21 h : half power; z21 u: unventilated)
close together with offsets up to
and the corresponding long-wave downward radiation A
about -1,5 W/m 2 • The unventilated
pyranometer
(z21 u)
Potsdam, 00-03-06/07
shows a larger offset than the ventilated instruments. Especially during rapid changes of A the offset of the unventilated devices reaches values of about -3,5 W/m 2 •
Figure 2 presents the corresponding scatter diagram displaying the correlation between the longwave downward radiation and the night-time offsets. At first this picture gives an impression about
the strength of the correlation between the zero offset at different ventilation power and at second it
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Potsdam, 00-03-03/04

Table 1
Date
a
00-03-06 z21f
z21h
z21u
00-06-24 z21f
z22f
zSTu
00-07-09 z21f
z22u
zSTu

b
1,2
1,5
3,0
1,2
0,6
0,2
1,2
1,5
0,5

c
0,982
0,974
0,927
0,937
0,943
0,591
0,856
0,860
0,760

Legend:
z21f: CM21 full power ventilation
z21 h: CM21 half power ventilation
z21 u: CM21 unventilated
z22f: CM22 full power ventilation
z22u: CM22 unventilated
zSTu: STAR-ovr. unventilated
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shows the bigger scattering as
well as the bigger dependence of
the unventilated pyranometer on
long-wave downward radiation A.
Furthermore it is visible that
there is a small difference but
remarkable between the full and
half power ventilated pyranometers.
Additionally to the zero offset of
the CM21 and the long-wave
downward radiation Figure 3
implies the natural wind speed
measured by a ultrasonic anemometer at the level of the pyranometer domes. There is nearly
no influence of the wind speed
on the offset. A correlation coefficient of r = 0,18 between the
wind speed and zero offset of the
unventilated CM21 confirms this
statement.
Typical courses of a CM21
(z21 f), a CM22 (z22f) - both ventilated by full power - and an unSTAR-pyranometer
ventilated
(zSTu) together with the corresponding long-wave downward
radiation A are shown in Figure 4. In comparison with Figure
1 it is evident that the zero offset
of the STAR-pyranometer and of
the CM22 are smaller than those
of the CM21. Furthermore, the
influence of rain on the zero offset is demonstrated. The rain
droplets effect - at least by
evaporation - a cooling of the
domes with the consequence of
a more or less rapid decline of
the offset at all (!) pyranometers.
After some minutes the offset
follows again the changes of the
long-wave downward radiation
because of the adaptation of the
system receiver/dome.
Table 1 gives an overview about
the dependence of the night-time
zero offset at the used pyranometers with the respective
ventilation power (Column a) on
the long-wave downward radiation at selected days which was
investigated by a regression
analysis. Column b shows the

change of the offset caused by
a change of 100 W1m2 in long0.50 +-... -.. ----.-----------wave radiation. The correlation
390
coefficients are presented in
Column c. All ventilated pyranometers are only very little
380 _
~ -0.50
NE
(~1,5 WIm 2 /1 00 W1m2 ) influ~
~ enced by changes in long-wave
-z21f
2 -1.00
---z22f
370 et
radiation. The ventilated CM22
······zstu
and
the unventilated STAR-1.50 - . --+- Rain
pyranometer reach similar re-A
360
- - - - H - - .-.-.--.-----2.00
sults at an offset level of <
0,3 Wm-2 • The zero offset of a
-2.50 - I - - - - - , - - - - - - , - - - - - - , - - - - - , - - - - - - , - - - - - L 350
CM22 without any ventilation is
71
131
1271
1331
1391
11
nearly
in the same level as a
LT [Min]
full power ventilated CM21.
The correlation coefficients of
Fig. 4: Night-time zero offset of a CM21 (z21 f: full power ventilation), CM22 (z22f: full power ventilation), a STAR- the unventilated CM21 and the
STAR-pyranometer are repyranometer (zSTu: unventilated) and long-wave downward
markable lower than in the
radiation A together with signed rain (Rain=1)
case
of the unventilated CM22.
Potsdam, 00-06-14/15
This may be interpreted that
the improvements at the CM22 reduce "thermal noise". The experiment showed that a stable and
strong air stream in the case of the investigated pyranometers with a black receiver surface
(CM21, CM22) enables much lower zero offsets than specified in the "CIMO Guide" [1].
The investigated data of a time series of about five years routine measurement concerning the
zero offset of the with 5 W steadily ventilated CM21 installed at the German BSRN station Lindberg
are in good agreement with the results found in this experiment; the nightly means are within ±1,5
Wm-2 .
1.00 ,

· ······ · ·············· ·············

~·······1~···

.. 1It-

,

400

-~--++--

Conclusive remarks
a) It is recommendable that other radiation centres (main stations) at which other types of pyranometers and I or fans are in use should repeat the investigations of night-time zero offset because of its relatively low need of additional man-power.
b) To estimate the undesired zero offset component of the measured signal of solar irradiance
the determined results of night-time zero offset can be evaluated qualitatively. At night-time
the long-wave cooling effect dominates generally and causes the negative sign of the offset. During the sunny day the received solar fluxes should reduce or (over) compensate this
long-wave effect by heating the domes first of all (absorption of IR-solar energy). The dome
ventilation of the outer dome by fan or wind should reduce the resulting effect to an amount
which is not higher than during clear-nights.
c) In the last issue of the "CIMO Guide" Table 7.5, p. 1.7-9 [1] the pyranometers are classified
according to acceptable limiting values of errors in a list of characteristics. In the case of
zero offsets the effect of 200 W m-2 net long-wave radiation or of a linear temperature
change of 5 Kh-1 has to be equivalent to less than 7 Wm-2 and 2 Wm-2 , respectively, for
pranometers of "high quality". At least the first value seems with regard to the presented results too high. This will be controlled by laboratory experiments at the Met. Obs. Potsdam
soon.
d) Concernin~ the used pyranometers: At pyranometers with "Iow-temperature thermopile"
1000 Wm- generates only a temperature difference of about 3 K. That means low tilt and
linearity errors but higher zero offsets. At the Star-pyranometer the disadvantages arise
with the ageing of the white paint and the relatively large receiver surface combined with
the shallow dome.
Reference:
[1]
WMO: Guide to Meteorological Instruments and Methods of Observation, Sixth Edition,
WMO-No. 8, Geneva 1996
***********
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1. Introduction
During recent years, Portuguese Meteorological Institute (lM) has been upgrading the
national meteorological network, by installing new Automatic Weather Stations (AWS) at
sites where manually operated stations are to be replaced (fully or partially) by AWS,
because the growing need of having all data available in real (or near real) time and in
digital format. However, these AWS observations can not replace all the classical
observations, like sunshine duration, which have been recorded using the well-known
Campbell-Stokes sunshine recorder for many years, instead, automatic and near real-time
global radiation data in true solar time, is available every 10 minutes, measured with CM-11
pyranometers.
There are several reasons for continuing the sunshine duration observations, the main one is
related to long climatic data series and another one is to satisfy the needs of many users
(hydrologists, agronomists, engineers, etc) who are still depending on sunshine duration
data for several applications. Since the AWS are measuring radiation instead of sunshine
duration, some approach should be made to automatically simulate the sunshine duration
observations, using the radiation data.
The automatic estimation ofdaily sunshine duration (DSD), based on CIMO recommendations,
was tried for the stations where global and diffuse radiation data was available, for those the
AWS processing systems were programmed to calculate and transmit the DSD in the 06
UTC SYNOP reports. But this method is not possible to apply directly for most part of
AWS because only few stations are equipped with shaded pyranometers. So, an algorithm
was prepared to estimate the direct irradiance (ID) as a function of observed global
irradiance (lG) and using global (lG*) and diffuse (ls*) irradiances for clear sky conditions,
estimated by a Simplified Radiation Transfer (SRT) Model, previously developed for
Portugal mainland, that considers geographical (lat., long., alt.) and atmospheric (ozone,
aerosols and precipitable water) effects.

2. The Method
From the definition of direct irradiance, follows:

ID = (I G - I s)/COS z

Where z is the zenith angle, Is is the diffuse irradiance and IG is the global irradiance.
To overcome the lack of diffuse irradiance observations at most of AWS, this variable (Is)
can be estimated by the following expression, if we calculate (using the SRT model) the
global (lG*) and diffuse (ls*) irradiance values for clear sky conditions:
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This relation says that, in cloudy sky conditions (or any other conditions) diffuse irradiance
increases by the same amount that global irradiance decreases with respect to clear sky
conditions. Then, the following algorithm is used to calculate the hourly sunshine duration:
Lat,Long,
Date, Hour

IG

(AWS 10')

SRTModel:
z, I G *, I s*

>120Wm-2

ID=(IG-Is*IG*/IG)/cos Z

All the variables are calculated for 10 minutes period, to allow the estimation of 10 minute
values for ID, which are compared with the WMO threshold of 120Wm-2 ; if the values are
above the limit, the hourly sunshine duration (HSD) is increased by 10 minutes. The
estimation of DSD is made by the sum of all HSD values for the same day.

3. Stations, sensors and data analysis
The sensors used at AWS for measuring global irradiance IG are connected to electronic
data-loggers for automatic integration every 10 minute, and these records are sent every
hour to the IM Central Offices and also to the local PC at main synoptic stations. These
pyranometers are installed at 2m height, close to the AWS processing system, and, in many
cases, is not close to the Campbell-Stokes recorder. Global radiation data (IG) from several
months from three stations of the mainland network were used to calculate HSD by the
proposed algorithm, and the results compared to Campbell-Stokes hourly readings. The
series of differences between estimated and measured sunshine duration (HSD' - HSD) are
shown in the next Figures. The data series used were the followed:
January/2000 to May/2000 from Braganya - 5 months
January/1999 to Dec/1999 from Coimbra - 12 months
January/1999 to May/2000 from Lisboa - 17 months
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The stations used for this work, located at Braganya (41.80 oN, 6.73°W, 690 m), Coimbra
(40.15°N, 8.47°W, 171 m) and Lisboa (38.71 oN, 9.15°W, 104 m) were selected to represent
different climatic regions of Portugal/Mainland, respectively, the North (small city on
inland mountains), the Centre (medium city near the coast, on the edge of mountain/flat
landscape) and the South (large city, next to the coast, with complex topography).
The frequency distribution of differences HSD' - HSD' are shown in next histograms.
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Because at these stations the global radiation sensor and the heliograph are installed at
different places and at different heights, we expected to have larger systematic errors,
instead, the small values found for the bias (0.03 - 0.05) and for the average deviation (0.09
- 0.17), reveals that there are no significant installation and exposure differences.
Regarding the dispersion of error values given by the standard deviation (0.2 - 0.3) and the
RMS error (0.2 - 0.3) some investigation can be made about the causes of random errors,
which can be related to operational procedures. The main identified aspect that may affect
pyranometers performance is the frequency and efficiency of glass dome cleaning, that can
be affected by the changes in meteorological conditions (rain, dew, dust, etc), which makes
more difficult to keep it clean. Other aspects to investigate are the influences of the
constancy of leveling, and of desiccator status and the eventual need for replacement of
silica gel.
One of the major concerns, regarding global radiation measurements should be the
calibration issue for sensors in use, but, fortunately, with the results of these 3 stations, it
seams that there is no significant influence of the calibration factor degradation, during the
several months period of the analyzed data, in spite the lack of calibration procedures during
that period, which should be carried out at least once a year according to WMO
recommendations.
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4. Current and Future Work
In order to verify the operational capabilities of the method described above, the algorithm
was implemented to run automatically in a standard PC (Pentium based) to calculate the
sunshine duration every hour, using the 10 minute global radiation data measured at Lisboa
station. This program is intended to be working continuously for several months, to evaluate
its performance and data availability. After this testing period, the algorithm is going to be
installed at all synoptic stations where there are professional observers and modem PCs
available. This system will allow to have automatic hourly values of sunshine duration
available locally and will allow to calculate also the daily sunshine duration. For the nonsynoptic AWS the HSD and DSD will be calculated at IM's Central Offices.
In spite of the results presented, it is premature to abandon the Campbell-Stokes sunshine
recorder. On the other hand, to investigate the aspects indicated in the previous paragraph,
we need to have longer data series for further analysis and comparisons, to evaluate how
significant is the influence of those aspects. Besides, for climatological purposes the use of
estimated HSD and DSD values needs longer comparisons in a time series context. So, for
the next 2 or 3 years all the existing Campbell-Stokes sunshine recorders will continue in
operation at stations where that would be possible. The records of these observations, from a
set of few stations (~10 sites), will be read and digitised to be compared with the results of
the described algorithm, to allow making some adjustments, if necessary. After that period
and since the operation and maintenance costs of the Campbell-Stokes recorders aren't very
high, the intention is to keep them in operation for many years at all possible stations (where
personnel is available), for purposes of backup instrument and also to serve as a source of
possible corrections, mainly at 9 principal radiation stations.
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A SENSOR FOR THE HORIZONTAL CO:MPONENT OF SOLAR RADIATION
J. C. H. van der Hage
Institute for Marine and Atmospheric Research
Utrecht University
Princetonplein 5
3584 CC, Utrecht
The Netherlands
tel: 0031-2532908

fax: 0031-2543163

e-mail: j.c.h.vanderhage@phys.uu.nl

INTRODUCTION
Erect bodies, like many plants, humans and high buildings, collect radiation
on vertical surfaces rather than on horizontal surfaces. Climatological radiation
sensors are designed to measure the radiation collected by horizontal surfaces like
fields or oceans. For radiation studies on erect bodies another sensor is required: the
"Horizontal radiation sensor" or H-sensor.
Optimal spacing of individual plants in a crop is a matter of great
economic importance. There may be cases where H is a more relevant parameter in
determining the optimal spacing than global radiation G. This will have to be
verified.

THE H-SENSOR
Global radiation G is defined as the downward shortwave irradiance on a
horizontal surface according to:

G ==

f"

L cosS dw

(1)

L is the radiance in any direction, e is the zenith angle of L and dO) is an
infinitesimal solid angle in the direction of L. This definition implies that G is the
vertical component of solar radiation and that a complementary horizontal
component H can be defined as:

H ==

f"

Basically G is measured
circular surface. And basically
cylindrical surface of a vertical
of a real H-sensor we allow

L sinS dw

(2)

by collecting the light falling on a plane horizontal
we measure H by collecting the light falling on the
cylinder (see fig.I). But to improve the sine response
the top-surface to collect some false light as a
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compensation for reflection loss at the cylindrical surface. Therefore the top surface
of a real H-sensor is not completely blind Csee fig.1).
Only th e white surfaces are sensitive to light

H-sensor
real

H-sensor
basic

G-sensor
basic

Fig.I: Concepts of G- and H-sensors

The directional response of a real H-sensor is presented in fig.2. This graph
shows RCS)/{RC90 0 )*sinS} as function of S where RCS) is the response to collimated
light incident on the sensor at an angle S with the cylinder axis of the sensor. R(90 0 )
is the response in the reference direction perpendicular to the cylinder axis.
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Fig.2: Directional response of an H-sensor

The spectral response of the H-sensor is determined by the diode mounted
inside the instrument. For P.A.R. measurements we apply a silicon-diode VTB8440B
by EG&G Vactec. This diode has an infrared rejection filter and a spectral range
between 330 and 720 nm with a maximum response at 580 nm.
For N.I.R. measurements we apply a silicon diode BPW34FA by Siemens. This
diode has a visual light rejection filter and a spectral range between 700 and 1100 nm
with a maximum response at 880 nm.
An H-sensor is calibrated against a G-sensor with the same spectral
properties, in a collimated light beam in a dark room. The calibration is based on
eqs.C1 and 2). The H-sensor is positioned in the beam under eH = 90 0 and a reading is
taken. Then the H-sensor is replaced by the G-sensor, positioned under SG = 0 0 for
another reading. Now sinSH = coseG = 1 and consequently G = H according to eqs.C1
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and 2). For an absolute calibration the G-sensor had previously been compared with a
Kipp solarimeter under a clear sky.

G- AND H-CLIMATOLOGY
In an idealized radiation field under a cloudless sky and over an open field
both G and H can be expressed as a function of solar time (see appendix). Fig.3 is the
result of this calculation for Beijing at 40° latitude in midwinter (left) and
midsummer (right). Note that in midwinter there is much more horizontal
radiation than global radiation. In this situation it is definitely more advantageous
for a plant to collect H- than to collect G-radiation.
Beijing midsummer

Beijing midwinter

1000

.........--T--r-r-......-r-~,....,.-,---r-r-....-.-....-.-,--r-r--.--.-......,

o

L...L.....L--'--'-....l-l-~'--'--'----l..-.J-..L.....<-.>LL......I---'--'---'--'--'---'

o

6

12

6

24

12

18

24

solar time

solar time

Fig.3: G and H calculated in an idealized radiation field for Beijing (latAOO)
in midwinter (left) and midsummer (right).

In midsummer H is moderated around noon because then the contribution of
direct radiation to H decreases with increasing elevation of the sun. The dip in the
H-curve is relatively shallow because the diffuse contributions to H, both downwards
and reflected from the ground, remain significant at noon.
Tsunoda (1959) reported that highly productive rice varieties have leaves more
vertical than those of the cultivars of lower productivity. This observationdmay be
explained by fig.3: An erect morphology protects plants from extreme vertical
radiation loads around noon in the tropics and it also enables them to profit from
relatively high intensities of the horizontal radiation in the morning and the
evening, thus increasing the number of productive hours per day.
In Beijing the maximum value of G varies from 900 Wm- 2 in summer to 300
in winter while H max varies only from 900 to 700 Wm- 2 in the same period. Not only
in Beijing but all over the world the H climate of the open field is less extreme than
the global radiation climate. The diurnal variation of H resembles a square function
better than G does and, compared to G, H is low in the tropics and high in polar
regions.

MEASURING THE RADIATION DOSE
Closed stands of plants can be considered as horizontal surfaces receIvIng
radiation G like a solarimeter does. Isolated individuals can sometimes be
considered as cylinders. The H-sensor, in combination with a G-sensor, allows an
absolute experimental determination of the radiative flux P intercepted by a cylinder
in any irregular radiation field (e.g. on a forest floor). Van der Hage (1995) has
shown that the flux P intercepted by a vertical cylinder with radius r and height his:
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P = nr2 G + 2rh H

(3)

This exact determination of P was not possible before the introduction of the H-sensor.
Conventionally only G, the vertical component of the radiation field is measured and P
is then approximated on the basis of an assumed angular distribution of the radiation
field. The assumed angular distribution can be supported by a measured value of the
ground albedo u.
At first sight eq.(3) does not feature u. That may seem incorrect because the
reflective properties of the ground must affect P; but closer inspection reveals that the
reflected contributions to P are incorporated in the measured value of H.

APPENDIX
The diurnal variations of G = G(t) and H = H(t) in fig.2 for an idealized
radiation field were calculated from the following expressions:

=

+

(4)

Global radiation:

G

Horizontal component:

H= (1t~ + t g8) Go + ~a+1) GJ,
2

Direct radiation:

Go

= S 'tl/cose case

Diffuse radiation:

GJ,

= S (0.271 - 0.294

case

(7)

Solar zenith angle:

cose = sin'lf sin8 + cos'lf cos8 cosh

(8)

with:
J,'>.,

Go

GJ,

(5)

(6)
'tl/cos e )

S is the solar constant (1380 Wm- 2 )
't is the transmission factor of the unclouded atmosphere (0.6)
a i~ the ground albedo (0.25)
'V is
geographical latitude (40 0 )
cS is the solar declination (midsummer: 23.5 0 , midwinter: -23.5 0 )
h is the hour angle (t-12)*27t124 with t = solar time

the

The expressions (4), (6), (7) and (8) are by Gates (1980), expression (5) is by Van der
Hage (1993).
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION FOR PYRANOMETERS
Lu Wenhua and Mo Yueqin
Chinese Academy of Meteorological Sciences
'46 Baishiqiao Road, Beijing 100081, China
Tel./ Fax. 86-1 Q-88406866, E-mail Lwh@cams.cma.gov.cn
1 INTRODUCTION
The performance of two models pyranometer (model DFY4 and model TBQ-2) made in China has been tested.
We have mainly studied the long-term stability of sensitivity, nonlinearity, temperature dependence, directional
response (cosine and azimuth), tilt effect, response time and et al. Sensitivity and response time are tested in outdoor
exposure and others are tested on the laboratory test facility for solar radiation instruments. In our measurements we
used a personal computer in conjunction with data logger and output of instruments can be measured and processed
automatically. Model PSP pyranometer made in EPPLEY laboratory of USA is used as a reference instrument and its
dissemination of the value of the quantity can be trace back to WRR. Main error for pyranometers is conduded
according to a great of test data and analysis. It is very useful for observation and study of solar radiation.
2 PERFORMANCE OF TEST
Five instruments for each model are tested, which serial numbers are 0060, 002, 0053, 0058, 011 for model DFY4
and 9303, 9312, 9311, 9317, 9313 for model TBQ-2.
2.1

Sensitivity and Long-term Stability Test
Table 1

The Results of Sensitivity Test (I.l V . W 1 • m~

Date

0060

002

0053

0058

9303

9312

9311

9317

93.11.25

8. 589

8. 146

8.008

8.191

8.564

8.441

9.002

8.853

8.264

94.03.01

8.454

8.474

7.458

8. 658

8.321

8.367

8.643

8.475

8.528

94.03.02

8.460

8.524

7.570

8. 606

8.285

8.286

8.623

8.495

8.436

94.03.03

8.373

8.480

7. 753

8.622

8. 310

8.320

8.646

8.507

8.450

94.03.04

8.402

8.499

7.960

8.610

8.287

8.241

8.581

8.461

8.446

94.03.05

8.283

8.410

7.939

8.562

8.279

8.304

8.686

8.541

8.341

94.03.07

8. 178

8.298

7.476

8.612

8.259

8.237

8.433

8. 174

8.066

8.335

8.480

7.416

8.583

8.227

8.383

8.595

8.536

8.396

94.03.14

8.367

8.512

7.475

8. 638

8.322

8.413

8.620

8. 622

8. 359

94.03.15

8.322

8.486

7.478

8.581

8.296

8.452

8.625

8.612

8.292

94.04.13

7.973

8.273

7.214

8. 285

8.250

8.405

8. 755

8.588

8.340

94.09.22

8. 176

8.490

7.647

8.522

8.298

8.521

8. 793

8.827

8.512

94.09.23

8.225

8.525

7. 680

8.535

8.343

8.608

8.880

8.829

8.470

95.05.22

8.090

8.410

7. 120

8.563

8.271

8.423

8. 703

8.718

8.615

95.05.25

8. 157

8.428

7. 155

8.548

8.285

8.456

8. 753

8. 727

8.569

Average

8.292

8.429

7.557

8.541

8. 306

8.390

8.677

8. 598

8.406

mE

-3.85

-3.36

5.97

-4. 10

3. 11

2.60

3. 75

-4. 93

-4.04

94.03.09

9313

Note: MRE is a maximum relative error.
Pyranometer NO.20461 (model PSP) is used as a reference instrument and NO.20463 (model PSP) is regarded
as a monitoring instrument. Data are collected every two minutes. Sensitivity is tested in different seasons and
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weather condition (dear day, nebulous, doudy and less than 5 mls wind speed).
The experiment is covered 18 mouths and the results are listed in table 1. It shows that the sensitivity of
pyranometers is dispersed which occurs at the condition of lower solar elevation angle (less than 30° ) and lower
temperature (less than

DOe).

The maximum relative error is about 6 %. This is a combined error caused by

nonlinearity, temperature dependence, directional response, zero drift of the instrument and et al.
2.2 Nonlinearity Test
The test facility consists of mechanism and a solar simulator that the spectrum components do not change with
irradiance. Test point is respectively at irradiance of 250, 500, 750 and 1000 WIrrf. Nonlinearity is given by
El L= (V/Vsoo-l) x 100% . In the formula V is the output of pyranometer and VfJ:IJ is output of pyranometer when the
irradiance is 500 W/rrt. The results are given in Fig.1 and Fig.2. The results show that the nonlinearity error are all
within ± 2.0 % and the maximum error is in the lower irradiance.
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Fig. 2 Non I i near i ty of TBQ--2

Fig.l Non I inear ity of DFY4

2.3 Temperature Dependence Test
Temperature dependence is tested on the laboratory test facility with temperature test chamber. We change the
temperature in the chamber while the irradiance is unchangble and then the outputs of instruments are measured.

o

o

o

The temperature point is respectively at -30.0 e, -20.0 e, o.ooe, 20.0 e, 40.0 e at irradiance 1000 W/m 2.
0

Temperature coefficient is given by c = (VT2 / Vn-l) / (T2-T1)' VTI' VT2 is respectively output of instrument in the
formula when the temperature is T1, T2 • The results are given in the table 2. Temperature coefficient is not constant,
but the average is within ± 0.1 %/
Table 2
No.

2.4

°e

except NO.0053.

Temperature Coefficient (' %/ °e)
-20. Or--.{). ooe
-30. 0----20. ooe

0.0"--'20.0 e

20. 0"--'40. ooe

0

0053

-{).08

-{).06

-{). 16

-{). 22

0058

0.03

0.03

0.01

0060

0.04

0.02

0.00

0.05
-{).03

002

0.08
-{).05

0.05

011

0.09
-{).02

-{).05

0.04
-{).04

9303

0.08

0.06

0.06

0.04

9313

0.07

0.04

0.04

0.05

9311

O. 12

0.05

0.03

0.05

Directional Response
Directional response can be dMded into cosine response and azimuth response.

2.4.1

Cosine Response Test

Cosine response test is made use of studying the directional character of incident beam. The irradiance is
adjusted to 1000 W/rrt on the laboratory test facility. First the output of instrument (V0) is tested in e =0°

(e is zenith

angle), namely solar elevation angle h= 90° ,then the solar elevation angle h is adjusted to 80° to measure the
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output of instrument. Each angle of measurement is at 90° ,80° ,70° ,60° ,50° ,40° ,30° ,20° ,10° . The
output of instrument for solar elevation angle 90° (e =0° ) is tested again.
Cosine response error is calculated by formula 6 e
and h is h = 90° -

e,

Ve is the output of instrument at

average of two outputs of instruments at
Table 3

=

e =0°

(V e / V -1) x 100 %. In the formula the relation between e

e, and

70°
0.35
-2. 40
0.99
-D. 19
0.26
-D. 35
-D. 29
-D. 93
-D. 41
-D. 13

80°
0.15
-D. 97
1. 56
-D. 11
-D. 05
-D. 26
-D. 27
-D. 42
-D. 30
-4. 75

0058
0060
002
0053
011
9311
9312
9313
9317
9303

e

is an ideal value at e and Vo is the

. The results are listed in the table 3.

The Relative Error for Cosine Response ( %

No.

V=Vo ' cos

)

50°
0.68
-1.32
2. 58
-D. 21

60°
0.51
-2. 29
1. 73
-D. 27
0.68
-D. 32
-D. 28
-1. 63
-D. 72
-D. 19

1.44

-D. 19
0.01
-2.39
-D. 54
-D. 11

40°
O. 70
1. 59
3.68

-D. 04
2.63
O. 70
0.90
-3. 10
O. 18
-D. 16

30°
0.63
2. 73
5.57
-D. 06
3. 73
1. 74
1. 74
-3.95
0.97
-D. 16

20°
1. 34
-4.81
8.65
-D. 21
5.49
1. 36
2. 13
-6.24
O. 19
-D. 59

10°
-3.80
-16.31
13.51

-D. 45
10.66
-D. 91
1. 30
-13.55
-1.92
-2.35

2.4.2 Azimuth Response Test
The method of azimuth response test is similar to the cosine response test. The output is measured at solar
elevation angle 10° . The test point is at intervals of 30° within directional 0"""'360° and ifs at 0°

I

30°

I

60°,

90° ,120° ,150° ,180° ,210° ,240° ,270° ,300° and 330° which is 12 points together.
Table 4 The Relative Error for Azimuth Response (0/0)
No.

0058
0060
002
0053
011
9311
9312
9313
9317
9303

0°
O. 18
-3.35
O. 12
-4.57
-3. 76
2.98
0.33
-6.67
-6.21
0.51

30°
0.32
-3. 77
-D. 83
-3.64
-4.55
4.21
0.33
-4.95
-6. 70
-0.01

60°
0.25
1. 08
-D. 31
-2.25
-7.06
3.89
0.66
-4.29
-4.98
-D. 15

90°
-2. 13
4.09
2.45
-D. 70
-8. 61
2.27
O. 53
. 0.29
-4.41
-D. 74

120°
150°
180°
O. 73
3. 72
3. 99
5.26 1. 08 -2.85
3. 96
3.31
2. 66
1. 77
2.16
0.84
-4. 72
0.00
2. 63
0.00 -2. 14 -4.34
-D. 28 -D. 01
O. 73
6. 52
7.25
4.39
0.26
4.35
6.48
-D. 15 -D. 45 -D. 08

210°
1.47
-D. 76
O. 33
4.02
8.25
-3.95
0.26
6.36
7.22
-D. 66

240°
-2. 74
0.24
-D. 35
5.26
7.00
-2.59
O. 12
2.59
6.32
0.95

270°
300°
-1.65 -2.95
-1. 34 O. 75
-3. 74 -3.09
3.86 -1.24
4.84 4.49
-2.33 -D. 26
-D. 96 --{).96
-D. 28 -4. 54
2.55 -D. 31
0.51
0.21

330°
-1. 18

-D. 43
-1.28
-5.50
1. 50
2.27
--{). 75
-6. 67
4.57
0.07

Azimuth response error is given by the formula 6 A= (Vz/Vzo-l) x 100%. Vz is the output of each azimuth and
Vzo is an average of outputs at solar elevation angle 10° .

The results are given in the table 4. It shows that the error of azimuth response is in -8. 61 %,.....,8. 25 %.
According to the observation condition in use we should test 6 points, namely 60° ,90° ,120° ,240° ,270° ,300°
and its error should be less than 5 %. Pay attention to that the direction of pyranometer must be the same whether in
the test or in the observation, Le. the cable of pyranometer points to north.
2.5 Tilt Effect Test
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Output is measured when the instrument is in level (tilt angle 0

0

first. Then they are tested at 45

0

,90

0
,

135

0

and 180 respectively. The point in level is tested again. The average of two values in level is regarded as reference
0

value (Do) to calculate the tilt response error. The results is calculated by 6 T= (U/Uo-l) x 100%. U is the output of
instrument each angle.
The results are listed in table 5. The errors ofDFY4 arewithin± I. 0%. ButTBQ-2 are within ±3.0%.
TableS
Ti It Angle

The Relative Error for Tilt Response (0/0)
0058

0060

002

0053

011

9311

9312

9313

9317

9303

20463

20461

0.27
-{).39

-(). 19

0.66

0.00

0.22

0.97

O. 66

O. 73

0.96

1.12

-{).32

-{).34

-{).29

0.29

-{).37

1.48

1. 02

1.22

1. 52
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-{).32

-{).36

-{).09
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1. 78

1. 95
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2.67

-{).40

-{).38

-{).05

2.60

2. 79

2. 78
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3.09

-{).51

-{).48

45

0
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0

135

0

0.07

-{).05

0.32

0.03
-{).21

180

0

0.43

0.25

0.32

-{).09

2.6 Response Time Test
The response time are tested in both indoor and outdoor. The results are less than 30 second (99 %
response).
3 CONCLUSION
By the test of performance for pyranometer model DFY4 and TBQ-2, their sensitivities are within 7 - 9
j.l

V . W 1 . m2 , nonlinearity is less than 1.2 %, average temperature coefficient is less than 0.1 %/ °C, maximum

cosine error is less than 16.5 %, maximum azimuth error is less than 9 %, response time (99 % response) is less than
30 second and maximum tilt error is less than 3 %. It is of great importance to improve the quality of pyranometers
and evaluate solar radiation measurement.
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Abstract
As part of the FIRE III (First ISCCP Regional Experiment) Arctic Cloud Experiment, actinic flux measurements
were made above the Arctic Sea ice during May 1998. FIRE III was designed to address questions concerning
clouds, radiation and atmospheric chemistry in the Arctic sea ice region. The actinic flux is the relevant
radiative parameter needed to determine the photochemical reaction rates. Moreover, it is discussed that the
actinic flux may be used to determine vertical absorption profiles and the net irradiance, provided that the
single scattering albedo is known.

Introduction
Photodissociation of atmospheric key molecules, such as 0 3 , N02 , CH 20 (formaldhyde), and H2 0 2 (hydrogen
peroxyde) by solar ultraviolet radiation plays an important role in atmospheric chemistry [1]. The radiative
parameter that determines the photodissociation rate of chemical species is the actinic flux, which is defined
as the incident radiance integrated over all solid angles [2]. The actinic flux therefore describes the radiative
energy intercepted by molecules, whereas the irradiance describes the flow of radiant energy through the
atmosphere [3]. Thus, radiance incident from all directions contributes to the actinic flux. For this reason it is
also referred to as the mean intensity, or as 4n-radiative flux.
An unambiguous description for actinic flux calculations is presented in [2], which was followed by several
investigations of actinic fluxes, e.g. [3], [4], [5], [6], and [7]. However, there is no simple linear relationship
between the monochromatic actinic flux and the irradiance, as was shown from actinic flux observations
reported by [5]. The effect of a high surface albedo on the actinic flux was discussed on the basis of
observations made by, e.g. [8], [9], and [10]. In [11] actinic flux measurements collected by means of a
tethered balloon in Atlantic stratocumulus were presented.
This study presents actinic flux measurement performed above the arctic sea ice at the SHEBA (Surface
Heat Balance of the Arctic Ocean) ice camp (76°N, 166°W) during May, 1998. This measurement campaign
was part of the FIRE III C) Arctic Cloud Experiment, which was designed to address questions concerning
clouds and radiation in the arctic sea ice region [12]. The arctic region is characterized by a high surface
albedo, large solar zenith angles and the frequent occurrence of low stratus clouds. UV-A and visible actinic
fluxes, at a wavelength of A=365 nm and A=550 nm, respectively, were measured continuously by two 4nradiometers installed at 1.5 m above the surface, whereas vertical profiles of the visible actinic flux at A=550
nm, were obtained at least once a day from tethered-balloon observations.

Theory
The monochromatic actinic flux, F(A), can be computed by integrating the local radiance, 1,,(<t>,S), over the
solid angle dw=dJ.1d(/):
(1)

F(A)=_1 fl).(j.l,t/J)dm

4Jr Q
where 1..1 is the cosine of the zenith angle, S, <t> is the azimuth angle, and O=4n (solid angle). The
monochromatic net irradiance, E(A), is defined as:

(2)

E(A) = f j.ll). (j.l,t/J)dm
Q

An equation that describes the relation between the irradiance E and the actinic flux F in horizontal
homogeneous optical media can be derived from the radiative transfer equation which reads [15]:
(3)

(jJ f
rh· 'rh')
rh')d m'
j.l dl(j.l,t/J)
dr
-- l( j.l,rrh) - 4Jr
SD ( j.l,r,j.l
,r l( j.l ,,r

(jJ
rh)S e-r/j.Jo
4Jr
SD(rh.
j.l,r,j.lo,ro
0

where T is the optical depth of the homogeneous layer obtained by integrating the extinction coefficient ~e
over the layer height, SD is the scattering phase function, 1..10 is the cosine of the solar zenith angle, and (jJ is
the single scattering albedo. The irradiance Eo( T) represents the direct component of solar radiation in the
I
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atmosphere, defined as l!-o = JLo;)oe . r v , So being the extraterrestrial solar constant. According to [2] the
actinic flux, Fa, obtained from the direct solar radiance, and Eo are related as Fo=Eo/~o.
The integration of Eqn (3) over dw and using Fo=EoI~o yields the relation between E and F, reading
(4)

dE
= (1- tiT)F
dr

-

If absorption can be excluded, Le. when tiT =1, the net irradiance E will be constant throughout the optical
medium, which means that radiative energy is conserved. However, for tiT < 1, which may be encountered in
clouds the net irradiance E will decrease towards cloud base, indicating that radiation is absorbed within the
cloud layer. Moreover, if the single scattering albedo is known very accurately, the change in E can be found
by measuring the actinic flux. A possible advantage of this approach is that it requires only one 4rrradiometer, rather than two separate radiometers for the downward and upward components of the
irradiance. Because radiance is not weighted with ~ in the actinic flux, the orientation of 4rr-radiometers is not
of importance, whereas radiometers measuring irradiance need to be installed perfectly horizontal.

Results
The visible 4rr-radiometer used for this study was newly developed for the FIRE III experiment. It has a
maximum spectral response in the visible light part of the spectrum at 550 nm, and is described in [13]. Two
identical visible 4rr-radiometers were used, one which was attached to a balloon and one which was attached
to a mast at 1.5 m above the surface. The actinic flux measurements are estimated to be accurate within
10%. The input parameters that need to be specified in the TUV model [14] are the cloud optical depth, the
albedo of the snow-covered sea ice, the surface pressure, and the vertical atmospheric profile of
temperature. The mean cloud optical depth was derived from surface-based and, if available, aircraft
observations. The measured broadband shortwave surface albedo at the site was approximately 0.8, which is
a value typically representative for a pristine snow surface. A summary of the tethered-balloon soundings
made between 7 and 9 May 1998 is presented in Table 1.
Table 1: Cloud characteristics for the five selected tethered-balloon soundings made
above the Arctic Sea ice. Start time is given in decimal Julian day, JD. The
cloud cover for the Arctic stratus cases was approximately unity.

Case

Start (JD)

~oStart

2
5
7
8
9

127.73
128.77
129.17
129.31
129.80

0.30
0.36
0.33
0.15
0.40
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LL.

~

Cloud type
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0.27
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Fig. 1: Visible actinic flux from measurements made at 1.5 m above
Arctic sea ice surface (labelled 'clear sky' and 'below cloud')
and from tethered-balloon soundings in Arctic stratus for
different cases. The balloon soundings are summarized in
Table 1).
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Arctic stratus, case 8
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Fig. 2: (a) Measured vertical actinic flux profiles for visible radiation in Arctic stratus above sea ice (case 8, see summary of
balloon soundings in Table 1). Horizontal dotted lines depict cloud base height and cloud top height.
(b) Modelled in-cloud actinic flux profiles for different solar zenith angles, lJo, and different surface albedo values. The
modelled profiles, shown for the relative cloud optical depth Lcloudl Lcloud,lol, are normalized with Fa.

In Fig. 1 the observed actinic flux above stratus clouds, and surface observations during both clear and
cloudy skies are presented. The surface observations during cloudy skies (labelled 'below cloud') and one of
the balloon soundings (case 5) were made simultaneously. The actinic flux above the cloud is nearly the
same as the observations performed at 1.5 m above surface during clear sky. This can be explained by the
fact that the effective albedo of the arctic sea ice and the cloud is only slightly larger than the ground albedo
alone. Below the cloud, however, the actinic flux is lower than during clear sky conditions. The observations
and model results reveal that actinic fluxes below clouds are - in first approximation - varying with the cloud
optical depth due to changes of the radiation intensity by cloud reflection. The varying actinic flux as function
of cloud height can be seen in the vertical profiles, shown in Fig. 2a. The visible actinic flux profiles in Fig. 2a
are obtained from observations in arctic clouds of case 8. The nearly constant vertical profile of the actinic
flux in the lower part of the arctic cloud layer is due to the rather low value of the net irradiance associated
with low values of solar zenith angles. Modelled actinic flux profiles for comparable conditions, Le. high
surface albedo and low solar elevation, depicted in Fig. 2b, are in good qualitative agreement with
observations. The maximum of the profile is largest in the upper 50 m near cloud top. The modelled actinic
flux profiles in Fig. 2b reveal that the height of the maximum depends on the solar zenith angle and that the
magnitude of the maximum is changing with the surface albedo. The peak in the actinic flux profiles is visible
for large 1J0 values only, Le. for small solar zenith angles; because direct solar radiation penetrates deep into
the cloud field, the diffuse radiation field inside the cloud is increased by the direct solar radiance.

Conclusions
The diurnal cycle of UV-A (/\=365 nm) and visible (/\=550 nm) actinic fluxes during clear and cloudy
conditions was measured by two 4TT-radiometers, installed just above the ice surface. In addition, vertical
profiles of the visible (/\=550 nm) actinic flux through low arctic stratus clouds were observed by means of
tethered-balloon soundings. The cloud optical depth was obtained from surface based microwave radiometer
observations and, if available, in-situ observations made by the NCAR C-130 aircraft. Above the cloud layer
the actinic flux was found to be almost the same as during clear sky conditions. This can be attributed to the
fact that the effective albedo of the arctic sea ice and the cloud is only slightly higher than the ground albedo
alone. The observed vertical actinic flux profiles in arctic stratus were nearly constant with height, except in a
shallow layer near the cloud top where the actinic flux significantly increased with height. By integrating Eqn
(3) over IJdw an expression is obtained, which describes the observed vertical actinic flux profiles. More
details on the interpretation of the observed profiles is given in the poster P1.1.4(4)M. In [16] the results of the
present analysis are given in greater detail.
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Abstract of the paper
The data of the measurements of windspeed and winddirection should be representative for areas as specified by the users,
especially in the framework of synoptic meteorology, climatology and aeronautical meteorology. However the roughness of
the field around the observation sites, e.g. buildings, trees, forest, hills, walls etceteras, can have a high impact on the values
of the winddata. In he case of an inhomogeneous landscape this influence is also dependent of the winddirection. These
circumstances make it insure what grade of representativity the measurements will have. At Royal Netherlands
Meteorological Institute a method is developed to transform the data, especially on windspeed, to the area involved. This
method will be presented and discussed.
Representativity of measured windspeed on synoptic scale
The goal of the observations of windspeed and -direction at a height of 10 meter above the landsurface is to get an idea
of the present behaviour of the horizontal surface wind in the region. Of main interest is to get an accurate idea of the
windsituation on a synoptic scale. The distribution of the meteorological observation network in the Netherlands, and
the distance between the observation points, especially for measuring windspeed and winddirection, has been based on
statistical research by J.Wieringa. The conclusion was that with a separation of 30 km between 2 observation points in a
homogeneous landscape, for 90% of the time the difference in windspeed is less than 5%. With a density of the network
like this, the archived winddata can also be used for an analysis of incidents (e.g. stormcalamities), and for
climatological studies.
(See fig. 1).
On the base of the results of the research with respect to the scale of density, the selection of weatherstations in The
Netherlands has been done. However, although The Netherlands is mainly a flat country, at most of the stations the goal
of the measured windspeed - to get an accurate idea of the horizontal windsituation in the region - will be influenced by
the roughness of the terrain near the observation site. The scale of roughness depends on the number and type of
obstacles, the vegetation, the topography and other terrainobjects. It means that any roughness of the terrain causes a
difference between the measured windspeed and the windspeed which is representative for the region.
To correct for this terrain influence on the average windspeed a shelterfactor has been developed by Wieringa (ref. 1, 2).
This factor is a relation between the measured average windspeed, mostly at a height of 10 meter, and the virtual
windspeed that would be measured if the terrain close to the site (radius < 1 km) would be completely flat.
The calculation of this factor has been based on the hypothesis that the windspeed at a height of 60 meter above the
landsurface is rather constant in a large region of a homogeneous landscape and objects not higher than ca. 20 to 30
meters. The procedure for the calculation is to transform the measured value of average windspeed Uobs to a present
value of the average windspeed at 60 meters height and after that to transform back to a virtual 10 meter value of the
average windspeed Uyirt in a completely flat terrainsituation. The function on transformation the windspeed is in fact the
logarithmic vertical windprofile formula at neutral atmospheric conditions (ref. 2, 3).
u

=

(u* I K) IIn (z/zo)
K (Kappa) is the Von Karmanconstant (~0.4)
u* is the friction velocity of the air
u is the average windspeed
z is the measuring height
Zo is the scale of roughness of the terrain: roughnesslength
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The result of the transformation is the following shelterfactor F:
F = UYirt / Uobs = { In (1 O/zOp)/ In (60/zOp) } * { In (60/zos)/ In (z/zos) }
zOp = roughnesslength in the case of flat terrain (zOp ~ 0,03 m)
ZOs is the roughnesslength around the site of the windobservation
(mostly dependent of the winddirectionsector)
z is the measuring height of the sensor (normally 10-m)
Using the above mentioned values for z and ZOp (resp. 10 m and 0,03 m) one can calculate the shelterfactor in this
specific situation:
F = 0,764 * {In (60/zos)/ In (10/zos) }
There are several methods for estimating ZOs. The operational method at the KNMI is based on the relation between the
standarddeviation of the windspeed and the roughnesslength, as well as the relation between the gustfactor G and the
roughnesslength. Herewith the gustfactor is the maximum gust in an observing period (ux) divided by the average
windspeed in the same period (u): Ux / u. This method follows the principle the rougher the terrain the more variability
there will be in the horizontal windspeed. This derivation is focussed on the median value of a datasample of
gustfactors: <G>. As result of the, partly statistical, analysis the following relation between the median gustfactor <G>
and the roughnesslength Zo is found:

103
1.42 + 0.3 * In(--4)
G=f r *(I+
Ut
)
Z
InZo

z is the observation height z, normally 10-meter
Ut is the gustlength: u * t (u: average windspeed, t: duration of the gust)
fT : 1 in the case of an avering period of 10 minutes
1,1 in the case of an averaging period of 60 minutes,
Using I-hour values (fT
can fmd:

=

1,1), a mean gustlength Ut ~ 50 meter and the above mentioned roughnesslength Zo = ZOs, one
<G> = 1,1 * {I + [1.42 + 0.3 In 16 ]/ [In (10/zos)] }

The effect of the terrain roughness on the measured windspeed is minimised by using the theory on the shelterfactor. For
all the weatherstations in The Netherlands, where windspeed is measured, the shelterfactors per windsector of 20 0 have
been calculated. Every two years an update calculation of those factors is made because of possible modifications in the
roughness.
Representativity of measured windspeed at airports, especially Airport De Kooy

To get (real time) information about the windfield at an airport, especially to the windfield at take off and touch down
zones of the runway, one should think of a representativity of the measured horizontal windspeed (and winddirection)
for a region of about 5 x 5 km2 • The conditions with respect to the representativity are dictated by the rules of the leAO
(refA.)
An important weatherstation at the northwest side of The Netherlands is the observation station WMO 06235 situated at
Airport De Kooy. In the framework of this station a windmast of 10-meter height has been located. The observations of
windspeed and winddirection at this site have several goals. The main objectives are:
a) to give a representative view on the local horizontal windfield at the field of the airport, especially at
touchdown and take off positions, including helispots;
b) to give a representatively synoptic and climatological view on the windfield in this countryside of The
Netherlands: rather flat agriculture country with some small towns, canals and low dunes beside the seacoast;
c) to give a representatively synoptic and climatological view on the windfield at the near seasurface: Noordzee,
Waddenzee, and IJsselmeer.
The windmast has been situated at the north side of the airportfield at a distance of about 300 meters from touchdown
zone 22 of the runway. A smaller distance to the runway is difficult because of the influence of landing or departing
aeroplanes or helicopters (turbulence, vortices, and so on) on the windmeasurements. In the present situation the
measurements are reasonably representative for the airportfield in general and the touchdown zone 22 especially.
However the roughness of the country at the north direction of the windmast is large, because of the buildings of the city
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Den Helder, trees of 10 meter high along the roads, and other objects within a distance of about 200 meters from the
site. Therefore, the representativity of the windmeasurements on a larger scale is doubtful. The effect of the terrain
roughness near the observation site on the measured windspeed can be minimised using the shelterfactor.
The results of the calculation of the present shelterfactors per winddirectionsector of 20 degrees at the windobservation
site of weatherstation De Kooy are presented in table 1.
Sector
(deerees)
000-020
020-040
040-060
060-080
080-100
100-120
120-140
140-160
160-180
180-200
200-220
220-240
240-260
260-280
280-300
300-320
320-340
340-360

Gustfactor Roughnesslength
Shelterfactor F
<G>
zo(m)
(z=10m,zoD=0,03 m)
1,883
0,424
1,197
0,169
1,707
1,100
1,531
0,032
1,002
1,455
0,009
0,961
1,472
0,013
0,970
1,531
0,032
1,002
1,531
0,032
1,002
1,531
0,032
1,002
0,032
1,002
1,531
1,478
0,014
0,973
1,490
0,018
0,980
1,483
0,016
0,976
1,483
0,016
0,976
0,057
1,579
1,029
1,707
0,169
1,100
1,795
0,284
1,148
1,883
0,424
1,197
1,895
0,445
1,204

Table 1. Shelter/actors ofthe windsite ofweatherstation De Kooy
Using the values of the shelterfactors one can calculate per winddirection the virtual average windspeed out of the
measured values of average windspeed and to get in this way a representative view on the windsituation at this part of
The Netherlands.
As mentioned above, the shelterfactor has been based on a transformation of the windspeed to a virtual windspeed at flat
terrain (zo = 0,03 m). To realise the option "to give a representatively synoptic and climatological view on the windfield
at the near seasurface ", one can also transform the measured windspeed to a virtual wind above seasurface by using the
roughnesslenght of seasurface (zo ~0,002 m). This gives a method in hand to estimate the average windspeed above near
seasurface and to get an accurate idea of the windfield in this area of the North Sea, Waddenzee, IJsselmeer.

Conclusions
The shelterfactors make it possible to calculate per winddirection the virtual average windspeed out of the measured
values of average windspeed and in this way to get a representative view on the windfield on synoptic scale in the
concerned region.
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Fig. 1. Distribution ofsynoptic windstations in The Netherlands, situation may 2000
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M A.JIrOPMTM OQEHKlf CMCTEMATWIECKHX COCTABIDIIOIIUfX
llOrPEIIllIOCTM
rony6eB B.C., KOHoBarroB ,n;.A. rocy~apcTBeHHbIH rli~ponorli~ecKliH liHCTliTYT,
lior~aHoBa 3.r., HnbliH li.M. rnaBHaH reo<pli3li~eCKaH o6cepBaTopIDI

23,2- jI nliHIDI, 199053, CaHKT - lleTep6ypr, POCCIDI Ten. (812) 323 3517, 323 1167
<PaKc (812) 323 1028,ISHIKLOM@ZB3267.SPB.EDU

ABSTRACT

A full model of correction of the results of precipitation measurements are presented
which takes into account systematic errors conditioned by aerodYnamic characteristics of the
precipitation gauge as well as evaporation-condensation processes and wetting of the precipitation
collector. Amount of false precipitation catched by the precipitation collector during snowstorms is
assessed.
BBe,lJ;eHHe

KOppeKTlipOBKli oca~KOMepHbIX
~aHHbIX
n03BOAAeT OueHliTb
oca~KOB, nOCTYnliBillliX li3 o6naKoB Ha nOBepXHoCTb 3eMnli B
rryHKTe
Ha6nlO~eHliH,
IIYTeM
~eTa
cliCTeMaTli~ecKliX
norpeillHoCTeH,
BbI3BaHHbIX
a3pO~liHaMli~ecKliMli
cBoHCTBaMli oca~KoMepHoH
yCTaHoBKli, npoueccaMli licnapeHIDIKOH~eHcaUlili li cMa~liBaHIDI B oca~Koc6opHliKe, a TaIOKe nO)l(HbIX oca~KoB, nonMaIOmliX B
OCMKoc6opHliK 3a BpeMjI o6meH li Hli30BOH MeTeneH. Ha~Hoe 06ocHoBaHlie MeTO~liKli
KOppeKTlipOBKli OCMKOB npliBe~eHO B pa60Tax aBTopoB [1-3].
OueHKa CliCTeMaTli~eCKliX norpeillHoCTeH npoli3BO~liTCjI no pe3ynbTaTaM CPO~HbIX
Ha6nlO~eHliH
Ha MeTeOpOnOrli~ecKliX CTaHUlijJX. ~ no~eHIDI ~eHCTBliTenbHbIX 3Ha~eHliH
OCMKOB liCnOnb3Y1QTCjI cBe~eHIDI 0 Tlinax npli6opOB, xapaKTepliCTliKax MeCTa liX pa3MemeHIDI, a
TaIOKe MeTeOpOnOrli~ecKliX 3neMeHTaX, jIBneHlijJX li npoueccax B CpOK li Me~ cpOKaMli
llOnHaH

~eHCTBliTenbHOe

Mo~enb

Konli~eCTBO

Ha6nlO~eHliH.

Pa3pa60TaHHble
cOBMeCTHbIMli
YClinIDIMli
COTPY~HliKOB
rocy~apCTBeHHoro
rli~ponorli~ecKoro liHCTIITYTa li rnaBHOH reo<pli3li~ecKOH 06cepBaToplili liM. A.M. BoeHKOBa
MeTO~liKa li arrrOpliTM KOppeKTlipOBKli oca~KOB pearrli30BaHbI B Bli~e KOMnblOTepHOH nporpaMMbI
~AA pac~eTa ~eHcTBliTenbHbIX 3Ha~eHliH oca~KOB, li3MepeHHbIX oca~KOMepOM TPeTbjIKOBa B CpOK
Ha6nlO~eHliH.

C ~eTOM pe3ynbTaToB B3aliMocpaBHeHIDI BMO li3MepeHliH TBep~bIX oca~KOB (19861998rr.) pa3pa60TaHHaH nporpaMMa KOppeKTlipOBKli MO)l(eT 6bITb MaIITlipOBaHa K ~aHHbIM,
no~eHHbIM no ~pyrliM TlinaM oCMKoMepoB.
IIoJIHaH MO,lJ;eJIb KOppeKTHpOBKH

BbI~licneHlie~eHCTBliTenbHbIX3Ha~eHliH oca~KOB BblnOnHjIeTCjI

no <poPMYne

(1)
r~e

K

-

K03<P<PliUlieHT,

~liTbIBaIOmliH

cliCTeMaTli~ecKYIQ

norpeillHoCTb CBjI3aHHYIQ
B03~eHCTBlieM a3pO~liHaMli~ecKliX <paKTOpOB Ha pe3ynbTaT li3MepeHliH oca~KOB;
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c

P» - pe3YJIbTaT M3MepeHIDI OCa.n;KOB no M3MepMTeJIbHOMY CTaKaHy;
L1P - nonpaBKa, KOMneHClipyroIIl;8jI CMCTeMaTMqeCKlie norpeIIIHOCTIi
B03HMKalOIII;Me

BCJIe,n;CTBMe

CMaqMBaHIDI

BHyTpeHHeH

M3MepeHIDI OCa.n;KOB,

nOBepXHOCTM

oca,n;Koc60pHMKa,

McnapeHIDI OCa.n;KOB M3 Hero M KOH,n;eHcaUMM BJIarli Ha nOBepXHOCTIi BHyTpeHHIiX CTeHOK;

P»f1 -

nonpaBKa, yqMTbIBalOIII;8jI KOJIMqeCTBO JIO:>KHbIX OCa.n;KOB, nonaBIIIIiX B oca,n;Koc60pHMK

3a BpeWl 06II1;eH MeTeJIM;

P»f2 -

nonpaBKa, yqMTbIBalOIII;8jI KOJIMqeCTBO JIO:>KHbIX OCa.n;KOB, nonaBIIIIiX B oca,n;Koc60pHMK

3a BpeWl HM30BOH MeTeJIM.

K

K03<P<PMUMeHT
Ha6JIIO,n;eHMH

('t)

paCCqMTbIBaeTCjI TIYTeM ocpe,n;HeHIDI ,n;aHHbIX 3a OT,n;eJIbHble CpOKM

no <popMYJIe :
n

LCu(r). U h(r))2

K

r,n;e

= 1 + Ao _ I- - - - - -

(2)

n

Ao - 3MnMpMqeCKMH napaMeTp;
p(r )

-

K03<P<PMUMeHT

nepexo,n;a

OT

3HaqeHMH

nJIOTHOCTM

B03)J;YXa

npM

CTaH,n;apTHbIX

napaMeTpax aTMoc<pePbI K nJIOTHOCTM npM peaJIbHbIX YCJIOBlfjIX;

U h ( r)

- CKOpOCTb BeTpa Ha BbICOTe npMeMHoro OTBepCTIDI oca.n;Koc60pHMKa;

n - qMCJIO CpOKOB MeTeOpOJIOrMqeCKIiX Ha6JIIO,n;eHMH Me:>K)J;y cpOKaMM M3MepeHIDI oca,n;KOB.
BeJIMqliHa
CMaqMBaHIDI,

nonpaBKM,

yqMTbIBalOIII;eH

norpeIIIHOCTM

M3MepeHIDI

OCa.n;KOB

3a

CqeT

McnapeHIDI M KOH,n;eHcaUMM (AE,MM) paCCqMTbIBaeTCjI B 3aBMCMMOCTM OT BM,n;a

oca,n;KOB M OTHOCMTeJIbHOH BJIa:>KHOCTM B03)J;YXa:
- B cnyqae M3MepeHIDI :>KM,n;KIiX OCa.n;KOB, npM

AP = 0.069In(100 npM r>95%

r ~ 95%

no <poPMYJIe:

r) + 0.009,.MM,

(3)

AP = 0.1, .MM;
- B cnyqae M3MepeHIDI TBep,n;bIX oca,n;KOB, npM r~ 95% no <poPMYJIe:
AP = 0.097In(100 - r)- 0.15,.MM,
(4)
npM r>95% :
AP = -0.2, .MM;
- B cnyqae M3MepeHIDI CMeIIIaHHbIX oca,n;KOB, npM r ~ 95% no <poPMYJIe:
AP = 0.158In(1 00 - r) - 0.449,.MM;
(5)
npM r>95%:
AP = -0.2, MM.
B <poPMYJIax (3) - (5) r - OTHOCMTeJIbH8jI BJIa:>KHOCTb B03)J;YXa, ocpe,n;HeHH8jI M3 Bcex
CPOqHbIX ee 3HaqeHMH (ra (r)) OT cpoKa YCTaHoBKM oca,n;Koc60pHoro cocy,n;a ,n;o cpOKa M3MepeHIDI
oca,n;KOB (cMeHbI cocy,n;a ) BKJIlOqMTeJIbHO,

%.

TIPM pacqeTe ,n;eHCTBMTeJIbHbIX 3HaqeHMH oca,n;KOB no <poPMYJIe
npM

(I) npMHMMaeTCjI:

P» + L1P<O, P=O

KOJIMqeCTBO JIO:>KHbIX OCa.n;KOB, nonaBIIIIiX B oca.n;KoMep 3a BpeWl 06II1;eH MeTeJIM

(P" 11, MM),

BblqMCJIjIeTCjI no <poPMYJIe
nl

p" I1 = ~ J i
LJ
1

I1

(6)

. rill,

- cpe,n;~ MHTeHCMBHOCTb JIO:>KHbIX OCa.n;KOB 3a nepMo,n;, B KOTOpOM Ha6JIIO,n;aJIaCb 06II1;8jI
MeTeJIb, Me:>K)J;y ,n;ByWl cpoKaMM Ha6JIIO,n;eHMH 3a MeTe03JIeMeHTaMM, MMlqaC;
- npo,n;OJI:>KMTeJIbHOCTb 06II1;eH MeTeJIM 3a 3TOT :>Ke nepMo,n;

n1 -

qMCJIO

npoMexyTKoB

Ha6JIIO,n;eHMH,

(nl ~ n -I).
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B

KOTopble

(r~1 ~ 3 qac.), qac;

Ha6JIIO,n;aJIaCb

06II1;8jI

MeTeJIb

HHTeHCHBHOCTb nO)KHbIX OCa,IJ;KOB

J fl

3a CtIeT o6meif

Ha6nlO~eHHH

MeTenH B CpOK

BbltIHCIDIeTC~ no <poPMYne

U h('r) >4,2

npH

MIc

J fl = 0.033(U~·2 - 4.2 2.2 )

K03<P<PHUHeHT 3aXBaTa ~e<pIDIUHoHHbIX tIaCTHU

1 . BhL f
K f1 U h

npH o6meH MeTeJIH

(7)

1,

K fl

BbltIUCn~eTC~ no

<poPMYne:

K f1 =1+0.0215.,u2 ·U~ ,
K03<p<puuueHT,

yqHTbIBalOmuif

(8)
~e<pIDIUHoHHbIX tIaCTHU

KOHueHTPaUHIO

Ha

BbICOTe

npHeMHoro OTBepCT~ OCa,IJ;Koc6opHHKa Bh, BbltIUCIDIeTC~ no <poPMYne:

Bh
r~e

h hs -

=

)-1

2
2 ( h-hs
·In - . I n
,
Zo
Zo
h -hs

(9)

BblCOTa npueMHoro oTBepCT~ oCa,IJ;Koc6opHHKa Ha,n nOBepxHoCTblO 3eMJIH,
BblCOTa CHe)KHOrO

nOKpOBa Ha MeTeOpOnOrUtIeCKOif nnOma,IJ;Ke,

~aHHbIM e)Ke~HeBHbIX U3MepeHUH no nOCTO~HHbIMCHerOMepHbIM peifKaM,
K03<P<PHUUeHT, yqHTbIBaIOmUH HaCblmeHHOCTb MeTenH

L = th.

(L f

M;

onpe~eIDIeM~ no

M;

), BbltIHCIDIeTC~ no <poPMYne:

(10)

3fA}

1000

f

... - ~nUHa pa3rOHa MeTenU no ~aHHoMY HanpaBneHHIO BeTpa, M.
KOnHtIeCTBO nO)KHbIX oca~KOB, nonaBIIIHX B oca~Koc6oPHHK 3a Bpe~ HU30BOH MeTenU

(P;2,MM),

BbltIHCIDIeTC~ no <poPMYne
n2

p" f2 =

L

J i f2 • r

i

(11)

f2 ,

1

r~e

Ji f2

-

cpe~~ HHTeHCUBHOCTb nO)KHbIX OCa,IJ;KOB 3a CtIeT HH30BOH MeTenH 3a nepHo,n , B

KOTOpOM Ha6nlO~anacb HH30B~ MeTenb, Me~ ~B~ cpoKaMH Ha6nlO~eHHif MeTe03neMeHTOB,
MMltIaC;
i

-

r f2

npO~On)KHTenbHoCTb HU30BOH MeTenU 3a 3TOT)Ke nepHo~ (r~2 ~ 3tIac.), tIac;

- tIucno npoMe~KoB Ha6nlO~eHuH, B KOTopble Ha6nlO~anacbHU30B~ MeTenb

n2

(n2

~n -1).

HHTeHCUBHoCTb nO)KHbIX OCa,IJ;KOB npu HU30BOH MeTenH B CpOK Ha6nlO~eHHH BbltIUCIDIeTC~
B 3aBHCUMOCTH OT COCTO~H~ CHe)KHOrO nOKpoBa nepe~ HatIanOM HH30BOH MeTenH. BbI60p
<p0PMYnbI

npOH3BO~HTC~ C006Pa3Y~Cb C

nocne~OBaTenbHOCTblO

<pHKcaUHH

Ha6nlO,naTeneM

BpeMeHH CHerona~a, o6meif MeTenH H HH30BOif MeTenH.
IIpe}l;BapHTeJIbHbIe pe3YJIbTaTbI HcnbITaHHH MO}l;eJIH

B

HaCTO~mee

Bpe~

aBTopaMH

npoBo~c~ HCnbITaH~ pa3pa60TaHHoif

nporpaMMbI

KOppeKTUpOBKU CP0tIHbIX 3HatIeHHH OCa,IJ;KOB Ha MaTepuane TPex CTaHUUH ceBepO-3ana,IJ;HOrO
perHOHa

P<I>

(C.-IIeTep6ypr, BoeHKoBo, BUHHUUbI) H tIeTblpeX cTaHUHH APKTHKH H KaMtIaTKU

(,[(HKCOH, THKCH, KaMeHcKoe, MbIC JIonaTKa).
H3 paccMoTPeH~ pe3ynbTaToB KOppeKTHpOBKH no CTaHU~M ceBepO-3ana,IJ;HOrO peruoHa
BnonHe OtIeBH~HO, tITO B ~aHHbIX KJIHMaTUtIeCKHX ycnoB~, r~e B uccne~eMblif nepuo~ MeTeneif
npaKTHtIeCKH

He

6bIno,

pa3pa60TaHH~ MeTO~HKa H

nporpaMMa

Ha~e)KHO

KOppeKTHpOBKH

npHMeHHMa. Bce paCCtIHTaHHble 3HatIeH~ nonpaBOK BnonHe a,IJ;eKBaTHO 0TP~aIOT
COOTBeTCTByromHX

MeTeOpOnOrHtIeCKHX

napaMeTpOB

OCa,IJ;KOMepa.
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U

ycnoBHif

3amHmeHHOCTH

Bn~HHe

YCTaHOBKH

ITPM nonbITKe npMMeHHTb npe,lUlO)l(eHHYIO MO.n;eJIb KOppeKTMpOBKM B yCJIOBIDIX
ApKTMqeCKOrO n06epe)l(bH B03HMKJIM TPy.n;HOCTM, CBH3aHHble C HeOnpe.n;eJIeHHOCTblO MJIM
OTCYTCTBMeM MCXO.n;HbIX napaMeTP0B, Heo6xo.n;MMbIX .n;JIH paCqeTa JIO)l(HbIX OCa.n;KOB·. K HX qMCny
OTHOCHTCH TaKMe XapaKTepMCTMKM, KaK BM.n; MeTeJIM M COCTOHHMe nOBepXHOCTM CHe)l(HOrO
nOKpOBa. ITPM CMJIbHbIX BeTPaX M MHTeHCMBHOH .n;e<pJIHUMM pa3JIMqMe Me)l()l;y HM30BOH M 06meH
MeTeJIblO qaCTO CTaHOBHTCH BeCbMa npM6JIM3HTeJIbHbIM, M KpOMe TOrO, BO BpeMH CMJIbHOH
MeTeJIM npaKTMqeCKM HeB03MO)l(HO onpe.n;eJIHTb, Bblna.n;aeT JIM CHer M3 06JIaKOB, MJIM no.n;HHT C
nOBepXHOCTM CHerOBoro nOKpOBa B npouecce .n;e<pJIHUMM, JIM60 npMCYTCTBYJOT o6a npouecca
O):(HOBpeMeHHO.
XapaKTepMCTMKa COCTOHHHH CHe)l(HOrO nOKpOBa, OT KOToporo CMJIbHO 3aBMCHT
MHTeHCMBHOCTb .n;e<pJIHUMM M CTPYKTYpa .n;e<pJIHUMOHHbIX qaCTMU, TaK)l(e npaKTMqeCKM He
0TP~aeTCH B MaTepMaJIaX CTaH.n;apTHbIX MeTeOpOJIOrMqeCKHX Ha6JIIO.n;eHMH.
Bce 3TO npMBO):(MT K 60JIbmMM CJIYqaHHbIM omM6KaM B onpe.n;eJIeHMM KOJIMqeCTBa JIO)l(HbIX
OCa,IJ;KOB B yCJIOBIDIX CMJIbHbIX npo.n;OJI)I(HTeJIbHbIX MeTeJIeH, M .n;eJIaeT Heonpe.n;eJIeHHbIMM
pe3YJIbTaTbI KOppeKTMpOBKM 3a OT):(eJIbHble CpOKM MJIM CYTKM.
)l;aJIbHeHmee ycoBepmeHCTBOBaHMe Mo):(eJIM KOppeKTMpOBKM B qaCTM yqeTa JIO)l(HbIX
oca.n;KOB, Ha Ham B3rJIH.n;, TPe6yeT .n;onOJIHMTeJIbHbIX MCCJIe.n;OBaHMH B HanpaBJIeHMM M3yqeHHH
perMOHaJIbHbIX KJIMMaTMqeCKHX oco6eHHOCTeu MeTeJIeBOrO pe)l(MMa M YBH3KM C oco6eHHOCTHMM
CTPYKTYPbI CHe)l(HOrO nOKpOBa, KOTOpaH, B CBOIO Oqepe.n;b, <pOpMMpyeTCH no.n; BJIHHHMeM
TeMneparypHO-BeTPOBoro pe)l(MMa perMOHa.
JIHTeparypa.
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1. Problems with periodic calibration of AWSs
It is practically impossible to bring the whole Automatic Weather Stations (AWSs) already in use back
to lab and do periodic calibration. A normally used method is to use travelling standards to compare with
the AWS in field. If a problem is found, the questioned sensor is sent back to lab for calibration. However,
there are several points need to be considered with this method:
On one hand, the quality of calibration in field is often compromised with the complexity of the
equipment and procedures. For example: (1) It needs to be proved that the travelling standard can reconstruct
the true value in field. (2) During comparing, homogeneity and stability of the measurand are required. (3) If
the present weather is used as experimental condition, calibration is carried out at only one point (or within a
very narrow range) in the allowed range. Under such circumstance, the result from a single point calibration
can not substitute that from a full~span calibration. (4) The other equipment and the environmental condition
related to the comparison should be ensured. (5) The downtime of normal operating due to calibration has to

be taken into consideration.
On the other hand, the important difference between the calibration of the sensor used in AWS and the
calibration of the sensor in ordinary application is ignored. Especially, when a present sensor in AWS
needs to be replaced with a calibrated one, the well known "substitution error" may happen.

2. Relationship between periodic calibration and instrument accuracy
Accuracy of an instrument is the sum of all-random errors and undetermined system errors during
measurement. Accuracy of an instrument has to be decided with strict model~test. As normally accepted,
instrument accuracy could be represented by the following equation.

(1)
where,

!J,.:

accuracy of an instrument;

cS 1 : the sum of errors ofthe standard and experimental error during calibration;
cS 2 : residual indication error of the calibrated instrument after adjusting;
cS 3 : the basic error of an instrument (nonnally calculated as square root

of the sutn of squares of

repeatability error, hysteresis error and non~linearityerror);
cS 4: the influence error by variety of influence quantities;
cS 5 : indication drift between two calibrations;
cS 6 : tracking error caused by the limit of the response to fast change of measurand.

In principle, the purpose of the periodic calibration is to ensure accuracy of AWS, and it targets the
indication drift (cS 5) of the instrument. Indication error of the instrument against standards during
calibration is a determined system error, which has to be corrected. Thus, the periodic calibration of AWS
should include comparison with a standard to find the indication error and correction (or adjustment)
accordingly. The view that it is unnecessary to adjust as long as indication error is within accuracy is not
correct.
Based on the analysis of the relationship of periodic calibration and instrumental accuracy, and taken
into consideration of problems of the normally used method as stated above~ we propose a two-step
calibration method of AWS.
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3. Principles of two-step calibration of AWS
Accuracy-related AWS measuring
chain includes a sensor, an amplifier, a
X'
multi-switch, and an AID converter and
Ca)
(Uncorrected
computation part of the computer
sensor Condition circuit result)
program. We can divide it into two parts,
X' ,
a sensor and a condition circuit, and
X~F(X')
X
calibrate them separately (see fig. 1).
Cb)
(input)
...!
Final
result
From practice, we find that in the whole
Correction module
measuring chain, the sensor has the most
influence in AWS accuracy. Thus, the
Fig. 1 the diagram of measuring chain of AWS
emphasis of two-step calibration is on the
sensor. The sensor is calibrated in full
span in lab, which is the same as traditional whole instrument calibration in respect of the controlled
measurand, standards, environmental condition and comparison procedure, with the differences mainly in
analysis ofthe comparison data. In field, we use a well-calibrated sensor to replace the one that needs to be
calibrated, and calibrate the condition circuit with a high precise signal generator. Obviously, the
equipment and procedure for this method is much simpler than whole instrument calibration in field.
The key to two-step calibration is how to determine respectively calibration parameters of both the
sensor and the condition circuit, which can be used by computers within the AWS. Taken a Pt resistance
sensor as an example (reference to table I), Let X represents the excitation applied to the sensor (i.e.
temperature), R represents the output of the sensor (i.e. resistance). And let Y represents the temperature
equivalent to the output of the sensor, which can be calculated from resistance by means of the normal
characteristic curve ofthe sensor. The relationship curve between R and X is called the characteristic curve
of the sensor, and the relationship curve between Y and X is called the calibration curve of the sensor (see
~

L..

L.

(a). Characteristic ClUVe of the sensor

(b).caIibratioo curve of the sen<;or
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Fig.2 comparison between the characteristic curve
of a virtual sensor and its calibration curve
fig.2). Usually, Y =1= X. So, the actual characteristic curve of a sensor is not the same as the normal
characteristic curve of this kind of sensor. Although the characteristic curve of the sensor may be very
complex, the calibration curve can, however, be fit as a straight line as the following. The error of the liner
regression equation is small enough (see table 1)
(2)

Where, Al is the intercept of the liner equation, which is liner regression of the calibration curve, and B I is
the slope. They are regarded as the calibration parameters of sensor.
Similarly, the liner regression equation for the calibration curve of the condition circuit can be written as:
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(3)
Where Y is the equivalent of the input of the condition circuit (or the output of the sensor), X' is the output
of the condition circuit. A 2 is the intercept of the liner equation, and B 2 is the slope. A 2 and B 2 are regarded
as the calibration parameters of condition circuit.

Table 1. An example of calibration of a actual Pt resistance sensor
TLlj

RnL:lj

RaL.5j

L4j
Te

err. 1[sJ
CC)

err.2[6J

err.3[7J

(OC)

(OC)

-0.03
-0.02
0.01
0.04
0.07
O. 10
O. 13
0.17
0.22

-0. 12
-0. 11
-0.08
-0.06
-0.02
0.01
0.04
0.08
O. 12

0.02
0.00
0.00
-0.01
0.00
-0.01
0.00
0.00
0.02

(OC)

(0)

(0)

(OC)

-40.00
-30.00
-20.00
-10.00
0.00
10,,00
20.00
30.00
40.00

84.027
88.037
92.037
96.024
100.000
103.964
107.917
111. 857
115.787

84.014
88.030
92.040
96.038
100.027
104.002
107.968
111. 922
115.869

-40.03
-30.02
-19.99
-9.96
0.07
10. 10
20. 13
30.17
40.22

[1]: actual temperature
[2]: normal resistance, Rn = f(T) = 100 x (1+aT+bT2+cT3 )
where, a=3.97E-3, b=-5.84E..7, c=-4.22E-12
[3]: actual resistance
Te = r- 1 (Ra)
[4]: temperature equivalent to Ra,
[5]: uncorrected error
[6]: residual error only correcting the zero
[7]: residual error after correcting by means of liner regression equation
Once we get the calibration parameters of both the sensor and the condition circuit, the indication
errors ofthese two parts against the standards can be corrected easily.
The error due to comparison experience of the sensor and/or fitting calibration line is one of
components of O2 , defined as 0 21 ; accordingly, the error due to the calibration of condition circuit and/or
e fitting calibration line is defined as 0 22 . The sum of them corresponds to the residual error O2 of whole
instrument calibration in lab, more or less.

4. Correction equation for two-step calibration
Combine equation (2) and (3), we get:
X =A1 + B 1*Y

= (A 1+ B 1* A2) + B 1* B2 *X'

(4)

In fig.l (b), let

= A 3 + B3*X' ,
A3 = (AI + B 1* A2), B3 = B 1* B2

F(X')
Then

(5)

Thus, F(X') is the required correction equation, which should be added into the computation module of
AWS. The coefficients of this equation are derived form calibration parameters (AI, A 2 , Bl, and B2 ). In above
equation X' is the well-known uncorrected result. However, after calling the function F(X'), the final output of
AWS should be equal to the true value, at least theoretically.

5. Other important issues-involved in two-step calibration
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Of course, the normal characteristic curve (or the equation) used in calculating calibration parameters
must be the same used in AWS.
To get accurate experience data during calibrating sensor, it is important to use electric measuring
instrument satisfying accuracy requirement. Usually, the AWS itself is disabled to do it as a standard
electric measuring instrument. This accuracy requirement depends on analysis of total errors of sensor
calibration should be ensured in practice.
Similarly, the signal generator used in calibration of the condition circuit should have enough accuracy.
Especially in field, the accuracy can be achieved. Best of all, the signal generator is a special smart
function generator.
To transfer calibration parameters accurately, AI .... A 2 and A 3 should have more decimal point position
than that one included in the final result. B I ... B2 and B2 should have more efficient digits than that one
included in the factor to multiply by it.

6. Conclusion
In order to keep accuracy of AWS used in field, it is necessary to calibrate them periodically and correct
the constant error found. To achieve this goal, we divide AWS measuring chain into two parts, the sensors
and the condition circuit, and calibrate them in two steps. The calibration of sensors, which have more
influence on measuring accuracy of AWS, is carried out in lab, while replacing sensors and calibrating the
condition circuit with a signal generator are done in field. In this way, the complexity related to whole
instrument calibration and both errors and operation cost resulted from it are limited. Although
characteristic curves of sensors are non-linear, for most measuring instruments, it is accurate enough to use
liner regression instead of the actual calibration curve. Using the coefficients from the liner equation
makes it possible and easy to transfer the result of calibration. The equation (5) derived above can exactly
correct constant errors found theoretically without the substitution error.
It is much simpler with much better result to use this two-step calibration than to use traveling standards
to calibrate AWS as a whole instrument in field. This method can be used not only for AWSs, but also used
in hydrology, environmental monitoring, and those with complicated systems, such as on some industrial
sites.
(End)
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CORRECTIONS OF THE WIND-INDUCED ERROR OF TIPPING-BUCKET
PRECIPITATION GAUGES IN SWITZERLAND USING NUMERICAL SIMULATION
B. Sevruk, Y.-A. Roulet and V. Nespor
Climate Research ETH Zurich, Switzerland: sevruk@geo.umnw.ethz.ch
Common precipitation measurements using elevated can-type gauges are subject to
systematic error mostly due to wind field deformation above the precipitation gauge orifice, wetting
and evaporation losses, splash-out and splash-in, blowing snow, etc. (Sevruk, 1982; 1993). An
elevated precipitation gauge systematically distorts the wind field above the gauge orifice and
forces the wind speed to increase over the gauge orifice (blocking effect). Due to the adverse wind
action, some of the lighter precipitation particles are borne away before reaching the gauge and are
lost for the measurement. The wind-induced loss depends on wind speed, the weight of precipitation
particles and the gauge construction parameters, the most important is the use of wind shield. The
dependency is non-linear (Sevruk, 1989; Goodison et aI., 1998; Nespor and Sevruk, 1999). The loss
amounts on average to 2 - 10 % of measured values of rain and up to 60 % of snow for unshielded
gauges and wind speeds greater than 4 ms- l (Goodison et aI., 1998). Since the wind-induced error
during snowfalls can be ten times larger than for rain, the fraction of snow in total precipitation is a
very important variable.
Correction procedures are different for rain and snow. They have been developed for
different types of precipitation gauges and various time intervals according to the availability of
necessary input data, such as the precipitation intensity and weather situation (different drop-size
distribution exists for different types of rains but the same intensity), wind speed, temperature,
rain/snow amounts etc. They are based either on empirical field methods using the WMO reference
standard (Sevruk and Hamon, 1984; Goodison et aI., 1998) or numerical simulation as described by
Nespor and Sevruk (1999). In addition, the water equivalent of fresh snow and snow cover and the
snow dept have also been used to assess the "true" snowfall and to derive correction procedures
(Sevruk, 1983: 1986a; 1987; Sevruk et aI, 1998). In the case of simulation the wind-induced error is
estimated by computing the wind field around the gauge using computational fluid dynamics
software and by numerical simulation of precipitation particle trajectories in the computed flow
field. Figure 1 shows the results of simulation for two unshielded precipitation gauges as used in
Switzerland: the common daily gauge by Hellmann and the flutomatic station gauge ASTA.
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Figure 1: Conversion factor k defined as the ratio of "correct" and measured precipitation for rain (top) and snow
(bottom) for the Hellman gauge (left) and the ASTA gauge (right) in dependency of wind speed uhp ' intensity i and type
of weather situation according to Nespor and Sevruk (1999). Void symbols in the top diagrams refer to orographic rain
and black ones to showers. Note different scales for rain and snow. For shielded gauges k can be reduced to 50 and 70
% for snow and mixed precipitation, respectively (Goodison et aI., 1998).
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The simulation has many advantages as compared with the rather costly empirical methods.
Once the methodology is developed, correction procedures for any type of precipitation gauge can
be made on computer very fast, within weeks. For field tests more years are necessary. Moreover,
during field tests with heated gauges the losses of precipitation catch due to heating should be
separately accounted for. This presents a rather difficult problem. The agreement between the
results of empirical and theoretical procedures is fairly well as showed by Sevruk and Nespor
(1998). Having developed a correction procedure for a given type of a gauge, the problem consists
primarily, in the resolution and availability of input data. This poses no problems for the automatic
meteorological stations where hourly values of many variables are available but it is a serious
disadvantage of common gauge sites with only one precipitation observation per day. Here,
interpolations are needed practically of all variables (Sevruk, 1986b). In Switzerland, there are up to
72 automatic stations (ASTA) as compared with 400 common (Hellmann-type) gauge sites. They
are more or less regularly distributed over the whole territory including high altitude regions up to
4000 m a.s.l. and providing hourly values of almost all meteorological variables on line. The
raiIi/snow separation can be assessed at the automatic stations according to the weather situation
from the Weather Bulletin and the hourly temperature t [oC] as follows. For rain: t min = 2; for
snow: t max = -2; for mixed precipitation (50 % rain, 50 % snow): t interval = -2 and 2 °C. The
level of wind measuring instruments above the ground is commonly higher up to ten times (20 m)
above the precipitation gauge orifice (1.5 - 2.5 m). This can be accounted for using the reduction
procedure based on the logarithmic vertical wind profile and degree of gauge site protection as
shown by Sevruk and Zahlavova (1994). The latter can be directly measured at site using a
theodolite or assessed from the metadata. In some cases, the fish eye pictures of gauge sites are also
available. One-third out of all ASTA gauge sites in Switzerland is exposed, more than one-third is
mostly exposed, eight gauge sites are mostly protected and only two are completely protected. The
ASTA gauge is heated during the winter season. The registration follows tipping-bucket principle.
Generally, this type of recording gauge seems to be less reliable than manual gauges as for instance,
the Hellmann gauge (Sevruk, 1996).
For different reasons only 64 (out of 72) gauge sites have been considered in the study. The
season considered, from December 1996 to February 1997, was characterised by small wind speeds
at the level of the gauge orifice on days with precipitation. On average it amounted to only 0.9 ms- l
at 51 gauge sites (13 hill sites excluded). One fourth of all hours with precipitation showed snow
and one third mixed precipitation. The rest was rain. The average hourly correction, the losses due
to heating, evaporation and wetting excluded, amounted to 18 % of the measured precipitation.
Since the mean hourly corrections could be small, the maximum values are generally large. At each
gauge site the maximum hourly correction amounts at least to 100 %.
Table 1
Mean hourly corrections in per cent of measured values and input variables at the gauge sites with .
large corrections, December-February 1996/97.
Legend:

Gauge site
Weissfluhjoch
Santis
Giitsch
Moleson
La Dole

P - total of measured precipitation, [mm]
u - daily wind speed, [ms-I]
!L- daily wind speed average over the period of precipitation, [ms-I]
t - daily temperature, [DC]
1.- daily temperature average over the period of precipitation, [DC]
Altitude
2690
2490
2287
1972
1670

P

123
439
251
168
382

Correction
70
56
62
71
68

u
2.6
4.2
4.4
3.3
5.8

!!

4.5
5.2
4.9
5.4
7.8

t
-5.7
-4.5
-4.1
-1.3
-0.5

!
-7.8
-6.3
-6.1
-2.4
-0.9

Table 1 shows corrections and input variables for gauge sites with the largest corrections. Such
gauge sites are mostly situated in the mountains in altitudes above 1500 m a.s.l. On the 14th
February 1997 during the snowfall with a strong wind of 8 ms- l only one third of the "true
precipitation" was measured on the top of the Saentis (2490 m a.s.l.) and only 10 % during one
hour. The average of 10 hours with maximal corrections amounts to 320 % at Weissfluhjoch (2690
m a.s.l.) and more than 100 % for 21 gauge sites. The reason for such large values is the
combination of snow with strong winds. Small corrections occur in the lower parts of Ticino, in the
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Central Switzerland (Lucern, Altdorf), inner-alpine valleys (Disentis) and in gauge sites in Midland
with small wind speed and fraction of snow (Wynau, Zurich, Bale and Berne).
The regional corrections vary considerably as seen from Table 2. For this aim, the Swiss
territory has been subdivided into six regions. They represent different climate conditions in
Switzerland such as the dry inner-alpine (Grison, reg. I; Valais, reg. Ill, particularly the Rhone
valley) or the humid south-alpine climate (Ticino, reg. 11) and the high alpine climate (Prealps/Alps,
reg. IV) as well as the windy (Jura, reg. VI) and less windy (Midland, reg. V) climate.
Table 2
Regional corrections, frequency and intensity of precipitation types, December - February 1996/97.
Altitude p* Correction
[m asl] [mm]
[%]
(9)
21
1542
90
I Grison
(11) 1080
174
5
11 Ticino
17
(10) 1301
199
III Valais
(11) 1037
28
209
IV Prealps
177
565
8
V Midland (15)
(8)
213
27
VI Jura
937
18
178
All territory (64) 1045
Brackets indicate the number of gauges * refers
Region

Number of hours
rain snow mixed
22 85
66
83 90 113
64 90
78
86
92 71
167 21
66
147 39 126
101 63
87
to measured values

Intensity*+
rain snow mixed
0.5 0.5 0.6
0.5 0.7 0.6
0.7 1.1 0.7
0.7 1.1 0.8
0.7 0.4 0.7
0.7 0.4 0.8
0.7 0.8 0.7
+ [mmh- 1]

The largest corrections of all regions result for the Prealps/Alps and Jura and the smallest
ones of only 5 and 8 % for the Ticino and Midland, respectively. The variability of corrections
arises from combinations of all relevant variables including the number of hill gauge sites with
larger wind speed and amount of precipitation. This can be demonstrated by two regions I and VI,
Grisons and Jura, respectively. They show quite different wind speed and temperature but almost
the same correction magnitude of 21 vs. 27 % (Tab. 2). The mean altitude of all eight-gauge sites in
Jura is less than 1000 m vs. above 1500 m in Grison. The mean wind speed and temperature during
precipitation periods in Jura amounts to 3 ms- 1 and 2 QC, respectively and the number of hours with
precipitation is 312 (102 snow and 210 rain). In Grison, wind speed amounts only to one-half of
that in Jura (1.6 ms-I), but due to high altitude the temperature amounts to -3 QC (5 QC smaller than in
Jura!) and the total number of precipitation hours only to 173 (118 snow and 55 rain). The number
of snow hours is more or less the same (102 Jura vs. 118 Grison) but the number of rain hours in
Grison is no more than one-fourth of these in Jura. Due to this and to low temperatures and despite
the small wind speed the corrections in the region of Grison still amount to a respectable 21 %.
Regional differences in precipitation amount, duration and intensities of rain, snow and ' 1\.
mixed precipitation exist but there are no differences at all in the average intensities of different
forms of precipitation over the entire territory of Switzerland. As seen from Table 2 they amount to
07; 0.8 and 0.7 mmh- 1 for rain, snow and mixed precipitation, respectively. The large intensities of
snow in Ticino, Valais and Prealps/Alps are caused by heavy snowfalls of a few extreme events as
seen from Table 3 and possibly also by the heating of precipitation gauges. The heating can cause
the reduction of melting of snow accumulated in the gauge to a few last hours of the snowfall
period. Generally, the duration of the low-intensity snowfall is not recorded properly using heated
gauges because the accumulated snow tends to evaporate. Thus only larger amounts of snow can be
recorded. This, of cause, increases the recorded intensity of snow. In the Grison no heavy snowfalls
occur frequently and the intensity of snow is small. In the regions V and VI of Midland and Jura
with the smallest altitude and the total seasonal snow amount of only 8 - 15 mm and generally, high
temperatures during precipitation periods no frequent heating is necessary and as again snowfall
intensity is small.
In order to see the effect of averaging over smaller and larger time intervals using the nonlinear dependency of the wind-induced error (Fig. 1) daily corrections have been compared with the
daily sum of hourly corrections. The variables needed for the correction of daily precipitation totals
are based on the average over all hourly values with precipitation during a particular day. The day
was defined from 0700 am of the present day to 0700 am of the following day. The average hourly
correction amounted to 18 % vs. daily correction of 19.5 % of the measured precipitation. The
overestimation of only 1.5 % (equal to 6 % of correction amount) seems negligible. But as can be
seen from Table 3 the combinations of actual intensities and wind speeds during a day can vary
widely, particularly during longer precipitation periods at the high altitude with large correction
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values (e. g. snow). This can cause large differences between the total of hourly and the daily
correction.
Table 3
Extreme values of hourly precipitation intensity, wind speed and the ratio of daily and total of
hourly corrections
Gauge site
La Dole
La Dole
Chasseral
La Chaux F.
Santis
Santis
Moleson
Pilatus

Altitude
[m asl]
1670
1670
1599
1018
2490
2490
1972
2106

Date

Duration

2.12.96
19.12.96
13.02.97
13.02.97
1.12.96
18.02.97
5.02.97
18.02.97

[hours]
20
21
15
18
15
15
12
15

Correction
day/2, hours
ratio
1.4
1.8
2.0
0.3
2.0
1.5
1.3
1.9

Intensity
min max.
[mmh- I ]

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.5
1.2

2.1
4.8
4.4
4.5
2.9
6.6
2.6
4.2

Wind speed
min. max
[ms-I]

4.8
4.2
4.3
3.6
0.7
1.5
1.7
1.2

12.8
11.5
9.9
6.8
10.4
13.0
10.8
4.2

In this connection it should be noted that for precipitation periods with frequent breaks and the
registration interval of one hour the actual corrections are generally biased. The reason is that the
"true" precipitation duration can be often smaller than the registered number of hours with
precipitation. This means the smaller observed intensity as compared with the real one. Yet the
smaller intensity means the larger correction. This effect and the above-mentioned differences in
hourly and daily corrections indicate that the smaller the time period considered the more accurate
the correction of the wind-induced error. In order to estimate the optimum correction interval, the
corrections of one minute, 10 minutes and one hour intervals should be analysed.
Summary: The wind-induced error of hourly precipitation measurements of 64 gauge sites
of the Swiss Automatic Network (ANETZ) from December to February 1996/97 amounted to 18 %
of measured precipitation. The corrections vary considerably between gauge sites and regions. The
smaller ones occur in the lower parts of Ticino and the larger ones in the Alps.
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ACCREDITED CALIBRATION LABORATORY OF THE
HYDROMETEOROLOGICAL INSTITUTE OF SLOVENlA
Silvo Zlebir
Hydrometeorological Institute of Slovenia
Vojkova llb, 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia
Tel.: +386 1 4784306, E-mail: silvo.zlebir@rzs-hm.si

Introduction

Regular and accurate calibrations are important factors of quality assurance in classical and automated surface observing and measuring networks. For this reason, we have set up in Slovenian
Hydrometeorological Institute our own calibration laboratory. Laboratory is primarily intended for
calibration of instrumetation, used in the measuring network of our institute. At the moment we have facilities to calibrate instruments for temperature, humidity, barometric pressure and ozon (03),
but we are setting up also calibration facilities for other air-quality instrumentation (S02, NO x and
CO), solar radiation and for hydrological (water level) instrumentation. For all these quantities, we
attempt to assure the highest quality of calibration work with known and well defined uncertainties
and traceability to national and/or international level.
Slovenia is setting up a so-called distributed system of primary national standards, which means
that different laboratories will be carriers for different primary national standards. As standards for
all physical quantities in Slovenia are not set up yet, we are also competing to be a carrier of
primary standard for some of them. According to the foreseen future development of the
Hydrometeorological Institute of Slovenia into commercialization, we also itend to offer some of
the laboratory's capacities for the market. These are the reasons why we already started a procedure
of accreditation of our laboratory. Besides, also national legislation urges us to be accredited.
Nowadays, our laboratory is accredited according to the EN45001 standard and IS025 Guide for
termometry, we plan to be accredited also for calibration of humidity, barometric pressure and ozon
'
measuring instruments in near future.
Capabilities and equipment of the laboratory
TEMPERATURE:
Laboratory is equipped for calibration of classical mercury thermometers, electronic thermometers
with displays, platinum resistance thermometers, thermistors and thermographs. As a media, we use
computer controlled bath with a water/glycol mixture in the temperature range of -20°C to +50°C
and an air chamber in a temperature range of -20°C to +40°C. Working standards are PtlOO's,
which are regularly calibrated against primary standard Pt25 SPRT with the aid of DC resistance
bridge. Pt25 is also regularly calibrated in laboratory fixed points, which are the triple point of
water and the Galium melting point.. Other equipment used in calibration process are precision
multimeters and standard resistors. External traceability is linked to DKD (Deutsche Kalibrierdienst) accredited laboratory in Germany for Pt25 SPRT and fixed points and to RvA-NKO accredited laboratory at Slovenian Institute for Quality and Metrology for multimeters and standard resistors. Best measurement capabilities(BMC), as evaluated from uncertainty budget and stated in COFRAC accreditation contract no.2.1404, is 45 mK for calibration of thermistors and platinum resistance thermometers and 90 mK for mercury thermometers. Calibration performances in water triple
point and galium melting point have been improved recently and BMC'a are now 1.0 mK and 1.5
mK, respectively. Laboratory is now making effort to improve the performances and BMC of calibration in air chamber. To this goal, useful volume of the chamber will be decreased.
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Calibration of automatic weather stations' sensors is fully automatic procedure, where measurement
PC controls the bath, working reference and measurand. It also calculates uncertainties and measurement differences in preset calibration points.

Picture 1
Part of the thermometry
laboratory equipment, including
Galium melting point and
calibration bath

BAROMETRIC PRESSURE:
Laboratory equipment enables calibration of mercury barometers, barographs, mechanical barometers and electronic barometers in the range of 100 hPa to 1100 hPa. Occasionaly, also altimeters
and radiosondes are calibrated. To obtain stable pressure in this high range, Th. Friedrichs barometric pressure chamber is used. Primary laboratory reference is a Desgranges & Huot precision digital
force dynamometer, combined with a piston cylinder assembly, which lineary transforms pressure
into force. Precisely defined masses, which are used to check and recalibrate the dynamometer, are
also a part of the instrument. This reference instrument is extemaly traceable to French BNM-LNE,
its ucertainty being in the range of 6 Pa. Pressure in the whole measuring circuit is controlled by the
automatic pressure controller.
Working references of the laboratory are Setra and Vaisala precision barometers. Procedure for calibration of electronic barometers and barometric sensors is also automated.
Estimation of the BMC's for barometry is in the phase of evaluation. It is expected to be somewhere
about 10 Pa.
Accreditation procedure for barometry is now going on.
HUMIDITY:
For calibration of humidity instruments and sensors, chamber with a high degree of stability in
temperature and humidity is used as media. At the moment, electronic psychrometer, calibrated and
traceable to German PTB is used a primary laboratory reference instrument. Two sigma uncertainty
for calibration is 3-4 % of relative humidity. We are now setting up a new laboratory system, where
dew point instrument, traceable to French CETIAT laboaratory will serve as a reference. For calibration of capacitive humidity sensors, we are also using saturated salt solutions as reference materials for certain humidity points.
Calibration of humidity is possible in following ranges:
from -20°C to -10 °c - RH range 10% to 80%
From -10°C to +10 °c - RH range 10% to 900/0
over 10°C - RH range 10% to 98%
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OZON:
Calibration of UV photometric 03 analyzers is made by comparison to a reference standard instrument (calibrator) of a higher rangee. Calibration is traceable to Czech national standard, located at
the Hydrometeorological Institute of Czech Republic. Calibration in our laboratory can be done in
the range of 0 - 500 ppb, with uncertainty depending on the calibration point, lowest being about
10 ppb.
Also calibration of ozon analyzers is in preparation for accreditation.

Other capabilities of our laboratory include calibration of solar radiation sensors, visibility instrumentation, water level sensors/instruments and analyzers for air composition of S02, CO, NO, N02
and dust particles. For these quantities, full analysis of uncertainties is not done yet. Fully documented traceability to higher level is also a subject of future work.
Accreditation process
Accreditation is an official confirmation for the laboratory that it is qualified for doing calibration
for certain field. In Slovenia, process of accreditation for calibration and testing laboratories has begun few years ago. Until now, there are ten calibration laboratories accredited and among them,
laboratory of the Hydrometeorological Institute was the sixth one. As Slovenian national accreditation body is actualy setting-up, foreign European accreditation bodies are included in accreditation
procedures. Our laboratory is accredited for temperature calibrations by COFRAC, Comite Francais
d'Accreditation, the French national accreditation body. Relevant standards were EN 45001 and
ISO Guide 25, additional documents were requirements from COFRAC. Accreditation certificates
by both, the Slovenian accreditation body and COFRAC, were imparted to our laboratory in May
1999.
To fulfil all the accreditation requirements, laboratory set up effective, well documented quality
system. Quality manager of the laboratory, who takes care for the implementation and development
of the quality system, was named among the laboratory staff. Assessments of both, the quality
system and the technical competence of the laboratory, were done by assessors, named by COFRAC and Slovenian accreditation body. When assessing technical competence of the laboratory,
staff of the laboratory, working premises, equipment of the laboratory and its internal and external
traceability, calibration procedures, uncertainty evaluation and documentation were all audited.

Picture 2
Accreditation certificates of the
calibration laboratory of the
Hydrometeorological Institute
of SIovenia
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Conclusion

According to the strategy of the Hydrometeorological Insitute of Slovenia toward the quality of our
services, we set up a calibration laboratory to support the quality of data on our meteorological and
environmental measuring network. At the moment, laboratory covers almost all the needs of the
measuring network regarding calibrations. It has facilities for calibration of sensors/instruments for
temperature, humidity, barometric pressure, solar radiation, visibility, water level and aircomposition. Laboratory is accredited now for thermometry, but the process of accreditation is resuming for hygrometry, barometry and ozon measurements. Accreditation is one of the key factors
that ensure high level of quality of our data and its traceability to the international level.
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Introduction
The quality of many meteorological observations, particularly when part of a climatological
network, is highly dependant on the exposure of the sensor used to take the measurements. This is
particularly true of rainfall, radiation and wind, but can also be significant for other variables.
Most sensors have 'ideal' exposure conditions, but frequently compromises have to be reached
because of site limitations and the proximity of potentially disturbing objects.
In the urban environment, where sites may be less than ideal for synoptic meteorological
measurements, but which nevertheless have significant anthropological relevance, it may be
considered that representative measurements will include the effects of nearby objects. In this
situation any obstructions to sensor exposure on the site may be accepted as part of the normal
exposure, but need to be quantified.
For whatever reason, it is important that the exposure of sensors is characterised regularly so that
account can be taken of changes that occur, for example when trees grow or new buildings are
constructed.
In the past The Met. Office carried out site surveys to assess the exposure of rain gauges, using an
inclinometer and compass to determine the amount of shelter. This required measurements to be
taken and manually logged at 10° intervals around the compass. It was a time consuming task that
could be difficult in windy conditions. These instruments are not easy to use, and mathematical
errors can also be introduced when transferring the readings from eye level to gauge top.
The solution
The use of a camera with fish eye lens was considered as one solution to the problem, but there
were several drawbacks. Readily available camera systems were expensive, and it was not
possible to mount the camera with the lens in the position at the top of the rain gauge, without
actually removing the rain gauge. Even if a modern digital camera was used, the images could not
be easily viewed in real time. The positions and elevations of objects could only be measured after
applying an overlay with corrections for lens characteristics and distortion.
The idea of using a hemispherical dome as a reflector was conceived and a prototype was made
from an old discarded glass lighting globe, which was painted black on the inside and inscribed
with lines indicating azimuth. This device was of a suitable size to fit on the top of a rain gauge
and, after aligning the azimuth markings to north, the reflected 360° panorama could be viewed
from vertically above. Only a very simple calculation was necessary to determine the correct
positions for a further set of inscribed circles that would indicate the angular elevation of all
surrounding objects. From this it was a simple matter to observe and note down the relevant
details.
The step from prototype to production of the relatively small numbers required was surprisingly
difficult without incurring excessive development or manufacturing costs. The glass domes with
an optically acceptable finish were no longer available, and in any case, they were rather fragile
for operational use in the field.
Moulded products were ruled out because of the high initial tooling costs, with no guarantee of a
satisfactory result. There were no other off the shelf products available with an acceptable optical
finish and of the right size.
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As modern computer controlled machining techniques became available, a manufacturer was
eventually identified with the capability of manufacturing hemispherical domes from austenitic
stainless steel. These could be polished to provide an optically acceptable finish, at quite a low
unit cost. It was then a simple machining task to inscribe scale lines of azimuth and elevation. A
small magnetic compass was inset on top of the dome to provide an easy facility for alignment.
Figures 1 and 2 show the reflector in an early version mounted on a plywood base with a carrying
slot, and which provides an adapter for easy location on a 5 inch rain gauge. It is an easy matter to
change the base to suit any other application. Figure 3 shows the dome mounted on a plastic base
with a pair of small spirit levels attached, to assist with alignment.
In use, the complete surrounding panorama can be viewed by eye and a photograph taken with a
camera, either hand held (see figure 1), or mounted on a small tripod. The image is already
marked with an elevation and azimuth scale and it is easy to see at a glance where objects exceed
the acceptable minimum elevation angle and could affect the instrument exposure. The intrusion
of the observer into the image is minimal, and a tripod mount will reduce this further. By using a
digital camera, the image can be immediately downloaded to a laptop PC, checked, and stored in a
site record file.
These devices have been tested by inspectors from The Met. Office and have proved to be very
useful for checking rain gauge exposure, and also for ensuring that radiation sensors are exposed
in positions that are clear of obstructions.

Figure 1 Plan view
The circular rings are marked to show the elevation of objects in the range 20° to 60°
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Figure 2 Side view of dome mounted on a 5 inch rain gauge

Figure 3 Dome with alternative base and spirit levels

ACCELERATION AND DECELERATION OF A CUP ANEMOMETER IN A WIND
TUNNEL AND IN NATURAL TURBULENCE
W.R. Sparks, D.W. lones and D.B. Hatton
The Met. Office, Beaufort Park, Easthampstead, Wokingham, Berkshire, RG40 3DN, United Kingdom
Tel: 44 (0)1344 855603 Fax: 44 (0)1344 855897

ABSTRACT
Accurate wind observations require instruments whose calibration and dynamic characteristics are known. For cup anemometers in
particular, the 'basic' calibration is easily achieved for different steady state wind speeds in an accredited wind tunnel, however this will not
characterise the performance in field conditions of turbulent winds.
This paper describes a method of determining the dynamic response of a cup anemometer based on additional wind tunnel measurements to
determine the acceleration and deceleration characteristics necessary to calculate the constants in the anemometer's equation of motion.
By comparing two similar anemometers with different distance constants it will be shown that the equations determined in the wind tunnel
accurately predict the performance in natural turbulence.

1. INTRODUCTION
The characteristics of the cup anemometer have been extensively studied and reported in the literature. There is general
agreement that the response of the instrument can be well approximated by an equation of the form
L*du/dt + u = v
. . . . (1)
where

L = D/[a*u + (l-a)*v]
u = the wind speed indicated by the anemometer
v = the horizontal wind speed to which the instrument is exposed

= time
D = the anemometers distance constant
a = dimensionless constant

t

Equation (1) is a generalisation of one given by Taiichi Hayashi l who based his derivation on the work ofSchrenI2.
Although there is general agreement on the form of equation (1) there is no such agreement on the value of 'a'. Those
who have studied both acceleration and deceleration of the cup anemometer [e.g. Taiichi Hayashi 1 and Hyson3 usually
follow Schrenk2 in assuming that a = 0.5 while those who concentrate on acceleration of the instrument [e.g. Lockhart4
and the Handbook of Meteorological Instruments5] adopt the value a = O. For these two values of 'a' there are classical
analytical solutions to equation (1). The Handbook of Meteorological Instruments5 gives the solution for a = 0 and
Taiichi Hayashi l gives the solution for a = 0.5. However, equation (1) can be solved for any value of 'a' by numerical
methods.
This paper will show that the value of 'a' can be determined by simple tests of the anemometer in the wind tunnel and
that equation (1) then provides a good guide to the performance of the instrument in the field.
Amongst the errors of the cup anemometer identified by MacCready6 are the 'u' errors that result from the inability of
the instrument to follow rapid variations in the horizontal wind speed and the errors that arise if the anemometer does
not have a cosine response to winds that depart from the horizontal. Since equation (1) allows only the 'u' error to be
calculated the non-cosine response errors must be eliminated when anemometers are compared in the field. Errors due
to non-cosine response can be estimated from wind tunnel studies, but in this study were eliminated through the use of
externally identical anemometers with different distance constants.

2. THE ANEMOMETERS
The instruments studied were a Vector Instruments A100L anemometer and an internally modified version of this
instrument, referred to in this paper as the A100M.
The A100L has three conical plastic cups 50mm diameter on a rotor with overall diameter 150mm. The body of the
instrument has a diameter of 55mm and a height of 60 mm. The body contains an infrared light source and detector, and
an electronics module that provides both a pulse output and a voltage output proportional to wind speed. Only the pulse
output was used for high frequency measurements in this investigation to avoid contamination of the results by time
constants in the electronics module.
The A100M was produced from an A100L by removing the electronics module to make space for a heavy flywheel
attached to the bottom of the rotor shaft. This increased the moment of inertia of the rotating parts of the instrument by a
factor of about 2.5 without changing the instrument externally.
Steady-state calibrations in the wind tunnel showed that linear calibration curves could be used with both instruments to
give measurements with a standard error of estimate of 0.05 m/s or less, over the speed range from 2.5 m/s to more than
20 m/s.
3. ACCELERATION OF THE ANEMOMETERS IN THE WIND TUNNEL
The wind tunnel was set to a constant speed and the anemometer was released from a lower speed and allowed to take
up the air speed in the tunnel. The speed of the anemometer in the wind tunnel was controlled at start speeds different
from the wind flow by a simple electrically driven shaft that could be instantaneously disengaged from the anemometer
rotor. The rate ofrotation ofthe anemometer was measured by counting pulses over periods of 0.125 seconds.
The expected speed of the anemometer was calculated using equation (1) and compared with the measured speed. The
parameters 'D' and 'a' were adjusted to minimise the root-mean-square difference between expected and observed
speeds.
A number of different starting speeds and values of 'a' were tried, but it was found that the simple procedure of
releasing the anemometer from rest and assuming that a = 0, gave a value of'D' that provided as good a fit for all start
speeds as any more complex procedure or assumption. Following Lockhart4 , observed speeds less than 30% of the final
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wind speed were discounted to ensure that the response motion had recovered sufficiently from the initial forced stall
condition.
Sixteen runs of the AIOOL with final speeds from 2.7 m/s to 15.1 m/s gave 1.95 metres for the mean value of'D' with a
standard deviation 0.161 metres. The value D = 2 metres was adopted for all subsequent work.
Twelve runs of the AIOOM with final speeds from 5.0 m/s to 10.5 m/s gave 4.95 metres for the mean value of'D' with
a standard deviation 0.38 metres. The value D = 5 metres was adopted for all subsequent work.

4. DECELERATION OF THE ANEMOMETERS IN THE WIND TUNNEL
The anemometer was driven at an indicated speed of about 40 m/s and released to take up the speed of the wind tunnel.
The speed indicated by the anemometer was measured by counting pulses over periods of 0.125 seconds. Anemometer
time was synchronised to logger time by starting calculations at the mid point of the 2nd period during which the
indicated speed was less than 40 m/s.
4.1 Deceleration in still air
Equation (1) shows that when v = 0 the value of L depends on D/a so that only one of these parameters can be selected
independently. The simplest assumption is that 'D' has the same value for deceleration as for acceleration and to adjust
'a' to give the best possible fit to the observations.
30

Figure 1 shows the results for one
of
each
anemometer.
run
Agreement between observed and
calculated values is good at high
speeds but significant differences
appear as the instruments slow. A
possible cause of the error at low
speeds is that the anemometer
created a local swirl of air and was
not actually decelerating in still air
towards the end of its motion. A
value of 'a' was chosen to
minimise the errors while the
anemometer was decelerating
rapidly.

Figure 1. Deceleration of anemometers in still air
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4.2 Deceleration in moving air
'D' has been determined by acceleration tests
and 'a' has been determined by deceleration in
still air. There are no other adjustable
parameters in equation (1) but it is of interest to
study how well the equation predicts
deceleration in moving air. Figure 2 shows the
agreement between calculation and observation
for three runs of the Al OOL. Agreement is not
exact but it is satisfactory. Similar results were
obtained for the AIOOM.

Figure 2. Deceleration of the A 1OOL anemometer in moving air
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5. SUMMARY OF ANEMOMETER EQUATIONS
Results in the wind tunnel suggest that a good approximation to the dynamic response of the anemometers is provided by
equation (l) with
L = D/v for acceleration and L = D/(0.25u + 0.75v) for deceleration
D = 2 metres for the Al OOL and D = 5 metres for the Al OOM.
Writing du/dt = S, equation (l) may be rearranged to give
v = {u + (u2 + 4DS)Y:.}/2 for acceleration
v = {2u + [4u2 + 12(u2 + 4DS)]Y:.}/6 for deceleration

. . . . (2)
. . . . (3)

Given a series of high-frequency observations from which'S' may be approximated, equations (2) and (3) can be used
to estimate the true value of 'v', independent of anemometer lag.
6.

PERFORMANCE OF THE ANEMOMETERS IN THE FIELD

6.1 Exposure and data recording
The anemometers were exposed at The Met. Office site at Beaufort Park in Southern England. Beaufort Park contains
many trees and buildings and is more turbulent than most anemometer sites. It is, therefore, a good place to investigate
the effect of an anemometer's distance constant on its performance.
The anemometers were mounted 10 metres above the ground on a horizontal cross arm 45mm diameter. Vertical rods
supporting the anemometers above the cross arm were 16mm diameter. The distance between the centres of the
anemometers was 600mm and the centres of the cups of the anemometers were 445mm above the top of the cross arm.
The wind speeds indicated by the AI00L and AI00M were recorded by counting output pulses over periods of 0.25
seconds. For each run data were recorded for 10 minutes. On 17 days between 14 November 1997 and 4 January 1998
61 runs were recorded. Average speeds for the runs ranged from 2.97 m/s to 9.99 m/s and the maximum 3-second gusts
varied between 4.99 m/s and 23.85 m/s.
6.2 High frequency response of the anemometers
The high frequency response ofthe anemometers was investigated in two ways:
a) by comparing of the highest Y4 second value from each anemometer in each data set,
b) by comparing ofthe lowest Y4 second value from each anemometer in each data set,
Equations 2 and 3 were applied to the series of values ofu measured by the AI00L anemometer to estimate a series of
values of v corrected for the lag of the instrument. When calculating v n, S was approximated by (u n+l + u n_1)/(20)
where 0 is the time step between values in the series. This series of values calculated from the AI00L measurements is
denoted by LC.
Measurements made directly by the AI00L are denoted by L and those made by the AI00M are denoted by M.
Equation (l) with D = 5 metres and a = 0.25 was applied to the LC series to calculate expected values for an
anemometer with the characteristics of the AI00M. These values are denoted by MLC.
If both the L and M anemometers are subjected to the same turbulent air flow and equation (l) accurately describes
their response, we should expect M values to be the same as MLC values since it should make no difference whether
the smoothing effect of the anemometer is applied mechanically through the inertia of the instrument or numerically
through equation (l).
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25

Figure 3 shows differences between the maximum y,. second gusts in each run. There is considerable scatter in the
individual differences and the values at the highest gust speed are clearly anomalous. Nevertheless, the statistics are
convincing. The average value ofL-M is 0.403 m/s with standard deviation 0.432 m/s and the average ofMLC-M is 0.045 m/s with standard deviation 0.531 m/s. As expected, the AI00L with a distance constant of 2 metres indicated
slightly higher gusts than the Al OOM which has a distance constant of 5 metres. The MLC values, calculated from the
L values by applications of equations 2, 3 and 1 show very good agreement with the directly measured M values.
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Figure 4. Differences between minima v 3-second gust speed
Figure 4 shows differences between the minimum y,. second values measured by each anemometer in each data set
plotted against gust speed. As expected, the anemometer with distance constant 5 metres does not decelerate as quickly
as the one with distance constant 2 metres and L-M is generally negative. The average value ofL-M is -0.397m/s with
standard deviation 0.206 m/s. MLC is in good, but not perfect agreement with M. The average value of MLC-M is
+0.052 m/s with standard deviation 0.132 m/s. A '1' test shows that the probability that MLC-M is 0 is only 0.004.
Nevertheless, agreement between theory and observation is good enough for practical purposes and is within the
uncertainty of the calibration of the anemometers.
7. DISCUSSION
By comparing two externally identical anemometers with different distance constants it has been shown that a simple
differential equation accurately describes the dynamic response of a cup anemometer in a turbulent atmosphere.
The distance constant 'D' of the anemometer is easily measured in a wind tunnel and once the distance constant is known
the only other constant in the equation 'a' can be determined by observing the deceleration ofthe instrument in still air.
Shortage of space prevents a full discussion of some important aspects of this work such as the numerical solution of the
anemometer equation. These details and a fuller analysis of the performance of the instruments in the field can be found in
Sparks (l998f.
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1.2 Upper-air Observation Systems
Keynote Paper

The Composite Upper Air Observing System,
a challenge for the future work of CIMO
John Nash
The Met. Office, Beaufort Park, Easthampstead, Wokingham, Berks RG40 3DN,UK
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1. Introduction

The advances in the satellite sector have been
supported by large amounts of temperature and wind
reports made available from commercial aircraft
operations. The availability of the aircraft data has
followed from improved real time communications to
the aircraft in flight. Widespread acquisition of
measurements is now being attempted in many
regions under a variety of international agreements.
Commercial aircraft can provide information of
similar accuracy and vertical resolution to
radiosondes for temperature and wind over the height
range of aircraft operations, but the timing and
availability of observations may be variable. Aircraft
relative humidity observations are not yet widely
available, apart from prototype experiments.

In this paper, I shall look at some of the challenges
the Upper Air Working Group of CIMO faced in the
last decade. Some of these remain to be resolved.
Originally, this Working Group consisted of a
relatively small number of national experts who in
practice had worked together for many years.
However, in the last three years it has developed into
a much larger joint meeting between a new
generation of upper air experts, (including those
working on ground based remote sensing) and a
significant number of commercial manufacturers. In
this time, a variety of urgent problems have affected
the upper air portion of the WMO Instruments and
Methods of Observation programme (IMOP),
Canterford (2000). These have been resolved partly
in meetings of the Upper Air Working Group and
partly by specialized meetings organized by WMO
relying on contributions from core members of the
Upper Air Working Group.

On the ground, wind profiler radars are providing a
reliable operational service in several countries, and
infrared or microwave radiometers are under
development
to
provide
measurements
of
temperature and water vapour at similar temporal
resolution to the wind profilers. Wind profilers plus
ground based remote sensing can provide wind and
temperature measurements continuously at high
temporal resolution, but are more expensive to
operate than collecting the aircraft information and
can only be fully exploited in numerical forecasting
as operational data assimilation techniques improve.

I will consider the issues relating to radiosonde
operations and to the operational introduction of
ground based remote sensing systems, including
wind profiler radars. Potential problems resulting
from the use of a more integrated approach to
operational upper air networks including aircraft and
satellite-hased observations will also be discussed.

Considerable scientific effort 1S focussed on the use
of ground based reception of Global Positioning
System (GPS) satellite signals to derive
measurements of total water vapour amount. This
could be cost effective in countries that deploy
widespread GPS sensor networks for monitoring
seismological events.

2. Composite Upper Air Observing System
In 1990, radiosonde measurements could still be
considered the core of the Global Observing System.
Satellite based systems were able to produce cloud
pictures that were extremely useful to forecasters, but
the sounding products from passive satellite
radiometers were not providing the full benefits
claimed for the global coverage of that observing
system.

Finally, many ideas are circulating on methods of
deploying dropsondes or targeting unmanned aircraft
over the oceans to provide insitu measurements with
better vertical resolution than satellite sounding
systems.

Ten years later, the techniques for using the satellite
radiometer measurements have improved, and
consistent positive benefits have been found in
numerical forecasts for longer than 24 hours.
Furthermore, in the last two years, measurements
from a new generation of microwave radiometers
(AMSU-A and -B) on NOAA satellites have
improved numerical forecast capability, as soon as
made available. Similarly, there has been progress in
the provision of upper winds derived from tracking
cloud and water vapor structure using geostationary
satellites.

Thus, the radiosonde system, whilst still a very
important part of the upper air component of the
GOS can no longer be considered the core of the
system alone. In many eyes, it has already been
superceded by some of the other systems mentioned
above. Given the drive to reduce the cost of the
operational upper air networks the choice of the mix
of observing systems for the integrated observing
network for GOS and GCOS is a major part of the
current work of CBS.
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•

without consultation to the Upper Air WG on the
costs that this would incur on existing upper air
systems. Selection of significant levels for TEMP
messages is not easily standardized, and should not
be necessary if BUFR code is implemented.

In this context, the manufacturers of upper
air systems require clear guidance as to the
probable resultant mix of systems, in order
to plan development and the necessary
manufacturing capacity.

This requires an integrated approach between the
network planners and those with practical experience
in the implementation of new systems, expertise that
is mostly found in CIMO. If incorrect advice is
generated it could lead to economic problems for the
manufacturers, and escalate the costs of conventional
upper air observing systems.
•

•

The methods of dealing with upper air code
changes require significant improvement in
future. A move away from TEMP to an
agreed BUFR code needs to be managed as
soon as possible.

Unfortunately, wind measurements of the quality
shown in Fig.l are not always obtained with the GPS
radiosondes currently in use.

Advice should also be generated for members
(+CBS) on the newest types of observing
systems; e.g. GPS total water vapour or
techniques for targeted insitu observations.

•

3
Progress with radiosondes
Radiosonde observations were not replaced by
satellite observations in the 1980s or 1990s, as
initially predicted by some meteorologists. In
practice, most radiosonde measurements also made
significant progress in reliability, accuracy and
vertical resolution. Fig.l shows results from a
radiosonde comparison measurement performed at
Ascension Island in 1999. In Fig. l(a), the
temperature measurements of at least one system
were obtained with a vertical resolution of better than
20 ID, from the surface to balloon burst. Accuracy of
the more reliable sensors is probably better than 0.5
QC. Differences between the different radiosondes
were not as large as 1°C at any point during the
ascent. Relative humidity measurements were of
sufficient speed to resolve the main humidity
changes with height in at temperatures down to
70°C or even lower in some cases. However,
probable accuracy was between 5 and 10 per cent, at
best, and there are significant differences even in low
level cloud. The R.H. sensor providing the most
rapid response at -80°C was the Meteolabor Snow
White Chilled mirror hygrometer, with the Vaisala
RS90 measurements also agreeing closely at
pressures down to 130 hPa. In Fig.l (b) wind
measurements were obtained with a vertical
resolution of 300m from the surface to balloon burst
with accuracy probably better than 1 ms-I using a
Vaisala GPS windfinding system. Most of the
variation in the vertical in the wind structure was not
transient and could be seen in measurements made 3
hours earlier. Currently, the advice used in coding
such wind measurements into a TEMP message is
inadequate, allowing errors of 5 ms-I in interpolating
between reported significant levels. In many cases
the coding of the message introduces much larger
errors than the observing system limitations. This
coding practice persists because the coding
authorities did not accept the advice of the Upper Air
WG. However, at least two more changes have been
subsequently introduced to the TEMP code by CBS

Improvement of the reliability of the GPS
wind measuring system is clearly another
major challenge for the immediate future

All the systems used at Ascension were installed in a
matter of hours after shipment from the UK for the
experiment. This reflects a significant advance in
radiosonde systems supplied by the better
international manufacturers since the start of the
WMO
Radiosonde
Comparisons
in
1984.
Temperature and wind can be measured as accurately
as most users require. Ground stations have been
reduced in size so that they are readily transported
installed, and are easy to operate. The progress has
been the result of collaboration between the
manufacturers, certain national research institutes
and members of the CIMO Working Group +CIMO
Members exploiting advances in modem technology.
4. Meeting user requirements
Mesoscale and local forecasting requires temperature
and humidity measurements with high vertical
resolution in the lower troposphere, preferably about
lOOm or less. Radiosondes provide the necessary
measurements of both variables on a widespread
basis. The accuracy of the radiosonde temperature
measurement in the lower troposphere is well suited
for the users. Unfortunately variation in systematic
bias from batch to batch in relative humidity
measurements undermines the potential usefulness of
the
better
radiosonde
relative
humidity
measurements, even in the lower troposphere. If a
radiosonde measurement with a low bias of 3 or 4 per
cent in cloud is assimilated in a numerical analysis
with any strong weighting, the measurement tends to
destroy the representation of the cloud.
•
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The reduction of instability Icontamination
during manufacture, storage and flight and
the elimination of significant systematic bias
from the radiosonde relative humidity
measurements constitutes one of the major
challenges for both manufacturers
and
operators during the next decade

The magnitude of error causing the problem is within
existing WMO user requirements for the accuracy of
upper air relative humidity measurements, quoted as
rms error of 5 per cent R.H.. This generalized user
requirements really needs more detail than is
currently considered necessary.
The stated
requirements are not in line with the policy of
adjusting radiosonde relative humidity measurements
(always increasing the values) used in numerical
forecasting.
•

the eastern side of England 51 oN
I°E with
maximum winds of about 35 ms-I and surface gusts
between 15 and 25 ms-I. A third more limited area
with winds as high as 35 ms-I was at 53°N 6°W in
colder air near the center of the depression, where
surface gusts as high as 35 ms-I were observed in the
most unstable air. The winds in this third area
strengthened rapidly with time to about 45 ms-I at
1 km when passing over a radiosonde station in
northern England 6 hours later. At 3 km the strongest
winds were over 50 ms-I and were observed at 50 0 N
6°W. The detailed mesoscale picture of the storm
was made possible by the wind profiler network in
western England (four sites spaced apart by about
150 km). Observations from Doppler weather radar
at Dublin, Ireland, aircraft observations in southeast
England and a limited number of radiosonde
measurements at 18 UTC from UK stations
complemented the profiler measurements. Most of
these measurements were not used in real time by the
numerical forecast, since the observing systems were
still under evaluation before acceptance as
operational systems. Estimating
winds at this
horizontal spacing over the UK only became possible
in 1999.

Instrumentation experts dealing directly with
customers and manufacturers should be
included in discussions of user requirements
and not sidelined from these processes.

5. Integrating radiosonde with aircraft and wind
profiler measurements
Recent observing system experiments have indicated
that radiosonde observations may not be contributing
as much as expected to the accuracy of current
numerical forecasts. The radiosonde measurement
samples mesoscale atmospheric structure in detail.
The local forecaster uses this detail, but it is often not
fully assimilated in the numerical model because
differences from the background forecast fields are
not supported by many other observations.

The UK. mesoscale model 6 hour forecast showed
major differences (greater than 10 ms-I) from the
observed structure shown here, consistently
underestimating the winds in advance of the cold
front. Thus, the radiosonde network on its own could
not provide sufficient upper air information to correct
the forecast, and the model-forecast field was unable
to interpolate adequately between the available
observations.

If radiosonde observations were less expensive and
were deployed regularly at spacing in the horizontal
that would define the mesoscale fields directly, a
more accurate assimilation of the mesoscale
structures would result. This happens to a limited
extent in many research campaigns, especially those
based on dropsonde observations. The typical scale
of persistent mesoscale structures near the British
Isles is nlustrated in Fig.2. This shows an estimate of
the horizontal wind structure observed at 70 km
spacing in a severe storm that passed over the British
Isles on 24 December 1999. At 18 UTC the surface
low pressure associated with the storm was
deepening very rapidly and was centered at about
55°N 6°W. At 12 UTC the early stages of the storm
had been over the sea to the southwest of the UK. and
had not been observed by the radiosonde network.
The storm caused significant structural damage and
flooding in southern England. Two plan views are
shown through the storm with wind speed contoured
using isotachs. The first section in Fig.2 (a) is at a
height of 1 km and the second in Fig.2 (b) at 3 km.
The dashed contour line indicates the extent of rain
near the surface derived from weather radar
measurements, with four areas of strong precipitation
indicated by the shaded areas inside thick contours.
The arrows indicate the wind direction. At 1 km there
were three main areas of strong winds. The strongest
winds were at about 51 oN 4°W at 18UTC, with
winds higher than 40 ms-I in advance of the surface
cold front. This area was associated with gusts of 25
to 30 ms-I at the surface. The second area was over

•

However, addition of the aircraft and wind
profiler
measurements
will
facilitate
exploitation of the detail in the radiosonde
measurements. A support infrastructure is
needed to ensure the long-term compatibility
of the three types of measurements. The
quality of aircraft and wind profiler
measurements may degrade slowly with time.
If these changes are to be detectable and
rectified, there must be a core of upper air
measurements that are reliable. A reliable
radiosonde network would best provide this
core.

The possible contribution of
high temporal
resolution measurements from a wind profiler is
illustrated in Fig.3. Measurements from the 915 MHz
wind profiler sited at 50 0 N 5°W are shown from
13.00 until about 19.00 UTC on 24 December 1999.
Observations were derived at 5-minute intervals with
minimal quality control. The upper time- height
section shows signal to noise for the observing mode
operating at 200m vertical resolution. In dry air
conditions, the profiler does not normally see strong
signals above 3 km, so the strong signals up to about
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9-km indicate the presence of ice crystals in upper
cloud. The second time height section shows wind
speed, approximately equivalent to a section from
about 54°N 3°£ to 49.5°N 7°W in Fig.2. The heavy
rain at 50.5°N 3.2°W in Fig.2, passed over the wind
profiler at about 17.10 UTC. At this time the winds
at 4 km in Fig.3 dropped from 42 to 32 ms-I . The
winds at 4 km increased again to near 55 ms- I just
after 18.00 UTC, when the signal power dropped
rapidly. The very strong winds at this level were
associated with dry air intruding into the frontal
region. Thus, temporal resolution of much greater
than an hour is important both for operational
modeling of the system and for research. The third
time height section is equivalent to the second, but
observed at 60 m vertical resolution to improve the
vertical resolution of the observations close to the
surface. The strongest mean surface winds were
observed between 16.00 and 16.30 UTC, where the
35 ms-I contour in Fig.3 was consistently closest to
the surface. The fourth time height section shows the
vertical velocity observed at high resolution. The
vertical velocity measured here is usually that of the
precipitation. The transition from pale to dark
shading at around 2 km near 14.00 UTC indicates the
level where ice crystals are melting to rain. Later,
near the passage of the cold front at about 17.00 UTC
the melting is taking place at a lower level.
The wind profiler radar not only provides wind
measurements, but its signal power, spectral width
and vertical velocity also provide information about
precipitation [and significant changes in relative
humidity in the vertical when dry]. The use of such a
system should not only be considered in terms of
wind measurements, but also the other information it
can provide. For instance, wind profilers of this type
ought to provide useful information on rainfall or the
depth of the convective boundary layer in many
tropical countries. In similar fashion, winds from
Doppler weather radars need to be integrated with the
other systems considered here.
•

The challenge to CIMO is to provide guidance
on the practical aspects of operating wind
profilers. Wind profilers have operational
limitations and these must be spelled out to
Members. Guidance should be given to the
manufacturers and research centers in
hardening designs to be effective in countries
where maintenance effort may be limited.
Similarly, guidance is required in optimizing
data processing algorithms.
Effective
communication of the high temporal
resolution data at the necessary speed to users
is also an important issue.

radiosondes, 4 automated launchers and 4 profilers,
plus aircraft measurements. Is it efficient to support
such a network with specialized staff as an individual
Member? Should support be contracted out to the
manufacturer, or should it be centralized on a
regional basis with several Members funding support
to the different types of systems?
•

CIMO should consult with the manufacturers
and the network managers in recommending
cost-effective methods of supporting future
upper air networks.

There is potential to make significant progress in
upper air networks in the next decade. This will
probably be easier for winds than for temperature and
relative humidity measurements. Changes in the
operational networks must be introduced at a rate that
sustains progress and does not undermine the
stability of the GOS and GCOS. The resultant mix of
observing systems will differ between regions,
reflecting variations in manpower costs and the
practicality of deployment of certain types of
equipment.
6. Resolution of outstanding problems
6.1 Radiofrequency issues
During the Wodd Radio Conference in 1992, part of
the 400.15 to 406 MHz band was allocated to the
Mobile Satellite Service in a manner preventing
continued long term use by radiosonde operators.
Subsequently, meteorological services have had to
take actions to retain the necessary radiofrequency to
maintain operations, both at frequencies near
403 MHz and also at frequencies near 1680 MHz.
ITU-R, responsible for the allocations, had no
documentation about the Meteorological Aids
Service, (with radiosondes the most common type of
system).
This documentation has now been
generated through the activities of a limited number
of national experts and help from a manufacturer.
CBS organized most of the special meetings to
. develop WMO policy for future radiofrequency use,
but the chairman of the CIMO Working Group also
chaired these meetings and is a member of the CBS
Steering Group on Radiofrequency Co-ordination.
Whilst the necessary progress was made, the
workload was concentrated too heavily on the
chairman of the working group. Attempts to
standardize the performance of radiosondes are under
way in some regions, and CIMO must be represented
in these negotiations
•

It is essential for the future that an upper air

(CIMO) support group must contain a
nominated radiofrequency expert to be
responsible for these issues.

A consequence of the diversification in upper air
instrumentation in a composite network may be that a
single Member instead of running 10 manned
radiosonde stations may opt for 2 manned

Radiofrequency issues remain a challenge.
Historically, there was very limited radiofrequency
use near the radiosonde bands allowing many
countries to develop their own national spectrum
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CIMO/CBS have to work together in monitoring
progress, but the current structure of CBS struggles
to supply the necessary expertise to CIMO.

use. In some cases, radiosonde transmitters are used
that are not capable of staying within the specified
MetAids service spectrum. This cannot continue
because global allocations proposed for satellite
systems will prevent national arrangements in future.
•

•

Thus, it is essential that all national
radiosonde
services
use
radiosonde
transmitters that are capable of staying well
within the internationally allocated bands,
using receivers that can cope with interfering
signals towards the edge of the allocated
bands. All relevant members have access to
the necessary technology, and this must be
introduced within a decade.

The radiosonde system is vulnerable because there
are currently no other international support groups
apart from the CIMO group.

6.2 Replacement of Omega Radiosondes
The closure of the Omega radionavigation service led
to major investments in new radiosonde equipment.
The generation of advice to Members relied heavily
on core members of the Upper Air Working Group,
but in many cases the advice appeared as products
from CBS, because CBS assumes responsibility for
network operations. The Upper Air WG correctly
steered certain manufacturers away from relying on
VLF signals as a global solution to the problem. The
correct assessment of the status of GPS versus
modern radiotheodolite was reported. However, for
a variety of reasons most Members decided on
implementation of GPS radiosondes with the
associated higher cost of consumables, rather than
radiotheodolites
using
cheaper
radiosondes.
Radiotheodolites were implemented in the
Caribbean, with a manufacturer contracted to
maintain the systems rather than the national
services.

The problems encountered with GPS radiosondes
have illustrated the importance of storing raw data
for diagnostic purposes during a flight, when new
systems are not functioning well. It is probable that
radiosonde stations in future will be treated more like
other remote sensing sites. As well as the
observation, the radiosonde system should also
transmit engineering status and housekeeping
software output back to a central monitoring point
(whether a regional center or the manufacturer).
•

CIMO needs to develop the use of
housekeeping information, raw archives and
system diagnostics from remote radiosonde
sites, and the associated interfaces to the
regional network center or manufacturer.

6.3 Year 2000 problem
Co-Operation between manufacturers and the major
users worked reasonably well in identifying and
rectifying the problems, but again relied too heavily
on a limited number of personnel to take the critical
actions.

The GPS radiosonde systems wen:; not very reliable
in the first few years of operation. After five years,
many of the problems have now been resolved.
However, this has involved the issue of new
processing software to many sites. Many Members
do not have an infrastructure for managing such
updates. It can be expected that many Members will
be asked to change the radio receiver in their ground
system before too long, as the manufacturer changes
over to digital radiosonde transmissions. Similarly,
members are being requested to upgrade to a new
radiosonde with improved sensors. Whilst modern
systems are generally reliable, it is not possible to run
an upper air system for 20 years without any effort to
provide serious technical support for the system.
Thus, it is important that Members organize methods
of training and support for those staff who are to
keep track of the technical status, and implement
necessary upgrades.
•

In restructuring the work of WMO,
consideration should be given to retaining a
forum where the upper air system operators,
technical experts and manufacturers meet to
decide on operationally important issues.
This ought to include members of the
research community who are also interested
in furthering the capability of the upper air
observing system.

6.4 Poor Performance of national systems
One outstanding problem that has yet to be resolved
is the poor measurement performance of several
national radiosonde systems. Although large efforts
have been made, the measurement quality offered to
the user seems to have stuck for nearly 20 years.
•

CIMO has to address the problem of
improving the general standard of radiosonde
observations worldwide, perhaps through
greater use of bilateral collaboration.

Reference:
Canterford, R. (2000) - Major challenges facing
WMO Member countries in operating and
maintaining meteorological and environmental
instrument networks and the role of CIMO.
Proceedings ofTECO-2000.

CIMO needs to address the issue of training
in maintaining an upper air network, i.e. at
the supervisor/ technical support level, rather
than purely the operator.
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Fig.2(a) Wind speed (nls-1] for 1000 m
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1 MEASUREMENT TECHNOLOGY, PERFORMANCE,
AND QUALITY ASSURANCE

1.2 Upper-air Observation Systems
1.2.1 In-situ Upper-air Observation Systems

The Preliminary Experiment of Deriving
Integrated atmospheric Water Vapor from Ground-based GPS
He,ping, XU,baoxiang, Zhou, xiuji
Chinese Academy of Meteorological Sciences
(46 Baishiqiao Road Beijing P.R. China, 100081)
Li, yanxing
National bureau of Earthquake
(7 NaiHuo Road Tianjing P.R. China, 300180)
ABSTRACT

The field experiment named "Huamex" was conducted in China from May to June 1998. In this experiment, a regional
GPS-network that included three ground-based GPS receiving stations (Shantou, Yangjiang and Haikou) was established to
estimate integrated atmospheric water vapor (IWV). In this paper, the comparison of IWV derived from GPS and radiosondes
for a 51-day period at ShanTou station is given. Both had an average bias of 6.5mm, the root-mean-square difference was 4.3
mm. The GPS/IWV (IWV derived from GPS) varied periodically with time and it had an obvious period of 7.2 days on the
average. Moreover, GPS/IWV were compared with per hour cumulated precipitation. Obviously there was a good coincidence
between them. The variation period was similar to that of surface precipitation. Form the time-series of GPS/IWV, we note the
accumulating and releasing process of water vapor was obvious. The surface precipitation happened while atmospheric IWV
reduced.

Keywords GPS, dry delay, wet delay
1. Introduction
Water vapor plays a critical role in atmospheric physical process. It helps us to study the vertical stability of
atmosphere, the constructions and evolution of storm systems and energy balance of earth-atmosphere system.
Using GPS to estimate atmospheric IWV is a promising method and it was developed in 90s. In 1992, Bevis et
al. put forward the principle of estimating atmospheric water vapor with ground-based GPS. In 1993, the
GPS/STORM experiment was hold in the U.S. This experiment was analyzed by Rocken et al. (1995) with a
relative method. (Using GPS to estimate the relative value of IWV among the GPS stations and using Water
Vapor Radiometers to measure the absolute of IWV at a reference station, thereby determining the correction
to transform relative IWV into absolute IWV at every station). Later in the data reanalyzing for GPS/STORM,
Duan and Bevis put forward a new approach to estimate absolute value of atmospheric IWV without
calibrating by Water Vapor Radiometers. In China, researches in this field have being done a lot in recent
years (1]-[5]. Especially, we established Ground-based GPS receiving stations during Huamex experiment period
(from May to June 1998), expecting to obtain some information about atmospheric IWV. The experiment was
,uccessful; the preliminary analysis shows that it is a promising remote sensing technique for deriving
atmospheric IWV.

2. Field experiment and GPS data processing
Two temporary GPS stations were established at Shantou and Yangjiang during Huamex in 1998. The
GPS receiver at Shantou was set at the meteorological platform, and at Yangjiang was located about 2 meters
away from the meteorological platform. Two GPS receivers observed continuously from May 5th • to June 26 th •
Simultaneously, the GPS receiving station of Haikou observed continuously during the experiment too. Table 1
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shows the geographical data of each station.
Raw GPS data obtained at the stations of Shantou, Yangjiang and Haikou were processed with the
GAMIT software. Data collected from some long distance stations like Shanghai, Tianjin(China),
TSKB(Japan), IRKT(Russian) and Kitab(Uzbekstan) were also used in order to introduce some very long
baselines. The computing yielded total zenith delays with a temporal resolution of 30 minutes.

3. Method estimate atmospheric IWV
The GAMIT software was used to estimate the zenith delay caused by the neutral atmosphere. The zenith
neutral delay has two components; they are dry delay and wet delay. The surface pressure measurements are
used to compute the dry delay. The dry delay is subtracted from the zenith neutral delay to obtain the wet
delay, which is then transformed into IWV.
This paper adopts following formula (advised by Elgered at el.) to calculate dry delay:

Zh = [(2.2779

± 0.0024)mm x hpa- 1 ] -Po- f(A, H)

where Po is surface barometric pressure at the station, A is geographical longitude, H is sea level
elevation of the station, and f(A, H)

= [1- 0.00266 COS(2A) - 0.00028H]

Atmospheric integrated water vapor (IWV) is the total quantity of water vapor overlying an unit area on the
earth's surface expressed as the height of an equivalent column of liquid water. It somewhat relates to zenith
wet delay. Businger et al.[7] provided the following empirical formula:

PW = IlxZWD
10 6

Il=-----pwRJk31Tm + k2]

where p w is water vapor density, Rv is gas constant of water vapor, and Tm is weighted mean temperature
(Davis et al. 1985),

T
m

f(Pv IT)dz

=~----

f(Pv I T 2 )dz

m = Mw I Md is mole ratio of water vapor to dry air, k 2 ,k 2 ,k3 are coefficients in the empirical formula of

atmospheric refractive index N (Smith and Weintaub 1953),

where Pd is barometric pressure of dry air, and Pv is water vapor pressure.

Il

is a coefficient relative to

meteorological parameter, it can be given an approximate constant value of 0.156. For simplicity, this paper
adopts Il as Il =0.156 in computing.
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4. Preliminary Conclusion and Discussions
We analyzed the data from GPS, radiosonde and precipitation of the three stations. The GPS/IWV were
yielded at 30-min intervals. The comparison of GPS, radiosonde estimates of atmospheric IWV at SHANTOU
station for 51-day period of the experiment, is shown in Fig.l. Also the precipitation data is drawn on the
Figure. The abscissa is observation time (hour), the ordinate is IWV (mm), and the second ordinate is
precipitation (mm/h). In the figure, continuous curve is GPS estimates of IWV, small dots are radiosonde
estimates of IWV, and vertical volumes are precipitation.
Due to the advantage of continuous observation, the method of estimating IWV from GPS can quite well
illustrate the variation of atmospheric IWV in high temporal resolution. It is continent for us to determine the
accumulating and releasing processing of water vapor. It is sometime accumulated sometime released in
accordance with the weather process. But it can not be expressed in radiosonde data of twice a day.
Although, there were differences between GPS estimates and radiosonde estimates at same observation
time, both had an average bias of 6.5mm and the root-mean-square difference was 4.3 mm, the tendencies of
IWV estimated from GPS and radiosonde were same.
In the fig. I , it can be seen from the time series of IWV estimated from GPS that the evolution of IWV is
periodic. Amplitude varies violent and the period of wave with average amplitude of33mm is 7.2 days.
It can also be seen that the general developing tendency of IWV with time is increasing, and there may

be something to do with seasonal variation of atmospheric humidity, which is lower in May and higher in June.
Table 2 shows the statistics of IWV in May and June, the mean value of IWV increases 6.9mm from May to
June.
Furthermore, the data of precipitation are drawn on the same figure (Figure I) in order to observe how
the atmospheric IWV varies with ground surface precipitation. GPS/IWV varies periodically by the rule of
increasing rapidly, relative stability and then decreasing violently. Its variation period is similar to that of
surface precipitation. The phenomenon is very often and clear that heavy rain companies the decreasing of
IWV in time. especially before strong precipitation happens the atmospheric IWV reduces sharp. Maybe there
is a close coincidence between them.
In this paper, GPS data from Huamex are processed routinely, compared and analyzed preliminarily. And
later further analysis and research will be done. Preliminary analyzed results indicate that there are many
prominent advantages to use GPS technique in observing atmospheric IWV and it is a promising technique.
Tanle 1: geographical data of each station
Station Name

longitude

latitude

SHANTOU

116°41'
111°58
110°21'

23°24'

7.3

21°52
21°02

23.8

YANGJIANG
HAIKOU

elevation(m)

13.9

Table2: the statistics of IWV from May to June 98,SHANTOU station
Month
May
June
differences between
June and May

Average(mm)
46.9
53.9
6.9

Max(mm)
62.3
68.4
6.1

Min(mm)
31.7
40.0
8.3
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OVERVIEW OF NWS RADIOSONDE SYSTEM REPLACEMENT
Richard D. Thomas, Jr. and Carl A. Bower, Jr.
National Weather Service
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1325 East-West Highway
Silver Spring, Maryland 20910
United States of America
Facsimile: (301) 713-0959
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The radiosonde is one of the most critical observational tools for obtaining atmospheric measurements required
for numerical prediction, research models, climatology, and regional forecasts. It is an instrument, carried aloft
by a balloon, which measures the ambient pressure, temperature, and moisture during its flight. A radio signal
containing the information is sent down to a ground station where it is processed into various reports or
observations. The radiosonde's position or movement can be tracked by various methods to determine a
sounding of wind speed and direction.
Rawinsonde observations (a radiosonde tracked to also determine winds) form the backbone of weather
forecasts and upper air analyses as part of the World Meteorological Organization's World Weather Watch.
They are critical input to numerical weather prediction models, severe weather prediction, air pollution transport
prediction, aviation operations, and the study and prediction of global climate change. They also serve as the
benchmark from which estimates of satellite and ground-based thermodynamic profiler temperature and moisture
retrievals are derived.
Given the critical importance of this observing program in supporting the National Weather Service (NWS)
mission and the various adversities facing the program, the NWS has begun an effort to totally replace its current
network of 40+ year old systems with a modern system that will operate within a much reduced frequency
spectrum, avoid increasing maintenance difficulties, and be more effectively integrated with other systems at
modernized NWS offices.
2.0 CURRENT NWS OPERATIONAL NETWORK
Of the more than 800 upper air stations around the world, the United States supports a network of over 100
upper air observing stations that reaches from the Caribbean to Pacific islands, and from Alaska to south of the
equator. These include those located at NWS-staffed stations, contractor-staffed stations, stations staffed by
other agencies, and stations staffed by other countries. Approximately 75,000 radiosondes are flown annually
at NWS supported sites. Observations from NWS stations are taken twice daily.
The current radiosonde system in use at most NWS location operates in the 1670-1690 MHz frequency range.
It consists of a large ground-based radio-direction finding antenna and radio receiver which tracks the location
of the radiosonde and receives signals transmitted. Data are then passed to an IBM PC/XT for processing into
meteorological messages that are disseminated across the world.
3.0 ASSESSMENT OF NEED
There are a number of issues which threaten the continued operation of this critical component of the NWS
infrastructure. The main two issue areas relate to maintenance of the current system and its requirement for
a large radio-frequency band in which to operate.
The mechanical portions of the system are 1950's vintage and are becoming more difficult to maintain. Over
90% of the system parts are commercially obsolete. Numerous integrated circuit chips used throughout the
system are particularly difficult to replace. Due to the age of the equipment, failures are increasing such that the
number of parts repaired has more than doubled in the past 6 years. The NWS has now completed an effort
to procure stockpiles of these old components from the original manufacturers or integrators. Given current
failure rates, the system should be repairable through 2004. After that, catastrophic outages are anticipated.
The supply of parts necessary to maintain the outdated IBM PC/XT computer is only sufficient to last 1 to 2
years. The software used in this computer must be rewritten before it can be used on a newer computer.
Maintenance work is further complicated by a lack of modern diagnostics support (software or test equipment),
and requires extensive training and experience to diagnose problems manually.
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At some stations, additional ground equipment (transponders) provide special tracking of the radiosondes when
they are carried over the horizon in high wind situations. This transponder equipment uses vacuum tubes which
are no longer supportable. In 1990, 33 stations had transponder units. Currently, there are only two stations
remaining which have the equipment still functioning, resulting in the loss of high altitude wind data which may
be degrading numerical weather prediction models.
The current generation of radiosondes are very inefficient in their use of radio-frequencies, due mainly to the lack
of frequency stability in the transmitters and the lack of tuning accuracy. As a result of the Omnibus Budget
Reconciliation Act of 1993, the U.S. Government reallocated 5 MHz (1670-1675 MHz) to the private sector on
January 1, 1999. The current ground systems will be very susceptible to interference from new transmitters
operating in this frequency band, which could result in lost data during portions of the radiosonde flights, or
inability to operate the system at all. Furthermore, steps must be taken to tune the radiosonde transmitters to
a higher frequency to avoid causing interference to new receivers operating in that same frequency band. This
will increase the interference already being experienced between radiosondes and data transmissions from
meteorological satellites.
4.0 REPLACEMENT PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
The NWS has several primary objectives in replacing its
current network of radiosonde systems, as outlined in
Figure 1.
System availability will be maintained by utilizing more
reliable components in the replacement system. The
other major objective is related to the reduction in the
use of radio-frequency spectrum. The new system must
coexist with other users in the same or nearby spectrum
band through the use of stable transmitters and robust
ground receiving equipment.

Maintain system availability
Reduce use of radio-frequency
spectrum
Distribute higher resolution datasets
Distribute both processed and
unprocessed data
Figure 1: Replacement System Objectives

In addition, there are several other objectives associated with the implementation of new data processing
software. The distribution of higher resolution data sets will allow numerical prediction models and researchers
to use the full set of observed data, where the current system does not disseminate or archive all of the data sent
by the radiosonde. These products, as summarized in Figure 2, will be distributed in near real-time. The data
sets will include both processed and unprocessed data, which provides the best data quality (corrected for solar
radiation effects on sensors) to users, and yet supports the needs of climate researchers who require data
continuity by allowing them to reprocess the original data from old observations using new algorithms.

•

•

•

•

WMO Coded Messages
o
Transmitted in two parts (Surface to 100 hPa, above 100 hPa)
o
Mandatory and significant levels
RADAT Message
o
Coded message
o
Flight levels crossing the freezing point
Distributed Data Sets
o
Transmitted in two parts (Surface to 100 hPa, above 100 hPa)
o
Administrative data
Station, flight, radiosonde, and balloon information
Surface weather conditions
o
Time stamped data
Height and Pressure
Temperature (with and without radiation correction) and Humidity
UN wind components
LatlLong position
Quality indicators
Time resolution matching radiosonde
Archive Data Set
o
All data in above sets
o
Additional processed data

Figure 2: Summary of data sets to be distributed by the replacement system.
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5.0 SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The replacement radiosonde system will consist of several components (Figure 3) which will be acquired in
separate acquisitions. The telemetry subsystem (antenna and receiver) is to be a generic design which will allow
the ground system to work with different brands of radiosondes. This is critical to maintaining competition in the
acquisition of the radiosondes in order to keep costs under control throughout the lifetime of the system. The
radiosondes will be purchased in combination with a signal processing subsystem that will decode the proprietary
signals from the radiosonde into a standardized meteorological data stream which is passed to the NWS upper
air workstation. The workstation will be a Pentium computer running Windows NT, which will in turn be
connected to the Advanced Weather Interactive Processing System (AWlPS) local area network. Automated
surface observing equipment now used throughout the NWS network are often located too far from the
radiosonde release point to be representative of the environmental conditions. Therefore, surface weather
observing equipment (temperature, pressure, humidity, and wind) are required at the point of the balloon release
to baseline the remainder of the radiosonde sounding. Finally, at a small number of locations (about 10), a
balloon inflation and launch shelter will be used to inflate and release the balloons where a more controlled
release is required due to obstacles in the surrounding area. In many ofthese cases, the shelters will be located
on the rooftop of the office building. Manual inflation and release of the balloon is not practical in those
circumstances.

o

Radiosond~
I

Balloon Inflation &
Launch Shelter

Surface Observing
Instruments

__

~a~ 9~tp~~
Navigation &
Windfinding
-------PTU Conversion

Receiver

Telemetry Subsystem

Telemetry Input

Signal Processing Subsystem

Figure 3: System Overview
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D
Workstation

Computer Subsystem

In August, 1999, a contract was awarded to International
Met Systems (formerly ATIR U.S., Inc.) for the telemetry
subsystem, shown in Figure 4. The antenna tracks the
radiosonde, providing the 1660 -1700 MHZ radio data to
the receiver located on the back of the dish assembly,
which down converts the signal to 107 MHZ for the Signal
Processing System.
The Data Communications
Equipment provides a fiber optic link back to the office
(within 2000m) where the main workstation is located, as
well as provides voice communications between the
office, antenna location, and launch area. The radio
receiver is state-of-the-art and uses standard cell-phone
components. The characteristics of the antenna are
listed in Figure 5. The servoed parabolic dish was
chosen due to it's superb performance, low cost, and high
reliability.
The usually lower reliability of moving
mechanical parts have evolved over the past 10 years to
become very reliable mechanisms. The dish can be split
for easier transport. The low inertia pancake motor
drives are maintenance-free, lubricated for life. The
system will include a comprehensive suite of built-in-test
features for both continuous monitoring of the hardware
and software states, as well as special off-line diagnostic
tests.

Dish
.----- Assembly

Yoke
Assembly

Digital
Communications
Equipment

Figure 4: Telemetry Receiver System

2.0 meter diameter fiberglass parabolic
dish
Lightweight construction
Rugged, corrosion resistant materials
Easy access to subassemblies
Pedestal provides environmentally
controlled 19" rack for DCE and SPS
Use of current NWS radomes will be
required
Uses proven, low risk technology

The replacement system will use Global Positioning
System (GPS) wind-finding techniques in order to meet
In
NWS accuracy and availability requirements.
January, 2000, contracts were awarded to two
radiosonde manufacturers (Sippican, Inc. and InterMet
Systems) for the development and submission of GPS
radiosondes for evaluation by the NWS. Those products
determined to meet the NWS radiosonde specification
Figure 5: Antenna Characteristics
will be placed on a Qualified Products List, from which
future acquisitions will be made. No significant change
in radiosonde sensor performance is anticipated with the new system at this time (compared to the current NWS
operational rad iosondes).

6.0 IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE
The acquisition of the various system components shown in Figure 3 began in 1999. Necessary modification
and integration of commercially available components is occurring during 2000, with implementation of systems
at the field sites beginning in late calendar year 2001 and continuing into 2005. The implementation schedule
will be phased across three or more years in order to keep the necessary annual funding at lower levels.
7.0 SUMMARY
The NWS must take immediate steps to avoid further degradation of its radiosonde system network. Plans are
underway to replace the current system with a GPS-based system within the next 4 to 5 years. The new system
will have to meet more stringent requirements associated with the use of radio-frequency spectrum, and will
eliminate many of the maintenance issues associated with the current system.
Additional requirements and specification documents (as well as procurement information) can be found on the
NWS Observing System Branch's web site at http://www.rrs.nws.noaa.gov.
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Victor Chistuhin
Moscow Institute of Electronic Engineering, Russian Federation
Tel: (095) 530-10-29; Fax: (095) 530-22-33

1. INTRODUCTION
It is known that there are three systems of windfinding that consists in determining
radiosonde coordinates during the flight and finding the height: radiotheodoliting, radartracking and navigational. Each method has its advantages and disadvantages. Conventionally
in Russia a radar-tracking method is used, which provides high accuracy in determining wind
and altitude, confirmed in some intercomparisons of radiosondes [1], autonomy, i.e.
independence from navigational signals, low cost of radiosondes. Now the aerological
network of Russia uses mostly the radar-tracking system AVK-1 with a

high-power

transmitter and parabolic antenna 1,8 m in diameter. On the net now there are 102 AVK
radars. They

also are used in some other countries. Its high power consumption and

increasing costs of operation and maintenance made it necessary to develop a new radar.

2. THE NEW AEROLOGICAL RADAR
The aerological radar of a new generation MARL-A (Fig. 1) is created on the basis of
active phase array antenna with 64-th independent transceiver modules. The electronic control
of a beam is carried out by a computer in both coordinates - in an elevation in limits +70 ... 40 grad, in an azimuth in limits + - 25 grad. The antenna plane has an incline of 30 grad to
provide the scanning range of elevation from - 10 grad to +100 grad. In azimuth, near the
limits of the electronic scanning range, the antenna is additionally turned mechanically. The
step of electronic scanning of 0,05 grad, is provided by 4-digit phase shifters.
The power of the transmitted impulse necessary for receiving the return signal from the
super-regenerative receiver of radiosonde is only 100 w. This is two orders of magnitude
lower than in AVK-1, which is the result of using special methods of signal filtration and
correlation processing. The pulse length is about 0,8 I-lS. The tracking range is 200 km.
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The procedure of distance measurements and sonde tracking, processing of telemetry
signal, compiling upper-air telegrams, and collecting data archives is performed in the PC of
operator. This PC is connected via data links to the MARL receiver and on-board (industrial)
computer. Fig. 2 shows the structural diagram of MARL-A, while Figs. 3 and 4 show a PC
screen in two modes.
Structurally, MARL consists of an antenna post, with all blocks in microelectronic
implementation, and PC of an operator. The antenna post is covered by a radiotransparent
windshied.

PARAMETERS OF MARL-A
1

Dimensions the phased array antenna (64 devices)

2

Precision of angular tracking (root-mean-square deviation from datas

1,8 x 1,4 M

AVK-l)

3

4

- In an azimuth

0,15 grad

- In an elevation angle

0,1 grad

Transmitted power
- In pulse

100 Watt

- Medial

0,1 Watt

Tracking distance

+- 30m

- Precision

200 km

- Maximum range
5

1680 + - 5

Operating frequency

MHz

6

Consumed power

less than 500
Watt

7

Weight (without windshield of a shelter)

250 kg

3. RESULTS OF TESTS
In testing, special attention was paid to the directional diagram of the antenna array, to
the precision of sonde tracking over two angular coordinates and tracking reliability,
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especially at large distances, including a possibility of fast recapture a sonde after tracking
loss.
Figure 5 shows experimentally checked up phase-array antenna's pattern in the
horizontal and vertical planes. The width of the main lobe is not changed by an up to 10 deg.
deviation from the normal. At a decline of up to 20 deg., the diagram broadens by 10 %. At a
maximum decline of +/- 60 deg. in elevation, the main lobe broadens by 30 %.
The precision of the angular radiosonde tracking with MARL was determined in comparison
with the data on the angular coordinates of AVK-l radiosonde launched on one suspension,
and also the performance of the Sun tracking using a radiotheodolite mode of MARL-A.
In Fig. 6, an example of a simultaneous launching MARL and AVK radiosondes is
presented. The results show a good agreement with RMS errors: 0,1 '" 0,15 deg.
It is quite useful to examine elevation tracking of a radiosonde at descent [2]. The

elevation angle is likely to vary uniformly at descent, the beginning of the nonuniformity
implying the influence of an underlying surface on an antenna directional characteristic. In
experiments with MARL-A, the critical angle of a place was + 4-6 deg.
To estimate tracking quality in range, an experiment to recapture a radiosonde released
at the neighboring upper-air server was conducted. The radiosonde was recaptured at 168 km
distance.

4. CONCLUSION
The new aerological radar MARL-A with low power emission now is in production for some
stations of the Russian network. The main parameters of MARL-A are better than that of
AVK-l. Radiosondes which are used with a new radar are the same as used with AVK, that is
MRZ-3A, but on the frequency 1680 MHz. The price of MARL-A and operational expenses
are more less than for traditional big radars.
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New Technology in Upper Air Observations
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Introduction
The Met. Office (UK) has made the decision to move
from an observation network dominated by manual
observations to a highly automated observation
network by 2002. As a consequence, almost all the
operational systems in the UK upper air network will
be changed and some radiosonde stations will close or
be moved. The current Vaisala PC-CORA ground
systems will no longer be used for main operations.

take over flight processing control from subsidiary
sites, if required.
DigicoraIII has extensive archives of raw and edited
data. At the end of each flight all raw data pressure,
temperature, humidity and wind information whether
it be Loran or GPS are stored. If there are problems
with an ascent, Vaisala Oy have diagnostic software
that can determine whether the problem was
interference, a bad radiosonde or some other factor
beyond the operator's control.

Upper Air data for the GOS are expecte~ to be
provided by four Vaisala Autosondes, WIth two
manned radiosonde stations retained at the current
GCOS site, Lerwick, Shetland and Camborne in
Cornwall. In addition three boundary layer and two
tropospheric wind profilers will be used to provide
continuous measurements of upper wind.

An early version of DigicoraIII with a partial operator
interface was deployed at Ascension Island in
April/May 1999. This was for an AMSU-B satellite
water vapour radiometer verification test, MOTH
[Measurement Of Tropospheric Humidit~], in
collaboration with the UK Met Research FlIght. A
fuller operational DigicoraIII evaluation was
conducted at Camborne in March 2000. A number of
operational system problems were found that would
have prevented contractual acceptance as an
operational system. However there were no
discernible differences in the computed pressure,
temperature and humidity values when compared to
the current PC-CORA system. Differences were found
between the Loran winds from PC-CORA and
DigicoraIII. The Loran test was conducted with
DigicoraIII having the same line fitting length and
smoothing settings as used with PC-CORA. Towards
the end of some flights, DigicoraIII winds were less
reliable than . from PC-CORA. Vaisala have
resimluated the flight measurements with more active
smoothing, and DigicoraIII winds then appear of
similar quality to those from PC-CORA. An updated
version of DigicoraIII software is undergoing
operational testing at Lerwick and the earlier system
faults have now been mainly eliminated.

This report is concerned with the test and development
activities for radiosonde systems in the last year.
Three topics will be considered.
1.

2.

3.

Testing and development of operational
interfaces for the new Vaisala DigicoraIII ground
station.
Testing of GPS windfinding systems. UK
Autosonde operations need the option of GPS
windfinding if there are problems with the LoranC navigation chain in Europe. Defence test
ranges require accurate low level GPS winds, as
the wind finding radars used for the last 40 years
are at the end of their working life. Graw and
Sippican GPS radiosondes are being used to
obtain height measurements to provide an
independent check on radiosonde pressure
sensors.
Flight testing of the Vaisala RS90 radiosonde,
before introduction into operational service.

DigicoraIII - Characteristics
DigicoraIII is a PC based system whose software ~ns
under Windows NT4. It was chosen by competItIve
tender to replace the PC-CORA ground system, which
could not support GPS wind measurements.
DigicoraIII is flexible enough to meet both civili~n
and defence Met. Office user requirements, and WIll
also be incorporated into the Vaisala Autosondes. This
will allow The Met. Office to standardise on one
sounding system. DigiCoraIII software allows remote
access via a telephone line; this will simplify software
support, software upgrades and detailed diagnostics of
system failure. Vaisala Oy will provide software
support under a service level agreement. DigicoraIlI
will also allow several ascents to be processed and
displayed simultaneously so that the manned sites can

GPS Radiosonde
GPS wind measurements with winds computed using
a sample period of I-minute (approximately 300m
vertical resolution) were tested at Camborne in April
2000. GPS winds were compared with simultaneous
Cossor radar winds and at low levels with winds from
a Metek Sodar.
The Graw radiosonde was the simplest to prepare for
operation, whilst the Sippican radiosonde was the
most difficult. The Graw radiosonde does not have an
unwinder, the Sippican radiosonde has a 30 metre
unwinder and the Vaisala radiosonde has 60 metres
making it the most difficult to launch in strong winds.
Vaisala RS80 GPS winds had most interpolation and
missing data, (about 2 per cent of the total winds
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Vaisala RS90 Tests
The RS90 was first tested internationally in 1995 at
Wallops Island, Schmidlin, (1998). The UK Met.
Office tested a revised version in August 1998 at
Camborne, but this was in very dry and sunny
conditions and it was judged necessary to perform
another acceptance test in wetter, windier conditions
before operational introduction. This test was
performed in March 2000, with the RS90 radiosondes
flown in parallel with the Meteolabor Snow White
chilled mirror hygrometers. Comparison flights with
the Snow White were also part of the MOTH test on
Ascension Island in early 1999 and a second MOTH
test at Visby, Sweden in December 1999.

reported), similar to the current operational data loss at
UK overseas stations. The winds from Graw and
Sippican GPS radiosondes agreed most closely with
the Cossor Radar. DigicoraIII winds oscillated with an
amplitude of about 1 to 1.5 ms· 1 and period of about
30 seconds relative to the radar winds, see Fig. 1. This
happened when flown alone or on flights with other
radiosondes. It was not seen in Vaisala GPS tests at
Camborne using an early version of MW15 software
(Elms, et aI.1997). Fig. 2 shows the RMS differences
of simultaneous measurements by the Vaisala, Graw
and Sippican radiosondes with respect to the radar for
the southerly wind component. The results for the
westerly wind component were similar. The standard
error of the radar measurements was expected to be
about 0.2 ms· 1 shortly after launch, increasing to about
0.3 ms· 1 by the end of the flight. The results in Fig.2
indicate measurement errors in the Sippican were
similar to those of the radar, and those found for the
Vaisala system in 1997. The Graw measurements have
larger errors, mostly because the processing smoothed
variations in winds more than expected for I-minute
samples.

Relative humidity results
In the UK test in 1998 the RS90 humidity sensor was
not regenerated before launch (heated for several
minutes to drive off contaminants), but in 1999 and
2000 the sensors were regenerated before performing
ground control checks.
Three systematic problems have become clear as the
result of the UK deployments of the RS90 humidity
sensors.

At low levels the Sippican measurements were the
most reliable. However, it would be preferable to enter
the surface wind observation after launch, rather than
before, so the surface wind could be timed to match
with launch in both Sippican and Graw systems.
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The two RS90 humidity sensors are not covered, and
rely on alternate heating of the sensors to drive off
contamination during an ascent. However, in the
recent Camborne acceptance trial, the pulse heating
was not strong enough to drive the water off the sensor
when emerging from relatively thin low cloud, in
situations where the cap on the RS80 relative humidity
sensor prevented contamination. This occurred on
several occasions. An example is shown in Fig. 3. In
this example there was a 30-second delay before the
RS90 humidity dropped to the correct value of around
60 percent.
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RS90 Radiosonde
The RS90 radiosonde is described in Paukkunen and
lauhiainen (1998).
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During the two tests at Cambome, an additional
humidity check was made prior to launch by placing
each radiosonde in a humidity chamber. Figure 6
shows the results. In August 1998 the RS90 was not
regenerated before launch and in March 2000 there
was a regeneration procedure in use. In March 2000
the RS90 humidity check data were consistently
higher than in the 1998 test. This explains the offset
between the Cambome and Ascension Island results at
high relative humidity in Fig. 5. The check results for
the RS80 did not change between tests, and these
radiosondes were more consistent relative to the Snow
White than the RS90 measurements. Vaisala Oy have
now stated that regeneration should only be used with
radiosondes that have been regenerated before
calibration in the factory. Thus, the acceptance test
must be repeated once this type of radiosonde
becomes available.

Day Night Differences
Relative Humidity differences for temperatures greater than
OC Derived from comparison tests in Ascension Island and
Vlsby, 1999 and Camborne, March 2000
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Hence the introduction ofthe RS90 radiosonde is to be
postponed until the problems are resolved.
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Figures 4 and 5 show comparison results from large
numbers of triple radiosonde comparisons between
Vaisala RS80 H-Humicap, Vaisala RS90 and Snow
white chilled mirror hygrometer. The Snow White is
not assumed to be an absolute reference but is used to
be independent of the two Vaisala radiosondes.
However, comparison of Snow White measurements
in upper cloud between day and night indicate that any
day-night difference in the measurements is not large.
In Figure 4 the average day night difference between
the RS80 and Snow White is about 2 per cent R.H. In
Figure 5 the day-night difference is about 4%. During
the day the RS90 sensors are heated by the sun's solar
radiation. The relative humidity reported is for a
temperature higher than ambient, and is thus lower
than the true value for the correct air temperature. This
day-night difference in the RS90 increases
significantly by at least 10% in the upper troposphere.
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internal temperature is tranSltIoning from a higher
temperature to a colder temperature. In the
stratosphere, the RS90 pressure sensor indicates
pressures lower than the RS80 by about 0.4 hPa on
average. In Fig.ll, comparisons of simultaneous
height measurements between the tracking radar and
the two radiosonde types, indicates that in the 1998
test the pressure indicated by the RS90 was much
closer to th~ truth at heights above 20 km than that of

tropopause. At temperatures near -50°C, the RS90
appears to have a "calibration difference", of between
-O.I°C and -Q.2°C relative to the RS80, see the
comparisons between 20 and 25 km. The difference in
time constant of response probably causes the RS90 to
report lower temperatures, on average by between
O.I°C and 0.2°C at 10 km. In the tropics it appears that
both calibration and time constant differences have
increased in amplitude to give an overall difference of
-0.5°C between the two radiosonde types. In the
daytime, Fig. 7 also includes a fourth data set
designated "Austria" from Paukkunen and lauhiainen
(1998). All four tests show similar RS90-RS80
differences, as a function of height apart from in the
upper tropical troposphere, where the increased
difference seen at night is also present in the day. The
differences in the stratosphere between the tworadiosonde types is not trivial for climate change
studies and needs adequate explanation. The
differences must lie in the radiation correction
schemes, which are of very different amplitude for the
two radiosonde types, see Figure 9.
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the RS80. Around 15 km, near the tropical tropopause,
the relationship between the two pressure sensors
differs significantly from mid-latitudes. This merits
further investigation.
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two-radiosonde types noted in the stratosphere, would
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RS90 Pressure Sensor Performance
The differences between simultaneous measurements
by the RS90 and RS80 pressure sensors are presented
as a function of height in Fig. 10. Near the ground the
RS90 usually indicates pressures lower than the RS80.
The RS80 sensor has a positive pressure bias when its
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1. INTRODUCTION
Radiosonde observations are widely considered to be the single most important component of the current
atmospheric observing system, and have been the mainstay of the global observing network for more than
45 years. However, the global distribution of such observations remains very uneven, with the highest
density in the middle latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere, while large tropical land areas in South America
and in Africa are sparsely sampled. Although labor costs are a substantial fraction of the total cost of making
such observations in developed countries, the so-called "expendable" radiosonde package dominates the
sounding budget of most developing countries, and this cost generally determines both the number of
stations that can be operated and the frequency of soundings. The cost of maintaining this worldwide
network has been in recent years subject to scrutiny, and it is not clear is the network can been maintained at
its present level, let alone expanded into the remaining continental data voids. Even developed countries are
re-evaluating the frequency of soundings, in efforts to reduce budgets, and some networks are under serious
financial stress.

2. CONCEPT
A proposed partial solution to these recurring cost problems is the development of a recoverable, reusable
radiosonde system. The use of such a device would possibly allow for both an increased distribution of
sounding sites and an increase in the frequency of sampling by the device with a corresponding significant
reduction in the recurring cost. The ideal solution would consist of a reusable instrumentation vehicle, which
could be launched in a manner consistent with present operation, but could be automatically returned to the
launch point, or another designated recovery point, to allow for the recovery and reuse of the equipment. To
provide an expanded distribution, the ideal device would also need to be designed to the lowest acquisition
cost possible. The concept for a recoverable/reusable sonde was first proposed by Dean Lauritsen of the
National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR). In United States Patent Number: 5,186,418 granted on
February 16, 1993, Dr. Lauriten proposed developing a recoverable rawinsonde that would fly back to its
launch point or suitable location with the vehicle guidance during descent utilizing a GPS based navigation
control system.
The ideal solution is a reusable vehicle called the Glidersonde. The Glidersonde is a small-unpowered
autonomous sailplane that carries meteorological sensors for the collection of atmospheric data in a
comparable method to a radiosonde. The Glidersonde has a wingspan of less than one meter and a total
flying weight of approximately 2.0 kilograms. The Glidersonde contains a Global Positioning System (GPS)
The
receiver and a small microcomputer used in determining relative position and navigation decisions.
Glidersonde is carried aloft by a conventional gas-filled balloon measuring pressure, temperature, and
humidity and position data as it ascends. At a preset altitude, the Glidersonde releases itself from the
balloon. The aircraft naturally flies to a level attitude and the autonomous navigation system steers it to the
home or alternate location. After reaching the home location, the glider circles while descending. At a preset
altitude above ground, a parachute deploys and the Glidersonde is recovered. The vehicle can then be
quickly refurbished and reused. A schematic diagram of a complete Glidersonde mission is depicted in
Figure 1.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Radiosonde observations are widely considered to be the single most important component of the current
atmospheric observing system, and have been the mainstay of the global observing network for more than
45 years. However, the global distribution of such observations remains very uneven, with the highest
density in the middle latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere, while large tropical land areas in South America
and in Africa are sparsely sampled. Although labor costs are a substantial fraction of the total cost of making
such observations in developed countries, the so-called "expendable" radiosonde package dominates the
sounding budget of most developing countries, and this cost generally determines both the number of
stations that can be operated and the frequency of soundings. The cost of maintaining this worldwide
network has been in recent years subject to scrutiny, and it is not clear is the network can been maintained at
its present level, let alone expanded into the remaining continental data voids. Even developed countries are
re-evaluating the frequency of soundings, in efforts to reduce budgets, and some networks are under serious
financial stress.
2. CONCEPT
A proposed partial solution to these recurring cost problems is the development of a recoverable, reusable
radiosonde system. The use of such a device would possibly allow for both an increased distribution of
sounding sites and an increase in the frequency of sampling by the device with a corresponding significant
reduction in the recurring cost. The ideal solution would consist of a reusable instrumentation vehicle, which
could be launched in a manner consistent with present operation, but could be automatically returned to the
launch point, or another designated recovery point, to allow for the recovery and reuse of the equipment. To
provide an expanded distribution, the ideal device would also need to be designed to the lowest acquisition
cost possible. The concept for a recoverable/reusable sonde was first proposed by Dean Lauritsen of the
National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR). In United States Patent Number: 5,186,418 granted on
February 16, 1993, Dr. Lauriten proposed developing a recoverable rawinsonde that would fly back to its
launch point or suitable location with the vehicle guidance during descent utilizing a GPS based navigation
control system.
The ideal solution is a reusable vehicle called the Glidersonde. The Glidersonde is a small-unpowered
autonomous sailplane that carries meteorological sensors for the collection of atmospheric data in a
comparable method to a radiosonde. The Glidersonde has a wingspan of less than one meter and a total
flying weight of approximately 2.0 kilograms. The Glidersonde contains a Global Positioning System (GPS)
receiver and a small microcomputer used in determining relative position and navigation decisions.
The
Glidersonde is carried aloft by a conventional gas-filled balloon measuring pressure, temperature, and
humidity and position data as it ascends. At a preset altitude, the Glidersonde releases itself from the
balloon. The aircraft naturally flies to a level attitude and the autonomous navigation system steers it to the
home or alternate location. After reaching the home location, the glider circles while descending. At a preset
altitude above ground, a parachute deploys and the Glidersonde is recovered. The vehicle can then be
quickly refurbished and reused. A schematic diagram of a complete Glidersonde mission is depicted in
Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Glidersonde mission and stages (not to scale).
Data recovery can take one of two forms. The data can be stored internally in re-writable memory and
downloaded after the vehicle is recovered or the data can be telemetered to a ground station as it is
acquired. The data collection is equivalent in both accuracy and continuity to a standard radiosonde
sounding. However, employing the Glidersonde vehicle, the meteorological sensor package is safely
returned to be utilized over and again.
3. ENGINEERING ASPECTS
The basic engineering approach was to evaluate the mission requirements and design and develop a
demonstration vehicle, at a minimum cost in a minimum time, to meet those project goals. To accomplish
this task, a series of exploratory discussions was held to establish the mission requirements. These included
specific payload definition, launch sites and their associated historical wind conditions, and automated return
and recovery of the vehicle. Based on these discussions, it was established that the device would need to
possess the following attributes: first the capability to be launched using the existing balloon launch systems
and operate and acquire data consistent with existing procedures; second, the primary payload would consist
of a standard radiosonde instrumentation package with limited flexibility to accept alternate devices (to
enhance this flexibility and minimize interface constraints with proprietary radiosonde instrumentation, the
device and its operation must be completely independent of the payload); third, possess an independent
system to automatically navigate and return to the launch point; and fourth, possess an automated recovery
system activated upon return to the launch point. To minimize development time and system cost of the
Glidersonde, the maximum use of commercially available, “off-the-shelf”, components, utilizing present
technologies, was employed.
The demonstration vehicle was constructed using Remote Controlled (R/C) model aircraft technologies to
minimize development time. It is expected that advanced manufacturing procedures would be used for a
commercialized version of the vehicle. The navigation & control system is the combination of a
programmable micro-controller, a commercially available GPS sensor, and standard R/C model aircraft
servos. The GPS provides the navigational position and tracking data to the micro-controller which in turn
provides the necessary control input signals to the servos to have the vehicle track and return to the launch
point.
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The use of a commercial GPS system allows for a return accuracy
within approximately 20 meters of the launch point. Once the vehicle
is within this window, the system has the vehicle orbit within the
window until recovery is initiated. The independent, automated
recovery system consists of a sensitive altimeter (pressure device),
a parachute release and deployment device, a recovery parachute,
and a parachute-reefing device. The altimeter possess the
capability to be preset with a defined offset with respect to the initial
launch value at which a deployment device can be triggered. In the
descent, once this specified relative altitude is reached, the
deployment of the parachute is initiated. The deployment height is
anticipated to be approximately 45 meters to allow the vehicle to
avoid normal ground obstacles, such as water towers, etc., in the
glide mode, but eliminate the drift /range problems with winds at the
recovery sight. To eliminate the vehicle being drug over the ground
and damaged due to surface winds, a ground contact parachute
reefing system collapses the parachute. At this point the system can
be refurbished and reused.
The navigation computer is the brain of the Glidersonde system.
The microcontoller, which is a microprocessor with built-in memory
and communications interfaces, performs all the computations and
serves as the master controller for the vehicle components. In
order to accomplish these tasks, several computer interfaces were
developed: (1) the GPS interface, (2) the human interface, and (3)
the control interfaces. The human operator determines at what
altitude the vehicle will terminate its ascent.

Figure2. Glidersonde in the ascent
phase
The GPS interface feeds the navigation computer the data needed to perform the required manipulations.
The control interfaces actually maneuver the vehicle, and terminates the ascent and descent phases. The
computer reads input data from the GPS receiver and automatically separates the aircraft from the balloon,
computes the course to the recovery area, and navigates the aircraft back to the recovery area completely
without human intervention (autonomously).
4. TEST FLIGHTS
A long series of flight tests were conducted to develop the major components of the Glidersonde and to
demonstrate the viability of the basic concept. During various phases of the development powered aircraft
that were about the same size and flying characteristics as the Glidersonde were used. A complete data set
from all test flights are shown in the Glidersonde URL. In every one of the tests conducted with the
Glidersonde, the navigation system has performed as intended. A typical, but very short flight, is illustrated in
Figure 3. This figure shows a screen capture of the display of the GSDataCapture program which plots the
XY coordinates of the flight path as telemetered down to the ground station. During the flight, this display
shows the current location of the glider. The text in the upper left hand corner of the display shows latest
data telemetered to the ground along with the maximum altitude recorded for this flight and the home
coordinates.
The current position of the glider is shown in the display as the small X drawn on the screen. The inset in the
lower left-hand corner of Figure 3 identifies the features shown at the current location. The small drawn from
the X visually shows the aircraft heading at this position, in this case, 334 deg. The line drawn toward the
bottom of the inset is the path. Annotations have been added to the plot in Figure 3 to show the major events
in the flight. These events are somewhat difficult to see in the static display but are very evident when the
real-time display or a replay of the flight is seen. After the balloon was launched, it drifts SSE for as few
seconds and then moves directly North and then NNW. The balloon was separated from the balloon about
400 m North and 150 m West of the home location. The release altitude for this flight was set for 1000 feet.
The navigation computer then executed a left turn and pointed the vehicle toward home. The craft flew a
portion of a circular path around home until, at the point indicated, the pilot assumed control and landed the
glider.
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1. Foreword
The model UAV has been used to measure atmospheric environment before RPMSS
appeared. The flight of model UAV can only be flying within visual range. Sounding scope is
only about 1km. Besides, the model UAV has no location system. It can not position and
measure wind. If we equip ground tracking system, it is too huge and loses flexibility. The
appearance of GSP makes it possible to develop a new UAV aerosounde system. New UAV was
planned in the United States for the tropic cyclone study under the supporting of WMO / CAS
and ICSU [1]. In China, the development of UAV aerosounde system is included in Chinese
Meteorology Administration "8 th Five Year" plan. Now A robot plane meteorological sound
system (RPMSS) has been developed.
2. General
A robot plane meteorological sound system consists of a mini robot plane, an airborne digital radiosonde, and a ground-based subsystem. The flight of robot plane is
controlled by the onboard auto-control system to proceed along a pre-designed flight line
under the guidance of Global Position System (GPS). The flight track and meteorological data
will be sent back to the computer of ground-based subsystem. Ground-based subsystem
processes and displays the flight track and meteorological data real timely, and send control
order to the plane. The aerosonde measures temperature, pressure, and humidity. Wind
speed and direction are calculated from GPS data.
2.1 Mini PLANE
Fig.1 shows the photograph of the mini plane. The pneumatic layout combines the
conventional and duck type layout [2]. The engine is on the tail of plane. The take off weight is
about 12 kg. In order to verify the function of the plane, four test flights were conducted
during the maximum ground wind speed up to 10 - 12 m/so The plane's stability and
serviceability are good. Another test flight has been organized by the Department of Science,
Technology and Education of the CMA on December 18,1997. The flight is functioning
normally with upper air wind speed of 18 --20 m/so In this test, the plane flew away as far as
40 km.
Specification of plane:
Wingspan:
3.0m
Wing area:
0.62m 2
Airscrew diameter:
0.46m
Take off weight:
12kg
Maximum speed:
30m/s
Maximum lift ratio:
3m/ s
Ceiling:
Skm
Endurance:
4-8hr
2.2 schematic diagram of the system
The schematic diagram of the system is shown in Fig. 2.
The onboard equipment consist of:
Onboard computer
1
2 the converted circuit
3 GPS receiver, which can run after eight satellites in the same time. Its location error
is 100 meter, speed error is O.lm/s. It can give longitude.. latitude.. altitude.. velocity
and so on.
4 The transceiver, which adopts common VHF.. UHF or other communication
equipment. It sends information from modem to the ground.
S Modem, with half duplex. The highest baud rate is 1200 bit.
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6 Gyroscope, utilized to increase stability of the plane.
7 Telemetric receiver, to receive instruction from the ground based subsystem.
Ground equipment con.lata oC:
1 Transceiver, matched with onboard equipment.
2 Modem, matched with onboard equipment.
3
Micro-computer, used to: receive, process, and display the data from the plane;
write flight route and initialization data to the onboard computer before the plane takes off;
dispatch instruction to the onboard computer.
2.3 structure of the control system
The onboard computer is the center of the control system, and the GPS receiver is the
predominant information source. The reliability is most important for the onboard computer.
The 80C198 single chip CPU is chosen for the onboard computer, which has abundant I/O
function. The peripheral circuit adopts general programmable chip. The onboard computer has
special advantages such as high integrating degree, small size, and low power consumption.
The control system includes on board and grounded equipment.
Onboard computer software function module
1 Parameter install and diagnose module;
2 GPS information take over module;
3
Information handling module;
4 Mathematics operational module;
5 Route management module;
6 Servo management module;
7 Sensor information gather module;
8 Communication module.
In the onboard computer, each software module runs not in proper order and is
dispatched through interrupt, and runs interactively. The onboard computer software system
is a multitask system. Though, the complex level of software system is increased but integrated
degree and reliability of hardware is raised, and the cost is reduced. Figure 3 is the automatic
control flow chart.
3. Wind Velocity measurement
Measuring wind velocity by aircraft is usually conducted by measuring the difference of
the air velocity and ground velocity of the aircraft(3) . The measuring of wind velocity by
RPMSS is based on the horizontal air velocity return zero method during a plane circle flight
or on the analytical method [41.
3.1 Horizontal velocity return zero method
Because the mini plane has very small turning radius, the horizontal velocity return zero
method has been deduced to measure the wind velocity. When the plane flies a whole circle to
the same point related to the air, the sum of the horizontal air velocity vector is zero, and the
mean horizontal wind velocity equals to the mean the plane ground velocity. The mark
returning to same point is the heading sensor output equal to the beginning value.
The relationship of the air velocity V a, ground velocity Vg of the plane and wind velocity V is
as follows:
(3-1)

Assume the plane fly at constant speed along a horizontal circle, the longitude and latitude
components can be expressed as:
Vax=A cos( w t)
Vay=A sin( w t)

(3-2)

Where w is the angular speed, A is the modulus of Va • Integrating both sides of
obtains

T

T

J Vaxdt= J Acos( w t)dt=O
o
0
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(3-2)

T

T

J Vaydt= J Asin( w t )dt=O

o

0

where T is the time period of one circle flight. Therefore, the integrating of both sides of formula
(3-1) divided by T give
1 TIT

- J Vdt=

-

TOT

J Vgdt=V

(3-3)

0

It is that the mean horizontal wind velocity V is related only with Vg in the time period of T.
Vgis given by GPS once per second, so
1 T
V= -LVgi
T i=1

(i=l, 2...

T)

(3-4)

Vgi is the horizontal ground velocity of the ith second got from GPS receiver. If assume the
longitude and latitude coordinates given by GPS at the ith second are Xi and Vi, then the
components of Vg at X and Y direction are
Vgxi=(Xi- Xi-I)
(i=l, 2 ...

T)

(3-5)

Vgyi=(Yi - Y i-I)

So, the components of horizontal wind velocity Vat X and Y direction are
IT
V x= - LVgxi=(XT-XO)!f

(i=l, 2 ...T)

T i=1
1T

V y= -LVgYi=(YT-YO)!f

(3-6)

(i=l, 2 ...T)

Ti=1

It can be seen that the measured horizontal wind velocity in this way is as the same as obtained
by conventional wind measuring method in physical meani.ng. The mini plane flight track of 10
October 1995 on ground coordinate is shown in figure 4. It can be seen that"thefUght track is
a helical line. If it were drawn in the coordinate system related to the air, the flight track would
be a circle. The test flight study[41 shows the aerosonding results obtained by this system has
good accuracy.
3.2 Analytical method of wind measuring
When the aircraft flies in the air along a circle with constant speed, in the ground
coordinate the flight track of the airplane can be writen as:
X=Vfx t+r cos( w t+ a )+C x
Y=Vfy t+r sin( w t+ a )+C y

(3-7)

Where X and Y are the ground coordinate of aircraft. Vfx and Vfy are the components of
horizontal wind velocity at X and Y directions, r and co is the radius and angular speed of the
plane circular fight, a is the initial phase, Cx and Cy is the original coordinate of the circle
center. Derivative X and Y versus time t, we can get
dX
Vx= - =V fx -r w sin( w t+ a )
dt

(3-8)
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dY
V y= - =Vfy +rU) cos( U) t+ a)
dt

Formula (3-8) is unlinear function. In order to calculate, unfold formula (3-8) by Taylor series
and omit the terms of two or higher order, obtain
avx
avx
avx
avx
Vx=( Vx)+ - /1 Vfx + - /1 r + - /1 U) + - /1 a
aVfx
Or
aU)
aa
(3-9)

av y
av y
av y
av y
Vy=(Vy)+ -/1 Vfy+ -/1r+ -/1 U) + -/1 a
avfy
Or
aU)
aa
(V J, (Vy) are the values obtained from formula (3-8) using the original values VfxO' VfyO' ro,
U) 0' a o. /1 Vfx= Vfx- VfxO' /1 Vfy = Vfy - V fyO' /1 r=r- ro ' /1 U) = U) - U) 0 ' /1 a = a - a o. In formula (3-9) there
are 5 unknowns: /1 Vfx' /1 Vfy' /1 r, /1 u ) , /1 a . When N continuous groups of (Vxi' V yi) values

are obtained from GPS, there will be 2N five element one order functions. In order to eliminate
the stochastic error, set 2N>5, solving /1 Vfx' /1 Vfy' /1 r, /1 u ) , /1 a with least square method, and
add them to VfxO ' V fyO' ro, U) 0' a o. Put them to function (3-9), a series functions are setup again,
solving them itinerately until /1 Vfx' /1 Vfy' /1 r, /1 u ) , /1 a become smaller than preset criteria, then
the wind velocity Vfx and Vfy with necessary accuracy are obtained.
When N=14,19, and 24, the standard error of longitude (JAVxf and latitude component
of wind velocity (JAVyfequal to 0.27,0.11,0.05 and 0.24,0.10,0.04 (m/s) respectively;
4. Digital Electronic Radiosonde
It consists of electronic sensors, measuring circuits and digital processing unit. Fig. 5
shows the frame chart of this digital electronic radiosonde.
The temperature sensor is thermal resistance, humidity sensor is humidity sensing
capacity, and pressure sensor is silicon pressure sensor. Measurement and processing is
conducted by the processing unit consisted of measuring circuit and single chip computer.
Gathered and processed digital data is compiled into airborne control unit data flow in
intercept j,mQP~ and transmitted to ground receiving system. In the radiosonde advanced
sensors are used, the gathered data are processed, and the digital data is compiled into control
data flow in intercept mode. It makes the radiosonde higher accuracy and higher stabilize
capability of anti-interference.
Specification
range
accuracy
item
-90 to 50°C
Temperature
0.3°C
Humidity
o to 100 % RH
50/0 RH
5 to 1050 hpa
0.5 hpa
Pressure
5. Test sonding
The wind profile measured by the RPMSS on 29 October 1997 02:05 (UTC) is shown in
figure 6. The square points are obtained by conventional radiosonde nearby at 28 October 1997
23 :45 (UTC). It can be seen the RPMSS can give more detailed data. Figure 7 shows the profiles
of temperature, humidity, and pressure obtained at the same flight. The square points are
comparing data as in above figure. RPMSS data shows the same trends as conventional
radiosonding but higher sensibility and give more detailed data again.
6. Summary

RPMSS has the advantages as: small size, light weight, easy to move to remote sites,
flexible, high accuracy, and would be widely used in atmospheric research, especially at remote
areas.
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New Radiosonde for Chinese Ground Equipments
Li Jiming and Feng Dali
Shanghai No.23 Radio Factory~ Shanghai~ China

1. Introduction

The conventional upper air sounding system in China, the GZZ2 Radiosonde-70 1Secondary Radar
System, has been used since 1960's. It was once on the upper-middle level among the world sounding
systems. However, with the rapid development of science and technology, especially with the large-scale
operation of electronic radiosondes, this system lags behind a lot and must be upgraded.
As a radiosonde with mechanical deformed sensors and mechanical coding, GZZ2 works visibly with
its backwardness such as low sensitivity, large radiation error and big lag coefficient, especially in high
level. In addition, with the growing application of radio and telecommunication systems, the frequency
interference of 400MHz makes the operation of GZZ2-701 system more and more difficult, especially in
developed regions of eastern China.
To meet the operational needs of the future upper-air sounding in China, CMA has set defmite
demands on manufacturers for development of new sounding systems and!or reforming of the present
system. GPS radiosonde system is set as the target of future upper-air sounding system in China, while
considering the price factor, a transition scheme of 1680~fHz secondary radar with new radiosonde is made
firstly. During the 3 years period of gradual replacement with the new system for radiosonde stations all
over the country, the 701 secondary radar system is still used at part of station network and requires new
radiosonde to improve its performance. Of course, GPS technique must be considered in the new
radiosonde to meet the requirements \VMO makes for GCOS stations.
So the new radiosonde for Chinese ground equipments should be as follows:
It should be better to fit three different systems: present 400MHz 701 secondary radar, near fuhrre
1680MHz secondary radar, and the future GPS windtinding system.
It should fulfill WMO' s accuracy requirements for upper-air measurements, with a high SIN rate and
an output power enough to get the range of 200km. It must be light, easy to use, stable to store, and low-

priced.
It should adopt advanced technologies, high-f:,Tfade devices, and up-to-date designs. To match different

sensors and transmitters, modularization and seriation are adopted.
2. Description of the New Radiosonde

Shanghai NO.23 Radio Factory has developed a new radionsonde (hereafter as Newsonde) to meet all
needs mentioned above, which has won the bid from CMA.
The Newsonde is a microprocessor-based digital type. It contains the blocks of Sensors, Intelligent
Conversion, Transmitter and Battery.
The temperature sensor nowadays is a new design of fast response rod thermistor, with the measuring
range of +50°C~_90°C, and resistance of 1O~ 700k Q. Its length is 10mm, and diameter including the high
reflection coating is only 1mm. In future, a metal wire may also be used. The humidity sensor is a small
chip of hygristor, with performance of broad measuring range, high reliability, good changeability and fast
response, and the dimension of 35 X 6 X Imm. Capasitive humidity sensor may also be used later. As for
the pressure sensor, two types can be chosen: a capacitive aneroid capsule with 25mm diameter and 3~8pf
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capacitance variation in 1050~ 1OhPa range, and a solid state silicon pressure sensor, both are sensitive and
with very smalllag.
The Intelligent Conversion has very good compatibility to all kinds of sensors as it can input all
variable parameters such as resistance, capacitance, voltage, and current. It can also fit different transmitters
compatible to radiotheodolite and secondary radar, and as well as GPS receiver. Through

RJV:

ClV

converters or amplifier signals from temperature, pressure and humidity sensors are input to the multiplexer.
The AID converter is a software-based double intef,1fation type, with conversion resolution of more than 14
bits. A microprocessor is used to control the multiplexer and the AID converter, and process the digitalized
PTU signals. At most 7 parameters can be processed in the Conversion, with sampling period of 1 second,
0.2 S of which is used for radiosonde data, total 21 bytes including sonde ID, and 0.8 S is idle time used for
transmitting ranging signal or re-transmitting GPS signals (see following Figure).
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The power source is 20V water-activated magnesium-cuprous chloride battery. Calibration data is
stored in a floppy disk that is supplied with radiosonde, and meanwhile the calibration curve can also be
provided. The instrument weighs about 300 g including battery.
3. Key Technologies
The Newsonde adopts some new hi-tech means to enhance its performance; let's see three of them.
i. Solid state silicon pressure sensor
It is a very sensitive semiconductor device, with high accuracy, small dimension, and very smalllag.
However, ifno measure is taken, its temperature coefficient will be quite big, with 5°,/0 above OCC and over
7% bellow O"C; and in addition, it is non-linear. The problem we have solved by software compensation,
and it is tested well.
ii. Intelligent Conversion
There are many types of A/D converters for us to use. Considering that the sampling rate of
radiosonde is not high, while its accuracy requirement is strict, and considering that the cost of radiosonde
must be quite low, especially that our Newsonde has a price much lower than that of the similar ones in
world, we adopt software-based double integration NO conversion, with conversion accuracy of 0.2%0.
Together with the single chip microprocessor, external integrator, comparator, and others, the Intelligent
Conversion has a very stable conversion performance in low temperature as well as in normal temperature.
iii. Subcarrier Technique
\\Jben the Newsonde is for 701 secondary radar, it must be considered that the frequency interference
should be reduced, and that 701 radar cannot be changed any. In 1970's, when we received the signals from
an old type of electronic radiosonde with 701 radar we found that the radar transmitting signal changed the
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radiosonde measuring frequency. A control device must be added to turn down the radar transmitter during
receiving of radiosonde PTU signals and re-turn on radar transmitter during the idle time of PTU signals.
The problems we have solved by adding to the Newsonde a crystal oscillated subcarrier modulation,
and also adding a special demodutator to the ground equipment, so as to reduce frequency interference,
while no need to change radar transmitter switching.
30 in situ flights have been successfully made with this technique in the Newsonde to match 701 radar.
Also the technique has been used in some GZZ2-701 stations, and will be in more and more other stations.
TIle results are quite

good~

the flying height increases a lot. The aIillual average burst rate of balloon at

Shanghai Upper-air Station has even enhanced from
4. Test Results

49~/O

to 95.6%.

(extract from the Test Report of CMA's Atmospheric Observing Experimental Base)

i. Static Test: From Dec.1998 to Jan. 1999 the CMA's Atmospheric Observing Experimental Base held
two static tests for the Newsonde from Shanghai No.23 Radio Factory.

Each test works on 6 Newsondes

extracted from 60 sets and 200 sets respectively. The results are in following table:
Temperature
Requirement Test Results

Humidity
Requirement
Test Results
±5%RH
(above-25 C)
1.±3.6%RH
± 10OiORH
2.±1.8%RH
(bellow-25°C)
Q

±O.3°C

1. ±O.l °C
c
2.±0.08 C

Air Pressure
Requirement
Test Results
±lhPa
1. ±0.66hPa
(above 500hPa)
0.42hPa
±2hPa
2.±0.38hPa
(bellow 500hPa)
0.24hPa

ii. Dynamic Tests: From Dec. 1998 to Oct-Dec.1999 the CMA's Atmospheric Observing Experimental
Base held two dynamic tests for the Newsonde from Shanghai NO.23 Radio Factory.
a. First Test
Five comparison flights were made with Vaisala's GPS system. The results show that average
difference of pressure is within + 1hPa and -1 hPa, that of temperature is within 0 ~C and -0.4 °C, and
humidity meets each other in low level.
b. Second Test:
From 20 Oct. 1999 to 6 Dec.1999 a total of 80 flights were made. The results of minute to minute
synchronic comparison with Vaisala GPS sonde are as follows:
Air pressure: The difference to Vaisala GPS sonde is only 0.5hPa. Systematic error of one-year-stored
Newsonde compared to GPS is smaller than that of newly-applied ones.
Temperature: The temperature records of Newsonde bias low at night but do not exceed -0.4 cC. It
c
biases high in daytime but does not exceed O.4°C bellow 100hPa and not exceed 0.8 C in high level. The
cause may be that the coating of thermistor is not thick enough, then the solar radiation error is too big.
Humidity: It biases not more than 3% lower in low level and biases high in high level of 300hPa
above. The following table shows the results of international comparison of VIZ, AIR, GZZ2 to RS80 in
1989(*) compared with this test comparison.
Pressure
900
700
500
300

VIZ
1
1
6
10

AIR
4
1
6
9

I GZZ2
-4
I
i:
-6
i
2
i:
7
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Newsonde
-2
-3
0
6

It can be seen that Newsonde is better than GZZ2 and not too much different to VIZ and RS80 in low
level, and the measurements of all four are bigger than RS80 in high level. But the difference of Newsonde
is the smallest.
c. Standard deviations of Newsonde
Twin flight was held of two Newsondes with different transmitters each tracked by L-band radar and
701 radar. The standard deviations are as follows:
Air pressure:

< 1hPa;

Temperature:

<O.l°C at night and <O.2°C by day~

Humidity: not more than 50/0 RH in whole troposphere.
5. Conclusions
After prelimimuy tests by users and examinations of in situ comparison flights, the Newsonde proves
to be of high sampling rate, high measuring accuracy, excellent anti-interference, high reliability and low
price, and fit to several types of Chinese ground equipment. If further improved, it will certainly enhance
the quality of upper-air measurement and reliability of data acquisition in China.
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New Stabilised Balloons for GPS Radiosondes
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Place Jussieu, Paris V, France
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Introduction

The in-situ wind measurements performed by the stations of the meteorological nets
are usually obtained by tracking a balloon which is assumed follow the atmospheric flow with
an appropriate system like Le.: Omega or Loran C, Radiotheodolites, Meteorological
radars ..... ). In these conditions the representativity of the wind measurement depends both
on the balloon as a wind sensor and on the tracking system accuracy. Because the weak
resolution of the tracking systems used until now, the meteorological balloons' performances
as wind tracers have been more than enough. Problem began when more accurate tracking
systems (like millimetric FPS16 radar used by the US ranges) have been used to obtain
better wind measurements. In this case the meteorological balloons have immediately
showed their limits and special balloons have been developed, like the famous Jimsphere
which is still used since its introduction in 1965.
The recent arrival of GPS sondes in meteorological nets is completely changing the
problem because the GPS locating accuracy is at least as good as the better tracking
radars. In these conditions, classical meteorological balloons are no more adapted to GPS
sondes; the accuracy of wind measurements being now too weak dl:.le to the bad behaviour
of these balloons as wind sensors. As the cost of radiosoundings is very important for the
nets, it is not possible to work with Jimsphere balloons which are very expensive (radar cost
not included). We show in this paper how the use of a very simple and low cost
aerodynamical appendix modifies totally the balloon's behaviour, without changing its
structure and particularly its performance. A such stabilised balloon allow to produce winds
that approach radar-Jimsphere quality.
Principle

The Reynolds number charactizing the flow around classical meteorological balloons
(with ground diameter typically between 1.4 and 2 m) are supercritical up to altitudes of 1012,000m, Le. practically in the whole troposphere. This has two extremely important
consequences
1)

The balloon aerodynamic drag coefficient Cx is very weak ( around 0.12). As this
coefficient characterizes the ability of the balloon to follow the atmospheric flow it is not
a good wind sensor and it will not restitute the fine structure of the wind profiles.

2)

At supercritical Reynolds numbers the self-induced motions are erratic and occur over
a broader band of frequencies so that the velocity of the GPS sonde is no longer
representative of the atmospheric velocity.

Both phenomena are closely linked and it is difficult to study them separately.
Practically, mostly of the second can be observed easily because of the very large
radiosonde velocity amplitudes which are obviously not related to the atmospheric flow. To
approach the real atmospheric velocity the radiosonde' manufacturers use generally an
internal data processing which smoothes the radiosonde velocity on long time intervals so
that erratic motions are reduced. In practice it brings to reduce the vertical resolution under
400-500m. This value is really insufficient in the low atmospheric layers especially if one
takes into account the possibilities of the GPS tracking. In 1965 Scoggins designed the
Jimsphere which is a surpressurized 2m diameter sphere with 398 roughness elements
(cones). This configuration allows obtaining a narrowband of the self-induced motions with a
vertical wavelength of about 25m and oscillations of about 3m/s. The vertical resolution of
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the Jimsphere as a wind sensor is of 100m, Le. a gain of factor 5 compared to
meteorological balloons.
In order to obtain the same result with smooth meteorological balloons we have used
to modify the supercritical flow around balloon an high ex (>2) aerodynamic appendix (sail)
fixed rigidly on its upper hemisphere. The longitudinal dimensions of the appendix are
between 30 and 70 cm. Because the Jimsphere is turning on itself during the ascent the
roughness elements must cover all its surface. On the contrary the sail is unique, its angular
position remaining constant because the torque of the GPS sonde mass hanged below the
balloon.
While the Jimsphere can only carry a light mass and is limited to 18 km the stabilised
balloons are basically meteorological balloons with a bursting altitude depending only on
their dimensions. Practically the system may be used with balloons up to 2000g and even
more.
Results

Qualitative results
In the Figure 1 we compare the EIW GPS sonde velocity profiles obtained in the
same conditions ( string of 25m and 350g balloons) with a stabilised and a non stabilised
balloon. The standard balloon was carrying a Modem type GL98 GPS sonde and the
stabilised balloon a Vaisala RS80 GPS sonde. In order to present a better visual comparison
we show in the Figure I a vertical expansion of the profiles. With the classical meteorological
balloon large erratic velocity fluctuations (±6 m /s) are clearly evident: they cannot be caused
by the atmospheric flow and they are artefacts related to the self induced motions at
supercritical Reynolds number. Because the erratic behaviour of these motions the 120m
vertical smoothing does not suppress them and the corresponding profile exhibits large
amplitude noise (error). It is the reason for which the data processing used classically
smoothes data over large intervals. On the other hand one observe on the 1 Hz stabilised
balloon velocity profile regular oscillations of 2m/s amplitude quite comparable to that of the
Jimsphere : the 120m vertical smoothed profile is now regular and the GPS sonde velocity is
then quite representative of the atmospheric velocity.
Quantitative results :spectral analysis
To calculate the wind accuracy of a GPS sonde-balloon system and in particular to
evaluate the error due to the balloon erratic motions (noise) it is useful to perform spectral
analysis and then to calculate the vertical energy density of the GPS sonde velocity. If the
erratic motions are negligible the vertical spectrum follows, function of the wave number, a
2.8 power law which correspond to the "universal spectrum theory". If erratic motions
become dominant it appears in the spectra a broader band of noise frequency so that the
measured spectrum differ from the universal variation law spectrum. The comparison
between the two spectra allow to define both the velocity error to a given vertical resolution
(2) and the effective vertical resolution (3) which is defined as the wavenumber for which the
noise dominated spectrum is twice its theoretical value. In the figure 2 we present the vertical
spectra of the GPS sonde velocity calculated over all the troposphere both for the stabilised
balloon and for the conventional balloon. The spectrum of the non stabilised balloon shows
large deformation due to the self-induced motions and the vertical resolution which is
calculated from the transition from signal domination to noise domination is 450m. At the
inverse, on the stabilised balloon spectrum, the self-induced motion is apparent only at high
wavenumbers so that the effective resolution is 120m . On other than the noise error is, for
100m resolution, equal to 0.8m/s for a classical balloon while for the stabilised balloons it is
only 0.07m/s. Otherwise, following the NWS 99 definitions (4) the wind sampling period is
thus 24 times superior to the one of the GPS sonde sampling (1 Hz). In the case of an
ordinary meteorological balloon the ratio grows to 90, that means a measurement availability
rate falling to 10/0. We assume an ascent velocity of 5m/s.
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FIGURE 1:COMPARISON OF THE EIW PROFILES
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0.1

Conclusions
Paradoxically the recent arrival of the GPS sondes in meteorological nets has
introduced a problem which was until then largely ignored. The high accuracy of the GPS
tracking shows large erratic motions of the classical meteorological balloons which were
occulted by the poor resolution of the old tracking systems. As described above these
artefacts are related to the self induced motions of smooth balloons rising at a supercritical
Reynolds number. In order to eliminate this effect 398 roughness elements (cones), 8 cm
height, are used on the Jimsphere balloon so that the atmospheric flow is modified
upstream. There are two conditions:
1 Use of a rigidically fixed appendix in order to fully transmit the aerodynamic forces to
the balloon;
2 Act on the upstream airflow in order to modify its structure all around the balloon.
In the past several systems have been tentatively used to suppress or to reduce the
effects of self induced motions. All were characterised by the fact that they acted behind the
balloon and that they were not rigidly positioned on the balloon skin: we can mention
solutions like to limit the radiosonde oscillations (damping by the neck of the balloon or by
the string) or to use inverted parachute.
It is easy to note that these systems are not modifying the drag coefficient of the
balloon itself and the wind measurement's accuracy cannot be improved therewith.
By using a single sail rigidly positioned on the upper hemisphere of a classical
meteorological balloon we have presented in this paper a very simple and inexpensive
system which totally modifies the balloon's behaviour as wind sensor. It allow to produce
winds which approach the radar tracked Jimsphere quality. This has been showed during the
tests conducted at Wandenberg, 2000 January, and which results have been recently
presented(5).
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The WMO Comparison /3/ as well as the following upper-air data quality monitoring /4,5/
proved sufficient quality of Russian AVK ground stations wind-finding, but also revealed essential
problems with temperature and especially humidity sensors of operational Russian MRZ-3
radiosonde. 2.2 mm white-painted rod thermistor has significant infrared radiation error /1/, rather
slow time response and modest reproducibility /2/, while obsolete gold-beater skin humidity sensor
at all concedes modern humidity sensors /2,6,7/.
Rapid implementation of market economy also forced Russian Federal Hydrometeorological
Service (Roshydromet) to look for alternate vendor of radiosondes to avoid having sole radiosonde
manufacturer. There was alternative choice on the market - proven in the same comparison
Vaisala DIGICora-RSBO sounding system, but its direct introduction didn't provide secure
investments. There were about 100 AVK ground stations deployed on the upper-air network quite
recently.
In this situation it was found a rational direction to find a solution - combining in the same
radiosonde world-wide known Vaisala sensors and proven Russian VHF transmitter-transponder
unit, ensuring compatibility with existing ground station under its minimal rearrangement.
Development of new radiosonde and interface equipment was ordered to Central Aerological
Observatory of Roshydromet (CAO) under support of Vaisala, both financial and technical. New
radiosonde received name RF95. It carries RSSBOTU sensor unit of RSBO radiosonde without
pressure capsule, adapter unit, including frequency divider to meet pass band of AVK receiver, and
VHF transmitter-transponder, similar to one of MRZ-3. Foam plastic case of radiosonde was
specially designed for optimal arrangement of sensor boom, all internal electronic devices and
battery (the same as in MRZ-3).
The most complicated obstacle was the obsolete built-in ROM firmware of AVK dedicated
computer. Its upgrade, demanding hand-made reprogramming, would request too many funds and
time. Therefore, it was decided to utilize modern digital equipment, allowing arbitrary
transformation of telemetry signal before input to AVK dedicated computer. It was designed special
microprocessor-based interface unit RM95 to be installed into low-frequency telemetry channel of
AVK. RM95 converts in real time telemetry frame of RF95 (-1.5 s) into one of MRZ-3 (-21 s),
preserving the same relationships between dimensionless "y-parameters", used in calculations of
temperature and humidity for both zondes. In this way RM95 doesn't require any information
concerning calibration of specific radiosonde. The main difference to operator is choice of sun
elevation to be put into AVK dedicated computer - special table was introduced from best fit of
RSSBOTU radiation corrections by ones of MRZ-3. RM95 is installed into free space of one of AVK
unit and is powered by internal power sources of AVK. In shutdown state it doesn't influence usual
operation of AVK with MRZ-3. Installation could be performed within several hours by one
technician.
On 22 of April 1996 the first RF95 was launched in Dolgoprudny. Performed special
laboratory and flight tests have validated chosen solutions. Also special tests with RSBO-RF95
twin-flights were held in Dolgoprudny 13-14.05.96 (totally 5 flights). They showed reasonable
agreement between RSBO-DIGICora and AVK-RF95 observations (see Fig.1), taking into account
AVK dedicated computer processing.
Roshydromet authorities approved results of RF95 development and approval tests. For
manufacturing of RF95 Roshydromet established on the basis of CAO the Federal State Unitary
Enterprise KOMET. In April 1997 experimental flights of brand-new RF95 were started in
Dolgoprudny. At the same time it was started organization of production line. Essential support was
received from RF95-NW - project, arranged according to the Agreement between Roshydromet
and Finnish Meteorological Institute (FMI) on the support of aerological programmes during
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01.08.1997 - 31.12.1999 on two Russian stations (St. Petersburg and Murmansk) using a new
radiosonde RF95.
In September-October 1997 operational test of RF95 started on Voejkovo (nearby
St.Petersburg) and Murmansk upper-air stations, which finished successfully in March 1998.
Roshydromet authorities approved test results and RF95 was recommended for operational use on
the Russian upper-air network. By the end of 1998 the development, production and purchase of
special equipment, instruments and devices to be used for manufacturing of details and units,
assembling, tuning and control of radiosondes RF95 was completed, relations with all
subcontractors arranged. Radiosonde has passed all stages of tests, certification and licensing by
Gosstandart of the Russian Federation and was brought into the State registry of instruments of
the Russian Federation (registration NQ17225-98) with following technical specifications:
Temperature measuring range:
from -90 till +50 °C
Humidity measuring range:
from 0 till 100 %RH
Maximum allowed temperature error under operation conditions:
less than 1 °C
Maximum allowed humidity error under operation conditions:
less than 7 %RH
Sensors unit:
Vaisala RS80 radiosonde sensors unit
Power supply:
water-activated battery
Dimensions:
115x115x190 mm
Flying weight:
less than 300 g
New value has been added to RF95 usage by introduction to AVK ARM AEROLOG(ARM)specialized workstation designed by KOMET. It includes PC with relevant software and
microprocessor-based interface board US96, to be built into AVK unit, that performs LF telemetry
signal measurements and identification(both of RF95 and MRZ-3), readings of digital radartracking data from AVK registers and transmitting information to PC via serial interface (all solution
were made in coordination with developer of AVK). Workstation software implements all tasks
relevant to upper-air data processing: input of sonde calibration data, conversion of engineering
units into meteorological ones, base-line checking, pressure derivation and windfinding,
preparation and transmitting of upper-air messages. It removes all restrictions, implied by
application of RM95, that result in:
full compensation of temperature influence on humidity measurements
native Vaisala radiation correction scheme taking into account real vertical ascent rate and
actual sun elevation changes during ascent
complete use of RF95 high sampling rate and fast response sensors with higher vertical
resolution.
At the same time application of PC brought up new attractive features:
input radiosonde calibration data from disk files
graphic presentation of profiles and graphical tools for selection of their prominent features
(see Fig. 2)
advanced raw and output data on-line and archive presentation especially for data quality
analysis (see Fig. 3)
data storage and archiving on PC instead of paper printout
advanced communications capabilities with telephone modem or teletype adapter
possibility of unreliable dedicated AVK computer elimination.
The first ARM was installed on Murmansk upper-air station by the end of October 1998. After
week of training station's staff all alone started experimental operation with learning and in the mid
of December 1998 ARM came to operational test. In 2000 Roshydromet authorities proved results
of approval and operational tests and recommended ARM Aerolog to operational use on the
Russian upper-air network.
Relevant changes were introduced into WMO Manual on Codes to reflect RF95 (with RM95)
and ARM (with RF95 and MRZ-3) usage in 31313 group of TEMP message.
Since beginning of 2000 six Russian upper-air stations operate RF95 routinely, three of them
use ARM Aerolog routinely and on two others it's installed on the trial basis. Already more than
5000 RF95 were launched on the Russian upper-air network. It's planned to increase amount of
stations, using RF95 and ARM AEROLOG.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper quotes a description of the new radiosondes MRZ-l0, intended
for using with the radars AVK-l, "BREEZE" and with the radiotheodolite MARL-T.
In radiosondes are used new sensors, manufacted with the
aid of
microelectronic technologies: the humidity - based on the resistive thin-film
structures of the polyvanadic acid and on the capacitive structures on the
polimide films; the pressure - based on the silicon diaphragm with the
integration piezoresistive pickoff. For high-precision measurement of the
temperature is used a sensor, based on the thin platinum wire.
For the transmisson of the telemetric signals in radiosondes can be used
superregenerative reciver-transmitter,
which additionaly provides
the
possibility of measuring the slant range up to the radiosonde; and also can be
used a transmitter with the high-stability of the carrier frequency 1680MHz.
For supplying the radiosondes are supposed to be used new battery packs
with improved characteristics.
In the paper are discussing the peculiarities of the technical execution of
new radiosondes; questions of the precision measuring of meteovalues under
using the new sensors; and also there are quoted the results of the tests of
theese radiosondes.
BBEJl:EflliE
A3pO~9rMqeCKMe Ha6nro~eHMH, B@rronHHeMWe c rrOMO~bID
pa~Mo30H~OB,
HBnHIDTCH B
HaCTo~ee BpeMH OCHOBH@M MCTO~MKOM MH$OpMaqMM 0 COCTOHHMM TpOrrOC$ep@ M HMmHe~
CTpaTOC$ep@. Ha TeppMTopMM CHf M pH~a rocy~apcTB 3TM Ha6nro~eHMH rrpoBo~HTCH
POCCM~CKMMM cMcTeMaMM pa~Mo30H~MPOBaHMH ABK-l/MP3-3 M "MeTeopMT"/MAP3-2, KOTOp@e XOpOlliO 3apeKoMeH~oBanM ce6R B rrpoqecce MX ~nMTenbHo~ 3KcrrnyaTaqMM. O~HaKo
Ha cero~HlliHM~ ~eHb OHM yme ~OCTaTOqHO yCTapenM, KaK B qaCTM Mcrronb3yeMo~ B
HMX Ha3eMHo~ arrrrapaTyp@, TaK MB qaCTM pa~Mo30H~OB@X ~aTqMKOB MeTeOBenMqMH,
KOTop@e B 3HaqMTenbHo~ CTerreHM orrpe~enHIDT TOqHOCTb M3MepeHMH rrapaMeTpoB
aTMOC$ep@. B HacTo~ee BpeMH pa3pa6OTaH@ M BHe~pHIDTcH Ha a3pOnOrMqeCKO~ ceTM
HOB@e pa~Mo30H~oB@e cMCTeM@, Mcrronb3yro~Me cOBpeMeHH@e Manora6apMTHble pa~Mono
KaqMoHH@e cTaHqMM "BPM3" MMAPJI, rrpoM3Bo~MTCH TaKme Mo~epHM3aqMH c~eCTByro~e~
Ha ceTM arrrrapaTyp@ cMcTeM@ ABK-l.
~nH Mcrronb30BaHMH B HOB@X CMCTeMax pa~Mo30H~poBaHMH pa3pa6oTaHbI M rOTOBHTCR K cepM~OMY rrpOM3BO~CTBY Ha OAO"METEO" pa~Mo30H,QhI cepMM MP3-10 (B pa3nMqHbIX
MO~M$MKaqMHX) c Mcrronb30BaHMeM B@COKOTOqHbIX ~aTqMKOB MeTeOBenMqMH, B@ITOnHeHHbIX
Ha OCHOBe COBpeMeHHbIX TeXHonorM~.
B ~OKna~e o6cym~aIDTCH oco6eHHOCTM TeXHMqeCKO~ peanM3aqMM HOB@X pa~M030~OB,
paccMaTpMBaIDTCH BOrrpOC@ TO~OCTM M3MepeHMH MeTeOBenMqMH rrpM Mcrronb30BaHMM
HOB@X ~aT~KoB, a TaKme rrpMBO~HTCH OCHOBHbIe xapaKTepMcTMKM 3TMX pa~o30H~OB.
1.

2.

AATtlliKH METEOBEJIWlliH

B HOB@X pa~o30H~ax MP3-10 MCrrOnb3yroTcH ~aTqMKM Tpex OCHOBHbIX MeTeOBenM~,
M3MepHeM@X rrpM 30~oBaHMM aTMOC$ep@ - TeMrrepaTyp@, BnamHOCTM M ~aBneHMH.
B KaqeCTBe ~aT~a TeMrrepaTYP@ B pa~Mo30~ax MP3-10, KaK M B pa~Mo30~ax
60nee paHHMX pa3pa6OToK (MP3-3, MAP3) , ~crronb3yeTcH rronyrrpoBo~H~OB~ TepMope3MCTOp, o6ecrreq~aro~M~ CpeAHeKBa~aT~qHyro rrorpewHocTb ~3MepeHMH TeMrrepayp@ He
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60nee 0,5-0,ioc. B MO~~$~KaQMflX pa~030~a MP3-10 C nOBMrneHHOH TOqHOCTbro ~3Me
peH~R TeMTIepaTYP~

MeTan~eCK~e

TepMOpe3~CTOp~,

~CnOnb3YIDTCR
o6eCne~Ba~e

nOBMrneH~e

M~Kpo$OnbrOB~e ~ TOHKOnpOBOnO~e
cTa6~nbHOCT~, ynyqrneHMe
~MHaMMqeCKHX

xapaKTepMCTMK, a TaKme YMeHbllie~e pa~~aQ~OHHOH norpelliHOCT~.
TaK B KaqeCTBe
06pa3QOBoro ~aTq~Ka TeMnepaTYP@ ~CnOnb3yeTcR TOHKonpOBOnOqHWH (nnaT~HOB@H)
~aT~K [3], pa~aQMOHHaR norpeUIHocTb KOToporo Ha B~COTe
30KM He rrpeBhIllIaeT
0,5 °C, ~o rr03BonReT MCnOnb30BaTb era B KaqeCTBe MeTpOnOr~qeCKOrO cpe~CTBa ~nR
oqeHK~
TO~OCTM
~3MepeH~R
TeMIlepaTYP@ ceTeB~~H pa~~030H~aM~ B peanbH@X
ycnoBHRX 30H~~poBaH~R aTMOC$ep@.
B KaqeCTBe ~aTq~Ka BnamHOCTH B pa~H030H~ax MP3-10 ~cnonb3yeTcR ~HTerpanbHWH
rrneHOqHbIH ~aTq~K [2], qyBcTBHTenbHWH 3neMeHT KOToporo BwrronHeH Ha C~TannOBOH
rrO,QnO}KKe pa3MepOM 8x4MM M npe,QCTaBnReT C060M "C3H,QBMq"-CTpyKpypy C BepxHMM
3neKTpo~oM M3 TOHKoro BnarorrpoHMqaeMoro cnOR 30nOTa. Ero ~eHCTB~e OCHOBaHO Ha
3aBMCMMOCTM AM3neKTpMqeCKOH rrpoHMqaeMocTM rrneHKM rronMMepHoro cop6eHTa OT KonMqeCTBa cop6MpyeMoH MM BnarM. ~OCTOMHCTBaMM 3Toro 3neMeHTa Bna}KHOCTM RBnReTCR
nHHeHHaR xapaKTepMCTMKa npeo6pa30BaHMR, ManbIH rHCTepe3MC, BWCOKoe 6WCTpOAeMCTBMe, lliMPOK~H TeMrrepaTYPHWH ~Harra30H M3MepeHMH, BWCOKaR BocrrpO~3BOAMMOCTb
xapaKTep~CTMK. BWXO~HWM MH$OpMaTHBHWM rrapaMeTpOM 3neMeHTa RBnReTCR 3neKTpMqeCKaR eMKOCTb B ~~arra30He 130-170rr~, rrp~ qyBcTBMTenbHOCT~ ~2,5·10-31/%RH.
Cpe~HeKBa~paT~eCKaR rrorpelliHOCTb H3MepeHMR OTHOCMTenbHOH BnamHOCTM
B03~xa
TaKHM ~aTqMKOM He rrpeBMrnaeT 2%RH.
~nR ~3MepeH~R aTMOC$epHOrO ~aBneHHR B pa~H030H~ax MP3-10 Mcrronb3yeTcR
(rrpH
Heo6xoAMMOCTH) ~HTerpanbH@H KpeMHMeBwH ~aTq~K MeM6paHHoro TMrra, pa6oTaro~HH Ha
rrpMHQ~rre rrOrrepeqHOH TeH303~C. B HaCTo~ee BpeMR HaM60nblliMX ycrrexoB
B 06naCTH
C03AaH~R TaKMX AaTqMKOB Ao6MnaCb $HpMa MOTOROLA, pa3pa6oTaBlliaR M M3rOTaBn~Baro
~aR 60nbrnyID HOMeHKnaTypy ~aTqHKOB ~aBneHMR ~nR
o6~errpOM@llineHHOro
rrp~MeHe~R,
KOTopwe rrp~ HM3KOH CTO~MOCTM MMeIDT ~OCTaTOqHO B~COKMe MeTpOnOr~qeCK~e xapaKTePMCT~KH. B pa~M030H~ax MP3-10 HaMH Mcnonb30BaH ~aTq~K T~rra MPX100A, co~ep}Ka~~H
TonbKO "q~CT~H" TeH303neMeHT ~aBneH~R 6e3 KaKHX-nH60 BCTpoeHHWX HOpMaJll13yro~
M TepMOKOMrreHC~pyro~MX cxeM. ITPH 3TOM Tpe6yeMaR TOqHOCTb rrpeo6pa30BaHMR ~aBne
HHR (O,5-1,Orlla) ~OCTHraeTCR 3a CqeT H~~BM~anbHOH rpa~~pOBK~ Kam~oro pa~HO
30~a rrpM HeCKonbKMX TeMrrepaTypax OKpY}Karo~eH cpe~ ~ ~crronb30BaHMR
anropMTMHqeCKOrO MeTo~a KoppeKQHH rrorpelliHOCTeH.
.
. B pe3ynbTaTe rrpOBO~MM@X HaMH HccneAOBaH~H 30nb-renb MeTo~a rronyqeH~R rrneHOK
cnomH@X "O~CM~HWX coe~~HeH~H 3neMeHTOB IV-VI rpyrrrr rrep~O~~qeCKOH C~CTeM@ CHHTe3HpOBaH@ MaTep~anbI, o6na~a~~e KOMrrneKCOM CBOHCTB, KOTop~e MoryT 6~Tb Mcrronb30BaHbI rrpM pa3pa6oTKe paAHo30H~OBWX ~aTqHKOB MeTeOBenMq~H. ITepcrreKT~BHWM~ ,QnR
rrpaKT~qeCKOrO
rrp~MeHeH~R RBnRIDTCR rrneHKH qyBcTBHTenbH@e K ~3MeHeH~
Bna}KHOCTH
B03~yxa [1]. ITp~ HopManbH@X ycnoBHRX 3neKT~qeCKOe corrpoTMBneH~e
TaKMX rrneHOK
(R) H3MeHReTCR rro nOrap~$MHqeCKOH 3aBHCHMOCT~ (tgR=a+b~) B ~HTepBane OTHOCHTenbHoH BnamHOCT~ Box~xa (~) OT 12 ~o 98%. ITpoBe~eHHble ~crrwTaH~R rroKa3anH,
qTO AaTq~K B~rronHeHHWH Ha OCHOBe TaKHx rrneHOK 06eCrreq~BaeT OCHOBHyID rrorpewHOCTb ~3MepeH~H BnamHOCT~ B03~xa He 60nee 2%RH. ITonyqeHW TaKme rrneHOqHWe
MaTepManbI C 3neKTporrpoBo~HocTbro 6n~3KoH K 6e3aKT~Bau~oHHoH B ~HTepBane OTHOCHo
TenbHoH BnamHOCT~ ~=12-59%, rrpH TeMrrepaTypax ~o +70 C ~ C rrOqTM rrpRMonMHeHHoH
3aB~c~ocTbro "OT ~. OQeHKa KOMrrneKCHoro BnHR~R Bna}KHOCT~ ~ TeMrrepaTypw B03~xa
Ha 3neKTporrpOBO~HOCTb rrneHOK nOKa3ana B03MomHOCTb AOCTaTOqHOrO TOqHOrO yqeTa
TeMrrepaTypHoH rrorpelliHOCT~ rrpH H3MepeH~~ ana}KHOCTH. KpOMe ~3yqeHMR B03~eHCTBHR
YKa3aHHWX MeTeorrapaMeTpOB (TeMnepaTypa H Bna}KHOCTb B03~xa), rrpOBO~RTCR ~ccne
~OBaHMR rrorno~eHMR ynbTpo$HoneTOBoro ~3nyqeH~R
HeKOTop~M~
COCTaBaMM rrneHOK.
ITocne~Hee MomeT 6WTb HCrrOnb30BaHO rrpH rrOCTpoeH~~ pa~~030H~OBb~
030HOMeTpMqeCKMX ~aTq~KOB.
3.

CTPYKTYPH PA,LIl1030rmOB , OBECITET.ffiBAIOlUME ITPEOBPA30BAfillE BHXO,JJ;HHX IIAPAMETPOB
AATllliKOB B TEJIEMETPWlliCIrnE CHfHAJIH

ITpeo6pa30BaHMe BWXO~H@X rrapaMeTpoB ~aT~KoB MeTeOBen~qMH B TeMeTeTpHqeCKHe
cMrHanw oc~ecTBnRTcR B pa~Ho30H~ax MP3-10 C rroMo~ro BTOPMqHWX qaCTOTHWX M3MepMTenbHWX rrpeo6pa30BaTeneH, B KOTOPWX ~nR ~ocT~meHMR
~HBap~aHTHocTM
K
B03~eHcTB~ ·pa3nMqHWX ~ecTa6HnH3MPyro~ $aKTOpOB,
~Mero~MX
MeCTO rrp~ rroneTe
pa~Mo30H~a,
rrp~MeHRIDTCR CTpYKTypH@e MeTo~ rrOB~eH~R TOqHOCT~ C Mcrronb30BaHMeM
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~OnOnHHTenbH@X

OnOpH@X M KanM6paQHOHH@X CHrHanOB.
CTPYKTYPa qaCTOTHOrO npe06pa30BaTenH, HBnHID~aHCH 6a30BOM AnH nOCTpOeHHH
Bcex THnOB BTOPHqH@X npe06pa30BaTeneM B@XO~H@X napaMeTpOB ~aTqMKOB, HCnOnb3yeM@X B paAH030HAax MP3-10, npMBeAeHa Ha pHc.l. Hcnonb30BaHHe B HeM MeTo~a
pa3BepTWBaHHH Ba BpeMeHH C M3MeHeHHeM HanpaBneHHH pa3BepTWBaHHH B npHM@Karo~HX
QHKnax o6ecne~BaeT HCKnroqeHHe a~HBH@X COCTaBnHID~HX norpelliHOCTM, CBH3aHH@X
C HanpH*eHHHMM CMe~eHMH aKTMBH@X 9neMeHTOB cxeM@ npe06pa30BaTenH.
Pe3HCTHBHWe
B~COKOOMHWe AaTqHKH, HanpHMep, nonynpOBO~HHKOB@M TepMope3HCTOp (RT), pe3HCTMBHWM ~aTqHK Bna*HOCTH (Ra), BKnroqaroTcH BO BpeMH3a~aro~ Qenb HHTerpaTopa nocne~OBaTenbHO C B~coKocTa6HnbHWM onopH@M pe3McTopOM (Ro)
no cxeMe, aHanOrHqHOM
TIPM 9TOM
Hcnonb3yeMoM B pa~M030H~ax 60nee paHHMX pa3pa60ToK (MP3-3, MAP3).
coxpaHReTCH M Hcnonb3yeMbIM B HMX MeTO~ MCKnroqeHMR MynbTMnnMKaTMBHHX norpelliHOCTeM npe6pa30BaHMR conpOTHBneHMR 9TMX ~aTqMKOB, OCHOBaHHhIM Ha B~qMCneHMM OTHOCMTenbHoro napaMeTpa Y=ToITT,a.
TIpe06pa30BaHMe napaMeTpOB TeH30~aTqMKa ~aBFeHMR oc~eCTBnHeTCR onMcaHHWM
Bb~e qaCTOTHWM npe06pa30BaTeneM npM nO~KnIDqeHMM K HeMY cneQManbHOM M3MepMTenbHOM QenM (pMc.2a), oc~eCTBnRID~eM npoMemyTOqHOe npe06pa30BaHMe napaMeTpOB TeH30~aTqMKa B HanpR*eHHe (UH~), MOAYnMpyeMoe CMrHanOM (UM). KaK BMAHO M3 BpeMeHHh~ ~MarpaMM (pHc.16), BenHqHHa nepMo~a onopHoro CMrHana (To) aAAHTHBHO BXOAHT
B BenMqHHY nepHo~a pa6oQero CHrHana MeTeonapaMeTpa (TH) H npM B~nonHeHHM
B@qMCneHMR OTHOCMTenbHoro napaMeTpa YH=(TH-To)/(THK-To) oc~ecTBnReTcH KOMneHcaQMR KaK MYnbTHnnHKaTMBH@X COCTaBnHIDlliMX norpelliHocTH, TaK M aAAMMBH@X, B03HMKaro~MX M3-3a HeB@COKoro 6~CTpo~eMCBTMR
aKTMBH@X KOMnOHeHTOB cxeMW 6a30Boro
npe06pa30BaTenH M ~3MepMTenbHOM QeTIM. Ha B@Xo~e M3MepMTenbHoM QenM ~aTqHKa
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Puc.l. CmpyKmypa uacmomH020 npeoopa300ameno ~~XOdH~X napaHempoO damuUKOO HemeoOenuuUH (a):
OpeHeHH~e dua2paHH~ Hanpo*eHUU, nOOCH~o~ue npUHUun e20 paoom~ (0).
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Puc.2. CmpYKmyp~ U3HepumenbH~x ueneu dno npeoopa300aHUQ O~XOdH~X napaHempoO meH30pe3UCmopH020 damUUKa daOneHUQ (a) u HU3KOOHH020 npoOonouHo2o damUUKa meHnepamyp~ (0).
~aBneHHR

nocne~OBaTenbHO
$OpMMpyroTCH
TpM
HanpR*eHHR:
Up
pa60qee
(nponOpQHPHanbHOe aTMoc$epHOMY ~aBneHHID), UHK MYnbTMnnMKaTHBHOM KoppeKQHH,
UTK - TeMnepaTYPHOM KoppeQHH (nponoPQHoHanbHoe BHYTpeHHeM TeMnepaType TeH303neMeHTa ~aTqMKa ~aBneHHR).
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npeo6paSOBaHMe COrrpOTMBneHMfl HMSHOOMHOrO MMHpO$OnbrOBOrO MnM TOHHOrrpOBOnOqHOrO ~aTqMHa TeMrrepaTypu rrpOM3BO~TCfl rrpM rro~HnroqeHMM K 6aSOBOMY rrpe06pa30BaTenro.(pMc.l) MSMepMTenbHO~ qeITM, CTpyHTypa KOTOPO~ rrpMBeAeHa Ha pMc.26. Ha
B@Xo~e 3TO~ M3MepMTenbHo~ ~eITM rrocneAOBaTenbHO $OpMMpyroTCfl ABa HarrpflmKHMH Up pa60qee (rrporrop~OHanbHOe MSMeHeHMID corrpOTMBneHMfl ~aTqMHa), UMK - MYnbTMITnMHaTMBHOM KoppeH~MM. npMH~rr rrpeo6pasoBaHMfl SAeCb aHanOrMqeH orrMcaHHoMY BUllie" ~nH
qerrM ~aTqMHa ~aBneHMfl.
4.

p~OnEPEaADmME Y3]U

B CMCTeMax SOH~MpOBaHMfl ABK-l M "BP11:3" B paAMosoH~ax rrpMMeHffiOTCfl CBepxpereHepaTMBHUe rrpMeMo-rrepeAaTqMHM (cnn), 06eCrreqMBaID~Me rrepeAaqy Ha OAHO~ Hec~e~
qaCTOTe 1780 (1680)Mr~ TeneMeTpMqeCHO~ MH$opMa~MM M $OpMMpyro~Me OTBeTHUM CMrHan AanbHOCT~, Mcrronb3yeMWM Anfl MSMepeHMfl HaKnOHHO~ ~anbHOCTM AO pa~Moso~a
MMrrynbcHUM MeTOAOM. npM rrpMeMe sarrpOCHorO'MMrrynbca MO~OCTbID AO -9046/BT cnn
"OTBeqaeT" YBenMqeHMeM AnMTenbHOCTM OAHoro MS MsnyqaeMUX paAMoMMrrynbcoB (C
qaCTOTOM 800Kr~) M YMeHbweHMeM cneAYID~ero, BrrnOTb AO era rronHoro rrporraAaHMfl.
n03TOMY oTBeTHbIM CMrHan rro AanbHocTM BocrrpMHMMaeTcfl B P]C corrpoBomAeHMfl B BMAe
"rrays1I" B MsnyqeHMM paAMosoHAa, rro HOTOpOM nerHO orrpeAenFIeTcFI HaHnOHHafl ~anb
HOCTb. ~nFI paAMosoHAa McrronbsyeMoro C paAMoTeoAonMToM MAP]-T paspa60TaH pa~Mo
rrepeAaTqMK C Hec~e~ qaCTOTOM 1680Mr~, cTa6MnbHocTb KOTOPOM He xyme 10- 5 , a
AeBMaqMFI TeneMeTpMqeCHMM CMrHanOM COCTaBnfleT .±50Hr~.
BuxOAHaFI
MO~HOCTb
rrepeAaTqMKa He MeHee 0,2BT.
5. 11:CTOQHHKH 3]EKTPOITMTAHHR 11: KOHCTPYKQHH

PAaH030~OB

OCHoBHUe xapaHTepMcTMKM BOAoaHTMBMpyeMUX 3neHTpOXMMMqeCHMX MCTOqHHKoB TOKa,
Mcrronb3yeMUX B HaqeCTBe MCTOqHMHa rrMTaHMfl B paAMosoH~ax MP3-10, rrpMBe~eHU"~ B
Ta6nMqe 1. B Hee BHnIDqeHU HaH cepM~o BurryKaeMWe 6aTapeM (28MXM-0, 2 M
36MXC-O,2), TaK M BHOBb pa3pa6OTaHH1Ie (16MOB-0,2 M 6MXC-0,4).
OCHo5H~e 3l1eKmpu~ecKue

u

3Kcnl1yamauuoHH~e

xapaKmepucmUKu

paaU030Hao5~x

Taol1uua 1
oamapeu

Tun oamapeu
HaUMeHo5aHue napaMempa
3l1eKmpoxUMU~eCKaQ

cucmeMa

Pa3pQaH~e

Pa3pQaH~U

BpeMQ

HanpQ*eHua:
mOK, A

paoom~,

~ac

Macca oamapeu, 2 (cyx/aKm)
raoapumH~e

pa3Mep~,

MM

28MXM-0,2

28MXC-0,2

Ma2Huu Ma2Huu !Xl1opua MeaU ( I ) xl10pua c5UHua
+18%
27 !10%
27 -1O%
9,5 ! 1O%
9,5 ! 15%

16MXB-0,2

6MXC-0,4

Ma2Huu Ma2Huu 5aHaaua xl10pua c5UHua

OKCUa~

18 ! 10%

5,5 ! 1O%

9,5 ! 1O%

O,O5

O,O5

O,O5

O,2

2

2

2

2,5

120115O

1;351185

120115O

1OO/130

80x80x40

70x70x30

60x75x30

50x50x22

KOHCTpyKTMBHO paAMOSOHA1I MP3-10 BwrronHeHbI B yHM$MqMpoBaHHOM rrpFIMoyronbHoM
Koprryce C paSMepaMM 110x110x170MM, KOTOpWM 06eCrreQMBaeT YAo6cTBO paSMe~eHMFI
Bcex ysnoB paAHOSOHAa KaK BO BpeMFI XpaHeHHFI H TpaHCrrOpTMpOBHH, TaK H B
rrpoqecce pa60TW. nOneTHaFI Macca paAHOSOHAa He rrpeBuwaeT 300r.
nHTEPATYPA
[1] V.Bondarenka, S.Grebinskij, S.Mickevicius, H.Tradauskas,
Z.Martlinas,
V.Volkov, G.Zakharova. Humidity sensors based on H2VllTi03o.3·nH20 xerogels.
Sensors and Actuators, B55(1999), p.60-64.
[2] C.A.KpYToBepqeB, A.E.TapacoBa, C.11:.COpOKMH, A.B.30pMH. MMHp03neKTpoHHUe
AaTqMKM Anfl HOHTponfl BnamHOCTM. 3neKTpoHHafl rrpOM@llineHHOCTb, 1991, N5, c.31-32.
[3] B.A.DpqyK. TepMoMeTpu Anfl a3pOnOrMqeCHMX M3MepeHMM. TpyAW HHHrMll, 1975,
Bl1rr.32, c.50-55.
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RADIOSONDE SYSTEM OF CONDUCTING UPPER-AIR OBSERVATION
V.E. Ivanov, A.V. Gusev, O.V. Mironenko, R.A. Petrov
Ural State Technical University, Russia
1. ABSTRACT
Radiosonde system inc1uds new compact radar "BREEZE" and radiosonde, which is raising by the
gasfilled balloon. Design of this system was made at the Laboratory of upper-air equipments Ural
State Technical University, and the manufacture of it, is realizing in "METEO" Joint Stock
Company, Ekaterinburg, Russia.
System provides measuring the temperature, the humidity, the pressure, the speed and the direction
of the wind in the atmosphere up to 40 km. Radar "BREEZE" operates on the carrier frequency
1680 (1 780) MHz, it provides a precision measure of angular coordinates and slant range to the
radiosonde (from 50m to 200km), by using a pulse reply of superregenerative receiver-transmitter
on the radiosonde to the pulse interrogation of the radar. Besides, an average power of pulse·
interrogation, which is radiated by the radar, doesn't exceed 0.2W.
The possibility of employing the data of measuring the geometrical altitude (by using a radiolocation method) and the atmosphere pressure (by using a sensor, established on the radiosonde) for
calculating the altitude of isobaric surfaces is a new qualitive characteristic of the system. On the
one hand this will make it possible to raise the precision of measuring, which makes the system,
under the high wind conditions and the considerable horizontal drift of the radiosonde, caused by
them, and on the other hand this secures a possibility of non-statical phenomena's consideration in
the atmosphere.
In this paper are discussing the results of the tests and the experimental exploitation of the radar
"BREEZE"; is conducting the appreciation of the precision of measuring, which are made by the
system, under different conditions of starting of the radiosonde. Nowadays are examined possible
spheres of employment of the radar "BREEZE", which are connected with upper-air observations
and the control of the environment.
2. BBE,[(EHI1E
B JIa60paTopluf a3pOJIOrHqeCKOrO 060py.n;oBaHH5I YpaJIbCKOrO rocy.napCTBeHHoro TeXHHQeCKoro yHHBepcHTeTa rro 3aKa3Y OAO "MeTeo" C03.n;aHa MaJIora6apHTHa5I aBToMaTH3HpOBaHHa5I
CHCTeMa pa.n;H030H.nHpoBaHH5I «EPI13» .nJI5I rrpOBe.neHH5I a3pOJIOrHQeCKHX Ha6JIIO.n;eHHM [1].
ABToMaTH3HpoBaHHa5I CHCTeMa «EPI13» OTHOCHTC5I KKJIaccy UH<)lpOBbIX CHCTeM pa.n;H030H.n;HpoBaHH5I aTMoc<)lepbI c aBTOMaTHQeCKOM 06pa60TKoM .n;aHHbIX. TIPH 3TOM CHCTeMa «EPH3» 06ecrreQHBaeT B03MOJKHOCTb orrpe.n;eJIeHH5I BepTHKaJIbHbIX rrpo<)lHJIeM MeTeOBeJIHQHH BCJIe.nYIOIIJ;HX peJKHMax:
• pa.n;HOJIOKaUHOHHoM - orrpe.n;eJIeHHe Koop.nHHaT 30H.n;a Ha oCHoBaHHH H3MepeHH5I HaKJIOHHOM .n;aJIbHOCTH .n;o pa.n;H030H.n;a c HCrrOJIb30BaHHeM aKTHBHoro oTBeTa OT cyrreppereHepaTHBHoro rrepe.n;aTQHKa 30H.na, a TaKJKe H3MepeHHM a3HMyTa HyrJIa MecTa.
• pa.nHoTeo.n;OJIHTHOM - orrpe.neJIeHHe Koop.n;HHaT 30H.na Ha oCHoBaHHH H3MepeHH5I aTMoc<)lepHoro .n;aBJIeHH5I, a3HMyTa HyrJIa MecTa.
• pa.n;HOJIOKaUHOHHo-Teo.n;OJIHTHbIM - orrpe.neJIeHHe Koop.n;HHaT 30H.n;a H3MepeHHeM KaK HaKJIOHHOM .naJIbHOCTH .no pa.n;H030H.n;a, TaK HHa oCHoBaHHH H3MepeHH5I aTMoc<)lepHoro .n;aBJIeHH5I, a TaKJKe H3MepeHHM a3HMyTa HyrJIa MeCTa.
3. OEIUEE OTII1CAHI1E CI1CTEMbI «EPH3»

B COCTaB CHCTeMbI «EpH3» BXO.n;5IT:
- Ha3eMHOe 060py.noBaHHe Pnc «EpH3» - (pa.n;HOJIOKaTOp HJIH pa.n;HoTeo.n;OJIHT), arrrrapaTypa
rrpe.n;rrOJIeTHOM rrpOBepKH pa.n;H030H.n;a, yrrpaBJIeHH5I rrOJIeTOM H06pa60TKH MeTeo.n;aHHbIX Ha 6a3e TI3BM;
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KOMrrJIeKT a3pOJIOrHqeCKHX 30H,nOB C,naTqHKaMH Pa3JIHqHbIX THrrOB. I1H<popMaUH5I rro pa,nHO30H,naM, HCrrOJIb3yeMblx CHCTeMOH «EpH3», rrpHBe,neHa B CTaTbe «New radiosondes for Russian
systems of upper-air observations» by Ivanov, Vjacheslav, et al. 3Toro C60pHHKa.
B COCTaB KOMrrJIeKCa Ha3eMHOrO 060py,noBaHH5I Pnc «EpH3» BXO,n5IT:
•

aHTeHHo-<pH,nepHa5I CHCTeMa (A<I>C). A<I>C 06eCrreqHBaeT 6bIcTpoe 3JIeKTpOHHoe yrrpaBJIeHHe
,nHarpaMMoH HarrpaBJIeHHOCTH. B 6JIH)KHeH 30He (,naJIbHOCTb ,no IKM.) IIIHpHHa ,nHarpaMMbI HarrpaBJIeHHOCTH rro ypOBHIO 0.5 COCTaBJI5IeT 20°. 3axBaT H y,n:ep)KaHHe pa,nH030H,na B 6JIH)KHeH
30He rrpoHcxo,nHT B rrpe,neJIax ±40°. B ,n:aJIbHeH 30He IIIHpHHa ,nHarpaMMbI HarrpaBJIeHHOCTH rro
ypOBHIO 0.5 - 6°, K03<p<PHUHeHT yCHJIeHH5I aHTeHHbI He MeHee 26 ,nE. AHTeHHa5I CHCTeMa yrrpaBJI5IeTC5I BbICOKOTOqHbIM UH<PPOBbIM rrpHBo,noM. BOJIHOBa5I rrepe,naqa 06eCrreqHBaeT 6e3JIIO<pToBoe
BpaIUeHHe aHTeHHbI rrpH KpyroM 0630pe rro a3HMyTy ± 360° H B rrpe,neJIax OT -10° ,no + 130° rro
yrJIy MeCTa. TaKoe rrocTpoeHHe A<DC rr03BOJI5IeT 06eCrreQHTb BbICOKyro Ha,ne)KHOCTb H TOQHOCTb
cOrrpOBO)K,neHH5I pa,n:H030H,n:a B 3KCTpeMaJIbHbIX YCJIOBH5IX. 06IUHH BH,n A<DC rrpHBe,neH Ha pHcyHKe 1.
•

TIpHeMo-rrepe,naIOIUa5I CHCTeMa. TIpHeMHoe yCTpOHCTBO rrocTpoeHo rro cxeMe cyrrepreTepo,nHHa C TPOHHbIM
rrpe06pa30BaHHeM QaCTOTbI (K03<p<PHUHeHT IIIyMa 1.5
,nE). B reTepo,nHHe HCrrOJIb3yeTC5I CHHTe3aTOp QaCTOTbI C rreTJIeH <l>ATIq H UH<PPOBbIM yrrpaBJIeHHeM OT
MHKpOKOHTpOJIJIepa, QTO rr03BOJI5IeT oueHHBaTb QacTOTy pa,n:H030H,na C TOQHOCTbIO ,no 0.1 Mru. TIepe,naIOIUee yCTpOHCTBO rrOJIHOCTbIO rrOCTpoeHO Ha rrOJIyrrpOBo,nHHKOBbIX 3JIeMeHTax. TIPH cpe,nHeH MOIUHOCTH
H3JIyqeHH5I 0.2 BT. caHHTapHa5I 30Ha He rrpeBblIIIaeT
4 M. TIpHeMo-rrepe,naIOIUa5I CHCTeMa KOHCTpyKTHBHO
pa3MeIUeHa Ha IIIaCCH A<I>C, H ,norrycKaeT 3KCrrJIyaTaUHIO B pacIIIHpeHHoM TeMrrepaTypHoM ,nHarra30He OT
-40° ,no +50°C.

•

CHcTeMa 06pa60TKH H yrrpaBJIeHH5I. CHcTeMa 06pa60TKH H yrrpaBJIeHH5I 06eCrreQHBaeT:
PHCyHOK 1. 06mHH BH~ A<l>C .
- yrrpaBJIeHHe aHTeHHOH H rrpHeMorrepe,naIOIUeH
CHCTeMaMH B pe)KHMe pyqHoro (rro KOMaH,naM orrepaTopa QTIY) H aBTOMaTHQeCKOrO corrpOBO)K):(eHH5I pa,nH030H,na;
H3MepeHHe yrJIOBbIX Koop,n:HHaT pa,nH030H,na (yroJI MeCTa H a3HMyT);
H3MepeHHe HaKJIOHHOH ,n:aJIbHOCTH pa,nH030H,n:a;
c60p MeTeoHH<popMaUHH rro KaHaJIy TeJIeMeTpHH, ee rrepBHQHyro 06pa60TKy;
KOHTpOJIb <pyHKUHoHHpOBaHH5I H caMorrpoBepKy CHCTeMbI C HCrrOJIb30BaHHeM 3TaJIOHHbIX
TeCTOBbIX CHrHaJIOB rrpH rrpe,ncTapToBoH rro,nrOTOBKe H BO BpeM5I rrOJIeTa;
rrpe,ncTapTOBa5I rrpoBepKa pa,nH030H,na;
rrpHeM KOMaH,n H ,naHHbIX OT ueHTpaJIbHOrO rryJIbTa yrrpaBJIeHH5I (QTIY) H rrepe,naQa Ha
QTIY H3MepeHHbIX 3HaQeHHH rrapaMeTpOB pa,nH030H,na H CHCTeMbI B ueJIOM ,nJI5I ,naJIbHeHIIIeH 06pa60TKH H rrpHH5ITH5I peIIIeHH5I rro yrrpaBJIeHHIO cHCTeMoH H OKOHQaTeJIbHOH 06pa60TKOH MeTeOHH<popMaUHH.
Bce 3TH 3a,naQH peIIIaIOTC5I OT,neJIbHbIMH o,nHOTHrrHbIMH <PYHKUHOHaJIbHbIMH 6JIOKaMH, BbIrrOJIHeHHbIMH B BH,ne rreQaTHOH rrJIaTbI B CTaH,n:apTe M3K 297-3 (pa3Mep 3D), coe,nHHeHHbIMH Qepe3 yCTpOHCTBO KOMMyTaUHH H pa3MeIUeHHbIMH B O,nHOM Koprryce. B HaCT05IIUee BpeM5I B CHCTeMe
HCrrOJIb3yeTC5I 5 6a30BbIX Mo,n:yJIeH. Ea30BbIH MO.nYJIb rrpHMeHeH ,nJI5I peIIIeHH5I Pa3JIHQHbIX 3a.naQ rro
UH<ppOBOH 06pa60TKe CJIO)KHbIX aHaJIOrOBblX pa,n:HocHrHaJIOB H 3a,naQ OrrTHMaJIbHOro yrrpaBJIeHH5I.
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HaJIHqHe MHKpOrrpOueccopa H MHKpOCXeM rrpOrpaMMHpyeMoH JIOrHKH rr03BOJI~eT OrrTHMH3HpOBaTb
CTpyKTypy MO,n:YJI~ B 3aBHCHMOCTH OT Tpe60BaHHH rrOCTaBJIeHHOH 3a,n:aqH, OrrepaTHBHO rrepeCTpaHBaTb CTpyKTypy MOJJ:yn~ ,n:JI~ peIlIeHH~ HOBbIX 3a,n:aq rro Mo,n:epHH3aUHH CHCTeMbI 6e3 ee arrrrapaTHOH ,n:opa60TKH. CTpyKTypa Mo,n:yn~ rr03BonHna ocyrneCTBHTb 3<p<peKTHBHoe pacrrapaJIJIeJIHBaHHe
rrpoueCCOB, BBeCTH ,n:eueHTpaJIH3aUHIO yrrpaBneHH~. C03,n:aHHe CHCTeMbI Ha OCHOBe 6a30BOrO MOJJ:yn~ rr03BonHno cyrnecTBeHHO CHH3HTb 3aTpaTbI Ha H3rOTOBneHHe H 3KCrrJIyaTaUHIO CHCTeMbI [2].

•

QeHTpaJIbHbIH rrynbT yrrpaBneHH~. QeHTpaJIbHbIH rrynbT yrrpaBneHH~ rrpeJJ:Ha3HaqeH ,n:JI~ pyQHOro H aBTOMaTHQeCKOrO yrrpaBJIeHH~ Y3naMH H 6noKaMH Pnc «EPH3», OKOHQaTeJIbHOrO c60pa,
06pa60TKH H oT06pa:>KeHH~ rrocTyrraIOrneH KoopJJ:HHaTHoH H TeJIeMeTpHQeCKOH HH<popMaUHH, C
rrocJIe,n:yrorneH BbI,n:aqeH a3pOJIOrHqeCKHX ,n:aHHbIX B BHJJ:e TeJIerpaMM H rrepe,n:aqH HX rro KaHanaM CB~3H. BHeIlIHHH BH,n: QIlY rrpHBeJJ:eH Ha pHcyHKe 2.
B COCTaB QIlY BXO,n:HT yrrpaBn~IOrna~ Il3BM, rrpHHTep H HCTOqHHK 6ecrrepe60HHoro rrHTa-

HH~ (06eCrreqHBaeT aBToHoMHyro pa60Ty pnc «EPH3» B TeqeHHe 2-x qaCoB). Il3BM, pa60TaIOrnM

rro,n: yrrpaBJIeHHeM CrreUHaJIbHOH rrporpaMMbI lleHTpaJIbHOrO rryJIbTa, BblrronH~eT CJIe,n:yrornHe
<pyHKUHH:
aBTOMaTHqeCKHH KOHTpOJIb <PYHKllHoHHpoBaHH~rrpH BKJIIOqeHHH H3,n:eJIH~;
rrpe,n:rrOJIeTHyro rrpoBepKY pa,n:H030H,n:a;
aBTOMaTHqeCKOe H pyqHoe HaBe,n:eHHe H cOrrpOBO:>K,n:eHHe pa,n:H030H,n:a,

HaXO,n:~rneroc~

B

cB060,n:HOM rrOJIeTe;
orrpe,n:eneHHe H oT06pa:>KeHHe OTHOCHTeJIbHbIX Koop,n:HHaT (a3HMyTa, yrJIa MeCTa H HaKJIOHHOH ,n:aJIbHOCTH) H rrOJIeTHOrO BpeMeHH pa,n:H030H,n:a;
06pa60TKy B peaJIbHOM MacIlITa6e BpeMeHH H oT06pa:>KeHHe TeneMeTpHqeCKOH HH<popMaUHH OT paJJ:H030HJJ:a 0 TeMrrepaType, BJIa:>KHOCTH H ,n:aBneHHH B TOqKe

HaXO:>K,n:eHH~

pa,n:Ho-

30H,n:a;
coxpaHeHHe ,n:aHHbIX 06 OTHOCHTenbHblX Koop,n:HHaTax paJJ:H030H,n:a H rrapaMeTpax TeneMeTpHqeCKOH HH<popMaUHH, rrpHB~3aHHblx K rrOJIeTHoMy BpeMeHH, B BH,n:e <paHJIa- rrpoToKOJIa Ha ,n:HCKOBbIX HaKOrrHTeJI~X yrrpaBJI~IOrneH Il3BM;
06pa60TKa a3pOnOrHqeCKHX ,n:aHHblx. IlporpaMMa 06pa60TKH a3pOJIOrHQeCKHX ,n:aHHblx,
HX BH3YaJIH3aUH~ H <pOpMHpOBaHHe TeJIerpaMM ,n:JI~ BbI,n:aQH rro KaHaJIaM CB~3H pa3pa60TaHa CrreUHaJIHCTaMH QeHTpaJIbHOH A3pOJIOrHQeCKOH 06cepBaTopHH, r. )J;OJIrOrrpy,n:HbIH H
BKJIIOQeHa B rrporpaMMHoe 06eCrreQeHHe QIlY.
MHTep<PeHC orrepaTopa H HH:>KeHepa
06eCrreQHBaeT oT06pa:>KeHHe Ha 3KpaHe
Il3BM He06xo,n:HMOH HH<popMaUHH H
BBO,n: B cHcTeMy KOMaH,n:

yrrpaBJIeHH~

OT

orrepaTopa H HH:>KeHepa. MHTeP<PeHC 06ecrreQHBaeT pa60Ty rrOJIb30BaTeJI~ Ha O,n:HOM
H3 ,n:ByX ~3bIKOB: pyCCKOM HnH aHrJIHHCKOM - BbI60p KOToporo 3a,n:aeTC~ rrpH HaQaJIbHOH HaCTpOHKe CTaHUHH. Oc060e
OKOHHoe rrocTpoeHHe HHTep<P eHca 06ec-

'J

PHCyHOK

2. BHewHHH BH~ QIIY.

rreQHBaeT HaH60JIee y,n:06Hoe ,n:JI~ rrOJIb30BaTeJI~ pa3MerneHHe HH<popMaUHH: rpyrrrrHpoBKy O,n:HOpOJJ:HOH HH<popMaUHH B rrpe,n:eJIax o,n:Horo OKHa, B03MO:>KHOCTb rrepeMerneHH~ 3THX OKOH Ha 3KpaHe,
B03MO:>KHOCTb rrOJIyqeHH~ ,n:orronHHTenbHOH HH<popMaUHH B BHJJ:e HOBoro OKHa, B03MO:>KHOCTb y,n:a-

JIeHH~ C 3KpaHa OKHa, KOTopoe y:>Ke He Hy:>KHO B ,n:aHHbIH MOMeHT. Ba:>KHOH oc06eHHOCTbIO OKOH
~BJI~eTC~

4.

HX rrepeKpbITHe, T.e. O,n:HO OKHO MO:>KeT

pacrronaraTbC~

rrOBepx ,n:pyroro.

3KCIlnyATAQMOHHbIE XAPAKTEPMCTMKM CMCTEMbI «EPM3».
OCHOBHble 3KCrrJIyaTaUHoHHble xapaKTepHcTHKH CHCTeMbI rrpHBe,n:eHbI B Ta6nHue
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1.

OCHOBHLIe JKCnJIvaTaUHOHHLIe xapaKTepHCTHKH CHCTeMLI

«

ipH3».

T a 6JIHua 1

MHHHMaJIbHa5I .naJIbHOCTb (.no nyHKTa BbInycKa pa.nH030H.na)
MaKCHMaJIbHa5I .naJIbHOCTb, He MeHee
MaKCHMaJIbHa5I BbICOTa pa,UH030H,UHpOBaHH5I (MaKCHMaJIbHO <pHKcHpyeMa5I BbICOTa
no.nbeMa pa.nH030H.na), He MeHee

30 M
200000 M
40000 M

IIorpemHocTH H3MepeHHU:

Cpe,UHeKBa,UpaTHqeCKOe 3HaqeHHe norpeIIIHOCTH H3MepeHH5I KOOp.nHHaT B pe:>KHMe
aBTOCOnpOBO:>K.neHH5I COCTaBJI5IeT, He 60JIee:
no .naJIbHOCTH,
no a3HMyTy H yrJIy MeCTa
CHcTeMaTHqeCKa5I COCTaBJI5IIOIUa5I norpeIIIHocTH H3MepeHH5I Koop,UHHaT B pe:>KHMe
aBTocOnpOBO:>K.neHH5I COCTaBJI5IeT, He 60JIee:
no ,UaJIbHOCTH,
no a3HMyTy H yrJIy MeCTa
Cpe.nHeKBa.npaTHqeCKHe OIIIH6KH BbIqHCJIeHHH:, He 60JIee: TeMnepaTypbIB03,Uyxa
CKOpOCTH .neHcTBHTeJIbHOrO H cpe,UHero BeTpa (OT O.no 75 Mic)
HanpaBJIeHH5I .neHCTBHTeJIbHOrO H cpe.nHero BeTpa (OT 0 .no 360°)
aTMOc<pepHoro .naBJIeHH5I (OT 11 00M6 ,UO 2M6)
OTHOCHTeJIbHOH BJIa:>KHOCTH (B npe.neJIax OT 10 .no 100 %)

30 M
0,10°
20 M
0,1 °
O,I°C

1,0M/c
1,5°
2,0 M6
1,0%

JI:JI5I oueHKH 3KCnJIyaTaUHoHHbIX xapaKTepHCTHK CHCTeMbI «EPH3» 6bIJIH npOBe,UeHbI 3KcnepHMeHTaJIbHbIe HaTypHbIe HcnbITaHH5I Ha a3pOJIOrHqeCKHX CTaHUH5IX BepXHee JI:y6pOBO r. EKaTepHH6ypr H r. EpeCT, pecny6JIHKa EeJIapycb, no CneUHaJIbHO pa3pa60TaHHbIM MeTo.nHKaM. I1cnbITaHH5I npOBO):(HJIHCb BO Bce BpeMeHa ro.na H no.nTBep.nHJIH OCHOBHbIe TeXHHqeCKHe xapaKTepHCTHKH
CHCTeMbI. IlpoBepKa TeXHHqeCKHX xapaKTepHCTHK CHCTeMbI npOBo.nHJIaCb MeTo.nOM cnapeHHbIX
BbInycKoB pa.nH030H.nOB C CHHXpOHHbIM H3MepeHHeM pnc «EPH3» H KOMnJIeKCOM ABK-MP3, 3KCnJIyaTHpyroIUeMC5I Ha a3pOJIOrHqeCKOH ceTH POCCHH. OueHKH TOqHOCTH CHCTeMbI npOBo.nHJIHCb C
HCnOJIb30BaHHeM 06pa3UOBbIX Cpe.nCTB H3MepeHHH: (oueHKa TOqHOCTH no yrJIOBbIM Koop.nHHaTaM H
TOqHOCTH COnpOBO:>K.neHH5I pa.nH030H.na - OnTHqeCKHM MeTo.nOM, oueHKa TOqHOCTH no .naJIbHOCTH C HCnOJIb30BaHHeM penepHbIX TOqeK, .nHarpaMMbI HanpaBJIeHHOCTH H3Mep5IJIHCb no pa3pa60TaHHbIM MeTo.nHKaM).
TIo pe3YJIbTaTaM HCnbITaHHH npOH3Be,UeHa .nopa60TKa nporpaMMHoro 06eCneqeHH5I UIlY
PJIC: C03.naH 60JIee y.n06HbIH HHTep<PeHC onepaTopa, CyqeToM peKOMeH.naUHH: nOJIb30BaTeJIeH,
yCKopeH npouecc BbI,UaqH TeJIerpaMM KH-04 (qaCTH A H B, C H D).
BpeM5I MOHTa:>Ka cTaUHOHapHOH: Pnc «EPH3» He npeBbIIIIaeT 8 qaCOB. 06IUHH Bec CHCTeMbI
He 60JIee 150 Kr., KOHCTpyKUH5I CHCTeMbI n03BOJI5IeT BeCTH MOHTa:>K Pnc 6e3 HCnOJIb30BaHH5I
no.nbeMHbIX npHcnoc06JIeHHH:.
5. BhIBOJI:hI
Pe3YJIbTaTbI OnbITHOH: 3KCnJIyaTaUHH nOKa3aJIH, qTO CHCTeMa «EPH3» HMeeT peaJIbHbIe 3KCnJIyaTaUHoHHbIe xapaKTepHcTHKH, cooTBeTcTByIOIUHe cOBpeMeHHoMy ypOBHIO H Tpe60BaHH5IM
BMO K TOqHOCTH H KaqeCTBY a3pOJIOrHqeCKOH: HH<popMaUHH. CHcTeMa MO:>KeT 6bITb HCnOJIb30BaHa
.nJI5I C03.naHH5I KaK cTaUHoHapHbIx PJIC, 3aMeH5IIOIUHX yCTapeBIIIHe KOMnJIeKCbI Ha ceTH CTpaH
CHf, TaK H C03.naHHe M06HJIbHbIX CHCTeM pa.nH030H,UHpoBaHH5I 3KOJIOrHqeCKOrO MOHHTopHHra.
6. CIlI1COK I1CIlOnh3YEMOH nI1TEPATYPhI.
1. The new generation of upper-air observation equipment. By Ivanov Vjacheslav, et al. WMO
technical conference on meteorological and environmental instruments and methods of observation. Report N270. Morocco 1998.
2. 0 HeKoTopbIX npHHUHnax pa3pa60TKH UH<PPOBbIX pa.nHoTeXHHqeCKHX CHCTeM. E.Ey.naH ,
A.fyceB, B.I1BaHoB, O. MHpoHeHKo. I1H:>KeHepHa5I MHKp03JIeKTpOHHKa N22 1998r.
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MESURES FINES DE VENT
A L’AIDE D’UN SYSTEME DE RADIOSONDAGE EQUIPE D’UN GPS 4D

Tél. : 0 164 99 77 52 Auteur : Patrick
Fax : 0 164 99 77 53 CHARPENTIER
E MAIL : mod@club-internet.fr
Z.A. de l’orme à bonnet - 91750 CHEVANNES-FRANCE

La société MODEM a mis au point un nouveau procédé de Radio sondage en utilisant la
technologie GPS.

1/Historique :
C’est à la suite d’une demande formulée par ESA (Agence spatiale européenne) en 1994 que
la société Modem s’est intéressée au radio sondage. Il s’agissait à cette époque de trouver un
moyen performant pour mesurer le vent.
A cet effet, il a été développé un nouveau ballon dénommé
Méduse et une nouvelle sonde appelée GPS400PSK.
Les résultats extrêmement satisfaisant de ce système dont les
objectifs et résultats seront décrit ci après ont motivé notre
société pour développer un système complet de radiosondage
vent + PTU adapté au marché météorologique.

2/Le système :
Le système se compose :
- D’une sonde GL98 qui associe les mesures de température et humidité aux mesures
GPS complètes (y compris l’altitude) et les envoie au sol toutes les secondes.
- D’une station sol très compacte qui reçoit les données et effectue un traitement
approprié pour éditer un message TEMP, PILOT ou autre.
Vent : Le système restitue la force et la direction du vent grâce aux mesures GPS. Ces
mesures sont de deux ordres :
- mesures des positions dans les 3 dimensions par calcul de triangulation entre les
signaux de trois ou quatre satellites minimums
- Mesure de la vélocité (vitesse) déterminée directement par le doppler provenant de la
boucle de la porteuse et non pas par une différence entre deux positions.
-

La vélocité est plus précise que la position sur des petites échelles de temps, alors
qu’elle devient moins précise sur de grandes échelles.
Notre système tient compte de ces deux méthodes de mesures afin de restituer les
meilleures données possibles.
Ces données sont comparées à celles qui sont au sol (GPS différentiel) afin de
s’affranchir des perturbations liées aux erreurs satellitaires, aux problèmes de
propagation, au brouillage volontaire éventuel.
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PTU : Le système mesure la température grâce à une thermistance et tient compte de l’effet
radiatif.
Le système mesure l’humidité grâce à un polymère capacitif et est corrigé en fonction
de la température.
La pression n’est pas mesurée mais calculée à partir de l’altitude et des températures
et humidités.
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3/Mesure d’un profil vertical de vent
La précision d’un profil vertical de vent doit être mesurée sur l’ensemble du moyen utilisé,
c’est à dire qu’il faut tenir compte de la précision de la sonde et du moyen de réception au sol
mais aussi de la précision du ballon.
1/ Précision de la sonde :
localisation spatiale
composantes de la vitesse

10 m en x et y, 20m en z
0.2 m/s en u, v et w

2/ Précision du ballon recherchée :
erreur à 1 sigma <0.4 m/s pour une résolution de 100 m
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Quel ballon choisir ?
Un ballon météo est un mauvais suiveur de vent,
car il génère des mouvements parasites qui se
traduisent par un vent apparent (bruit) qui n’a rien
a voir avec l’atmosphère.
Ce bruit de mesure apparaît autour d’échelles de
l’ordre de 700 à 800 m à cause de mouvements
auto-induit liés à des variations aléatoires des
points de décollement du sillage.
Ces mouvements auto-induits, contrôlés par le
nombre adimensionnel de Reynolds de
l’écoulement de l’air autour du ballon, couvrent
pour les ballons météo classiques une large
gamme de longueurs d’ondes ( jusqu ‘a 400m)
avec des amplitudes de plusieurs mètres par
seconde.
Les Jimspheres, Rubsondes, Capspheres,
Méduses sont capable de résoudre des échelles de l’ordre de 200 m. Ce sont les ballons dit
stabilisés.
Pour rendre un ballon plus stable, une solution consiste à augmenter la rugosité de la surface
du ballon. On augmente ainsi la taille du sillage, ce qui a pour effet d’accroître la traînée et de
diminuer les forces de portance.
Ces ballons sont donc conçus pour éviter les décollements aléatoires de la couche limite et
absorber l’énergie turbulente du sillage.
Il faut y associer un vrai GPS car il donne une localisation tridimensionnelle et des mesures
de vitesse Doppler plus précises que celles obtenues en dérivant la position.

4/ Les campagnes VERHT (mesure des profils de vent haute
résolution et de température)
La première campagne VEHRT 1 a eu pour objet de valider le modèle décrivant le champ des
fluctuations de vent en zone équatoriale et en cas de validation d'en ajuster au mieux les
paramètres. Ce modèle était issu de nombreuses mesures effectuées sous nos latitudes, mais
n'avait jamais été testé en zone équatoriale. Le champ des fluctuations de vent dépend de
quatre dimensions, le temps et les trois dimensions spatiales, VEHRT 1 ne s'est préoccupé que
de la dimension verticale et d'une certaine manière du temps.
Les moyens utilisés ont été le système de mesure ballon Méduse et sonde Modem
Les précisions de mesures ont été :
Température précision absolue 0.5 K
précision relative 0.03 K avec un temps de réponse < 4 s
Vent rapport signal/bruit =1 à 100 m de résolution.
Le résultat a été la détermination des paramètres d’un modèle du champ des fluctuations de
vitesse et de température permettant une optimisation des charges structurales, environnement
dynamique et pilotage des systèmes fusée-satellite Ariane.
La deuxième campagne VEHRT 2 par des lâchers simultanés en trois sites distants de 200
km, a permis d'accéder aux deux autres dimensions horizontales. Une première étude avait été
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effectuée avec des données provenant de ROCHAMBEAU et de VEHRT 1 mesurées à des
heures proches, mais les données de ROCHAMBEAU étaient de qualité médiocre
(localisation du ballon, qualité du ballon), la simultanéité des sondages n'était
qu'approximative et la distance entre les deux sites était trop faible.
Le résultat de cette deuxième campagne a permit de chiffrer l’influence des trajectoires
obliques des lanceurs

3

Comparaison du bruit entre
un ballon météo et un ballon stabilisé
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1 MEASUREMENT TECHNOLOGY, PERFORMANCE,
AND QUALITY ASSURANCE
1.2 Upper-air Observation Systems
1.2.2 Remote Upper-air Observation System

OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE OF A BOUNDARY LAYER
WIND-PROFILER NETWORK
Nicola Latham, Tim Oakley, Myles Turp, John Nash
The Met. Office, Beaufort Park, Wokingham, Berkshire, RG40 3DN, UK
Tel: +44 (0)1344 855646, Fax: +44 (0)1344 855897, e-mail: nlatham@meto.gov.uk
Introduction
The Met. Office operates four Radian LAP3000 boundary layer wind profiler radars in the UK,
located at Camborne and Dunkeswell in the South West of England and Pendine and Aberystwyth
in Wales, see Table 1 and Figures 1 and 2. All systems are configured to use one beam to measure
the vertical velocity and two beams to measure the velocity in two off-vertical directions. The three
beam configuration was preferred to the five beam, as beam directions with high clutter do not have
to be used and a more rapid observing cycle is achieved. The beams are cycled between a high
mode, which supplies data up to 8km with 200m resolution (400m Dunkeswell) and a low mode
which supplies data up to 2km with 60m resolution (100m Dunkeswell). The wind information is
processed and may be presented as a wind barb plot as shown in Figure 4. The signal power,
vertical velocity and spectra can also be presented for further analysis.
Location
Camborne

Frequency
915 MHz

Antenna size
2.61m x 2.61m

Dunkeswell
Pendine
Aberystwyth
(development system)

1290 MHz
1290 MHz
915 MHz

2.61m x 2.61m
2.61m x 2.61m
1.74m x 1.74m

Installation Date
Nov 98
(upgrade from smaller system)

Feb 99
Feb 99
Nov 99

Table 1. The UK boundary layer wind profilers

Figure 1: The 915MHz wind profiler radar at Camborne.

The UK Wind Profiler Network
The UK wind profilers are intended to demonstrate the capabilities of a pilot network and contribute
to the CWINDE programme (COST Wind Initiative for a Network Demonstration in Europe), as
well as providing wind data to local and regional forecasts. The data are transmitted in real time via
e-mail to Bracknell and archived in the operational database. Results are then monitored against the
NWP model on a monthly basis to assess their performance and usefulness in the long term. Some
weather radar data can also be processed to enhance the network over the British Isles during
significant weather.
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Figure 2. Wind profiler and weather radar sites in relation to Bracknell

Network Performance
Since installation during winter 98-99, there have been a number of hardware failures and numerous
communications difficulties to resolve within the network. Both of the 1290MHz systems had
problems with the final amplifiers on installation. These were not detected by the manufacturer’s
representatives. The malfunctions were difficult to detect as the expected performance in relation
to that of the 915MHz system, was not well understood. Following total amplifier failure at each
site and subsequent replacement, the network performance has improved and stabilised, while
experience and statistics have been gathered to be used to identify problems.
Table 2 and Figure 3 illustrate the main causes of failure and the subsequent percentages of data
available and data received in near time. The recent improvements shown by the availability
statistics demonstrate the advantage of keeping spares accessible within the UK. Spare 915MHz and
1290MHz compatible components are in use in the Aberystwyth development system, while further
1290MHz components are kept at Bracknell. This spares policy shields, to some extent, the primary
network of three profilers from the long lead times for repair or replacement.
Failure
Receiver
Final Amplifier
Communications

Total downtime (all sites)
37 days
101 days
50 days (real time only)

Table 2. Causes of profiler failure Nov 98 to May 00.

% of period with real-time communication

% of period with real-time communication

% of period profiler operating

% of period profiler operating

May

Mar

Jan

Nov

May

Sep

0

May

0

Mar

20

Jan

20

Mar

40

Jan

40

Nov

60

Sep

60

Jul

80

May

80

Mar

100

Jan

100

Jul

Pendine

Camborne

Figure 3: Percentage of data available in near time and off-line for two UK sites.

The improvements to the real time statistics reflect changes to the methods used for obtaining real
time data via e-mail. In the earlier months the site systems pushed data to Bracknell. In this case the
PC at the remote unmanned site tended to ‘lock’ in association with communication difficulties.
This problem was resolved by switching the procedures so that data are pulled from the unmanned
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sites to Bracknell. If the Bracknell computer locks it is easily reset. Although several data messages
may still fail to be collected in any one period, the current set up has greater redundancy and allows
quicker resolution of problems.
Data Products and Availability Against Height
Figure 4 gives two examples of data displays, latest 12hr versions of which can be found for an
individual profiler at: www.met-office.gov.uk/sec5/CWINDED/cwinde99/cwinde99e.html. The
example on the left shows wind speed and direction profiles for the 27th December over Camborne.
This was at the time that a severe storm was causing much damage in southern France. The
presence of a pronounced trough over the UK at heights of about 5 km at 14 UTC was poorly
represented in the UK mesoscale model, although observed at all four profiler sites. The signal
power plot on the right shows the development of the convective boundary layer between 08 and 18
GMT over Dunkeswell, detected in the profiler’s low mode. This type of information from the
boundary layer profilers will be used to generate information for forecasters on the temperature and
humidity structure at the profiler sites in combination with radiometer observations.

Figure 4: 24 hour wind barb plot (left) and 24 hour signal power plot (right).

The maximum height of data obtained by the profiler varies depending on conditions. Figure 5
shows the percentage of data messages received containing data at particular heights over a five
month period at Pendine and Camborne. High mode data is regularly obtained up to 2.5km (75%),
with a rapid decrease in availability in the 3 and 4km region.
Percentage of messages received
containing wind data against height.
High mode (200m resolution) Feb-Jun 00
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2000

Camborne
(915MHz)
Pendine
(1290MHz)

0

2400

2000

1600

1200

800

400

Camborne
(915MHz)
Pendine
(1290MHz)

100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
1000

Percentage

100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
0

Percentage

Percentage of messages received
containing wind data against height.
Low mode (60m resolution) Feb-Jun 00

Height above ground (m)

Height above ground (m)

Figure 5: Percentage of data available against height

for a 1290MHz profiler and a 915MHz profiler.
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During the period shown, the vertical resolution of the 1290MHz system was reconfigured from
400m (high mode) and 100m (low mode) to match that of the 915MHz system. This enabled a
comparison of performance to take place. It can be seen that in the low mode, at 60m resolution, the
1290MHz system records considerably less data in each height range above 800m than the 915Mhz
system. The high mode, however with 200m resolution shows similar performance from the two
systems. The 915MHz system is therefore better for obtaining high resolution clear air returns at
lower levels, while the 1290MHz system benefits from higher returns in water/ ice clouds.
Use of Wind Profilers in Special Campaigns
In addition to the long term data archive that takes place for comparison against the UK Global
model and analysis of network performance, UK boundary layer wind profiler data have been used
for several short term special campaigns to support development of new systems.
The wind profiler at Camborne is located on an operational radiosonde site, which since early 1999
has supported campaigns to demonstrate a 78.2GHz cloud radar, a GPS water vapour receiver and
a SODAR as well as multiple radiosonde comparisons. The boundary layer system at Aberystwyth
has recently been installed adjacent to the MST profiler, LIDAR and another GPS water vapour
receiver allowing further comparisons to be made. The comparison with the SODAR, for example,
indicated a close match between the data at most heights, but confirmed the limitations of the
profiler in the lowest two range gates, where the signal is not believed to be representative of the
volume.
The example below illustrates a comparison of the wind profiler signal power plot displayed with a
four minute temporal resolution and that of a cloud radar operating at 78.2GHz. The cloud radar
information allows further interpretation of the wind profiler signal power product and as a
complementary technique is a useful step towards automation of observations. Further details on
this study are available from the author.

Figure 6: Signal plots for the 78.2GHz RAL Cloud Radar (left) and 0.915GHz Wind Profiler (right) for a
six hour period over Camborne, April 1999.

Conclusion
The Met. Office has now decided that the wind profiler network will be handed over to be run as an
operational service as part of a more fully automated upper air observing network.
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Multiple Beam Statistical Analysis of Wind Profiler Data
P. Currier
T.Berthou
(Degreane S.A. 28 av. Font-Pre 83050 Tou/on France)
(Te/.: (33)494 61 9292 Fax: (33) 494 61 0471)
(E-Mail: degreane@wanadoo.fr)

Abstract
Recent developments have enhanced the quality control of wind profiler radar data reducing the effects of
interference, which can at times generate erroneous wind estimates.
Wind profiler data are usually processed at 4 levels:
digital signal processing of the time series (wavelets, FIR, pulse coding ...) ;
digital signal processing at the spectrum level (Merritt, multiple peaks ... ) ;
consensus processing of the spectral moments;
time / height continuity check at wind barb level (Weber Wuertz).
The quality control done at the wind barb level (Le. Weber Wuertz) is used to differentiate between wind
barbs generated by wind from those create by spurious echoes. Many of these spurious returns can be
identified earlier in the processing chain.
The multiple beam statistical analysis of the different moments can be used at the consensus level to insure
the basic premise of horizontal homogeneity of the atmosphere. This type of analysis is quite robust in
rejecting spurious echoes that are accepted by the simple consensus algorithms. The analysis is presented
along with its effect on the resulting wind barbs.

Introduction
Wind profiler radar are starting to be used operationally. The technique most commonly used by these radar
is the Doppler Beam Swinging technique (DBS): the wind profiler makes at least three sequential
measurements in different directions (Beam Swinging). The results are then combined to compute the three
dimensional winds (U,V,W).
Operational use of wind profiler data requires extensive quality checks. The users usually prefer no data
rather than erroneous wind measurements. Weber Wuertz type algorithms can flag many outliers. These
algorithms reject neighboring wind estimates that present excessive wind gradients. There are, however,
times when wind barbs are in error yet appear consistent. It is only when an experienced operator looks at
the spectral data that these types of errors can be seen. Worse, certain errors can only be detected by
examining a time / height history of the spectra and/or comparison with the other beams.
As a first step in increasing the wind barb quality check's robustness, various statistics of the consensus
outputs are computed. These statistics are then compared with those of neighboring heights and other
beams. This analysis easily detects cases where returns from different beams due to clear air, ground clutter,
or rain would be combined.

Current Implementation
The following flow diagram illustrates the part of the processing chain.
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inter and intra beam
comparison of the signal's
statistics

Consensus
processing

Multi- peak
processing
Fuzzy logic based space/
time continuity applied to
peaks (power, velocity,
spectral width)

Consensed
signal's
statistics

signal's
statistics quality
control

eber Wuertz type
quality control

window's mean and variance :
power, velocity, spectral width, skew, multipeak consistency coefficients, population
For clarity the feedback of the resulting profile output by the Weber Wuertz type quality control has been
omitted (included in the other flow diagrams). The feedback loop is part of the automatic Doppler velocity
scale adjustment mechanism.
The signal's statistics quality control is quite robust in eliminating data biased by ground clutter which has not
been discriminated by the multiple peak processing and that is not detected by the Weber Wuertz type quality
control. This method can even correctly processes data contaminated by ground clutter in all the beams over
several identical heights.
One may be tempted to eliminate the Weber Wuertz type quality control. However, the two quality control
algorithms do not process quite the same information and actually complement each other.

Extensions of the Method
Presently one of the greatest weaknesses in profiler processing is the lack of adaptability of the operating
parameters to the changing weather. Essentially one or two operating modes are used to sound the
atmosphere under all weather conditions.
The method can be used to feedback information to optimize the processing parameters:
adjust the consensus duration and Doppler window width as a function of the wind's variability and for
return signal's Signal to Noise ratio. This allows for the automatic adjustment of the consensus
parameters as a function of height.
adjust the multiple peak processing to better discriminate between clear air returns and ground clutter
(adaptive ground clutter rejection or removal).
The following flow diagram illustrates such a processing chain.

Multi- peak
processing

Consensus
processing

L-------..L.-------l

Consensed
signal's
statistics

signal's
statistics quality
control

Weber Wuertz
type quality
control

Certain applications require high time resolution wind profiles or even single cycle wind estimates. Using
multiple processors it is quite simple to extend the architecture to build robust single cycle estimates directly
from the output of the multiple peak processing, which is statistically constrained to the consensus output. In
this case the system furnishes two outputs with independent update rates in parallel and in real time: one
result based on a 15 minute or half hour consensus; the other based on a single cycle of measurements.
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Doppler Spectra
from one beam

Multi- peak
processing

Consensed
signal's
statistics

Consensus
processing

'--------'--------j

Single cycle
wind estimates

Weber Wuertz type
quality control

signal's
statistics quality
control

Conclusions
While simple and robust, this type of processing has not yet been implemented routinely. This tool can be
used to adaptively set the wind profiler's operating parameters to optimize both the measurement capabilities
and the quality of the wind estimates as a function of the changing weather conditions.
The first phase of implementation of this statistical analysis simply invalidates unacceptable measurements
complementing a Weber Wuertz type quality control algorithm. The second phase is to feedback the
information into the multiple peak analysis and consensus processing (adjusting the consensus time and
velocity windows). The third phase is to develop robust single cycle wind estimates, which are statistically
constrained to a consensus output calculated in parallel.
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COMBINED TEMPERATURE AND WIND MICROWAVE PROFILER: RESULTS OF
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Ivanov A.A., Kadygrov E.N., Viazankin A.S.
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INTRODUCTION
Remote sensing of atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) temperature and wind profiles is
important for a variety of studies, including air pollution, air-sea interaction, and short-term
meteorological forecasting. During 1992+1998 Meteorological temperature profiler (MTP-5)
was successfully tested in many scientific field expedition. MTP-5 is a single-channel (5 mm)
scanning microwave radiometer for measurement of temperature profiles in the altitude range
0+600m with accuracy 0,5 K. In 1998+1999 approximately the same radiometer was used for
measurement of wind speed at altitude range 0+250 m and for investigations of atmospheric
turbulence. During August-September 1999 microwave remote sensing data (temperature
profiles, wind profiles, parameters of atmospheric turbulence) were compared with the in situ
data from 31 O-meters Obninsk Meteorological Tower.
TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS AND LAST COMPARISONS
Radiometric method of temperature measurements at atmosphere based on the measurement
of thermal emission of the atmosphere in the millimetre wavelength band with the subsequent
reconstruction of temperature profiles from the radiometric data [1, 2]. Previous comparisons
with Tsukubo and Boulder meteo-towers have been described in [3,4]. At this report are
presented a new data of MTP-5 comparisons with in situ sensors of Obninsk Meteorological
Tower. The aim of those experiment was to test the other scheme of scanning which have been
suggested for increasing of Tikhonov temperature reconstruction method stability [1, 5, 6]. Fig.l
represents the interval of standard deviation for various heights. The result was corrected with in
situ sensors errors and systematic deviation.
(22.07.~28.07.99)
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The fact is that the inversion situation at ABL have the time of birth and destruction
about several hours. At that time sharp increase of aerosol concentration take place. Radiometric
temperature observation in large industrial centres gives an opportunity to obtain dynamic
picture of temperature distribution and to predict situation of ecological dangerous. The example
of such situation which took place at Barrow station represented at Fig.2.
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INVESTIGATION OF TURBULENSE IN ABL
The possibility to use the thermal microwave emission of the atmosphere in the molecular
oxygen absorption band centre at v=60 GHz for detecting of temperature fluctuations have been
shown in [5]. The fluctuation intensity of that emission is conditioned by turbulence pulsation of
temperature and winds transfer in 300 m [6,7].
The opportunity of wind measurements by passive radiometers tuned at 60GHz are
connected with two aspects. First is the space scale of detected atmospheric temperature
inhomogeneities have the order of skin depth (300m). Due to Taylor hypothesis of the ""freezing
turbulence":

L '" U wind T ~ (if _ U wmd

10 ~ , T '" 30 sec) ~ L '" 300 m
sek
The second is the result showed in [8] that the radiobrightness temperature fluctuation
from the turbulence pulsation ~ T(h) can be written:

~Tb(v, 8) =

'"

J

~ Tb

1 hfrv(h)dh' dh
f~T(h)rv(h). exp[ - cose 0
cose 0
where: yv(h) - molecular oxygen absorption coefficient; 8 - sensIng zenith angle, v frequency.
The instruments used in this work had following characteristics: Dicke-type 5-mm
radiometers with the band width ~v = 3 GHz, sensitivity 0,03K at the I second integration time
and antenna beam width 6°. Peculiarities of thermal emission at 60GHz made the measurements
available in wide range of weather conditions (dry snow, fog, weak rain, presence of aerosol).
Three scanning radiometers have been used. One instrument have been occupied for
atmospheric temperature stratification determination [9,10]. Two other worked in simultaneous
mode. The zenith angles a and P changed from 0° up 90° (Scheme of experiment at Fig.
3.).Pulsation with the periods lying right to the meso-meteorological minimum on classical
Kolesnikova-Monin spectrum have been of our interest.
-
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Fig. . 3
After the radiometer signal have been filtered in order to decrease instrumentation noise the
data of in situ sensor and of one radiometer have been processed by Wavelet analysis. The
results of the comparison presented at Fig.4 - Meteo Tower data and at Fig.5 - Radiometer data.
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Fig.5
Comparisons of energy scale demonstrate good coincidence of in situ and remote data.
WIND SPEED DETERMINATION
Taking into account Taylor hypothesis of the «freezing» turbulence and making phase
analysis one can determine wind speed and direction height profile in ABL. The preliminary
estimations have showed that the accuracy of wind speed measurements is about ~ I ,5m/sek.
Pulsations of the intertional interval have been chosen for apriori implementation of Taylor
hypothesis while the transfer of temperature inhomogeneousis between spaces of radiometric
sounding.
Radiometric results have been compared with meteo-tower data, some results of comparison
are shown at Fig. 6.
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CONCLUSION
Scanning radiometers at 5-mm wavelengths gave excellent comparisons with in situ
measurements with 310-meter Obninsk Meteorological Tower (August - September 1999). At
the base of this investigations it will be possible to develop a new microwave remote sensing
instrument for combined measurements of temperature and wind profiles at ABL.
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Introduction:
In the framework of the world-wide activities for automation of weather observations the
cloud coverage estimation has meanwhile pointed out to a critical term and seems not to
be sufficiently fulfillable with the momentary available technologies.
All of the various technologies, which have been developed or are under development are
up to now suffering from a number of certain disadvantages.
1. The classical human observer system
~ Works only at daytime
~ Has a limited low information update rate
~ Depends on subjective, individual factors
~ Is only able to estimate cloud coverage for more than one layer, if the clouds move
sufficiently and the lower layer(s) is only partly covered
~ Is very cost intensive
2. The cloud coverage algorithms for ceilometer data
~ Have a natural limited information update rate, due to the statistical background of
the method
~ Need a certain cloud movement for any cloud coverage estimation at all
~ Need a homogeneous cloud distribution for reliable results
~ Need all these facts to occur directly above the instrument(s)
~ Have a certain cloud height and detectivity limitation, depending on the cloud
density
3. The various camera imaging analysis methods
~ Work only at day time
~ Need to shade direct sun radiation permanently (with sun synchronised movement),
to prevent operational disturbances from the camera through the bright sun light
~ Are problematical to be adapted to an high reliable, all environment operationable
and industrial manufacturable instrument
4. The infrared radiation analysis methods
~ Have not yet been in research and development status, where a reliable, all
environment operationable and nearly maintenance free instrument could be
manufactured for a reasonable price
The new developed Automatic Cloud Coverage Detector2 ACCDTM from IMPULSPHYSIK
overcomes with nearly all of the above mentioned disadvantages.
1
2

© JENOPTIK IMPULSPHYSIK GmbH
Patent pending
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ACCDTM Measuring Concepe
In general one will find a different infrared radiation at a clouds covered sky in relation to
the clear sky. This phenomena was intensively discussed in the frame of various research
works in the past.
The ACCDTM uses this effect to decide whether a cloud is in the viewing field or not.
During a defined and automatically running scan cycle, the infrared radiation is
continuously applied to a infrared sensor element. A special narrow band filter selects the
radiation within the atmospherical window between 8 and 14 microns.
Depending on measured radiation differences during a scan cycle the ACCDTM algorithm
calculates the degree of cloud coverage.
The ACCDTM consists of a termination box
and the sensor / electronics unit (see
picture 1), which is mounted on a tilt /
swivel head. This head is used to move the
sensor unit in horizontal and vertical
direction, so that the radiation of all
segments from the sky can be scanned by
using just one infrared detector. The
applied viewing field of approx. ±5° for the
detector enables a scan in six 360° cycles
(each divided into thirty-six 10° segments)
with elevation angles of 35°, 45°, 55°, 65°,
75° and 85° to cover the whole sky area of
interest.
The neighboured measurement segments
within each sampled 360° cycle and
between the different sampling turns are
evaluated for infrared radiation level. The
cloud / no cloud decision for each scanned
segment depends exclusively on the
evaluation of detector signal differences.
Beside this, the unique ACCDTM algorithm
learns and adapts the sky clear radiation
level to ensure a safe detectivity even for
high cirrus clouds, which creates only small
radiation differences.

Picture 1

The practical experiences show, that this method enables the ACCD™
cloud coverage situations, where ceilometers already fail.

3

Patent pending
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even to evaluate

ACCDTM Measument Presentation
The cloud coverage information from the
ACCDTM is typically presented in octas from 0/8
for sky clear up to 8/8 for overcast. A complete
scan is finished in approx. every 90 seconds. In
addition to the coverage information in octas the
mnemonic code for cloud coverage is notified
as well within the contents of the ASCII coded
data telegram. The complete coverage
information set is accessible through the serial
standard RS-232 interface.
The detection example of picture 2 shows a
situation with cirrus clouds above 35.000 ft in
comparison with a ''fish eye" image of the same
cloud situation.
The used ACCDTM display software is
Picture 2
especially developed for cloud coverage
presentation showing a circular, observation-like
format. This software analyses the contents of the ACCDTM data string and converts it into
displayable screen segments at the workstation· CRT. The display segments, which have
been decided as covered by a cloud, are filled white against a blue background for the
clear sky segments detected.

Picture 3

Beside this graphical presentation, the display informs about the calculated cloud
coverage, the operational status of the instrument and the display gives an overview about
the detected radiation levels within every 360 scanning cycle. For more information
please contact the JENOPTIK IMPULSPHYSIK GmbH booth no. 14 at Meteorex-2000.
0
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LONG RANGE SODAR
Improving the resistance of such a system to ambient acoustic noise
J. M. Fage
Remtech
P. o. Box 272406
Fort Collins, CO 80527 - U.S.A.

INTRODUCTION
Long-range Sodars (acoustic wind profilers) have been introduced about three years ago and
have been installed world-wide.
While they initially were rather sensitive to ambient acoustic noise they now can operate with
acceptable altitude range performance even when the environmental noise level reaches up to
55dBA.
This has been made possible by various signal processing techniques which are described
hereafter.

New Noise Subtraction Technique
The frequency transfer function (in phase and amplitude) between the "active antenna" and the
"reference antenna" allows a very efficient noise subtraction. The final acoustic frequency power
spectrum can be cleaned by more than 15dB's decrease of the jamming source in the considered
frequency zone.
This noise subtraction technique is also very efficient for removing spurious frequency peaks,
which can be generated by electrical and/or magnetic influence.

Refined Adaptive Validation Criteria
The sodar software tries to achieve a given false validation probability. This one is very low:
4.0x10-5 chance per frequency band in each spectrum. As the acoustic environmental noise as well
as spurious electronic peaks due to magnetic/electrical influences are statistically non-stationary
the sodar stops emitting and "listens" only at regular time intervals. The real number of false
validation during these periods for which no signal was emitted is used in two ways.
First the signal to noise (S/N) ratio per frequency band is adapted (increased or decreased) in
order to keep the real false validation probability as close as possible to the false validation target.
Second at the end of the averaging period the number of validation threshold is also adapted
based on the real false validations probability

Dual Mode Multi-Frequency Coding Technique
The Sodar operates with a wide frequency mode (3 frequencies standard, 5 with "NT" option)
and a narrow frequency mode (9 standard, up to 15 with "NT" option).
The wide frequency mode uses emitted frequencies that are far enough from each other that
their distance is larger than the largest expected Doppler shift and therefore provide a reference
wind profile for the first part of the altitude range.
The narrow frequency mode uses more emitted frequencies with a shorter distance between
them. Since this distance may be less than the maximum possible Doppler shift they can lead to a
wind speed/altitude error.
These data are disregarded or properly corrected when compared to the wide frequency mode
results.
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The narrow mode covers the upper part of the Sodar range. It yields much more data and
allows a much more efficient consensus technique based on many more independent
measurements.

Five Beams Operation (Standard, up to nine beams with "NT" option)
The Sodar now operates on five beams by adding to the previous three (two tilted, one vertical)
two new beams which are the mirror image of the 'direct' tilted beams.
The Sodar emits in sequence along each tilted beam and then immediately after along the
corresponding symmetrical tilted beam.
The receiving sequence is activated simultaneously along each direct tilted beam and along its
symmetrical beam.
The increased number of samples and the new possibilities offered for plausibility tests (as the
symmetrical beam measurements must be equal in magnitude, and of opposite sign of those of the
direct beam) result in a very significant range improvement.
The tables listed below are typical printouts from the Texas Natural Resources Control
Commission Calaveras site.
Table 1: HEADER
BL#

MONTH

DAY

YEAR

HOUR

MIN

VAL1

VAL2

VAL3

231

5

8

2000

12

30

699

554

529

0

SUP1

SPU2

SPU3

SPU4

NOIS1

NOIS2

NOIS3

NOIS4

FEMAX

SOFTW

VAL4

0

1

1

0

765

411

391

0

0

711

FE11

FE12

FE21

FE22

SNR1

SNR2

SNR3

SNR4

CHECK

JAM

9

9

9

9

8

8

8

0

0

-9999

Table 2: DATA
ALT
m

CT

3000 -9999
236
2900
221
2800
235
2700
186
2600
181
2500
178
2400
168
2300
158
2200
148
2100
138
2000
1900
127
117
1800
110
1700
130
1600
132
1500
1400
124
117
1300
1200
109
102
1100
1000
156
157
900
142
800
700
136
136
600
500
117
400
148
167
300
248
200
100
95

SPEED
cm/s

DIR
deQ.

S DIR

141 -9999
17
139
17
136
132
17
17
129
128
16
14
133
13
140
13
148
13
153
12
155
11
156
159
12
166
15
171
17
171
18
17
164
156
16
147
15
143
13
145
14
157
21
169
29
169
32
160
27
152
22
153
26
160
35
171
35
175
24

1089
1081
1075
1091
1122
1154
1188
1244
1336
1472
1606
1643
1565
1451
1423
1499
1640
1761
1779
1656
1430
1168
982
886
914
958
894
777
743
780
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W

-9999
-9999
-9999
-9999
-13
-34
-48
-42
-19
7
28
51
78
99
101
85
56
28
7
-16
-43
-53
-39
-11
14
28
33
35
28
10

SW

-9999
-9999
-9999
-9999
67
71
76
78
79
78
79
80
81
78
74
63
43
22
18
36
60
83
87
84
81
82
80
77
83
95

The Observation of Heavy Rainfall Event over China Using TRMM Data
M. Cheng, H. He, D. Mao, Y. Qi, Z. Cui, R. Shi and F. Zhou
Chinese Academy of Meteorological Sciences, Beijing 100081, P.R. China

1. Introduction

Heavy rainfall and/or floods brought by it have already caused the damage of property and
the loss of human life (Cheng, 1994, Qi et aI, 2000). On the other hand, heavy rainfall is the
water resource especially for dry regions. In addition, rainfall is a key component of the Earth
climate system, which may strongly affect the atmospheric circulation through the associated
latent heat releases (Browning, 1990). Currently, besides the numerical meteorological model
which is often used to study the heavy rainfall, there are three major techniques for the
observation of heavy rainfall, i.e. direct measurement using rain-gauge, active remote sensing
using radar (Collier, 1989, Cheng and Collier, 1993), and passive remote sensing using
radiometer (Cheng et aI, 1993, Cheng and Brown, 1995). Normally the radar is based on the
Earth surface, and the radiometer is loaded onto satellite. The TRMM is the first meteorological
satellite loading Precipitation Radar (PR). The PR together with on board Visible and InfraRed
Scanner (VIRS) and TRMM Microwave Imager (TMI) form the most powerful capability to
observe heavy rainfall from satellite. Therefore, some preliminary research has been carried out
for the case study of heavy rainfall over the basin of Yangtze river using TRMM data at 2140
UTC on 20 July 1998 (or 05 :40 BJT on 21 July 1998), which is described in this paper. TJU,1M
derived precipitation products are also compared with rain gauge observation, ground radar data
and mesoscale numerical model simulation results.
TRMM is a joint effort by National Aeronautic and Space Administration (NASA) and
NAtional Space Development Agency of Japan (NASDA). One of the mission objectives is to
test, evaluate and improve the performance of satellite rainfall measurements and estimate
techniques. The satellite was launched on 27 November 1997 from Tanegashima, Japan. It has a
circular orbit with altitude 350 km ranging between 35 degrees north and 35 degrees south of
equator. Aboard the TRMM there are five instruments. Among them the PR, TMI and VIRS are
the three primary instruments which constitute a rainfall measurement package. They work in a
complementary manner.
The PR is the first space-borne meteorological instrument designed by NASDA to provide
three-dimensional maps of precipitation structure. The measurements should yield invaluable
information on the intensity and distribution of the precipitation, on the precipitation type, on the
storm depth and on the height at which the snow melts into rain. The PR has a horizontal
resolution at the ground of 4.3 kilometers and a swath width of 220 kilometers. It operates at
13.8 GHz with horizontal polarization. One of its most important feature is its ability to provide
vertical profiles of precipitation from the earth surface up to a height of 20 km.
The TMI and VIRS were developed by Goddard Space Flight Center, NASA. TMI is
similar to Special Sensor Microwave/Imager (SSM/I) on board the Defense Meteorological
Satellite Program (DMSP). Instead of 4 frequencies, TMI has 5 frequencies (l0.65 GHz, 19.35
GHz, 21.3 GHz, 37.0 GHz and 85.5 GHz) with dual polarization except 21.3 GHz. The
additional 10.7 GHz is designed to provide a more-linear response for high rainfall rates
common in tropical regions. The horizontal resolution of the TMI changes from 5 km at 85.5
GHz to 45 km at 10.65 GHz. A conical scan angle of 65 degrees provides a swath width of 760
km with the same resolution. The VIRS has 5 channels (0.63, 1.6,3.75, 10.80 and 12.0 microns)
with a swath width of 720 km and horizontal resolution of 2 km at nadir. The channels selected
are similar to NOAA/AVHRR and GMS/VISSR. Thus the VIRS provides a link between
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measurements made by TRMM rain pac~age and those made simultaneously by the visible and
infrared radiometers on operational polar and geostationary satellites. The primary sensors PR,
TMI and VIRS in combination constitute TRMM as a 'flying rain gauge' to correct or calibrate
the rain estimates made by other instruments such as GMSNISSR, NOAAIAVHRR etc. The
detailed description ofTRMM sensor package is given by Kummerow et al.(1998).
3. The brief description of the case
On 20-22 July 1998, there occurred a continual heavy rainfall over the south of Hubei
Province. On 20 July the heavy rain was mainly located over Sichuan province then moved to
east and south. The rain continued eastward on 22 July and reached to coast area on 23 July. By
analyzing reported rainfall data, it is found that the rainfall intensity on 21 July reached the peak.
The rainfall amount reported by Wuhan weather station on 21 July is 285.7 mm within 24 hours.
The peak period for this heavy rainfall was from 02:00 to 15:00 BJT on 21 July. The observed
rainfall rate of 88.4mm/hr for the period of 06:00 to 07:00 BJT on 21 July was reported by
Wuhan Weather Station. It is just after the TRMM overpassed Wuhan region. It has already been
recognized that the heavy rainfall was produced from a mesoscale convective system.
4. Study of Heavy Rainfall Events
(a) 3-D Structure of Precipitation
The unique feature of PR is providing 3-D volume data of precipitation. From 3-D
visualization, it is found that the precipitation system consists of many precipitation towers
which form rain bands. These precipitation towers may be connected together in the lower layer
but are separated in the higher layer. It is found that generally speaking, there is correlation
between the rain rate at the layer of the height of 4 km and the height of precipitation tower, and
the precipitation tower reaches up to 14 km with maximum rain intensity occurred at the centers
of the tower for the horizontal direction and between the heights of 2-5 km for the vertical
direction for this case.
(b) 3-D Structure Parameters of Cloud-Precipitation Systems
By viewing TRMM products for the case, following parameters of cloud-precipitation
system can be obtained.
(1) The height of cloud top can be derived from TRMM infrared imagery
(2) Precipitation reachable height is derived from product of TRMM storm height.
(3) The height of zero isotherm can be derived from PR derived the height of bright band.
(4) The height of cloud base may be obtained from TMI derived 3-D cloud water content
5. Comparison Precipitation Product with Ground Truth and Simulation
Comparing Wuhan radar column maximum precipitation maps with PR derived one at
05 :40 BJT on 21 July 1998. It is found that for the case, the patterns of precipitation are quite
close, but the intensity may be much different. The precipitation intensity derived from the PR is
generally smaller than one derived from the Wuhan radar. More comparison will be conducted in
further study.
The rain guage hourly rainfall at 05:00-06:00 BJT on 21 July 1998 is analyzed: the rain
gauge reported hourly rainfall distribution has a band shape with northwest to southeast direction.
Within this band, there are three major centers with rain rates of 52, 31 and 26 mmlhr
respectively. Comparing the rain gauge reported rain mao with the surface rain rate derived from
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the combination of TMI and PR data, it is found that the general patterns of two rainfall maps are
quite coherent. For example, the hourly rainfall distribution has nearly the same band shape as
one given by PR and TMI combined product and the locations of three major centers are close.
However, the rain guage network can not give the fine structure because of its coarse spatial
resolution and the TRMM products can show more details of rain pattern. The difference of
intensity on two maps is due to the TRMM product is instantaneous at 05:40 BJT and rain guage
data are one hour average from 05:00 to 06:00 BJT, or due to TRMM gives less rain.
MM5 simulated results between 05:00-06:00 BJT on 21 July 1998, are used in this
comparison. The simulated results give rain band but with different patterns and intensities. The
simulation has bigger precipitation areas than ones derived from the observations and the
simulated precipitation intensities are much smaller than those from observations. For example,
the simulated top rainfall is only 13 mm/hr.near Wuhan, while rain gauge reported peak rainfall
reaches 52 mm/hr.

6. Potential Research
Based upon the preliminary research, the TRMM data have displayed powerful capability to
observe heavy rainfall and to estimate precipitation, although the current PR derived
precipitation products seem underestimate the precipitation intensity. In order to fully benefit
from the TRMM data, this research group have proposed following research subjects.
1) Studies of TRMM precipitation algorithms.
2) Validation of TRMM precipitation algorithms using more ground true data.
3) Retrieval of three dimensional structures of cloud-precipitation system USIng
combination of the TRMM PR, VIRS and TMI data.
4) Estimation of precIpItation using geostationary satellite data calibrated by the TRMM
products for geostationary satellite have more temporal observing frequencies and spatial
coverage. The principles are described by Lovejoy and Austin (1979), and Cheng and Brown
(1995).
5) Calibration Chinese radar network using TRMM PR data. It is frequently observed that
much different signals may be obtained for different radars while observing the same target.
Because of the relative stable of the PR signal, a radar network should be benefited by the
calibration using TRMM PR data.
6) Mesoscale model initialization and assimilation using the TRMM data to improve the
accuracy ..
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1. Introduction
Ground-based GPS meteorology is a new technique to measure precipitable water vapor (PWV)
in air, it has been developing since the early 1990s. The physical basis for the measurement is the
simultaneous observation of the signal delays from the GPS satellites to a given GPS receiver on
earth ground. Since the zenith wet delay (ZWD) at a radio receiver is nearly proportional to the
PWV, that is vertically integrated water vapor overlying the receiver. Thus
PWV = Jt XZWD
(1)
l
Jt = 106[ P IRw(k3 / Tm+k2 ~ )r
(2)
where the ZWD is given in units of length and Jt is a dimensionless constant. p 1 is the
density of liquid water, Rw is the specific gas constant for water vapor, The physical constants
k 3 and k 2 ~ are from the widely used formula for atmospheric refractivity, Tmis a weighted mean
temperature of the atmosphere, defmed as
(3)
Tm= f hOO(e / T) dz / f hOO(e / T2) dz
Tmcan be approximately estimated by surface temperature Ts as follows
(4)
Tm =70.2+0.72Ts
This new technique can provide high accurate and continuous sequence of PWV data (hereafter
called as GPS/PWV),which play important role in weather forecasts, numerical forecast and climate
research, especially in mesoscale severe weather forecasts. Since 1997 Shanghai Meteorological
center and Shanghai Astronomical Observatory conducted cooperatively a series of experiments to
improve and apply the GPS/PWV technique. The goals of the experiments focus on testing the
software system to calculate GPS/PWV and verifying the precision of PWV, evaluating the utilities
in forecasting severe weather, such as heavy rains and so on, and improving the technique to satisfy
the requirements of operational forecast in real time. The details are presented in the following three
sections.

2. The first ground-based GPSlPWV experiment.
In this experiment six-day GPS data during July 26-31,1996 are collected from 23 national and
IGS fiducial stations in East Asia, these stations form a regional GPS network. The software system
to calculate GPS/PWV based on the precise orbits of GPS satellites is developed from GAMIT by
Shanghai Astronomical Observation, named as SHAGAP. This software can obtain the zenith
delays of the GPS satellites with the accuracy better than 1 cm. Employing SHAGAP the
PWV/GPS data at 9 stations in China in interval of2 hours are derived. For verifying the precision
of PWVIGPS, the PWV data based on radiosondings (hereafter called as RADIO/PWV) at 00 UTC
and 12 UTC on the same days at the same stations are derived, too. Fig 1 presents the results at
ChangChun station and XiNing station. Both curves of the two types of PWV coincide well. The
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mean deviation of GPS/PWV from RADIO/PWV are 3.74 mm. It is worth noticing that only the
deviation on July 27 at XiNing station is very large, the magnitudes ofRADIO/PWV are much less
than that of PWVlOPS. In fact a moderate rainfall event occurred there on that day, it seems more
reasonable that the PWV curve exhibits a peak with higher magnitude on that day. The comparing
results prove that the software system is reliable and the precision of PWVlOPS data can fulfill the
requirements of the weather forecasts.
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Fig 1. The comparison between GPS/PWV and RADIO/PWV data in July,1996 in China
( . ) presents the PWV data based on OPS with interval of30 minutes (GPS/PWV)
(x) presents the PWV data based on radiosondings with interval of 12 hours (RADIO/PWV)

3. The GPS/STORM experiment in Shanghai area.
As we known, water vapor in air is an important element for the generation and movement of
various weather phenomena. A successful weather forecast depends closely on the precise and
dense water vapor data. But now the standard observations of the water vapor in air at
meteorological stations operate with radiosonde balloon only two times a day, at 00 UT and 12UT,
respectively. And the distances between stations are over 300km mainly due to the expensive costs
of the radiosondings. This is one of the main reasons why many mesoscale severe weather events
fail to forecast. The precise and continuous GPS/PWV data can make up the above defect.
In order to evaluate the role of GPSIPWV data plying in indicating and predicting severe weather,
a GPS/STORM experiment in Shanghai area was conducted in the periods of August 2-10 and 1828, 1997 during which severe weather events occurred frequently. The GPS/PWV data were
calculated in interval of30 minutes at a IGS fiducial station in Shoushan, Shanghai. For comparing,
the RADIO/PWV data at Baoshan meteorological station were calculated, too. The results and the
relationship with severe weather events are illustrated in fig 2.
Firstly, there exist a period of frequent rainfall events during August 3-6. The GPSIPWV data
exhibits frequent fluctuations, corresponding well with the frequent rainfalls. While, the six
RADIOIPWV data from 00 UT, on the 3th to 00 UT on the 6th connect as an approximate straight
line, without any obvious fluctuation. The reason is that most of the peaks and valleys of the
GPSIPWV curve and the corresponding rainfalls in this period occurred between two times of
radiosondings. Besides, a heavy rainfall occurred with 16.3mm at 23 UT and 12.3 mm at 24 UT on
the 8th, respectively. Although both of GPSIPWV and RADIO/PWV data show a sharp peak at that
time, the GPSIPWV data exhibit rapidly increasing after 12 UT on the 8th, it can indicate the
occurrence of a heavy rainfall event earlier than RADIO/PWV data. If using RADIO/PWV data
only, it has to wait until 00 UT on the 9th to know that the water vapor in air increased rapidly.
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Besides it is worth notice that a severe weather event with thunderstorm, gale and heavy rain
occurred at 07 UT on the 23th. The severe weather event lasted only one hour and the rainfall
reached 68.8 mm an hour. But the RADIOIPWV data during 12 UT, 22th - 00 UT, 24th don't
change obviously. Obviously, it is impossible for the radiosonding data to indicate a very short
severe weather event happening in the middle time between two radiosondings. While the continuos
GPSIPWV data show that the water vapor in air increased rapidly since 12 UT, 22th and reached a
peak at 07 UT, 23th coinciding well with the time of the severe weather event. The above analysis
results prove the advantages of continuous GPS/PWV data over RADIOIPWV data for indicating
the severe weather events, especially the events lasting very short time.
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4. The experiment to operationally calculate GPSIPWV in real time.
In order to realize the application of GPS/PWV data in the operational weather forecasts, The
GPS/PWV data must be calculated and arrive at forecast room in very short time after the GPS
signals are gathered. Generally, the delay of GPS signal is determined with the precise ephemerides
or the fast speed orbits of the GPS satellite, but it should take at least 11 days for the precise
ephemerides and 24 hours for the fast speed orbits ofGPS satellites to be obtained. Fortunately, the
IGS predicted orbits have been valid since March, 1997, the predicted orbits ofGPS satellites in the
next 24 hours and 48 hours can be obtained at 23 :30 on every day. The accuracy of the predicted
orbits is up to 50-80 cm. This makes it possible to calculate GPS/PWV with the predicted orbits in
real time. Fig 3 illustrates the calculation results during the frrst period of GPS/STORM experiment.
The thin dots mark the GPS/PWV data calculated with the precise ephemerides of GPS satellites
and the dark dots mark the GPS/PWV data with predicted orbits of GPS satellites. Both of them
coincide well. The mean square deviation between them is 0.2 mm, less than the accuracy of
GPS/PWV by one order, almost without any influence on the accuracy of the GPS/PWV data. As
mentioned above, the accuracy of GPS/PWV is 3.74 mm. This proves that the GPS/PWV data are
reliable to be applied in operational weather forecasts in real time.
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QUALITY EVALUATION FOR THE COST 76 EUROPEAN WIND
PROFILER NETWORK
N. Latham, J. Nash, T. Oakley, D. Lyth and M. Turp,
The Met. Office, Beaufort Park, Wokingham, Berkshire, RG40 3DN, UK
Tel: +44 (0)1344 855646, Fax: +44 (0)1344 855897, e-mail: nlatham@meto.gov.uk
Introduction - The European Wind Profiler Network
The United Kingdom was one of thirteen countries contributing to the European COST 76 (Co-Operation in the field of
Scientific and Technical research) project, "Development of VHFIUHF Wind Profilers and Vertical Sounders in
European Observing Systems". The project was established in 1994 with the aim of establishing a European wind
profiler-observing network. The national meteorological services, research institutions and industry made contributions
to the project.
In 1996, COST 76 agreed to initiate a campaign to network wind-profiler measurements in real time within Europe.
Since then, significant progress has been achieved in networking wind profiler radars, and displaying upper wind
information from Europe as part of the COST 76 CWINDE sub-project (CWINDE = Cost Wind Initiative for a
Network Demonstration in Europe). The profilers deployed in Europe are not of uniform type and thus networking such
a variety of systems together requires flexibility in data reporting codes and in methods of data communication and also
with quality evaluation software. The Remote Sensing Branch of the Met. Office, acting as the CWINDE project
office, has developed the basic infrastructure for network operations, in collaboration with European partners within
COST 76.
By CWINDE-99, 14 wind profiler systems supplied data in real time. During the MAP field phase in late 1999 up to
twenty sites reported winds in real time. Currently 16 sites are reporting regularly.

Data availability
Data from these sites as supplied to The Met. Office are displayed in various formats on the web (www.metoffice.gov.uk/sec5/CWINDED/cwinde99/cwinde9ge.html), with plots updated every 30 minutes. A presentation of all
current profiler wind data in the form of a thumbnail set is used by the project office to monitor data being received, so
that any communications problems can be quickly resolved. Operators of the systems connected to CWINDE receive
regular monitoring reports giving monthly details on the messages received, reported wind height coverage and
summaries of the comparison of observations with short term weather forecast fields.

Identification of anomalous measurements
Wind profilers can produce large measurement anomalies, particularly if the operators have not adjusted operation to
minimise the effects of ground clutter, sea clutter or intermittent sources of radio interference.
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Thus, the web display plots are also used to identify potential data anomalies. For instance, bird migration causes
problems at some sites in the UK, but usually only for two or three hours after sunset on clear days. The validity of
winds at this time of day can then be investigated by reference to signal power and vertical velocity plots. Figure 1
shows an example from a profiler at Innsbruck, Austria shortly after it was installed. Here, there were some spurious
wind reports in the lowest range gates and also some spurious reports were escaping the system quality evaluation
software at upper levels. The rate of occurrence of these types of errors can be quantified and operating procedures
adjusted or referred back to the manufacturer to rectify the problem.

Quality Evaluation Techniques
(1) Against Numerical Forecast Fields
Wind direction and speeds provided by wind profilers have not always been as reliable as from radiosondes.
Comparison against NWP model fields is a useful method for checking for systematic bias in wind direction or speed.
Figure 2 shows part of a regularly used product from the CWINDE office, giving wind direction and wind speed bias
compared to The Met. Office model's first guess (six hour) forecast field, averaged for a month. Comparisons with the
measurements from the nearest radiosonde station are also presented to check whether the forecast fields are reliable or
in error to some extent. In Vienna, the wind profiler is some distance from the radiosonde launch site, but using the
forecast fields as a cross reference, the wind profiler measurements are shown to have a low direction bias and similar
wind speed to the radiosonde measurements at heights of 2 km and above. However, nearer the surface the UK model
forecast does not always represent detailed local flows (e.g. at 1 km) and a different method of cross-checking the wind
measurements may be required, e.g. against aircraft measurements landing or taking off from the airport.
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Figure 2: Wind speed and direction bias against the Met. Office (UK) first guess fields for Vienna, June 00.
(2) Specialised Tests Against Collocated Observations
The example given in Figure 3 shows the results of a comparison of wind direction between a wind profiler, RS80
radiosonde and a SODAR supplied by METEK. During a two month period, data from 194 RS80 radiosonde ascents
were compared against nearest profiles from the wind profiler and SODAR. In general the profiler was performing well,
however errors are occurring in the WP high mode at around 800m, resulting in a systematic bias of about 20 and a
higher standard deviation relative to the radiosonde.
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Figure 3: Comparison of collocated wind profiler, radiosonde and SODAR, Cambome, March-April 2000.
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(3) Against Measurement Fields Generated By Integrated Observing Systems
As the wind profilers within Europe will have to function as part of an integrated wind observing system including
measurements from radiosonde, aircraft and Doppler weather radar, CWINDE developed a plan view presentation for
these types of wind measurements.
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Figure 4. CWINDE Plan View plots at 10km, 06:00hrs, 9 June 2000.
Examples of these plots are also available on the CWINDE web site. The positions of aircraft and profiler wind
measurements within ±3.25 hours are adjusted to the nominal time of the plot at 00:00 UTC [or 12:00 UTC], assuming
that the weather systems are moving with a velocity close to that of the wind at 700 hPa. The radiosonde measurements
are also time adjusted and take account of the drift of the balloon during ascent. An example of the plan view plot
regularly available is shown on the left ofFig.4. The plot on the right is currently used for internal investigations within
the CWINDE office and provides a numerical plot of the v component of velocity for this situation. At the height
shown, there are observations from two profilers, Aberystwyth in western UK and La Ferte Vidame in northern France.
The regular observations from the profilers are displaced from the observing site in a line with an orientation
corresponding to a system velocity direction of about 200 degrees. The profiler observations are readily compared
with the groups of aircraft observations over France and radiosonde and aircraft observations over the UK. In this case
the observations from each observing type agree closely and there is no reason to query the operation of any of the
systems. Evaluation of wind fields during CWINDE-97 and CWINDE-99 have identified serious anomalies in all
three types of data, with large anomalies in some radiosonde measurements, spurious aircraft observations, and large
scale malfunction in some profiler winds. This type of display facilitates quality evaluation of all three types of data
and needs to be made available to upper air system operators on a regular basis, particularly as the manual checking of
radiosonde observations is decreasing rapidly in western Europe.

Time Series
The atmospheric variability in wind, 'tu, has been shown, e.g. Kitchen (1989) to depend on the time separation, ~t"
between samples as fOllOWS:'tu (~tl) = b. (~t1y
where band y are constants. y is known as the structure
function. For hourly or half hourly wind profiler measurements, experience with the better profilers in Europe leads to
estimates of y in the region 0.5 to 0.6 in the lower troposphere and lower stratosphere, and 0.6 to 0.8 in the upper
troposphere near the height of the jetstreams.
If there is no correlation between the errors in each sample of a time series of wind profiler measurements, the rms
deviation computed from the time series of measurements, (rmsVobs ( ~tl) can be expressed as :(rmsVobs ( ~t1)2 = ('tu (~t1)2 + 2. (E obs)2
where Eobs is the standard vector error of the wind profiler measurement.
Figure 5 shows examples of (rmsVobs ( ~t1))2 plotted as a function of height for two profilers in the UK, for the time
separations shown. These are available on the CWINDE web page. If Eobs were negligible compared to the real
atmospheric variance, the left hand line in each case would be close to the value of (rmsVobs (~tl))2 for a time
separation of half an hour.
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These plots are not the easiest to interpret. It was intended to estimate the probable value of the structure function
interactively and hence generate best estimates of profiler error. However, in practice this system did not work very
consistently. Thus, it has been decided to produce estimates of the measurement error and atmospheric variance for a
fixed set of possible structure functions, see Fig. 6. This will indicate whether the assumed structure function is critical
in determining the estimated measurement error, or as in the sample in Fig.6, relatively insensitive.
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Figure 6: Atmospheric variance for O.4h and 4 hour time separations (left) and estimate of random error (right), from
the time series of measurements for a week in March 1999, Aberystwyth MST radar, for the structure
functions indicated.

Conclusion
The development of a satisfactory set of quality evaluation products for the CWINDE network has taken longer than
expected, because the work in developing the procedures was larger than originally estimated. A clearer picture of a
satisfactory set of products is now emerging, but further development will be necessary in succeeding years, as less
attention is paid in detail by the development staff responsible for the installation of the systems and more reliance is
placed on the central quality evaluation procedures for flagging operational problems.
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Abstract
An operational VHF wind profiler using distributed solid-state transmitters and receivers has been operating
since 1994. The simplicity of the design provides the phase coherence of the overall system. This architecture
has many advantages over using a single transmitter I receiver design:
•
•
•
•
•

significantly lower power output is required;
excellent system noise figure;
no « pseudo echo» when changing operating modes or switching beam directions;
highly reliable;
little maintenance required.

The overall cost of a distributed system is significantly lower than the equivalent centralized architecture having
the same performance.
Pulse compression is required to take advantage of the high duty cycles (up to 20%) provided by the solid-state
design. Multiple Inter Pulse Period pulse compression has many benefits over single IPP pulse compression:
•
•
•
•

extremely low side lobes;
large unambiguous distances;
very robust to system non linearity;
compatible with pulse shaping.

The high sensitivity of these radar makes them highly susceptible to various types of interference: vehicles,
airplanes, precipitation, radio interference ... It is important to identify multiple targets in the measured Doppler
spectra in addition to the clear air using multiple peak/feature spectral analysis.
Operational use of these radar requires reliable automated quality control based on signal statistics to identify
valid clear air measurements.

Introduction
VHF wind profiler radar are used to measure winds in the troposphere and lower stratosphere. Typically they
measure winds from 0.5/1.5 km up to 18/25 km with range resolutions between 150 meters and 1.5 km. The
complexity of these instruments due to the combination of high power, large antenna surface and high
sensitivity has kept these instruments mostly in field of atmospheric research.
Operational uses of wind profiler radar require relatively simple rugged systems able to operate unattended
and which is incompatible with the traditional design of VHF wind profiler radar.
The use of distributed solid-state transmitters and receivers is the most cost effective design for operational
systems. The main characteristics of the traditional (centralized) versus distributed design are presented in the
following table:
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Centralized
300
10000
100000

number of antennae
antenna surface
peak power
power x aperture

Distributed
156
3000
20000
6 x 10(

10~

Overall, the distributed architecture is approximately "15 times smaller".

System Architecture
The main difficulty in distributed architectures is to maintain phase coherence of all the distributed elements. If
phase coherence is not maintained, significant losses in the resulting antenna gain will greatly reduce the
system's performance since it will affect both the receiver and transmitter chains. The phase coherence can be
maintained either by use of phase lock loops or by a system which has intrinsic phase stability. The phase lock
loop approach is complicated since the elements are distributed over several thousand square meters. The
intrinsic phase stability approach is by far the cheapest and most reliable method. However great care must be
used during the design to guarantee the resulting phase stability of the system. The elements influencing phase
stability are mainly temperature variations, power supply variations, and the number of gain stages that are
distributed. Consequently, the distributed elements must have a high thermal inertia, a single gain stage and the
power must be furnished using a highly filtered direct current power supply. The resulting system architecture is
given in the following figure.
The 34 distributed solid-state transmitters and
receivers contain a single stage receiver
preamplifier (0.5 dB NF, 24 dB Gain) and one
solid-state transmitter amplifier stage (17 dB Gain,
600 W peak). The beam forming is realized using
one phase shifter on the input (<Vin) and one output
phase shifter for each antenna (<Vout). This design
minimizes system losses: both the system noise
is optimized and the radiated power. Each module
has extensive build in tests and furnishes a status
message in real time. In case of a temperature or
VSWR anomaly that may damage the module, the
module automatically shuts down. Each module is
completely independent from the others.
Because of the high thermal inertia of each
module there are no significant thermal transient
generated upon changing modes or beam
directions: no "pseudo echo" generation that can
mask the clear air signature.
The overall system is highly reliable. The failure of
a module has not significant impact on the
measurements: 10% to 20% of the system must
fail before any noticeable effect on the
instruments range coverage.
The system requires very little maintenance since
there are no high voltages, no high power and
very few moving parts.
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Signal Processing
This system was designed from the ground up and benefits from the most recent signal processing algorithms.
Some of the most innovative elements of the signal processing are
elaborate pulse compression;
second-generation intermittent interference rejection;
advanced multiple signal extraction;
statistical quality control.

Pulse Compression
Pulse compression is necessary in order to benefit from the high duty cycle available from solid-state
transmitters: long pulses are phase coded in order to obtain a high spatial resolution. These new pulse
compression techniques (Ghebrebrhan et al. 1992; Spano et al. 1996) have numerous advantages
very low sidelobes (reducing range ambiguities);
very robust against multiple trip echoes (large unambiguous range);
compatible with pulse shaping;
resistant to system non-linearities.

Intermittent Interference Rejection
The high sensitivity of these radar makes them highly susceptible to various types of interference: vehicles,
airplanes, precipitation, radio interference. Often the interfering signals are present during a short time (an
airplane or vehicle passing by) masking the clear air information. A second-generation intermittent interference
rejection algorithm eliminates the contamination of such interference. This algorithm reduces significantly the
spectral distortion introduced by the "Merritt algorithm" (Merritt 1995).

Advanced Multiple Signal Extraction
At times interfering signals present coherences that cannot be eliminated by the intermittent interference rejection
algorithm (ground clutter for example). In such cases, the system must be able to process multiple signals and
identify among these the clear air signature. The multiple signal extraction is statistically based and fuzzy logic is
used to identify the clear air signal. These methods have been developed and refined continuously over the past
eight years. Operational on several VHF and UHF wind profiler radars, this is the most robust processing
available today.

Statistical Quality Control
The statistics of the resulting wind components are monitored in real time. This monitoring reliably detects and
invalidates wind estimates that have residual interference contamination that would deteriorate quality of the wind
measurements.

Conclusions
The architecture presented is a simplification of the remarkable MU radar used for atmospheric research. The
distributed transmitter / receiver design for ST wind profiler radar is erroneously viewed as an expensive and
complicated system. In view of the hardware's reliability and the robustness of the wind estimates furnished by
this software/hardware architecture this new generation of VHF wind profiler radar is well adapted for operational
deployment.
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1 MEASUREMENT TECHNOLOGY, PERFORMANCE,
AND QUALITY ASSURANCE

1.3 Weather Radars and Lightning Detection System

A Lightning Detection and Location Network for New Zealand
1

Ralph A. Pannett , M.E., MIPENZ
Meteorological Service of New Zealand Limited

1. Introduction
A national lightning detection and location network requires large capital expenditure and significant
ongoing operating costs. The business model under which Meteorological Service of New Zealand Limited
(MetService) operates requires capital expenditure to show a return on investment above a certain threshold.
In the past MetService was unable to establish a viable user market for lightning data at its real cost and
therefore could not justify the establishment of its own network.
Transpower New Zealand Limited is the government 'State-Owned Enterprise' which owns and operates the
network of high voltage transmission lines, substations, switchyards and control centres known collectively
as the national grid. Transpower conducted a study in 1997 which indicated that a national lightning
detection and location system would be clearly of economic benefit to its operations, e.g. optimisation of
transmission line design, reduction in line patrol costs; and improved personnel safety.
Transpower invited MetService to make a proposal for the implementation of a lightning detection and
location network (LDLN) to cover the New Zealand mainland and to provide data to Transpower with the
performance specifications of 90% detection efficiency for lightning flashes greater than 5 kiloamperes, and
a location accuracy of at least 0.5 km. Transpower would meet the capital cost of the system. Subsequently,
in April 2000, Transpower awarded two contracts to MetService: installation of a lightning detection and
location network; and operational delivery of lightning data to Transpower, with system maintenance and
support for a period of 10 years.
MetService was responsible for project management, site acquisition, site works, securing telecommunications services, and assisting the supplier with system installation and commissioning. The MetService
objective was to produce a high performance network for the lowest possible establishment and operating
costs. These contracts retained ownership of the network equipment and lightning data by Transpower and
MetService is in the role of a service provider. MetService has use of the data to effectively manage the
network; to prove the utility of the data for public forecasting; and to develop information products for other
clients with lightning-sensitive operations under commercial terms being negotiated with Transpower.

2. Selection of Lightning Detection and Location System
HoUe and L6pez [I] give a useful overview of the characteristics and
application of the principal lightning detection methodologies. Global
Atmospherics, Inc. (GAl) was chosen as the supplier of the LDLN. They
proposed a system using IMPACT ESP sensors with data processing by their
APA2000 software. The New Zealand network would benefit from the
evolution of lightning detection systems and processing algorithms over many
years (see introduction to [2]).

3. Sensor Operating Principles
Lightning discharges produce wideband electromagnetic radiation. The
lightning cloud-ground (C-G) 'flash' may comprise several return 'strokes' to the
initial leader charge from the cloud. The IMPACT ESP is a composite sensor
which measures the electric and magnetic field signals above set thresholds in a
bandwidth 0.4 kHz to 400 kHz, to determine by magnetic direction finding
(MDF) the azimuth of the magnetic component; the time of arrival (TOA) of
the electrical wavefront; and its signal strength and pulse shape.
The sensor (Fig. 1) includes a flat plate electric field antenna; an orthogonal
pair vertical loop antenna for MDF; and a GPS antenna for the sensor location

--.

Figure 1 IMPACT
lightning sensor

The author acknowledges the permission of Transpower New Zealand Limited to publish this paper, and the
assistance of Global Atmospherics, Inc.
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and time reference. Comprehensive self-test and remote command functions are provided. The sensor output
data format includes: station number, TOA in UTC to SOns resolution, signal rise-time and peak-to-zero
time, onset correction time, N-S and E-W magnetic field values, electric field value, time quality. The rangenormalised peak field signal amplitude provides an estimate of the peak lightning current.

4. Sensor Site Selection and Optimisation
Good sensor siting is critical to the performance of the LDLN. GAl recommend baseline distances between
sensors of the order of 300 km. The geometry of the New Zealand mainland (Fig. 2) is difficult to cover to
good accuracy with a minimum number of sensors. MetService recommended likely sites mostly near to
automatic weather stations on airfields (flat, open sites with power and communications services). From site
latitudellongitude co-ordinates GAl ran computer models [2] which gave estimated iso-contours of detection
efficiency and location accuracy for 17 site combinations until the desired quality of coverage was achieved
with 10 sensors (Fig.2). The mean distance between pairs of adjacent sensors is 285 km with a standard
deviation of 19 km. Over most of New Zealand a detection efficiency of better than 90% and a location
accuracy of ±500m (median) should be achieved once systematic biases have been corrected.
Meteorological SeNice
of New Zealand
Lightning Detection Network
10 IMPACT ES Sensors

Meteorological SeNlce of

o

~\.

100 Iloo

t-+-t

Figure 2a Estimated detection efficiency, %

Figure 2b Estimated location accuracy, km

These site criteria were evaluated: physical environment, electromagnetic noise environment, ground
conductivity (which affect sensor performance); road access, land acquisition and site works costs, access to
power and telecommunications utilities (which affect installation cost); and transport access (which affects
annual cost of maintenance). In order to reduce MDF errors, sites should present a nearly flat ground plane
within 100 m radius with good conductivity and have no nearby grounded structures (trees, masts, buildings)
which would distort the magnetic field; or underground or aerial power lines in which lightning can induce
loop currents. For each of the initial selection of 17 sites, photographic and electromagnetic surveys were
carried out. Following Fourier analysis of the data certain sites were rejected because interference exceeded
the recommended limits, and 10 specific sites were identified.
At some sites noise pulses from electric fences were evident during the survey. In New Zealand the electric
farm fence is commonly used as a temporary fence for controlled grazing of stock. These fences are
energized by high voltage pulses with a repetition period of about one second and a rise-time similar to that
of lightning C-G strokes. While a false signal which is detected only by a single sensor will be eliminated by
the Location Processor, the regular pulses will create messages from the sensor, possibly masking a true
lightning signal and increasing the message volume cost. GAl were asked to devise a solution that would
reject the unwanted signals at the sensor so that they would not appear as messages. They designed new
software commands for the control of the sensor message generation to reject signals with characteristics
like electric fence pulses, by tuning five stroke parameters for the particular sensor site; and to reject pulses
of low repetition frequency.

5. Network Communications
Fig.3 shows the lightning detection network configuration. Near real-time communications are required from
each sensor to the central analysis computer. As each data message includes absolute time, communications
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Figure 3 New Zealand National Lightning Detection and Location Network
latency of a few seconds is permissible until the central analyser receives data from all sensors that have
detected a particular lightning stroke. The Telecom X.25 packet switch network (Pacnet) is employed
because it is able to serve the rural locations of the most remote sensors and is cost efficient. Permanent
virtual circuits were chosen to obviate circuit set-up delays. A circuit speed of 9.6 kbps from the sensors
allows a sufficient maximum transfer of lightning data for multiple strokes, and a 48 kbps circuit to the
central analyser has capacity to provide for the higher volume of concurrent messages from several sensors.
From the Central Processing System located in the MetService building, processed lightning data is made
available to the Transpower computer network using TCPIIP protocol over a shared 'CityLink' high speed
fibre optic cable with 'fire walls' at each end to maintain sec~rity.

6. Lightning Data Processing
Analysis of the sensor data is carried out on the GAl APA2000 system, comprising one Sun Microsystems
Ultra 10 workstation with the LP2000 location processor software module, and a second workstation
operating the DA2000 data archive module and the NM2000 network management module, all in a UNIX
operating environment. The LP2000 collects the raw data from the sensors and provides the functions of
control and configuration of sensors; archiving raw data; calculating lightning locations; and support of realtime lightning displays via their server software. It also enables remote support for the network by reading
sensor parameters; running diagnostic routines; and downloading sensor software and parameters.

6.1 Detection Efficiency and Location Estimation
Lightning strokes with signal strengths below the sensor threshold, or with 'non-standard' waveshapes, or
which cannot be correlated by several sensors, will not be reported. Detection efficiency is the percentage of
actual strokes reported, and will vary from region to region with the geometry of the sensor locations.
Network detection efficiency has been found empirically by comparing sensor outputs with records from a
video camera array in the U.S. [3] and the GAl performance model is based on this data.
The estimated return-stroke position is located at the intersection of azimuth lines defined by sensors' MDF
capability and the intersection of circular loci of TOA centred on the sensors. Errors in MDF (s. d. 0.9 are
due to non-verticality of the stroke near the ground, near-sensor distortions of the field and sensor
measurement errors. Errors in TOA (s. d. 1.0 J-ls) arise from uncertainty in defining the peak field and
differing propagation delays as the wavefronts travel over terrain and water of different conductivities. The
0

)
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best estimate of stroke occurrence time is derived from the sensor TOAs. The more sensors participating, the
greater redundancy and the better the accuracy of the estimate. On receipt of data from lightning sensors the
Location Processor compares the times of the messages, decides whether they refer to the same event, and
rejects noise messages. It then uses all available sensor measurements to optimise the location of the stroke
by a least squares minimisation of a normalised chi-square statistic including the azimuth deviations from
the expected value and the time deviations from the estimated return stroke time origin at the ground [2, 4].
The output of the Location Processor gives the stroke parameters: date and time, position Oat./long.), signal
strength and polarity, peak current, number of sensors included in the determination, wave-shape timing,
classification of cloud-to-ground or intra-cloud discharges; the dimensions of the axes of the position
confidence ellipse and its orientation; and positional confidence (chi-square).

6.2 Data Archiving and Network Management
The DA2000 module is designed to handle many simultaneous requests for display of real-time or historical
lightning data. This module collects real-time stroke data from the LP2000 and stores it in a Sybase ™
relational database. Historical data may be filtered according to many parameters including date, latitude and
longitude.
From replicated data streams on the TCPIIP LAN the NM2000 module can control all LP2000 processes.
Thus the operation of the LP2000 may be monitored and it may be reconfigured, e.g. adding or removing
sensors, changing measurement corrections. The NM2000 may log on to any sensor for diagnostic purposes.
Network performance statistics may be logged and analysed for changes in performance.

6.3 Operational User Data Display
Display tools for operational use, planning and research are provided on computers at Transpower,
MetService, and other client sites, via servers which are part of the Central Processing System. There are
two principal tools available to users. LtraX™ (Real-Time Lightning Tracking Software) gives stroke
polarity, intensity, location, and motion with respect to maps of significant features. Lightning events may be
clustered and future development predicted to sound an alarm when specified targets are threatened.
Historical data may be animated at selected rates. FALLS® (Fault Analysis and Lightning Location System)
enables various analyses on past data for asset management. The FALLS server supports Sybase SQL.

7. Network Performance Evaluation and Optimisation
The LP2000 software calculates two quality statistics for the network stroke location accuracy. The position
confidence ellipse from a two-dimensional location error distribution indicates the region within which the
stroke originated with a probability of 50%. The length of the ellipse axes and its orientation will indicate the
accuracy dependency on the geometry of available sensors. The position chi-square is a quality estimate
from standard deviations of measurements from all participating sensors. A limit is set for the location
processing so that if the chi-square value is exceeded, the stroke position value will be rejected.
The GAl model performance measures (see §4.) and data from the commissioning have established a
baseline for the LDLN. After some months of lightning (and noise) data have been archived, MetService and
GAl will examine the statistics to determine the effectiveness of the whole network (real detection efficiency
and location accuracy), regional performance, and the performance of individual sensors. During the life of
the LDLN it is expected that there will be changes in sensor environments. Tracking sensor statistics will
show up systematic biases. These findings may suggest the need for the system optimisation service that
GAl provides.
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The UK Met. Office’s Upgraded Lightning Location System
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Introduction
The Met. Office (UK NMS) has operated a VLF ‘arrival time difference’ (ATD)
thunderstorm location system since 1986. This system is particularly suited to long range
lightning detection, because of the choice of observing frequency (10 kHz), and the
sophisticated processing involved. This long-range capability is vital for aviation
forecasting over the North Atlantic and the Mediterranean. Though the location accuracy
deteriorates with increasing distance from the current network in Europe, lightning
flashes are regularly detected as far away as South America, Northern Africa and eastern
Russia. There is a clear potential for expansion of this technology, to provide global
coverage of thunderstorm activity.

Development
Since the 1940’s, The Met. Office operated a magnetic direction finding system to
locate lightning. This was called CRDF (Cathode Ray Direction Finding). This system
worked quite well for many years, though it was extremely labour intensive requiring 32
staff. Bearing errors varied with time and led to undesirable location errors at long
ranges.
A replacement system was introduced in 1986, which ran on VLF ATD (Arrival
Time Difference) principles (Lee, 1986). This still required a full time operator, i.e. 4
staff. At a frequency of 10kHz, the ionosphere acts as a waveguide, and through multiple
reflections, sferic waveforms from lightning flashes can travel thousands of kilometres.
Most other lightning systems observe at higher frequencies, and so are not troubled by
distant noise, because the sferics from long distances are attenuated. At higher
frequencies, there is a sudden onset of the sferic that is relatively easy to time, whereas at
VLF the leading edge of the received envelope is indistinct, and information about the
whole waveform needs to be sent to the central processor. In practice, the extra
communications requirement for a VLF system can be offset against the fact that few
stations are required to cover a large area, compared with other commercial systems. By
1989, this version of ATD provided more accurate measurements at all ranges, and better
thunderstorm detection efficiency than had been achieved in regular operations using
CRDF.
The recent ATD hardware upgrade (Hamer, 1998) has removed the requirement
for a full time operator and the system now runs with minimal checks on a daily basis.
Imminent software enhancement efforts should result in an increase of the processing
capability from 400 to 4000, and eventually to 12000 lightning strokes per hour. For
lightning occurring over the UK, it will be possible to determine the flash type (cloud to
ground or cloud to cloud), stroke polarity, stroke strength and the number of strokes per
event.
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Figure 1 ATD fixes on 13/07/2000. Thunderstorms detected over Eastern Europe, Scandinavia and the
Russian Confederation.

Figure 2 13/04/2000. A particularly active day along the ITCZ (Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone). The
Andes are also triggering many lightning flashes.

The ATD Network
The ATD network consists of seven outstations, five of which are in the UK, and
two in the Mediterranean (Cyprus and Gibraltar). The central control station is at the
headquarters of The Met. Office in Bracknell, southern England. Accurate timing is
fundamental for use of the ATD technique; therefore each outstation is equipped with two
rubidium oscillators, which are regularly checked with GPS.
Lightning flashes detected at each of the outstations are sent to the control station,
as well as the exact time of detection to an accuracy of 0.1 microseconds. Here, the
waveforms are correlated, and the differences in arrival times are used to fix the flash
location. Waveforms from at least four outstations are required to fix a flash. Having
more than four waveforms results in better accuracy, as the location is calculated through
an iterative process involving all waveforms and their associated ATD’s. The location
accuracy is also dependent on the geometry of the outstations taking part. If the fix is
located within the bounds of the network in Europe (i.e. inside the quasi-triangle with
Cyprus, Gibraltar and Scotland at each of the vertices) then the location accuracy is
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usually around 5km, and less in the UK where it is about 1 to 2km. Outside of the
immediate network, the accuracy reduces as all the outstations are ‘looking’ in much the
same direction. For instance, in South America (~7000km from Britain), the expected
error distributions are elliptical with the major axis of the ellipse corresponding to a
location error of about 100km.
A significant factor in producing errors at long range is the varying height of the
ionosphere. With correct modelling of the propagation path of the sferic through the
Earth-ionosphere waveguide, errors should decrease. The incorporation of this algorithm
is planned in the next two years.
The ATD central processor used to be a Perkin-Elmer machine, which was
relatively slow. As it could only manage a peak processing rate of 400 flashes per hour,
the outstations only sent the strongest flashes for processing; i.e. the weaker flashes that
were detected at the outstation sensors were just thrown away. If there was a lot of local
activity, then the distant flashes were too weak to be processed. Thus local saturation of
the system resulted in negligible long-range coverage, as well as inadequate detection
efficiency within the main European Service Area.
The recent upgrade has introduced a newer, much faster machine, a Hewlett
Packard dual processor. This huge increase in speed and efficiency has increased the
processing power to potentially 12000 flashes per hour. The process of writing and then
debugging the software on the new machine, and bringing it to peak performance has
been a lengthy one. The images shown in Figures 1 and 2 are of lightning detected with
the new control station, which went operational in April 2000. They do not show the
processor working at it’s full capacity, but the rate is about 50% more than with the old
machine.

Performance of the new processor
The new control station has been performing quite well, producing data about
95% of the time for the first three months. One of the best ways to evaluate the quality of
the output is to compare it with data from another system.
EA Technology uses a magnetic direction finding technique to detect lightning
over the UK. Most of their customers are from the electric utilities. They claim to have
quite high detection efficiency, about 95% of all cloud-to-ground flashes should be
detected by their system. This means that it is a good method of checking our ATD data.
It should be noted that the EA network is based in Britain, so the quality of their location
data degrades quite noticeably outside of the land masses of Britain and Ireland.
To make sure that we are comparing the same flash detected by both systems, the
matching criteria is that they be separated by less than 0.05 seconds in time and by less
than 200km. Figure 3 shows a contour map of the average distances between matched
fixes. This distance is the least over the middle of the England. The data for this map is
taken from March 2000, just before the new control station came into operational use.
Figure 4 shows the same kind of map, but for data in May 2000, when the new control
station was in charge. The maps are quite similar, which means that we can have
confidence that the new control station is operating as well as the old one.
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Figure 3 March 2000. The contours show the average distance (km) between matched pairs of EA
Technology and ATD lightning fixes. Over the centre of England, the two systems agree to less
than 7km, but father away, this agreement deteriorates, due mainly to the fact that EA
Technology’s system only covers the British Isles. This ATD data was taken when the old
control station was in charge

Figure 4 May 2000. With the new control station in charge, the contour plot looks much the same,
verifying that the quality of ATD data remained the same after the new control station took over.

Conclusion
An upgraded version of the Met. Office ATD system was successfully introduced
into operation in April 2000. The full processing rate of the new control station has yet to
be exploited. With the higher rates of processing established later this year, it will be
possible to provide a more consistent service to users at all ranges. More results shall be
presented at the conference.
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des reseaux fran~ais de detection d'impacts de foudre.
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Meteo-France utilise en operationnel, depuis des annees deja, plusieurs reseaux de detection d'impacts de foudre. Ces donnees sont devenues un atout important pour le previsionniste, pour le suivi
des orages et l' anticipation de situations dangereuses en prevision immediate. Pour son propre usage
en prevision, pour la climatologie et les etudes, Meteo-France continue d' ameliorer les reseaux foudre utilises, la qualite de leurs donnees et l'etendue de leur couverture.

Le reseau fran~ais d'impacts de foudre au sol:
Le reseau franc;ais d' impacts de foudre au sol existe depuis 1987 et couvre desormais l' ensemble de
la France metropolitaine et la Corse. 11 comprend actuellement 28 capteurs dont 17 en France. Les
11 autres capteurs appartiennent a des reseaux de pays voisins : Suisse, Italie, Espagne et Autriche ;
les donnees brutes des capteurs etrangers sont concentrees avec celles des capteurs franc;ais sur les
concentrateurs de donnees foudre franc;ais, afin de participer aux ca1culs de localisation des impacts
et d'ameliorer les donnees du reseau, principalement dans les zones frontalieres du pays.
Figure 1 : Le reseau fran£ais de detection d'impacts de foudre au sol.
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Le reseau initial a ete mis a niveau en 1996 pour les capteurs, et en 1998 pour les concentrateurs. La
technologie utilisee, "Impact" de la societe Global Atmospherics Inc., est a base de triangulations et
de differences du temps d'arrivee. La precision moyenne de localisation est desormais meilleure que
2 km sur la majeure partie du territoire metropolitain.
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L'exploitation et la maintenance du reseau sont gerees par Meteo-France et son partenaire Meteorage. L'ensemble des moyens de telecommunications et de calcul sont mailles et doubles, et assurent
ainsi une parfaite redondance et securite. Les donnees brutes des capteurs sont concentrees distinctement dans deux centres operationnels, a Pau chez Meteorage et a Toulouse chez Meteo-France. Elles
y sont traitees sur deux concentrateurs de donnees foudre qui se secourent mutuellement. Les donnees calculees sont alors stockees dans CATS, logiciel de base de donnees foudre developpe par
Meteorage, sur des stations de travail egalement doublees. Les donnees d'impacts sont extraites de
CATS pour la fabrication des produits foudre, specifiques des besoins de chaque partenaire.
Meteo-France alimente en donnees foudre toutes les 5 minutes, Meteotel et Synergie, les terminaux
de travail de ses previsionnistes en region et departement. Des fonctions elaborees de zooms, animations, cumuls, pointages, superpositions avec toutes les autres informations meteorologiques observees, completent les outils disponibles.
Les reseaux Safir regionaux :
Depuis 1991, un reseau de trois capteurs Safir detecte I' activite electrique intranuages et nuage-sol
en region parisienne. La technologie, commercialisee par VaIsala-Dimensions, est a base d' interferometrie. L'exploitation du reseau est realisee a la Direction InterRegionale de Meteo-France a Paris, sur deux concentrateurs qui se secourent mutuellement. Les donnees intranuages completent les
informations du reseau national, tout particulierement pour la protection des plus gros aeroports
fran~ais, situes autour de Paris. Les donnees sont disponibles pour les previsionnistes regionaux en
temps quasi reel sur console dediee et au pas de 5 minutes sur leur poste de travail Synergie, equipe
de fonctions de zoom, cumul, animations, noyaux, superpositions.
figure 2 :

Zone de detection SAFIR Ile-de-France
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Enfin, l'ete 1998 a vu l'installation d'un nouveau reseau regional Safir de detection totale dans le
Sud-Est de la France. 11 comprend aussi trois capteurs, il est gere par VaIsala-Dimensions, utilise par
Meteo-France et destine aI' etude des phenomenes orageux intenses, dans une zone fran~aise tres active orageusement.
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Etudes et gestion de la qualite des reseaux :
La redondance des equipements et le pupitrage des chaines d'exploitation foudre 24 heures sur 24
assurent un taux eleve de disponibilite des donnees. Pour le reseau de detection d'impacts au sol plus
etendu, la panne d'un capteur n'affecte pas la qualite du reseau. En cas de probleme reellement important, un message de service est envoye aux previsionnistes, soulignant la degradation temporaire
du reseau. Ce cas tres rare a ete experimente fin aout 99, lors des problemes des capteurs dus au roll
overdu GPS.
Un suivi regulier des donnees et de leur qualite complete ce dispositif. Pour le reseau d'impacts de
foudre au sol qui couvre I' ensemble du territoire, un controle systematique de la qualite des donnees
et du reseau est institue.
Les donnees d'etat des capteurs sont analysees chaque mois et permettent d'etablir un rapport de
panne detaille. En complement, l'efficacite relative de chaque capteur par rapport au reseau est verifiee regulierement, pour mettre en evidence l'apparition d'eventuels problemes sur un capteur particulier.
La qualite des donnees produites est controlee periodiquement. Sur une grille de maille d'un demidegre de latitude et de longitude couvrant le pays, des cartes d'isolignes sont produites pour trois indicateurs, parametres qualitatifs issus des calculs du concentrateur de donnees foudre : la moyenne
du demi-grand axe de l' ellipse de localisation a 50%, le nombre moyen de capteurs participant a la
localisation d'un impact et le nombre de calculs n' aboutissant pas a une localisation. La cause
d'eventuelles anomalies est systematiquement recherchee.
Les erreurs angulaires systematiques des capteurs sont corrigees par le calcul de parametres de correction d'erreur angulaire, introduits dans les concentrateurs. Ce calcul est reactualise annuellement.
L'ensemble des parametres d'etat et de qualite des capteurs est conserve depuis 1996 dans une base
de metadonnees du reseau foudre, accessible pour les etudes climatologiques ou de recherche.

Les projets en cours :
Amelioration de la qualite du reseau de detection d'impacts au sol:
La renovation du reseau en 1996, achevee en 1998, a ameliore la precision du reseau de detection
d'impacts au sol d'un facteur superieur a 4, par le changement de I'electronique du capteur pour un
modele neuf et plus sensible, par une sophistication des methodes de localisation et par un accroissement de la puissance des concentrateurs de donnees foudre. Paradoxalement, cette renovation a mis
en evidence d'autres problemes de limitation et de qualite du reseau, qui etaient masques par les problemes anterieurs plus importants. En particulier, certains capteurs presentent des problemes residuels d' autotest et d'erreurs angulaires aleatoires, donc non corrigibles.
Sur les conseils du constructeur, deux types de mesures ont ete effectues sur les sites des capteurs :
- des releves topographiques precis de l'environnement immediat du capteur, indiquant la pente et la
nature du sol, I'elevation et l'importance d'eventuels obstacles dans un rayon de 200 metres autour
du capteur
- des mesures d'interferences electromagnetiques, surtout dans la bande de 1 kHz a 350 kHz scrutee
par le capteur, et utilisee pour de nombreuses emissions autorisees en France: radio grandes ondes,
radiobalises et radiophares aeronautiques, systeme de radiopositionnement Loran C, signaux de synchronisation d'horloges, transmissions de signaux sur les lignes electriques EDF, defense nationale.
Les releves topographiques ont permis de classifier les sites en 3 categories : bon, correct ou a demenager de preference. Toutefois, les capteurs a demenager ne correspondaient pas aux capteurs perturbes et semblaient convenablement corriges par les parametres de corrections d'erreur angulaires.
Par contre, les mesures d'interferences electromagnetiques ont mis en evidence de gros problemes
de perturbations sur certains sites, correspondant effectivement aux capteurs perturbes. Aucune perturbation d'origine locale n'a ete mesuree ; mais, pres de la moitie des sites subissent des perturbations significatives d' origine distante, dont 4 sites tres bruites. Les emissions radio grandes ondes
sont responsables de I'essentiel des interferences. En tete, I'emetteur de France Inter a 162 kHz, situe en plein centre de la France, d'une puissance de 2 MW, est pourtant distant de 100 km des plus
proches capteurs, les plus bruites. Ce constat rend inutile tout demenagement.
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Le constructeur G.A.I. a alors teste en laboratoire un filtre rejecteur de bande pour la frequence de
162 kHz. Valide, ce filtre a ete installe sur deux capteurs aI'essai fin septembre 99. Les autotests de
ces deux capteurs sont devenus bons, et des parametres de correction d'erreur angulaire efficaces ont
pu etre calcules. 11 reste a controler que I'efficacite relative de ces capteurs n'est pas diminuee par le
filtre. Ceci sera fait des que suffisamment de donnees seront disponibles sur toute la zone de couverture des deux capteurs. Si ce filtre est efficace, il pourra etre generalise aux capteurs qui en ont besoin et teste pour d'autres frequences perturbatrices.
Extension de la couverture du reseau :
Les echanges de donnees de capteurs avec les reseaux des pays voisins permettent de limiter les
couts et d'ameliorer notablement la couverture des zones frontalieres. Le probleme des frontieres
maritimes reste pose.
En 1999, l'Instituto Nacional de Meteorologia en Espagne, la societe CESI en Italie, Meteorage et
Meteo-France en France ont decide d'associer leurs reseaux pour un test de 4 mois, afin d'evaluer
I' apPOrt du reseau commun pour la detection des impacts de foudre sur la Mediterranee occidentale.
Les donnees ont ete concentrees chez Meteorage en temps reel, via intemet ou liaisons specialisees
deja existant. Elles ont ete traitees sur un concentrateur de donnees foudre dedie aux tests et utilisees en temps reel par le service de Prevision Marine de Meteo-France. Elles ont egalement ete analysees et recalculees en temps differe afin rechercher les meilleurs parametrages possibles. Un
exemple de situation, le 13 novembre 1999, est presente en figure 3 ci-dessous.
Le test a ete valide par les quatre partenaires au premier semestre 2000 pour la couverture de la Mediterranee occidentale, de I'Adriatique, du golfe de Gascogne et de la Manche. Le reseau maritime
conjoint a redemarre le 22 juin 2000, pour un nouveau test plus perenne.

+
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TOTAL LIGHTNING DETECTION TECHNOLOGY,
APPLICATION IN WEATHER NOWCASTING
Philippe RICHARD

VAISALA DIMENSIONS - Europarc Ste Victoire - Bat 7 - 13590 MEYREUIL, FRANCE
Tel : (33) 442 126464 - Fax: (33) 4 42 126474 -email : philippe rjchard@yajsala corn
I - INTRODUCTION

Lightnings and thunderstorms represent
one of the major weather hazard to many
fields of activity. Until recently it was only
possible to record and locate the lightning
strikes to the ground once they occurred but
without any possibility of earlier identification
and forecast of the thunderstorm. In order to
provide a more useful information, research
on
lightning
physics
and
programs
thunderstorm phenomenology have been
conducted at the French National Aerospace
Research Agency (ONERA) during the 80's.
Based on the development of High
Frequency electromagnetic techniques for the
fine spatial and temporal analysis of
atmospheric discharges, this research has
conducted to the development of the first
operational Total lightning localization system
for lightning hazards early warning and
thunderstorms forecast
SAFIR for
"Surveillance
et
Alerte
Foudre
par
Interferometrie Radioelectrique ". This paper
shall present the principles and applications of
Total Lightning detection.
11 - STORM DEVELOPMENT & TOTAL
LIGHTNING ACTIVITY

Total lightning activity is made of IntraCloud (IC) and Cloud to Ground (CG)
Iightnings. It is closely related to the stage of
development and intensity of thunderstorm
cell, and can provide valuable information for
s
. n
. r'

The active phase of the storm starts when
the lightning initiation conditions (strong
electric field and high density of hydrometeors)
are reached within the cloud. The activity
during the storm development is made of lntraCloud Lightnings occurring between the main
negative charge region (H - 6 km) and the
upper positive charge region ( H - 8-10 km).
The rate of internal discharges is well
correlated with the development of the cell,
and peaks during the thundercloud maximum
vertical development. Concentrations of
internal discharges are mainly associated with
the convective areas.
Intra-cloud lightning is the main electrical
manifestation of thunderstorms. It represents
70 to 90% of the total lightning activity of a
thundercloud and can reach 99% in severe
thunderstorms. Cloud to ground lightning
activity develops during the maturity phase of
the thunderstorm cell when the descent of the
main core of hydrometeors enhances the
electrification of the lower part of the cell, and
consequently the probability of electrical
discharge ignition closer to the ground.
Cloud to ground lightning activity peaks
during the decay of the thundercloud and is
preceded by a decrease of IC activity which
can also precede strong downdrafts and
intense precipitation at ground level (figure 1)
(Ref. [1], [3], [5]).
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Fig. 1 : Typical Thunderstorm cell life cycle
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III - TOTAL LIGHTNING DETECTION AND
LOCALISATION PRINCIPLES
Localisation of "Total Lightning" requires
techniques capable to perform lightning
detection over a wide range of characteristics,
notably intensities of signals, and waveforms.
For that purpose, the techniques developed
for SAFIR system combine Very High
Frequency
(VHF)
Interferometry
for
localization and Low Frequency (LF) detection
for characterization. (Ref [6], [7])
Interferometric localisation provides on each
detection station the time resolved angular
direction of lightning phenomena.
It is based on the measurement of the
phase
differences
of
the
lightning
electromagnetic wave received on the different
antennas of the detection station antenna
array. These phase differences are directly
related to the direction of arrival of the wave
and are used to calculate the angular position
of the source in azimuth (and elevation for 3D
location).
20 or 3D spatial location is then obtained
by triangulation on GPS time stamped angular
directions given by at least two interferometric
detection stations.
The
interferometric
technique
is
independent of the signal waveform since the
measurement is made on the phase of the
electromagnetic radiation. It can locate
radiation sources produced by both cloud-toground and intra-cloud lightning phenomena,
with a very wide dynamic range (100 dB).

Such dynamic range enables to process
signals from a large variety of lightning
discharges phenomena (stepped leader, dart
leader, recoil streamer, initial breakdown,
return stroke, ...) and simultaneously, without
any gain adjustment, over a wide range of
distances.
In addition, the fine time resolution of the
measurement (typically 1 to 100 Jls) combined
with the fact that Interferometry can locate any
radiation source independently of its waveform
characteristics, allows to resolve the lightning
discharge in a serie of successive located
sources, and provides the full mapping of the
lightning discharges. It represents a valuable
source of information for the mapping of the
total thunderstorm and lightning hazard areas.
Very High Frequency (VHF) is the range of
frequency with the highest rate of lightning
radiation. At the contrary of LF radiation which
is dominantly produced by CG return strokes,
and depends on the current intensity of the
discharge, VHF is produced by a large variety
of lightning phenomena including the low
current intensity phenomena which cannot be
detected at long distance in LF (Ref [2], [4]).
VHF is thus an important choice for total
lightning detection.
Low Frequency Detection (fast capacitive
antenna) is used on each detection station in
order to record the low to medium frequency
CG return stroke electric field. LF radiation and
propagation models are used to retrieve the
main characteristics (polarity, peak current,
rise time, decay time) of CG flashes.
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Processing
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Fig.2: SAFIR SystemConfiguration
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IV - OPERATIONAL INTERESTS OF TOTAL
LIGHTNING DETECTION

The main interests of Total lightning
detection reside in its practical contributions in
the improvement of performances for
thunderstorm early detection and nowcasting.
Improvement of thunderstorm monitoring
and tracking efficiency
Intra-Cloud lightning activity represents a
very high proportion of all lightnings produced
by a thunderstorm.

In addition intra-cloud lightning extend over the
whole active cell, and thus enable to delimit
precisely the geographical limits of the
lightning hazard areas.
Improvement of thunderstorms early
detection
VHF radiation from Intra-Cloud lightning
activity is the first sign of the thunderstorm
electrical development detectable at long
distance. It can precede CG activity by several
tens of minutes and provides an early
information for thunderstorm early detection as
well as for earlv identification of developinQ

•

48 : ClaJd to ground lightning activity map

4A : Tetal lightning activity map

Fig. 4 : Comparison of Total Lightning and CG lightning activity (Scale 100 * 100 km)

This is illustrated in Figure 3, where
histograms of ratio between IC and CG flashes
are presented for 2 different kinds of
thunderstorm situations. In both cases, the
activity is dominated by intra-cloud lightnings ;
the practical consequence is illustrated in
Figure 4 where are presented both the Total
Lightning map and the CG map for the same
its
thunderstorm. Total lightning, with
predominant IC components provides at least
one order of magnitude improvement in
monitoring and tracking efficiency compared to
cloud to ground lightning detection.

severe thunderstorm areas. Statistics of time
delays between IC and CG detections are
presented in Table 1 for 3 cases of cumulated
numbers of Iightnings (1, 3 or 10 Iightning(s) of
each kind).
Depending on the criteria used for a new
cell identification, the cases with 1 or 3
cumulated Iightnings are representative of the
early detection gain in time provided by Total
lightning. Ten cumulated Iightnings can be
considered to be a minimum number to
perform storm monitoring and tracking. The
results of Table 1 illustrate the very significant
gain in time provided by Total lightning for
storm monitoring compared to CG lightning
detection.
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cells before severe phenomena at ground
level during the thunderstorm decay such as
high density of Cloud to Ground flashes,
intense precipitations, and strong downbursts.
An exhaustive analysis of total lightning
detection benefits for nowcasting is presented
in reference [8].
Further
nowcasting
performances
improvements are obtained through the data
fusion between Total lightning activity and
weather radar information. The two types of
data constitute complementary informations on
the cell characteristics which enable a better
real-time description of stage of development
and intensity of each thunderstorm cell (see
Richard [10]).
Specific application real-time displays
(figure 5) can thus be adapted for different
fields of applications : from en-route or
Terminal-area
hazardous
storm
areas
identification for aviation, to early identification
of high precipitation potential cells for
hydrology and flash flood nowcasting.

l1t;)~.-;?J

rrii)1·.:-fJ

380/0
66%
Table 1 : Distribution of time Intervals between IC and CG
activity for cumulated numbers of Ilghtnlngs : 1, 3, and 10
(adapted from Kononov & al. [9])

Improvement
of
Identification
nowcasting of hazardous storm areas

and

A close correlation exists between the
convective state and intensity of thunderstorm
cell and the characteristics of its total lightning
activity.
The monitoring of the rate and spatial
density of total lightning activity enables to
perform identification of strongly developing

Application for Air-Traffic

Application for Hydrology and flash flood forecast

Fig. 5 : Total lightning - Weather Radar Fusion examples
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China
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Generation

Radar

Ge Runsheng Zhu Xiaoyao
Jiang Haiyan Wang Lixuan
(Chinese Academy ofMeteorological Science, 46 Baishiqiao Road, Beijing 100081, China
Tel: +86-1 0-6840 7296, Fax: +86-1 0-68406493, Email:lianghh@ihw.com.cn)

I.Introduce
China is carrying out the plan of China New Generation Radar (CINRAD), using
full-coherent Doppler weather radar to take the place of the old digital weather radar
in the meteorological operational radar network. By using CINRAD, the ability of
estimating precipitation will be improved and the wind field information in rainfall
area can be obtained to remote detect more effectively those disastrous weather such
as typhoon, rainstorm, mesoscale cyclQne and tornado and so on. According to the
broad area and different topography and geography conditions in china, CINRAD has
two wave bands, S band (2800-3000Mhz) and C band (5300-5500Mhz). There are
three types of radar, which correspond with the needs of CINRAD and have passed
test and begin to set up radar stations to do trial run. They are CINRAD-S A
(WSR98D), CINRAD-S c (714SDN) and CINRAD-C c (3830).
2.Main parameters of CINRAD
CINRAD uses pulse Doppler system using klystron as the end transmitter to
reach the full- coherent ability. CINRAD has high-gain, low-sidelobe and narrowbeam antenna that has good detecting capability. Receiver with wide dynamic range
can estimate precipitation well. High-speed radar signal processor provides real-time
echo intensity, radial velocity and spectrum-width. The high-capability data
processing system provides real-time and processed graphic and image produces of
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radar. See chart 1 of main parameters ofCINRAD.
3.Technique features of CINRAD
(1) CINRAD has a strong detecting ability. The minimal echo intensity which SA' Se
and Cc can detect at 200km from radar is better than -1.5dbz so that they can warn
effectively disastrous weather around 400km.
(2) CINRAD concerns calibration of radar. There is a device that can test the
dynamic quality of power, noise factor and receiver and then calibrate
automatically radar and improve the ability of estimating precipitation.
(3) CINRAD has a stead coherent feature so as to be able to observe accurately
average radial velocity and velocity width and has a software with dual PRF so as
to extent the unfold velocity and distance range to provide large-range wind field
information.
(4) CINRAD has a strong ability to process data and can provide a lot of radar
products. SA has deployed WSR-88D application software. Se and Cc also has
abundant processing products.
4.Further development
(1) CINRAD is developing the dual-linear polarization technique to improve the
ability to estimate strong precipitation and precipitation phase. CINRAD will add
a function of dual-linear polarization detection.
(2) CINRAD is developing a set of meteorological application software being able to
be suitable for China according to Chinese actual precipitation condition and
weather evolvement feather.
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Chart 1 Main technical parameters of CINRAD

~
Parameters
Frequency
l\ntennadianneter
Beam width
l\ntenna gain
Side-lobe power level
l\ntenna scan nnodel
Pulse power
Pulse width
PRF

I'

CINRAD-S A
(WSR 98D)

CINRAD-S c
(714SDN)

CINRAD-C c
(3830)

2700-3000
8.54nn
0.99°

2700-2900
8.54nn

5300-5500
4.3nn

~1.0°

~1.0°

~45db

~44db

~44db

~-27db

~-29db

~-29db

PPI, VOL

PPI, RHI, VOL
750kw

PPI, RHI, VOL
300kw

1 11 s, 411S

111 s, 211S
300-1300Hz(l11 s)
300-450Hz(211 s)
10- 11
60MHz

~650kw

1.57 11 s, 4. 71
l1S
3I8-1304Hz

Frequency stability
Middle frequency
Receiver dynannic
range
Noise factor
MDS

10- 11
59.549IMHz
>94db

300-1300Hz(l11 s)
300-450Hz(411 s)
10- 11
60MHz
>90db

4.0db

~4.0db

Signal processing
nnethod
Clutter cancel nnethod
Clutter cancel ratio
Unfolding processing
Data processing
software

PPP

PPP, FFT

PPP, FFT

HR
30-50db
Software
WSR-88D
software

IIR
40-50db
Dual PRF
Real time
PPI, RHI,
Basic data
products,
Physical value
products

IIR
30-50db
Dual PRF
Real time
PPI, RHI,
Basic data
products,
Physical value
products
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~95db
~3.

Odb

~-107dbnn(l11 s)

~-107dbm(l11 s)

~-I13dbnn(411 s)

~-110dbm(211

s)

Le reseau ARAMIS de radars-precipitations : demarche pour une utilisation quantitative
Jean-Luc CHEZE
Meteo-France - DSO/CMR - 42, avenue Coriolis 31057 Toulouse cedex
Tel : (33) 5 61 079862 - Fax: (33) 5 61 079869 - Email : jean-Iuc.cheze@meteo.fr
Depuis 1984, Meteo-France exploite le reseau ARAMIS qui comporte maintenant 15 radars-precipitations. Les
premieres utilisations du reseau ARAMIS etaient orientees vers la detection des zones precipitantes et potentiellement
dangereuses. Depuis, Meteo-France a cherche, en particulier par le projet HYDRAM, a utiliser les capacites de mesure
des precipitations par radar pour affiner et quantifier la detection des zones dangereuses, ainsi que leur prevision.
Les objectifs vises sont :
• la mise a disposition d'images de lames d'eau radar 15 ou 30 minutes (ce terme designe des images de quantites de
precipitations cumulees sur une periode donnee) de nos utilisateurs intemes, en particulier des previsionnistes de
Meteo-France,
• la mise au point d'outils de production et de diffusion en temps reel d'images de lames d'eau pour les utilisateurs
hydrologiques,
• la prise en compte de l'information radar pour ameliorer la climatologie des precipitations en complement des
donnees pluviometriques.
L'utilisation quantitative des donnees radar, point commun aux 3 objectifs, necessite de travailler en parallele dans 2
directions. La premiere direction est la maitrise de la qualite des donnees radar de base et la correction de biais
systematiques pouvant affecter les mesures radar; cette maitrise constitue une tache essentielle mais difficile lorsque
I' on opere un reseau de 15 radars. La seconde direction est la mise en oeuvre de traitements permettant la correction des
erreurs liees a la physique de la mesure (Attenuation par les fortes precipitations, erreurs liees au Profil Vertical de
Reflectivite, ... ). Par ailleurs, la diffusion de ces produits doit s'accompagner d'une formation et d'une information des
utilisateurs encore plus complete.
Dans cette communication essentiellement consacree a nos actions dans cette premiere direction, nous allons d'abord
preciser notre approche basee principalement sur des comparaisons radar/pluviometres sur de longues periodes. Comme
une illustration de cette approche et de sa pertinence, nous presenterons quelques resultats de comparaisons de cumuls
quotidiens de precipitations obtenus a partir de radars ou des pluviometres sur plusieurs mois a forte pluviometrie.
Ensuite, nous decrirons dans quelles conditions nous avons demarre la diffusion d'images de lames d'eau en temps reel
a destination des utilisateurs intemes et extemes.
Finalement, nous evoquerons les autres actions engagees par Meteo-France pour ameliorer les performances de nos
systemes radar.
1 - Analyse de la qualite des donnees radar et corrections des biais systematiques
Avant de mettre en reuvre des procedures de correction des donnees radar, it etait d'abord necessaire de se livrer a un
diagnostique des performances de notre reseau radar. Pour cela, nous avons mis en oeuvre des comparaisons de
champs de precipitations obtenus separement a partir des donnees radar et de donnees de pluviometres dans les
conditions decrites ci-apres.
Rappelons que le reseau est actuellement compose de 15 radars ( 10 en bande C et 5 en bande S) produisant des images
de reflectivite toutes les 5 minutes. Ces images sont archivees systematiquement dans une base dediee par la Division
de Climatologie de Meteo-France. Ces images comprennent 512 x 512 pixels de 1 kilometre de cote avec les
reflectivites codees sur 54 niveaux.
Les donnees pluviometriques sont extraites de la base de donnees climatologiques de Meteo-France qui inclut plus de
3800 points de mesure des precipitations, englobant les stations synoptiques, les stations automatiques et les postes
tenus par observateurs climatologiques. Le plus petit pas de temps de mesure commun a tous est le pas de temps
quotidien.
Le champ de precipitations radar est calcuIe en convertissant simplement les reflectivites radar en intensites de
precipitations par la relation de Marshall-Palmer. Les donnees ponctuelles des pluviometres sont analysees a l'aide
d'une methode d'interpolation spatiale (krigeage) de maniere a obtenir un champ de precipitations sur la meme grille
que les donnees radar. Il est alors possible de calculer, pour chaque pixel de l'image radar, le rapport entre les cumuls
de precipitations deduits soit du radar, soit des pluviometres.
Si l'on suppose que le champ de precipitations est assez « lisse» pour que les erreurs dues a l'interpolation soient
minimisees (cela est generalement verifie quand les cumuls sont realises sur une periode suffisamment longue), la
comparaison peut etre utilisee pour evaluer les performances du radar et detecter certaines erreurs de la mesure radar.
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Figure 1 : Rapports pluviometre/radar sur les cumuls mensuels de precipitations de Septembre 1998 pour le radar de
Toulouse
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Figure 2 : Valeur moyenne (haut) et ecart-type (bas) en fonction de la distance des rapports pluviometre/radar sur les
cumuls mensuels de precipitations de Septembre 1998 pour le radar de Toulouse
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La figure 1 est un exemple d'une telle analyse realisee pour le radar de Toulouse pour le mois de Septembre 1998.
L'image est centree sur le radar et chaque pixel represente le rapport entre les cumuls de precipitations obtenus soit a
partir des pluviometres , soit a partir du radar: une valeur plus grande (petite) que 1 represente une sous-estimation
(sur-estimation) du radar. Quelques elements significatifs peuvent etre deduits de ce type de figure:
- le rapport croit fortement avec la distance au-dela de 80 a 90 kilometres en raison des effets de la presence d'eau en
phase et de remplissage partiel du faisceau qui produisent des sous-estimations du radar,
-le rapport croit plus rapidement dans certaines directions (par exemple dans la direction ESE) en raison d'effets de
blocage partiel du faisceau,
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- de fortes sur-estimations du radar existent sur les zones d'echos de sol, mais ces zones ont ete masquees en gris sur
cette image.
Une quantification de ces effets de la distance peut etre aisement obtenue en calculant le rapport moyen sur des
couronnes concentriques de 5 en 5 kilometres. La figure 2 donne un exemple des courbes ainsi obtenues correspondant
aux variations de la valeur moyenne (haut) et de I'ecart-type (bas) en fonction de la distance. Les zones affectees par les
echos de sol sont exclues de ces calculs.
Entre 20 et 90 kilometres, le rapport moyen est a peu pres constant autour d'une valeur de 0,8 pour le radar de
Toulouse et I'ecart-type reste de l'ordre de 0,15. Une premiere conclusion est qu'une reponse stable et fiable du radar
peut etre attendue dans un domaine, certes limite, mais bien defini, a condition que I' on ait bien caracterise les zones
concernees soit par des echos de sol soit par des blocages partiels importants du faisceau. La valeur moyenne du rapport
donne une estimation du biais systematique qui est attache aux mesures radar en comparaison avec les donnees sol et
peut etre utilise comme un facteur de correction pour le calcul d'images de lames d'eau a partir des donnees de ce
radar.
Cette methode s'avere efficace pour evaluer les performances d'un radar et la qualite de ses donnees et presente une
bonne alternative a la pratique plus repandue d'ajustement en temps reel a pas de temps fin par un reseau de
pluviometres. Cependant, elle ne peut pas prendre en compte les erreurs fluctuant rapidement dans l'espace et dans le
temps comme les propagations anormales ou I'attenuation par les fortes precipitations.
Du fait d'une possible variation saisonniere de ce rapport, cette analyse doit etre repetee periodiquement, par exemple
sur une base mensuelle. Cela est realise operationnellement tous les mois pour chacun des 15 radars du reseau
ARAMIS.
2 - Comparaison de cumuls quotidiens radar et pluviometres
Dans le but I'evaluer la pertinence d'une approche utilisant ces facteurs correctifs pour produire des images de lames
d'eau radar, nous avons compare les cumuls quotidiens derives des donnees radar avec des mesures de pluviometres
sur plusieurs mois, incluant des situations stratiformes et convectives et couvrant differentes saisons.
Pour faciliter ces comparaisons, nous avons compare des cumuls quotidiens. Pour un tel travail de comparaison, le
choix des criteres est tres important. Les criteres suivants ont ete utilises en priorite :
• Le coefficient de correlation entre les 2 series de cumuls quotidiens du mois
• Un critere appeIe C50 : ce critere est respecte si le rapport radar/pluviometre est compris entre 0,5 et 1,5. Par
exemple, si le pluviometre mesure 10 mm, le cumul radar doit etre compris entre 5 et 15 mm.
Seuls, les cumuls quotidiens superieurs a 5 mm ont ete pris en compte pour le critere C50.
Les tables 1, 2 et donnent les valeurs du facteur correctif et des 2 criteres pour differents mois et pour 3 radars du
reseau ARAMIS.

Tableau 1 : facteur correctif mensuel
Abbeville
Trappes
Bourges

Nov. 96
1.7
1.3
0.9

Dec. 96
1.8
1.3
0.7

May 97
lA
0.7
0.9

Aug. 97
1.6
0.6
0.9

Oct. 97
1.6
0.6
0.9

May 97
0.9
0.93
0.92

Aug. 97
0.89
0.91
0.9

Oct. 97
0.92
0.91
0.89

May 97
90
81
88

Aug. 97
76
71
84

Oct. 97
83
77
80

Tableau 2 : coefficient de correlation mensuel pour les cumuls quotidiens
Abbeville
Trappes
Bourges

Nov. 96
0.84
0.82
0.83

Dec. 96
0.89
0.91
0.94

Tableau 3 : valeur mensuelle du critere C50
Nov. 96
Abbeville
Trappes
Bourges

75

Dec. 96
88
70
87

La variabilite d'un mois a l'autre du facteur correctif (voir tableau 1) est representative de celle que l'on observe
generalement pour des radars qui n'ont pas connu de dysfonctionnement particulier. Dans le cas du radar de Trappes,
le changement de valeur du facteur correctif entre Decembre 96 et Mai 97 est dfi a une modification de la procedure
d'etalonnage electronique de la chaine de reception.
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Les resultats satisfaisants en tenne de coefficient de correlation (tableau 2) et de critere C50 (tableau 3) sont egalement
representatifs de ce qui peut etre attendu pour un radar dans de bonnes conditions de mesure, c'est a dire en l'absence
de panne du systeme radar et dans un contexte de zone a faible orographie.
11 est important de noter qu'une telle procedure d'analyse mensuelle des donnees radar est un bon moyen d'identifier
des changements de comportement du radar et ainsi, de detecter ou d'anticiper certaines pannes ou dysfonctionnements.
3 - Diffusion operationnelle d'images de lames d'eau radar
Pour favoriser une utilisation plus quantitative des donnees radar, nous avons demarre en Mai 1997 la production et la
diffusion en temps reel d'images de lames d'eau radar pour chacun des radars du reseau ARAMIS. Ces images
representent, sur le meme domaine que les images radar instantanees et avec la meme resolution de lkm par 1 km, la
quantite de precipitations sur les 15 ou 30 dernieres minutes codee en dixiemes de millimetres. Dans cette premiere
version, un nombre limite de traitements sont integres : le facteur correctif mensuel est pris en compte et un algorithme,
appele correction d'advection, compense les erreurs lies au sous-echantillonnage temporel. Les images sont concentrees
dans un centre national a Toulouse et rediffusees par satellite. Ainsi, ils sont accessibles dans tous nos centres
meteorologiques au travers des tenninaux utilisateurs METEOTEL et SYNERGIE. Ces images sont susceptibles d'etre
egalement mises a disposition d'utilisateurs externes, en particulier les services d'annonces des crnes.
Un tel usage, plus quantitatif, dans un contexte operationnel en temps reel demande encore plus de fonnation et
d'infonnation des utilisateurs finaux. Pour ameliorer la circulation de l'infonnation, nous avons mis en place une
procedure pour concentrer puis rediffuser vers ces utilisateurs finaux des infonnations sur les pannes et les
changements de comportement des systemes radar au moyen de courts messages qui sont diffuses par satellite comme
les images radar et visualisables sur les memes tenninaux.
4 - Conclusion et perspectives
En reponse aux besoins des utilisateurs internes et externes d'une infonnation plus detaillee en temps reel sur les
champs de precipitations pour le suivi de situations meteorologiques et autres applications hydrologiques, MeteoFrance a developpe un dispositif operationnel pour produire et diffuser des images de lames d'eau radar sur un pas de
temps de 15 ou 30 minutes. Un tel usage quantitatif suppose des donnees radar de tres bonne qualite. L'analyse des
perfonnances des systemes radar, principalement basee sur des comparaisons avec des donnees sol sur de longues
periodes, est une composante essentielle de notre approche, dans la mesure oil elle peut produire des facteurs correctifs
destines a compenser les biais systematiques et contribuer a l'identification de problemes affectant les systemes radar
et ainsi a l'amelioration generale de la qualite des donnees radar.
En complement, il est necessaire de minimiser l'effet des autres sources d'erreurs telles que les effets de blocage partiel
du faisceau, de l'attenuation par les fortes precipitations ou du Profil Vertical de Reflectivite. Meteo-France poursuit
des travaux sur la correction de ce type d'erreurs qui pourront etre integrees dans les futurs versions de produits radar.
Au dela de ces ameliorations que l'on peut apporter aux donnees des radars conventionnels qui constituent actuellement
notre reseau, il est necessaire d'explorer les apports des techniques radar plus avancees. Dans ce domaine, MeteoFrance soutient un effort de recherche de laboratoires fran<;ais, en particulier le CETP, pour le traitement des donnees a
diversite de polarisation. Les possibilites deja demontrees de correction de l'attenuation, de compensation des
fluctuations des distributions de tailles des gouttes et de contribution a l'identification des types d'hydrometeores
ouvrent des perspectives encore plus grande de developpement de l'utilisation quantitative du radar pour les
applications hydrologiques.
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Introduction
Among all kinds of present detective ways, only Doppler weather radar can better obtain the information of
wind field distribution and structure inside cloud body. However, single Doppler radar only can detect the radial
component of wind and can not obtain directly the two-dimensional structure of wind field. It is one of main
research topics of developing and applying Doppler weather radar how to retrieve the actual wind from the radial
wind. In 1960s, VAD method[l][2][3] was presented, which can retrieve the average wind direction and velocity, the
average divergence, stretched deformation, shearing deformation and vertical profile of wind field from the radial
velocity with the uniform wind supposition. In 1970s, by supposing the local uniform wind field, VARD and VVP
methods[4][5] were presented, which can obtain the two-dimensional wind field. Song Chunmei[6] and Tao Zuyu[7]
then gave VAP(Velocity Azimuth Display) method based on the UW(Uniform Wind) method. YAP method also
can obtain the two-dimensional wind field using geometric method with the local uniform wind field supposition.
VARD and VVP method can hardly apply actually because of their sophisticated calculations. VAP method only
fit to retrieve some relatively uniform wind field because of its supposition. This paper presents a new technique
retrieving the two-dimensional wind field from mesoscale vorticity equation under some suppositions. It is called
Vorticity-Divergence method.
1. Principle ofV-D method

In radar polar coordinate(radar is at origin, r represents distance to radar, () represents azithum), vertical
vorticity t; and horizontal divergence D usually considered
in meteorology can be represented by:
~= Va + 8Va _ 8Vr

(1)
r
ar roo
D = Vr + 8Vr + 8Va
(2)
r
ar roo
Where Vr is radial velocity and V a is tangential velocity.
After being analyzed and simplified properly, the mesoscale vortici!y equation[8]becomes
8u_Ow av)=O
[ 8~+u8~+v8~]+(f+~)D_(Ow
at
ax ay
ay 8z ax 8z

(3)

Where every mesoscale physical variation is in rectangular coordinate. u, v and ware the three components of
velocity.

f is the vertical component of geostrophic vorticity and can be regarded as a constant within the range

of radar detection. Two suppositions about equation (3) are presents to simplify it.

~

(a)

at

= O. This is local variation of vorticity. During the moment of radar detection, it is very

little and can be omitted.

av

(b) ( Ow 8u _ Ow
)=0. This is twisting term. We suppose that the vertical velocity w is uniform
ay 8z ax 8z
in a small region under the condition of two-dimensional. So the twisting term can be omitted.
Then equation (3) will become:
u 8~ + v 8~ =

ax

ay

-(f +~)D

(4)

In radar polar coordinate, equation (4) becomes:
Vr

~ + Vaa~ = -(f +~)D

ar

(5)

roo
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Combining equation (1) . . (2) with (5), the final retrieving equations of V-D method will be:

S = Va + aVa _ aVr
r
ar ree
D = Vr + aVr + aVa
(6)
r
ar ree
Vr
+ Vaas = -(f +s)D
ar ree
A progressively approaching method is used in solving equation (6). Firstly the divergence term -(f + ()D

as

can be simplified to -ID by supposing
equation (6). The distribution of
replacing the obtained values of

S =0.

Then Va on each grid will be solved from the simplified

S can be obtained from equation (1) and the values of Va. Then by
S in the divergence term, equation (6) can be solved again. Thus the

relatively true distributions of Va... S... D will be obtained by approaching
progressively.

2. Preprocessing data
The data used in this paper come from CAMS 10cm Doppler weather radar. The range of PPI
scanning azithum is 0

0 ----- 360 0,

the sample interval is 1

the distance resolution is 300m and the elevation is 1.7

0,

the radial maximum distance is 300km,

0

Preprocessing includes five step: (1):

0

removing noise, (2) supply missing spots, (3) unfolding, (4) filtering, (5) interpolating onto retrieving
grids. Unfolding is a critical step of preprocessing. Before unfolding we must determine whether the
velocity data are one-degree folding, two-degree folding or multi-degree folding. The two-dimensional
unfolding method is used here. First correct folding degree is selected according to the slope of
adjacent points along radial direction. At the same time the great gradient velocity is considered in
order that the unfolding is reasonable. Then unfolding along tangential direction is made just as along
radial direction. The result shows that the two-dimensional unfolding method is feasible. After
preprocessing, the two-dimensional horizontal wind field will be obtained by combining the radial
velocity detected by Doppler radar with the tangential velocity solved by equation (6). The retrieving
grid is selected in polar coordinate. in which the grid length is 3km X 3 o. While displaying the wind
field image, the grid in polar coordinate is changed into rectangular coordinate with a bilinear
interpolation[9 1•The grid length 7.5km X 7.5km in rectangular coordinate.

3. Analyzing the retrieving results
Retrieving experiments with Doppler radar observational data on July 11-13, 1994 are made to
test V-D method. A strong precipitation happened in Hebei and Beijing area in China on July 11-13,
1994. The results are analyzed by being compared with the actual synoptic situation.
A storm rainfall happened in Hebei and Beijing area in China on July 11-13, 1994. From the
500pha stream field figure at 08:00(Beijing local time, all times in this paper are represented by using
Beijing Local Time) and 20:00 on June 12, the south airflow near radar turned to southwest and became
stronger. From the surface stream field figure at 14:00 and 20:00 on June 12, a vortex near radar can be
seen. Fig. 1a, 1b, 1c and 1d are two-dimensional horizontal wind field retrieved by V-D method from
the Doppler radar data at 14:55, 15:51, 18:52,22:53 on June 12,1994. We can see the features of wind
field from the continuous development
of the four figures. The direction of the flow southeast to radar was southerly, but that northwest to
radar was northerly. A vortex near radar has been formed. There was a divergence area northeast to
radar. With the lapse of time, the southerly air flow southeast to radar became stronger and stronger
gradually and the direction of wind turned to southwesterly. By about 22:00, a stream of southeasterly
clear airflow has been formed. At the same time the westerly air flow northwest to radar still kept. The
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vortex near radar was more and more obvious and the divergence area northeast to radar became
stronger and stronger.
From the actual weather condition, when Doppler radar observed the development of vortex near
radar, a stream of strong downdraught happened near Beijing airport about 40km northeast to radar
station. The development of vortex in retrieving result is corresponding to the actual condition of the
downdraught. The position of downdraught is just at the strong divergence area(Fig 1d). So the
retrieving result is consistent approximately with the actual weather condition.
In addition, the retrieving results of V-D method are compared with that of YAP method. It
shows that the structures of the airflow retrieved by the two methods are similar approximately from
the large range. But from the slight structure of the airflow, V-D method has obviously better
performance than YAP method. V-D method can respond rather well the slight structure of wind field
such as small convergence and divergence area, but YAP method can hardly do this. It is probable that
YAP method can hardly respond the microscale disturbance of wind field.

4. Conclusion
(1) V-D method is a new try to retrieve wind field from single-Doppler radar data. It can rather well
describe microscale and mesoscale weather systems because of fully thinking of the effect of vorticity
and divergence. The tests at first have proved that it can be used in many weather conditions.
(2) V-D method in this paper can only retrieve the two-dimensional wind field and have omitted the
vertical term during simplifying the retrieving equations. During the actual mesoscale and microscale
weather process, the impact of vertical term can not be omitted. It is necessary to expand V-D
method to a three-dimensional retrieving method by applying the atmospheric continuity equation in
V-D method.
(3) In addition, while using the vorticity and divergence in this paper, it is possible that the vortex,
convergence and divergence in rather weak weather systems could be magnified. This will be studied
and tested in the future.
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There are many applications for the radar measured precipitation [1,2. 3]. However, many factors still
exist which limit the accuracy of radar measured precipitation. Therefore, it is a challenging task to
improve the precipitation measurement accuracy [1]. For example, echoes in C and X band digital
weather radars, which are widely used in China, may be strongly attenuated by hydrometeors in the
path. This may strongly reduce the precipitation measurement accuracy. In 1954, based upon some
hypothesis, Hitschfeld and Bordan[4] gave an analytical formula for the correction of hydrometeor
attenuation. However, this technique failed to give reasonable results in practice. Since then, studies
have shown that it is a difficult task to correct the attenuation. In HUBEX project which is under the
frame of GEWEX (Global Energy and Water cycle EXperiment), the C band radar which is located
in Fuyan, Anhui, P.R.C, was used in the field experiment in 1998. In this paper, based upon the C
band radar observed data sampled from the observations with 10 minutes interval and rain gauge
reported hourly rainfall data, an iterative method is used for the study of correction of hydrometeor
attenuation.

1.

Method and Data

Weather radar equation in unit of dBZ can be described as follow.

( 1)

R

dBZ

dBZ

+ dBC

+ 2f

Jo K (dBZ) dR
where dBZ o and dBZ are the attenuated and corrected radar reflectivity factors respectively, dBC e is
the error caused by the calibration, R is the distance between the observation point and the radar.,
and K is the one way attenuation coefficient. In addition, there are following relations for K and Z.
Z = al h
(2)
K=a' Ib '
(3)
where I is precipitation intensity, a' and b' are parameters independent of precipitation intensity,
but may vary with temperature of hydrometeors[s, 6]. a and b are parameters which may vary with
radar location and type of cloud-precipitation system. In this study, a=200 and b=I.6 are chosen,
which are widely used for stratiform precipitation, and Marshall and Palmer law[7] is used as the
hydrometeor size distribution.
Based upon Equations 1 to 3, and Hildebrand[8] proposed iterative method, ignoring the term of
calibration error, the iterative method used in this paper can be described as follow.
=

dBZ

0

(n)

=

dBZ

c

0

+ 2I~ K

(dBZ

,n_ll)dR

(4)

In this study, C band radar data are used. The radar is located at Fuyang city with the longitude of
115 49' E, and latitude of 32 55' N. Within the radar coverage, topography is quite flat. Plate I
shows the radar reflectivity factors with the rain gauge positions (+). In this investigation, the radius
of radar coverage is chosen as 250 km. The radar was operated in PPI mode with the elevation of
0.5
512 scanning lines for 360 rotation and the gate length of 1.0 km. The radar data were
sampled every 10 minutes. In addition, 84 rain gauges reported hourly precipitation data are used in
this paper.
0

0

0

0

,

2. Results and Discussion
Plate I-I shows Fuyang radar observed reflectivity factor distribution at 10:01 BJT on 29 June 1998.
From the plate, it can be seen that there are widely spread stratiform precipitation. The reflectivity
factor may be higher than 50 dBZ and corresponding precipitation intensity may be bigger than 50
mm/hr. Therefore, the event can be classified as heavy rainfall. From the plate, it is found that the
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reflectivity factor has its peak near the radar and gets weakening with the distance away from radar.
The rain band had near west to east direction. Plate 1-2 shows the corrected radar reflectivity factor
distribution. The hydrometeor temperature of 20°C is used in this correction procedure described
above. From the plate. it can be seen that overall precipitation intensity is enhanced obviously. and
the precipitation intensity of the whole rain band seems n10re unifonn than uncorrected one. This is
more closed to the property of stratiform precipitation. Therefore. the corrected precipitation field
seems more reasonable.

Plate I Distributions of Fuyang radar PPI reflectivity factor in the unit of dBZ at 10:01 BJT on 29 June 1998,
derived from (1) direct observation, and (2) attenuation correction.

By comparing Plate I-I with Plate 1-2, it is found that two precipitation patterns are quite different.
In Plate 1 representing the directly observed precipitation field, the relative weak echoes smaller
than 30 dBZ are distributed in outer parts of the rain band. By analysis, this may arise from the
attenuation of heavy precipitation for that case, which is confirmed by Plate 2. By further
comparing two plates, it can be seen that most parts of green areas (smaller than 30 dBZ), located at
outer parts of band and some isolated precipitation cells in Plate 1, turn to yellow or red color after
correction in Plate 2. But there still are some green areas in Plate 1 keeping unchanged color after
the correction (see Plate 2). These unchanged green areas mainly concentrate in the southwest
direction relative to radar location. This is due to small portion of heavy rainfall in southwest
direction, which makes the correction quite small. This fact also shows that the radar succeeded in
detecting weaker precipitation in southwest direction. But the radar failed to do so in other
directions for in which there was widely distributed heavy precipitation diminishing the signal from
relative weak precipitation. This has been evidenced by rain gauge reported data. For the C band
weather radar it has such property of direction dependence in detecting precipitation. Such
directions vary with precipitation fields. It makes any attempts to reduce the precipitation
attenuation effects through the range corrections quite difficult.
Figure 1 shows 84 rain gauges reported non-zero hourly rainfall with corresponding Fuyang radar
derived directed observed and corrected hourly rainfall against the range between rain gauge and
the radar at 10:00-11 :00 BJT on 29 June 1998. Thick solid line with +, thin solid line with x and
dotted line with * indicate rain gauge reported, radar observed rainfall before and after correction
respectively. In the correction procedure, the hydron1eteor ten1perature of 20°C was chosen. The
radar derived hourly rainfall is obtained by the trapeziform integration using 7 images sampled in
the interval of 10 minutes. The relation ofZ-1 is chosen as Z=2001 16 . By examining 84 rain gauges
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reported hourly rainfall data from 10:00 to 11 :00 BJT, the rainfall records from 23 rain gauges are
used in this comparison. From Fig. 1, it can be seen that almost all rain gauges reported more rain
than radar directed observation, and the ratio of rain gauge to radar directly observed hourly rainfall
is getting bigger with the increment of the range between rain gauge and radar, while radar
corrected hourly rainfall data are closer to rain gauge reported ones. By examining all 23 rain
gauges reported hourly rainfall data, it is found that most of radar derived corrected hourly rainfall
data are closer to rain gauge reported ones than those derived by direct observation. Therefore, by
using the relatively simple correction procedure in this preliminary studies, the C band radar
corrected precipitation is obviously improved, which can also be obtained at other observed times
for the case.
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Fuyang radar derived directed observed (dotted line with *) and corrected (thin solid line with
x) hourly rainfall against the range between rain gauge and the radar at 10:00-11 :00 BJT on 29
June 1998.

From Fig. 1, it is also found that the correction scheme gives more rainfall for small ranges, which
may be from imperfect Z-I relationship and unreal hydrometeor temperature, and/or ground cluster.
And the correction scheme still underestimates rainfall in the range of 12Q.-200 km, which may be
due to partial filling of radar bean in such large range. These will be studied in future.
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Fig. 2 The corrected Fuyang radar reflectivity factors for the scaling line at 308.00 at 10:01
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Figure 2 shows the corrected Fuyang radar reflectivity factors for the scaling line at 308.00 at 10:01
BJT on 29 June 1998 for the hydrometeor temperatures of -1 oDe, 100 and 300e respectively. The
selected three temperatures are possible temperatures for natural hydrometeors. From the figure, it
.can be seen that for this case, the hydrometeor temperature strongly effects the corrected radar
reflectivity factor by reaching the difference of 10 dBZ in these three possible hydrometeor
temperatures. Therefore, the temperature of hydrometeors has to be taken into account in an
operational attenuation correction procedure.
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1. Introduction
Building on its NEXRAD heritage, CINRAD incorporates many technological advances to
further enhance performance, reliability and can be easily upgraded. These include an open system
workstation platforms, VLSI DSP signal processor, network communications, real-time display,
fibre-optical transfers, and new scan modes.
The CINRAD Signal Processor hardware contains two major subassemblies:
•
•

Hardwired Signal Processor (HSP)
Programmable Signal Processor (PSP)

The CINRAD Signal Processor block diagram is illustrated in figure 1 and its interfaces to
other CINRAD subsystems is illustrated in figure 2. The following is a detailed description of the
signal processor.

2. Hardwired Signal Processor
The
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Hardwired Signal Processor performs the following functions:
Prescaling of I, Q and Log data
Store interference detection tag and AGC position data
Synchronization and control of the transmitter and receiver
Control interface with the Programmable Signal Processor (PSP).
Pedestal Control

Compared with the NEXRAD HSP, the CINRAD HSP is programmable. It is redesigned based
on VLSI PLDs (Altera Co. MAX9000S Series), which is in system programmable.
The in-system programmability (ISP) features facilitate prototyping during design development,
streamline manufacturing, and increases design flexibility. ISP also enables quick and efficient
upgrades in the field.

3. Programmable Signal Processor.
The data inputs to the PSP are either I and Q data or Log data from the HSP. Each data
sequence consists of 32 bit floating point numbers in TI format. The PSP outputs are base data that
the PSP sends to the RDASC Processor.

3.1 PSP Hardware
The PSP is programmable and re-programmable. It is one of a series ofDSP PC Boards
(PCIIC44S) Blue Wave Systems and is based on Texas Instruments' TMS320C4x family of Digital
Signal Processors (DSPs). The main features of the board are:
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•

Four 60 NIHz TMS320C44 processors, each with exclusive access to two banks of zero
wait state Static RAM (SRAM) and a bank of Programmable Erasable ROM (PEROM).
•
A full 32 bit PCI interface for rapid communication between the PSP and the PC.
•
The four parallel communication ports on each C44 processor, which provides the primary
method of interprocessor communication.
HSP-A and HSP-B are accessed from PSP via Blue Wave's DSPLINK2 interface. This interface
provides fast parallel data transfer from/to HSP-A 'lnd HSP-B boards independent of the PCI bus.
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Figure 1 CINRAD Signal Processor Block Diagram

AntennalPedestal
Transmitter

Receiver

Figure 2 Signal Processor interface block diagram

3.2 PSP Hardware Functions
The hardware functions of the PSP are:
1.
Accept I, Q, AGC Position, Log data and interference detection tags and distribute this
data to the DSP units of the PSP.
11.
Accept fault localization data from the receiver and HSP
111.
Receive and Transmit data to the pedestal assembly
IV.
Accept controls and supplementary data from the RDASC processor via the PCI bus
and route it to the HSP.
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4 Signal Processing Functions
4.1 The Z, V, and Westimates
Doppler radar receiver output data is processed to provide estimates of reflectivity, mean radial
velocity, and spectrum width. The processor is capable of estimating reflectivity and velocity at
signal-to-noise ratios down to and including -3 dB. The Z, V, and W estimates are discarded when
the corresponding Signal-to-Noise ratio (SNR) is less than a set threshold value. Independent
threshold values are used for the three estimates (Z, V, W) and a separate set of threshold values is
used for each antenna scan strategy and each antenna scan rate used. All Threshold values are
adaptable at the UCP(Unit Control Position), in increments of O.5dB, over a range of SNR of at
least -1 OdB to + 1OdB. There are many adaptation data values used to control data quality such as
noise, TCN, TOVER etc. Outbound radial velocities are defined as positive velocities and inbound
radial velocities are defined as negative velocities.
4.2 Ground Clutter suppression
Ground clutter contamination occurs when the returned signal from stationary or nearly
stationary, non-meteorological targets is included in the base data. Ground clutter contamination
has a significant effect on the accuracy of the base data. Since all products and algorithms are built
from the base data, ground clutter contamination will affect both base data and derived products. A
particularly sensitive product is the precipitation estimation.
The ground clutter suppression algorithm is designed to remove power from predictable
ground sources returning high power and near zero velocity values. The notch width is an interval
of velocity near zero where clutter suppression will be applied. Clutter suppression is applied in two
fundamentally different ways. Automated clutter suppression can be performed by invoking the
clutter maps (Include bypass maps and notch width maps) and adaptation data. Clutter filter bypass
maps designate where not to apply suppression. A higher resolution bypass map minimizes loss of
base data due to selection of clutter filtering. Clutter filter notch width maps that designate how
much suppression to apply. The value of notch width required to achieve a specified amount of
clutter suppression depends primarily on the clutter spectrum width. In turn, the clutter spectrum
width depends primarily on antenna azimuth scan rate, wind velocity and terrain type. Operator
defined clutter filtering is performed by defining a clutter suppression region. The degree of
suppression selected for the region will be uniformly applied to all stationary targets in the region.
In CINRAD, fifth-order elliptic filter is implemented in order to achieve the required
suppression level.

4.3 Interference Suppression
The Interference Detection Unit in the receiver sends an Interference Detection Tag (IDT) to
the PSP (via the HSP) every time it senses in-band interference. PSP uses different processing
method to minimize bias error for reflectivity and velocity estimates.

5 Signal Processing Flowchart
Signal Processing Flowcharts are illustrated in figure 3.

6. Acknowledgements
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1. Introduction
Precipitation monitoring by radar during the cool season is complicated by poor lowlevel WSR-88D radar coverage in the U.S. Intermountain West (Westrick et al., 1999). Beam
blockages from nearby terrain combined with the shallow nature of orographically enhanced
precipitation limit the ranges at which reflectivity can be measured below the melting layer. The
reliability of surface rainfall estimates from the operational precipitation algorithm diminishes as
beam heights approach and exceed melting layer heights (Fulton et al., 1998). Within this zone
of enhanced reflectivity, or radar bright band, precipitation overestimations can be as large as a
factor of 10 (Smith, 1986). Above this layer, Kitchen and Jackson (1993) found that radars
typically underestimate surface rainfall by a factor of 10 where beam overshooting is prevalent
at far ranges (e.g., 200 km).
Wavelength
Amplifier
Peak Power
Maximum Duty Cycle
Antenna
Beamwidth
Height Resolution
Maximum Height Sampled
Maximum Radial Velocity
Spectral Points
Dwell Time
Processor
Sensitivity
Power Requirements
Recording
Media

10.6 cm
solid state-low voltage, Class C
380 watts
10%
3 meter shrouded parabolic dish
3.2 degrees
selectable: 60, 100, 250, 500 m
21.4 km (typical)
20 meters per second (typical)
128 (typical)
35 seconds (typical)
DOS-based, personal computer
-25 dBZe @ 10 km altitude
110/220 VAC ± 10%, 5 amp
full Doppler spectra
optical disk

Table 1. S-Band Precipitating-Cloud Radar System image and specifications.
During the winter of 2000, an S-Band Precipitating-Cloud Radar System was deployed
in a "radar-hostile" region in Northern Arizona. Radar system specifications are given in Table
1. Spectral data were collected for several winter storms including one that produced over 75
mm of rainfall in the Phoenix metropolitan area. Reflectivity structures are analyzed for this
storm that occurred from March 5-7.
2. Background
The S-Band vertically pointing radar was deployed in a prominent valley in Northern
Arizona at Camp Verde. The site elevation is 949 m. The Flagstaff WSR-88D radar (KFSX) is
60 km away and resides at an elevation of 2286 m, while the Phoenix radar (KIWA) is 141 km
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away and sits at 427 m. Figure 1 shows the radar horizons between the WSR-88D sites and
Camp Verde. The white beams are those that are closest to the ground but clear it by more
than 150 m (O'Bannon, 1997). Notice how the 0.5 degree beam from KIWA is partially blocked,
yet utilized over Camp Verde. The S-Band deployment site is at the far right hand side of both
plots.

Figure 1. Cross-sections of KIWA hybrid scan (left) looking north and KFSX (right) looking
west toward S-Band deployment site.
The lowest elevation angle from KFSX samples clouds over 1.5 km above Camp Verde.
KIWA is able to capture data at a lower height above ground, but its sample volume is quite
large. In addition, the beam is partially blocked by terrain and may result in degraded
reflectivity values. Operationally, reflectivity data from partially blocked zones are adjusted
based on the computed blockage. It is not well known whether these adjustment factors are
accurate.
During winter storms in this area, the rain/snow line typically forms below the altitude of
KFSX yet above KIWA and Camp Verde. With a melting layer near 1.5 km MSL, Fig. 1 shows
that neither WSR-88D radar will sample rainfall below the melting layer. Instead, reflectivity
and thus precipitation rates are derived from frozen hydrometeors measured aloft.
Underestimations are likely in this scenario due to echo intensities decreasing with height
above the melting layer, and the dielectric constant in the radar equation is assumed to apply to
liquid hydrometeors. These radar sampling difficulties are not uncommon in the Intermountain
West. As shown in the following section, detailed profiles of reflectivity provide useful
information for QPE purposes, and may be used to augment future precipitation algorithms.

3. Results
Data are presented for 1000 to 1125 UTC on March 6, 2000. This winter storm
produced stratiform rainfall at the S-Band site. Figure 2 shows time-height cross-sections of
reflectivity data measured by WSR-88D radars over Camp Verde. The lower extent of the
KIWA 0.5 degree beam is calculated to be 700 m above the ground at Camp Verde. However,
beam depths are large, nearly 2.5 km in depth, leading to a smoothed depiction of actual
vertical profiles. KFSX has smaller bin volumes, but they are over 1.5 km above the ground at
the deployment site. Backscattered power is from frozen hydrometeors, and is thus not
representative of surface rainfall rates.
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Figure 2. Time-height cross-sections of KIWA and KFSX reflectivity over S-Band deployment
site. Time increases from 1000 UTC (left) to 1125 UTC (right).
Data collected from the S-Band vertically pointing radar show much more detailed
vertical reflectivity structures. Figure 3 shows a time-height cross-section coinciding with the
times presented in Fig. 2. The 45 m vertical height resolution captures a prominent layer of
enhanced reflectivity from 1.5 to 1.8 km. This bright band reveals temporal variability as
different densities of frozen hydrometeors slowly fall and melt. Since the melting layer is well
identified, we can confirm that rainfall, and not snow, is reaching the surface. Moreover,
S-Band reflectivity magnitudes measured just above the surface show little correlation with
WSR-88D samples measured above the melting layer. This result suggests QPEs by
operational WSR-88D radar systems are inaccurate for winter storms with low altitude melting
layers.
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Figure 3. Same as for Fig. 2, except data are from S-Band Precipitating-Cloud Radar System.
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4. Conclusions
The S-Band vertically pointing radar captures unprecedented detail in vertical reflectivity
structures for winter storms over complex terrain in northern Arizona. It is capable of collecting
high-resolution vertical profiles of reflectivity, velocity, and spectrum width. Future algorithms
may be designed to utilize operational S-Band data to adjust and improve QPEs from WSR88D radar or other remote sensors, such as satellites. Also, accurate detection of melting layer
altitudes may be used to delineate frozen from liquid precipitation. Accurate QPE and
precipitation typing will be useful for agricultural purposes, watershed management, flood
control, avalanche forecasting, and handling of snow removal equipment for transportation
during winter storms. It is hoped that this research-oriented radar will advance as a real-time
observational platform.
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1. Background
The use of millimeter-wave radars for cloud research has burgeoned in the last decade (Kropfli and Kelly, 1996). Much
of this activity has been motivated by the need for more extensive and continuous monitoring of cloud conditions for
climate research, aviation safety, and telecommunications. The high frequencies employed by these radars (typically 35
or 94 GHz) endow them with an inherent sensitivity advantage for detecting the very small hydrometeors of clouds
compared to the lower frequencies used by storm surveillance radars. Thus, clouds themselves, and not just
precipitating regions, can be observed and measured with high sensitivity and resolution using these “cloud” radar
systems. Major disadvantages of the high-frequency radars include severe attenuation by rainfall (but not by snowfall)
and limited range. The millimeter-wave radars are ideal for continuous ground-based observations of cloud conditions
overhead, and episodic observations from research aircraft. A millimeter-wave radar is also the centerpiece for the
international CloudSat satellite mission, to be launched in 2003.
The millimeter-wave cloud radar (MMCR) designed by NOAA’s Environmental Technology Laboratory (NOAA/ETL)
has been one of the primary systems in this technology growth (Moran et al., 1998). This 35-GHz radar is now built
and marketed by URS/Radian International, LLC., through a Cooperative Research and Development Agreement
(CRADA) with NOAA. The MMCR is part of the suite of instruments operated by the U.S. Department of Energy’s
Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) program (Stokes and Schwartz, 1994) at Cloud and Radiation Testbed
(CART) sites in Oklahoma, Alaska, and on islands in the tropical western Pacific Ocean, where the radars are intended
to operate for at least 10 years. An identical radar operated by NOAA/ETL has been used for shorter-term observations
of clouds in the Arctic, Indian, and Pacific Oceans, and in Colorado and Massachusetts.
The MMCR is a vertically-pointing ground based, Doppler system, designed for long-term, unattended operations. In
spite of very low transmitted power, it achieves excellent sensitivity, sufficient for detecting most visible clouds
overhead, through its short wavelength and the use of a large antenna, long sampling duration (~1 sec), and signal
processing and pulse compression techniques. Table 1 summarizes some of the radar’s basic characteristics. Since its
original design in the early 1990s, various minor improvements have been made to the radar system. NOAA and
URS/Radian are now in the process of implementing two major upgrades: (1) replacing the radar’s original data system
with a more powerful processor, and (2) adding a dual-polarization measurement capability.
Table 1. Characteristics of the MMCR
Transmitter
Duty Cycle
Antenna
Beam Width
Height Coverage
Height Resolution
Time Resolution
Sensitivity
Operating Modes
Wavelength

TWTA, 100-W peak power
up to 25%
6-ft or 10-ft diameter
0.3 and 0.2 deg.
0.1 to 20 km
45 m and 90 m, typically
9 sec/mode, typical
As good as -50 dBZ at 5 km
programmable, typically cycles through 4 modes
8.6mm

2. The New Processor
The MMCR is a highly programmable system which allows the data collection to be optimized for the type of clouds
that are under observation. The radar’s sensitivity to a particular cloud observation is governed by variables such as
transmitted pulse width, number of coherent pulse averages, pulse repetition frequency, number of incoherent spectral
averages and the number of code bits used in pulse compression processing. These variables in turn influence the
desired measurements such as maximum unambiguous velocity, range resolution, maximum range, range sidelobe
artifacts and observation time. Numerous trade offs are possible and the radar routinely cycles through four independent
modes designed to collect measurements for the particular clouds types encountered at individual radar sites (Moran, et
al, 1998). Table 2 shows some of the operating characteristics of the four modes for the MMCR located at the Southern
Great Plains CART site near Lamont, OK.
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Table 2.

Operating Characteristics for the MMCR’s Four Scan Modes

Cloud Type
Inter-pulse Period
(μs)
Number of Coherent
Avgs
Number of Spectral
Averages
Number of code bits
Dwell Time (s)
Unambiguous velocity
-1
(ms )
Unambiguous Range
(km)
Range Resolution (m)
Processor Efficiency
(%)
Est. Sensitivity (dBZ at 5 km)

Stratus
68

Cirrus
126

General
106

Convective
106

10

6

6

1

64

21

60

29

8

32

not coded

2.8
±3.2

1.0
±2.8

not
coded
2.4
±3.4

10.2

18.9

15.9

15.9

45
31

90
12

90
29

90
4

-47

-54

-42

-38

0.4
±20.3

The operating characteristics of the radar were designed so that each mode has nearly the same observation time (time
required to collect and process the measurements) of 9 seconds. Because the hardware and software overhead in the
radar’s signal processor varies with each mode, not all of the data that is available can be processed. The dwell time is
that portion of the 9 seconds that is actually used in the cloud measurements and the processor efficiency represents that
as a percentage. For the cirrus and convective modes the overall efficiency is low enough to have an impact on the
performance of the radar.
The radar processor in the MMCR is based on the design of wind profiler radars, which exhibit many of the same
operating characteristics as the cloud profiling radar. Observation times for wind profilers, however, are on the order of
minutes and so processing overhead doesn’t become a factor in the radar’s performance. Cloud scientists, however, are
often interested in observing the dynamics of cloud systems on as short a time scale as feasible. The narrow beamwidths
of cloud radars means that short observation times of a few seconds present an opportunity to observe many
independent samples of the cloud structure. Poor processor performance impedes the ability of the radar to shorten the
observation time without affecting the sensitivity of the measurements.
A block diagram of the present and new MMCR radar processor is shown in Figure 1. The present architecture uses a
specialized hardware pulse averager and a programmable digital signal processor (DSP) to implement the processing.
As part of the radar upgrade a new radar processor architecture has been adopted that uses 5 programmable DSPs as
shown. The advantages of the new design are the use of higher speed and multiple DSPs working in parallel to
accelerate the cloud radar’s processing power by a factor of eight. Not all of the available new processing power can be
applied if other factors contribute to system overhead. Factors such as the time it takes to distribute the raw data and
collect the processed results from the multiple DSP’s contribute to system overhead. As an example, Figure 2 shows
the level of expected improvements for different values of overhead for the cirrus mode. The new hardware will be
operated under a new radar control software program, LAP-XM that will replace the present (POP4) software. LAPXM was developed out of the need for a versatile radar control software environment that is easily programmed with
new processing algorithms and operates under Windows NT.
The expected improvements in the processing speed will mean the temporal resolution for each mode will approach the
dwell time without affecting the radar’s sensitivity. Each mode may not reach the optimum dwell time, depending on
the implementation. But there are numerous other tradeoffs that can be used to take advantage of faster processing. The
sensitivity of a mode can be improved by increasing the number of spectral averages and leaving the observation time
the same. An improvement in sensitivity also provides an opportunity to reduce the number of code bits used, which
reduces the range sidelobe artifacts in modes that use pulse compression. The mode that is designed to observe
convective clouds has the least radar ambiguities of all the modes. A faster processor would improve its sensitivity by
nearly 7 dB which would put it in the same range as the stratus mode, perhaps eliminating the need for one of the
modes, leaving room for a new mode in its place.
3. Dual-Polarization
As is the case with other high-sensitivity radars, the MMCR readily detects non-hydrometeor targets suspended in the
air in addition to cloud droplets and ice crystals. Based on the currently available reflectivity and velocity
measurements alone, it is usually not possible to distinguish between these two kinds of targets. This represents a major
problem for ARM, where the goal is to determine the characteristics of clouds overhead in an automated fashion. The
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problem is particularly bothersome in the afternoon at continental locations in spring, summer, and fall, when insects
and bits of vegetation are commonly suspended aloft in the convective boundary layer.
Present Architecture
Coherent
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Figure 1. Diagram of the present and new
processor architecture

Figure 2. Expected Processing Improvements for
different levels of system overhead (OH)

One approach to solving this problem is to add dual-polarization capability to the radar and use the resulting
depolarization ratio measurements to provide information about the target shapes. This will allow the radar users to
distinguish between the spherical droplets of stratus clouds and the comparatively non-spherical insects. Dual
polarization may also be useful for distinguishing between various cloud hydrometeor types (such as droplets, column
crystals and plate crystals), but the insect problem is the motivation for ARM to upgrade some of its radars to include
dual-polarization measurements. Martner and Moran (2000) describe how ARM may implement this new capability
into its automated cloud-mask algorithms to identify the stratus cloud regions and distinguish them from nonhydrometeor targets in the CART data stream.
The MMCR currently transmits linear polarization. Figure 3 is a block diagram showing the configuration for the dualpolar upgrade. In the upgrade the hardware is altered with the addition of an ortho-mode transducer (OMT) which
separates the received signal into co-polarized and cross-polarized components. An additional electronic switch (#3 in
the block diagram) is added to the receiver chain to allow the radar’s single receiver to measure the co- and cross-polar
signals on alternate pulses. Other switches protect the low-noise pre-amp while the transmitter is transmitting. A spare
channel mode in the processor software is used for processing and recording the new cross-polar data. Dwell time is
evenly divided between the two polarizations, thus sensitivity is reduced by 1.5 dB. The logarithmic ratio of the two
nearly simultaneous signals is computed to determine the linear depolarization ratio (LDR), which is a function of the
target particles’ shapes and orientations. With some additional hardware changes the radar could transmit circular
polarization and measure circular depolarization ratio (CDR) which would reduce or eliminate the sensitivity to particle
orientations. Figure 4 shows an example of vertical profiles of co-polarized (a) and cross-polarized (b) returned power
spectra for tests of the dual-polar MMCR in Colorado. The co-polar plot reveals three echo layers. The new crosspolar plot shows that the radar detected significant depolarization only in the lowest layer. This means that the lower
layer definitely contained non-spherical particles, most likely insects. The significant amount of cross-polar signal
could not have been caused by cloud droplets. This illustrates the basic idea for identifying the presence of insects in
the MMCR data.
4. Summary
The MMCR is a high-sensitivity Doppler cloud radar which has already logged several years of detailed cloud
observations at a number of locations. Upgrades to the system, now in progress, include replacing the processor with a
multiple-DSP system, adaption of the LAP-XM operating software and adding a dual-polarization measurement
capability. These upgrades will provide improved observing/processing efficiency and flexibility and the ability to
identify non-droplet particles, such as insects, which often contaminate the cloud data sets collected by the radars.
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Figure 3. MMCR Dual Polarization Block Diagram
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Figure 4. Vertical profiles of (a) co-polarized and (b) cross-polarized echoes aloft observed during tests of the
MMCR in Colorado.
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THE CAPABILITIES OF WEATHER RADARS TO DETECT DUST STORMS
Moustafa A. E. Amer
Egyptian Meteorological Authority
P. O. Box: 11784 Koubry EI-Quoba, Cairo, Egypt
Tel.: 2849852, Fax: 2849857, E-mail: ma@idsc.gov.eg

1.
1. 1

WEATHER RADARS
Principles of Radar

Radar has been defined as " the art of detecting by means of radio echoes the presence of
objects, determining their direction and range and recognizing their character. " In radar meteorology
the term" object" is construed to mean anything in the atmosphere which returns to a receiver a
detectable amount of power.
Radar is based on the principle that an electromagnetic wave is propagated through
atmosphere at the speed of light and travels along straight lines. Thus, by means of antenna
producing a narrow beam, in the manner of searchlight beam, one can scan with the antenna until a
reflection is obtained and determine the direction to the reflecting object. Also, by measuring the time
interval between the transmission of the radio energy and the reception of the reflected signal, the
distance to the object can be easily calculated.
1.2

Radar Equation
The average returned power intercepted by the radar antenna, Pr can be given by

(1.1 )
1024 'A2 1n 2

~

where Pt is the radar transmission power, G is the antenna gain, 0 and cp are the horizontal and
vertical widths of the radar beam, h is the length of the outgoing radar pulse, 'A is the radar wave
length, K is a function of the complex index of refraction always less than one, r is the object
range and Dj is the particle diameter.
Equation (1.1) can be written as:

Cl K 12
Pr =

-----------------------~

I Dj 6

(1 .2)

where C is a constant depending on the characteristics of the radar set.

2.
2. 1

DUST STORMS
Definition

Dust storm is dust raised from the ground by the wind and is carried upwards to height
depending on the meteorological conditions and state of soil including the size of particles.
According to international convention a dust storm can be defined as a rapidly moving mass of
air which contains large amount of dry opaque particles of diameters less than 100 microns and
reducing the horizontal visibility to less than one kilometer.
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In dust storms the wind and vertical currents may spread the dust over wide areas, lifting it to
great heights, reducing surface, flight and slant visibilities to very low values.
2.2

Size and Concentration of Dust Particles

Measurements of size and concentration of dust particles of strong dust storms were made by
Dr. EI-Fandy (1951). He showed that the mean diameter of the dust particles is 4 microns while their
concentration is 550 particles per cubic centimeter.
3.
3. 1

DETECTION OF DUST STORMS
Range of Detectable Dust Storms

For a dust storm to be detected by a radar set, its returned power intercepted by the radar
antenna, should be greater than the radar minimum detectable signal.
Knowing the values of particles mean diameter and concentration of a typical dust storm
(see 2.2), calculating the radar constant C and considering Pr as the minimum detectable signal of the
radar; the maximum range of the dust storm can be calculated, such that the backscattered power
from it is detectable, by using equation (1.2).
The author calculated the above mentioned range for different powerful radar sets. In each
case the calculated range was several meters certainly less than the radar blind range.
3.2

Conclusion
It is concluded that weather radars cannot, to a large extent, detect dust storms.
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Thailand Radar Network
Mr.Kasindej Dangintawat (Author),Mr.Chooseang Sinuthog (Co-author)
Thai Meteorological Department 4353 Sukumvit Road, Bangna, Bangkok 10260
Thailand
Tel. 662-3994582,662-39931681, Fax.662-3994582,662-3932628
E-mail: tmd@metnet.tmd.go.th
Thailand Radar Network is a weather monitoring and nowcasting tool. Composited precipitation data and storm
tracking data etc. inputs are from 14 weather radar sites all over Thailand via satellite communication link. The
system operation is an advanced computer system with high speed workstations and high resolution graphics.
Each network radar sends products to the compositing centre in 15 minute intervals. When several radars are
networked to a central data site, the advantages of greater forecasting range are immediately obvious. A forecaster
can readily see precipitation across Thailand use the networked information to make decision for forecast and
distrIbute to the public.
Thailand Radar Network (Figure 1.) was installed in
1997,now including 14 radar sites connected in the
Network.

General information on radar

Network shown in Table 1. All of radar are from
Enterprise Electronics Corporation USA. (EEC).
These radar are equipped with Doppler facilities.
The operating system is OSF/l and the network is
based on UNIX/RISC workstation with high
resolution graphics .The composite Radar Networking
Center (TMD Headquarter -) is equipped with the
DEC AXP3000-800 Workstation, Radar software at
the Central site commanded to merging and
distribution

is called WARN which stand for

Weather Radar Analysis Network. At each radar site
control and

display workstation is DEC 3000-600

and Compaq UA500 ,and software at each radar site
is called EDGE stand for Enterprise Doppler
Graphics Environment
Figure 1

Thailand weather Radar Network
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Figure 2 system at each Radar site
When radar site in networked is scan to collect the image data (Figure 3), it sends data to the central site automatic
by schedule (every 27 minute ofbour). Central site receives data for composite to Thailand pictures radar at 15
minute time intervals. All full

resolution radar

composites products displays will in turn be send
from the central sites to all of radar site's workstation
by satellite communication link in every hour.
Observer workstation at each radar site can receive
the composite images generated from the central site.

! (Radar composite is shown in figure 5)
The communication between central site and
radar sites in the network is point-to-point multi
channels and high speed single channel time shared

Figure 3

product of Hau Hin Radar site

PPI Corrected intensity range 240 km.
on Jan 25, 2000

09:27 GMT"
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Figure 4 Satellite communication Link between central site and each Radar in Network
Most of radar product frequently used are: PPI, RHI,
CAPPI, Vertical cross section, Column maximum, Echo
top, Precipitation accumulation, Vertically integrated
liquid, Velocity azimuth display. Forecasters use Radar
image information together with other meteorological data
information, satellite data and numerical forecasts.
In1997 before typhoon Linda hit Prachuab Kirikhan
province(Southem part ofThailand), forecasters used radar
image information data in making his decision to warning
the public. At that time we can safeguarding of life and
property. In conclusion, our Thailand radar

network is

working in good condition to produce detailed
precipitation information in 24 hour for wide areas
coverage all over Thailand .
Figure 5 Thailand Radar picture
composite on Jun 19,2000

02:58 GMT.
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Table 1 General information on Radar Network

No

Name

Manufacturer ffype

Band

Installation

Location

1

Chiang Rai

EECIDWSR-93C

C

1993

Northern

2

ChiangMai

EEC/D\VSR-74C

C

1982

Northern

3

Phitsanulok

EEC/DWSR-74C

C

1982

Northern

4

Sakon Nakhon

EEC/DWSR-88C

C

1993

Northeast

5

Khon Khaen

EEC/DWSR-88C

C

1993

Northeast

6

Ubon Ratchathani

EECIDWSR-93C

C

1993

Northeast

7

Surin

EEC/DWSR-74S

S

1976

Northeast

8

Don Muang

EECfDWSR-88S

S

1992

Bangkok
International Airport

9

Rayong

EECIDWSR-74C

C

1981

Easthern

10

HuaHin

EECIDWSR-93S

S

1995

Southern east cost

11

Chumpon

EECfDWSR-81C

C

1985

Southern east cost

12

Surat Thani

EEC/DWSR-88S

S

1993

Southern east cost

13

Sathingphra

EEC/DWSR-81 C

C

1986

Southern east cost

14

Phuket

EEC/DWSR-88S

S

1990

Southern west
cost

15

Central site Bangna

1997

EEC

Central

(TMD Headquarter)
Abbreviations
C - Band

=

Frequency 5400-5700 Mbz.

S - Band

=

Frequency 2700-29" Mm.

DWSR:= Doppler Weather Surveillance Radar

TMD = Thailand Meteorological Department

METNET = Meteorological Network Communication

EEC = Enterprise Electronics Corporation

Remarks
At present communication links in the Network between Central site and each radar site can be accomplished
at only 6 radar sites. Before the end of this year (2000) communication link for the additional 3 radar sites will
be improved for better radar compositing. In the near future MENET system will be further upgraded, resulting

in being able to have data information all 14 radar sites to merge a composite data in the full system.
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From NEXRAD WSR-88D to CINRAD WSR-98D
WANG CHONG WEN
Beijing METSTAR Radar Company. Limited
FuDao Building. I/F East, No. 11 Kaituo Road
Shangdi Information Industry Base. Haidian District
Beijing. 100085. P.R.CHINA
Tel. (86-10) 62983703 ext. 15
Fax. (86-10) 62981251
E-mail: bjradar@public.east.cn.net
\\'ith its network of 165 systems. the US NEXRAD WSR-88D Doppler 'vveather radar is widely
regarded' as the premier operational Doppler Weather Radar of our time. The CINRAD WSR-98D
builds on" the rich heritage of the \\'SR-88D by integ,rating proven NEXRAD technology with the
latest advances in electronics. communications. and meteorological sciences. After three years of
hard \\ork. the tirst CINRAD WSR-98D sy"stem "vas delivered to the user by the end of 1999.
rhe features of the CINRAD \\"SR-98D including the operational mode. transmitter. receiver.
signal processor. monitoring and control of radar system. radar product generation (RPG).
principal user proce~~ing (PUP) and I.:ommunication are described in the follo\\-ing paragraphs.
See CINRAD System Block Diagram for :-;ystem overview.
Signal Processor
Intensity Signal
Processing
Doppler Signal
Processing
Clutter Filter

Antenna/Pedestal
r----

Large Aperture
Low Sidelobe
Radar
Data
Acquisition
Area

Receiver

I

Stable Coherent
Frequency Generator
Test Signal Source
Interference Detect
Log Channel
Linear Channel

I

Transmitter

I

-

Radar Controll
Real Time Display
Servo Control
Radar Control
Echo Real Time Display
Data Transmission
Fault Localization

FUlly Coherent
High Power
Klystron

1

Archive
Base Data

I

I
Wideband Communication Link
Radar
Product
Generation
Area

Satellite
Communication
Link

~

Local/Remote

Product Generation
Radar Product
Generation
System Control

-

LAN or WAN
Principal
User
Workstation

Unit Control Position
System Management
Status Indication
Control Commands

Archive
Base Data
& Products

I

Primary User Workstation

Principal User Workstation

Antenna Scan Control
Image Graphics Display
Text Information Display

Image Graphics Display
Text Information Display

CINRAD System Block Diagram
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----1

Archive
Products

I

There are two defined operational modes which are used to acquire the meteorological data
necessary to detect the weather and translate the results into products. The modes are the Clear Air
Mode and the Precipitation Mode. The Clear Air Mode can be selected manually only. The
Precipitation Mode can be selected manually at any time and is also selected automatically
whenever the system detects precipitation (based on pre-determined values and area coverage of
reflectivity dBz).
To implement the operational modes, the CINRAD WSR-98D employs a set of pre-defined
Volume Coverage Patterns (VCPs) to collect radar data. Each VCP is composed of specific
antenna scan patterns, and specific transmitted waveforms with corresponding PRl patterns. There
are four scan strategies 11, 21, 31, 32. The VCP 11, 21 are intended for precipitation mode, the
VCP 31, 32 for clear air mode.
The radar transmitter unit consists of an amplifier/modulator and microwave system which
generates and transmits RF power to the antenna pedestal. The equipment is modularized,
remotely controllable; and self-monitoring with automatic fault location. A Transmitter Unit Fault
Interlock system consisting of power supply monitoring, door interlocks, air pressure interlocks,
air flow interlocks, over temperature sensor, oil level sensor, and oil temperature sensor is
provided in the transmitter. The modulator includes overvoltage and overcurrent protective
circuitry to prevent damage in the event of an open or short circuited load. Automatic recycling is
provided to allow unattended operations. Continuous monitoring via built-in test equipment (BITE)
provides a capability for fault isolation which can be accomplished at the RDA maintenance
terminal.
The radar receiver is an EMI-shielded cabinet, housing the receiver components. Front and rear
doors provide access to the receiver components. An inner swinging door provides the mounting
surface for many of the modules. The remainder are affixed to the cabinet partitions, side walls,
and slide-out shelves. The receiver channel comprises the analog signal processing circuits of the
radar receiver with the exception of the front end (receiver protector and low-noise amplifier)
which is located in the antenna/pedestal.
The radar receiver also includes the RF generator, RF test source select, and receiver interface.
The receiver interface provides the signal interfaces between the receiver and the signal processor
while maintaining electrical isolation via opto-isolators. It also provides holding registers for
control data to the receiver from the signal processor.
The signal processor consists of a three-module set mounted in the expansion slots of the RDASC.
It consists of two special-purpose modules together called the Hard-wired Signal Processor (HSP).

The third module is a general-purpose programmable board called the PSP. The signal processor
processes radar receiver outputs and sends processed data to the RDASC processor. The tasks
performed by the hard-wired signal processor includes synchronization and control interface
functions. The PSP performs clutter filtering and all other processing necessary to generate the
base weather products of reflectivity. velocity. and spectrum width. The SP communicates with the
RDASC processor over the computers high-speed PCI bus.
The clutter filters are 5-pole elliptical design having a controllable notch width. Each 250-meter
range bin uses a separate clutter filter. Clutter filters are provided Ollt to the full unambiguous
range of the radar (510 km maximum). The design permits either filtered or unfiltered data to be
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passed on to the signal processor. The filter notch widths are selected as a function of azimuth
scan rate and the level of clutter suppression.
The RDASC Processor is a Pentium-based computer running Windows NT which provides the
control of the RDA subsystem. The computer monitor displays the Maintenance Window which
provides the operator-machine interface to the RDASC processor to allow monitoring, initiating
test of the RDA, startup, initializing the processor, and loading the software into the processor as
required. The RDASC also interfaces with the maintenance panel to control, monitor, and display
various functions used during maintenance.
The CINRAD WSR-98D provides extensive performance monitoring and reporting. Items
monitored in the tower and utilities area include outside and interior temperatures of the radome
and shelters; presence of commercial and auxiliary prime power; diesel generator oil and coolant
levels and temperature alarms; smoke and fire, and fire suppression system alarms; site and
radome hatch entry; air filter alarms; and air conditioner alarms.
Pedestal monitoring includes reporting the status of stow pins, handwheel and protective
interlocks, power supply performance, and angle encoder power. The pedestal electronics
monitoring includes a loopback check of the digital interface, and a self test mode checks out and
reports on operability of the analog loops of both axes. At a system level, pedestal performance
monitoring includes attaining specified rate and/or position within a specified time period.
Pedestal alignment can be checked against the position of the sun using an off-line test program.
Transmitter monitoring includes display and reporting of the status of the protective monitoring
circuits discussed under the transmitter. In addition, transmitter status reporting includes position
of the dummy load and pulse width switches, klystron heater warmup, redundant hardware failures
and other maintenance required events, maintenance mode selected, and door interlocks. System
level checks include monitoring of the response to high voltage on, dummy load and pulse width
selection commands. Average RP power is monitored at the antenna and in the equipment shelter.
Peak power is calculated from average power using the known duty cycle. The receiver Built-in
Test Equipment (BITE) also has the capability to directly measure peak RF power.
Receiver and signal processor monitoring includes the capability to inject cw, pulse, delayed
klystron output, and calibrated noise test signals into either the receiver front end ahead of any
active circuits or into the input of the receiver cabinet in the equipment shelter. Test signal
amplitudes can be varied from the receiver noise level to a saturation level. The test signals can be
phase modulated pulse-to-pulse so that end-to-end checks of the signal processing for reflectivity,
velocity and spectrum width base data can be made. Other performance checks and calibrations
made during operational use of the equipment include calibration of the digital IF attenuator used
in the Instantaneous Automatic Gain (IAGe) feature of the linear receiver channel, dc balancing
and noise level check at the receiver output, and check of the amplitude and phase balance of the
I/Q phase detector.
The RPG hardware consists of the RPG computer and associated peripherals. The RPG computer
is a pentium-based machine operating under Windows NT. The computer monitor displays the
Unit Control Position (UCP) Window which, along with the keyboard and mouse, provides the
operator-machine interface to the RPG processor. A high-speed data printer is also included.
There are 75 products in the products set that is supplied currently. Most of the products are the
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heritage of NEXRAD WSR-88D except the PPI, RHI and CAPPI products that have been added
by METSTAR. The algorithms contained in the product generation software are same as used in
the NEXRAD WSR-88D.
The advanced PUP Workstation is a newly designed- weather data analysis station, which has been
developed for many applications and incorporates the latest technology (pentium PC) into the
CINRAD WSR-98D design. The workstation provides the unique capability to display, manipulate,
and analyze data quickly, and provides a seamless integration of data acquisition, display and
manipulation for a great variety of weather products. Features include product compositing,
overlays, looping, algorithm processing, and hard copy. The user can view one or multiple
customized windows with single or composite weather images on the screen simultaneously.
The PUP Workstation receives data products from the WSR-98D Radar Product Generation (RPG)
area and provides for the request, display, storage, annotation, and distribution of products by
operational personnel. The PUP Workstation contains the dedicated hardware and software
required for graphics processing, local control, status monitoring, local annotation, and product
archiving.
The Wideband Communication (WBC) between the RDA and RPG is used to transmit base data
and control information at data rates of 1.5M bps. The WBC is implemented with a 10/1 OOM
Local Area Network. the operating mode is Client-Server style. The server functions: Carrier
Detection, connection

requirement~

connection acceptance, send-receive data, The client functions:

connection acceptance. send-receive data. The communication protocol used is TCP/IP. Another
option for WBC is a Spread Spectrum Communication System that is more smart and flexible than
the MLOS system used in NEXRAD WSR-88D.
The Narrowband Communications (NBC) between RPG and PUP is for message exchange of
basic products, derived products, alarms and other messages. The data rate is approximately
64kbps. According to the distance from RPG to PUP, the NBC may be implemented in Local
Mode or Remote Mode. It is also Client-Server style, the Server is the RPG, the Client is the PUP.
The protocol is X.25. By using a dedicated line or a leased line in the public data network with
X.25 protocol, remote communication can be easily done.
The RDA, RPG and PUP computers used in the WSR-98D have hardware platfonns and operating
system are quite different from the WSR-88D. METSTAR has developed new and more friendly
man-machine interfaces at the RPG and PUP workstations that has been well received by our user.
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RADAR COMPLEX FOR ATMOSPHERE DYNAMIC CHARACfERISTlCS
MEASUREMENT
V.N. Efremov
Central Asian Research Hidrometeorological Institute,
SANIGMI, 72, K.. Makhsumov str, 700052, Tas hkent, Republic ofUzbekistan,
Phone Number: 1(3112) 35-81-56, Fax Number: 7(371) 133-20-25,
E-mail: UZHYMET@HMC.TASHKENT.SU
Nowadays pulse Doppler radar technique potentialities and advantages for measuring of
the dynamic characteristics of atmosphere appear to be extensively known. However, it has
been considered to be impossible to measure the wind field using single Doppler radar. It
could be done using the system of2 or 3 Doppler radars.
According to the existing method, proposed by Lhermitte and Atlas (1961) and
worked out in details by Browning. Wexler (1968) and Caton (1963) the wind velocity
can be determined using a single Doppler radar. The essence of this method is that the
radial component is measured on along reserved circular outline with the fIXed elevation
angle and distance of signal strobbing. In this case the value and distance of the wind·
velocity are considered to be the characteristics averaged by area; restricted by the
outline of scanning and considered to be applied to the point of radar installation.
It is known, that when antenna of Doppler radar is rotating by azimuth the law of
radial component of the wind velocity change in the horizontal surface Upr can be
expressed by the equation as:
U pr

=Uocos(a.- «0) + C,

(1)

where ao and Uo is a direction and module of the wind velocity horizontal component, C is
a constant, proportional to the wind field divergence. The majority of problems on
interpretation Doppler radar observations come to the deftnition of these three parameters by the values of Upr .
.
Let us assume that in the wind field measuring by method analogous to that one proposed by Lhermitte and Atlas the wind field is considered to be linear and homogeneous
on the small segments of area and submitted to the law of change described by the
equation (1). In this case it is enough to carry out 3 measurings of the radial component
of the wind velocity on one of the segments of area with different azimuth angles in order to obtain the system of 3 equations:

Uprl=UoCOS(a.l-ao)+C,
Upr2=UoCOS(a.-;:-ao )+C,
Upr3=UoCOS(a.3-ao )+C,

(2)

which can be easily calculated. Here al. a2. {X,3 and Uprl. Upr2 and Upr3 respectively are
azimuth angles of the chosen arc and values of the wind velocity radial component
measured on these angles. The obtained values Uo, ao and C appear to be the averaged
characteristics of the wind field on the chosen arc section of the measurement outline and
may be applied to a given point in space.
In practice more than 3 measurings are usually used. In this case we will obtain the
equations with 3 unknown quantities, i.e. overdetermined system. To solve such systems
the method of least squares for n couples of values of Upri and Cl.i is to be used. This algorithm was applied to complex uGlissada". It allowed automatization of the processes of antenna conducting as well as surveying and storing information.
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Complex "Glissada" includes the units of analogous and digital treatment of a signal
and th·e system of antenna and personal computer control. .A.s a personal computer IBM
or compatible with them computers can be used.
The survey of information is conducted in the regime of antenna circular rotation.
Operator introduces necessary quantit.y of elevation angles and azimuth step. All further
operation is carried out by personal computer.
Information about radial component of the wind velocity in the process of surveying is
reproducing on the screen of the monitor. At the right lower corner you can see date of
measuring, time, elevation angle in degrees and azimuth step. Having passed this step,
antenna is stopped, and radial component of wind velocity in 256 points up to the distance
of 60 kilometres, which means every 240 metres, is measuring. Accuracy of measurement
is 10 santimetres per second. Minimum azimuth step, which "Glissada" allows to do, is 0,6
degrees. Elevation angles are established with the same accuracy. In order to obtain such a
picture we need only I minute. At the same time the field of reflectivity in DBZ may be also
produced on the screen. All information about radial component of the velocity and reflectivity is remained in personal computer and may be reproduced as a table.
After all series of measurmgs are finished the computation of different wind characteristics is made. For example, we can compute the profile and vertical component over
the radar (fig. 1). On the first graph you can see module of the wind velocity in metres per
second, on the second you can see the direction in degrees, on the third one vertical
component of wind in metres per second is represented. Positive values of vertical component correspond to upward direction. Maximum height to which computation of different
wind characteristics is made is determined by upper limit of cloudiness. The results of computation made by personal computer and arranged as a table may be reproduced into the
screen. of the monitor or printed.

Fig.!. Profile of the ~'ind velocity and vertical component
H

Besides profiles, complex "Glissada enables us to compute the wind field in radius of
30 kilometres (fig.2). The ac~uracy of the module evaluation makes up 1 metre per second,
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for direction it is 15 degrees. The network step may be chosen by operator equal to 2,5 or
5 kilometres. The scale of wind velocity is given at the right corner. Vectoral field shown
in this figure does not belong to any defmite level and resembles a cone with its peak in the
place of radar location.

•

•

•

•• •• •
•••

·...
.. ..-.-._---

"'...,...............,...

f'1 --

i' ..

I_

Dale 28/4/1182
Time 08:54 :21
EI.v. 12.0

Fig.2. The wind field
Thus, algorithm of the solution of the inverse task of the wind field reconstruction by
the values of radial component of the wind velocity enables to measure the wind velocity vector in any point of space in the zone of radar scanning using only a single Doppler radar. In this case the special method of interpretation the input information about
radial velocities is suggested. Moreover, the assumption that the wind field in the zone
of vector measuring appears to be a linear one is introduced. The zone dimensions are considered to extend from kilometres to some dozens of kilometres length.
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Ten/cI>aKc 812-2-47-86-81
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ABSTRACT
Thunderclouds were studied by meteorological radars with wavelengths 'A = 3.2 cm, 10 cm,
35 cm, 200 cm and microwave radiometers ('A = 0.8 cm, 1.46 cm, 3.2 cm). The studies were carried
out at MOO field laboratory located in Leningrad region. The results of studies are considered here.
Clouds and lightnings parameters are presented including lightnings zones locations, locations of
zones with different rainfall intensities, parameters of radar signals from lightnings and cloud water
parameters in thunderstorm days.

B nOCJIe,nHHe ro,nbI Ha nOJIeBOH 6a3e ITO HM. A.H. BoeiiKoBa oc06oe BHHMaHHe y,neIDIeTcg
HCnOJIb30B8HHlO ,nHCTa.HUHOHHbIX pa,nHOTeXHHqeCKHX cpe,nCTB (PTC) npH onpe,neJIeHHH
napaMe-rpoB rpo30BbIX 06JIaKOB H B03HHKaJOII{HX B HHX pa3pg,nOB.
C nOMOlUblO PTC 633b1 B03MO)J(JI0 npoBO,IlHTb CJIeJlYlOIUee:
- onpe,IleIDITh napaMe1phI rpo30BhIX 06JIaKOB B npouecce HX 3BOJIlOIUm, oc06eHHo
BbI3bIBaIOIIUIX HaH60JIbmHii ymep6, B qacmOCTH, H3MepgTh 0TPIDKaeMOCTh 06JIaKOB H OCa,nKOB H
BO,nHOCTh 06JIaKOB, a TaIOKe H3MepSITh reOMeTpHQeCKHe pa3MepbI 3XO-CHrHaJI08 Mereo06'beKT08,
YCT8.HaBJIHBaTb 8JIar03anaC aTMoct}lepbI 8 ,nHH B03HHKHOBeHHJI KOHBeKTHBHbIX 06JIaK08. B 3THX
ueIDIx HCnOJIb30BaJIHCb MeTeopoJIOrHqeCKHH JIOKaTOp (MPJI, A=3,2 CM ) H pa,nHOMeTpbI,
tP)'HKIlHOHHpyroIUHe Ha ),,=0,8 CM, ),,=1,46 CM H A=3,2 CM ;
- ocymeCTBIDITh pa,nHOJIOK8.UHOHHOe 06Hap}')KeHHe KaHaJIOB MOJIHHH THna 06JIaKO-3eMIDI H
06JIaKo-06JIaKO B pa,nHYce ,no 170 KM, onpe.lleIDlTb KOOp.llHHaThI ID{ pa,nHo3xa B nOJIe 3Xo-CHrHaJIOB
06JIaKoB H OCa,nK08 H H3MepSITh napaMe1pbI pa,nHO-3xa MOJIHHH C nOMOmLlO PJIC, H3nyqalOIUHX Ha
A=lO CM., 'A=35 CM H A=200 CM;
- yCTaHaBJIHBaTh 83aHMHOe pacnOJIO:>KeHHe B 06JIaKaX 30H pa3JIHlIHOi;t 01pa:>KaeMOCTH,
BO,IlHOCm, H MOJIHHeBOH aKTHBHOCTH, a TaIOKe H3MeHeHHe HX B3aHMHoro pacnOJIO:>KeHHJI npH
nepexo,ne 06JIaKOB H3 O,nHOH CTa.llHH pa38HTHJ1 8 .llPYryro.
Ha6JI1O,neHHJI 3a rpo308bIMH 06JIaKaMH npoBO.D;jITCSI 0,nH08peMeHHo BCeMH PTC.
I1H<lx>PM8.UIDI, nonyqaeMM naCCHBHO-aKTHBHbIMH PTC KOMDJIeKCa, OnepaTHBHO 06pa6aThIBaeTCg H
,noKYMeHTHpyeTcg C nOMOmLlO 3-x Il3BM. qeTLlpeXKaHaJIbHbIH 6JIOK aHaJIOro-UHc}lpoBoro
npe06p3308aHHSI n0380JISIeT npo80.llHTb OJlHoBpeMeHHYJO 06pa60TK)' ,naHHbIX C 8bIXO,nOB 4-x
pa3J1WIHbIX PJIC H npe,nCTaBIDlTh 3TH ,naHHble Ha O,nHOM JlHCnJIee.
B pe3YJIbTaTe 3KcnepHMeHTaJIbHbIX HCCJIe,noBaHHH yCTaHOBJIeHo:
1. B3aHMHoe pacnOJIO:>KeHHe B rpo30BbIX 06JIaKax 30H MOJIHHeBbIX pa3pg,nOB, 30H
pa3JUNHOH HHTeHCHBHocm
OCa,nKOB ( I ) H oTPIDKaeMocm 06JIaKOB (Z).
IlpH 3TOM
paccMaTPHBaJIHCb MOJIHHH, B03HHKlIIHe KaK B OCa,nKaX, TaK H 3a HX npe,neJIaMH. I1HTeHCH8HOCTh
OCa,nK08 OueHHBaJIaCb CyqeTOM COOTHOmeHHSI:
Z, MM6 / M 3 = 2001 1•6 MMlQac.
J];aHHble, nonyqeHHble Ha OCHOBe Ha6JI1O,neHHH 3a I5-m rpo30BbIMH 06JIaKaMH
t}lpoHT3.JILHOrO npoHCXO)K)leHHSI, HaxO,nHBmHMHCg B 3peJIOH CTa,nHH p33BH'fHg, npHBO,n.srrCg B
Ta6JI.l
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Ta6JIllUa 1.
KOJIWlecTBo rp<>30BbIX pa3PB.nOB (rP), 06Hap)')KeHHbIX B ocamcax p8.3JIWIHoii
HHTeHCHBHOCTH H 3a HX npe.neJIaMH

I, MM!q.
> 15

15-10,1

10-5,1

BHe 30HLI OC8,l(KOB
5-1

<1

fIepe.nIDUI

TbIDOBaJI 30Ha

30Ha
11

1:Nrp

65

70

145

133

38

1: N rp= 424 (100 %)
0/0

2,6

15,3

16,5

34,2

280

1: N rp= 314 (100 %)
31,4

11

89

Bcero 1: N rp= 738 (100 %)

%

57,5

42,5

113 Ta6n.1 BH.nHO, qTO 82 % rP 06Hap)')KeHbI B oca,nKaX, r.ne 1 < 10 MM!qaC, H TOJILKO
18 % rP - B 30Hax 60nee HHTeHCHBHbIX OCa,nKOB (I> 10,1 MM! qac). Pa3PB.nLI BHe 30HLI oca,nKOB
paCnpe.neJIeHbI Cne.nyIO.lIUfM 06pa30M: 11 % - B nepe.nHeH 30He OCa,nKOB OmOCHTeJIbHO HX
CMemeHIDl, 89% - B TbIDOBOH HX 30He. He HCKJIIOqeHO, qTO B3aHMHoe pacnOnO>KeHHe MOJIHHii H
OCa,nKOB 38BHCHT OT CTa,nHH pa3BHTIDI rpo30Boro 06naKa. KpoMe Toro, MOrJIH HMeTb MecTO
CnytIaH, Kor.na rP 06HapyxamanHcb 3a npe.nenaMH pa,nH03xa OCa,nKOB, <}lHKcHpyeMLIX MPJI, qTO
MOrJIO HMeTb MeCTO B rex cnyqaJIX, Kor.na Ha y.naneHIDIX OT 50 KM .no 100 KM HX HHTeHCHBHOCTb I
MHH' < 0,015 - 0, 04 MM/q. I1ccne.noBaHHe B3aHMHOrO pacnOnO>KeHHR 30H
MommeBoH
aKTHBHOCTH H 30H pa3JIH"lJHOH oTpa:>KaeMOCTH 06JIaKOB npoBO,lUiJlOCb npH onpe.neJIeHHH Z BLIIlIe
ypoBHR pacnoJIo>KeHIDI HYJIeBOH H30repMld Ha --2 KM. P83MepLI pa.nH03xa 06JIaKa Ha 3TOM ypoBHe
COnOCT8BJIgJIHCL C pa3MepaMH 3XO-CHrnanOB MOJIHHH. Aanee paCCMaTpHB8JlOCh KOJIHqeCTBO 3XOCHrH8JlOB rP B CJIe.nyIOUI;HX rpa.nanmrx C P83JIHqHOH 01'p8.)KaeMOCTbIO: Ig Z MaICC.- 0, r.n;e 0=0, 1,
2,3,4 H 5. Pe3YJILTaTbI 06pa6oTKH .naHHLIX npe.n;CT8BJIeHLI B Ta6JI. 2.
Ta6J1HIUl2
Pe3YJILTaTbl conOCT8BJIeHHR Koop.nHHaT 650 rP C30HaMB 3XO-CHrHaJIOB
rpo30BLIX 06JIaKOB
BLICOTOH 11-13 KM, HMelOUI;HX p83JIHtIHyIO OTpa>KaeMOCTb
KOJIHqeeTBO

Lg ZMaxee-O

Bcero
%

rp B 30nax Lg Z ..... -0

0=0

0=1

0=2

0=3

0=4

0=5

120

64

231

116

92

27

18,5

9,8

35,5

17,8

14,2

4,2

18,5

lli .naHHblX, npe.nCTaBJIeHHbIX B Ta6JI.2, CJIe.nyeT:
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- MOJIHHH B HHTeHCHBHLIX rpo30BLIX o6naxax cIlpoHTaJILHoro npoHCXO~eHIDI MOI)'T 61dTL
06Hap)')KeHLI KaK B 30Hax, r.ne 19 Z MaKe.' T3.K H B 30Hax, r.ne 0TPmKaeMOCTh Ha 4-5 nOpJI,ZUCOB
MeHLme MaKCHManLHOH;
- B 30Hax C 0TP8)KaeMOCThIO B npe.nenax (lg Z MaICC + 19 Z MaKC -1), TO eCTh B Henocpe.nCTBeHHOH
6nH3OCTH OT Z MaKe', o6HapyxceHo --28 % P3JlH03xa rP, OCTanLHLIe --72 % rP 6LIJIH
3acl»HICCHpoBaHLI B TeX 30Hax 06naxa, r.ne Z < 19 Z MaICc- 1.
2. TIapaMeTJlLI pa,llHo3xa BCnLImeK MOJIHHii, [ 1 ]:
2
- 3c1»cl»eKTHBHM DJIOma.nL pacceJlHIDI - 3IIP ( 0, M ) KaHanOB MOJIHHH, 06Hap)')KeHHLIX Ha
A = 35 CM H A = 200 CM npH rOpH30HTaJILHOH (Ar) H BePTHKanLHOii (A B) nOIDlpH3aIUUIx
pa,llHOBOJIH ( m6n.3 ).
Ta6JIHIJ;a 3

3IIP (
A, CM
200
35

3, M 2 ) KauanoB MOJIHHii, 06HapyxceHHLIX Ha A=35cM H A=200CM
R,KM.
50-80

IlOMPH3aIUUI
rOpH30HT8JILHM
BeJ)THK3.J1l..HM
rOpH30HTanLHM

N

50-60

BePTHK8JILHM

o, M 2

06m'

146
239
134

23
18,3
19,7

152

18,3

- BpeMJI cymeCTBOBauIDI p8.nHo3xa BCnLImeK MonHHH (1: ) Ha A r , B=200 CM
CM ('t 200 r ,'t 200 B, t

3S rH 't 3S B)

3HaqeHIDI

R,KM
30-40
70-90
115-120

A. r , B= 35

(Ta6n.4).

t 200 r

r, MC
320
270
250

1: 200

H

H t

200 B

Ta6mma4
B 38BHCHMOCTH OT R
t 200B,

280
230
170

MC

Nrp
47
333
135

Cpe.nHee BpeMJI cymeCTBOB8HHJI pa..nH03xa KaHanOB MOJIHHH, 06HapyxceHHLIX npH R=60120 KM Ha A. r B= 35 CM, COCT8BMeT -300 MC.
,
COnOCTaBJIeHHe t 200 B H 1: 35 B, a TaIOKe t 200 r H t 35 r nOKa3LIB8.1OT HX He3Ha'lHTeJILHoe
B3aHMHoe pa3J1H'Dfe, tITO .naeT OCHOBaHHe }'TBe}»K.naTh 0 paBHOH Bepo.SITHOCTH 06HapyxceHIDI
MOJIHHii ,nBYMJI1lfI1aMH PJIC Merp( A. = 200 CM) H PJIC ~ ( A. = 35CM), HMelOmHMH O.nHHaKOByro
nOJIJIPH3a.nmo pa.nHOBOJIH.
npH qaCTOTe nOCLIJIOK 30lI,I\HPyromHX HMIl}'JILCOB PJIC, 06Hap}')KHB8JOmHX MOJIHHH, paBHOH 300
ru ( T=3,3 MC ), C nOMOmLlO T8.KHX PJIC npH BepnncanLHOH H rOpH30HT8JIhHOH nOJIJlpH3a:QHH
aHTeHH MO)I(HO 3acllHKcHpoBaTh -50-90 3XO-eHrHaJIOB O,llHH01JHLIX BCnLImeK MO.JIHHii, 'ITO
06ecneq}f8aeT BLICOKYlO Ha.ne)I(HOCTh 06HapyxceHIDI K~oii BCnLIIIIKH MOJIHHH.
3. Onpe,lleneHLI CnOMOIULIO PlIC MeTp' pa3MepLI pa.nHo3xa BCnLImeK MOJIHHH B pa.nHanLHOM
HanpaBneHHH, B cpe.nHeM paBHLIe 8,9 KM npH MaKCHMaJILHLIX 3HatIeHIDlX .no 20 KM. 3TH pa3MepLI
COBna.naIOT Cpa3MepaMH pa.nH03xa, yCTaHOBJIeHHLIMH pa3HOCTHo-.nanLHOMepHoH CHCTeMOH [ 2 ].
4. YCTaHOBneHO, 111'0 B HIOHe - HIOne B lIeHHHrpa.ncKoH 06nacTH MOI)'T B03HHKaTh
aHOMaJlLHLIe rpo30BLIe 06JIaKa, B KOTOpbIX 3acllHKcHpoBaHbI aHOManLHLIe BcnldWKH MOJIHHH [ 3 ].
Tame 06JIaKa HMelOT cJIe.nyromHe xapaKTepHCTHKH:
-HMeIOT BepXHlOIO rpa.HIi:QY pa,llHo3xa H B.r. > 10 KM,
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-B HHX c}lHKCHPYJOTCJI 30HhI C BLICOKOH OTpa:>KaeMOCThIO (lg Z >3,0 ), HMelO~e
Bep1llK8JlLHyK> npoTJDKeHHOCTh,ll;O 7 - 9 KM.
OrJIH'IHTeJIbHoA OC06eHHOCThIO aHOM8JlLHLIX 06naxoB JlBnJleTCJI TO, qTO npH HX
B03HHKHOBeHHH B HHX MO)KHO 06Hapyx<HTh pa,ZJ;H03xa BCnLIweK MOnHHli, cne,l.l;YJOIIUIX qepe3 A
t=2,5 - 3,5 ceK. HMenu MecTO cnyqaH, KOr,ll;a MOnHHH pemclpHpoBanHCh qepe3 A t < 1 ceK.
Hcnonb:JyeMWI B Ha6n1O,ll;eHHJIX Ha 683e PJIC MeTp. 06bNHO He 06Hapyx<HBaeT 06naxoB H
OC8JU(OB. TIPH nOJIBneHHH aHOMMhHLIX rpo30BhIX 06naKoB 3Ta Pnc c}lHKCHpyer B HHX
,l.I;HcKpeTHbIe 30HhI nOCTOJlHHOrO oTpa:>KeHHJI (3TIO), nnOmanb KOTOphIX B 80% cnyqaeB He
2
npeBLIlIIaeT 150 KM , QTO COOTBeTCTByer pa,l.I;H8JlLHOit HX npoTJDKeHHOCTH
R < 6,8 KM. B
OT,ll;ellhHlde ,l(HH Ha6mo,ll;eHHH BpeMJI CymecTBOB8HHJI pa.nH03xa 3ITO Ha 3Kp8Hax PJIC MeTp'
H3MeHJIJIOCh B npe,ll;enax OT 5 ,ll;0 52 MHH.
S. TIo pe3YnhTaTaM CBQ-pa,l.l;HOMe1pJAeCKHX H3MepeHHit napaMeTpOB aTMocc}lepLI H
06naxoB B nepHO,ll; HHTeHCHc}l1fK8llHH 3neKlpHQeCKOH aKTHBHOCTH nonyqeHhI CTaTHCTHQeCKHe
,l.I;aHHLIe 0 Bnar03aDace aTMocc)epLI (Q), cO,ll;epxcameit KOHBeKTHBHhIe 06naKa Ha Pa3JIH'IIUdX
CTa..ZJ:HJIX P83BIfI'HJI, B TOM qucne Ha CTaJUIH rpo30BOH aKTHBHOCTH. B nepHO,l.l;LI, KOr,ll;a
KOHBeKTHBHhIe 06naxa ,nOCrnranH CTa..ZJ:HH rpo30Boro 06naxa, OTMeqaJIHCh HaH60JIbmHe 3HaQeHIDI
Bnar03anaca aTMoc4»epbI (m6n.5), Me30Macwm6Hhle BapHa.mm Bn8r03aDaca aTMocc}lephI B
06nacTH rpo30Boro 06JIaKa B OT.lleJIbHLIX CJIyq8JIX npeBLlIUanH 50% cpe.llHerO 3HaqeHIDI [ 4 ].
Ta6JIHInl5
Cpe,nHee 3HaQeHHe H cpe,nHee KBanparnqecKoe OTKnOHeHHe 0 A B 3eHHTe
B mm p83BHTHJI KOHBeKTHBHLIX 06naxoB
IIapaMeTPhI
C3 ( 0 A ), Kr/M 2
CKO (Q), KI'/M 2

Cu
19,73
3,17

Cb, rpo30Bble 06naKa
29,65
2,93

Ha Orpa.lllAeHHOM KOnJAeCTBe Ha6n1O,neHIdi yCTaHOBneHO HecoBna,neHHe KOOp,nHHaT 30H

rP H MaxCHM8JlLHOH BO,ll;HOCTH B rpo30BOM 06naxe.
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1 MEASUREMENT TECHNOLOGY, PERFORMANCE,
AND QUALITY ASSURANCE

1.4 Measurement of the Atmospheric Composition
Keynote Paper

Atmospheric Composition - A Challenge for the Observations
Wolfgang Fricke
Deutscher Wetterdienst
Meteorologisches Observatorium Hohenpeissenberg
Albin-Schwaiger-Weg 10
D-82383 Hohenpeissenberg
Germany
Fax +49 8805 9200 229
e-Mail: Wolfgang.Fricke@dwd.de

1 Introduction

When meteorological observations gradually started and first networks were established about
200 years ago, emphasis was put on the measurement of physical parameters in the atmosphere with
the aim of analyzing and predicting weather and climate. Nowadays, data on the physical condition
of the atmosphere are routinely collected by a world-wide network of synoptic, climatological and
aerological observation stations. Data on the chemical condition of the atmosphere became
increasingly important in the course of the 20th century; first for reducing the impact of air
pollution on human health, then for protecting the environment against e.g. acidic rain, stratospheric
ozone loss, increases in tropospheric ozone, and climate modification due to changes in the
radiative balance of the earth-atmosphere system. The need for global atmospheric chemistry
monitoring programs was first met by the World Meteorological Organization in the 1950's. These
first and very important efforts were consolidated in 1989, when the Global Atmosphere Watch
(GAW) Program was implemented.

2 The GAW Program

The objective of GAW as a worldwide coordinated network of observing stations is to monitor the
long-term evolution of the atmospheric composition on a global and regional scale in order to assess
this contribution to climate change and environmental issues. For this purpose it provides up-to-date
information on the chemical composition of the atmosphere and related physical parameters and
addresses specific issues related to changes in the global atmosphere (climate, ozone, pollution
transport etc.). GAW is committed to deliver high-quality and long-term data in order to support
scientific studies on the state of the atmosphere and its evolution in the past and future with respect
to climate change. It represents an effort of exceptional complexity in the field of environmental
measurement and assessment. The main elements of GAW are
•
•
•
•

A network of 22 global and about 400 regional stations
3 Quality Assurance / Science Activity Centers (QAlSAC)
World Calibration Centers (WCC)
World Data Centers (WDC)
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The parameters to be monitored in the GAW program are (Miller, 1998)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Greenhouse gases (carbon dioxide, CFCs, methane, nitrous oxide, tropospheric ozone)
Ozone (surface, total column, vertical profile by both ground-based and satellite)
Solar radiation including ultra-violet
Precipitation chemistry
Chemical and physical properties of aerosol including optical depth
Reactive gases (carbon monoxide, sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides, volatile organic
compounds)
Persistent organic pollutants and heavy metals
Radionuclides (krypton-8S, radon, beryllium-7, lead 210)
Meteorological observations

The global stations are supposed to monitor as many of these components as possible, while
regional stations may have a less extensive monitoring program. The actual map of GAW global
stations is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1: Geographical distribution ofGA W global stations (Source: WMO-AREP, 1999)

The Quality Assurance / Science Activity Centers (QAlSAC) give support to the stations by
providing standard operating procedures for the measurements to ensure internationally comparable
data quality, by organizing audits and instrument calibrations, by taking care of data quality control
where necessary, by assisting with training, capacity building programs and by arranging
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partnerships between GAW stations ("twinning"). They were established in Japan (for Asia and
Oceania), the USA (for the Americas) and Gennany (for Europe and Africa).
Most WCCs have global responsibility for perfonning station audits of selected parameters. The
following WCCs are established: For precipitation chemistry (SUNYIUSA), carbon dioxide
(NOAA/USA), carbon monoxide, surface ozone and methane (EMPAlCH) (Hofer et aI., 1998),
radiation and optical depth (PMOD/CH), total ozone (Brewer: MSC/CDN, Dobson: NOAA/USA),
and vertical ozone sondes (FZJ/D). The QAlSAC Americas at SUNY conducts annual
intercomparisons of precipitation chemistry laboratories participating in the GAW program. There
is still a need for a long-tenn funding of WCCs for aerosol physics and chemistry, DV radiation,
radionuclides, CFCs, VOC, S02, NO x, N 20 and radioactive tracers.
The quality controlled data are finally archived in the World Ozone and Ultraviolet Radiation Data
Center (WOUDC) at MSC Toronto (Canada), in the World Data Center for Surface Ozone
(WDCSO) at NILU, Kjeller (Norway), in the World Data Center for Greenhouse Gases (WDCGG)
at Tokyo (Japan), in the World Radiation Center (WRDC) at St. Petersburg (Russian Federation), in
the World Data Center for Aerosols (WDCA) at Ispra (Italy) in the World Data Center for Aerosol
Optical Depth at Asheville (USA) and in the World Data Center for Precipitation Chemistry
(WDCPC) at Asheville (USA). Maps of stratospheric ozone data are generated at the Ozone
Mapping Center (W03DC) at Thessaloniki (Greece).

3 The technical challenge

Besides the large logistical and organizational effort associated with such a complex worldwide
monitoring network there are numerous technical drawbacks that have to be known and considered.
The three major components accounting for 99.96% of dry air - nitrogen, oxygen and argon - show
no significant variation with time and are climatically not relevant. Concentrations of substances
that affect climate are variable according to their atmospheric residence time and range from a few
hundred ppm (C02) to some ppt. They require measurement techniques with low detection limits,
especially at the remote GAW global stations. The GAW objective of creating "data of known
quality, adequate for their intended use" mostly means a need for creating data of high quality with
high accuracy and precision in order to enable early detection of trends in a time series strongly
masked by meteorological noise. But even well established commercial instruments may cause
problems - sometimes under certain conditions only - that demand experience since they are not
described in the manuals. The following examples may serve as an illustration for interference
causing misinterpretation of data.
The GFCINDIR method for carbon monoxide allows continuous monitoring, requires little
maintenance and is therefore a well established method. However, it shows interference with water
vapor or other gases absorbing in the same IR range. Using synthetic air as zero gas or not
detennining the zero value within relatively short time intervals can lead to false measurements, as
Fig. 2 illustrates. The black squares show the measured CO signal, corrected for the zero value at
midnight only. If the zero signal (black circles) influenced by variable water vapor concentrations
(like the CO signal itself) is measured every 20 minutes and subtracted from the measured CO
signal, the resulting corrected mixing ratios (solid line) are significantly different from before. The
price for the improved data quality is a discontinuous measurement with a reduced time resolution
of 20 minutes.
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Fig. 3 shows high concentrations of Aitken particles at Hohenpeissenberg between 11 :00 and 15 :00
CET on Feb 7, 2000, originating from a small local forest fire. They cause opposite interference in
the ozone signal of two different monitors: While the instrument using DV absorption for ozone
detection shows an increase in ozone, the chemiluminescence instrument suggests decreasing
mixing ratios; both correlate resp. anticorrelate well with the Aitken particle concentration. These
small particles obviously pass the 5 J.lm pore filter in the sampling lines of both instruments. In the
DV absorption monitor they are then retained in the scrubber that creates the reference signal,
causing an artificial positive ozone interference. In the other ozone monitor the chemiluminescence
reaction between 0 3 and ethene is quenched by the Aitken particles in the reaction chamber,
causing an artificial negative ozone interference. The bold black curve was obtained with a nearby
third ozone monitor not influenced by the forest fire plume. The interference did not appear during
the event with reduced ozone mixing ratios around 7:00 CET, when Aitken particle concentrations
were low.
These interference effects with Aitken particles are important and must be considered in areas with
frequent biomass burning. They were only noticeable since ozone monitors with different detection
techniques were operated parallel. This emphasizes the necessity for detailed comparison of
instruments working with different detection principles. Standardization of instruments is desirable
but not always feasible, especially when sampling methods have to be adjusted to very different
climatological conditions. In this context it has to be stressed that, in addition to the monitoring
instruments, the whole air inlet system has to be thoughtfully designed and taken into account for
calibration. Wherever it is possible, measurements should be traceable back to a common standard.

4 The scientific challenge
A sound analysis of the meteorological and climatological conditions at the GAW station is a
prerequisite for the scientific evaluation and interpretation of the chemical data. Trajectories are a
very useful tool for relating concentrations measured at a receptor site to possible sources.

100%

75%

50%

25%

0%

Fig. 4: Probabilities for positions ofair 24 hours before arrival at the GA W station

Hohenpeissenberg at 3 km a.s.!. Daily trajectories (00 and 12 UT) 1992-1998.
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Trajectory climatologies give an impression of the distances from which the air can be transported
to the respective GAW station within a given time interval. Fig. 4 shows an example of probabilities
for positions of air 24 hours prior to arrival at the GAW station Hohenpeissenberg at 3 km a.s.l.,
calculated from trajectories twice a day in 1992 to 1998 with the TRAJEK model of the German
Meteorological Service (Fay et aI., 1995). The single trajectory positions were counted into grid
elements whose size is shown in the upper left corner of the graph. Then, areas of equal cumulative
frequency were plotted. The graph shows that there is a higher probability for the air to be
southwest to west rather than east of Hohenpeissenberg 24 hours prior to arrival at the station. With
a 50o~ probability it is within a circle of 600 km radius with center over eastern France. Graphs like
these also allow for an assessment of the air-shed of a receptor site for trace substances with
different atmospheric residence times.
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speedfor assessing its background value (Kaminski and Gilge, 2000).
An example for the importance of combining atmospheric chemistry data with meteorological data

is given in Fig. 5. The background mixing ratio of ozone can easily he derived, when it is plotted as
a function of wind speed: While local effects on ozone like photochemical production in summer
and chemical destruction or deposition in winter are mainly observable at low wind speed, mixing
ratios converge with growing wind speed towards a value which can be interpreted as the
background mixing ratio.
It is one of the scientific challenges to separate measured concentrations into a fraction due to
transport and another due to local formation/destruction. Since most physical and chemical data in
the atmosphere contain local, regional and large-scale information, whereas GAW is mainly
interested in the early detection of large scale changes in the atmosphere (i.e. in data with high
spatial representativeness), the GAW DACH project was initiated in 1996. It is a joint cooperation
between the German, Austrian and Swiss (D-A-CH) Meteorological Agencies DWD, ZAMG and
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SMI. The aim is to investigate the spatial representativeness of the GAW data at four alpine
mountain sites and to develop filters for extracting data with extended spatial representativeness
from the dataset. Filter functions which point out concentration fluctuations caused by local
meteorological and chemical processes are expected to be an important tool for detecting trends
earlier and more reliably. The flagging of data according to their representativeness in space
increases the potential for their interpretation. Such a characterization of data should be
implemented at all GAW stations. This requires the data bases in the GAW data centers to allow for
storage of these flags. The DACH cooperation is a promising model of cooperation with and among
other GAW stations. It serves for data quality, which is an inevitable pre-requisite for data
evaluation and interpretation. The way of cooperation within the DACH project can therefore serve
as a general model of linking stations with the aim of characterizing a whole region with respect to
atmospheric chemistry. A first report from this project was recently published (Fricke et aI., 2000).
A number of Scientific Advisory Groups (SAG) has been established by the WMO in order to
elaborate recommendations for the measurement techniques within GAWand to give assistance to
the stations with respect to scientific questions. Close cooperation between scientists at the GAW
stations and research institutes as well as universities is very important for the success of the
program.

5 The political challenge and benefit

A few words should be said about the political challenge of establishing a global, long-term
network for atmospheric chemistry. The establishment of stations in the frame of GAW requires a
long-term financial commitment and may therefore be difficult. The scientific community dealing
with atmospheric research expects an increasing influence of human activity on the atmosphere
with growing global population and related increasing energy production and industrial activities in
the 21 st century. National and international policy decisions affecting the environment in this
century will strongly depend on reliable scientific data gathered through GAW. The mutual
dependency of countries in global meteorology is obvious and has long been recognized. The same
holds for data on the chemical condition of the atmosphere, although it might not yet be that
obvious. The meteorological and chemical networks were often established independently from
each other. It is time to merge them into a common network. Meteorological agencies in all
countries should be encouraged to establish own stations or to make financial contributions to joint
stations or routine measurement programs within GAW. Only national agencies with continuous
funding can guarantee the necessary long-term commitment for a network like this. Climate
protection is a global challenge, it can therefore only succeed in the frame of a global effort.

6 Outlook

A new focus within GAW will be on the GAW Urban Research Meteorology and Environment
(GURME) project. It responds to the requests for assistance by many national meteorological
services in dealing with urban issues, the management of which requires special attention. More
emphasis will have to be put on capacity building, education and twinning, and the exchange of
experience between the active GAW stations. Close cooperation with satellite programs measuring
ozone and other trace components including aerosols (ground truthing) will be improved in order to
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further develop GAW into a 3-dimensional network. The actual strategic plan for GAW
(WMO, 1997) is being revised and actualized.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Study on minor gases components in the atmosphere, at present time, attracts more and more
attention because of it's important role in the atmospheric chemistry processes in the troposphere.
Increase of concentration of gases components in the atmosphere, especially in the city region is caused
mainly by development of industry and transportation, so control of gases component at different
geographical places has became a crucial problem both for the atmospheric chemistry and for air
quality assessment[l, 2].
A ground-based spectroscopic method for monitoring gases components content in the
atmosphere is developed in this paper, and some results of CO column content in Beijing district
obtained by using solar spectroscopy are given and discussed.
2.METHOD AND APPARATUS
According to atmospheric molecular spectroscopy, most gases components in the atmosphere
have their own characteristic spectrum in the infrared region, that gives a foundation for determination
of their content in the atmosphere by using spectroscopic method, namely, content of a given
component can be determined according to it's absorption at a selected wavelength. Some spectral
parameters used for remote sensing of some gases constituents in the atmosphere are give in Tab 1.
Tab 1. Spectral parameters for some gases in the atmosphere
species
CO 2
CO
CH 4
C 2H 4
N 20
03
N0 2
H 2O

absorption band (Jlm)
2.06
4.63
3.33
3.36
4.5
9.6
0.44
6.3

absorption line (cm-I)
4854.40
2158.30
2998.91
2976.8
2469.10
1043.80
22994.0
2156.59

spectral resolution (cm-I)
0.25
0.20
0.20
0.07
0.20
0.20
0.50
0.14

The used spectroscopic method for gases content measurement is based on absorption of solar
radiation at by a given gas to be measured [3,4].
For a selected wavenumber, solar radiation reached at earth's surface I(v) is given by following
equation:
1(v) = fA(v-v')dv' .10 (v) exp[-m fC(z)k(v,p,T,)dz]
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where: I(v), Io(v) are solar radiation at surface and at top of the atmosphere, respectively, A(v) is
instrumentation function, m is atmospheric mass, k is absorption coefficient, C is
concentration of gas to be measured, P, T are atmospheric pressure and temperature,
respectively.
It can be seen, that gas column content can be written as

C=~[C(z)dz
ml

Generally speaking, determination of gas column content needs a set of data such as vertical
profile of the measured gas, profile of pressure, profile of temperature, and overlap spectrum of various
atmospheric components as well, that make the problem unresolvable in practice, for this reason,
atmospheric gaseous components are measured by using spectroscopic method with high spectral
resolution. that means the used spectroscopic instrument should have spectral resolution in order of one
or two halfwilth of the selected absorption line. Besides, the selected absorption line should be as pure
as possible in order to remove interference of other components in the atmosphere.
Since 1992, monitoring of CO, H2 0, CH4 , N 2 0 column contents by using above-mentioned solar
spectroscopy have been made in Beijing district. For this purpose, a spectroscopic system with high
spectral resolution of 0.2 cm- l is used, the system consist mainly of sun tracking system, spectrometer
with grating of 300 lines per 1 mm, head-cooled detector and data taking unit.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSS
As a example, some results of CO column content measured in time period from 1992 to 1999 are
given in Tab.2 for estimation of air quality and it's variation in Beijing district.

Tab. 2 CO column content in the atmosphere in Beijing (1992,1996-1999)
year
month

daily
average
maximum

minimum

average
~c

1998

1997

1996

1992

1999

9

10

10

11

12

5

10

11

10

11

6

7

10

11

0.149

0.125

0.161

0.181

0.141

0.112

0.093

0.157

0.157

0.185

0.146

0.145

0.120

0.151

0.177

0.197

0.192

0.665

0.247

0.279

0.123

0.372

0.328

0.416

0.289

0.232

0.358

0.493

0.082

0.079

0.075

0.084

0.064

0.066

0.077

0.065

0.088

0.086

0.094

0.060

0.065

0.067

0.046

0.106

0.057

0.048

0.027

0.080

0.092

0.097

0.060

0.051

0.060

0.086

Besides average CO content, the maximum and minimum CO contents are also given in Tab. 2
showing a large variation range. It is interest to compare the average CO contents, C with background
CO content Cb for the days of measurement. Generally speaking, Cb represents unpolluted atmosphere.
So, difference between C and Cb (LlC=C-C b ) can be considered as a mark of the atmospheric pollution
level with CO. As it can be seen, for Beijing, the average LlC ranges from 0.03 atm.cm to 0.10 atm.cm
for the time period of measurements , while in very clear days and under appropriate meteorological
condition, CO content of 0.070 atm.cm was observed as CO background content for Beijing area. The
most lowest CO contents closing to it's background value were observed in Beijing when the wind
direction is Northern and Northern-Western and average wind speed is about 6--7m/s in layer of
0--300m.
Further analysis of meteorological data obtained at meteorological tower shows that in the most
case, the background CO content is observed under unstable stratification and rapid increase of wind
speed with altitude in layer up to 300m. It is easy to understand that the CO background content and all
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low CO contents are observed only under more appropriate meteorological conditions favorable to
spreading pollutants in the atmosphere.
A typical example for measured daily variation of CO column content for some days is given in
Fig. 1. It can be seen, that on 9 November, 1996, CO column content reaches it's maximum of 0.48
atm.cm, that is highest CO content for whole period of measurements. Wind direction on the day is
165,..,190, average wind speed ranges from 1.7 m/s to 2.5 m/s, and almost no variation of wind speed
with altitude was observed, moreover, such wind structure lasted for 3 days. All these meteorological
conditions lead to accumulation of pollutants in the boundary layer. On 7 October, 1992, the
meteorological condition was the similar to that on 9 November, 1996, but CO content was obviously
lower, that is explained by possible increase of atmospheric pollutants for last years in Beijing and also
by working of heating equipment during the measuring period in 1996.
Dependence of CO increase ~C on wind direction in the layer of 0,..,300m for various days in
1992 and 1996 is analyzed and is presented in Fig. 2. As Fig. 2 shows that the highest ~C are observed
under wind direction of 150,..,180 both for 1992 and 1996, that is understandable, because our
observation site is located at Northern part of Beijing district, in case of 150,..,180 wind direction air
mass reached observation site must pass whole Beijing city, that causes ~C increase.
As for wind speed, a concept on stay time t of air mass over Beijing city before it reached field of
observation is introduced to estimate influence of wind speed on variation of CO content in the
atmosphere. It is proposed that we have t = L/V, where L is distance from city boundary in windward
direction to observation site, V is average wind speed in 0,..,300m layer.
After we have time t, variation of CO column content C from day to day can be explained by
using equation C=Qet, where Q is a specific intensity of CO source.
There from the CO emission intensity of Beijing city can be estimated easily if CO content and
stay time of air mass over Beijing city are known.
4.CONCLUSION
1. Solar spectroscopic method is a more prospective way for determination of gases species column
content in the atmosphere, especially for study on city pollution.
2. Selection of observation site at Northern side of Beijing for gases column content study is very
reasonable, in case of Northern wind, the background content for Beijing district can be observed
and in case of Southern wind, more high content of measured species representing serious air
pollution in Beijing area is observed.
3. CO column content of 0.070 atm.cm can be considered as a background CO content Cb in the
atmosphere in Beijing.
4. Under some appropriate meteorological conditions, CO column content over Beijing city can reach
as high as 0.48 atm.cm, that exceeds it's background value in about 6 times.
5. Emission of measured species intensity in Beijing district can be estimated on base of measured
column content and average wind speed in 0,..,300m layer.
REFERENCES
1. Dvoryashina et. aI., On the carbon monoxide atmospheric abundance variation for 1970 1982. Izv.
Akad. Nauk. SSSR, Ser. Fiz. Atmosfer i Okeana, 20, 40,..,47, 1984.
2. Dianov-Klokov V.I., Spectroscopic investigations of gaseous pollutants in the atmosphere above
cities, Izv. Akad, SSSR, Ser. Fiz. Atmosfer i Okeana, 20, 883,..,900, 1984.
3. Fokeeva E. V., Peculiarities of a technique for determination of carbon oxide integral content over
city, Izv. Akad. Nauk. SSSR, Ser. Fiz Atmosfer i Okeana, 17, 829,..,833, 1981.
4. Dianov-Klokov V.I. et. aI., Spectroscopic measurements of atmospheric carbon monoxide and
methane 1: Latitudinal distribution, J. ofAtmospheric Chemistry, 8, 139,..,151, 1989.
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MAJI03ATPATHbIE TEXHOJIOfill1 METPOJIOfl1QECKOfO 06ECIlEQEHIDI
MOHHTOPHHrA 3AfP5I3HEHIDI A TMOC<I>EPhI
BOJIb6epr H.III., fypeBHq H.f, Ky3bMHHa T.A. H naBJIeHKO A.A.
rJIaBHasI re0«pH3HqeCKaR 06cepBaTopHjl HM. A.H. BoeHKoBa,
YJI. Kap6b1llieBa, n.7, CaHKT-neTep6ypr, POCCHSI
TeJI.247-86-70, <!laKc 247-86-61, E-mail volberg@main.mgo.rssi.ru

Results of studies are considered on development of low- cost technologies for metrological
support of air pol1ution monitoring: solid - samples' mini-set for external checking accuracy and
precision of laboratory analysis; stable solid and liquid samples of unstable pollutants; non-cylinder
portable equipment for external checking of calibration precision of CO- analyzers; portable
generator of testing-gas mixtures; technique of error decreasing for network measurements using
passive samplers.

)J;JIR 06eCneqeHHR nOCTOBepHOCTH nOJIyqaeMOH HH«popMaUHH 0 3arpR3HeHHH 06'beKTOB
npHponHoH cpe,Ubl He06xo,UHM CHCTeMarnqeCKHH BHelliHHH KOHTPOJIb TOqHOCTH npOBeneHHR
aHaJIH30B npo6 B ceTeBblX JIa60paTopHjlx. OrpaHHqeHHOCTh ~HHaHcHpoBaHHR 3THX pa60T
3aCTaBJI»eT HCKaTh nyTH CHIDKeHHjI HX CTOHMOCTH. UeJIblO HaCTO»TueH pa60TbI RBMeTCR KpaTKoe
H3JIO)KeHHe Pe3YJIbTaTOB HCCJIe,UOBaHHH, npoBonHBlliHXCR B 3TOM HanpaBJIeHHH B JIa60paropHH
MeTOllOB MOHHTopHHra 3arpSl3HeHHjI aTMoc~epHoro
B03,Uyxa rJIaBHOH reO~H3HqeCKOH
06cepBaTopHH, RBJIRlOmenCR B 3TOH 06JIaCTH 6a30BOH opraHH3aUHeH no MeTpOJIOrHH <l>e,UepaJIbHOH
cny)K6b1 POCCHH no rH,UpoMeTeOpOJIOrHH H MOHHTOpHHry OKpy)KalOmeH cpe,UbI.
KOHTpoJIb TOQHOCm aHaJIH3a nyreM paCCblJIKH B JIa60paTopHH IIIH«ppoBaHHblX npo6 »BJIReTCR
cymecTBeHHo 60JIee 3KOHOMHqHblM, QeM HHCneKTopcKHH C Bble3,UOM Ha MeCTO. KpoMe Toro, ero
MO)KHO npoBo,UHTb npaKTHqeCKH O,UHoBPeMeHHo BO Bcex npoBep»eMblx JIa60paTopHjlx. 3T0 naeT
60raTblH MaTepHaJI nJI» oueHKH npaBHJIbHOCTH H BocnpoH3BonHMocTH pe3YJIbTaTOB aHaJIH3a B
ceTeBblX JIa60paTopHRx. qame Bcero B HaCTO»mee BpeMjI TaKoH KOHTpoJIb ocymecTBMIOT nyTeM
paCCblJIKH aMnyJI C paCTBOpaMH, COnep)KamHMH onpe,UeJI»eMoe BemeCTBO B KOHueHTPaUHH,
. H3BecTHoH TOJIbKO npoBepRlOmeH opraHH3aUHH. CJIe,UyeT oTMeTHTb, o,UHaKo, QTO 3TOT MeTO,U He
n03BOMeT Ha,Ue)KHO KOHTpoJIHpoBaTh norpeIIIHOCTh H3MepeHHH BO BceM ,UHana30He H3MepReMblX
KOHueHTpaUHH. H3-3a HenOCTaTOqHOH YCTOHqHBOCTH cJIa6b1x paCTBopoB ,Ua)Ke YCTOHqHBblX BemeCTB
( qTO jlBJIReTCR CJIe,UCTBHeM B3aHMo,UeHCTBHjI paCTBopOB co CTeHKaMH aMnyJIbI) HH)KHHH npe,UeJI
KOHueHTPaUHH B rocynapcTBeHHblX CTaH,UapTHblX 06pa3uax 06b1qHO COCTaBJISleT 1 Mr/cM 3 . BMecTe C
TeM, OC06b1H HHTepec npH KOHTPOJIe npenCTaBMIOT KOHueHTPaUHH Ha ,UBa - TPH nOpjl,UKa MeHblliHe,
HaH60JIee QaCTO BCTpeQalOIUHeCR npH aHaJIH3e 06'beKToB OKpY)KalOmeH Cpe,UbI. KpoMe Toro, BeCbMa
)KeJIaTeJIbHO HMeTb ueJIblH Ha60p
06pa3uOB, OXBaThIBalOmHH BeCb ,UHana30H H3MepReMblx
KOHueHTPaUHH 6e3 MHorocryneHqaTOrO pa36aBJIeHHR HCXO,UHoro pacTBopa.
)J;JIjI 06eCneqeHH» BHelliHero KOHTpoJIR TOqHOCTH aHaJIH30B npo6 npH MOHHTopHHre
3arpR3HeHHR aTMoc~epHoro B03,Uyxa HaMH 6bmH pa3pa60TaHbI cnoc06b1 H3rOTOBJIeHHjI TBep'ublx
06pa3uOB, co,UeJ»KamHx HOH aMMoHH», HHTPHT-, XJIOpH,U- H cYJIb~aT-HOHbI. 06pa3ubl rOTOBjlTCR
nyTeM TOqHOrO n03HpoBaHH» B MHKpOSlQeHKH H3 nOJIHMepHOH nJIeHKH pacTBopa HY)KHoro
BemeCTBa TOqHO H3BecTHoH ,UOCTaTOQHO 60JIbIIIOH KOHueHTPaUHH C nOCJIe,UYlOmHM BblcyIIIHBaHHeM
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HaHeceHHOH KannH. PaCTBOp CO,llep:>KHT .n:06aBK)' COe.n:HHeHIDI, 06eCneqHBaIOmerO nocne HCnapeHIDI
paCTBOpHTeIDI 06p330BaHHe npOqHOrO KOHrnOMepaTa, npHKneeHHOrO K nonHMepy.
):(OCTOHHCTBaMH TBep,nbIX 06P33QOB BemeCTB no cpaBHeHHIO C )l(Jf,L(KHMH RBJUIIOTCR:
-HeorpaHHqeHHbIH

CpoK

xpaHeHIDI

,nIDKe

MHKpoKOnHqeCTB

YCTOHqlfBbIX

BemeCTB

H3-3a

npaKTnqeCKH nonHoro OTCyrCTBIDI HX B3aHMO,lleHCTBIDI C nonHMepHOH no,nnO)J(KOH KaK BCJIe,nCTBHe
ee HHepTHOCrn, qHCTOTbI H HHqTO:>KHOH CKopocrn .n:H<I><I>Y3HH B TBep.n:OM TeJIe, TaK M M3-3a

OqeHb

He6oJIbmOH BenHqHHbI nOBepXHocrn HX KOHTaKTa~
-OTcyTCTBHe

onaCHOCTH

p33pymeHIDI

H3-3a

3aMep3aHIDI,

KOMnaKTHOCTb

H

MaJIaR

Macca

3HaqlfTennHO 06nerqaIOmHe H y.n:emeBnRIOmHe HX nepeCbmK)' no no-qTe~
-B03MO:>KHOCTb JIerKO MeHRTb
BeJIMqMHbI

BbIcymHBaeMoH

CO,llep)l(aHHe ,n03HpyeMoro BemeCTBa B 06p33Qe H3MeHeHMeM

KanJIH

paCTBopa,

qTO

cymecTBeHHO

06JIerqaeT

M3rOTOBJIeHMe

KOMnJIeKTOB 06P33QOB, OXBaTbIBaIOmHX BeCb .n:Han330H H3MepReMbIX MeTo,nHKOH ero KOnHqeCTB.
BocnpOH3Bo,nHMOCTb MaCCbI .n:03HpOBaHHoro BemeCTBa B TBep.n:bIX 06p33QaX KOHeqHO Hlf)l(e, qeM
BocnpoH3BO,llHMOCTb

KOHQeHrpaQMH

paCTBopa,

p33JIHTOrO

Cpe,nHeKBa,npaTnqeCKOe OTKnOHeHHe ):(AA TBep,llbIX 06P33QOB
npe.n:eJIax OT

±3

.n:o

7% .

H3

O,llHOrO

cocy.n:a.

p33HbIX BemeCTB HaxO,llHTCR B

O.n:HaKo, 3TO qaCTHqHO KOMneHcHpyeTcR

OTcyTCTBMeM norpemHocrn OT

MHorocryneHqaTOrO p336aBneHIDI , He06xo.n:MMoro npH Hcnonb30BaHHH :>KH,nKHX 06P33QOB.
Oc06eHHo B~OH H
coxpaHRIOmHXcR

cymeCTBeHHO

60nee rpy,nHOH

06P33QOB HeCTOU:KHX BemeCTB,

A!cryaJIbHOCTb n06JIeMbI 06yCJIOBneHa TeM, qTO
06P33QOB HeCTOU:KHX BemeCTB rpa,nYHpoBK)'

RBnReTCR

3a,naqa C03,naHIDI

xopomo

npe)l(,L(e Bcero .n:HOKCM,L(a cepbI H cepoBo,nopo,na.

H3-Ja OTCyrCTBIDI rocy,napcTBeHHbIX CTaH,llapTHbIX
cpe.n:cTB

M3MepeHIDI npHxo.n:HTCR

npOM3Bo,nHTb

C

nOMOmbIO cMeceu:, arreCTaQIDI KOTOpbIX ocymeCTBIDIeTCR Ha MeCTe HCnOJIb30BaHIDI C npHMeHeHHeM
,llpyroro MeTo,na. OqeBH,nHO, qTO npM 3TOM B03MO:>KH0 nORBJIeHHe 60JIbmHX CHCTeMarnqeCKHX
norpemHOCTeU:.

PaHee

HaMM

6bmH

p33pa60TaHbI

cnoco6bI

xpaHeHHH nopoUIKoo6p33HbIX 06P33QOB, co,nep)l(amHX
OKHCJUIIOmHXCR

BemeCTB

KaK

CyJIb<l>HT-

H

H3rOTOBJIeHIDI

YCTOu:qHBbIX

npM

He60nn~ KOHQeHrpanyuo TaKHX JIerKO

cynn<l>H.n-HOHbI.

CTa6HJIbHOCTb

npM

xpaHeHHH

06eCneqHBaeT B03MO:>KHOCTb HX arreCTaQHH H HCnOJIb30BaHIDI B KaqeCTBe CTaH.n:apTHbIX 06P33QOB He
TOJIbKO

.n:nR BHemHero KOHrpOIDI, HO ,nnR rpa,nYHpOBKH cpe.n:CTB H3MepeHIDI.

TOJIbKO cnOC06CTByeT nOBbImeHHIO .n:ocToBepHocTH

Hx

npHMeHeHHe

He

H3MepeHHU:, HO H cymecTBeHHO cOKpamaeT

rpy,llOBbIe H MaTepHaJIbHbIe 3arpaTbI Ha rpa,llYlfpoBK)' npH60poB.
B nOCJIe,nHee BpeMR p33pa60TaHbI TaK)l(e 60JIee npOCTbIe B H3rOTOBJIeHHH YCTou:qHBbIe npH
xpaHeHHH :>KH,nKHe 06P33QbI MHKpOKOnHqeCTB 3THX :>Ke HOHOB H HMHTaTopa xnopa.
CJIe,llyeT OTMernTb, qTO KOHrponb TOqHOCTH, BbInOJIHReMbIH C Hcnonb30BaHHeM :>KH,nKHX H
TBep,nbIX 06P33QOB, OXBaTbIBaeT JIHmb CTa,nHIO aHaJIH3a oT06paHHOH H3 B03,nyxa np06bI. BMeCTe C
TeM, 3HaqHTennHaR qaCTb oillH6oK B03HHKaeT Ha 3Tanax oroopa, rpaHcnoprHpoBKH H xpaHeHIDI
npo6. TI03TOMY BeCbMa aKTYaJIbHOU: RBnReTCR p33pa60TKa
H3BeCTHbIe MHKpoKOJIHqeCTBa KOHrpOnHpyeMbIx

BemeCTB, -

r33006p33HbIX 06p33QOB, co,nep:>KamHx
.n:nR BHemHero KOHrpOIDI H3MepeHHH,

npOH3Bo,nHMbIX C HcnOJIL30BaHHeM na60paTopHbIX (<<pyqHbIX») MeTo,nOB aHaJIH3a, H 06P33QOB,
CO,llep)l(amHX H3BeCTHbIe KOHQeHrpaQIIH r330B, - ,llnR BHemHero KOHTponR TOqHOCTH rpa,llYHpOBKH
aBTOMarnqeCKHX r330aHanH3aTopoB.
B

HaCTORmee BpeMR TaKOH KOHrpOJIb ocymeCTBJIRIOT C nOMOmbIO

CMeceu: B npOQeCce HHcneKUHH, nOCKOJIbK)'
):(nR 06eCneqeHIDI
3aHHH

aBTOMaTH'lJeCKOrO

nepeCbInKa

B03MO:>KHOCTH npOBe,neHIDI
r330aHaJIH3aTOpa

BHemHero

MOHOOKCH.na

6aJIJIOHHbIX r330BbIX

6aJInOHOB no nOqTe 3arpy.n:HHTeJIbHa.
KOHrpOnR

yrJIepo,lla HaMH

TOqHOCTH

nOKa-

6bm Hcnonb30BaH

cnoco6 npHrOTOBneHIDI nOBep0qJIbIX CMeceu: B npoBepReMOU: JIa60paTopHH 6e3 6annOHOB. CMeCH
rOTOBRTCR

nyTeM p336aBneHIDI ,n03HpOBaHHoro (mH<I>poBaHHoro) KOJIHqeCTBa CO, co,nep:>KamerOCR

B npHCbmaeMOU: no nOqTe CTeKnRHHOU: MHKpoaMnyne, 3a.n:aHHbIM 06beMOM B03,llyxa.
6bIJIa p33pa60TaHa TeXHHKa H3rOTOBneHHR MHKpoaMnyJI, co,nep:>KamHX
CO -

OT

,naHHbIe:

100

.no

1000

MKr. TIpoBepReMaR na6opaTopHR

):{JUI

3TOU: QenM

,n03HpOBaHHbIe KOJIHqeCTBa

c006maeT npoBepRIOmeu: cJIe.nyromHe

pe3ynbTaTbI M3MepeHIDI KOHQeHrpaQIIU: CO B B03,L(yxe ,nnR p336aBJIeHIDI, TOqHbIU: 06beM
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· pa36aBJUnOmero

B03Jlyxa

H

BeJIHqHHY

KOHueHrpaUHH

CO

B

npHrOTOBJIeHHOH

CMeCH

OnHCaHHbIH cnoc06 MO)KeT 6bITb HCnOJIb30BaH TaK)Ke ,llmI rpa.llyHpoBKH ra30aHaJIH3aTOpoB.

ra30B.

B

3TOM

cJl)"Iae nOrpe6HTeJTIO c006maeTCR BeJIHlJHHa MaCCbI ra3a, HaXOJlRmerOCR B aMnyJIe. /lOCToHHCTBaMH
OnHCaHHOrO cnoc06a no cpaBHeHHIO C 6aJTJIOHHbIMH RBJUlIOTCR JTerKOCTh nepeCblJIKH aMnyJT no
nOqTe H B03MO)KHOCTh npHrOTOBJIeHHjI

H3 06pa3uOB C OJlHHaKOBbIM COJlep)KaHHeM CO ra30BblX

CMeceH C Pa3HOH era KOHueHrpaUHeH.
/lJIR MerpoJIOrHlJeCKOrO 06eCneqeHHSI aBTOMaTHqeCKHX ra30aHaJTH3aTopoB, BKJTlOqeHHbIX B
COCTaB CTaHUHH KOHrpOJISI 3arpSl3HeHHSI aTMoc«pepbI,
CMeceH,

OCHOBaHHbIe

npoHHuaeMbIX

Ha

rpy60K,

HCnOJIb30BaHHH

3anOJIHeHHbIX

nOMolUblO TaKHX reHepaTopOB

cTa6HJIbHbIX

C)KH)KeHHbIMH

MO)f(HO

HaH60JIee YJl06HbI
HCTOqHHKOB

ra3aMH

npHrOTaBJIHBaTb

HJIH

CMeCH,

reHepaTopbI

MHKponOTOKa

JIeTYlJHMH

ra30BbIX

(CMMIl)

)I{HJlKOCTSlMH.

co)),ep)f(amHe

60JIblllYlO

C

qaCTb

ra30BblX npHMeceH, KOHrpOJIHpyeMblx C nOMOmblO aBTOMamqeCKHX ra30aHaJTH3aTopOB: .llHOKCH.llbI

r eHepaTopbI

cepbI H a30Ta, cepoBO.ll0po.ll, cepoyrJTepo.ll, aMMHaK, XJIOp H pSl.ll .llpyrHX.
TJlH

OCHOBHblX

6JIOKa:

6JTOK

nO.llaqH

pa36aBJISllOmero

B03.llyxa,

6JTOK

era

BKJTlOlJalOT

OqHCTKH

H

repMOCTaTHpoBaHHYfO KaMepy, CO.llep)KalUYlO CHMI1 C .l103HpyeMbIM BemeCTBOM. .uJISI 06eCneqeHHjI
nOCTOSlHCTBa

npO,lJ:YUHpyeMoro

BbI.llep)f(HBaTbCSI

B

CYIMIl

MHKponOTOKa

BemeCTBa

OH

.llOJI)f(eH

npe.llBapHTeJIbHO

npH nOCTORHHOH TeMnepaTYPe B TeqeHHe 60JIee HJIH MeHee .llJIHTeJIbHOrO BpeMeHH.

3aBHCHMOCTH OT Jl03HpyeMoro BemeCTBa H TOJImHHbI CTeHOK rpy6KH .llJUI cTa6HJIH3aUUH nOTOKa

rpe6yeTcR

BpeMSI OT HeCKOJIbKHX .lleCSlTKOB MHuyT .ll0 cyrOK.

ll03TOMy

.llJIR 06eCneqeHHjI

B03MO)KHOCm 6bIcrporo nepexo.lla OT reHepHpoBaHIDI O,llHOH CMeCH K .llpyrOH He06xo.llHMO, qT06bI
Bce

Cl1MI1 HaXO.llHJIHCb Bce BpeMSI npH pa60lJeH TeMneparype.
HaMH pa3pa60TaH nepeHocHblH reHepaTOp ra30BblX cMeceH, OCHOBaHHblH Ha npHMeHeHHH

KOMnJIeKTa

CHMII.

Ero

oc06eHHOCThlO

RBJIReTCR

cnoc06HoCTb

coxpaHRTh

nocToSlHHYfO

TeMneparypy Bcex npoHHuaeMblx rpy60K B TeqeHHe pa60lJero .llHSI B aBTOHOMHOM pe)f(HMe 3a CqeT
TenJIOTbI «pa30BOrO nepexo)),a TepMOCTampYlOmero BemeCTBa. 3TO .llaeT B03MO)f(HOCTh nepexO.llHTb
OT )),03HpoBaHHjI O.llHOrO BemeCTBa K .ll03HpoBaHHIO Jlpyroro 3a
reHepaTopoM

Bce

aBToMaTH3HpoBaHHble

HaH60JIee 3KOHOMHqHbIMH

CTaHUHH,

5-15

MHuyT H 06CJIYJIrnBaTh O.llHHM

HMelOmHeCR

B

HaCeJIeHHOM

MeTO.llaMH H3MepeHIDI Cpe.llHHX KOHueHrpaUHH

B03.llyxe SlBJUIIOTCR Me-rO.llbl C HCnOJIb30BaHHeM naCCHBHblX

npo6oomopHHKoB ..

norpemHOCTh, BbI3BaHHaSI BJIIDIHHeM H3MeHeHH" BJIa)f(HOCTH H TCMneparypbI
B03.llyxa, cymeCTBeHHO 60JIbUle, qeM npH aKTHBHOM omope npo6.

nyHKTe.

npHMeceH
O)),HaKo,

B
HX

aHaJTH3HpyeMoro

C ueJIblO CHH)f(eHHR norpeUlHOCTH

naCCHBHbIX npo600mopHHKoB npe.llJIaraeTCSI HCnOJIb30BaHHe KOppeKTHpOBOqHOrO K03«P«PHuueHTa,
KOTOpbIH

onpe)),eJUleTCR

BemeCTBa

B

nyTeM

aTMoc«pepHoM

O.llHoBpeMeHHoro

B03Jlyxe

npH

napaJTJIeJIbHOrO

nOMOmH

H3MepeHIDI

aBTOMaTHlJeCKOrO

pacnOJIO)f(eHHOrO PRJlOM naCClfBHoro npo600mopHHKa. Cnoco6 n03BOJUleT C
ra30aHaJTH3aTOpa yrOlJHHTh pe3YJIbTaThI
naCCHBHblX

npo6oomopHHKoB,

H3MepeHHH,

3KcnoHHpoBaHHbIx

KOHueHrpaUHH

ra30aHaJTH3aTOpa

nOMOmblO O.llHOrO

nOJl)"IeHHblx npH HCnOJIb30BaHHH MHorHX
O.llHOBpeMeHHO

C

KOHrpOJIbHblM,

pacnOJIO)KeHHblX B ueJIOM paHoHe co CXO.llHbIMH napaMerpaMH aHaJTH3HpyeMoro B03.llyxa.
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ABTOMATWIECKMI YCTAHOBK~IIPE,L(HA3HAlffiHHA.H,[(IDI
RHTErP AJThHhIX CO,n;Ep)l(AI-JJlli C14 M CO2 HA liA3E <l>YPbE-CIIEKTPOMETPA
A.M. PeIIIerHHKoB, C.Il. 06pa3QOB, B.M. IlpHBaJIOB, ,[(.B. PyWlHQeB
TeI. 8-812-2478671, Fax 8-812- 2478661, E-mail Reshal@infopro.spb.su
ABSTRACT
For some tasks connected to necessity of estimations of emission by large antropogenical
sources of the greenhouse gases, the important addition to local methods of the analysis can become
the remote spectroscopic method. In the report the brief description of high-speed installation on
base of FTIR spectrometer of the moderate spectral resolution intended for continuous
measurements of the integrated contents of the greenhouse gases (methane and carbon dioxide) in
column of an atmosphere or its part is given. As a source of radiation the sun is used. The basic
characteristics of installation are given. The way of retrieval of the contents of gases based on use of
least-squares method and comparison of experimental and calculated spectra is stated. By results of
real measurements the error of retrieval of the methane content is estimate at the analysis of a solar
spectrum of gas in an interval of frequencies appropriate to the absorption band or one of its
branches. The basic opportunity of improvement of quality of retrieval of the contents of gases is
shown at improvement of the spectral resolution and decreasing of an instrument error of
measurements.
MCnOJIh30BaHHe
cneKTPOCKOnHqeCKHX
MerO,[(OB
,[(IDI
Ha6JIIO,[(eHIDI
ra30BbIX
COCTaBIDIIOm;HX aTMoc<t>epbI HMeer ,[(OCTaTOqHO MHTeJIbH}'lO HCTOpHIO, XOTjI ,[(IDI 3a.[(aq
MOHHTOpHHra co,[(ep)l(aHIDI napHHKOBbIX ra30B B aTMoc<t>epe npHMeHeHHe 3THX MerO,[(OB
orpaHUqeHO, qTO CBjl3aHO c OTHOCHTeJIbHO BbICOKUMU norpeIIIHOCTjlMH BOCCTaHOBJIeHIDI. ~
Ha6JI1O,[(eHHH co,[(ep)l(aHIDI ra30B B aTMoc<t>epe npH HcnOJIh30BaHHU COJIHQa B KaqeCTBe HCTOqHHKa
H3JIYqeHIDI npUMeHjlerCjl IIIUpOKM 06JIaCTb HH<t>paKpacHOrO ,[(Hana30Ha MHH BOJIH 1.8 - 14.0
MKM. B 3TOM cneKTPaJIbHOM ,[(Hana30He pacnOJIO)l(eHbI nOJIOCbI nOrJIOm;eHIDI OCHOBHbIX
napHHKoBbIX ra30B: ,[(HOKCH,[(a yrJIepo,[(a, MeraHa, 030Ha, 3aKHCH a30Ta H BOMHoro napa.
IlpHMeHeHHe cneKTPocKOnHqeCKHX MeTO,[(OB, TeM He MeHee, MO)l(er 6bITb onpaB,[(aHO,
eCJIH 3a cqer HaKOllJIeHIDI cneKTPoB, nonyqeHHbIX B H,[(eHTHqHbIX yCJIOBHjJX, y,[(aCTcjl cym;eCTBeHHO
CHH3HTb cnyqaHH}'lO cOCTaBIDIlOm;yro norpeIIIHOCTU. Mx QeJIeC006pa3HO HCnOJIh30BaTb H B
cmyaQ~ Kor,[(a cJIe.[(yer O)l(H,[(aTb 3HaqHTeJIbHOrO B03paCTaHIDI co,[(ep)l(aHIDI H3MepjleMOrO ra3a,
no KpaHHeH Mepe, B norpaHUqHOM CJIoe aTMoc<t>epbI. KaK nOKa3aJIH HaIIIH in-situ H3MepeHIDI no,[(
CaHKT-Ilerep6yproM, B YTPeHHHe qaCbI (Henocpe,[(CTBeHHo nOCJIe Bocxo,[(a COJIHQa) npu HaJIuqHU
HHBepCHH U HanpaBJIeHHjJX BeTpa co CTOPOHbI ropo,[(a Ha6JIIO,[(aJIOCb cym;eCTBeHHoe YBeJIHqeHHe
KOHQelITpaQHH MeraHa (pOCT KOHQe8TpaQHU HaqHHaJICjI nepe,[( 3axO,[(OM COJIHQa). 3HaqeHIDI
Ha6JIIO,[(aeMbIX KOHQe8TpaQHH MeraHa npeBblmaJIU perHOHaJIbHbIH <t>OHOBbIH ypOBeHb Ha 20-30%,
a B OT,[(eJIbHbIX CJIYqMX H Ha 40-50%. IloCKOJIbKY Ha6JIIO,[(aeMoe YBeJIHqeHHe KOHQeHTPaQHH
HMeer jlBHOe a8TponoreHHoe npOHCXO)l(,[(eHHe, TO B03HUKaer Bonpoc 06
HCnOJIb30BaHHH
cneKTPOMeTpHqeCKHX u3MepeHHH (o,[(HoBpeMeHHo C KOHTaKTHbIMH) ,[(IDI onpe,[(eJIeHIDI
co,[(ep)l(aHIDI HJIH cpe,[(HeB3BemeHHbIX KOHQe8TpaQHH ra30B B norpaHHqHOM CJIoe.
AmI Ha6JIIO,[(eHIDI co,[(ep)l(aHHH napHHKOBbIX ra30B B aTMoc<t>epe (BKJIIOqM 030H U
BOMHOH nap) 6blJIa pa3pa60TaHa 6bICTpo,[(eHCTByrom;M aBTOMaTH3HpOBaHHM YCTaHOBKa Ha 6a3e
<l>ypbe-CneKTPOMeTpa cpe,[(Hero cneKTPaJIbHOrO pa3peIIIeHIDI, B KOTOpOH B KaqeCTBe UCTOqHHKa
H3JIYqeHIDI HCnOJIh3yercjI COJIHQe. OCHOBHble TeXHHqeCKHe xapaKTepUCTHKH YCTaHOBKH
npUBe,[(eHbI HH)I(e:
1. IloJIYIIIHpHHa ano,[(H3upoBaHHoH annapaTHoH <t>YJIKQHH OKOJIO 0.8 CM-I. ,[(nHHa CMem;eHIDI
nO,[(BH)I(HOrO 3epKaJIa - 6 MM.
2. ,[(nuHa BOJIHbI pe<t>epeHTHOrO KaHaJIa - 0.6328 MKM
3. BpeWl perHCTPaQHH O,[(HOH HHTep<t>eporpaMMbI - 4 ceKYH,[(bI.
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4.

OCHOBHOH <poTo,ZJ;ereKTOp - TepMOOXJIa)K,l);aeMbIH <POTOPe3HCTOp) - PbSe (c IIpe.nycHJUrreJIeM),
C

y~eJIbHOH

06Hap)')KlITeJIbHOH cIIoco6HOCTblO

D*=S.S-109 BT- 1_CM_rQ I12,

100 MKC,

IIOCTOHHHOH BpeMeHH -

HHTerpaJIbHOH BOJIbTOBOH qyBCTBlITeJIbHOCTbIO -

6

2-10

BIBT,

,n;HalIa30H JIHHeHHOCTH IIpHeMHO-yCHJIHTeJIbHorO TPaKTa
ClIeKTPaJIbHbIH ,n;HalIa30H (CO CBero,n;eJIHTeJIeM CaP2)

S.

co CBerO~eJIlITeJIeM KCl:

4

(IIYT) 0 10

- 1.8 - S.0

(lIpH CMeHe CBero,n;eJIlITeAA <poTo~ereKTOp PbSe 3aMeHHerCH Ha

6.
7.
8.

MKM,

3.0 - 14.0 MKM.

CBeroBoH ,n;HaMerp OIITHqeCKOrO fiYqKa -

SO

KPT

HJIH

MT'-30).

MM.

OTHomeHHe cHrHanlmyM B rJIaBHOM MaKcHMyMe e,n;HHHqHOH HHTep<peporpaMMbI
Pa3pg,n;HOCTb
O,n;HHM

KaqeCTBO

0 SOO.

AI.UI - 10 12
H3

HaH60JIee

Ba:>KHbIX

BOCCTaHOBJIHBaeMOro

lIapaMerpoB

clIeKTPa,

HBAAerCH

olIpe~eAAlO~HX

«Pypbe-ClIeKTPOMerpa,
CTa6HJIbHOCTb

CKOpOCTH

,n;BH)I(eHHH

IIO,n;BH)KHOrO 3epKaJIa B IIpoQecce perHCTpaQHH HHTep<peporpaMMbI. ITPH orpaHHqeHHOH IIOJIoce

IIYT

IIponycKaHHH

HHTep<peporpaMMbI.

HeCTa6HJIbHOCTb
O,n;HaKo

3TO

CKOpOCTH

HBJIeHHe

BbI3bIBaer

B03HHKaer

Ha

~OIIOJIHlITeJIbHbIe
HaqaJIbHOM

HCKa)l(eHHH

~BH)I(eHHH

yqaCTKe

IIO,n;BH)I(HOrO 3epKaJIa HHTep<PepOMerpa ,n;o YCTaHOBJIeHHH IIOCTOHHHOH CKOpOCTH. B

BH.ny Toro,

~O IIOCTOHHHWI CKOPOCTb ~BH)I(eHHH YCTaHaBJIHBaerCH qepe3 OlIpe~eJIeHHbIH HHTepBaJI BpeMeHH,
TO yCJIOBHH perHCTpaQHH O~HOCTopOHHeH HHTep<peporpaMMbI (OH«PP) CJIe.nyer paCCMaTPHBaTb
KaK IIO~H O,n;HOCTopOHHeH HJIH KBa3HO~HOCTopOHHeH. HaMH
OH«PP,

IIOCKOJIbKy HCIIOJIb3yeMWI MHHa Pa3HOCTH

IIpHMeHHJICH Mero~ perHCTpaQHH

xo~a 3~eCb B

2

pa3a BbIme,

qeM ,IJ;AA

~BYCTopoHHeH HHTep<peporpaMMbI. He~oCTaTKoM OH«pP HBAAerCH HaJIHqHe <Pa30BbIX HCKR)I(eHHH,
o6yCJIOBJIeHHbIX He~eaJIbHOCTblOIOCTHpOBKH HHTep<pepOMeTpa H KOHeqHOCTblO mHpHHbI IIOJIOCbI
IIponycKaHHH

ITYT. ,Z:Vm

KoppeKQHH

<pa30BbIX

HCKR)I(eHHH

(<<PH)

6bIJI

HCIIOJIb30BaH

Mero,n;

(200 - 300

TOqeK)

«PopMaHa. rIo He6oJIbmOH qaCTH OH«pP B paHoHe HyJIeBOH Pa3HOCTH xo,n;a

olIpe~eAAJIaCbKOppeKTHpYlO~WI<PYHKQHH. 3aTeM BbIIIOJIHHJIaCb cBePTKa HCXO~HOH OH«PP C 3TOH
<PYHKQHeH.

CKOppeKTHpOBaHHbIe

IIOCJIe~OBaTeJIbHO 3aperHCTpHpoBaHHbIe

HHTep<peporpaMMbI

3aTeM CyMMMpOBaJIHCb H )')Ke IIO cyMMapHoH HHTep<PeporpaMMe BOCCTaHaBJIHBaJICH KOHeqHbIH
clIeKTP.

ClIeKTPOMeTpwqecKWI

perHCTpaQHH ~o

,Z:Vm

YCTaHoBKa

o6eCIIeqHBaer

B03MO)l(HOCTb

HelIpepbIBHoH

100 HHTep<peporpaMM.

BOCCTaHOBJIeHHH HHTerpaJIbHOrO co,n;ep)l(aHHH (HJIH cpe,ZJ;HeB3BemeHHoH IIO BbICOTe

KOHQeHTPaQHH)

M3MepHeMoro

ra3a

6bIJIa

pa3pa60TaHa

ClIeQHaJIbHasI

IIporpaMMa

C

HCIIOJIb30BaHHeM KOTOpOH IIpe,n;BaplITeJIbHO BbIqHCAAJICH clIeKTP IIponycKaHHH aTMoc<pepbI B
3~aHHOM cIIeKTPaJIbHOM HHTepBaJIe C yqeroM H3BeCTHbIX lIapaMeTpoB

ClIeKTPoMeTpHqecKoH

YCTaHoBKH H yCJIOBHH Ha6JIIO,n;eHHH (B CJIYqasIX, Kor~a 3TO 6bIJIO Heo6xo,ZJ;HMO). rIPH BbNHCJIeHHH
clIeKTPa IIponycKaHHH aTMoc<pepbI HCIIOJIb30BaJIaCb 6a3a ~aHHbIX Bpa~aTeJIbHbIXJIHHHH

92

H

cpe,n;HeMeCjlqHasI

3MIIHpwqecKWI

P~H030H,n;HpoBaHHH, IIpeo6pa30BaHHbIe

CTaTHCTHqeCKasI
B

MO~eJIb

COOTBeTCTBHH

C

IIpHHHTOH

B

HITRAN-

HJIH

~aHHbIe

Mo,n;eJIH

cxeMoH

aTMoc<pepbI

pa36HeHHH Ha CJIOH.
Pacqer clIeKTPa IIponycKaHHH Be,n;erCH IIpH HCIIOJIb30BaHHH

CJIe~~eH <POpMyJIbI,

qaCTb lIapaMeTpOB KOTOpOH, IIOJIYqeHHbIX B IIpoQecce IIpe,ZJ;BaplITeJIbHbIX HCCJIe,ZJ;OBaHHH, 3~aerCH
H He H3MeHHerCH B TeqeHHe cepHH HJIH Bcero lIepHo,n;a Ha6JIIO,n;eHHH. .l(pyrasI qaCTb lIapaMeTpOB,
xapaKTepHbIX

,IJ;AA

KOHKperHoro

BpeMeHH

Ha6JIIO,n;eHHH,

BBO~IITCH

,ZJ;AA

Ka)K,l);OH

Ha6JIlO,n;eHHH:

U(vJ= fO(!&A(l'-vJHTI
~

}=1

~(F(z).P(z).
!&dz]}dv+Uo+8U,
z

exp(-mcJ
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( 1)

cepHH

= 1 ... N- HOMep TOqKM B cnelITpe,

3,l:.(eCb: i

j

= 1 .. M

-

MH,l:.(eKC ra3a, nOrJIOmeHMe KOTOpbIM Y"lfMTbIBaeTCH npM pacqeTe nponycKaHMH

paccMaTPMBaeMoM cnelITpaJIbHOM MHTepBaJIe,

G(0

JIMHeHHasI

<PYHKUMH,

Y"lfMTbIBaromasI

HaKJIOH

HyJIeBOH

JIMHMM

(nMHMH,

COOTBeTCTByromasI 100%-oMy nponycKaHMIO) B perMCTJ>MpyeMoM cnelITpaJIbHOM ,l:.(Mana30He ,

A(v- VJ- anO,l:.(M3lipoBaHHasI annapaTHasI <pyHKUMH cnelITpoMeTJ>a,
m-

aTMoc<pepHasI B03.nymHasI Macca,

Cj - Cpe,l:.(HHH no BblCOTe KOHueHTPaUMH j-ro ra3a B CJIoe,

~·(F(z)P(z),

0 -

K03<P<PMUMeHT

nOrJIOmeHMH

j-ro

ra3a,

3aBMCHmMH

OT

qaCTOTbI

v,

TeMnepaTYPbI CJIOH Ha BbICOTe z - T(z) M ,l:.(aBJIeHMH Ha 3TOH BbICOTe - P(z),

Uo - nOCTOHHHasI COCTaBJIjJlOmasI,
8 U -e.rryqaHHbIH myM (B OCHOBHOM, 3TO myM
H - BbICOTa BepXHeH rpaHMUbI aTMOC<pepbI,

,neTeKTopa M3.rryqeHMH).
HaqMHasI C KOTOpOH BKJIa.n B nOrJIOmeHMe ra3a,

CO,l:.(ep)l(amerOCH Bblme, ~e He BJIMHeT Ha <pOpMMpOBaHMe COJIHeqHoro cnelITpa nponycKaHMH
CToJI6a aTMoc<pepbI.
3HaqeHMH TeMnepaTYPbI, ,l:.(aBJIeHMH M a6COJIIOTHOH BJI~HOCTM B COOTBeTCTByromMX CJIOHX
aTMoc<pePbI

M,neHTMqHOH

TOJImMHbI

)l;JIjJ

COOTBeTCTByromeH Mo,neJIM aTMOC<pepbI,
,l:.(aHHbIX

pa.nM030H,l:.(MpOBaHMH

Ha

pacqeTa

K03<p<PMUMeHTa

no.rryqeHHoH

a3pOJIOrWIeCKOH

nOrJIOmeHMH

6epYTCH

M3

nOCpe,l:.(CTBOM o6pa6oTKM MHOrOJIeTHMX

CTaHUMM

noc.

BoeHKOBO

MJIM

,naHHbIX

PanM030H,l:.(MpOBaHMH.
PaCCqMTaHHbIH
IIocpe,nCTBoM

T.O.

cnelITp

M3MeHeHMH

CeJIeKTMBHOrO

cpaBHMBaeTCH

HaKJIOHa

nOrJIOmeHMH),

HyJIeBOH

c,nBMra

C

3KcnepMMeHTaJIbHO

JIMHMM

M3MepeHHbIM.

(COOTBeTCTByromeH

OTCYTCTBMIO

MaKCMMyMOB

nOrJIOmeHMH

xapaKTepHbIX

3KcnepHMeHTaJIbHOrO cnelITpa M M3MeHeHMH cpe,nHeB3BemeHHbIX no BbICOTe KOHueHTPaUMH ra30B
(nOrJIOmeHMe

KOTOpbIMM

MHHMMaJIbHOrO
cnelITpa

OT

Pa3JIMqMH,

B

(McnOJIb3yH

paCqeTHOro.

,l:.(aHHOM
MeTO,n

HaMMeHbmMX

3HaqeHMH

npMHMMaIOTCH

3a

cnelITpaJIbHOM

KBa.npaTOB)

napaMeTJ>OB,

3HaqeHMH

,nMana30He

cymeCTBeHHO)

OTJIMqMH

06eCneqMBalOmMe

MCKOMbIX

napaMeTJ>OB.

coxpaHMBmerOCH OTJIMqMH 3KcnepMMeHTaJIbHOrO cneKTPa

,n06MBaIOTCH

3KcnepMMeHTaJIbHOrO

MMHMMyM

YKa3aHHOrO

KOJIMqeCTBeHHOH

OT paCqeTHOrO

MepOH

HBJIjJeTCH BeJIMqMHa

HeBH3KH, onpe,neJIjJeMasI KaK:

t

(Uiex - Uipac)l'2 /

'&-1

\f =
r,ne:

Uiex

(2)

- cneKTPaJIbHOe nponycKaHMe (HJIM CneKTPaJIbHbIH nOTOK, TOr,l:.(a BeJIMqHHa

HeBH3KM 6y,l:.(eT pa3MepHOH) B i-oH TOqKe 3KcnepMMeHTaJIbHOrO cnelITpa, Uipac - TO )l(e, HO )l;JIjJ
paCqeTHOrO cnelITpa,

N-

qMCJIO cneKTPOB (MHTep<PeporpaMM), MCnOJIb30BaHHbIX)l;JIjJ no.rryqeHMH

OCpe,l:.(HeHHOro cneKTPa nponycKaHMH aTMoc<pePbI.
bbIJIa pa3pa60TaHa

nporpaMMa

o6pa6oTKM

cnelITpOB,

06eCneqMBaromasI

B03MO)l(HOCTb

BOCCTaHOBJIeHMH cpe,nHeB3BemeHHOH no BbICOTe KOHueHTPaUMM ra3a no pe3YJIbTaTaM M3MepeHMH
COJIHeqHbIX
CO,l:.(ep)l(aHMH

cnelITpOB. IIporpaMMa HBJIjJeTCH yHMBepCaJIbHOH M npMrO,l:.(Ha )l;JIjJ BOCCTaHOBJIeHMH
ra3a

B

aTMoc<pepe,

eCJIM

ero

nOJIOca

nOrJIOmeHMH

HaxO,l:.(MTCH

B

pa60qeM

cnelITpaJIbHOM ,nMana30He c.I>ypbe-CneIITpOMeTJ>a.
OCHOBHbIMH YCTaHOBKaMH BBO,l:.(MMbIMH B nporpaMMy 6bIJIM CJIe.nyromMe: - rpaHMqHble
qaCTOTbI cnelITpaJIbHOrO ,l:.(Mana30Ha, nonymMpMHa annapaTHOH <pyHKUMM
norpemHOCTb H3MepeHMH cneKTPaJIbHbIX nOTOKOB

r5U,
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(Ac.I»,

OTHOCMTeJIbHasI

llYTb ,l:.(aHHbIX BBo,na-BbIBo,na, no KOTOpbIM

nporpaMMa
npOBO~HT

ocymeCTBillIer
CyMMHpoBaHHe

nOHCK

JJ;aHHhlX

P~H030H)J;HpOBaHIDI,

HHTep<l>epOrpaMM,

BhInOJIIDIer

CTaTHCTHqeCKHX

npe06pa30BaHHe

MO):{eJIeH,

OCpe~HeHHOH

HHTep<l>epOrpaMMhI B cneKTP.
npHBe~eH pe3YJIhTaT BOCCTaHOBJIeHIDI o6~ero

HH)I(e Ha PHc.I

CO~ep)l(aHIDI

MeraHa C

HCnOJIh30BaHHeM H3JIO)l(eHHOrO no,Z:{Xo):{a no pe3YJIhTaTaM Ha6JIIO~eHHH 5.05.99 r. KaK cJIe~er H3
PHc.l, onpe):{eJIeHHM T.O.

BeJIHqHHa cpe~HeB3BeIIIeHHoH 06'heMHOH KOHQeHTPaQHH MeraHa,

COCTaBillIer C=2.03 ppm npH BeJIHqHHe HeBH3KH 1.4. IIoJIYqeHHM BeJIHqHHa HeBH3KH 03Haqaer,
~o OTHOCHTeJIhHOe pa3JIHqHe B cneKTPax (paCqerHOM H 3KcnepHMeHTaJIhHOM) He npeBhIIIIaer

1.4%, H3 KOToporo TOJIhKO 0.4% 06yCJIOBJIeHhI norpeIIIHOCTHMH He CBH3aHHhIMH C IIIyMOM
npHeMHO-perHCTpHpyro~eHCHCTeMhL IIorpeIIIHocTh BOCCTaHOBJIeHIDI cOJJ;ep)l(aHIDI C~ npH 3TOM

He npeBhIIIIaer 3%. OHa MO)l(er 6hITh e~e CHH)I(eHa, eCJIH y~aCTcH nOBhICHTh COOTHOIIIeHHe
cHrHa.n/IIIyM B rJIaBHOM MaKcHMYMe e~HHHqHOH HHTep<l>eporpaMMhI, JIH60 YBeJIHqHTh qHCJIO
npocyMMHpoBaHHhlX HHTep<l>eporpaMM.
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PHc.1
Pe3YJIhTaT cpaBHeHIDI paCqerHOrO (nyHKTHp) H H3MepeHHorO cneKTPa (cnJIOIIIHM JIHHIDI)
nponycKaHIDI aTMoc<l>ephI HJIH paCqerHhlX H H3MepeHHhIX cneKTPaJIhHhlX nOTOKOB. 113MepeHHe
BhInOJIHeHO 5.05.99 r. npH aTMoc<l>epHoH Macce m=1.38. IIoJIYIIIHpHHa
C~BHr Me~ MaKcHMYMaMH nOrJIO~eHIDI

Act>

paBHa 0.804 CM-t,

paCqerHOrO H 3KcnepHMeHTaJIhHOrO cneKTPoB -0.98

CM-I. BOCCTaHOBJIeHHM cpe):{HeB3BeIIIeHHM KOHQeHTPaQIfH MeraHa COCTaBHJIa 2.028 ppm,
2

co):{ep)l(aHHe BOMHoro napa B CToJI6e aTMoc<l>ephI - 3.77 Kr/cM .
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1.5 Instruments and Systems Operated under Harsh Environment
Conditions

Operation of Automated Surface Observing Systems in Harsh
Climatological Environments
M. Douglas Gifford, National Weather Service, OSO14X1
1325 East-West Highway, Room 4234, Silver Spring, MD 20910, U.S.A.
Phone: +1 301/713-2093 Fax: +1 301/713-2099
email: malcolm.gifford@noaa.gov

Garry M. Pearson, Meteorological Service Canada
Monitoring and Water Survey, 45 Alderney Drive, 16th Floor
Dartmouth, N.S., Canada
Phone: +1 902/426-9131 Fax: +1 902/426-9158
email: garry.pearson@ec.gc.ca

Kjell Hegg, Norwegian Meteorological Institute
P.O. Box 43, Blindern, N-0313 Oslo, Norway
Phone: +47 22/96-3227 Fax: +47 22/96-3050
email: kjell.hegg@dnmi.no

1. Introduction
There is a growing trend whereby manual observations of weather parameters are being
replaced by the introduction of automated weather observing systems. Mature automated weather
observing systems are capable of producing accurate results when operating under relatively
benign climatological conditions. However, when designing and operating these systems for use in
harsh climatological conditions, many challenges must be addressed.
This paper will summarize the experience gained by the United States, Canada, and Norway
in developing and operating automated weather observing systems under extremely harsh
climatological regimes ranging from tropical to arctic. Aspects of automated systems considered
include effects on sensors, systems design, installation, maintenance, and robustness. It is hoped
that lessons learned from these experiences will provide guidance to those operating in similar
environments. These lessons learned may also provide insight into future directions to assist
investigations addressing some of these issues.
2. Climatic Regimes
2.1 Mountain/Arctic Climate
Some of the most challenging problems are encountered when designing, installing, and
operating automatic weather stations in mountain and arctic climatic regimes. In order to survive
the environment and produce accurate output, these stations must be designed to withstand
extremely cold temperatures, heavy snowfall, extreme snow depths, and excessive stresses
caused by wet snow accretion and heavy icing.
During mild winter weather, the electronics
components usually give off enough heat to maintain an
acceptable operating temperature inside the electronics
enclosures. However, in colder arctic environments,
additional heaters must be provided in order to keep
internal temperatures of electronics enclosures at an
operational level.
In the harshest of extreme
arctic/mountain environments, special equipment shelters
have to be installed to ensure proper operation of the
electronic equipment and provide maintenance
technicians with protection from the elements (see
Figure 1).

Figure 1. Haines, Alaska ASOS

To prevent blockage of the lenses and windows of optical sensors by snow and ice, lens
heaters or window conditioners have to be employed. These may be contact heaters applied
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directly to the surface of the lens or in the form of an external heat source. Some protection from
lens blockage can be provided by the use of heated lens hoods. However, wind-driven wet snow
has been shown to block the lenses of some instruments in spite of the added protection (see
Figure 2). A recent EUMETNET project reported similar impacts to operations caused by ice and
wet snow blocking sensors and instrument shelters [EUMETNET, 1999].
Special considerations have to be made when
installing and maintaining stations in mountain and arctic
climates. This is especially true when the sites are located
on or near permafrost. For those stations, great care must
be taken not to disturb the terrain. The installation at Haines,
Alaska (see Figure 1) is an example of the steps taken to
prevent damage to the underlying permafrost.
The
transmission of heat energy is minimized by thick layers of
gravel and insulation both at the sensor suite and the
access road.

Figure 2. Lens Blockage

At some mountain/arctic sites, such as the Haines, Alaska site, the addition of a strong
fence is required to prevent damage to the automatic weather station by large wildlife species such
as bears and moose. In the Svalbard region of Norway, where fences are not permitted, all
exposed cables must be protected with sturdy stainless steel tubing to avoid damage caused by
polar bears.
At selected automatic weather stations, extreme
snow depths may be encountered. In order to prevent deep
snow from covering the sensor suite, some stations in the
United States have been installed on elevated platforms. At
Mullan Pass, Idaho, the sensor suite is mounted atop a
fourteen-foot (4.3 meter) high platform (see Figure 3).
2.2 Maritime Climate

Figure 3. Mullan Pass, Idaho
Operation of automatic weather stations in coastal
environments also presents many challenges. Installations along the coast are usually subjected to
the effects of sea spray. The residual salt from the spray can coat the lenses of optical sensors,
reducing sensor functionality while increasing the maintenance workload required to clean the
lenses.
Sea spray can also contribute to a more rapid deterioration
of materials used in the automatic weather station. At a minimum,
the corrosion caused by salt air and sea spray increases the
maintenance workload needed to prevent early failure of
materials.
Left unchecked, severe corrosion can cause
weakened components to fail suddenly, resulting in a loss of
support structures and sensors (see Figure 4).
Figure 4. Extensive Corrosion
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Salt corrosion is an incessant problem at maritime coastal
stations, causing premature component failure. For example, metal
junction boxes exposed to salt spray experience complete corrosion
after 4 to 5 years of service. Figure 5 shows a typical case of such
corrosion after less than 5 years service on Sable Island, Nova Scotia.
Aluminum boxes fare somewhat better, lasting 8 to 9 years before
replacement is necessary. Open wiring is usually clear coated where
boxes are not completely sealed. Boxes, even if completely sealed, will
have a small hole bored to ensure moisture drainage in the event of
moisture formation. Desiccants are used in all Canadian applications.
The service technicians are currently experimenting with various new
rust inhibitors to further extend the life of these systems.

Figure 5. Corrosion
Sable Island also presents excellent examples of the deterioration caused by blowing sand
and salt. The site is a small sand-covered island approximately 200 km east of Nova Scotia.
Incidences of blowing sand result in a sandblasting effect, frosting over glass sensors such as the
sunshine recorder. In addition, the sandblasting removes the anodized coating on aluminum
surfaces, thus increasing the rate of salt corrosion.

Some coastal stations at high latitudes, such as St.
John’s, Newfoundland, are extremely susceptible to the
problems caused by freezing precipitation and icing
accompanied by high winds.
These stations may
experience ice accretion on the sensors rendering the
output from the station unrepresentative. Figure 6 shows
typical ice accretion on cup and vane wind equipment at St.
John’s.
Figure 6. Ice Accretion
At coastal sites, electrical connectors and junctions
are often replaced with aluminum parts, although conversion to PVC is preferred. Silicone grease
is applied liberally to inhibit corrosion. A new formulation is currently being tested. This substance
has the consistency of petroleum jelly when applied, and thickens to a flexible finish as it dries. It
can easily be scraped off and has good potential for protecting connectors and seals.

Some coastal sites require unusual precautions
when the automatic weather station must be sited very
close to the water. The sensor suite at Sitka, Alaska is
installed at the top of an abandoned seaplane ramp very
close to the bay. During periods of high winds, the
swells on the bay would heave large rocks up the ramp
at the sensor suite. Thus, a substantial seawall had to
be constructed to prevent damage to the equipment.
Coastal stations may also be affected by extreme wind
speeds during the passage of hurricanes and severe
cyclonic storms.
Therefore, automatic weather station
equipment at these sites must be capable of withstanding
wind speeds up to 75 m/sec [WMO, 1996].

Figure 7. Sitka, Alaska

2.3 Desert Climate
Automatic weather stations installed in desert environments are subjected to a combination
of extremely high ambient temperatures, low relative humidity, and blowing dust and sand. A s
mentioned earlier, blowing sand and dust can have a sandblasting effect on surfaces such as
glass covers, sensor lenses, anodized aluminum, and painted surfaces. Certain adhesives can
also be modified by constant exposure to high temperatures and blowing dust and sand.
Exposure to these conditions, plus the effects of extremely high ultraviolet radiation, can
result in early failure of insulation on exposed wiring and more frequent maintenance actions to
repaint metal surfaces.
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2.4 Tropical and Sub-Tropical Climates
With the exception of hurricane-force winds
mentioned earlier, excessive rainfall is the primary
concern at stations installed in tropical and subtropical climates. Sudden torrential rainfall can easily
submerge equipment that has been installed in lowlying areas as shown in Figure 8. To minimize
damage to equipment that must be installed in floodprone areas, the sensors and communications
equipment can be mounted on the same type of
platforms that are used in mountainous regions.
During the massive flooding of the Mississippi River
valley in 1993, the Jefferson City, Missouri ASOS w a s
spared any significant damage through the use of such a
platform (see Figure 9).

Figure 8. Flooded Sensor Suite

3. General Design Considerations
Power and communications are critical
elements of all automatic weather stations, regardless
of the severity of the environment. Some simple
Norwegian stations - measuring temperature, humidity,
pressure, and wind – have been designed to operate
on battery power for up to two years. Such stations
must necessarily have a very carefully calculated
power budget without much need for heating. Remote
sites are also prone to interruptions in commercial
power. Therefore, these sites may be configured with
uninterruptable power supplies to span the gaps in Figure 9. Jefferson City, Missouri
available AC power.
Telecommunications may be
unavailable or unreliable at some remote sites. In such cases, satellite communications or other
backup means of communications needs to be provided in order to ensure a smooth flow of data.
4. References
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EXPLOITATION DES INSTRUMENTS METEOROLOGIQUES
EN MILIEU TROPICAL

Par Mr. Facinet SOUMAH
Direction Nationale de la Meteorologie BP : 566 Conakry - Rep. de GUINEE
Tel: (224) 45 48 15 e-mail: meteogui@leland-gn.org
Les interactions de plus en plus nombreuses de la societe et de l'atmosphere
conduisent it une croissance accrue des besoins en informations sur notre
environnement ; d'o-u un plus grand nombre de demandes sur l'etat de l'atmosphere .
Ceci conduit it l'augmentation de la densite des reseaux et la frequence des
observations avec un nombre toujours croissant de parametres meteorologiques it
mesurer. Comme consequences, le materiel et les logiciels existants doivent ainsi etre
adaptes it de nouvelles exigences.
Des progres apparaissent tous les jours :Certains ameliorent les performances de
capteurs existants alors que d'autres sont fondes sur de nouveaux principes physiques.
Il n'est pas toujours satisfaisant de se fier aux foumisseurs de materiel pour
determiner les contraintes d'exploitation. C'est pourquoi, la Commission des
Instruments et des Methodes d'Observation ( CIMO ) donne les conseils suivants aux
membres de l'Organisation Meteorologique Mondiale ( OMM ) et consequemment it
tout service qui procede it des mesures meteorologiques :
• une documentation suffisante pour bien comprendre les possibilites et
caracteristiques des systemes it mettre en service ainsi que les algorithmes
eventuellement employes ;
• une competence technique suffisante pour determiner les prescriptions du
systeme et evaluer la valeur de ses possibilites et caracteristiques ainsi que des
algorithmes employes dans celui - ci.
Lorsqu'on planifie la mise en place et l'exploitation d'un reseau de stations, il est de la
plus grande importance d'envisager les divers problemes que posent les installations,
la maintenance et l'etalonnage, en se souciant davantage de l'organisation, et de la
formation du personnel technique.
C'est pourquoi, la CIMO vient en aide aux membres en organisant regulierement des
comparaisons intemationales d'instruments. Les resultats de ces comparaisons
peuvent etre interessants pour evaluer les diverses techniques de mesure.
Parmi les recommandations et conseils donnes aux membres par la CIMO on peut
noter ceux ayant trait aux capteurs it savoir :
• robustesse des capteurs employes dans les stations;
• absence de defauts intrinseques generateurs d'erreurs systematiques.
En effet, la capacite des capteurs et systemes d'observation it remplir les criteres fixes
se modifie constamment avec le perfectionnement des instruments et des techniques.
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Toutefois, au cours des demieres annees, de nombreux instruments meteorologiques
ont ete dotes de circuits electriques et Iou electroniques et integres a des stations
automatiques. En milieu tropical, l'exploitation de ces equipements se heurte a des
conditions climatiques dont voici quelques effets :

- Insolation: les salissures s'accumulent sur les fenetres des capteurs d'insolation en
provoquant les modifications apparentes du seuil d'insolation.
- Rayonnement : la plupart des capteurs de rayonnement exploites dans les stations
traditionnelles peuvent etre relies a un systeme automatique. Dans ce cas, en plus des
interferences electromagnetiques dues aux cables de transmission des signaux qui
provoque la difficulte a etablir des mesures correctes; l'accumulation de salissures
sur les fenetres des instruments est encore plus critique pour la mesure du
rayonnement. On considere que le depot de poussiere sur le dome des pyranometres
provoque une baisse d'exactitude de 2 %. C'est pourquoi, il est difficile d'envisager
l'emploi de tels appareils a des endroits moins visites et pendant la saison seche.
- Hauteur des nuages: Ceilometre ( laser) ; l'accumulation de poussiere ou d'autres
salissures sur les fenetres par lesquelles s'effectuent l'entree et la sortie du faisceau de
lumiere visible ou infrarouge peut nuire a leur fonctionnement.
- Precipitation : Le pluviographe a auget basculaire et le pluviometre Association
sont rapidement souilles par les feuilles d'arbres, le sable etc. .. 11 faut donc les
installer soigneusement.
- Vent: L'emploi d'anemometres ordinaires a coupes ou a moulinet produisant des
impulsions ou des frequences est courant et ne pose pas de problemes techniques
particuliers autres que ceux imputables aux decharges electriques et aux intemperies.
Dans les regions orageuses comme la Republique de Guinee, de nombreux appareils
sont endommages suite aux intenses. decharges electriques.
Ainsi, entre 1995 et 1998, a l'Aeroport de Conakry, plusieurs appareils a vent, de
recepteur d'images satellitaires, de transmetteurs et des plates-formes de collecte de
donnees ( DCP ), les calculateurs et les blocs d'alimentations n'ont pas ete epargnes.
Les anomalies sont enregistrees suite aux surtensions provoquees par les decharges.
Par ailleurs, dans les parties nord du pays Oll les temperatures atteignent 45° C a
l'ombre, ce sont les coupelles des moulinets (appareil a vent) qui se deforment sous
l'effet de l'humidite et de la forte chaleur. Les abris meteo meteorologiques dont les
persiennes sont en bois se rongent, tandis que les supports metalliques se rouillent
rapidement.
En periode d'intenses precipitations ( juillet - aofit ), les communications par BLU
entre les stations et le Centre Meteorologique National (CMN) sont interrompues par
des manifestations orageuses.
C'est pourquoi, pour remedier a la situation, il est cree au niveau de la Direction
Nationale de la Meteorologie et Services Associes I Agence de la Navigation
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Aerienne (ANA ), la Societe Generale d'Electricite ( SOGEL ) une commISSIon
chargee d'etudier la reaction des systemes face aux intemperies.
Actuellement, une etude est en train d'etre menee pour la determination des
caracteristiques electriques des sols de la plupart des localites du pays. Ceci pour
mieux inviter les fabricants et suggerer des modeles de paratonnerres et autres
dispositifs a mettre en place en vue de securiser tous les equipements de mesures
meteorologiques et les autres systemes exploites atravers le pays.
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OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS IN IMPLEMENTING A NETWORK
OF AUTOMATED UPPER AIR STATIONS IN HARSH ENVIRONMENTS
R.P. Canterford, P.R. Smith, L.J. Braden and M.J. Joyce
Australian Bureau of Meteorology
PO Box 1289K, Melbourne, Vic, AUSTRALIA
Tel (+613) 9669 4225, Fax (+613) 96694168
E-mail R.Canterford(a~bom.gov.au

Abstract
This paper outlines the important aspects of implementing and running a network of ten automated upper air
stations in remote and harsh environments. Points considered include reliability, staffmg, remote balloon releases,
adaptive observations, quality control and some engineering issues. The development and operational aspects required
to achieve a mature, reliable operational network are discussed.

Introduction
In August 1995 the Australian Bureau of Meteorology (ABM) purchased a robotic automated upper air system,
the Autosonde, manufactured by Vaisala Oyj. It was installed early in 1996 for full trials at the ABM's training centre.
It proved to be an effective upper air system after adaption by the ABM and manufacturer engineers to satisfy Australian
engineering and observations requirements. In particular the system had to be able to operate in harsh conditions in the
Australian outback and on remote islands. After a system evaluation against set engineering and observations criteria,
the ABM entered a contract with Vaisala to purchase up to 10 units (since extended to 12 units). Australia has a
network of 50 upper air stations on the mainland, islands and in Antarctica, so the automated stations represent about
20% of the network. This paper outlines some of the operational problems encountered in establishing the network in a
harsh environment, steps taken by the ABM and the manufacturer to overcome these difficulties and the use of a central
ABM Help-Desk. It was found that operating the systems in harsh environments required monitoring and intervention
by fully trained staff on duty (but reduced in number). This is a departure from them being operated autonomously with
minimal or no staff on station.
1.

Additionally, a number of ABM Autosonde locations are part of the Global Climate Observing System! Global
Upper Air Network (GCOS/GUAN) and successfully release 800 gm balloons which provide upper air soundings to the
required 5 hPa level.

2.

Integration into the Conventional Upper Air Network
Prior to purchase, an exhaustive analysis of all upper air systems technologies was undertaken and it was
concluded that a network of ten Autosondes was the best mix of the new navaid systems and current radar wind find
technology (Figure 1). An additional complication occurred in 1997 with the closure of the Omega navigation system.
This forced the ABM to use GPS technology at its Antarctic stations and Cocos Island. A similar impact occurred at the
Autosonde locations, which also need to run GPS radiosondes. At these stations there are increased costs of
consumables (above standard radiosondes). Standard radiosondes were normally released only once per day at OOUTC
with a further two per week (temporally staggered across the network of 50 stations) at 12UTC to provide a skeleton
network.
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Figure 1. Australian upper air network ( by technology type) _Autosonde
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With the introduction of the Autosondes, both 00 and 12 UTC radiosonde flights were required and this has
also added considerably to the consumable costs. Balloon-based wind finding systems continue to provide the sole
practical means of obtaining routine upper-wind data for the ABM's general network purposes on a day-to-day basis.
Of the various systems available, wind finding radar has long been the backbone of the ABM's network, mainly because
of the low cost of its passive balloon-borne package compared with the expensive active packages required by
alternative systems such as GPS radiosondes and radio theodolites.
While performance and logistics issues have played some part in the choice of system for particular locations,
such as the use of navaid sondes in the Antarctic, low consurnables cost has been the predominant factor behind the
choice of radar for most locations in the past. Additionally, the low-cost adaptation of Wind Find (WF) radars for dualrole operation has allowed a substantial expansion of Australian weather watch radar coverage in many areas where
stand-alone Weather Watch (WW) radars would not have been economically justifiable.
One notable disadvantage of WF radar is the lack of a demonstrated capability for reliable unattended
operation because of the target acquisition problem. In contrast, the Autosonde navaid sonde system has automated the
balloon launch operation and requires no target acquisition, thereby allowing unattended operation for days at a time.
(Note: When connected to an electrolytic hydrogen generator, daily visits are required due to safety considerations).
This can have significant implications in regard to staff deployment and the need for buildings and other infrastructure.
While the Autosonde has reduced requirements for staff in remote areas, experience has shown that an optimum of two
staff are still required for unforeseen circumstances, performance of other surface observations and provision of
meteorological information to the public. The complex nature of the Autosonde and associated computer operating
systems requires a commensurate level of operator skill and computer literacy. A comprehensive training schedule is
necessary for all staff that operate this equipment and thus the system does not readily lend itself to a system of
cooperative or contract staffing. However, the Autosonde does allow the station to be unattended over periods of shortterm staff absence such as a weekend, although this does not currently occur at ABM stations.
The uninstalled capital costs of WF radar and Autosondes are very broadly comparable, while further
experience is needed to assess the longer-term differences in maintenance requirements. Both systems have their own
peculiar mechanical complexities, but the Autosonde has an advantage in avoiding the expensive high-power
components used in radar transmitters.
The Benefits and Costs of Introduction of the Automated Systems
A summary of the advantages and disadvantages of introducing these systems to remote harsh locations is given
below:
3.

Benefits:

• Occupational Health and Safety (OH&S) requirements considerably improved due to minimal hydrogen gas
and balloon handling and nil high power transmitters.
• Alternative upper air technology added to overall network to avoid dependence on radar alone.
• Net running costs (staff and consumables) slightly less than original WF based systems.
• Maintenance costs less.
• World-wide move away from WF radar.
• Ability to initiate and quality control flights remotely from non-Autosonde locations.
• Ability to quality control climate data non-real-time.
• Ability to schedule additional flights at short notice (45 minutes): beneficial for severe weather and general
adaptive observations.
• Technology should be able to be updated more readily (modular).
Costs:
•
•
•
•
•
4.

Consumable costs higher (but more than offset by reduced staffing requirements).
Increased workload centrally to provide support for installation and on-going operation.
Reduced capacity for intermediate (to 00 and 12 UTC) flights due to consumable costs.
Autosonde computer technology can cause difficulty for some local staff.
Risk associated with change in technology.
Dependence on one supplier of technology at these particular locations in the network.

Technical Aspects - Installation
Implementation of the Autosonde network commenced in 1997 and has progressed as follows:
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STATION

WMONO.

INSTALLED

EXTREMES OF WEATHER AND ENVIRONMENT

Cobar

94711

May 1997

Dusty, +40°C summer temperature, O°C minimum winter temperature

Cocos Island

96996

October 1997

Tropical cyclone prone, lightning prone, high humidity, maritime climate

Learmonth

94302

December 1997

Tropical cyclone prone, lightning prone, high humidity, maritime climate

Port Hedland

94312

May 1998

Tropical cyclone prone, lightning prone, high humidity, maritime climate

Meekatharra

94430

August 1998

Dusty, +40°C summer temperature

Mount Isa

94332

October 1998

Dusty, +40°C summer temperature

Weipa

94170

November 1998

Monsoonal rainfall tropical cyclone prone, lightning prone, +80% humidity, maritime climate

Eucla

94647

August 1999

Dusty, +40°C summer temperature, maritime climate

Charleville

94510

January 2000

Dusty, +40°C summer temperature, +70% humidity, -1°C minimum winter temperature.

Moree

95527

June 2000

Dusty, +40°C summer temperature, -1°C minimum winter temperature

Kalgoorlie

94637

Planned - 2000

Dusty, +40°C summer temperature

Woomera

94659

Planned - 2000

Dusty, +40°C summer temperature

Autosondes have been placed at radiosonde stations where, for various reasons, it had become difficult to
guarantee continuity of upper air program. As noted above, the majority of these stations are in remote areas with fairly
harsh climate extremes including both maritime and desert regimes. Autosondes located in the tropical cyclone prone
areas of Northern Australia are installed to tropical cyclone ratings and have withstood (Learmonth, 1999) a Category
5 tropical cyclone, including a record wind gust for Australia of 267 kilometres per hour (Tropical Cyclone Vance,
1999)1. Minimal structural damage was sustained on this occasion and the unit was quickly returned to operational
capability. (A.Valentine, 1999.)2

5. Technical Aspects - Operations
Implementation of the Autosonde network has seen a number of operational (and consumable) problems arise:
Balloons not releasing due to adhesion during tropical downpours.
Humidity affecting the GPS module and premature battery activation.
Battery failure resulting in early cessation of soundings or failure of radiosonde to activate at release.
Radiosonde inability to reach minimal signal strength resulting in sounding failure.
Failure of gas valves and regulators when systems are connected to a hydrogen electrolyser
Gas flow problems due to insect infestation in supply lines.
Performance of air conditioning in extreme temperatures.
Lightning strikes disabling fibre optic connection between the Autosonde and its automatic weather station.
Poor GPS wind calculation. Causes including poor satellite geometry and intermediate frequency (IF) drift.
The Bureau has modified the fully automatic system to allow for manual quality control of soundings. This
takes place in real-time by on-station staff or by staff at another nominated station. The ABM has been able to make a
more effective utilisation of available staffing resources through the networking of Autosondes via remote terminals
from capital city locations, where 24-hour operation is already maintained to meet aviation requirements. Networking
also allows forecasting staff to remotely schedule ad hoc releases when stations are not staffed. This has been
particularly useful during tropical cyclone seasons in northern Australia and for additional adaptive observations. Other
ABM specific modifications (developed in cooperation with Vaisala Pty. Ltd.) and procedures include:
A balloon bursting probe and water sprays are installed in the launch tank for safety reasons.
Introduction of a central Help Desk which is available during sounding hours. This facility has retrieved (in
real-time) over 200 soundings that would have been unrecoverable or greatly delayed without the service.
Electrolytic hydrogen generators are used at several sites.
A rain shield has been installed between the Autosonde container and the filling tank. The additional shielding
now lessens the impact of monsoon rains on balloon release performance.
Tie-downs for the Autosonde container and heavy-duty struts to support the launching tank have been installed
for tropical cyclone proofing purposes.
De-humidifiers are installed to prevent humidity affecting the transmitters and batteries of loaded radiosondes.
Added optional wind shields to all systems.
Most Autosondes are connected via a 64kb frame relay Wide Area Network (WAN). The standard modems are
only used for backup. WAN facilities are unavailable at two stations. These stations use V32 modems which
can impede successful completion of a sounding e.g. Weipa radio modem communications failure during wet
weather.
A remote Autosonde PC is located in the meteorological office of the site that the Autosonde is located. This
PC is used to monitor and quality control soundings whenever the station is staffed.
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Another remote PC is based at a major capital city airport that always operates 24-hour rosters 365 days per
year. The similarly trained staff quality control soundings and launch non-standard soundings whenever the
meteorological office at the Autosonde site is not staffed.
Extensive use is made of Windows NT scripting to automate a number of Australian-specific procedures.
6.

Reliability/performance
Figure 2 shows the percentage of scheduled 12 and/or OOUTC soundings per month that reached at least
200 hPa. Not included are data relating to missing winds, non-supply of consumables or outages associated with
maintenance policy. The lower percentages in May 1998 and May 1999 were mainly caused by consumable related
problems.
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Historical Change In the Performance of the Autosonde Network

Typical reasons for sounding failure include:
Balloon train snagging at release. This has been lessened by use of a Bureau designed parachute which is
inserted into the balloon.
Radiosonde activation failure. A reserve radiosonde is automatically released or, if this fails, a release is
manually scheduled. Modifications to radiosonde design have lessened failure due to battery failure.
Nil or missing winds. Modifications to the GPS module of the radiosonde as well as software changes
(mainly for GPS IF drift) have seen a lessening of this problem. However, this problem still occurs with
varying frequency due to use of consumable stock on hand.
Frequency interference. This may be caused by a clash in radiosonde frequency during second releases.
Non-delivery of messages and or data files. Usually recoverable by Help Desk.
Operator error. The Autosonde is a highly complex system that requires a high level of operator training for
both permanent and temporary staff.
Gas flow problems caused by faults in either the hydrogen regulator attached to the gas supply or the gas flow
control valve within the Autosonde. May be partly due to ABM use of electrolytic hydrogen generators.
7.

Conclusions
Given that the ABM conventional systems could not be sustained at these particular stations in the network, the
Autosonde network has made a very valuable contribution. However, continued support and ongoing development,
especially for consumables, has been and is still required to maintain the satisfactory standard shown in recent months
(Figure 2).
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Central Aerological Observatory, Roshydromet,
#3 Pervomayskaya St. Dolgoprudny, Moscow Reg.,
141700 Russia, phone/fax +7 (095) 408-7758,
E-mail: attex@gin.global-one.ru
1. INTRODUCTION
It is well known that winter cloud at the middle and high latitudes of North Hemisphere are

potentially dangerous for aircraft in-flight icing. During the last three winters at least one airplane
crash within each season with many injured and killed were reported in the USA and Canada.
Although the problem of airplane in-flight icing is investigated within last 50 years in different
countries, the development of the modem remote sensing technique for detection such a dangerous
phenomena is still very actual. After FAA prognoses (USA Federal Aviation Administration) at
least one icing induced crush per week will be observed within nearest 10 years due to increase of
civil aviation flight intensity if no any new detection and protection technologies will be found.
The microwave remote sensing is one of the most developed and well applied technology for
detection of supercooled liquid water zones, which are responsible for aircraft icing in winter clouds
(E. Westwater, 1980). There are two basic restrictions of implementation of the microwave remote
sensing into a practical use of civil airport service: 1. Ground based microwave radiometers can not
distinguish the height of supercooled water location; 2. Ground based microwave systems are
exposed to very harsh environmental conditions that are dramatically influenced not just on the
accuracy, but on the reliability of the data also.
The theoretical possibility of the dangerous height determination - height of the supercooled water
location was discussed in (Khaikine, 1994). In (Koldaev,1996) it was shown experimentally the
ability of two wavelength microwave remote sensing to detect the height of supercooled liquid
water into a winter clouds. Because of two references above, we will not discuss the theoretical
background and experimental evidences of the method in the present article. Instead of that we will
focus our attention on the description of the technical solutions of the second problem mentioned
above. Thus the presented paper describes two approach for creation of commercial model of two
wavelength ground based system capable of operating in an unattended mode with self calibration
and data quality control provided.
2. TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS TO UNATTENDED MICROWAVE SYSTEM
During the field experiments mentioned above, two wavelength ground-based microwave systems
were used. The most advanced measuring system configuration had been designed for the Canadian
Freezing Drizzle Experiment III which was carried out in Ottawa region during December 1997February 1998. (Koldaev, 1998) It was a trailer housing with thermo-stabilizing system, in which
two microwave radiometers with 85 GHz and 37 GHz working frequencies were installed.
Atmospheric radiation was received through the radio-transparent window after its reflection by a
flat metal sheet. The calibration was performed by using a "black body" and "clear sky" technique.
For this purpose, an absorber was placed beneath the flat reflector. Then, the radiometers received
signals from the absorber when the reflector was looking at the nadir direction. In fact, systems of
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this kind mounted in a trailer to make long-term measurements are commonly used. The system was
run by skilled personnel because almost all the procedures involved (such as calibration) required
manual operation or at least supervision (data quality and radiometer operability control). The
experience gained both from these operations and previously allows formulating basic limitations of
most recent ground-based microwave systems and, therefore, developing technical requirements for
an unattended system. The main problems and their possible solutions are presented in Table 1 in
terms of comparison.
PROBLEM
Precipitation problem for antenna system

"Black body" quality control: thermal
equilibrium with the environment,
precipitation, direct sun and windshield factor
Thermo-stabilization of the microwave
system's operation volume.
Manual calibration during "clear sky"
conditions.
Expert control of environmental conditions
acceptable for proper calibrations
Commonly, the systems are not portable

SOLUTION
Automated cleaning system adjusted
for specific precipitation type
Black body in weatherproof housing

Automated control and maintaining the whole
system's stable temperature
Automated regular calibration procedure under
any weather conditions with a built-in "black
body"
Automated monitoring of "clear sky"
conditions
Portable, easy-to- installs system with a
possibility of autonomous power supply and
data transmission via radio modem.

Table 1. Problems, to be resolvedfor creating an unattended system
3.CONSTRUCTION OF THE ALPHA-SAMPLE SYSTEM

The alpha-sample of the system, which was aimed to meet the requirements above, was created in
Russian Company ATTEX under supervision of the CAO specialists in 1999.
The drawing and the general view of the system are presented in Fig. 1.
The main features of the system were as follows:
Weather protection: each radiometer is installed in a separate housing. The housing has the shape
of a tube 14" in diameter and 32" long. The tube consists of two parts - a stationary and a rotating
one. The stationary part includes a microwave radiometer with an antenna, a thermo-stabilizing
system, a stepping motor, two electromagnetic clicks, a microprocessor control board, and a set of
sensors. The rotating part includes a turning flat metal reflector with one side used as a reflector and
the other covered by an absorber. Atmospheric radiation is received through a radio-transparent
window at the top of the rotating part. The connection between the rotating and stationary parts is
waterproof.
11) All-weather operation: the shape of the weather protection housing prevents snow and water
accumulation. The devices are installed in separate housings. To protect the radio-transparent
window from water drops or snow, the rotating part is turned each 5-20 minutes and the windshield
cleaners, who are solid with the stationary £art of the housing, clean it. Two thermo-stabilizing
systems are used to provide a +40oC/-40 C range of operation. The first one is inside the
radiometer. It maintains +50 oC+/-0.50C temperature inside the radiometer box. The second one is in
the stationary part of the housing. It does not provide such an accurate thermo-stabilization, but
makes it possible to control the inner temperature by using a heating/cooling system.
Ill) Self-calibration: when the rotating part is turning to clean the window, one of the
electromagnetic clicks releases the flat mirror for it to turn over and expose the absorber. The other
I)
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click fixes the mirror's position. The rotating part is not thermally insulated from the environment
but has good thermal insulation from the stationary part and the absorber being at ambient
temperature.
As the ambient temperature changes at least by SOC every 24 hours, one needs to get information
about the recent temperature value and the output code of the radiometer to continuously update the
calibration data set.
IV) Unattended operation: unattended mode of operation as well as "real-time" data processing and
transmission via radio modem is performed by the in-built microprocessor board. A 12 V
automobile accumulator is used as power supply.
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Figure 1. Drawings ofthe alpha-sample of unattended system
l.Radiometer 2.Microprocessor card 3.Stepping motor 4.Mirror S.Sensor of antenna position
6.Magnet 7.Termistor 8. Teflon 9.Fans IO.Mirror control units 1 1. "Black body" I2.Cleaning unit
I3.Precipitation sensor with heater 14.Cleaning heater
4. THE BETTA-SAMPLE OF UNATTENDED SYSTEM
The first field-test with the unattended system described above were carried out in a frame the field
project AIRS (Alliance Icing Research Study) conducted by Environment Canada with support of
FAA within November 29, 1999- February 19,2000. The system was installed in Ottawa
international airport during December and January and in Montreal international airport during
February. Field-tests shown that the system can operate in unattended mode reliably within a long
period of time. That means automatic mode of calibrations and real time data processing and
transmitting were working well. But at the same time a number of disadvantageous were observed.
Namely:
1.The calibration coefficients were strongly depends on the type of the surroundings -wet and dry
earth surface as well as surface covered by snow led to different value of the coefficients.
2. Precipitation sensor based on the measurements of heat losses due to precipitation can not work
properly under harsh conditions.
3. Even the maximum rate of the rotating can not provide proper cleaning of the Teflon window.
which lead to accumulation of snow or freezing the window.
The analysis of these disadvantageous indicates that: 1. instability of calibration coefficients is the
result of side lobes of antenna system; 2. precipitation sensor should work without direct contact
with precipitation; 3. rotating of the teflon head should be done continuously to provide cleaning in
all weather condition.
The beta-sample of the system was created in ATTEX recently and is accumulated all technical
solutions to avoid the problems indicated during the test with the alpha-sample.
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The picture of the beta-sample is presented at the Fig 2

(

~
Figure 2. Overview ofthe beta-sample ofground based microwave unattended system
The principal difference of the beta-sample is that the rotating head is made with teflon in full. It
means no any metal construction and details are not included. Such a feature allow to rotate the
teflon head continuously during the receiving the signals from zenith direction. The rotation is
provided by a regular 12 V DC motor. The flat mirror is not connected any how with the rotating
part and is scanned by a special high accuracy stepping motor which is stationary installed inside
the rotating head. The "black body" for inside calibrations is installed on the chase of the stepping
motor beneath the mirror. So the calibrations are conducted when the mirror is turned to nadir
direction. The complete teflon made rotating head in accompany with separately scanned mirror
reduced the side lobe effects very much that provides stability of calibration coefficients despite on
the environment. A new precipitation sensor is made on the "capacitor" principle and mounted
separately from the cleaning unit.
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1 GENERAL
The Lambrecht Static windsensor Quatro, rugged
and reliable, all solid-state without moving parts, is
dedicated for various meteorological purposes like
meteorological service, air traffic control, vessels, air
pollution control, environmental sciences and
industry. The sensor features a high sophisticated
instrument for severe environmental conditions like
high mountain, industrial, offshore, navy and military
applications.
The rugged mechanical construction of the
instrument, the coated sensor elements and the
electronics design perform a mean time between
failure (MTBF) of 25.000 hours. A heated head
keeps the instrument icefree up to -40 degrees
despite of extreme wind-chill effects. The instrument
fullfills all relevant regulations like WMO No6, VDI
3786 and is proofed for EMC, ESD, shock, vibration,
salt spray and operates in all weather conditions like
rain, fog, temperature, dust, industrial pollution and
sand storms.
The high speed range of up to 80 m/s and the low
starting threshold make the instruments suitable for
windmeasurings from small breezes to force
hurricanes in all climate conditions.
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2 INTRODUCTION

TFV Principle

The Lambrecht Static windsensor Quatro
incorporates an innovative wind velocity and direction
measurement system that detects thermal field
variations (TFV) caused by the wind flowing past a
heated cylinder.
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The TFV technique is very accurate, responds
rapidly to wind changes and has a low starting
threshold of 0.1 m/s and a high speed range of
80 m/so The instrument requires no calibration, no
bearing replacement or any other periodic
maintenance to keep its accurate performance and
resists agressive chemical and salty environmental
conditions.
The Static windsensor is a compact and completely
self-contained meteorological instrument. All
components are enclosed in a sealed, ice-free and
weatherproof cylinder. The incorporated
microprocessor determines weather parameters,
performing self-diagnostic tests and transmitting data
and status information. The system is an intelligent
device capable of transmitting various data like
instantaneous, gliding mean and extreme values
over an RS-485 serial digital interface.

3 THEORY OF OPERATION
Unique for meteorological sensors is its patented
Thermal Field Variation (TFV) technique for
measuring wind speed and direction. As already
explained, the station detects thermal field changes
caused by wind passing by a heated cylinder
exposed to the winds. This principle is easily
demonstrated when using a wet finger to sense the
wind speed and direction. The TFV-Sensor is a
small, rugged cylinder with several plated vertical
resistor/temperature sensors mounted symmetrically
around its outer surface. The cylinder surface is
heated to a controlled, constant temperature of 50 QC
above the ambient temperature. At calm conditions,
the thermal field radiation of the cylinder is
homogeneous and all the vertical temperature
sensors sense the same signal level.
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The thermal field is being influenced by passing air,
which results in a symmetric, parabolic shape. The
signals from the vertical sensors are used by the
microprocessor to determine the parabolic form
showing the related wind direction. The amount of
energy required to maintain the surface at a constant
temperature above ambient is used to determine the
wind velocity. Because thermal radiation and
convection depend on air density, the required
balance energy is related to the ambient temperature
and barometric pressure. The determination for the
windspeed is performed by the derived algorithm
from the King Formula with difference temperature
control method.
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4 TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

(5) Weather proofed enclosure with healed head

The Lambrecht Static windsensor Quatro is an all
solid-state design without moving parts, consisting
of:
1) Hot film resistors, 2) Signal conditioning with
temperature/pressure compensation, 3) Built-In test
Equipment (BITE) and serial communications
interface, 4) DC power supply and heating device
and 5) Weatherproof housing.
1) The hot film resistors are controlled with constant
resistor method by measuring the signal voltage and
controlling the current via the microprocessor to keep
the constant temperature difference of 50 degrees.

--tr=.o.. _,-- ..--.,---;

2) The microprocessor signal conditioner consisting
of analog-digital-converter, digital controlled current
source, temperature and pressure sensor for air
density compensation, microprocessor with RAM,
Flash-EPROM, watchdog and voltage control device.
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3) BITE consisting of individual hot film resistor
check, supply voltage range, heating control, internal
reference and housekeeping data for status report
via the serial interface. Data communication
consisting of instantaneous, gliding means of 2 / 10
minutes and extreme values via ESD-protected RS
485 interface.
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4) Galvanic isolated and overvoltage protected DCDC-Converter for wide input range of 10 to 30 VDC.
Temperature controlled heating device for non-icing
operation.
5) Weatherproof housing with heated head, TFVSensor, sealed electronic devices, temperature,
pressure sensor and 12 pin connector for
standardized 2"-tube installation with low weight and
small dimensions. Rugged and reliable construction
with non-corrosive materials and sensor with
protective, teflon coated surface.

5 TECHNICAL DATA
Wind speed:
Resolution:
Accuracy:

0.1 to 80 m/s
0.1 m/s
±2% (0 to 35 m/s)
±4% (35 to 80 m/s)

Wind direction:
Resolution:
Accuracy:

o to 360 degrees

Measuring interval:

100 msec

Isolation voltage:

2.500 VDC

Serial port:

RS 485,
ASCII-Data-Output
1.200 m (9600 Baud)
Instantaneous value
Mean value 2/10 min
Gust and variance
Sensor status

Distance:
Data:

1 degree
±2.5 degrees

Operating range:

-40 to +60 degrees

Power supply: (Sensor)
(Heating Device)

10 to 30 VDC / 15 VA
20 to 28 VDC /100 VA

Protection class:

IP63

Dimensions:

height 200 mm

Diameter:

110 mm

Weight:

1.5 kg
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6 REFERENCES AND APPROVALS
The Lambrecht Static windsensor Quatro is
operating on the peak of the Klein Matterhorn in the
Swiss alps on 3980 m above sea level since 1998.
The windsensor has been installed with a complete
weather station SYNMET with additional parameters
like temperature, relative humidity, pressure,
precipitation and sunshine duration and reports the
SYNOP-Message continously. Extreme
temperatures to -40 degrees and high windspeed of
70 mls have been recorded and the extreme
occurence of lightning strokes are regular operating
conditions. The complete safety design consists of
overvoltage protection elements for signal and power
lines, galvanic isolated serial interfaces, shielded
cables, glasfibre-mast, central earthing, AC mains
with UPS and GSM-communication.
Technical improvements regarding lighting strokes
and vertical upstreamed windforces to the head of
the instrument have been made due to occured
problems during the two year operation period.
At the time beeing this station is the highest installed
automatic unattended weather station of the world.
An actual marine environmental test regarding navy
vessel application will be performed this year at the
official test authority of the German armed forces
(Bundeswehr).

7 QUALITY CONTROL
All windsensors are tested in the Lambrecht
windtunnel and the tolerances of the hot film
resistors are compensated during the automated
range simulation where the individual sensorspecific
constant is stored in the EEPROM of the
microprocessor signal conditioner. The Lambrecht
quality management, certified according to ISO 9001
since 1995, assures the accuracy and performance
of the instrument for the use in regular
meteorological and harsh environmental conditions
or where safety control is required.

8 STANDARDS AND REGULATIONS
EMC:

EN 50081/82, VG 95773

ESD:

IEC 1000-4-2

Electric safety:

VDE 100

Wind:

WMO-No.8
VDI3786 BI2

Shock:
Vibration:

MIL-S-901C

General:

MIL-STD-810B

MIL-STD-167
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1 MEASUREMENT TECHNOLOGY, PERFORMANCE,
AND QUALITY ASSURANCE

1.6 Urban Meteorology
Keynote Paper

THE REQUIREMENTS OF URBAN METEOROLOGICAL
MEASUREMENTS AND CIMO's ROLE
R.D. Vashistha
Instruments Division, India Meteorological Dept., Pune-5, India:
Fax: (91) (020) 5533201, Email: ramdhanv@hotmail.com or imdpune@pn3.vsnl.neUn

1.

Introduction:

The science of meteorology heavily depends on the methodical and routine observations,
experiments and analytical scientific methods. The observations enable a proper evaluation of the changes
in each of the weather elements. The observations are made either using sensory parts of the observing
personnel or instruments.
Meteorological observations cater to different disciplines like synoptic,
climatological, aeronautical, agricultural and marine meteorology. Meteorological observing stations are
spaced depending on the purpose for which the measurements are required, the variability of the weather
elements and the terrain of the area. A strict conformity exists on the parameters to be observed, siting and
exposure conditions and the schedule of measurements. In almost all cases the recording site is expected
to represent a large area of homogenous terrain and vegetation coverage. The parameters to be monitored
and the accuracy requirements in their measurements, however, vary depending on the specific needs for
the data. The instruments have accordingly different specifications and characteristics so as to provide
quality of data required for the specific purposes. Instruments used for climatological purposes need to be
rugged, even if they are slow in response while those needed for aviation purposes need to have very high
resolving powers and fast in response to changing weather conditions.
Measurements made at a climatological or synoptic station located in near-rural conditions may
represent a large area say 150 km around the station. This, however, is not true for a station located near
an urban area. Such a representative site even inside the urban area becomes more difficult and in most of
the cases, the site requirements are specific for the selected urban area depending on the peculiarities of the
urban area. These, in all probability, will be in variance with those of WMO guidelines. Even if the site
requirements were satisfied at the time of commissioning of the station, these do get seriously vitiated with
time when the urban area expands and creeps all round the observing site.
There is no set pattern of layouts in urban areas. The spacing between and the size of individual
buildings are neither uniform. Besides an urban area may have few industries at its centre or at its
peripheries, resulting in high fluctuations in temperature regime and the pollutant deposits at different parts
of the urban area. The buildings with their differing heights and girths pose obstacles to the general wind
flow and cause serious eddy currents around them. Because of the disproportionate and varied distributions
in the temperature and wind fields in such environments, monitoring the weather parameters in an urban
area becomes more complex. Human interference by way of domestic and commercial activities, and
vehicular traffic also lead to major perturbations in the general weather pattern of the area. The heat and
moisture released by the human activities and the gaseous exhausts especially from vehicles and industries
have effects on the urban weather to varying degrees.
Thus monitoring the changes in the weather elements in an urban location is a highly complicated
task. The selection of sites for such measurements cannot conform to the general sites requirements as laid
down by WMO. We may not also be able to lay down a generalised criteria for urban meteorology as the
requirements will be different and peculiar for each urban location, depending on the spatial locations of
housings - residential, business and industrial, open-air parks, vegetation, playgrounds etc. and also on the
general weather pattern of the country side in which the individual town or city is located. The standard
instruments, which are rugged and simple in design for use in a synoptic or climatological network system as
per WMO norm, are not suitable for urban studies. They have their own limitations under such varying and
typical exposure conditions of an urban location. Some areas may need a small network of observing
stations because of the large variations in the settlement patterns. Conventional type of instruments in such
cases, though economically viable, will need a large number of manpower, which is not otherwise costeffective. Besides, such instruments will need periodical manual observations, which will disturb the
otherwise highly fragile and continuously changing urban environment. This would then mean that a remote
sensing type of instrumentation with minimum need for manual maintenance and operation has to be
resorted to. This, however, imposes a constraint as the initial financial input will he higher, though it would
be more efficient working system in the long run.
Thus organizing a measurement system in an urban environment requires careful consideration of
the cost-effectiveness of operating each such station, the site selection depending on the peculiarity of each
location and efficient instrumentation suitable for specific site.
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2.

The Urban Atmosphere:

Oke (1998) has illustrated a very lively idealized vertical structure of the urban atmosphere.
Urbanization process activates many atmospheric anomalies. The change in the nature of the surface
characteristics cannot be over stressed. The buildings, trees, roads etc. create their own microclimate and
these repetitive structures and elements are recombined into larger microscale climate unit. When
considering the picture as illustrated by Oke, a complicated picture emerges out. It is rather an uphill task for
a meteorologist to locate a station in an Urban Terrain Zone (UTZ), which could be representing the whole
city or town. Nevertheless, it may be possible to find out representative areas of suitable dimension where
an urban climate station could be established.

3.

The need of establishing guidelines for observations in urban areas:

Establishing guidelines for observations in urban areas is a complex issue and this need has been
felt since very long. WMO tried to address this issue by circulating a questionnaire in 1975 for finding out the
status of urban observations and the need for guidelines. Van Gysegem (1978) recognised the complexities
of these issues from this report and recommended more research in the field before defining guidelines. He
stressed mainly on two vital issues of exposure for representation of data and suitable sensors, which could
respond to the turbulent atmosphere without errors. More than 20 years of time span has opened up the
urban issue with a new vigor among climatologists. With the availability of state-of-the-art technology, the
field of urban observations could be taken up in a more satisfying term when a climatologist may have to
study the variations in temperatures at a micro scale level from 0.2 C to 0.5 C or so over a period of a
decade or more. When a climatologist makes his study, he presumes that observing network provide him
fairly accurate and error free data. He normally does not possess the details of measuring sites and goes by
the established criterion for instrument exposure, siting, representation of measurements and homogeneity
of data.

4.

Siting and type of Meteorological Instruments:

As discussed in the preceding paragraphs, the decision making process that leads to the selection of
a site and placements of instruments in urban area is a complex one and involves hard decisions many
times deviating from the established WMO norms and national Guides. This flexibility is very essential while
introducing the concept of requirement of urban measurements. For instance, in a densely populated urban
location, there will not be any open area where a site satisfying the general requirements of conventional
meteorological observing site could be found. If no location is suitable at the ground level, we may have no
option to use an elevated location, such as a terrace of a building. In such thickly populated areas, the
effective boundary layer also is lifted up. The orientation of rows of buildings also contribute to changes in
the free flow of winds, giving rise to calm areas behind the buildings and eddy currents and whirls beyond
that vicinity. They may also give rise to the tunneling effect, causing channelised strong wind flow if the
prevailing wind direction is parallel to the rows of buildings. In such cases, the temperature regime is highly
disturbed. Following paragraphs highlight the requirements, which are relevant for individual elements in
urban areas.

4.1

Temperature and Humidity:

The measurement of temperature and humidity under a standard thermometer screen popularly
called Stevenson's screen made from special type of wood or FRP at 2m above ground is appropriate. The
distance to obstacles should be kept a minimum of 2 times of their height. However, some relaxation may
have to be kept in mind while considering the safety, access and availability of infrastructure facilities for
maintaining the site. The size of the screen, however, is to suit the type and size of sensors used.
A mercury-in-glass thermometer may appear very cost effective as they have the required accuracy
and long-term stability. This would, however, need large size thermometer screen and manpower for making
the periodic eye measurements. As mentioned earlier, it is not cost effective in long-term considerations.
Besides, it is not desirable to frequently disturb the environment condition around the thermometers by
regular opening and closing the screen door. A platinum resistance thermometer or a thermistor
thermometer, having sufficient stability in calibration and larger resolving power will allow fairly maintenancefree measurements and also remote sensing of temperature. Being very small in size, the thermometer
screens will also be unobtrusive and can be installed easily.
The best way of measuring humidity is to have a "wet-bulb" thermometer, with the sensor kept moist
by conventional wick immersed in water. This, however, will again need frequent changing of the distilled
water, which again call for sufficient manpower. It would, therefore, be necessary to go in for sensors whose
characteristics change with water vapour content in the atmosphere. Lithium chloride hygroscopic resistors
or similar sensors will ideally suit the remote sensing methods, though sufficient care steps have to be
undertaken to overcome their deficiencies (ref.18) (WMO, 1986). The polymer dielectric capacitive type of
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sensor, popularly known as HUMICAP could also be used for measurement of humidity in urban areas when
dust and acidic pollution is less
4.2

Soil Temperature:

Soil temperature measurement does not form a part of a standard climate station. Nevertheless, this
parameter needs to be considered while planning an urban station. The measurement of soil temperature at
a depth of around O.5m and more may provide a better understanding of urban thermal modification.
Though this parameter will give good data, it is highly doubtful if one can get a suitable site, which no one will
tread on. It is necessary that the site is not in a depression location where rainwater is likely to stagnate
after a spell of rain. It also should not be too close to large water reservoirs, watered gardens etc. from
which the soil may get additional moisture supply.
A resistance thermometer or a thermocouple thermometer would meet the measurement
requirement with remote recording feasibility.
4.3

Wind Speed and direction:

While selecting a site in an urban area, the available standard procedures for installing wind
instruments pose an uphill task and do not work. The presence of trees, buildings, streets make it rather
impossible to take measurement at a distance of 10 times from the obstacle and at a height of 1Om. A
height of 10m for wind measurement will not give satisfactory results in urban area with taller obstacles.
Minimum height for wind measurement is the top of the roughness sublayer and a method to predict its
height should be evolved. In very crude terms, it is about 2}'2 to 4 times the ZH (typical height of building and
trees) [Oke 1998]. It is desirable to place the wind instruments at another place nearby better exposed to the
wind rather than installing them in the same enclosure where temperature and humidity measurements are
observed. However, special care is required to be taken while selecting the supporting structure so that the
airflow is not distorted and erroneous observations do not waste all the efforts. Installing the wind equipment
on rooftops is not recommended as such sites may give distorted wind measurements.
There are quite a number of wind instruments available. Leaving out cup-counter anemometers, as
they need manual observations, cup generator anemometers, propeller sensor anemometers and
photosensitive anemometers are most suitable for the remote sensing wind measurements. The signal
converter suitable for the remote indication of the wind speed though the commonly used rotation sensors is
the electrical contact breaker. This may be a mechanical one or a permanent magnet reed-relay device. In
either case, the electrical pulses, which are proportional to wind speed, are measured. Both suffer because
of inherent inertia that have to be overcome, thus raising the minimum threshold of wind speed. The
photosensitive type uses the optical light chopper device in which the rotational sensors cut off the light from
an LED from illuminating a photodiode. The resistance of the reverse-biased photodiode falls in proportion
to the illumination, which is masked by a rotating disk attached to the rotating sensor. The signal converter
can also be achieved by the use of a brushless a.c. generator in which the rotating magnet induces a.c.
voltage in the stationary stator winding. The use of sonic anemometers could also be a good alternative to
cup anemometers but at present more experience is required to be gained in their long term reliability.
4.4

Precipitation:

The measurement of total precipitation and rate of precipitation are important for urban hydrological
applications. As a standard practice the site of raingauge should be well away from trees and buildings,
walls or other obstructions. The distance of any such obstacle from raingauge should not be less than twice
the height of the object above the rim of the gauge and preferably four times the height. However, very open
sites, though suitable for other instruments may pose difficulty in rainfall catch particularly in strong winds.
This also makes a strong case for not siting the raingauge at a similar height of wind sensors. The exact
layout of the buildings - domestic, industrial and commercial - has a great influence on the amount of rainfall
that reaches the ground in a city, as they do affect the wind speed and directions. The terrain - a slopping
surface as in the case of hilly terrain and a meadow shape - and the available open space for
measurements at the ground level also decides on the site for the rain gauge. Unless the rainfall is due to a
system like monsoon currents or low pressure phenomena like depressions or storms, the distribution of the
precipitation over an area is not likely to be even and hence rainfall measured at an open space which may
be at a given part of the city, is not likely to be representative of the area. In case spatial distribution is
desired inside the city area, the site criteria laid down for a normal meteorological station will have to be
breached and measurements may have to be made even on elevated locations, if no suitable site is
available at the ground level. Windshields may then have to be provided for the precipitation gauge.
Since measurement of precipitation does not get vitiated much due to measurements being recorded
by an observer, it is enough if a Simon raingauge or a siphon-recording rain gauge is used. However, this
would need manpower for measuring the rainfall and for maintenance, especially an urban environment is
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likely to produce large quantities of pollutants that may settle in to the precipitation gauge. For remote
sensing, tipping bucket precipitation recorder in which each motion of a twin metallic vessel resting on a
knife-edge support causes an electric pulse in an electrical circuit switched on by a permanent magnet actuated reed-relay. The tipping bucket sensor and the recording mechanism are connected by a two-lead
cable to a digital counting system. The system is highly suitable for automatic monitoring. However, it
suffers on three important accounts, (i) discrete nature of the data, particularly with light rain and drizzle, (ii)
loss in recording due to time lag in successive tipping motions and (iii) appreciable evaporation losses from
the buckets. A volumetric-valve type sensor is another design that can be used. It is a small cylindrical
vessel provided with an electric valve at the outlet, which is operated by an electric water-conductivity relay.
The upper parts of the vessel hold the electrodes. The rainwater as it enters the vessel and reaches the
electrodes, an electric current is passed to obtain an electric signal, which operates a magnetic valve to drain
the water out. Each draining cycle is digitally counted. This system enables one to achieve improved
sensitivity by smaller quantizing step, improved accuracy because of the small discharge time and reduces
the evaporation losses.
Solid precipitation is best made using weighing balance precipitation recorders.

4.5

Radiation and bright sunshine:

The requirement of measurement of direct solar and global irradiance and duration of bright
sunshine in the urban areas could be met by mounting the instruments on the roof of a tall building, which is
free from the shadow of adjoining trees or other taller objects. Nevertheless the height above the ground
and its surface are important if one has to measure the net radiant energy where albedo plays an important
role.
Global solar radiant exposure is normally measured using blackened thermopile sensor, which is
protected from, weather and dust by two concentrically mounted hemispherical glass covers. These glass
covers also serve to filter off the terrestrial radiation from the atmosphere. The thermo e.m.f output can be
measured using an integrator or a data acquisition system. Since we have to measure energy over a time,
instantaneous recording of the value at specified times, as in the case of other weather elements will not be
of any use. Only integrating system over known time intervals is needed so as to obtain the total energy
received during the interval. Photo sensitive transducers like silicon photodiode are also being used, even
though their response is not flat in the entire wavelength ranges of concern.
Direct solar irradiance is normally recorded using a thermopile pyrheliometer mounted on a solar
tracker. Thermopile pyrheliometers have thermopiles mounted at one end of a long metallic tube whose
other end is exposed to the sun. To minimize recording of diffuse irradiance, a series of diaphragms limit the
view angle to not larger than 50. A sighting device helps in keeping the sensor always perpendicular to the
solar irradiation. The instrument is mounted on a good solar tracker to keep the sensor always oriented at
the sun. Whenever the sun is obstructed by opaque clouds the output drops to zero. The amount of radiant
energy also gets affected by dust and smoke particles that lie in the path of sun's irradiation. Thus it is
possible to evaluate qualitatively the effect of clouds and the extent of atmospheric pollution.
Measuring net radiant energy in an urban area is a more difficult task, as the net pyrradiometer has
to be installed near the surface, yet free from obstructions and even human movement in its vicinity. The
buildings around also contribute to the energy level by their emissions at their own temperatures. Unless a
very careful watch is maintained, the data collected will not be representative.
Measurement of sunshine can be made using conventional sunshine recorder or photoelectric
recorders with chopping blades. In the case of pyranometers it is necessary to have temperature
compensation provisions. The pyranometers should not have cosine error, spectral response and non-linear
output. Similar characteristics should be ensured for pyrheliometers also. In addition the solar tracker should
be precise in tracking the sun. It is necessary to have periodic checks on the proper performance of the
solar tracker. In all cases, exact North-South alignment and exact horizontality (proper leveling) have to be
ensured. In the cases of solar tracker and the sunshine recorder, they should be adjusted for latitudinal
inclination. All radiation instruments need periodic check and regular cleaning is essential to ensure
reasonably reliable data.

4.6

Atmospheric Pressure:

The measurement of atmospheric pressure in urban areas has not been considered by many experts. This
parameter is important for an urban climatologist when the city is too large with hilly terrain, water bodies and
surrounded by coastlines. Pressure anomalies in the UTZ may help weathermen in assessing the local
extreme events, which have become a cause of concern to a city dweller.

The measurement of atmospheric pressure in the city does not pose significant problems. Exposure
requirements are met by mounting the instruments along with the temperature sensor shield or
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independently in a separate enclosure at the same height as temperature shield. However, it is stressed that
most of the measuring devices for atmospheric pressure are quite expensive and proper care is required to
be taken regarding the security. The instruments should be placed in an enclosure, which can be locked.
The basic instruments for the measurement of atmospheric pressure like mercury barometer and
aneroid barometer, though reliable, need continuous presence of manpower for observation and
maintenance. They need elaborate arrangement for installation including a robust enclosure. For urban
measurements the sensors like silicon capacitive absolute pressure sensor with remote indicating facility will
be more suitable. These sensors need microprocessor-based electronics for high order linearization and
thermal compensation.

4.7

Evaporation:

Measurement of evaporation using the pan system will not give meaningful observations. The
microscale advection of heat from buildings will make the observation unrealistic. It is also difficult to evolve
a meaningful pan coefficient for urban surroundings.

4.8

Atmospheric Pollution:

A meteorological air pollution station will monitor the concentration of pollutants for the surrounding
area. The pollution over an urban area is quite different. The types of pollutants will vary even over very
short distances, depending on the industrial and urban activities within an urban area. It is therefore
necessary that different types of sensors are used for different locations. The site selected should be in the
downward direction in each case. Since the pollutants pose a definite hazard to the population and even to
the vegetation around, a sense of urgency is to be shown on monitoring the pollution levels. However, this
issue has not been taken up here and is required to be dealt with separately.

5.

Requirement of Meteorological Instruments for Urban Measurements:

The requirement of meteorological instruments for measuring urban weather become some what
stringent and specific when one has to monitor the microscale and local scale climate determined by the
physical character of the surface and its close surroundings. There are several factors, which need to be
considered while choosing meteorological instruments:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accuracy including resolution and response time
Reliability (maximum MTBF and minimum MTBR), durability of repeatability and stability.
Absence of hysterisis effect
Convenience of operation and maintenance
Robustness and stability
Cost of operation and maintenance

Meteorological sensors, which have to be picked up for urban measurements, should meet the WMO
requirements(WMO 1998, CIMO Guide) in general. The measuring device should be well established with
proven accuracy and resolution. It should be certified by the experts in the field for sustainability,
repeatability, calibration and maintenance. The air temperature and humidity measurement sensors should
be protected from solar and other radiation exposures. The most widely used shelters, which are
acceptable, are made of wood painted white or fiber reinforce plastic (FRP), which is a UV stabilized plastic
construction. These enclosures, sometimes known as Stevenson's Screens are found to be very
authenticated and proven shelters for housing temperature and humidity sensors.
Table 1, as reproduced at the end of the paper, provides a list of variables required for urban
observations and gives an overview on their highly desirable specifications.

6.

Automatic vis-a-vis Manual Observations:

When there is a growing need for meteorological data from urban areas, it is very relevant to give due
consideration for automatic means of observations. Many National Meteorological Services including
developing countries have gathered valuable experience in the operation of automatic weather stations
(AWS) and a lot of data is available on their performance vis-a-vis manual observations. The use of
automatic weather stations for urban areas will ensure the reduction in the requirement for manpower and
associated supporting costs like housing, transport and utilizing these resources for increasing the density of
observational network. Nevertheless, there is still a lack of will for acceptance of the data from AWS on the
part of authorities in many Meteorological Services. This could be attributed mainly to the requirement of
high level of standards for maintenance and servicing experts. These systems are complex and delicate and
could lead to unreliable data if not handled properly and by qualified and trained personnel. If this
requirement is given due consideration, the AWS could be widely used for collecting urban observation both
in real time and delayed mode. Such stations give unattended operation for 12-16 months and could provide
very reliable data through telephone line, wireless or through a satellite link. Semi automated weather
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stations could also be considered for urban measurements while stations could provide the accuracy of
manual observations and at the same time disseminate the data automatically to the user. The automatically
measured data could be supplemented by manual input of visual observations on visibility, present and past
weather.

7.

Calibration, checking and quality control:

To ensure accuracy and reliability of urban observations, it is essential that the standard protocols for
checking and calibrating the instruments be strictly followed. National Meteorological Services are required
to extend their financial support to central facilities of checking and calibration, who maintain various
standards in their Services for meeting the requirements of urban stations. As the stations work in urban
areas, it may not be difficult to provide infrastructure support for meeting such requirements.

8.

Location of Urban Data Dissemination Centres:

The Chiefs of National Meteorological Services have to consider this aspect and locate these centres
where the synoptic and other data are routinely received, disseminated and stored. WMO is required to
generate a separate code for recognising this data from other types of data. The personnel in the quality
assurance checks have to ensure homogenous and reliable observations.

9.

Metadata:

The importance of a detailed description of stations, instruments and site surroundings is very
important and should form a part of the specifications while projecting a site. The information should be
regularly updated. In general, the following may be taken up as broad guidelines while considering Metadata
(data about data).
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Name of station
Code number of station
Latitude and longitude and height above mean sea level (elevation)
Contact person with full address of the station including Tel No., Fax No. and e-mail address.
Name of the installer
Date of installation/commissioning.
Topography of the station
Nature of surroundings with a photograph
Type of station - manual or automatic
If automatic, complete wiring plan and type of communication on which data is available.
Number of parameters being measured
Nodal office where data is disseminated, processed and archived
Access of station by road, land, air etc.

The above information. looks very elementary, but for siting a station in urban terrain zones the
information is very relevant as each site will have its own peculiarities and there is no way to standardize the
station's description.

Concluding Remarks:
The preceding paragraphs give a very brief account of the requirement for measuring urban
weather. The challenge really involves complexities and they further multiply if urban measurements have to
include the urban pollutants in addition to the meteorological elements. Nevertheless, both the issues need
to be handled independently though closely interrelated. The requirements of urban measurements may
have to be augmented and optimized if WMO has to address to the specific need of urban measurements in
developing countries. CIMO on its part has taken note of the need for codification on the measurements for
monitoring urban climatology. It has appointed co-rapporteurs to go into the requirements for such
measurements and bring out a possible guideline on site selection and instrumentation needed for such
special urban requirements. The tasks involved are being attended to by them and a draft report is to be
prepared incorporating their recommendations.
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Table 1: List of variables required for urban observations and desirable specifications
Sensors

Operating
Range

Accuracy

Resolution

Response
Time

Averaging Period

Threshold

Exposure Criteria

1. Inside a radiation
shelter at height
of 1.5 to 2 m
2. 2-3 times of
obstacle height.

Type of Sensor

PRT/ Thermistor

Temperature*

-50°C to +50°C

±0.2°C to
±0.3°C

0.1°C

30-60 s

1 minute

NA

Humidity

0-100%

2-5%

1%

30-60 s

1 minute

NA

Wind Speed

0-75ms- 1

±1 ms- 1

0.1 ms- 1

1-5
minutes

0.5 ms- 1
Sampling period of
about 5 s to be
to 1 ms- 1
integrated 2-10 minutes

10 m above ground, CGAJ Propeller
2-3 times of obstacle Photo-electric/ Sonic
height.

Wind direction

0° to 360°

±5°

5°

1-2
minutes

0.5 to 1 ms- 1
Sampling period of
about 5 s to be
integrated 2-10 minutes
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Vane

Precipitation

0-999 mm in a
day

0.5 mm or
5% of
reading

0.5mm

1 mms- 1

Measured for 24 h from 0.5mm
3 UTC to 3 UTC of next
day

2-4 times height of
obstacle

Tipping buckeU
valve volumetric
weighing balance

Atmospheric
Pressure

800-1080 hPa

0.3 hPa to
0.5 hPa

0.1 hPa

30 s

60 s average with 5 s
sampling

As stated for
temperature &
humidity
measurements

Silicon Capacitance

Solar Radiation
(Global! direct)

0-1500 Wm-2

±1%

1-2 Wm-2

10 s

1 day

NA (Normally
defined by
datum
pressure of a
place)
0.0 Wm-2

Sunshine
Duration

Sunshine "on"
above threshold

±2%

0.1 h

10-15 s

1 day

120 Wm-2

No shadow should
fall on the sensor
and easy access.
Unobstructed field of
view along the direct
solar path.

Thermopile
pyrheliometer /
Pyranometer
Photo-electric

(J.)

....

U'1

Hygristor/ Dewcell
Humicap

* These specifications also hold good for the measurement of "soil temperature" except that the exposure criteria for the measurement of soil
temperature is to be determined by the depth of soil at which the measurements are done. Normally the measurement of soil temperature at a
depth of around a.5m may provide a reasonably good understanding of urban thermal modification.

1 MEASUREMENT TECHNOLOGY, PERFORMANCE,
AND QUALITY ASSURANCE

1.6 Urban Meteorology

AUTOMATIC WEATHER STATION FOR COLLECTING
METEOROLOGICAL DATA FROM URBAN AREAS
R.D. Vashistha and S.K. Srivastav*
India Meteorological Department, Pune-411 005.
*India Meteorological Department, New Delhi - 110 003, India
Abstract

The accelerated rate of growth of cities in all parts of the world has offered a challenge to
meteorological community to understand the complexities of urban climate. The first task in this
direction is to establish meteorological observing network in urban areas, which is highly in
adequate at present. India Meteorological Department has been trying for more than a decade for
evolving a realistic and reliable automatic weather station, which could be utilized for multifunction
tasks like urban climatic studies, cyclone warning, flood forecasting etc. The present paper
highlights the salient features of an automatic weather station which is being utilized by India
Meteorological Department for collecting data pertaining to air temperature, relative humidity,
atmospheric pressure, precipitation, solar radiation, wind speed and direction etc. Efforts have
also been made in the presentation to analyze the data collected from two typical sites in Pune
(India) one located inside the city area and the other being in suburban area. Site layout plan and
the exposure conditions for the instruments have also been discussed in the paper.
Introduction:

There is a growing need for meteorological community to study urban climate. This
area has generated new demands for meteorological instruments which could be effectively
utilized for collecting meteorological observations from urban Terrain Zones. This specific
requirement could pose severe constraints both in infrastructure and resources especially for
developing countries. The present paper highlights an "Automatic Weather Measuring System
which could be utilized for collecting meteorological data from Urban Terrain Zone. As the system
operates unattended for a period more than 200 days, the national meteorological services could
effectively introduce this type of system for urban measurements without much financial
implications on manpower. India Meteorological Department has been operating such type of
systems in their national network and some of them are located in urban areas.
System Concept:

An automatic weather station consists of the following components:
• Sensors
• Signal conditioning unit
• Data Conversion, Storage and Transmission System (DCSTS)
• Power supply unit
• Satellite transponder (Data Relay Transponder)ffelephone Modem
• Central Data receiving, processing and disseminating system.
The signal conditioning unit converts the input signal from analog sensors to a conditioned
output of required level and is given to Data Conversion and formatting unit. This unit also
provides 10 bit binary output for digital sensors like precipitation and duration of bright sunshine.
Calibration voltages for monitoring the linearity of AID Converter are also generated in signal
conditioning unit. System health bits indicating the status of critical voltage levels are also
available from this unit. The DCSTS unit controls the functioning of AWS field station. It provides
the required switched and continuous power supplies of required capacity to the sensors and
conditioning units. It consists of a control logic unit, multiplexer cum AID converter, health monitor
circuit, memory module, pseudo random burst sequence generator and UHF transmitter or a
telephone modem.
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The AWS message consisting of data, station identification code, start and end signals are
transmitted through a suitable antenna to a central receiving station via INSAT-Satellite. The
length of the DCP message is in 422 bits in the following fOrmat:
Frame
Synch
16 bits
D8E2

Carrier and bit time
recovery
160 bits
(1000's, 60 1's

Station
Identification
31 bits

Data Frame

EOT Code

199 bits

16 bits
(FADE)

;

The data from AWS could also be retrieved by using a telephone modem if a telephone
line is available in the site. The following diagram gives the system concept
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The Table below gives the list of sensors used for urban measurements:
Parameter
Temperature
Wind speed

Wind direction
Pressure
Relative Humidity
Rainfall
Solar Radiation

Sensor Used
Thermistor
Cup Generator
Anemometer
Potentiometric Windvane
Aneroid

Range
0-50°C (or-20 to +30°C)
0-100 knots

0-360°
0-100 hPa above a fixed
datum
Humicap
0-1000/0
Tipping Bucket Raingauge 0-1023 mm
o- 1023 minute.
Sunshine Switch

System accuracy
0.5°C
1 knot

1°
0.5 hPa
50/0
1 mm
1 minute

Site selection and instruments exposure:

At present there are no guidelines for siting a weather station in an urban terrain zone. The
exposure conditions for individual elements have yet to be been defined by WMO. This task has
been recently taken up by CIMO by appointing experts. The present sites which are located in
urban areas in India are in close conformity to the siting conditions defined by WMO
(WMOfTD No.862) for establishing Automatic Weather Stations.
Calibration of the system and Data Quality:

Most of the sensors employed for the measurement of various parameters are
manufactured in IMD's workshop at Pune. Their calibration schedule is maintained by deputing
technical personnel in the field site who carry the secondary standards for different elements. This
is required to be done at least once in six months to sustain the quality of data. The data from the
Automatic Weather Stations has been compared with the manual observations and it agrees fairly
well with the manual observations if the manual observations are reliably taken. The following
graphs give a comparison of AWS data from two urban locations at Pune (India).
Concluding Remarks:

The introduction of Automatic Weather Station for collecting meteorological data from urban
areas at selected sites will give a new confidence to weathermen for studying the complexities of
urban climate. The large expenditure for infrastructure and manpower could be saved by
employing such type of system in Urban Terrain Zone. The data could be collected in a central
processing and dissemination centre using a telephone modem. The extreme weather event like
flash floods, storms, etc. which are not uncommon in urban areas could be studied in details if a
network of such stations is established by selecting suitable site representation in urban terrain
zones. It is noted from the graphs of fig.1 that the data of AWS from both the sites at Pune(lndia)
city are in good agreement with the data from manual observation.
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2 MANAGEMENT OF INSTRUMENTS AND TECHNICAL
SUPPORT FOR OPERATIONAL MEASUREMENTS

DEVELOPMENTS IN A MODERN QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM:
OBSERVATIONS QUALITY CONTROL, NETWORK PERFORMANCE AND
METADATA DATABASE
R.P. Canterford, D.K. Evans and L.C. Allan
Australian Bureau of Meteorology
PO Box 1289K Melbourne, Vie. AUSTRALIA
Tel (+613) 96694225, Fax (+613) 96694168
Email: R.Canterford@bom.gov.au
Abstract
The Australian Bureau of Meteorology Quality Management System (QMS) for its meteorological and
environment measurement networks has undergone modernisation in several areas in recent years. These changes have
included automated quality control modules in observations data entry equipment and automated instruments. In
addition, performance monitoring systems are being upgraded to account for new instruments and sensors. Further, a
computer based metadata database and associated tools is enhancing these developments and provides ready access for
climate research and for managers and technicians to complete the feedback loop for necessary improvements to
instruments and networks.

1 Introduction
Modem management of instruments and associated technical support for environmental measurement
networks has created new challenges. These have arisen from the changes in the technology employed for the
observational instruments, the often declining support resources and the standards that must be met for the Global
Climate Observing System (GCOS) and the Global Observing System (GOS). The increasing complexity of modem
sensors and equipment is placing additional demands on managers and technical staff. Therefore distributed quality
control (QC) and performance monitoring procedures and systems must be established, utilising computer-based
technology at the data source and the user interface. These quality management tools enhance the conventional QC and
QM procedures undertaken by most National Meteorological and Hydrological Services (NMHS). This paper will
outline developments within the Australian Bureau of Meteorology (ABM) that have occurred in recent years and
which will provide a firm basis for the critical change necessary for its quality management system in the next decade.
This will include an outline of how improved computer based tools, such as an Electronic Field Book (EFB), Automatic
Weather Station (AWS) control systems and a metadata data base (SitesDb), assist with appropriate network
management.

2 Requirements for Instrument Quality Management
The formal requirements for Quality Management are given in WMO (1981) with procedural guidance in
WMO (1989). The CIMO Guide (WMO, 1996) provides good guidance for NMHSs on this topic. It points out that
quality control must be performed at all stages, from raw sensor output through to archiving of the meteorological data,
including reduction to Level 11. With new technology, algorithms are becoming more detailed and QC in this regard is
particularly important. With increasing communications for all measurements, QC must be carried out both in real time
and in delayed mode. As highlighted by the CIMO Guide, this QC information must be followed up by observations
managers at all levels. New technology tools to assist with these QC and performance monitoring processes will be
described in the following sections. Changing instrument technology and resource constraints can make it difficult to
achieve all the requirements of data quality management: prescribed uncertainty, resolution, continuity, homogeneity,
etc. Therefore new tools based on modem technology assist greatly.

3 The Quality Management System
In order to support quality control and monitoring, the ABM's overall quality management system includes
procedures and manuals on the requirements for instrument siting and exposure, inspections, maintenance etc. It also
includes good documentation of these activities undertaken at all stations within a network. Additionally, key metadata
is essential for users and network operators to assist in identifying data quality and homogeneity factors over the life of
the observations. Another essential component is training in all facets of methods of observations, inspection,
maintenance, installation at appropriate locations and metadata record keeping. The International Organisation for
Standards (ISO) set of quality management standards, ISO 9000 series, is aimed at assuring quality and consistency and
can provide a useful checklist or benchmark for an NMHS quality management system, but do not necessarily need to
be formally adopted. The ABM, although not formally adopting them for its QMS, does satisfy all activities and
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documentation that form part of the ISO standard. The ABM's QMS computer based tools are discussed in the
following sections. These developments are essential for an efficient modem QMS.
Substantial documentation for local conditions is required for siting and exposure of instruments. This is
obviously based on WMO guidelines (WMO No. 488, 1989). Any changes should follow more recent guidelines
provided in various WMO documents, but particularly follow the Global Climate Observing System requirements, such
as suitable overlap periods. In any event, changes to sensors and equipment should be recorded historically as part of
the metadata record (see later).
Inspection of instruments is required to ensure correct observing practices, calibration against standards (which
also have their own heirachy in any quality management system - traceable to national and Regional standards) and any
changes to equipment or maintenance required. It should be noted that a feature of the more complex technological
equipment being established by NMHSs, such as AWS, is that they can require inspections/calibration more often than
conventional equipment. This frequency can be six monthly or more often depending on sensor drift and maintenance
requirements. Management needs to be fully aware that resources possibly saved through network automation must be
at least partially offset by additional resources for the inspection/calibration component of the quality management
system. As discussed later in this paper, a computerised metadata database is essential to keep track of these more
frequent calibrations and inspections and the performance of individual modem sensors. It also assists greatly the work
practices of the inspection or instrument maintenance staff, as well as observations managers.

4 Developments for Improved Quality Control
The ABM operates a substantial upper air network of 50 stations (of which 10 are currently automated with
minimum staffing) and over 800 synoptic stations. Approximately half the synoptic surface network is operated by
contract staff (using the EFB) and the remaining consists of AWS. Modem instrumentation introduced into these
networks is providing new demands on quality management systems. For the quality management system to be
effective in an environment of reducing resources, quality control (and performance monitoring) must be an integral
part of the observing instrument or system. To this end, the ABM has established comprehensive QC facilities at the
source of the observation.

Electronic Field Book
The ABM in the past used a number of procedures to transmit observations to real-time users (eg. forecasters)
and to the Australian National Climate Centre (NCC), where data are archived. When observers performed an
observation, it was entered manually into a Field Book and transmitted by SYNOP. At the end of the month, all Field
Books were returned to NCC for checking, data entry, and archiving. New technology has meant that much of the
manual quality control and data entry can be automated and performed in real time. A laptop computer is used as the
preferred platform, connected via a modem for transmission on the telephone line of the observer.
The EFB data entry system has been designed to largely mirror current practices of data entry into the Field
Book. Once the Observer has performed the observation, data are entered using the computer keyboard and the menudriven EFB software. Quality Control (QC) is performed automatically on elements entered. Once the observation has
been entered, the EFB automatically stores the data, encodes the observation, and transmits the data to the Regional
Office. The QC module of the EFB operates by ensuring:
(i) data entered for the various parameters observed are mutually consistent;
(ii) each value entered is checked against the extreme values (lowest and highest) recorded at the particular
station. A file containing these extreme values for each element observed for each month and each synoptic
hour at the station resides on the EFB terminal. If an entered value is either a record high or a record low,
the Observer is advised and asked to confirm the value. Once confirmed, the value is accepted, but will not
be written to the climate data file until it is reconfirmed at the central NCC;
(iii) entry for all parameters observed at the station is required before the message can be sent; and
(iv) the actual time of observation is recorded (via the computer clock) as well as the nominal time.
The EFB's QC module ensures that data entered are consistent, and will not allow the message to be sent until
all inconsistencies are removed. Some QC checks are done immediately after the value has been entered. Other checks
are not performed until the Observer attempts to finalise the observation. The EFB QC provides immediate feedback
to the observer to correct problems, reduces or eliminates coding errors, and enables managers to quickly determine
problems with measurements. This is an efficient use of resources for a widespread network and the laptop computers
have proven quite reliable for use in remote areas by contract staff.

Automatic Rain Gauges
Another system for Australia's large remote automatic recording rain gauge network is a comprehensive QC
computer module distributed to local observations managers for delayed QC (but much less delayed than older manual
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systems): an efficient use of resources in the quality management system. Final QC is again carried out prior to
archival.

Automatic Weather Stations
The increasing use of AWS networks is providing new problems for data quality, but automated QC is again
essential in the quality management system. The EFB QC module, slightly modified, is being incorporated into the
software of all automatic weather stations. In particular, it has already been incorporated into the manual entry console
(required at some stations for visual parameter entry), and operates on both manual data and automatic data. To assist
in the quality management system for all data, it is important that the instruments and sensors are of high quality. This
can be established by analysis of metadata, which includes sensor type, calibration or maintenance requirements. The
harsh environmental conditions and great distances required to travel to remote AWS installations has provided
additional demands on the Australian AWS network of over 400 stations. State-of-the-art hardware and highly
intelligent software are necessary.
The AWS were developed in conjunction with a private Australian company, Almos Systems (Almos
Systems, 2000). A sophisticated console for data entry of manual elements, local network display, and sensor alerts is
provided to assist the observer. The alerts are an important component of the QC. As well as a robust and reliable
design suitable for harsh conditions (from desert to tropical to maritime), the network has remote software configuration
and diagnostic tools. This is essential for modem quality management of new technology as it greatly reduces
maintenance costs and allows efficient feedback in the QC process.

Upper Air Network
Quality Control for upper air data has its own special features, which are becoming more automated with
modem technology. As conventional upper air observations are very expensive, every care is taken to properly QC data
and provide feedback to operators. Over the last decade new software, graphical tools and communications technology
have greatly reduced the resources required for manual QC. New automated upper air systems (Canterford et aI, 2000)
are being introduced to part of the Australian upper air network and the network has been especially set up to quality
control the upper air data in near real time, from remote terminals in other stations that are operated around the clock.

5 Performance Monitoring with advanced technology
The technology associated with surface and upper air measurements, along with modem communications,
allows efficient implementation of performance monitoring of networks. The impact of changes to observations
practices can be determined quickly and efficiently. For example, Australia recently increased its balloon size for 00
UTC radiosonde flights at GCOS Upper Air Network (GUAN) stations. The impact of greater heights reached could be
monitored closely as shown in Figure 1:
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With the increased data volumes, the QMS must be able to alert the user of the data or the observations
manager to data errors or inconsistencies and trends for network deficiencies. It can be near real time or delayed,
depending on the level of use of the data. Because of the nature of the data's application, the ABM has several
stakeholders undertaking this component of its quality management- the ABM operates the NCC climate archive as
well as using the data for modelling, forecasting, private clients etc. Recent developments (Lockett and Plummer,
1998) have been undertaken to consolidate and further automate these procedures. They will be reported elsewhere.
6 Data Homogeneity: impacts of new instrument technology and the importance of modern metadata systems:
SitesDb
As mentioned in earlier sections, new technology for sensors and instruments is having a marked impact on
networks. To ensure data homogeneity, the QMS must encompass procedures to quickly record discontinuities,
calibrations, new algorithms, etc., and enable managers to be alerted to deficiencies in maintenance and inspection
procedures. As well as the QMS providing feedback on these changes and correcting poor choices or deficiencies, it
should have adequate metadata or station histories. As pointed out in the CIMO Guide (WMO,1996) any modem QMS
should have this in the form of a computer database for ease of access and updating. The ABM has developed such a
web-based database. This comprehensive Oracle metadata database, known as SitesDb, allows restricted access to
appropriate staff across the country to input observations and engineering metadata. In this way double handling of key
information is avoided and the actual staff responsible for the metadata undertake on-site QC.
SitesDb allows access to all other users of the data so that appropriate decisions on the value of the data can be
made. Inspection and calibration information are easily extracted and historical trends in metadata can be quickly
accessed and assessed. In addition network performance statistics are readily available to managers for decision
making on performance of instruments and sensors. It is being further developed to integrate all aspects of the ABM's
QMS. It will also be linked directly to a financial database, allowing network managers and other managers to quickly
assess the output costs of all elements of the network.

7 Conclusion
A modem comprehensive Quality Management System is essential. The increasing technology associated
with observational instruments and systems is placing greater demands on efforts for data quality and homogeneity; but
other technological advances are allowing greater automated QC and performance monitoring. EFB and AWS QC
modules are supporting effective inspections and calibrations programmes. The new database SitesDb is providing
essential accessible metadata, as well as information on the efficient use of resources in operating networks.
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1. Introduction
National Meteorological Laboratory (NML) has been fonned and equipped within the Federal
Hydrometeorological Institute of Yugoslavia (FHMI), more than 40 years ago. Within this period Laboratory
has successfully solved different tasks connected to required accuracy and unification of observing and
measuring methods within the Hydrometeorological Service of Yugoslavia.
NML disposes with set of standards for principal meteorological parameters such as atmospheric pressure air
temperature, humidity, wind and solar radiation.
Testing equipment has been improved following the development of meteorological instruments and applied
measuring techniques through automation of calibration process using PC platfonns.
Namely, today's trends of introducing electrical sensors with electrical voltage, current, pulse, etc. outputs, as
well as intelligent sensors with communication port, require adequate adjustment and automation of all
components of standard measuring procedure which had analogous output, managing of those processes,
collection, processing and archiving the obtained data.
This paper aims to present the level achieved in realization of the first phase of integrated semi-automatic
system based on PC technology with use of standard and new equipment and our acquisition system for data
processing.

2. Basic steps in calibration procedure improvement
- Maintenance and improvement of existing level of accuracy in sensor calibration;
- Selection of adequate acquisition system to ensure automation of calibration process without
degradation of measurement accuracy and to keep it at the same or better level than that of the standard
possess;
- Selection of relevant algorithms for processing of the data obtained by measurement according to
CIMO recommendations;
- Producing the appropriate software for each calibration procedure.

3. Realization of integral calibration system
Automation of calibration process for sensors with electrical output is PC - based with adequate
acquisition card and appropriate software aiming to achieve an equal or better accuracy than that of
Laboratory physical standards. Accordingly, we have decided to make use of authentic domestic solution
with acquisition PC slot card already applied at our first Automatic Weather Station.
The Figure shows the scheme of integrated system comprising the following: Calibration Laboratory
(thennometry, hygrometry, anemometry, barometry), AWS within the field-testing area and the National
Solar Radiation Center (NSCR).
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3.1 Automatic Weather Station
The Automatic Weather Station (AWS) - FHMI-EKOLAB SPC06 being completely Yugoslav product
represents a new generation of multipurpose AWS with improved characteristics, accuracy and reliability. It
is composed of PC, PC slot acquisition card appropriately designed with all the sensors measuring
meteorological parameters connected via connection box.
The System is open and can be easily upgraded with a set of basic meteorological sensors with electrical
output, as well as a number of sensors with specific purpose up to total number of 16 analogue and 16 pulse
inputs. This specific purpose software provides the user with the continuos data acquisition, as well as with
visual representation of measured meteorological parameters, direct read-out of measured and computed
quantities, printing and graphical representation of archived data. The selection of professional components
and original solutions applied to hardware and software results in the best accuracy and reliability within a
long time period of station correct functioning even in extreme weather conditions. This high quality AWS is
used for field testing of other AWSs in the outdoor conditions. Since it is installed within the testing area the
accuracy of its sensors' readings are continuously compared to NML standards. The AWS is connected into
the LAN and through telecommunication hub its data are available for remote users via Intranet and Internet.

3.2 Acquisition PC slot card
Having in mind the importance of selection of appropriate acquisition system, we have chosen the reliable
solution for homemade acquisition card* successfully applied in the first domestic AWS. The advantage of
this acquisition card with respect to the others mostly used for application in industry, is its good resolution,
which enables its use for laboratory purposes.
The acquisition card is made of reliable professional components so it keeps completely the accuracy of the
calibrated sensors, and moreover its own accuracy is improved by two additional significant figures since it
is connected to digital multimeter HP 34401A. Card parameters relay upon the accuracy of the HP
multimeter attested at Yugoslav Federal Bureau of Standards. In this way each meteorological quantity which
is connected to physical standards is obtained as an electronic' one, becoming the substandard of higher
accuracy, i.e. having a new measure of corrective value.
The use of this card enables the multipurpose application in different measuring structures being
appropriately designed for each one of them particularly.
Basic characteristic of the acquisition card is as follows:
to work with 16 analogous and 16 pulse inputs thus enabling the connection of electronic standard,
sensors which are being calibrated together with voltage outputs to manage the work of chamber, thermo
- baths and wind tunnel;
14 bit AID conversion (20000 counts, 4 ~ significant figures) provides 0.01 resolution for all measured
values obtained from standards and sensors;
the use of this card doesn't require interface, thus eliminating the risk of possible reliability and defined
accuracy degradations;
the possibility of self calibration before the start of acquisition cycle is achieved by means of hardware;

4. Software
For each calibration procedure appropriate software written in CH (Bodand) ensures the following:
collecting of measured values from sensor under calibration and standard, every second,
testing the accuracy of the acquisition unit during the process of pre-calibration check by means of
special calibrator for sensors with analogous read-out (resistance, current, voltage) and for sensors with
pulse output check with quartz stabilized frequency,
defining the range and steps which measuring-calibrating equipment has to gain during the sensor
calibration,processing of direct and derived values,
alarming and flagging at the occurrence of measured values exceeding the defined accuracy of
measurement,
graphical and numerical presentation of instantaneous and/or derived measured values,
archiving of all measured and derived values obtained form standards and sensors under calibration.

*The authors of this card are electrical engineers Slavoljub & Miroslav PETROVIC (EKOLAB-Belgrade)
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5. Realization of semi-automation in Calibration Laboratory
5.1 Pressure
Laboratory has large standard mercury barometer of R.Fuess type (system Wild-Pemet-Fuess) with
readings improved by means of optical device (katetometer), and Digital pressure gauge MENSOR DPG 11
as transfer standard. These two standards are intercompared before and after each calibration process. The
testing and calibration of sensors is performed in special baro-chamber by connecting them to a special input
in the acquisition unit. In Laboratory there are two improved baro-chambers, as well as a special barochamber which is used for calibration of all station mercury barometer types over full range (800 - 1070
hPa) by means of given programmed pressure values. When stabilized measuring conditions are achieved
through measuring and regulation devices controlled by PC, the acquisition of valid data starts.

5.2 Temperature
For thermometer calibration, depending on the type and other factors, two thermo-baths and a thermochamber HERAEUS VOTSCH are used. In Figure is schematically shown the thermo-bath used for
calibration of classical glass thermometers which are compared to THERMOSCHNEIDER standard
thermometer set having resolution 0.02°C. Programming of calibration within the range -30°C to +50°C is
performed in predefined steps using the working substandard Ptl00 (1/3 DIN 43760). For integrated sensors
the calibration is performed in thermo-chamber.

5.3 Humidity
Automation of calibration process for humidity sensors is performed in thermo-hygro chamber
(HERAEUS VOTSH) within the range 10-96 % RH using software predefined steps. As a working standard
for electronic sensor is used a modified psychhrometer LAMBRECHT (Frekenberger type), with resolution
ofO,OloC relaying on standard thermometer with HP 3440lA and a working standard PtlOO. This working
standard is connected to the acquisition unit and it controls the thermo-hygro chamber functioning by means
of output bits.

5.4 Wind
There is a Wind Tunnel (closed circuit type, semi-open, elliptic working space 0,8m x 0,6m, length
1,2m) in the Laboratory, with standard (E.SCHILTKNECHT-high precision micro-pressure gauge of
measuring range 0-300mmH20, with accuracy 0,03 %F.S.). Calibration automation is performed by means of
parallel connection of differential pressure sensor (range 0-20 hPa, resolution 0,01 hPa) to standard
micromanometer. Measuring humidity, air temperature and pressure sensors having electrical output during
the calibration, a set of continuous data of air density is obtained, i.e. the instantaneous speed of laminar flow
in wind tunnel. Sensors (analogous or pulse) are connected to their corresponding entries on the connection
box. This enables the measured data to be collected, processed, displayed, printed and archived. At the
moment the system is semi-automatic because the wind tunnel is being operated manually.

6. Decision Support System
At this moment, the National Meteorological Laboratory of the FHMI is undergoing the first stage of the
Decision Support System (DSS) Project, aiming to the improvement of calibration components, as well as
maintenance and supervision of the functioning of the entire system.
The focus of this stage is the identification of the expert system's functions and the selection of adequate
computing techniques. Having in mind the complexity of the nature of this problem on one hand, and the
accuracy requirements on the other hand, it was decided to make use of computational intelligence-soft
computing techniques.
Soft computing comprises a number of computing techniques having a common property of tolerance
towards ambiguities, imprecision and understatements characterizing the real problems.
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The soft computing principal techniques are: fuzzy sets and fuzzy logic theories, neural-computation with
artificial neural nets, evolutionary computation with genetic algorithms, a part of probability theory, and
machine learning theory, etc. The planned system for decision making support is based on two groups of soft
computing techniques:
(a). Fuzzy techniques: for acquisition of relevant qualitative knowledge linguistically described and
approximate decision making; and
(b). Neural-computing techniques: for identification of cause-consequence relations between relevant
quantitative data (as a general functions' aproximator). DSS will dispose with the possibility of combining
of these two principal groups of technique within a so-called hybrid-techniques approach. It is to be
emphasized that the new consistent [0,1 ]-valued logic [1] will be used here. Comparing to other fuzzy logic,
this new logic is consistent in the sense of classical Boolean logic. This new approach is based on fuzzy
measures and fuzzy integrals, which have been introduced into fuzzy techniques by Japanese Prof. Michio
SUGENO from Tokyo Institute of Technology [2].

7. Conclusions
In our opinion we succeeded to realize the first stage of the integrated system for calibration of sensors with
electrical output in a rational way using our own acquisition card and adequately written software. By use of
physical standards the transition to working electronic and process standards has been realized and the
adequate use of PC platform with all its advantages and possibilities of system upgrading.
So, our specialists can fully control the maintenance of this integrated system.
Since this system is of the modular type, i.e. open it gives us the possibility to continue the automation of the
calibration processes, as well as of solar radiation sensors and all other sensors for hydrometeorological and
environmental measurements.
We expect that we shall, in near future, achieve a new quality and consistent approach by use of DSS and its
incorporated tools, both in the control of the integrated calibration system functioning in NML, and solving
some data quality analysis problems, in Hydrometeorological Service of Yugoslavia.
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SOME ASPECTS OF QUALITY ASSURANCE PROCESS
AT THE SLOVAK HYDROMETEOROLOGICAL INSTITUTE
Miroslav Ondras, Ofga Novanska
Slovak Hydrometeorological Institute, Jesemiova 17, 833 15 Bratislava, Slovakia
Tel: +421 754774052 ; Fax: +421 7 5477 3620; E-mail: Miroslav.Ondras@mail.shmu.sk
Guarantee of quality products and services requires implementation of the Quality Assurance
System. From the point of view of application of STN EN ISO 9001 the Slovak Hydrometeorological Institute
(SHMI) represents wide spectrum of processes where inputs and outputs are both data and information.
The strategy of the SHMI is aimed at the provision of continuously increasing reliability of provided
services by means of controlled processes based on the internationally approved agreements, methods,
procedures and recommendations with respect to the quality, user benefit, cost and risks. To achieve the
objective controlled processes are used as they only can find errors and guarantee their corrections.
The Quality Assurance covers both the Quality Management Systems as well as the Quality
Measurement System. Implementation of both systems is a longer-lasting process currently affecting most of
the SHMI activities.
The SHMI comprises Meteorological Service and Hydrological Service. The main task of the SHMI
is to monitor both quantitative and qualitative parameters of the atmosphere (including air quality) and
hydrosphere; to collect, check and validate, process and evaluate, interpret and archive of data and
information; to provide data and information on the past, present and future state of atmosphere and
hydrosphere; to study atmospheric and hydrospheric processes. The basic mission of the SHMI in observing
and understanding weather and climate and providing services in support of national (and international)
needs being extended into nearly all field of human activities.
The National Meteorological Observing Network has 13 subsystems that are continuously
transforming into an integrated (and composite) National Observing System. The composition of the
Meteorological Observing Network is in Table 1.
Table 1 Composition of the National Meteorological Observing Network
SUBSYSTEMS
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Automatic Weather Stations
Weather Radars
Satellite PDUS
Lightning detection stations
Climatological stations - manual
Precipitation stations - manual
Precipitation stations - automatic
Solar radiation
Stratospheric ozone
Phenological stations
Soil moisture and temperature stations
Boundary layer measurement stations
Upper-air stations
Gamma dose radiation stations - automatic
Gamma dose radiation stations - manual
Ambient air quality stations - local
Ambient air quality stations - regional
Surface ozone stations

NUMBER OF STATIONS
Target
Present
27
87
2
4
1
2
4
3
86
30
568
150
0
500
5
8
1
1
225
225
8
8
2
2
1
2
14
26
2
4
14
33
4
7
21
17

MESURED
VARIABLES
16
3
2
3
28
8
1
5
4
10
2
6
5
1
2
5
8
1

As far as the Quality Measurement System is concerned the following aspects are taken into
account and became a part of controlled processes (full implementation of which being at the time of ISO
9001 is administered):
•
•
•

Revision of conformity of observing, communication, data processing, data management systems;
Revision of equipment records and revision of meteorological confirmation;
Validation of calibration methods and procedures;
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sustainable revision of conformity of Instrumentation, Facility and Staff;
Continuous integration with ISO System;
Sustainable revision of conformity of Management Strategy on Quality (Quality Policy);
Periodic certified training for observers, technicians, supervisors, meteorologists;
Periodic revision of QC/QA implementation and conformity on Management level;
Periodic revision of Preventive measures;
Periodic revision of Complaints and Corrective action (Management review);
Periodic internal and external Audits;
Periodic review of Contracts;
System of controlled documentation;
Sustainable validation of conformity of Quality Guide;
Filing system.

How the Quality Management System and Quality Measurement System interact is presented on
Figure 1.
Figure 1 Quality Assurance System at SHMI

QUALITY ASSURANCE of Measurement at SHMI
BSERVING
NETWORK

COMM.
NETWORK

DATA
PROCESSING

PRODUCT
TO USERS

Notes: AWS - Automatic Weather Station, MWS - Manual Weather Station, QC - Quality Control,
SVC - Services, MGM - Management

Within the Quality Measurement System it is necessary for the sake of confidence in the products
and decisions, based on the measured data, to control all measurement processes. Control procedure of
measurement process provides fast nonconformity findings, their analysis and remedial corrective action.
Measurement process begins with traceability of measuring instruments to appropriate standards
continue through the meteorological confirmation and ends with direct data measurement either manually or
automatically. Methods of control of measurement processes are based on regular data quality control by
means of monitoring, testing and analysis of measured data.
Within the monitoring there are four levels of data Quality Control as seen on Figure 1. Many steps
are fully automated and in this case corrective measure is done automatically. Some steps that are still
manual (and will be) are mostly applied in non-real time with the corrective measure done manually as well.
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The third group of steps are semi-automated applied in near real-time with mostly manual corrective
measure.
The data Quality Control within the third group is based mostly on comparison of data measured
automatically and data measured manually. At most observing sites an observer comes to make manual
climatological observation using different instrumentation, with the same exposure as AWS' sensor, three
times a day (07,14,21 h). This routine originally prepared for long-term data comparison proved to be an
essential tool for near real-time data Quality Control. Its modules for Detection of faulty sensors and for
Detection of gross errors provide text messages to System manager as well as to the observing site for
possible corrective action.
The important element of control of the measurement process is the guarantee of quality of
measuring equipment - meteorological confirmation. The basis for the meteorological confirmation is the
calibration of measuring instruments. Through the calibration of measuring instruments the traceability to
appropriate national standards is done.
Calibration of measuring instruments is done by Calibration Laboratory. Its history at SHMI is dated
th
back to early 60 . New requirements for quality measurements aimed at rehabilitation of Calibration
Laboratory in 1997. Together with implementation of new calibration equ ipment quality system was
established upon the STN EN 45 001 and methodical guidelines for accreditation of the Slovak National
Accreditation Service.
SHMI's Calibration Laboratory for meteorological instruments provides at present calibration of the
instruments as seen in Table 2.

Table 2 Calibrated Meteorological Instruments
Instruments

Measuring Range

Best Measured Capability

Liquid in glass thermometers (all kind)

-30 to +40 0C

0,11 0C

Temperature sensors (PT100)

-40 to +60 0C

0,02 o C

Thermographs

-35 to +45 0C

0,3 0 C

Psychrometers

10 to 90 % RH

1,5 % RH

Mechanical hygrometers

10 to 90 % RH

3,0 % RH

Capacitance hygrometers

10 to 90 % RH

1,5 % RH

Hygrographs

20 to 90 % RH

1,5 % RH

Digital barometers

650 to 1050 hPa

0,12 hPa

Mechanical barometers

650 to 1050 hPa

0,01 % MR

Mercurial barometers

650 to 1050 hPa

0,12 hPa

Anemometers

0,15 to 50 m.s- 1

0,1 m.s- 1

Anemographs

0,15 to 50 m.s- 1

0,1 m.s- 1

The calibration of other meteorological instruments is done upon subcontracts with the National
Metrology Authority and in some cases (solar radiation) international comparison is used.
SHMI's Calibration Laboratory for meteorological instruments uses at present calibration equipment
as seen in Table 3.
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Table 3 Calibration Equipment
Parameter

Equipment

Temperature

JULABO Ultracryostat FP 40 HP

Reference Standard

Set of TWG Mercurial Thermometers;

MLW Ultracryostats MK70
ROSEMOUNT SPRT 162CE;
Fully automated HART SCIENTIFIC 1560 and HS
2562
VAISALA DTS 12A
PC controlled FEUTRON Chamber KPK 600
VAISALA HMP 35

Humidity
VAISALA HMK 13B

KRONEIS Dew Point Meters 630

Pressure

DH INSTRUMENTS Calibrator PPC2+ A0023-R; DH INSTRUMENTS Calibrator PPC2+
Pressure Generators
PAROSCIENTIFIC Digital Barometer

Wind

THEODOR FRIDRICHS Aerodynamic Tunnel

Set of TESTO 400

To assure the quality of the measurement process the regular maintenance and repair is done by the
authorized sub-contractor of the producer. Repair is done upon the priorities in one of three limits - 1 day, 3
days and 5 days respectively.
The training of staff is done by specialized and refreshment courses or self-study and selected
personnel should pass through the certification process, depending on education, every two or five years
respectively.
At
•
•
•
•
•
•

present the following documents within the Quality Measurements System are introduced:
Quality Policy Document
Quality System Documents
Control Quality System Documents
Calibration Methods Documents with measurement uncertainty
Procedures for Equipment and Measuring Instruments' Usage, Handling and Maintenance
Traceability Assurance Documents

Above Documents are subjects of basic chapters in the Quality Manual established upon the
General requirements for the competence of testing and calibration laboratories. The other chapters of the
manual provide procedures on:
• Internal and external Audits
• Staff, Staff and Equipment rooms
• Filing System
• Validity System
• Complaints
• Subcontracts
• Security
After a number of Internal Audits the first International External Audit was done upon the ISO 17 025
(July 2000). This was done within the PHARE/PRAQ III Project "Preparing conformity assessment bodies for
accreditation for calibration laboratory". The accreditation of SHMI's Calibration Laboratory for meteorological
instruments is expected by the end 2000/beginning 2001.
***********
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USA National Weather Service Radiosonde Upper Air Excellence Award Program
Carl A Bower, Jr. and William H. Blackmore
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, National Weather Service
1325 East-West Highway
Silver Spring, Maryland 20910 USA

1. Introduction
The National Weather Service (NWS) has implemented an annual awards program for Upper air observations. Each
year, the outstanding upper air observing station is recognized for excellence. Measures of excellence are determined for
providing verified, consistent, and high-quality upper air observations supporting numerical weather predictions for
regional and global forecast guidance products. Three elements are used to measure station performance. Fifty percent
of the weight for upper-air data quality and availability is determined according to a scoring system derived from the NWS
National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) computer generated statistics. Thirty percent of the weight is
allocated to adherence to national policies, procedures, and initiatives to improve upper air programs. The third area with
twenty percent of the weight is station operational performance including logistics management, quality assurance, and
timeliness.

2. NCEP Statistics Generation
Statistics for all radiosonde flights for each station in the National Weather Service supported network are generated
monthly by the NCEP. The statistics summaries are generated for height, temperature and wind categories and provide
an excellent opportunity to monitor the radiosonde network performance in a non-Iabor intensive manner. Table 1 depicts
the format NCEP uses and the category definitions. All stations in the network are included in the monthly statistics.

Table 1. Basic table format for height, temperature and wind.
Atmospheric Pressure Level

> 400 hPa
STA

ID

NS NB

70026 BRW
STA=

NOTE:

59

SR

SA

0

0

59

CR

NT

0 427

< 99 hPa

399 - 100 hPa
NT

NR

0 303

0

NR CR
0

Termination Category

CR

NT

Soundings Number
NR

0 210

A

0

61

B

C

0

60

54

44

E

F
0

0

WMO Internattonal station Index number

10=

Station call letters

NS=

Number of soundings with data received on time (by NCEP) for the month

NB=

Number of soundings with bulletins received on time (by NCEP) for the month

SR=

Number of soundings with significant rejections (more than 10% total)

SA=

Number of soundings with any data rejections

CR=

Number of soundings in that data reports category with any rejections

NT=

Number of heights in that data reports category for the month total

NR=

Number of heights rejected in that data reports category for the month

A=

> 400 hPa -- Region IV (see Manual on Codes, WMO-No. 306). A sounding that fails to reach 400 hPa
is deemed a failed flight and a second release may be authorized.

B=

> 100 hPa -- level that separates the TTAA and TTBB messages from the TTOO and TTCC.

C=

> 50 hPa.

0=

> 20 hPa -- level for 80% radiosonde balloons are expected to achieve (about 26 km).

E=

> 10 hPa level that should be achieved by 60% of the launches to satisfy NCEP requirements.

F=

> 5 hPa -- WMO goal for GCOS Upper-air Network altitude performance.
Elements A through F are compiled 6 hours or more after balloon release (11 :00 or 23:00 UTC) and before
NCEP data deletions are applied to the soundings. These statistics provide grounds to examine station staff
performance, equipment and communications failures, maintenance, personnel performance, and support
from headquarters and regional management.
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Tables 2 through 4 for upper-air observations covering height, wind, and temperature performance statistics demonstrate
the usefulness of such statistics for getting an overview on the performance. In Table 2, station 72518 shows height error
problems in the 399-400 hPa and less than 99 hPa pressure categories. The soundings in these categories with data
rejections are related to the problems in Table 4 for the same station showing soundings with rejected temperatures. This
station lacks a solar correction for the temperature sensor. Table 3 for station 78486 is a station launching one sounding
per day. Of note in this table is the low rate of on-time soundings to NCEP and the total rejection of wind data for the
three pressure level categories. The rejection of the wind data was traced to faulty system alignment.
Table 2: Summary of height performance June, 2000.
Atmospheric Pressure Level

> 400 hPa
ID

STA

NS

70026 BRW

56

56

72518

ALY

52

52

72681

BOI

56

57

< 99 hPa

399 - 100 hPa

SR SA CRINT NR CR

NB

NT

Termination Category

NR

CR

NT

Soundings Number

NR

A

B

C

0

E

F

2

0

419

0

2 301

8

2 225

7

60

60

60

58

49

0

28 28

0

402

0

27 281

50

28 283

140

59

57

55

53

50

44

0

350

0

0 290

0

0 274

0

58

58

58

57

52

40

2

0

0

Table 3: Summary of wind performance March, 2000.
Atmospheric Pressure Level

> 400 hPa
NT

NS

NB

SR

SA

CR

BRW

58

58

0

10

0

78486

OSO

6

6

28

28

28

72681

BOI

62

62

0

11

3

STA

ID

70026

< 99 hPa

399 - 100 hPa
CR

NR

NT

NR

NT

NR

574

4 865

4

6

645 645

26 379

379

20

3 951

5

7

1065

5

Soundings Number

CR

0

1238

Termination Category

A

B

C

0

6

62

60

58

38

0

0

242 242

27

21

19

13

0

0

967

62

59

59

58

46

0

7

E

F

Table 4: Summary of temperature performance June, 2000.
Termination Category

Atmospheric Pressure Level
> 400 hPa

NS

NB

BRW

56

56

2

3

72518

ALY

52

52

25

30

72681

BOI

56

57

0

14

STA

ID

70026

SR SA

NR

CR

NT

NR

1 1250

1

2

531

12

2 435

9 1098

15

24

792

102

15

0

646

0

CR

14

NT

< 99 hPa

399 - 100 hPa

824

CR

A

B

C

0

13

61

60

60

58 50

25 917

416

59

57

56

54 51 44

806

0

59

59

59

57 52 42

0

NT

Soundings Number

NR

3. National Upper-air Station Performance Ranking Program
From the above statistics, it is possible to compute the terms for equation (1). To evaluate NWS upper-air station
performance and help improve data availability, quantity and quality, the following equation (including appropriate
weighting factors) is used to rank station performance:
Score

=A/2 + B + C + 0/2 - El5 - F/5

where,

(1)

=

A Percent of monthly soundings arriving at NCEP by 0200 or 1400 UTC. To score in this
category, all coded messages (with or without data) must be received.
B = Percent of monthly soundings achieving the minimum 400 hPa requirement.
C = Percent of monthly soundings achieving 50 hPa.
o Percent of monthly soundings achieving 20 hPa.
E Percent of monthly temperature levels between surface and 400 hPa rejected by NCEP.
F Percent of monthly wind levels between 400 and 100 hPa rejected by NCEP.

=
=
=
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E

F
0

Elements B through F are compiled 6 hours or more after balloon release (11 :00 or 23:00 UTC) and before
NCEP data deletions are applied to the soundings. The maximum score a station can achieve with this
equation is 300. It is important to note that a station's ranking does not solely reflect station staff performance.
Factors such as equipment and communication failures, maintenance personnel performance, and support
from NWS Regional office and Headquarters management, are also taken into consideration when evaluating
station scores.
4. NWS upper-air station rankings for 3 months:
A perfect score based on the above equation is 300. Table 5 shows sample scores for four different rankings. The 92
stations in the NWS upper air network are ranked and scored each month. The range of scores from a top station to a
bottom ranked station can exceed 100 points.

Table 5. Sample Station Scores and Rankings
Rank

Station

March Score

Station

April Score

Station

May Score

1

72364

298.4

72403

299.56

72597

299.63

2

72274

297.93

72597

296.93

91285

298.24

46

72365

283.03

72681

284.13

70326

287.77

90

74494

239.37

72426

240.48

72659

248.38

5. Key network performance Indicators since the inception of the awards program
Since the start of the upper air performance program, the trend in station performance has shown continued improvement
as shown in Figure 1. The improvement is mostly a function of human factors. Except for the data processing software,
the ground systems, radiosondes, and balloons have remained nearly unchanged. Figure 2 is noteworthy, particularly in
the improvement in radiosondes reaching the 10 hPa level. The NWS requirement is for 60 percent of the flights over the
network to reach 10 hPa. Figure 3 shows the timeliness of upper air data arriving at the NCEP in time for the early
forecast model runs. The trend is upward over the period.
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Figure 1. Average and Median Performance Scores from August, 1998 to June, 2000
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Figure 3. Percentage of upper air observations (with data) on time (by 0200 or 1400 UTC) to NCEP from August, 1998 to
June, 2000.

6. Conclusions:
Since the beginning of the performance recognition program and the publication of monthly station rankings, the upper air
network performance has improved through greater attention to optimal operational procedures, fault isolation and
correction, and improved provisioning of appropriate expendable items. Senior NWS management are now able to
monitor network performance against performance goals. The ability to manage this quality assurance activity is enabled
by the NCEP automation of the radiosonde flight performance statistics for each 0000 and 1200 UTC flight for each site in
the 102 NWS station network.
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METEOROUTES :
The Walloon meteorological observation programme which aims
at improving climatic forecasts
Thierry LEDENT
Attaché
Walloon Ministry of Equipment and Transport
Motorway District of CHARLEROI
Rue de la Tombe, 110 - Marcinelle
phone: +32 71 60 10 71
fax: +32 71 60 10 89
E-Mail : tledent@met.wallonie.be

ABSTRACT
Numerous investments have been made to carry out the "Météoroutes" programme
which strives to offer a better service to the Walloon citizen during wintertime.
The Walloon territory is covered by fifty automatic weather stations. These stations
permanently pick up parameters related to atmospheric conditions and road climatology.
The network systematically sends these parameters to the PEREX centre (permanent
station for network operation) and to the Air Force METEO WING which make short-term
climatic forecasts for each of the main stations.
Although the measures are not carried out in compliance with W.M.O. specifications,
their multiplicity enables the forecasters to fine-tune their predictions.
Taking account of a data exchange possibility, it is obvious that the automatic
measurements carried out by the road managers of numerous countries can be of great
benefit to meteorological observation services.

Presentation of "Météoroutes"
Each country, each region is aware of the difficulty to maintain minimum traffic
conditions on its own road and motorway network. Road managers pour considerable
energy as regards human and financial resources into the territory's winter serviceability.
In winter, the climate of the Walloon Region is often characterized by alternate cycles
of night frost and positive day temperatures.
Wallonia has variable geographic features which only benefit little from maritime
influence and are subjected to south-west prevailing winds.
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Example of frost and
defrost
On upper curves (road
surf. Temp.) there is a
gap between –4°C and
+3°C.

Example of road temperatures graphic

The "Météoroutes" project was set up to make up for all the inaccuracies related to
pavement temperature forecasting. The project consists in centralizing all the climatic data
at one permanent station for network operation called PEREX.
To achieve this, the M.E.T. invested in the installation
of 15 main weather stations and 33 secondary stations.
With the help of our consultant, professor ERPICUM,
specialist in climatology of the Liège University, the main
stations have been set up so as to cover the region and to
warn of the arrival of cold fronts wherever they come from.
Nearly all of the stations are located alongside the
motorway network so that we can use our own electricity
power supply system and communication network.

Main station

The aim pursued is to create a system for pavement
surface temperature forecasting nearby each main station –
which means that 15 different forecasts are made.

The stations measure relative air humidity, temperature, wind speed and direction,
global radiation (pyranometer), atmospheric radiation (pyrgeometer). A rainfall detector
indicates the nature (rain or snow) and the intensity (high, low, nil) of precipitation and a
pluviograph has also been placed to determine its quantity. This recording raingauge
measures the amount of precipitation averaged over periods of 6, 30 or 60 minutes.
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44 DISTRICTS
Salt spreading

Ground based sensors which are of prime importance to our services measure the
temperatures at pavement surface as well as at 5, 10 and 20 cm below pavement surface
in order to take account of the thermal inertia of the road foundation. Moreover, these
sensors indicate the condition of the pavement surface – dry, moist or wet.
The secondary operational stations situated in
each road district are less sophisticated and are
equipped neither with wind and radiation sensors nor
with pluviographs. Temperature sensors are installed at
pavement surface and at 5 and 10 cm below. They are
very useful to the local managers who refer to them in
real time.
All the stations gather the measure data. They
process them and send them every 6 minutes to a
central unit of the PEREX centre and to the METEO
WING. More than 78000 climatic measures as well as
more than 43000 measures coming from the road
sensors are processed automatically each day.
Operational station

Although some measures do not comply entirely
with W.M.O. standards, it would be a pity if they would
not be taken into consideration by meteorologists.
To endow these data with characteristics ensuring their validity and reliability in time,
a certain number of conditions must be satisfied. As far as the Walloon Region is
concerned, a maintenance programme was developed for the weather stations and ensures
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that repairs of the sensors will be carried out at short notice. This means that, in winter, a
temperature sensor should be replaced within 5 hours from the moment that the failure was
detected.
The METEOROUTES programme fits in with a traffic management scheme
operational night and day. In case of malfunction, this system makes quick action possible
by analysing the failure detection software as well as data from video images or additional
information provided by the managers.
Data are centralized and archived at the Perex Centre (which stands for Permanence
d’Exploitation) and are redistributed to the managing road districts, the territorial
directorates, particular users of the Walloon Region as well as to the Liège University.
RDS

PEREX
W.H.I.S.T
METEOROUTES

RADIO

DAB

Roa
d
Users

Police of
d
Road

station
Meteo

Meteo
f
t

SALT SPREADING

The network architecture is based on advanced technological elements such as
automatic data acquisition stations, a specific X.25 network, Unix computers, AIX work
stations, an IP WIN network, and also local user NT terminals.
The thoroughness of the whole system follow-up enables to guarantee the credibility
of the measured meteorological data. Weather forecasters can process these measures in
order to confirm their data, to refine their forecasting application and to conduct climatology
studies.
At present, a complete counting of this type of weather stations is being carried out
within the framework of the CIMO.

**************
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A Lifecycle Management System for National Monitoring Networks in
Canada
Garry M. Pearson 1., Meteorological Service of Canada, Dartmouth, NS, Canada
Dave Dockendorff, Meteorological Service of Canada, Downsview, ON, Canada
Darryl Lynch, Meteorological Service of Canada, Downsview, ON, Canada

Introduction

The management of national atmospheric monitoring networks contains many challenges in terms of standards, quality,
and maintenance. Users of data from these systems want assurances of accuracy, reliability and timeliness. To
respond to these demands and to ensure a sustainable network, Canada is implementing a series of measures in the
management of its national meteorological and hydrological monitoring programs. Collectively, these measures
encompass a lifecycle approach to the management of these systems and is comprised of a quality management
system, real time data quality monitoring, and a lifecycle procurement management system. In fact, the goal of this
approach is to make life cycle considerations an integral part of the decision making process at all levels of the
organization.
This framework is intended
•

To provide a sound decision making structure for the investment in new systems or technologies based on
scientific, operational, and policy requirements.

•

To provide sound engineering management practices for the operation and maintenance of the operational
observing systems to minimize costs and maintain performance standards.

•

To ensure sustainability of observing systems through life-extension, re-investment and decommissioning
strategies.

This paper will describe these systems and present Canada's experiences in implementing these management tools in
the operation of its national atmospheric monitoring networks.

Components of the Life Cycle Management System

The national monitoring networks in use in Canada comprise of a complex system characterized by a mixture of inhouse and commercial systems. With global markets opening up to technology providers, national meteorological
organizations have been gradually devolving themselves of in-house development. This trend is not without its" pitfalls,
and has lead to interesting challenges in the management of complex observing networks comprised of mixtures of
commercially available and in-house systems. In Canada this is further complicated by the respective roles of
Environment Canada -Meteorological Service of Canada (MSC), Transport Canada (regulator), and NAV CANADA.
(national aviation navigation services provider).
Increased levels of accountability and fewer resources within government means that it is important to manage the
investment decision-making carefully. This framework is meant to be a guide to this decision making and management
process.
The Life Cycle Management System (LCMS) is comprised of processes and tools to achieve its goals. It was developed
based on best practices in industries with similar management issues. The primary components of the LCMS are:
strategic direction analysis, requirements definition, engineering and investment analysis, Investment decision making
process, implementation into operations, in-service management, performance measurement, life extension,
decommissioning.

1. Strategic Direction Analysis

Strategic direction analysis provides the overall program direction for the monitoring systems within the MSC. It is here
where the purpose, present and future activities for these networks are defined in terms of scientific, operational, and
policy requirements. The strategy encompasses scientific direction, anticipated user needs, and advances in
technology. There is a direct link between this strategic direction and the department's business lines, program
priorities and requirements, and international obligations.
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Changes to monitoring systems can be triggered by a number of factors such as changes in informational requirements,
technological advances, rust out, health and safety or funding pressures.
Therefore, the Strategic Direction forms a fundamental basis for major capital decision making by ensuring that
proposed changes to monitoring systems adhere to overall strategic directions of the MSC.
2. Definition of Requirements
The definition of requirements for new or changing monitoring systems is an iterative process between the needs of the
users and potential engineering solutions. Requirements are driven from a combination of operational, scientific and
policy needs. It is important that system requirements are formalized so that investment decision making has a rational
basis. Formalized requirements are documented in a manner which does not assume an engineering solution, but
merely states what is needed, not how it is to be accomplished. Requirements are defined using the following elements:
Overview, Operational Requirements, Technical Performance Specifications, Physical Integration, Functional
Integration, Health and Safety, In-Service Support, and Test and Evaluation
3. Engineering and Investment analysis
Engineering and Investment analysis provides a comprehensive analysis of the total Iifecycle implications of
implementing a new or revised monitoring system. The goal is to ensure that a solution strikes an optimum balance
between meeting requirements and affordability. This analysis provides input into the Investment Decision Process. The
following factors comprise this analysis: Strategic Direction Analysis (does the proposed solution fit into the overall
strategic direction?), requirements (does the proposed solution meet stated requirements?), Engineering Analysis (Le.
engineering impacts), market analysis (commercial possibilities), alternatives analysis (other methodologies or
partnerships), factors analysis (cosUbenefit, effectiveness, supportability issues, etc.), service life extension analysis.
4. Funding Decision Making
Capital allocations for investment into monitoring systems takes place through a committee structure involving a
challenge process. Those responsible for decision-making require assurances that priorities are relevant, requirements
will be met, alternatives considered, solutions are affordable, and long term cost implications are considered. In
essence, to ensure that complete life cycle costs are considered in the capital Investment decision making process. All
of the previous steps are to ensure that sufficient consideration for all of these factors have been analysed in
preparation for application for funding decisions.
5. Implementation into Operations
Commissioning protocols are used when new equipment is introduced into operational networks. An example would be
the AWOS Commissioning Protocol which involves standards and procedures used by the Meteorological Service of
Canada (MSC) to ensure that each Automated Weather Observing Station (AWOS) used for aviation programs is
verified before being approved for operational use. The process is a very rigorous one which includes verification of
components and installation procedures, end to end proof of performance testing, (including the communications
networks), message processing software, training, user notification and formal sign-off procedures. This Commissioning
Protocol also comprises part of the MSC's quality management system for METAR's.
Whenever new equipment is purchased it is also necessary to comply with a: Contract and regulatory system for
procurement administered by Public Works and Government Services Canada. These regulations help ensure that
companies have a fair opportunity to compete, that the Canadian Government gets good value and that conditions
under the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) and the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GAIT) are
followed.
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6. In-Service Management
Maintenance policies and procedures must be established for all operational equipment. This includes documentation
on the installation and operation of the equipment along with related training material and special diagnostic equipment
and software. In the field and depot maintenance by both Regional Maintenance and contracted out repair and overhaul
must also be considered.
Formal quality management practices ensure that standards, procedures, and practices are clearly defined,
documented, and followed in all aspects of operations. Key elements include controlled documentation sets,
qualification criteria for critical tasks, and clear processes for problem identification, performance measurement,
auditing, and management review. The ISO 9002 standard has served as a model for developing a quality
management system for the aviation observing component of the network. This system is scheduled for implementation
in the fall of 2001. It is expected that the system will expand to encompass other observing networks over a period of
time. Formal registration to the ISO standard however, is not an immediate objective
7. Performance Measurement
Performance measurement has become as an essential component in modern comptrollership. It can be as a powerful
tool for strengthening an organization's relationships and accountability, and for improving its capacity to effectively
manage scarce resources. It is important for both the improved management of information to appropriately lead and
co-ordinate information, and for stronger accountability (parliamentary reporting).
Among items of primary importance for performance measurement are data availability to meet requirements of
scientific, service and policy components in terms of data density, frequency, availability, quality and adherence to
standards.
8. Change Management
The Change Management Board ( CMB ) ensures the orderly management of change to instruments, systems and
algorithms employed in national meteorological and c1imatological networks. It ensures that the introduction of changes
(either hardware, software, or procedural) will not adversely affect the integrity of existing networks with regard to quality
or purpose. The board is comprised of a process whereby proposed changes are reviewed by experts in areas that may
be affected by changes, to provide analysis of the impacts of these changes on the networks as a whole.
9. life Extension
As equipment ages, systems may reach a decision point - Is it better to reinvest in new technology, or, for a relatively
small investment, extend the life of the equipment a few more years? The question is often complex and involves an
engineering and costing analysis. The decision will be influenced by the overall operational state of the system, the
potential engineering solutions available (or soon to be available), and incremental cost.
10. Decommissioning
The cost of decommissioning equipment is a factor that should be included in the life-cycle plan. This often-ignored
factor can be significant and may be driven by health and safety or environmental concerns. In northern remote sites,
the cost of removal or disposal of environmentally hazardous materials can be significant.
11. Implementation of LCMS in the Meteorological Service of Canada
The total life cycle management approach to national monitoring networks is being implemented in stages within the
MSC. This requires changes to both organizational culture, procedures, and the development of management tools.
A number of tools are under development for the management of these systems. Briefly, they comprise of:
LCMS Analysis Web site: National Archive System meta-data information links, site configuration, asset information,
costs, depreciation, component age analysis (Le. Are system components nearing the end of their operational life ?),
See Figure 2.
Action Request System: A national maintenance tracking system to follow maintenance issues on automatic stations
and the lightning network. This system allows for the tracking of "trouble tickets", maintenance performed, site downtimes, and ultimately, analysis of component failure issues. This type of system will be expanded to include other
networks in the near future.
In terms of procedures, recent changes include the formal introduction of change management boards, the shift (within
government) to full accrual accounting of assets and depreciation, improved engineering processes, and an improved
challenge process in major funding decisions involving full life-cycle cost considerations.
12. Conclusion
The introduction a life-cycle management approach in the Meteorological Service of Canada is proceeding. It is
anticipated that improved management tools and procedures will lead to better managed networks meeting the needs of
users and clients.
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NUEVAS TECNOLOGIAS PARA LA MEDICION DE PRECIPITACION Y SU
IMPACTO TECNOLOGICO
(New Technologies for Precipitation Gauging and their Impact)
Ing. Marielba Guillen Orellana
Instituci6n: Ministerio del Ambiente y de los Recursos Naturales
Centro Sim6n Bolivar. Torre Sur. Piso 6. Oficina N°606
Direcci6n de Hidrologia Y Meteorologia. MARN. Caracas, Venezuela
Telefono: 58-2-408-1445/408-1257 Fax: 58-2-4811947 E-mail: marielbag@yahoo.com

ABSTRACT
This paper tries to present a diagnosis of the Technologies Assessment, generated by the
use of new technologies in rain measure instruments. It analyses for instance, how changing
Clock systems for Litio bateries in automatic stations, to register rain, would affect economics,
enviroment and the operator of the Automatic Rain Gauge; the use of the technology itself
produce impacts. This paper will study the effects on society, when a technology is introduced,
extended or modified. To evaluate new technologies for measuring rain, would be equivalent to
value their uses.

La evaluaci6n tecnol6gica es definida como la evaluaci6n del impacto a corto y largo plazo
de una tecnologia de tal forma que se logre un usa optimo de los recursos y se alcance el
desarrollo social y econ6mico de una regi6n, dentro de un marco de recursos disponibles y una
visi6n de desarrollo.
Para algunos autores (Jose San Martin, 1992), evaluar una tecnologia equivale a valorar sus
usos, 10 cual a su vez supone identificar y analizar los efectos directos e indirectos que se
derivan del usa de una tecnologia y de la tecnologia misma.
Una de las definiciones de Impacto Tecnol6gico (Technology Assesment) mas comunmente
usadas examina los efectos en la sociedad que ocurren cuando una tecnologia es introducida,
extendida 0 modificada con especial enfasis en aquellas consecuencias indirectas retardadas 0
aquellas que no sean intencionales (Joseph F. Coates, 1971).
En la presente evaluaci6n de Impacto Tecnol6gico se utilizo como tecnica la tormenta de
ideas ("brainstorming") que es una tecnica asociada con el enfoque global 0 individual sobre un
problema no estructurado, que requiere un razonamiento reflexivo, y cuya caracteristica
descriptiva primordial es el cuestionamiento de enfoques y supuestos a nivel global
(Ramos 2000). Despues de la tormenta de ideas fue realizado un analisis critico personal.
Para Venezuela que es el caso que nos ocupa se va a realizar un diagnostico del impacto
tecnol6gico que produjo el cambio de la tecnologia para registrar la lIuvia. La medici6n de la
lIuvia comienza en el ana 1891 en la estaci6n Cagigal y a traves de mas de 100 anos que han
transcurrido hasta el presente de ha observado el cambio de los diferentes instrumentos
utilizados para la medici6n de la lIuvia desde el pluvi6metro de cantaro pasando por los
registradores que usan sistema de relojeria como los pluviografos de sif6n y de balancin hasta
que a principios de la decada de 1990 el Ministerio del Ambiente y de los Recursos Naturales
decide debido al avance a nivel mundial de nuevas tecnologias para el registro de lIuvia
automatizar como primera fase la red de pluviografos en todo el territorio nacional.
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Para la automatizaci6n se estan utilizando sensores tipo balancin y datalogger que utilizan
baterias de litio como fuentes de poder, como podemos observar se cambia el sistema de
relojeria por un datalogger que requiere para funcionar una bateria de litio, cuya duraci6n se
estima en 5 anos al final de los cuales la bateria debe ser desechada y para 10 cual en
Venezuela no existe actualmente lugares adecuados para deshacerse de ellas, con 10 cual
quedaran expuestas al ambiente creando en un futuro focos de contaminaci6n ambiental.
Otro de los impactos es el cambio de pertil academico que requiere el operador de la
estaci6n automatica, ya que necesita conocimientos en electr6nica y computaci6n para
instalar, mantener, procesar y analizar los datos de lIuvia recabados automaticamente por el
sensor, con 10 cual muchos de los operadores con largos anos de experiencia en estaciones
con sistemas de relojeria experimentan 10 que se denomina resistencia al cambio y 10 cual trae
como consecuencia que deban ser relevados de sus cargos por personal mas joven con los
conocimientos requeridos en las areas antes mencionadas, pero con poca experiencia en la
determinaci6n de la calidad de la informaci6n que generan las estaciones automaticas.
Desde el punto de vista de la instituci6n el impacto es econ6mico ya que tiene que ofrecer
una mayor remuneraci6n al personal que opera las estaciones automaticas, esto debido a que
aumenta la exigencia de conocimientos. El sistema tradicional de relojeria tiene una vida util de
mas de 20 anos en cambio las partes y repuestos de las estaciones automaticas se estima su
vida util en cinco anos, con 10 cual aumenta la frecuencia de adquisici6n de partes y repuestos
y 10 cual conlleva un aumento en el gasto para operar las estaciones automaticas.
Pero tambien hay que mencionar que debido a que se elimina el laborioso trabajo de
evaluaci6n de las bandas, se dispone en menor tiempo de un mayor volumen de datos en
medios magneticos con 10 cual se agilizan los trabajos de investigaci6n y de aplicaciones
practicas en el campo de la meteorologia
Toda tecnologia requiere de una evaluaci6n de los costos y beneficios. Para ello, se deben
considerar todos los efectos directos e indirectos, sobre los actores sociales, que utilizarla
tecnologia, mediante el uso de la "matriz de apoyos y resistencias" (Hetman, 1975) ver Cuadro
N° 1.
*************
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Matriz de Apoyos y Resistencia del Proyecto Automatizacion de la Red de Pluviografos

Resistencias

Efectos
Primarios:

Efectos
Secundarios:

Efectos
terciarios

Ventajas atribuidas
a la tecnologia
existente

Sugerencia de
modificaciones de la
tecnologia existente

Cambios.

Adiestramiento

Costos

Comodidad, tecnicas
conocidas

Complementariedad

Apoyos
Beneficios primarios
Especificidad
Beneficios secundarios
Sensibilidad
I

W

co

Beneficios terciarios

w

Precision

Beneficios generales
atribuidos a la tecnologia

~

~

~

Celeridad en la obtencion de los
datos

Alternativas propuestas a la
tecnologia deseada
Fabricacion de dataloger
nacional

~

'"

~
4

Escala :0 (ninguno), 1 (muy poco), 3 (neutro), 4 (mucho), 5 (mucho mas)
Fuente: elaboracion propia (adaptado de Hetman, 1975).
Hetman, F.(1975). Evaluacion Tecnologica y Sociedad. Madrid, Espana. OCDE, Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores de Espana.

Effect of Data Collection Instruments on the Quality of Data:
The Case of Ethiopia
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Abstract
Meteorological data observing stations are scarcely distributed in Ethiopia. Besides, most of the
stations are located near the main roads since communication and observing systems are still at
early stage in the rural areas. Among the available stations, only 80/0 are equipped with single side
band radios for the transmission and reception of meteorological data. On the other hand, there
are only two upper air stations throughout the country. And, there is one Meteosat and NOAA data
receiver at the head quarter that receives information daily. As a result of the inadequate
distribution of stations, lack of good communication system, poor quality of instruments and lack of
skilled manpower, the data collected for meteorological uses are not sufficient.
This study explores the data collection system and investigates the problem of measuring
instruments, and suggests a remedy for it. Generally, the study focuses on the instruments used
and the problems faced.

Introduction
Ethiopia has multiple types of climate, ranging from arid to humid types. More than 80% of the
labor force are engaged in agriculture. Agriculture, mostly rain-fed, is highly sensitive to variations
in weather and climate. The country has experienced recurrent droughts, a high rate of
deforestation, soil degradation and loss, and severe over-grazing. It is of vital importance that
Ethiopia should give due consideration for meteorological observation. Therefore, quality data
should be collected for use in agricultural and allied planning activities. Hence, rehabilitation of
destroyed observatories, maintenance and upgrading of observatories should be given a priority.

Meteorological Observation and Data Collection
In Ethiopia, meteorological observation and data collection started in the late 1930s at Addis
Ababa (Fantolli 1965). In the early fifties a meteorological unit was established under the aegis of
the Civil Aviation Department to meet the requirements of the growing aviation industry. Thereafter
meteorological observations and data collection systems were promoted and stations have been
established one after the other (NMSA 1992). An increased awareness of the importance and the
need for application of meteorological information to various socio-economic activities led to the
establishment of the National Meteorological Services Agency (NMSA) in 1980. At the NMSA
Meteorological Instruments Laboratory and Calibration Workshop is established for routine check
of the instruments. There are about five automatic stations, which are not currently working due to
lack of skilled manpower. Also estimated rainfall and vegetation index maps are produced using
the METEOSAT and NOAA facilities.
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Satellite-based data collection and distribution systems are also integrated in the
GTS system.
i) The METEOSA T and NOAA Data Capture System

At the NMSA, there is remotely sensed data collection site equipped with the METEOSAT IPDUS
and NOAAlHRPT ground receiving facilities. The NOAAlHRPT hardware facilities including an
HRPT antenna, HRPT frame synchronizer, buffer and hardware interface with PC attached to a
printer. Using the NOAA IHRPT facility the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) maps
are produced every ten days to serve the purposes of vegetation monitoring. For tracking the
NOAA satellites and facilitate data acquisition, information called TBUS is collected through GTS
network.
The METEOSAT/PDUS reception system consists of a receiving antenna driven by a PC-AT
attached to a printer. The system is used to produce Cold Cloud Duration and Estimated Rainfall
maps. As the techniques of estimating rainfall are associated with the temperature of cloud tops,
the process requires certain temperature thresholds to be fed to the computer prior to capture. At
present, calibration at temperature thresholds of -40°C, -50°C and -60°C are used for different
Zones of the country. Although estimated rainfall products are used for current rainfall monitoring
purposes, the calibration process is still in progress.
ii) The Meteorological Data Distribution (MDD) Capture system
In the MOD system, pictorial, text and binary data are transmitted for the ground stations to the
satellite and made available to all ground users. Pictorial data are transmitted from Bracknell text
bulletins and reports from Rome. The Toulouse center also sends different outputs of numerical
weather prediction from the Meteo-France. The MOD data capture system was installed at NMSA
in November 1992 and processed maps (actual and prognosis maps, NDVI, etc ) and alpha
numerical data are received. The MOD system is upgraded with new operating system and
displaying package after the year 2000.
iii) Data Collection Platforms (DCPs) and Data Reception System (DRS)

The DCP system is designed to make unattended operation over an extended period.
Meteorological observation from remote and inaccessible areas can be made using the DCP
system. Data collected from stations is transmitted via METEOSAT and reception is made using
the DRS system. There were about 8 DCP stations, but at present none of the stations are
operational due to lack of spare parts.

Measuring instruments and problems
Most of the measuring instruments and device have been installed at the time the expansion of
networks during the early 1950s. Major problem experienced has been lack of spare parts.
Supervision has also been poor. This is due to financial constraints and skilled manpower. For
example, some of the thermohygro-graphs need sensors and maintenance of the mechanical part.
The standard orientation for sunshine recording instruments is North-South. However, due to
occasion cracking of the land on which the instrument rests, the orientation slightly changes. This
gives erroneous results.
In our country we have Meteorological Instruments Laboratory and Calibration Workshop.
Instruments are usually checked for standard and calibration and maintenance are done at the
laboratory. However, calibration and standardizing equipment are scarce. Calibration and
standardization equipment in scare include:
1. Pressure chamber: We calibrate pressure-measuring devices such as aneroid
barometers, barographs and mercury barometers. These instruments should be calibrated
at regular intervals using the calibration apparatus. Also our national standard barometer
needs to be calibrated at regular intervals at the Regional Calibration Centre in Nairobi,
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Kenya. However, due to financial constraints, we are not able to send instrument to get it
calibrated. As a result error in measurements could occur.
2. Humidity Sensor calibration Equipment. We have this instrument but the instrument
has not been functional for a long time due to the inlet water pipe has a leakage problem.
As a result the drainage facility has been failed. Therefore, we have to go for the zero
adjustment system.
3. Wind tunnel calibration instrument: There is no wind tunnel calibration instrument. We
have electrical wind system and wild type wind system. Cleaning and lubricating is usually
done, but due to unavailability of the calibration equipment, error in measurement could
creep in.

Problem encountered in the present network System

1. Although the meteorological stations do not well represent the various climatic and agro2.

3.
4.
S.

ecological conditions of the country, maintenance has been a problem since we do not
have adequate transport facilities and lack of spare parts.
The available few automatic and semi-automatic stations are not operational due to lack
of skilled manpower and spare parts.
Problem of communication system due to noise interference and problems in getting a
high speed and leased telephone line from the Ethiopian Telecommunication Authority.
Lack of skilled manpower to operate and maintain the new systems of MOD and Messir.
The DCP is not working due to lack of spare parts.

RECOMMENDATION AND CONCLUSION

1. Public awareness programmes should be enhanced so that people may protect the
instruments from damage.
2. The available few automatic and semi-automatic stations have to be operational in order
to use them at remote areas. There is also a need to expand observatories by automatic
stations as they have advantages over the manned station at remote locations. The
observing stations at the airports have to be replaced by automatic and semi-automatic
stations to get a reliable and real time data for aeronautical services.
3. Most of the observatories send their data by hand and post. This system of
communication has to be complemented by other means in order to get the information on
real time basis. The present System of communication is mainly by Voice (SS8). So, in
order to avoid traffic and ease the frequent maintenance demand, the communication
system at some of the stations in the regional meteorological centers has to be changed
by data and voice communication system.
4. Training of manpower to properly operate and maintain the automatic stations, the MOD
and Messir system, and the data communication system has become a necessity.
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DEVELOPPEMENT ET PERSPECTIVES DE L'ENSEIGNEMENT DES INSTRUMENTS
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L'elaboration de renseignements meteorologiques, necessite un travail de base
considerable. La collecte de donnees doit se faire a partir d'instruments justes et fiables. En
consequence un personnel de qualite est necessaire pour assurer la maintenance des equipements.
La formation professionnelle en instrumentation meteorologique relevant de la competence
des organismes concernes doit etre pensee de maniere a ce que le personnel technique soit
correctement forme et puisse offiir des services multidisciplinaires et repondre aux aspirations des
usagers de plus en plus nombreux.
Les formateurs et instructeurs en instruments meteorologiques, doivent suivre de pres les
nouvelles tendances, afin de mieux percevoir les besoins des usagers, et ameliorer les prestations
pedagogiques.
Devant la montee des preoccupations nationales et globales, les services meteorologiques
devraient adopter une strategie dont les missions et les responsabilites montreront les orientations et
les changements a apporter dans l'enseignement et la formation d'un personnel hautement qualifie.
L'intensification de cet enseignement serait d'autant plus utile que les generations futures
seraient a meme de saisir de maniere plus probante les liens etroits existants entre l'instrument de
mesure et la donnee qu'il foumit, et son utilite pour la connaissance du temps.
L'Institut Hydrometeorologique de Formation et de Recherche (IHFR), agree depuis 1974
comme Centre Regional de Formation Professionnelle (CRFPM) de l'Organisation Meteorologique
Mondiale (OMM), a la charge de former les meteorologistes des pays africains francophones. Pres
de 25 pays africains ont beneficie d'une formation au sein de cet etablissement.
Le CRFPM d'Oran (Algerie), outre la formation de techniciens (classe III OMM) et
ingenieurs (classe 11 OMM) en meteorologie, offie egalement la possibilite de former des
Techniciens en instruments meteorologiques. Cette categorie de personnel, a l'issue de leur
formation a la charge de I' installation et de la maintenance du reseau instrumental et des
equipements meteorologiques des telecommunications meteorologiques.
Le cursus de cette filiere, existe deja depuis 1974 et s'etale une periode de 24 mois. Les
programmes de formation ont ete etablis selon les attentes des pays amcains faisant appel a nos
services d'une part, et conformement aux recommandations de l'OMM en matiere de formation de
specialistes en instruments d'autre part.
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La repartition des divers modules composant cette filiere reposait essentiellement sur des
enseignements dans une premiere phase de matieres fondamentales (mathematiques, physique,
thermodynamique ) et de matieres de specialisation ( instruments meteorologiques, equipements
de transmission ), dans une deuxieme phase.
,Devant les exigences de plus en plus accrues des utilisateurs de produits meteorologiques, et
compte tenu de I' evolution croissante des techniques instrumentales, une revision de fond de
I' enseignement de cette formation specialisee a ete initiee et a donnee naissance en 1995 it la
creation d'un nouveau cycle de formation, celui de Technicien Superieur en Instruments
Meteorologiques.
De duree sensiblement plus longue que la precedente filiere, cette demiere s'etale sur une
periode de 30 mois.
C'est dans l'optique d'une meilleure approche des connaissances techniques recentes que
des modules de formation portent en partie tout au moins sur I' initiation des techniques de reception
par satellite, radar it effet Doppler, stations automatiques, radiosondage... etc.
La formation de ces specialistes en instruments meteorologiques se divise en trois phases :
•
•
•

phase 1 : acquisition de connaissances de base
phase 2 : complements et specialisation
phase 3 : projets de fin d'etudes et stages en lieu de travail

La repartition des volumes horaires, sur un total de 2286 heures, des divers modules de
formation a ete etablie comme suit :

PHASE 1
PHASE 2
PHASE 3

VOLUME HORAIRE
864
894
528

POURCENTAGE
38%
39%
23%

De par notre experience, en tant que centre regional de formation, et de par les objectifs
auxquels nous aspirons, nous pensons qu'une reflexion reguliere avec les services du reseau
instrumental et autres utilisateurs parait necessaire pour elaborer de meilleures strategies de
formation.
L'objectif d'une formation quelconque ne doit pas se bomer it un enseignement academique
de disciplines variees, mais it inculquer une nouvelle perception de l'utilite des connaissances
acquises. Ce qui laisse supposer une prise de conscience de la necessite d'une utilisation accrue des
techniques instrumentales modemes, pour ameliorer les prestations et participer de maniere
consequente au developpement en general.
En effet, il nous est apparu indispensable au cours de notre experience de formation de ce
cycle, d'avoir recours it tout procede d'information pouvant apporter un complement benefique it
nos etudiants.
Face it l'evolution incessante des techniques de l'environnement informatique et des moyens
de telecommunications, le recours it des methodes et moyens pedagogiques nouveaux, tels que
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I'enseignement assiste par ordinateur et le tele-enseignement, seraient sans aucun doute d'un apport
certain et benefique.
Le tele-enseignement meriterait une attention particuliere, en egard cl sa haute technicite,
sans toutefois se substituer cl l' enseignement dit c1assique. Le tele-enseignement, quelque peu
inapproprie actuellement pour un enseignement specialise ou une formation impliquant des
experiences pratiques, trouverait quand meme des applications interessantes dans la formation
professionnelle destinee cl des specialistes pour s'enquerir des nouvelles techniques.
11 faudrait neanmoins souligner que le tele-enseignement trouverait principalement sa place
dans I' enseignement des techniques que les professeurs de metier ne sauraient assurer pleinement et
de meilleure fa~on que les experts de la dite technique, parfois complexe et surtout recente.
En outre, I' avenement d'Internet peut nous conduire cl un remaniement des methodes
pedagogiques et des innovations didactiques, et ce par un recours cl des logiciels performants de
tele-enseignement, elabores de preference conjointement avec les concepteurs (ou industriels) d'une
part et les utilisateurs potentiels d'autre part.
Le nombre insuffisant de CD-ROM mis cl notre disposition, dans le domaine des instruments
meteorologiques, a fait que le World Wide Web, comme complement d'information, trouve de plus
en plus d'echo chez nos etudiants.
La prise de conscience d'une evolution des programmes de formation est certes comprise et
partagee par tous. Cependant, devant les changements technologiques rapides survenus au cours de
cette derniere decennie, un retard de plus en plus profond pourrait etre occasionne par ceux dont le
renouvellement des equipements et infrastructures s'avererait difficile et onereux.
Les propositions ou recommandations retenues permettront d'identifier les besoins de la
formation, d'actualiser et d'enrichir les programmes, de choisir les methodes de formation
appropriee, et d'evaluer les ressources necessaires au type de formation predefinie.
La meteorologie, une science sans frontieres, au service du bien-etre de I 'homme, du fait de
l'elargissement des ses applications, s'interesse de plus en plus fortement cl l'evolution du c1imat et
cl I' environnement terrestre. Les implications diverses font qu'une logistique adequate est
primordiale pour permettre aux services meteorologiques d'evoluer dans le contexte d'une
communaute scientifique et technique qui progresse rapidement. Nous nous ne lasserons pas
d'evoquer cl nouveau la necessite d'un developpement des ressources humaines, l'amelioration des
structures et un financement approprie, pour pouvoir se conformer aux nouvelles normes imposees
par la technologie.
Ceci nous mene cl penser qu'un renforcement de la cooperation entre les constructeurs, les
utilisateurs et les centres de formation, menerait sans aucun doute cl une formation pertinente des
generations futures deja en phase avec le monde de demain.
Aussi dans le cadre de notre mission au sein de I' Mrique, en tant que CRFPM, charge de la
formation de generations du troisieme millenaire, nous estimons que nous devons contribuer au
developpement de I' enseignement des instruments par des operations pedagogiques portant
notamment sur:
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•

l' elaboration de CD-ROM sur les instruments meteorologiques

•

l'ouverture de sites sur le Web ,en particulier sur les instruments classiques, toujours
utilises dans nos regions

•

conforter la formation continue, par des modules de specialisation de courte duree , en
particulier sur l'observation par satellite ,le radar, les stations automatiques, la mesure du
rayonnement solaire....
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Capacity Building for Instrumentation
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Capacity Building Defined
In a global context, "capacity" refers to the ability of individuals and institutions to make and implement
decisions and perform functions in an effective, efficient and sustainable manner. At the individual level,
capacity building refers to the process of changing attitudes and behaviors - developing skills and imparting
and acquiring knowledge while maximizing the benefits to society of knowledge exchange, participation and
ownership. At the institutional level it focuses on the overall organizational performance and functioning
capabilities, as well as the ability of an organization to adapt to change.
The National Meteorological and Hydrological Service (NMHS) in Society
Beginning with the assumption that a base of meteorological activity is necessary to sustain and develop
any nation's economy and to provide for the safety of its people, it is self-evident that the need for an effective
infrastructure of an NMHS should be considered an essential element of national plans. The necessary
components are instrumentation, data processing and telecommunications. Such a base is seriously
deficient in many countries, yet does not command the attention of national governments to allocate
resources for its full development. The authors recognize that often the most difficult problems to overcome,
other than a lack of national financial resources, are not technical but political and bureaucratic. Four such
obstacles could be:
•
•
•
•

over-identification of many NMHSs with a single economic sector (e.g. aviation);
inefficiencies resulting from duplication of effort when specific roles (e.g. flood forecasting, media
broadcasts) are assumed by other government departments or private organizations;
lack of scientific and technical knowledge and awareness in decision-makers;
restrictions on importation and international transportation of equipment and materiel.

Capacity Building in NMHSs
Plans to build capacity in an NMHS must be seen as an integral component of the national plan for
development. We should avoid presenting the needs for improved infrastructure and training on the basis of
fulfilling the NMHS mission. Rather, they contribute to the NMHS's multi-faceted approach to assisting
economic development and meeting human needs to achieve improved productivity and long-term
environmental quality. Improved early warning systems for floods, long term data sets of good quality to
better understand climatic influences and improved telecommunication to warn and inform the citizens are
just a few of the benefits of an improved infrastructure in an NMHS. Our collective message must be that
improved data will assist in the economic potential of the nation, the health and safety of its population and in
development of environmental policy and enforcement mechanisms. Such data will also support the private
sector and governments in their endeavors to incorporate environmental considerations into their decisionmaking.
To improve success in achieving national support in acquiring scarce financial resources from
governments and external sources, the authors propose that one must increase the visibility of the NMHS.
To this end the following principles need be considered when developing project proposals:

The big picture

Focus the strategy on long-term capacity building, not immediate short-term performance improvement.
There may be additional benefits derived beyond the project.

National control

Highlight central role of the NMHS to plan, design and manage the process.

Collaborative
framework

Encourage broad "ownership" including local non-governmental organizations, academia and the private
sector.

The Business Case

Explore all options (e.g. make or buy, skills development, engaging partners) and pay greater attention to
the cost benefits of decisions.

Outcomes

Articulate outcomes such as improved products and services based on national objectives rather than
inputs to be provided.

Sustainability

Emphasize self-reliance and ability to maintain systems.
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An Illustrative Study

To make the discussion more concrete, let us consider a simple example of instrumentation for wind
measurement. A similar methodology and principles can be applied to larger, more complex cases. Assume
that one must refurbish or replace a number of anemometers in order to maintain or improve the
climatological record and services to the public. Let us first enumerate three possible strategies that should
be evaluated:
•
•

Replace with commercially available instruments;
Design and build new anemometers using technology appropriate to national capabilities and
requirements:
•
Refurbish existing anemometers.
For each of these potential strategies, we must identify the requirements for both the human and
financial resources and the time when they will be required. The analysis must consider not only what is
needed for the replacement or upgrade but also the requirements for future calibration and maintenance of
the new equipment throughout its lifetime. We should also consider how new skills and facilities will add to
and complement those already in place, how they may assist in meeting other requirements and how they fit
into any national technology programmes or policies.
Each of the three examples of strategies - procurement, redesign or refurbishment - requires a different
set of skills in the personnel.
Replacement with commercially available equipment
In the case of procurement of internationally available equipment, skills are required to specify and
assure the quality of equipment procured. This does not generally need ability to understand the details of
the internal operation to the level of being able to design modifications to the equipment. It does require the
communication in procurement documentation of the operational requirements and environment in which the
equipment will operate. It is also important to understand the limitations of the technology and the equipment
being offered. There will be the need to assure that on delivery the equipment is adequately calibrated and
otherwise meets the specifications. Additionally, there must be adequately trained personnel to install and
maintain the equipment for its projected lifetime.
Design and build using appropriate technology
The option of designing and building an anemometer using technology appropriate to national
capabilities and requirements presents a different type of challenge. Initially one would have to review the
various scientific principles on which anemometry is based. These will suggest the technologies for their
expression in working instruments. A review of current state of the art is useful here to establish what has
been possible in other countries with the requirement of producing commercially viable equipment. This may
also suggest how to implement the various possible designs by substitution of more appropriate or available
technologies. It is important at this stage to consider not only traditional skills but also those at the leading
edge of technology. Over the long term, substitution of software for hardware, for example, could lead to less
expense when changes to the observational programme or to data processing will be required.
In parallel, there needs to be an inventory of nationally available skills and technologies. This may
usefully be extended to consideration of regional capabilities if a group of countries is able to combine to
execute the project, each perhaps contributing to some specific part of the final design and manufacture.
Finally, for each of the potential technically feasible approaches there needs to be a realistic cost
estimate. This must include not only the immediate costs of the design and construction effort but also the
cost of acquisition of the required skills and technical facilities. On the other side of the ledger, one must
consider the sometimes unquantifiable benefits of being able to use the capacity for other projects in the
national interest.
Refurbish existing anemometers
This may be an effective option when the instruments are generally operational but require the
replacement of some component that is no longer available, or that can be procured or produced locally at
lower cost. For the anemometer example it might be replacement of the bearings, with possible
modifications to the shaft or housing. When considering this approach, the various costs and benefits must
again be analyzed carefully. Some of these may be difficult to quantify but, nevertheless, could lead to
significant benefits. An example may be the initiation of building up a capability to take on more challenging
design tasks.
The refurbishment project will require planning that is similar to that of the designing and building project.
A careful analysis is needed of any impacts at the interfaces of the new equipment or software to ensure that
the changes are compatible and do not degrade performance. However, the undertaking may be simpler
than building an entirely new instrument in that it should be possible to limit the need to a smaller set of
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technical skills and facilities. In the example of the bearing replacement these would be mechanical
engineering and a good machine shop capability.

Opportunities for Partnerships
In the past few years the world has witnessed a historic transformation. Political alliances have altered,
market economies have flourished, the global information village is nearing a reality and technology advances
at an unprecedented rate. Multilateral Environmental Agreements attest to the fact that every nation is
concerned about humankind's impact on the global as well as on the local environments. Nevertheless,
humankind's ability to systematically observe, record and analyze environmental change has been
compromised by economic forces beyond the control of NMHSs. How an NMHS maintains or furthers its
mission in protecting humans from the environment and in continuing to contribute to the socio-economic
well-being of their citizens is a real dilemma.
As Table 1 illustrates, this complex landscape presents enormous opportunities for partnerships of
existing and emerging programmes, actors and events that could assist NMHSs in building infrastructure
useful in fulfilling their mission. The list is not exhaustive: much additional information can be obtained by
searching the World Wide Web and working directly with regional institutions and programmes.

Conclusions
Capacity building activities are based on many different drivers: a national policy on technology, a global
programme of action or a project to address specific NMHS requirements. A considerable part of capacity
building may be more appropriately referred to as "capacity acquisition", which requires planning and
sustained effort on the part of the recipient. To maximize the potential for success, capacity building must be
designed to meet some clearly defined national requirement articulated in a way that engenders broad
support from government and other sectors. Once this support is acquired, assistance from, inter alia,
international institutions or neighbouring countries may reduce the requirements for national capacity.
Capacity building starts with an initiative supported by commitment at individual and national levels.
Continuous motivation and innovation on the part of the individuals within the NMHS underpin success.
Partnerships and mutual benefits must be identified and exploited and the ensuing improvements to
infrastructure of acquisition of skills and knowledge must be sustainable.
In order to improve success, the following actions should be included in the overall plan:
•
Access and make extensive use of the material and human resources of technical support units,
training centres and other expertise in developed countries;
•
Engage International Organizations and, in particular, WMO;
•
Acquire a "critical mass" though partnering with industry and other neighbouring NMHSs.
Implementation may take several years while a gradual increase in national capacity is realized.
Focused effort and a national champion will be needed to bring the project to a successful conclusion. It will
be necessary to review progress from time to time in order to verify that targets, tactics, goals and process
remain realistic and relevant to current technology and policies.
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Table 1: Capacity Building; Opportunities for Partnerships
Activity

Mechanisms

Opportunities

Multilateral
Environmental
Agreements

-

Montreal Protocol
Framework Convention on Climate Change
Convention on Biological Diversity
Convention to Combat Desertification

Various articles within these instruments promote the need for
institutional and technical capacity building activities to enable
all signatories to achieve their aims

United Nations
Programmes and UN
Specialized
Agencies

-

United Nations Development Programme,
United Nations Environment Programme

The UNDP is the key UN instrument for development.
Although its focus is on poverty alleviation, it does assist with
technical cooperation activities.

-

WMO and its various programmes and
Constituent Bodies, e.g. Regional and Sub
Regional Offices, Education and Training
Programme and RMTCs, Technical
Cooperation Programme, Executive Council
Advisory Group on Technical Cooperation
Regional Programme.

The strength of WMO lies in bringing like-minded mission
oriented players together. It can provide technical and
administrative assistance to project definition, location of
potential donors, negotiations for assistance, project
management and evaluation of results. Some services may
be delivered through Regional Meteorological Training
Centres, Regional Instrument Centres, Fellowships, Voluntary
Cooperation Programme etc. Regional fora can help articulate
national plans into an integrated regional perspective.

-

UNESCO - IOC; Training, Education and
Mutual Assistance in Marine Science (TEMA)

IOC - TEMA has been effective in facilitating the exchange of
initiatives in marine science between UN family agencies

-

Commission on Sustainable Development
(CSD) and Agenda 21

CSD meeting 9 (2001) will emphasize Chapter 9: Protection
of the Atmosphere.
2002 is the tenth anniversary of UNCED with increasing focus
on development of capacity for environmental projects.

-

UN Conference on
Environment and
Development
(UNCED)
Implementation of
global networks and
large scale science
experiments and
assessments

- World Weather Watch

-

-

International Funding Institutions

Organization for
Economic
Cooperation and
Development
Regional Banks

Regional
organizations

Hydrology and Water Resource Programme
Global Climate Observing System,
Global Ocean Observing System
World Climate Research Programme
Inter-governmental Panel on Climate Change
ARGO Project
World Bank - Global environment Facility
(GEF) Capacity Development Initiative (COl)

Joint efforts amongst UN, academic, private sector and
national institutions are growing. These present opportunities
for infrastructure and other needs to build capacity. The
implementation of the Global Climate Observing System
(GCOS) is an emerging example.

The World Bank is trustee of the Global Environment Facility
Trust Fund and a GEF Implementing Agency. The portfolio of
projects under implementation includes projects directly
managed by the Bank as well as those managed by the
International Finance Corporation, the Inter-American
Development Bank, and the Asian Development Bank. GEF
has recently taken keener interest in improving technical
infrastructure.

- Capacity Development in Environment

OECD brings together the more technologically advance
nations.

- Inter-American Development Bank (lOB)

As example, the Ibero-American Climate Project Feasibility
Study funded by the lOB will be used as an implementation
plan for technical infrastructure in four South American
countries.

-

African Development Bank
Asian Development Bank
others
Organization of American States (OAS),

- Agency of Air Safety in Africa and
Madagascar (ASECNA)

- Asia Pacific Network

-

There are numerous national affiliations on a regional scale,
some economic, some scientific. Each presents opportunities
to advance the aims of an NMHS in technical endeavours
including training.

Inter-American Institute for Global Change
Research (IAI)
Commonwealth
European Union

Bilateral Assistance

- Official Development Assistance (ODA)

There is growing interest amongst donors to support national
plans that improve early warning systems to mitigate the
effects of natural disasters. WMO Members are often well
connected to their international development agencies.

Private sector

-

Strong partnerships can be forged with the private sector,
ranging from negotiation of fair pricing for consumables to
improving relations with other sectors such as media outlets
who require timely, accurate information for the delivery of
their products and services.

Instrument manufacturers

- the media, with emphasis on international

-

-

broadcasters
Insurance industry
Tourism and trade
various other economic sectors
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